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INTRODUCTION 

I. PRELIMINARY COMMENTS 

The Book of Jubilees, which is a heavily edited retelling of Genesis 1-
Exodus 12, has endured a long, complicated textual history and has 
survived it in remarkable health. Scholars have proposed a wide range 
of dates for the time when the book was written (ranging from the fifth-
fourth centuries B.C. to the first century A . D . ) \ but since 1902, when 
R. H. Charles published his annotated translation of Jubilees, the domi
nant view has been that the author composed his work at some point in 
the second century B.C. Charles, who contributed more to the study of 
the text of Jubilees than any other scholar, formulated the standard 
position that the book was written between 135 and 96 B.C., or more 
precisely between 109 and 105 B.C.^ He adduced many reasons for his 
hypothesis, the most important of which were alleged references in the 
book to the Maccabean high priesthood, the failure of the Pharisaic 
author to mention the split between the Pharisees and John Hyrcanus 
(134-104) or Alexander Jannaeus (103-76), and historical references to 
events such as Hyrcanus' razing of Samaria in 109 B.C.^ In more 
recent treatments of the topic, several writers have shown the weaknes
ses of Charles' dating and have preferred a time between 170 and 
150 B.C. The present writer has argued at length that Jubilees was 
written between 161 and 152*, while George Nickelsburg and Jonathan 
Goldstein have defended a date just before 167 B.C. on the grounds 
that the author betrays his knowledge of events that occurred in the 
first part of Antiochus IV's reign but is not aware of his religious edict 
which was promulgated in 167^ Since textual matters are the focus of 

' For a survey of dates, see J . VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical Studies in the Book 
of Jubilees (HSM 14; Missoula: Scholars, 1977) 207-13. 

2 The Book of Jubilees or the Little Genesis (London: Adam and Charles Black, 1902) 
Ixiii-lxvi ( = Charles, 1902, in future references); The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the 
Old Testament (2 vols.; Oxford: Clarendon, 1913) 2.6. 

3 Jub 30:2-4, 24 (cf. Gen 34:2-13, 25-29) is supposed to reflect this event (The 
Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testament, 2 .6 . 

• Textual and Historical Studies, 214-85. 
5 NICKELSBURG, Jewish Literature Between the Bible and the Mishnah (Philadelphia: 

Fortress, 1981) 78-79; GOLDSTEIN, «The Date of the Book of Jubilees», PAAJR 50 (1983) 
63-86. The apocalypse in Jubilees 23 plays a large part in these two attempts at dating. 
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this introduction, the dispute about dating need not be adjudicated 
here; but it now seems safe to claim that the Book of Jubilees was 
written between the years 170 and 150 B.C. 

Today students of the book agree that it was composed in Hebrew 
and that from Hebrew it was translated into Greek. It has been 
suggested (on this see section II. C. below) that a Hebrew text also 
served as the base for a Syriac translation, but it is not certain that 
there was a full Syriac translation and that, if there was one, it rendered 
a Hebrew rather than a Greek model. Copies of the Greek version of 
Jubilees then became the Vorlagen of translations into Latin and 
Ethiopic*. The textual evidence which has survived from each of these 
stages in the history of the book will be discussed in the sections that 
follow. The introduction to this volume will then conclude with some 
explanatory comments about the translations of the textual material 
that is found in volume one and regarding the textual notes. 

II. THE VERSIONS 

A. The Hebrew Version: The scholars who studied and wrote about 
the text of Jubilees before the Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered usually 
agreed that the book was composed in the Hebrew language'', but 
definitive evidence for their quite plausible thesis was lacking. The issue 
of the language in which Jubilees was written has now been settled 
conclusively due in large measure to finding fragmentary remains of 13 
manuscripts of the book in the caves around Qumran. Since all of these 
manuscripts are written in Hebrew and some can be dated on paleo-
graphical grounds to times very near the period when the author 
penned his work, Hebrew must be regarded as the only serious candi-

* These claims are justified below; cf. also VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical 
Studies, 1-15. 

' A. DiLLMANN, «Beitrage aus dem Buch der Jubilaen zur Kritik des Pentateuch-
Textes», Sitzungsberichte der kdniglichen preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu 
Berlin (Berlin: Verlag der koniglichen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1883) 1.324; 
R.H. CHARLES, " " f f J iA = h-4-A. or the Ethiopic Version of the Hebrew Book of Jubilees 
(Anecdota Oxoniensia; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1895) ix ( = Charles, 1895, in future 
references); 1902, xxxii-xxxiii. Other early students of the book had opted for Greek as 
the original language. See Z . FRANKEL, «Das Buch der Jubilaen», Monatsschrift fiir 
Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judenthums 5 (1856) 311-16; A. Buchler, «Studies in the 
Book of Jubilees)), REJS2 (1926) 253-74. For a survey of the arguments that have been 
adduced for Hebrew or Greek as the original language of the book, c f VANDERKAM, 
Textual and Historical Studies, 1-3. 
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* Before the Qumran discoveries, Aramaic had occasionally been considered the 
language of the author. See DILLMANN, «Das Buch der Jubilaen oder die kleine Genesis», 
Jahrbucher der Biblischen wissenschaft 3 (1850) 90; C.C. TORREY, «The Aramaic of the 
Gospels», JBL 61 (1942) 72, where for Jub 1:16 (literally: «I will remove them a righteous 
plant))) he claims that the verb remove in the Ethiopic text is the product of a confusion 
between two Aramaic verbs — a confusion that is not possible in Hebrew (see the textual 
note to 1:16). After the first Hebrew fragment of Jubilees from Qumran was published, 
ToRREY («A Hebrew Fragment of Jubilees)), JBLIX [1952] 39-41) drew the conclusion 
that in this fragment one had evidence that Aramaic texts were being translated into 
Hebrew at a very early date. 

date for the original language of Jubilees^. It has been known for more 
than 35 years now that the caves of Qumran had yielded fragments of 
Jubilees, but to date only a fraction of the material has been published. 
The fragments which have appeared, their dates, the locations of their 
texts in Jubilees, and publication data are given in the Introduction to 
volume one. Here it will suffice to list the fragments and to indicate the 
verses of Jubilees that are preserved on each. 

Siglum Location in Jubilees 

1Q17 27:19-20 
1Q18 35:8-10 
2Q19 23:7-8 
2Q20 46:1-3 
3Q5 ( = 3QJub) frg. 1 23:12-13 
3Q5 ( = 3QJub) frg. 3 23:6-7 
4Q176 frgs. 19-20 23:21-23 
4Q221 (Jubf 1) 21:22-24 
l l Q J u b l 4:7-11 
l l Q J u b M 2 4:13-14 
l l Q J u b M 3 4:16-17 
l lQJub 2 4:29-30 
l l Q J u b 3 5:1-2 
l l Q J u b 4 12:15-17 
l lQJub5 ,8 12:28-29 

This list is unchanged from the one compiled in the author's 1977 
work Textual and Historical Studies in the Book of Jubilees, with one 
exception. The only fragments to be identified correctly since 1977 as 
parts of a copy of Jubilees are 4Q176 frgs. 19-20, which M. Kister has 
very recently recognized as preserving words and letters from Jub 
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« «Newly-Identified Fragments of the Book of Jubilees: JUB. 23:21-23, 30-31», 
RdQ 12 (1987) 529-36. 

•° DJD 5.60-67, with Plates XXII-XXIII. 
" «Notes en marge du volume V des 'Discoveries in the Judaean Desert of Jordan'», 

RdQ 7 (1969-71) 229-36; for his comment on frgs. 19-21, see p. 235. 
' 2 «Newly-Identified Fragments*, 530. 
• 3 Ibid. 

23:21-23*. As all of the other fragments of Hebrew Jubilees were 
studied in great detail in the book mentioned above, those discussions 
need not be repeated here. But it will be useful to add a few words 
about the two newly identified fragments (their contribution to the text 
of Jubilees is highlighted in the relevant textual notes). 

The 57 fragments of 4Q176 were published by J. Allegro under the 
title «Tanhumm»^°. J. Strugnell subsequently offered new, improved 
readings for some of the fragments and noted that materially frgs. 19-
21 resembled one another'i . Kister, however, was the first to maintain 
that these fragments where not parts of tanhumim but of Jubilees 23. In 
his article, he offers a few revised readings and holds that frgs. 19-20 
give words from Jub 23:21-23, while frg. 21 preserves parts of Jub 
23:30-31. 4Q176 frgs. 19-20 Kister reads thus^^: 

20 19 

inn "Bwa"?» Vn: fjsp "Tri Jna N[ 

INI*? ]^[ r7[-]D''[ ]i rrarrbv wni 

In the second line, he follows Allegro in reading na, but the traces of 
the second letter seem different than the n in the line below. The traces 
seem to be consistent with the shape of a n. There are problems in the 
third line as well. He reads a 1 between N and D in nVlDlsVl, but a '' 
seems more likely. The letter n at the end of the word is possible, but 
the only remains are two dots at the bottom. The fragment may be 
shriveled at this point; consequently, it is difficult to determine whether 
there was a 1 before the following verb in the imperfect tense or whether 
a converted perfect form is to be read. Naturally, the letters marked as 
uncertain at the bottom of the fragment are difficult to read. 

Kister also holds that 4Q176 frg. 21 contains part of Jub 23:30-31. 
He reads it as'^: 
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'* Kister (ibid., 535), citing Strugnell, notes that shorter Hnes are sometimes found in 
columns at the end of a scroll or sheet. This leads him to consider whether Jubilees 23 was 
copied as an independent unit. There is no evidence for this at Qumran. One reason why 
several fragments of this chapter have been found is that it is in the middle of the book 
and would thus be wrapped in the most secure place in a scroll. 

" See ibid. 
i« Ibid., 535-36. 

Ibid., 536. 

] ° D n T n n T n 

pays BT 

Here his arguments for identifying the fragment are less convincing. 
One problem is that the lines which would have to be reconstructed are 
very short and not especially uniform in length (from 20 to 27 letters 
per hne). They would be approximately half the length of the lines 
which can be restored for frgs. 19-20. This makes it likely that frgs. 19-
20 and 21 are not from the same manuscript'*. In line one of frg. 21 
virtually nothing can be read. In fact, Allegro noted only the initial 1 
and offered no proposals for the remaining traces. Strugnell added 
nothing regarding the reading of the line. Kister's suggestions for the 
first word are possible, but the trace which he deciphers as tr do not fit 
well with the shape of this letter. Moreover, even if his debatable 
readings were to be accepted, the resulting text would disagree with the 
Ethiopic by not introducing the noun following the verb with a 
preposition and by using what seems to be a different noun (nrfKnlir for 
BCao-ys The readings in line two are secure, but again, if they are part 
of the proposed passage in Jubilees 23, they differ from Jub 23:30 in 
that the Ethiopic text treats the phrase ri-tf •• aociTo^ as a direct 
object and thus does not introduce it with a preposition as the Hebrew 
does'*. Lines three and four must be regarded as the strongest evidence 
for identifying the fragment as corresponding with Jub 23:30-31, 
especially the unusual phrase in line four ninr B T . Finally, in the last 
line, neither of the proposed numbers would agree with the Ethiopic 
texts which here use the terms hT'h^ (hundreds) and hMV (thou
s a n d s ) F o r these reasons, Kister's identification of frg. 21 ought not 
to be accepted, though it is not impossible. 

J.T. Milik announced in 1956 that the mass of fragments from 
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«Le travail d'edition des fragments manuscrits de Qumran», RB6i (1956) 60; and 
«Le travail d'edition des manuscrits du desert de Juda», Volume du Congres Strasbourg 
1956 (VTSup 4; Leiden: Brill, 1957) 24. Since Milik's manuscripts remain unpublished, it 
cannot be determined whether 4QI76 frgs. 19-20 come from any of them. If they do, there 
would be only 12 copies of Jubilees from Qumran, not 13, as claimed above. 

•» DJD 7.1-2 (with Plate I); see also the «Introduction*, xiii. 
2 ° DJD 7.2 (with Plate I). 
^' Masada: Herod's Fortress and the Zealots' Last Stand (New York: Random House, 

1966) 179. 
«Recherches sur la version grecque du Livre des Jubiles», RB 78 (1971) 557. 

Qumran Cave 4 included the remains of six manuscripts of Jubilees'^, 
but he has published only the one fragment (4Q221 [Jub']) which is 
mentioned in the list above and five letters from 4QJub' 1.7 (Jub 
25:12). M. Baillet has identified some small scraps from his lot as parts 
of a manuscript of Jubilees (4Q482). Yet, as he himself admits, they are 
too diminutive to allow a firm identification''. Eight fragments are 
involved. The first, which consists of 22 letters apportioned over five 
Hnes, may, on his view, overlap with Jub 13:29; yet, as Baillet observes, 
11. 4-5 correspond with nothing in Jubilees. Frg. 2 has 10 letters on 
three lines. Baillet wondered whether they belong to Jub 36:9, but this 
seems unlikely. He offers no locations in Jubilees for frgs. 3-8. Baillet 
has also published two fragments of 4Q483 which he thinks may 
preserve parts of either Genesis or Jubilees^". The first may contain 
Gen 1:28 (cf. Jub 2:14); however, as only 11 letters on two Hnes are 
legible, nothing certain can be said. The second fragment of 4Q483 is 
even more problematic, since it has only one visible letter. 

Qumran is not the only archeological site which is supposed to have 
furnished Hebrew fragments of Jubilees. Yigael Yadin has reported 
that a Hebrew fragment of Jubilees was found at Masada^', while 
Milik has written that «de quelques autres» were uncovered at the 
f o r t r e s s I n October 1983 the author wrote Yadin for details about 
the fragment(s) because he had not yet published it (them) and had 
offered nothing about its (their) size or location. In a letter dated 
22-11-83 Yadin responded most graciously by supplying a transcription 
of the one fragment from Masada. On it were letters belonging to the 
ends of seven lines in one column and to the beginnings of five lines in 
the next column. He commented that he was uncertain about the 
precise location of the fragment in Jubilees but that its general place
ment was clear (he did not specify where that might have been). The 
author made many unsuccessful attempts to locate the fragment relative 
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" The other remaining traces of Hebrew Jubilees — its title (CD 16:3-4), Jerome's 
citations of two words, and the evidence of the midrashim — are adduced and discussed 
in the textual notes to the pertinent passages. 

*̂ This example was noticed by H. RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen oder die Kleine 
Genesis (Leipzig: Fues's Verlag [R. Reisland], 1874; reprinted: Amsterdam: Editions 
RODOPI, 1970) 102. 

to the text of Jubilees and finally wrote Yadin on February 3, 1984 to 
ask whether one could be sure that the fragment did indeed contain 
part of the text of Jubilees. In his reply, dated 5 March, 1984 (not long 
before his death), he indicated that he, too, was unable to position it in 
Jubilees and that its identification remained open. As a result it now 
appears most unlikely that the excavator of Masada uncovered a 
fragment of Hebrew Jubilees 

All of the published Hebrew fragments of Jubilees are printed and 
translated in this edition. They are the earliest textual evidence for the 
book and are thus of great value. It is regrettable that the majority of 
the Qumran evidence remains unpublished. Nevertheless, the words and 
letters that have been made available demonstrate, when compared 
with the complete and much later Ethiopic version, that the text of the 
book has been preserved with great care across the centuries (see 
section E. below). 

B. The Greek Version: That there once was a Greek translation of 
the Book of Jubilees can hardly be doubted, but only indirect evidence 
for it is now available. That is, no Greek manuscript of the book or 
part of one has been identified. All that remains of the version is a 
series of near citations from or allusions to Jubilees in the writings of 
several Greek authors such as Epiphanius and the Byzantine chron-
ographers Syncellus and Cedrenus. The arguments which scholars have 
formulated to support the claim that Jubilees once existed in Greek are 
of a familiar kind. In addition to the fact that authors who wrote in 
Greek and used Greek sources cited it, there are elements in the Latin 
and/or Ethiopic versions, both of which were translated from Greek 
models, that reflect ambiguities in the underlying Greek. For example, in 
Jub 16:10 the Latin version reads finibus (boundaries) where the Ethio
pic has ^ ^ n<i (mountains). The simplest explanation for these variants 
is that the Greek texts which lay before the translators had the word 
opoq. Taken as bpoc, it means boundary but as opo? it means moun
tain^*. Another example has to do with the recurrent claim in the 
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Ethiopic manuscripts (see the textual note at 4:15) that the patriarchs 
of the early biblical genealogies married the daughters of their fathers' 
sisters. H. Gelzer^' maintained that the word naxpaSekipoq lay behind 
the Ethiopic readings and that the scholar(s) responsible for the transla
tion into Ethiopic had mistakenly thought the term meant father's sister 
rather than the correct father's brother—a suggestion that is supported 
by the Syriac list of the names of patriarchal wives (on which see 
section C. below). There are many other passages in Jubilees which can 
be clarified by reconstructing the Greek from which the Latin and 
Ethiopic came (e.g., 7:22; 8:6, 22; 12:14, 21; 18:12, 19:10, etc.), and 
they are treated in the textual notes. 

Collections of the Greek material have been available to Western 
scholars for more than two and one-half centuries. J. Fabricius was the 
first to assemble the texts. He placed Greek and Latin citations, in 
which the authors explicitly attributed the material to Jubilees, under 
the rubric «Parva Genesis» (a Latin title for Jubilees) in his Codex 
Pseudepigraphus Veteris Testamenti^^. Approximately 150 years later, 
Hermann Ronsch compiled an exhaustive collection of explicit and 
possible citations from or references to Jubilees (both Greek and 
Latin)^'', while in his critical edition of 1895 and in his translation of 
1902 Charles included a large amount of Greek evidence. The most 
recent publication of the Greek texts has been prepared by A.M. Denis 
who has also provided an introduction to them 

A cursory glance at the works of Ronsch and Denis might give the 
reader the impression that a fairly large amount of Greek textual 
material is extant despite the fact that there are no actual manuscripts 
of the Greek translation. Appearances are deceptive in this case, 
however. There are indeed many allusions to Jubilees (or to motifs 
expressed in it) in Christian Greek literature, but there are virtually no 
quotations which offer useful textual information. Almost the only true 

«Die apokryphischen Reste der Byzantiner und ihre Abstammung aus Panodorus 
und Africanus» in Sextus Julius Africams und die byzantinische Chronographie, 2, 1: Die 
Nachfolger des Julius Africanus (Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs'sche, 1898) 252-53. 

" (2 vols.; Hamburg: T.C. Felginer, 1722-23) 1.849-64; 2.120-22. 
Das Buch der Jubilaen, ISl-'ill (texts which name Jubilees, under its various titles, 

as the source); 322-82 (passages for which Jubilees may be the source but in which it is not 
named). 

«Liber Jubilaeorum» in Fragmenta Pseudepigraphorum Quae Supersunt Graeca 
(PVTG 3; Leiden; Brill, 1970) 70-102; and «Les fragments grecs du Livre des Jubiles» in 
Introduction aux pseudepigraphes grecs d'Ancien Testament (SVTP 1; Leiden; Brill, 1970) 
150-62. 
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Source Location in Jubilees 

1. Epiphanius, De mensuris et 2:2-5, 7-8, 10-16 (cf. 2:17, 19,20, 
ponderibus 23) 

2. Syncellus, Chronographia 3:9-11 (cf. 3:1, 5, 33) 
3. Michael Glycas, Annates 3:16 
4. Syncellus, Chronographia 3:28 
5. Syncellus, Chronographia 3:32 (cf. 3:17) 
6. Syncellus, Chronographia 4:1-2, 9 (cf. 3:34; 4:9) 
1. Epiphanius, Panarion 4:9, 11, 10 
8. Cedrenus, Historiarum 

Compendium 4:17 
9. Chronicle on Creation 4:30, 29 

10. Syncellus, Chronographia 4:31 
11. Syncellus, Chronographia cf. 7:1 
12. Cedrenus, Historiarum 

Compendium 8:2-4 
13. Syncellus, Chronographia 10:1, 7, 8-9 (cf. 10:3) 
14. Cedrenus, Historiarum 

Compendium 10:15 
15. Catena ofNicephorus 10:21 
16. Theodosius of Miletus 10:29-31, 34 

2 ' «Recherches sur la version grecque», 545-57. 

citation of an extensive segment of text is Epiphanius' version of 
Jub 2:2-5, 7-8, 10-16 (cf. 2:17, 19, 20, 23) in his De mensuris et 
ponderibus 22 (he does not name Jubilees as his source); yet even this 
extract has been edited to some extent, as have all allusions to the book 
in other works. Moreover, there are indications in some cases that 
Greek writers, though they name Jubilees as their source, were incorrect 
about the attribution (see, for example, the first textual note to 2:23). 
Milik has sharply criticized Denis for neglecting the works of several 
Byzantine chronographers who many have used the Chronographies of 
Sextus Julius Africanus as the source for their Jubilees materiaF*. 
Nevertheless, the lines which he has culled from their chronicles almost 
always suffer from the same defect as the texts that Denis does include, 
viz., they are usually allusions, not citations—a fact which limits their 
textual value. 

The following excerpts are included in this edition as reflections of 
the lost Greek version of Jubilees: 
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17. Cedrenus, Historiarum 
Compendium 11:8, 10, 15 

18. Syncellus, Chronographia 12:12, 14-15 
19. Cedrenus, Historiarum 

Compendium 16:10-11,21 
20. Syncellus, Chronographia 16:31 
21. Syncellus, Chronographia 26:34 
22. Cedrenus, Historiarum 

Compendium 48:14 

The reader will find references to other Greek literature in the textual 
notes. Of course, it is important to remember that Jubilees closely 
parallels the text of Genesis and Exodus and that for this reason the 
various recensions of the Septuagint offer a very large amount of 
comparable Greek text. In fact, LXX minuscule 135 includes in its 
margins the names of the patriarchs' wives just as they appear in 
Jubilees. The evidence of the Greek Bible is discussed extensively in the 
textual notes of this edition^". 

There is insufficient evidence at hand for dating the Greek translation 
of Jubilees precisely, but some limits can be set. Gelzer has made a 
plausible case that the traditions from Jubilees in the writings of 
Byzantine chronographers such as Syncellus were derived from the 
works of the fourth-fifth century Alexandrian authors Panodorus and 
Annianos and that they in turn had borrowed their information from 
the Chronographies of Sextus Julius Africanus (written ca. 220 A.D.)^' . 
This chain of dependence would imply that Jubilees had been translated 
into Greek before 220 A . D . The Greek version certainly existed before 
Epiphanius (ca. 315-403) wrote his De mensuris et ponderibus in 392 
because, as noted above, he quotes a fairly extensive passage from it^^. 

C. The Syriac Version (?): The first published Syriac composition 

See Textual and Historical Studies, 103-205, for an extended study of the relations 
between Jubilees' biblical citations and the various recensions of the Greek Bible and 
other ancient versions. 

'̂ «Die apokryphischen Reste», 249-97. 
Though the sections of Epiphanius' work that are pertinent for Jubilees have 

survived in Greek, the full text of De mensuris et ponderibus has been preserved only in a 
Syriac translation. For the Syriac text, see James E. D E A N , ed., Epiphanius' Treatise on 
Weights and Measures: The Syriac Version (The Oriental Institute of the University of 
Chicago, Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization, no. 11; Chicago: University of Chicago, 
1935). The date for the original Greek is given on p. 2. 
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that had direct relevance for the text of Jubilees was a short document 
which begins with the words «The names of the wives of the patriarchs 
according to the book which among the Hebrews is called Jubilees»^^. 
Because it is so short and employs some Greek loan words, it furnished 
a rather insecure basis for positing that the entire Book of Jubilees had 
been rendered into Syriac and that the names had been drawn from this 
Syriac version^*. The likeUhood that there once had been a Syriac 
version increased when E. Tisserant isolated a series of citations from 
Jubilees in an anonymous Syriac chronicle that had been found by 
Ignace Ephrem II Rahmani, the Patriarch of Antioch^'. These cita
tions, which correspond with all or parts of 137 verses in Jubilees (with 
allusions to the material in eight others), are remarkably free of Greek 
loan words. Tisserant argued from the lack of such loan words and 
from the fact that the author of the chronicle seems to have employed 
only Syriac and Arabic sources that he drew the quotations from a 
Syriac Version of Jubilees which had been translated directly from 
Hebrew without a Greek intermediate stage. As part of his argument, 
he compared the section of the chronicle which reproduces much of 
Jubilees' creation story (2:2-8, 10-14, 15-16) with the Syriac translation 
of Epiphanius' Greek version of these verses. The Syriac Epiphanius 
has several Greek terms and is known to be based on a Greek model; 
the Syriac of the chronicle has no Greek terms, and it is therefore 
unlikely that it is a rendering of a Greek originaP*. His conclusions are 
not unreasonable and would account for the nature of the extant 

A . M . C E R I A N I , Monumenta Sacra el Profana (2 vols.; Milan; Bibliotheca Ambro-
siana, 1861-63) 2.ix-x. The list appears on folio 180 of an eighth/ninth-century manuscript 
which is in the British Library (BM Additional 12.154). Charles reprinted the text in his 
1895 edition (Appendix III [p. 183]; in the first line, ^rCis an error for wyri"). 

*̂ The term , ^ o . i r ^ \ ^ ( = axdSiov) is used (CERIANI, Monumenta, 2.ix). and. 
according to Eugene TISSERANT («Fragments syriaques du Livre des Jubiles», RBiQ 
[1921] 58), the spelling r i o l n c u reproduces Greek TmpriXaia not the Hebrew spelling of 
the word. Charles seemed to believe that there had been a Syriac Jubilees in his 1895 
edition (cf. p. x), but by 1902 he would say only that «the evidence as to the existence of a 
Syriac [version] is not conclusive*, (p. xxix). 

^' He edited, translated, and annotated the excerpts in his «Fragments syriaques du 
Livre des Jubiles», RB 30 (1921) 55-86; 206-32. The full text of the chronicle was edited by 
I.B. CHABOT, Scriptores Syri 36: Chronicon ad annum Christi 1234 pertinens 1 (CSCO 81; 
Louvain; Imprimerie orientaliste L. Durbecq, 1953). Parts of the chronicle have been 
translated in F. N A U , «Traduction de la Chronique syriaque anonyme, editee par Sa 
Beatitude Mgr. Rahmani, Patriarche des Syriens catholiques», Revue de I'Orient Chretien 
12 (1907) 429-40; 13 (1908) 90-99; 321-28; 436-43. 

Tisserant, «Fragments syriaques*, 231-32. 
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evidence, but the issue is still open and no copy of the hypothetical 
Syriac translation has yet been found. 

The situation with the Syriac material, then, resembles that with the 
Greek: only citations from or allusions to Jubilees are available, not the 
translation itself (if there ever was one). Moreover, the Syriac extracts, 
like their Greek counterparts, have been adapted to their new contexts 
to some extent. It is undeniable, however, that the Syriac citations are 
much closer in nearly all cases to the text of Jubilees than are the Greek 
excerpts. All of the sections which Tisserant identified have been 
printed in this edition, though some have less value than others because 
of the chronicler's editing. 

Location in the Syriac Chronicle 

1. 27.14-28.22 
2. 29.29-30.1 
3. 30.3-7 
4. 31.9-11 
5. 39.1-8 
6. 38.26-39.1 
7. 32.24-26 
8. 33.12-16 
9. 36.29-37.1 

10. 40.19-24 
11. 42.22-31 
12. 46.5-12 
13. 43.17-44.15 
14. 47.28-48.1 
15. 51.14-52.30 

16. 53.4-15 
17. 55.24-56.10 
18. 56.11-58.25 
19. 59.2-60.11 

Location in Jubilees 

2:2-8, 10-14 (cf. 2:9, 12) 
2.15-16 
2:25 (cf. 2:24) 
3:28 
4:17-19, 21 
4:25-26 
4:29 
4:30 
5:1 
5:2, 9 (cf. 5:1) 
6:1-3, 7 (cf. 6:10) 
8:2-4 
8:11-12, 22-27, 29-30 (cf. 8:21) 
10:29 
11:16, 18-21, 23; 12:1-7, 12, 14-23, 

28-29 (cf. 11:16) 
13:17,21-23, 25, 28-29 (cf. 13:24) 
33:2-10, 16 
37:1-9, 11-22, 24-25; 38:1-5, 8-9 
41:4-21, 23-24 

The significance of the Syriac evidence (including the Syriac of 
Epiphanius' De mensuris et ponderibus) is discussed in the textual 
notes. For a comparison of the Syriac quotations with the Ethiopic 
manuscripts, see below (section E.). 
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D. The Latin Version: There once was a Latin translation of Jubi
lees, and one partial copy of it has survived. In 1861 A.M.Ceriani 
published a fifth- or sixth-century uncial manuscript (Ambrosiana C 73 
Inf.) which contained about one-third of the text of Jubilees in Latin 
The surviving sections of Jubilees occupy folios 1-40 on the manuscript, 
while the remaining eight contain the only extant copy of part of 
the Assumption of Moses (or the Testament of Moses). Since the 
manuscript is a palimpsest, it is extremely difficult to read, and some 
passages in it are simply illegible. It is, nonetheless, an extraordinarily 
valuable witness to the text of Jubilees, since it was copied perhaps 900 
years before the earliest Ethiopic manuscript and is an independent 
reflection of the Greek version. Since Ceriani's publication, two other 
scholars have treated the Latin translation in detail. Ronsch has 
devoted a long monograph to it^*. In this work he gave a complete 
description of the manuscript (pp. 1-3), then printed the Latin text 
(with many corrections and restorations of gaps) on the lefthand page 
and A. Dillmann's Latin translation of his own improved Ethiopic text 
on the righthand page (10-95), and supplemented these sections with a 
detailed commentary on the Latin material (96-196). Charles later 
printed the text (with numerous corrections that are often taken from 
Ronsch) opposite the relevant portions of his Ethiopic edition and 
elucidated it with notes 

The literal nature of the Latin translation faciUtates comparisons 
between it and the Ethiopic manuscripts (also very Uteral) — compari
sons that often allow one to identify mistakes or special features in one 
or the other (see the textual notes to 13:15, 16; 15:24; 16:16; 17:3, 5; 

" «Fragmenta Parvae Genesis et Assumptionis Mosis ex Veteri Versione Latina» in 
Monumenta 1.9-64 (Jubilees occupies pp. 15-54). For further details about the manuscript, 
see pp. 1-3 where he dates it to the sixth century or possibly earlier. The evidence from the 
biblical passages quoted in this manuscript is included, with data from works such as 
Pseudo-Philo's Liber Antiquitatum, under the siglum La'' in J.Wm. WEVERS, Genesis 
(Septuaginta: Vetus Testamentum Graecum Auctoritate Academiae Scientiarum Gottin-
gensis editum, 1; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1974 [see p. 36]). 

Das Buch der Jubilaen. The sections mentioned in the next sentence are only some of 
the parts of this 553-page work. 

^' Charles, 1895. Charles wrote about Ronsch's book: «His Latin text is disfigured 
with many corruptions, which I have been at pains to remove so far as possible; and his 
work, however learned, is strangely wanting in reasonable order and method. It has no 
perspective; things, good, bad, and indifferent are thrust with equal emphasis on the 
attention of the weary and indignant student. He has, nevertheless, done much to merit 
our gratitude, . . .» (xi) Charles has, in fact, followed Ronsch on many points in his study 
of the Latin text. 
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19:5, 10; 20:6, 10 for just a few examples). The Latin text is, of course, 
printed and translated in full in this edition, and its readings are 
discussed in the textual notes. In reproducing the text, no effort has 
been made to alter the «vulgar» Latin of the manuscript, despite its 
curious spellings and later usages, though more classical spellings of 
forms are frequently supplied in the textual notes. As was indicated 
above in section B., the Latin version displays clear evidence that it was 
translated from a Greek Vorlage. 

25 sections of the text of Jubilees have been deciphered from 
Ambrosiana C 73 Inf.: 13:10-21; 15:20-31; 16:5-17:6; 18:10-19:26 
20:5-21:10; 22:2-19; 23:8-23; 24:12-25:1; 26:8-23; 27:11-24 
28:16-27; 29:8-31:1; 31:9-18; 31:29-32:8; 32:18-33:9; 33:18-34:5 
35:3-12; 36:20-37:5; 38:1-16; 39:9-40:8; 41:6-19; 42:2-14; 45:8-46:1 
46:12-48:5; 49:7-22. 

In these sections one finds all or parts of 439 verses (.335 of the total 
of 1307 verses in the Ethiopic version). Much has been lost at 
the beginning, but once the legible Latin begins it preserves nearly 
half of the text. That is, if one subtracts the number of verses from 1:1-
13:9 (the section of the text that precedes the beginning of the first 
decipherable Latin passage), the percentage of the verses available in 
Latin is 47.5 (439 of 923). It can safely be said that both in quantity 
and quality, the Latin is second only to the Ethiopic version. For the 
results of comparisons between the Latin and Ethiopic manuscripts, see 
section E. below. 

E. The Ethiopic Version: The only version which preserves the 
complete text of Jubilees is the Ethiopic. The book was apparently 
translated from Greek at an early stage in the development of Ethiopic 
literature and enjoyed canonical status in the Abyssinian Church*" 
— a fact which is evidenced by the many manuscripts which include 
both copies of Jubilees (called 1>4-A. [Division(s)] in Ge'ez) and the 
Octateuch or other biblical books. Western scholars first became aware 
of the Ethiopic text of the work in 1844 when H. Ewald published a 
description of a manuscript of Jubilees which had been brought to 
Tubingen'^'. It was a paper copy of another manuscript and was 

*° On this issue, see DILLMANN, «Ueber den Umfang des Bibelcanons der Abyssin-
ischen Kirche», Jahrbucher der Biblischen wissenschaft 5 (1852-53) 144-51; and Charles, 
«Ethiopic Version*, A Dictionary of the Bible (ed. James Hastings et ai; Edinburgh: T. & 
T. Clark, 1898) 1.790. 

«Ueber die Aethiopischen Handschriften zu Tubingen*, Zeitschrift fiir die Kunde 
des Morgenlandes 5 (1844) 176-79. 
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" o^Kihi. •• h-4-A. she Liber Jubilaeorum (Kiel: C.G.L. van Maack, and London: 
Williams and Norgate). 

1895, xiv. 
** For additional information about the manuscript, see W. BAARS and R . ZUURMOND, 

«The Project for a New Edition of the Ethiopic Book of Jubilees», JSS 9 (1964) 72, where 
they remark that it has been in Europe since 1860 (This date is also given on the title page 
of the photographic copy of the manuscript); and ZUURMOND, «Oefeningen in Kufale» 
(unpubUshed Ph.D. dissertation, Amsterdam, 1981) 13. 

prepared in Ethiopia at the request of a missionary named J. L. Krapff 
who then brought it to Tubingen (it is number 51 in the list below). 
Dillmann based his German translation of 1850-51 on this one poor 
manuscript and used it and one other (number 38 below) for his 
Ethiopic edition of 1859*^. R.H.Charles' edition, entitled • 
h-4-A. or the Ethiopic Version of the Hebrew Book of Jubilees, appeared 
in 1895. He derived his knowledge of readings in Dillmann's two 
manuscripts from the latter's edition, and also consulted two manu
scripts which had come to his attention (numbers 12 and 25 in the list 
below)*^. Since 1895 the number of identified copies has grown to 27. 
For a list which gives the sigla for the manuscripts, their locations or 
the place where films of them are available, their catalogue numbers, 
dates, and the folios which contain the text of Jubilees, see the 
Introduction to volume one. In the remainder of this section, the 
Ethiopic manuscripts, arranged in chronological order and identified by 
the sigla used in this edition, are very briefly described, and their 
interrelations are explored. 

1. The Ethiopic Manuscripts 

9: The major value of the manuscript is its relatively great age. It has 
suffered some damage at the top, especially at the beginning (folios 1-
7), leaving some words and parts of words illegible. The script changes 
at folio 27 (13:26) but reverts to what appears to be the original hand 
at 29 (14:23); at folio 52 it again changes (28:25b) and on 53 (29:16) 
returns once more to the original script. The text ends at 46:1 in the 
middle of a word (<{.^[<{.^]). As this happens at the buttom of the last 
column on the folio, it is likely that the last folios have been lost**. 

12: Charles used manuscript 12, which he designated A in 1895 and 
a in 1902, as one of the two major witnesses for his edition and 
translation. The text belongs to an inferior family but is important for 
its age and an occasional reading. As Charles noted, some of its 
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readings have been adapted to the Ethiopic version of Genesis *^ Some 
pages have been displaced in the manuscript: 19b-20a must be placed 
after 26a; 33b-34a belong after 41a; and 40b-41a fit after 33a. 

17: The Kebran manuscript must be regarded as textually one of the 
most valuable among the newly identified copies**. The script is 
beautiful, but there are many erasures and corrections over them as 
well as interlinear emendations — all in another hand. The manuscript 
also contains a copy of 1 Enoch and other biblical works. 

20: The first two scholars who described the Berlin manuscript 
preferred a date in the fifteenth century*'', but Baars and Zuurmond 
place it in the sixteenth*^. Many of its columns have brief headings 
which describe the major topics treated in them. There are several 
corrections which seem to be written over erasures and are in another 
hand. 

21: EM ML 3 is the original film copy of manuscript 21 but EMML 
1510 is a superior one that includes the sixth folio which had been 
omitted from the former*'. A displacement has occurred near the end 
of the manuscript, where 82b-83a should be located after 84a. The 
scribe wrote numbers and the first words of new sections in ink of a 
different color which has not photographed well. In the case of 
numerals, however, the reader is assisted by the fact they are also 
written in the margins in a darker ink. This manuscript is certainly not 
one of the better copies of Jubilees, but it has preserved some important 

*̂  The manuscript was described in H. ZOTENBERG, Catalogue des manuscrits ithiopiens 
(gheez et amharique) de la Bibliotheque Nationale (Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1877) 51-
53; also Charies, 1895, xii, xiv. 

*^ For the catalogue description, see E. HAMMERSCHMIDT, Athiopische Handschriften 
von Tdndsee I: Reisebericht und Beschreibung der Handschriften in dem Kloster des 
Heiligen Gabriel auf der Inseln Kebran (Verzeichnis der orientahschen Handschriften in 
Deutschland 20; Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner, 1973) 107-08. 

J. FLEMMING, «Die neue Sammlung abessinischer Handschriften auf der Konig
lichen BibUothek zu Beriin», Zentralblatt fur Bibliothekswesen 23 (1906) 12; M . C H A I N E , 
«Inventaire sommaire des manuscrits ethiopiens de Berlin acquis depuis 1878», Revue de 
I'Orient Chretien 17 (1912) 46. 

«The Project*, 71-72. 
Details can be found in William F. MACOMBER, A Catalogue of Ethiopian Manu

scripts Microfilmed for the Ethiopian Manuscript Microfilm Library, Addis Ababa and for 
the Monastic Manuscript Microfilm Library, Collegeville I: Project Numbers 1-300 (Col-
legeville: Monastic Manuscript Microfilm Library, St. John's Abbey and University, 
1975) 6 (the volumes in this series will be abbreviated as A Catalogue followed by the 
appropriate volume number in subsequent footnotes). A photograph of the ornate first 
folio ( la) is given on the inside cover of A Catalogue I; it illustrates the difficulty of 
reading the lighter colored ink from a photograph. For E M M L 1510, see A Catalogue 
V.9. 
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readings in places where the better copies have suffered corruptions 
(e.g., 4:24 [Ko°Kh])'°. 

22: Between folios lb and 2a there is a vast lacuna which extends 
from Jub 1:13-13:4. Many of the columns are topped by headings 
which describe their contents. The text of Deuteronomy follows Jubi
lees on the manuscript". 

23: This text, in which the color of the ink also varies, has suffered a 
major loss of material at the end where 41:25 concludes the text of 
Jubilees 

25: Charles used the sigla B (1895) and b (1902) for this beautifully 
copied manuscript which he rightly made the basis for his edition. 
Despite the fact that 23 more manuscripts have become available since 
1895, none of the newer copies surpasses 25 in textual value. It is also 
treated as the greatest authority in the present edition (a choice which is 
defended below), but it is hoped that its readings have been reproduced 
more fully and accurately than they are in Charles' b o o k " . The text of 
1 Enoch follows Jubilees on the manuscript. 

35: In addition to the text of Jubilees, manuscript 35 includes 
Chronicles, Sirusaydan, 3 Ezra, Ezra, and Nehemiah It has many 
marginal notes and some descriptive headings; a number of corrections 
have been inserted into the text in another hand. 

38: Dillmann was the first to edit this peculiar, error-ridden copy 
which he labeled A; Charles later assigned it the sigla D (1895) and d 
(1902). Dillmann dated it to the eighteenth century, but the manuscript 
itself bears the equivalent of 1684 as the date' ' . It was purchased by 

This reading was pubhshed already in VANDERKAM, «Enoch Traditions in Jubilees 
and Other Second-Century Sources*, Society of Biblical Literature Seminar Papers (ed. 
Paul J. Achtemeier; Missoula: Scholars, 1978) 1.236. 

See ZUURMOND, «Oefeningen», 15. He indicates that on the film of this manuscript 
in his possession there are 55 folios, with Deuteronomy beginning on 55a. Perhaps more is 
to be found in the manuscript itself 

" Ibid., 15. 
5 ' The catalogue description is in William A. WRIGHT, Catalogue of the Ethiopic 

Manuscripts in the British Museum acquired since the year 1847 (London: Printed by order 
of the Trustees, 1877) 7-8. See also CHARLES, 1895, xii. DILLMANN used some readings 
from manuscript 25 for his essay «Beitrage aus dem Buch der Jubilaen zur Kritik des 
Pentateuch-Textes», which appeared in 1883 (24 years after his edition). For criticisms of 
Charles' efforts with the manuscript, see BAARS and ZUURMOND, «The Project*, 71. 

Cf. BAARS and ZUURMOND, «The Project*, 72, where its affinities with 25 are noted; 
and ZUURMOND, «Oefeningen*, 13-14. 

DILLMANN described the manuscript in t^KthA. > h-4-A. sive Liber Jubilaeorum, v-vi. 
The correct date is given in BAARS and ZUURMOND, «The Project*, 70. See also CHAINE, 
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Antoine d'Abbadie from a Falasha and offers a text of the Octateuch, 
adding Jubilees in the last 34 folios. 

39: This is another of the manuscripts which groups Jubilees with 
the Octateuch 

40: The manuscript, which aligns itself very closely in its readings 
with 39 and has many marginal notes, has been assigned an EMML 
number but the relevant catalogue has not yet been published. The 
contents in order are: 1 Enoch, Job, the Octateuch, Jubilees, and 
Isaiah'"'. 

42: Besides a few diverse notes at the end, the manuscript offers an 
Amharic introduction to Jubilees on 1 b and the text of the book in the 
remaining folios'*. 

44: «The Testament of Our Lord» occupies folios 3a-54a, while 
Jubilees fills 55a-133a. Folios 133a-135a add what Getatchew Haile 
calls «notes of commentary»". The hand changes noticeably at 127a 
(Jub 46:2), and the subsequent pages (folios 127a-135a) are copied in 
what appears to be a twentieth-century script*". In his list of the 
Jubilees manuscripts, Zuurmond notes that there is a lacuna from 1:26-
3:12*'; however, there has actually been no loss of text but merely a 
displacement. The text of 1:26 (folio 56b) breaks off after the words 
HUA9' •• ^t^Klx; the manuscript then skips to 3:12 where, at the word 
ah(\'t- (before tf-A •• T^C) the phrase muh?' • f.aof;\ from 1:26 is 
repeated. The missing material is found after 4:12 on folios 58b-62a. 
Consequently, the order now is: 1:1-26; 3:12-4:12; 1:26-3:12; 4:13-
end. As the apparatus to the Ethiopic text shows, 44 is a highly 
idiosyncratic manuscript which, from time to time, preserves valuable 
readings (e.g., ^h-i- in 2:2). 

45: Baars and Zuurmond drew attention to this manuscript which 
was formerly in a private collection in Rome but is now at the Hebrew 
University * 2 . It contains many marginal notes, although their number 
decreases gradually as one moves toward the end of the text. Among 

Catalogue des manuscrits ethiopiens de la collection Antoine d'Abbadie (Paris: Imprimerie 
Nationale, 1912) 74-75. 

MACOMBER, A Catalogue IV.93. 
" Cf. also ZUURMOND, «Oefeningen», 15. 

See MACOMBER, A Catalogue 1.106. 
" A Catalogue V.458. 
' ° Ibid. The entire manuscript is treated on pp. 455-58. 

«Het oordeel over Kain in de oud-joodse traditie», Amsterdamse cahiers 3 (1982) 
115 n. 18. 

' 2 «The Project*, 72-73. 
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0^ ZUURMOND, «Oefeningen», 15. 

" A Catalogue VII.20. 
Cf. ZUURMOND, «Oefeningen», 15-16. 

" Ibid., 16. 
DILLMANN wrote: «Die kapiteleintheilung is von mir selbst gemacht» («Das Buch 

der Jubilaenw, 231). The same chapter numbers are employed in his 1859 edition. 

the notes are dates and even etymologies for names (XTh [Enoch] is 
explained as deriving from +rh^rt [to be renewed]). On the 217 foUos 
one finds Jubilees, the Death of Moses, Sirusaydan, Sirach, 4 Ezra, 
Judith, and Esther*^ 

47: One can date 47 accurately because it was copied during the 
reign of King lyyo'as 1(1755-69)**. Both the Octateuch and Jubilees are 
included in the manuscript. 

48: The folios of 48 contain 1 Enoch, the Octateuch, and Jubilees*'. 
The catalogue which will describe it has not yet been pubhshed. Its text 
of Jubilees, which is closely related to that of 39, has proved to be an 
excellent one. 

50: This manuscript, which includes Jubilees, 4 Ezra, and Ezekiel**, 
is not particularly reliable, but it does present some unusual features, 
most notably the numbering of chapters. These chapter numbers are, in 
every case, placed exactly where Dillmann, who originated the 
commonly accepted chapter divisions for Jubilees, located them in his 
translation and edition*''. It also reads at least one of Dillmann's 
proposed emendations (1«»'fc for A - n ^ o - at 11:1). As there is no 
evidence that Dillmann knew of the manuscript, one wonders whether 
the scribe borrowed the numbers and perhaps some readings from 
Dillmann's edition. In this regard it is noteworthy that 38 (one of 
Dillmann's two manuscripts) and 50 agree very frequently with one 
another. If the scribe was somehow familiar with Dillmann's edition, 
the manuscript would have to be dated no earlier than 1859. 

51: In his edition Dillmann referred to 51 as T, and Charles used the 
sigla C (1895) and c (1902) for it. It is unfortunate that the first copy of 
the book to become known in the West was of such poor quality. 

The remaining manuscripts are extremely recent in date and rather 
unimportant textually (with the exception of 63). It will suffice simply 
to note their contents. 
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ZUURMOND, «Oefeiiingen», 6. 

BAARS and ZUURMOND, «The Project», 73 (where they mention its affinities with 
what is now numbered as ms. 35); and ZUURMOND, «Oefeningen», 6. 

ZiAjRMOND, «Oefeningen», 16. 
" Ibid. 
" Ibid., 6. 

Ibid., 16. 
MACOMBER, A Catalogue 1.218. 
ZUURMOND, «Oefeningen», 6. 

1902, XX. 

''"' «Oefeningen», 17-18; BERGER, Das Buch der Jubilaen (JSHRZII , 3; Gutersloh: 
Gutersloher Verlagshaus [Gerd Mohn], 1981) 290-92. 

57: the Octateuch and Jubilees** 
58: Jubilees and Sirusaydan*' 
59: the Octateuch and Jubilees'"' 
60: Jubilees, Chronicles, and Sirusaydan"" 
61: Jubilees and Chronicles"'^ 
62: the Octateuch and Jubilees (of the beginning, only Jub 1:1-5:16 

is preserved; at folio 145b the text breaks off and folio 146a resumes 
with 50:12)''3 

63: Jubilees and 1 Enoch. In the colophon to folio 179b one finds the 
equivalent of the date 1919/1920. Though it is a late copy, its text of 
Jubilees has strong affinities with manuscript 17''*. 

64: the Octateuch, Jubilees, 1 Enoch, the remainder of the Old 
Testament, Sirusaydan, and the New Testament'". 

2. The Interrelations of the Ethiopic Manuscripts 

When only two or four manuscripts of Ethiopic Jubilees were known, 
scholars could say little about families of texts and their interrelations. 
Charles did observe that «rf[= 38] is more nearly aUied to a [ = 12] 
and c [= 51] to b [~ 25]"'*, but the availabihty of 23 additional copies 
has made it possible to speak in more detail and with greater precision 
about this topic. Zuurmond has pioneered the work of classifying the 
manuscripts, and his conclusions underlie Berger's recent translation of 
Jubilees''''. Zuurmond has arranged most of the known manuscripts 
into six families, with their order reflecting their relative textual value 
(the capital letters which he used as sigla for the manuscripts are here 
translated into their equivalent numbers): 
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1. 17 
2. 20 25 35 
3. 9 12 38 
4. 21 22 23 
5. 42 45 51 
6. 57 58 61 63 64. 

Zuurmond explains that 17 should be the starting point for a critical 
edition but that it alone is not sufficient. There are indications that the 
text has experienced slight stylistic and perhaps theological redaction. 
Within the second family the texts of 20 and 25 are better and nearly 
identical, while 35 has other, later readings in places. Manuscript 9 is 
the earliest and best in the third family, but 12, despite its age and 
value, has been reworked on the basis of the Ethiopic Bible in many 
passages. 38 betrays the influence of other, more recent text-types. He 
has rightly noted that the texts of the three manuscripts in family 4 are 
virtually identical; their text-type is a corrected, stylistically improved 
version whose readings are largely secondary. The fifth group presents 
an eighteenth-century eclectic text which lacks independent value. 
Finally, he observes regarding the sixth category that 58 and 61 closely 
resemble one another but that 63 distinguishes itself from the manu
scripts in this group by some readings which derive from older text-
types''*. 

Zuurmond is fundamentally correct about most of the features of his 
classification, but a detailed comparison of the Ethiopic manuscripts 
with one another and with the versional evidence has led the present 
writer to nuance his system slightly. Any textual critic who works at 
length with a series of manuscripts soon recognizes patterns and 
can often predict which manuscripts will agree with one another. It 
is essential, though, to be able to support these observations and 
intuitions with statistics, and for this reason the writer has, in addition 
to collating manuscripts, compiled statistics from a number of extended 
comparisons in order to clarify the relations between the Ethiopic 
manuscripts and to assess their relative worth. 

a. Comparisons of the Ethiopic Manuscripts: 

Two kinds of comparisons were made. The first involved taking 1000 
variants from the beginning of the book and recording which of the 27 

These explanatory words are a rather close paraphrase of «Oefeningen», 3-4. 
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manuscripts supported which reading. The variants included not only 
textual differences but also orthographic deviations. In many cases only 
one manuscript supported a reading, and these were of no use for 
identifying families. Where two or more copies backed a variant, 
patterns soon emerged. N o attempt was made to evaluate the signi
ficance of the readings; only raw statistics were collected. The results 
confirmed the usefulness of this method because in virtually every case 
sheer numbers coincided with the impressions gained from collating 
manuscripts and with Zuurmond's independent analysis. The statistics 
are most transparent for those instances in which a manuscript or 
family deviated from the critical text in large numbers of cases; the 
possibility of distortion in the patterns is greatest for the family which 
showed the fewest variants — manuscripts 20, 25, and 35. In the list 
below the manuscript number is given on the left, and on the right are 
presented those manuscripts with which it agreed most often for these 
variants. The numbers of agreements are in parentheses after each 
manuscript number. Manuscript 22 is not included because its text 
stops at 1:13. 

9 38 (78), 12 (42), 50 (40), 21 (36), 23 and 44 (32) 
12 21 (72), 23 (64), 38 (54), 9 (43), 44 (40), 50 (37) 
17 63 (61), 38 (36), 12 (32), 60 (31), 9 and 50 (30), 61 (29) 
20 25 (21), 23, 58, 61, and 63 (18), 21 and 51 (16), 35 and 62 (15) 
21 23 (114), 12 (72), 38 (37), 9 (36), 44 (35) 
23 21 (114), 12 (64), 38 and 50 (38), 42 and 51 (33), 9, 47, and 

48 (32), 44 and 45(31) 
25 20 (21), 35 (12), 63 (9), 9, 17, 21, and 61 (8) 
35 60 (38), 57 (37), 62 and 64 (36), 45 (35), 61 (34), 58 (33) 
38 50 (109), 9 (78), 12 (54), 44 (48), 64 (46) 
39 40 (71), 48 (66), 42 and 59 (63), 57 (62), 51 (56), 45 and 47 (55) 
40 39 (71), 59 (70), 42 (68), 64 (64), 51 and 62 (62), 48 (61) 
42 47 (79), 51 (77), 45 (71), 40, 48, and 59 (68), 64 (64), 39 (63) 
44 38 (48), 58 (42), 61 and 62 (39), 60 (37) 
45 64 (78), 57 (75), 60 and 62 (74), 42 (71), 50 (69), 51 (68), 

61 (65), 47 and 58 (64) 
47 51 (93), 42 (79), 45 (64), 48 (60), 40 (59), 59 (58), 39 (55) 
48 42 (68), 39 (66), 59 (63), 40 (61), 47 (60), 51 (58), 45 and 62 (55) 
50 38 (109), 45 (69), 64 (65), 51 (64), 60 (61), 57 (59), 62 (58) 
51 47 (93), 42 (77), 45 (68), 40 and 50 (64), 64 (62), 62 (59), 48 and 

57 (58), 39 and 59 (56) 
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57 58 and 60 (127), 61 (126), 62 and 64 (86), 45 (75) 
58 61 (162), 60 (150), 57 (127), 64 (83), 62 (82), 45 (64) 
59 40 (70), 42 (68), 39 and 48 (63), 47 (58), 51 (56), 64 (53), 45 and 

62(51) 
60 61 (156), 58 (150), 57 (127), 62 and 64 (90), 45 (74) 
61 58(162), 60 (156), 57 (126), 64 (88), 62 (86), 45 (65) 
62 64 (108), 60 (90), 57 and 61 (86), 58 (82), 45 (74) 
63 17 (61), 12 (31), 9 and 38 (25), 44 (24), 23, 50, 58, and 60 (23), 

61 (22) 
64 62 (108), 60 (90), 61 (88), 57 (86), 58 (83), 45 (78) 

These numbers at the very least do indicate several clear sets of 
relations (9 and 38;38 and 50; 12, 21, 23 [especially the latter two; 
where extant, 22 almost always agrees with them]; 17 and 63;20 and 
25; 39, 40, 42, 47, 48, 51, and 59; and 57, 58, 60, 61, 62, and 64). 
Manuscripts 35, 44, and 45 are more difficult to classify, but 45 does 
seem to lie between the family of manuscript 39, etc., and that of 57, 
etc. (see below for additional details about 35 and 44). 

Through experience with collating the manuscripts and with numbers 
such as these, it soon became clear that there would be little point in 
continuing to collate all manuscripts for the entire book. It was evident 
that virtually all readings of any significance could be gathered by 
collating all of the older and a selection of the more recent manuscripts 
in which all of the families would be represented. As a result, 15 
manuscripts were selected for full collation, and their variations from 
the critical text are recorded in the apparatus to the edition of the 
Ethiopic text. They are: 9, 12, 17, 20, 21, 25, 35, 38, 39, 42, 44, 47, 48, 
58, 63. The only more ancient manuscripts to be excluded were 22 and 
23, but they are so closely akin to 21 that Httle is lost. Moreover, both 
of them have lengthy lacunae. Manuscript 40 was not included because 
it is allied very closely with 39; 45 is a poor copy whose readings will 
very likely be found either in the 39, etc. family (especially in 42, 47, 51) 
or in the 57 etc. group; 51 parallels 47 and its readings have long been 
available in Dillmann's edition and to a lesser extent in that of Charles; 
and 59 because it is the latest copy in its family and its readings will 
probably be present in 39 or 48. Manuscript 50 offers little that does 
not appear in 38, while 58 is perhaps the best representative of the latest 
group of witnesses. 
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b. Additional Comparisons of the 15 Collated Manuscripts 

Further comparisons of variant readings in the remaining manu
scripts were then made in randomly selected chapters in different parts 
of the book (11, 12, 24, 35, 45). This was done both to gain additional 
data about each copy and to test whether relations between them 
remained constant in all parts of Jubilees. The variants were taken from 
the apparatus to the present edition. Hence they involve only the types 
of readings with have been recorded there (for a description of these 
types, see the Introduction to volume one). Once again only gross 
figures are given; the writer has not found it helpful to resort only to 
the subjective category «significant agreements» for this kind of study. 

9 38 (121), 12 (86), 17(87), 63 (63) 
12 21 (105), 38 (88), 9 (86), 17 (84), 63 (80) 
17 9 (87), 38 (86), 12 (84), 63 (80), 21 (70) 
20 25 (91), 35 (73), 58 (44), 47 (40) 
21 12 (105), 38 (83), 63 (74), 17 (70), 58 (68) 
25 20(91), 35(80), 44(44) 
35 58 (92), 25 (80), 20 and 48 (73), 42 and 44 (66), 39 and 47 (65) 
38 9 (121), 12 (88), 17 and 63 (86), 21 (83), 58 (75) 
39 48(148), 42(130), 47(118), 58(115), 35(65) 
42 47 (194), 48 (141), 39 (130), 58 (107), 35 (66), 38 (63) 
44 35 and 38 (66), 63 (65), 48 and 58 (63) 
47 42(194), 48(131), 39(118), 58 (110), 35(65) 
48 39 (148), 42 (141), 47 (131), 58 (106), 35 (73) 
58 39 (115), 47 (110), 42 (107), 48 (106), 35 (92) 
63 38 (86), 12 and 17 (80), 21 (74), 44 (65), 9 (63) 

These data, the figures given in the preceding section, and the 
collations of the manuscripts in the remainder of the book indicate the 
following families among the fully collated manuscripts: 9 and 38; 12 
and 21; 17 and 63; 20, 25, and 35; 39, 42, 47, and 48; and 58. 
Manuscript 44 remains difficult to situate because it is so independent. 
The five manuscripts with which it shares the largest number of variants 
(in the Ust above) belong to five of the six families, while the data in the 
preceding section indicate that it sides most frequently with the latest 
group of manuscripts (57, etc.). The first three families (9-38; 12-21; 17-
63) are fairly closely related to one another. A different configuration of 
manuscripts finds 35 (and 20 to a lesser degree) in association with 
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Manuscript number Hebrew Syriac Latin 

9 16 103 143 
12 21 125 186 
17 23 105 139 
20 16 96 117 
21 17 122 220 
25 15 70 121 

Textual and Historical Studies, 18-95. 

members of the fifth group (39-42-47-48) and with 58. That is, 35 seems 
to serve as a bridge between group four and groups five and six. 25, 
however, sides somewhat more frequently with 44. It is also unmis
takable that groups five and six share a large number of readings. Thus, 
the manuscripts in the first three groups or families are allied as 
different parts of one broad textual stream; those of the latter three 
represent another. 

c. Evaluation of the Manuscript Families 

As noted previously, Charles regarded manuscript 25 as the best of 
the four which he knew, but Zuurmond has given 17 precedence over it. 
Internal evidence, such as grammatical accuracy, avoidance of omis
sions and unique readings, shows that these two are excellent, early 
copies of Jubilees. Nevertheless, comparisons with the readings of the 
other versions indicate that Charles was correct in his estimate of 25. 
The following chart gives the results of these comparisons. The author 
had earlier published statistics from a comparison of the published 
Hebrew fragments with Charles' four manuscripts'", but for this 
edition he made a new study of the relations between all of the 
available Hebrew fragments and the 15 collated Ethiopic manuscripts. 
The same was done for all of the Syriac citations, though here the 
process was more difficult because the Syriac extracts have been edited 
to fit their new contexts. The Greek sample was too small to make the 
results meaningful. Statistics were also taken from substantial parts of 
the Latin translation in various sections of Jubilees: 13:10-21; 15:20-
31; 16:5-17:6; 18:10-19:26; 20:5-13; 31:9-18; 33:18-34:5; 42:2-14. 
The chart below gives the number of disagreements between a particular 
Ethiopic manuscript and the Hebrew fragments, the Syriac citations, 
and the verses of the Latin translation that are listed above. 
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35 16 90 130 
38 24 171 262 
39 16 94 136 
42 17 86 121 
44 19 87 157 
47 19 100 153 
48 16 96 130 
58 18 115 200 
63 20 112 173 

The very limited amount of Hebrew text shows the fewest disagree
ments with 25; 9, 20, 35, 39, 48 are in second position, and 21, 42 are in 
third. That is, the Hebrew fragments and members of the 20-25-35 
family and of the 39-42-47-48 family are most nearly akin textually. It 
is striking that for these small parts of the text manuscript 17 has the 
second largest number of deviations. A similar picture emerges from the 
much larger samples that underlie the comparisons with the Syriac and 
Latin evidence. Manuscript 25 has the fewest variations from the Syriac 
citations, and the other members of its family (20 and 35) are sixth and 
fourth respectively. The family of 39-42-47-48 is also relatively close to 
the Syriac, as each of its members appears among the first eight. 44 too 
is near the top. It is the comparison with the Latin that should, 
however, be less susceptible to distortion because it covered large 
expanses of text and involved two actual translations of Jubilees. Here, 
the same two families disagreed the fewest times with the Latin: 
manuscript 20 had the lowest number of deviations (117), while 25 and 
42 (121) were close and 35, 48, 39, and 17 were not far behind. 

The results of these comparisons are instructive. They show that 20-
25-35 is the manuscript family which agrees most often with the 
versions and that the group 39-42-47-48 is second. It does not follow 
from these statistics that these are necessarily the copies which are 
closest to the original text of Jubilees, but they do point strongly to the 
conclusion that they retain the oldest form of the text that can now be 
attained. It is not impossible that this conclusion will have to be 
modified when the remaining Hebrew fragments are published, but, 
given the available evidence, a critical text of Jubilees should be based 
primarily on the readings of 20-25-35. The earliest copies, especially 9 
and 17, must be given their due weight, but the later family 39-42-47-48 
(particularly 39-42-48) will also be a helpful check and source of 
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support. The following sugests itself as the most likely division and 
ranking of the 27 Ethiopic manuscripts (other than 44 which is unique). 

1. 20-25-35 (35 has stronger relations with families 2 and 6) 
2. 39-40-42-45-47-48-51-59 (39-40-48-59 are one sub-group with a 

better text; 42-47-51 have a less valuable text-type, and 45 is 
closely related to family 6) 

3. 17-63 
4. 9-38-50 (9 and 38 are closely akin, as are 38 and 50) 
5. 12-21-22-23 (21-22-23 are virtual copies of one another) 
6. 57-58-60-61-62-64 (57-58-60-61 are one sub-group, 62 and 64 

another) 

III. THE PRESENT EDITION: 

In this volume, the reader will find translations of the critical 
Ethiopic text and of all the versional evidence, wherever it exists. Placed 
beneath the translation of the Ethiopic text are textual notes, which are 
keyed to words and phrases in the English translation of the Ethiopic. 

In the English translations, an effort has been made to avoid the 
archaic words and expressions (behold, bore him a son, answered and 
said, arose and went, lifted up his eyes and saw, etc.) which so 
frequently mar modern renderings of ancient documents. It is less 
taxing for the translator to resort to these time-honored equivalents, 
but the meaning of the text should be clearer when it is rendered into a 
more contemporary idiom. The paratactic syntax of Ethiopic presents 
another problem. Obviously one cannot render literally the seemingly 
endless sequence of clauses that are joined by the conjunction and 
and achieve acceptable English style. The translator is compelled to 
use various sorts of subordination where the Ethiopic text simply 
coordinates clauses. This has been done throughout, but the author 
recognizes that the process involves some subjectivity and that others 
might arrange the sentences differently. The reader should also be 
aware that the English translations of the Hebrew, Syriac, Greek, and 
Latin texts conform as closely as their vocabulary and syntax permit to 
the rendering of the Ethiopic text. It was thought that in this way the 
similarities and differences between the Ethiopic text and the other 
versions could be highlighted more clearly. 
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«Das Buch der Jubilaen» in Die Apokryphen und Pseudepigraphen des Alien 
Testaments (2 vols.; ed. E. Kautzsch; Tubingen: Freiburg i.B. und Leipzig: Verlag von 
J . C . B . Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1900) 2.31-119. 

M. GOLDMANN, «Q ' ' ' ? avn n S D » in D-JIS-'nn O ' l D o n (2 vols.; ed. Abraham Kahana; 
reprinted, Jerusalem: Makor, 1970) 1.216-313; A . S . HARTOM, «mV3Vn I C D » in his 
n n i K n o D sD^IS-nn o n D O n (vol. 2; 3rd. ed.; Tel Aviv: Yavneh, 1969) 9-147. HARTOM 
indicates (p. 10) that he made his translation from the EngUsh translations of 
G.H. SCHODDE (see the next note) and CHARLES (in The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of 
the Old Testament). Apparently he did not use the Ethiopic texts, but he does show a 
decided preference for the readings of the Latin manuscript. 

®̂  In addition to his 1902 translation and the one in The Apocrypha and Pseude
pigrapha of the Old Testament, see his «The Book of Jubilees, translated from a text based 
on two hitherto uncoUated Ethiopic MSS.», JQR 5 (1893) 703-08; 6 (1894) 184-217; 710-
45; 7 (1895) 297-328; and The Book of Jubilees or the Little Genesis (Introduction and 
Notes by G.H. Box; London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1917). Some 
other translations have been made, but their authors had access to very Uttle textual 
evidence or provided no notes: S . R U B IN , K r n o i t m ! > « i a E h i n n r i D a n •'Vavn nso 
(Vienna: Beck'schen Universitats-Buchhandlung [Alfred Holder] 1870); G.H. SCHODDE, 
TVie Book of Jubilees (Oberlin, Ohio: E.J. Goodrich, 1888); and P. RIESSLER, «Jubilaen-
buch Oder Kleine Genesis» in Altjiidisches Schrifttum ausserhalb der Bibel (Heidelberg: 
Kerle, 1928) 539-666, 1304-11. 

Finally, a word should be said about the textual notes. These are 
meant to be discussions of textual problems only, not of exegetical 
issues (insofar as these can be separated). In them one will find, in 
addition to considerations of other secondary Uterature, many references 
to the editions and translations of Dillmann and Charles, the German 
translations of Littmann*" and Berger, and the Hebrew renderings 
of Goldmann and Hartom^^. These studies have been chosen for 
systematic treatment for several reasons. Naturally, the editions of 
Dillmann and Charles had to be compared, while the translations of 
Littmann, Charles (1902) and Berger offer the most valuable discus
sions of textual problems. The retroversions into Hebrew by Goldmann 
and Hartom are often helpful in uncovering how the original text may 
have read, and these scholars, too, append textual notes to their 
translations. There are other translations of Jubilees. Charles himself 
published four of them, but his translation of 1902 provides the most 
extensive notes and improves on his earlier work; his later publications 
were merely condensations of it*^. For the sake of economy, references 
are made only to his edition of 1895 and to his translation and 
commentary of 1902. Very recently, translations by C. Rabin and 
O. Wintermute have appeared, but since work on this translation was 
completed before publication of their work, they are only very rarely 
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" «Jubilees» (the Translation of R . H . CHARLES revised by C . RABIN) in The Apocry
phal Old Testament (ed. H . F . D . Sparks; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1 9 8 4 ) 1 - 1 3 9 ; WINTER
MUTE, «Jubilees» in The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha ( 2 vols.; ed. J.H. Charlesworth; 
Garden City, N Y : Doubleday, 1 9 8 3 , 1 9 8 5 ) 2 . 3 5 - 1 4 2 . Mention should also be made of two 
other very recent translations: F . CORRIENTE and A. PINERO, «Libro de los Jubileos» in 
Apocrifos del Antiguo Testamento ( 2 vols.; ed. A. Diez Macho, M.A. NAVARRO, A. DE LA 
FLTNTE, and A. PINERO; Madrid: Ediciones Cristiandad, 1 9 8 4 ) 1 . 6 7 - 1 9 3 (largely based on 
Charles' edition [see p. 7 7 ] ) ; and A. CAQUOT, «Jubiles» in La Bible: Ecrits Intertestamen-
taires (ed. A. DUPONT-SOMMER and M. PHILONENKO; Paris: Editions Gallimard, 1 9 8 7 ) 
6 2 9 - 8 1 0 (based on Charles' edition and ms. 2 2 [see p. 6 3 0 ] ) . 

mentioned in the notes*^. Wintermute based his translation on Charles' 
text and the versional evidence, while Rabin apparently did the same. 

Because Jubilees regularly quotes from or paraphrases Genesis and 
Exodus, it is possible to compare its readings with those of other 
ancient versions of the Bible. The readings of these versions, identified 
by sigla, are cited from the following editions. 

M X = ELLIGER, K. and RUDOLPH, W. , eds. Biblia Hebraica Stuttgar-
tensia (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelstiftung, 1977) 

Sam = GALL, A . H . VON, ed. Der hebraische Pentateuch der Samarita-
ner (5 vols.; Giessen: Verlag von Alfred Topelmann, 1914-18) 

Syriac = BARNES, Wm., ed. Pentateuchus Syriace (London: apud Socie-
tatem Bibliophilorum Britannicam et Externam, 1914) 

LXX = WEVERS, J.Wm., ed. Genesis (Septuaginta: Vetus Testamentum 
Graecum Auctoritate Academiae Scientiarum Gottingensis edi
tum, 1; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1974) 
BROOKE, A.E., and MCLEAN, N . , eds. Exodus and Leviticus 
(The Old Testament in Greek, 1, 2; Cambridge: University 
Press, 1909) 
RAHLFS, A., ed. Septuaginta (2 vols. Stuttgart: Wiirttember-
gische Bibelanstalt, 1935) 

OL = FISCHER, B., ed. Genesis (Vetus Latina: Die Reste der altlatei-
nischen Bibel, 2; Freiburg: Verlag Herder, 1951) 

Eth = BOYD, J.O., ed. Tlie Octateuch in Ethiopic (Bibliotheca Abessi-
nica; ed. E. Littmann, 3; Leiden: E.J. Brill; and Princeton: 
The University Library, 1909-11) 

To = SPERBER, A., ed. The Pentateuch according to Targum Onkelos 
(The Bible in Aramaic, 1; Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1959) 

Tj = GINSBURGER, M. , ed. Pseudo-Jonathan (Thargum Jonathan ben 
Usielzum Pentateuch) (Berlin: S. Calvary & Co., 1903; Reprin
ted: Hildesheim and New York: Georg Olms Verlag, 1971) 

Tn = MACHO, A.D., ed. Neophyti I, 1: Genesis (Madrid and Barce
lona: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas, 1970) 

Tf = GINSBURGER, M. , ed. Das Fragmententhargum (Berlin: S. Cal
vary & Co., 1899) 
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Ant. = THACKERAY, H.St.J., ed. Josephus, 4: Jewish Antiquities, Books 
I-IV (The Loeb Classical Library 242; Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press; and London: William Heinemann Ltd., 1943) 
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PROLOGUE 

These are the words regarding the divisions of the times of the law 
and of the testimony, of the events of the years, of the weeks of their 
jubilees throughout all the years of eternity as he related (them) to 

5 Moses on Mt. Sinai when he went up to receive the stone tablets — the 
law and the commandments — on the Lord's orders as he had told him 
that he should come up to the summit of the mountain. 

1:1 During the first year of the Israelites' exodus from Egypt, in the 
third month — on the sixteenth of the month — the Lord said to 

10 Moses: «Come up to me on the mountain. I will give you the two stone 
tablets of the law and the commandments which I have written so that 
you may teach them». 1:2 So Moses went up the mountain of the 
Lord. The glory of the Lord took up residence on Mt. Sinai, and a 
cloud covered it for six days. 1:3 When he summoned Moses into the 

Prologue: and of the testimony ... weeks: The translation presupposes that the three 
terms which are preceded by A{t\9°d, °l'fl<J, and ^-A'fl/'+"^ resume the construct relation 
which is expressed in the phrase lh4>A. = <n"Pd'\-f > ihl. An alternate rendering would be: 
and for the testimony, for the events ... for the weeks. The former option is preferable, 
since at least the words ihl and ti9°6 are regularly paired with one another (cf 1:1). For 
the words «the divisions of the times ... of the weeks of their jubilees», see C D 16:3-4: 
0nTn»iai2*31 on-'jaT''? DTISH nv ' ^na IDO. This is almost certainly a reference to the Book 
of Jubilees. 

the law and the commandments: The nouns appear without the accusative ending in 
nearly all of the mss., and h'ttt lacks the construct ending. Several mss. prefix the word H 
to thi or ^MH (only 38 and 58 place it before both terms; but c f 1:1 where both have H 
attached). Perhaps one should understand ihl and ^MV as paralleling K-fl^; i.e., tablets 
of stone — (tablets of) the law and the commandments. See Exod 24; 12. 

1:1 I will give you: Mss. 9 38 39 42 47 and 48 agree with EthExod in reading a 
subjunctive form of the verb, reflecting nriN in MT (Exod 24:12). The preferred indicative 
form here agrees with the of Sam and the Scoctco of LXX. 

1:2 the mountain of the Lord: For the phrase, see Exod 3:1; 24:13 (DTlVnn in both 
cases). 

1:3 he: 17' and 38 add MUh'ttih.C in agreement with Syriac, LXX, and EthExod 
24:16. 

into: The Ethiopic mss. unanimously support n"7?»hA, while the ancient versions of 
Exod 24:16 are agreed that from is to be read ( = ^"7^hA). Charles (1895, p. 1, n. 23; 
1902) emended with the biblical versions, but such harmonizing is a risky text-critical 
procedure. The reading of Jubilees may be influenced by Exod 24:18 where Moses enters 
the cloud ( i w a ) . 
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cloud on the seventh day, he saw the glory of the Lord like a fire 
blazing on the summit of the mountain. 1:4 Moses remained on the 
mountain for 40 days and 40 nights while the Lord showed him what 
(had happened) beforehand as well as what was to come. He related to 
him the divisions of all the times — both of the law and of the 5 
testimony. 1:5 He said to him: «Pay attention to all the words which I 
tell you on this mountain. Write (them) in a book so that their offspring 
may see that I have not abandoned them because of all the evil they 
have done in straying from the covenant between me and you which I 
am making today on Mt. Sinai for their offspring. 1:6 So it will be that 10 
when all of these things befall them they will recognize that I have been 
more faithful than they in all their judgments and in all their actions. 
They will recognize that I have indeed been with them. 

l : 7 « N o w you write this entire message which I am telling you 
today, because I know their defiance and their stubbornness (even) 15 
before I bring them into the land which I promised by oath to 
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob: 'To your posterity I will give the land 

blazing: MT and SamExod 24:17 read nVsN, but Syriac LXX EthExod have words for 
burning. Charles (1895, p. 1, n. 24) emended to fiSrS: (to set on fire), claiming that this 
would reflect the reading of MT at Exod 24:17. He compares Jub 36:9 (which should be 
36:10 [see LITTMANN, 39, n. d]): •• nf^'if^^ •• (lAd. His emendation would hardly 
reflect MT, and it is unnecessary for the text of Jubilees. 

1:4 remained: Literally: was. Here Jubilees follows the ancient versions of Exod 24:18 
against EthExod which reads vn<C. 

He related: Charles (1902), who read "ili. (supported only by rf[= 38] of his four mss.) 
here, translated the word in connection with the preceding atnx ' ^ < " ' X • ^ ' «and the later 
history of». Berger renders in a similar fashion. However, is much too weakly 
attested (by 9 and 38 only) to be correct. In the above translation, H + ^ ' ^ = ami, ' f-'^Kh 
is regarded as the object of the verb h'"'e. Rather abruptly, a new clause begins with the 
verb inc (cf ms. 44 +Tl t f ) . Consequently there are parallel lines: the Lord showed him 
what (had happened) beforehand as well as what was to come. // He related to him the 
divisions ... See also 1:26. 

both: This is an attempt to translate the conjunction before For this meaning of 
ID ... m, see DILLMANN, Lexicon, 880. For the terms law and testimony, c f Isa 8:16, 20 
( = m w and misrn). 

1:5 straying from: The text reads a causative form (Mih-f- = to lead astray). Charles 
(1895, p. 2, n. 4) emended to Stl^-f- ( = to neglect) but later (1902, p. 3, n.) preferred to 
read (to go astray). Littmann (39, n. e) suggested h / " ' V ' f which he translated as 
auflosten. See also Deut 31:16, 17, 20 (where n o n is used with n n a ) ; Ezra 9:9 (Hartom: 
DIDnai). The difficulty may have arisen from a confusion in the original Hebrew version 
of Jubilees in which l i a s ' s / a was misread as T ' a » " ? / a , a contracted form of the hiphil 
infinitive. Goldmann translated with m a s a . 

1:7 write: On the problem of who is construed in the text as the author of Jubilees, see 
the note to 1:27. Cf also Exod 34:27. 

before ... Jacob: Cf Deut 31:2I. In Deut 31:20 the term r m a s is used, while Jubilees 
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lists the patriarchs by name. Note that mss. 9 12 17' 38 58 read A M l t l f o ^ before 
A^i-flcy?". This may be original, despite its being a stock phrase, because the similarity in 
appearance of t\h(\W^ and Ah-flcy?° could have caused Ati(\W<^ to be omitted from 
the other mss. Yet, in Exod 33:1, which is quoted here, v m a s is not read except in some 
mss. of the Ethiopic Bible. 

1:8 turn ... gods: See Deut 31:20. The term Vh,C more nearly renders dXXoipiouc; of 
LXX than n n n s of MT. 

Then this testimony will serve as evidence: Literally; this testimony will testify for a 
testimony. The verb is •^A"7d, but a fairly strongly supported variant is -l-tili (will be 
heard), which Dillmann read in his edition. Charles (1895) chose ^ti16 but translated as 
though he had selected +A"7d. For {»9°0 in the sense «to give evidence, testify», see 
DILLMANN, Lexicon, 337. The present sentence is modeled on Deut 31:19; c f also 31:26; 
Josh 24:27; 2 Kings 17:15. 

1:10-11: The interchange of past and future tense verbs in these verses may reflect 
confusions at some point in the history of transmission. In at least some cases it may have 
resulted from the ambiguity in the Hebrew original between converted and non-coverted 
forms of the imperfect with a prefixed conjunction. As Berger (316, n. b to 1:11) has 
noted, the corrector of ms. 17 has altered the verbs of v 11 from perfect to future. For 
l-n^, however, the original reading in the ms. (l-flC?) was defective. 

1:12 will begin: Charles (1895) read ^ " B A * - , which was a mistake as he subsequently 
realized (1902, p. 4, n.; see also Littmann, 40, n. a) for /&<BA<n- — a form supported only 
by ms. 12. ^ " B t V - is clearly preferable before the infinitive. 

which flows with milk and honey'. When they eat and are full, 1:8 they 
will turn to foreign gods — to ones which will not save them from any 
of their afflictions. Then this testimony will serve as evidence. 1:9 For 

5 they will forget all my commandments — everything that I command 
them — and will follow the nations, their impurities, and their shame. 
They will serve their gods, and (this) will prove an obstacle for them — 
an affliction, a pain, and a trap. 1:10 Many will be destroyed. They will 
be captured and will fall into the enemy's control because they aban-

10 doned my statutes, my commandments, my covenantal festivals, my 
sabbaths, my holy things which I have hallowed for myself among 
them, my tabernacle, and my temple which I sanctified for myself in the 
middle of the land so that I could set my name on it and that it could 
live (there). 1:11 They made for themselves high places, (sacred) groves, 

15 and carved images; each of them prostrated himself before his own in 
order to go astray. They will sacrifice their children to demons and to 
every product (conceived by) their erring minds. 1:12 1 will send 
witnesses to them so that I may testify to them, but they will not listen 
and will kill the witnesses. They will persecute those too who study the 

20 law diligently. They will abrogate everything and will begin to do evil in 
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my presence. 1:13 Then I will hide my face from them. I will deliver 
them into the control of the nations for captivity, for booty, and for 
being devoured. I will remove them from the land and disperse them 
among the nations. 1:14 They will forget all my law, all my command
ments, and all my verdicts. They will err regarding the beginning of the 5 
month, the sabbath, the festival, the jubilee, and the decree. 

1:15 «After this they will return to me from among the nations with 
all their minds, all their souls, and all their strength. Then I will gather 
them from among all the nations, and they will search for me so that 1 
may be found by them when they have searched for me with all their 10 
minds and with all their souls. I will rightly disclose to them abundant 
peace. 1:16 I will transform them into a righteous plant with all my 
mind and with all my soul. They will become a blessing, not a curse; 
they will become the head, not the tail. 1:17 1 will build my temple 

1:13 booty: Littmann (40, n. b), followed by Charles (1902, p. 5, n.), emended A-flA to 
A-nA ( = a prey [Charles]; Beute [Littmann]; bbv [Goldmann]; ta [Hartom]); c f A-flA.P 
in mss. 35 58, and 2 Kings 21:14 (where HDIftB is used); Isa 44:22, 24; Jer 30:16; Ezek 
7:21; Hab 2:7; and Zeph 1:13. DILLMANN (Lexicon, 99) comments that praeda is a 
possible meaning for rh-flA, «sed non nisi in libris antiquioribus occurrit». Berger renders 
with «zum Prahlen (der Heiden)», adding that this is « . . . typisches Verhalten der Heiden 
beim Triumph iiber Israel . . .» (316, n. c to v 13) He is relating the word to the root "^IIA, 
though Dillmann does not list a form "V-flA. He also refers to IIQT 59:7-8: •'B T n o x i 
noiwaVl nVl (s) nVawV vm nana. The biblical parallels and this passage from the Temple 
Scroll do favor a word meaning prey, booty here, though only two of the later mss. 
support the reading. Littmann's suggestion seems the simplest and most likely. 

1:14 They will err regarding: As at 1:5, the mss. offer a form of the verb f l A + but 
followed by nouns in the accusative case. Littmann (40, n. d), as he did for 1:5, wished to 
relate the verb to the root /"'Tf+. DILLMANN (Lexicon, 249), however, lists nothing 
corresponding to Littmann's suggested meaning auflosen, while he does recognize the use 
of fl/h-h with the accusative (see 330, where he refers to this passage). 

beginning of the month: The term i»'C4' must be translated in this way (or as «the first 
of the month))) and not as «new moon)) in Jubilees, since the latter would be unthinkable 
for the author (cf 6:32-38). 

1:16 transform: The Ethiopic verb h<<.Af"»»- has occasioned a dispute about the 
meaning of this clause. The verb could be translated «I will remove them», which seems 
unlikely in the context. Charles (1902, p. 5, n.) proposed that two Hebrew verbs (»B3 [ = 
to plant] and SD3 [ = to go, travel; to cause to go = to remove in its causative form]) were 
confused by a translator. Hence the original meaning was «I will plant them)> (cf Jer 
32:41; Ps80:9) . Hartom has accepted this emendation. DILLMANN (Lexicon, 1340) does 
Ust as a meaning for h*Ar t transferre («to transform))), and he had so translated in 1850 
(«werde sie versezen als)>). Littmann, without a note, rendered in a similar way («werde 
sie umandern zu))). The corrector of ms. 17 has attempted to clarify the matter by 
inserting fl>Ji+hA = A"«"»" ( = and 1 will plant for them) before + h A . C.C. TORREY («The 
Aramaic of the Gospels», JBL 61 [1942] 72) argued that the Ethiopic reading had resulted 
from a very simple confusion of the two Aramaic verbs l a s and l a s (the former in the 
causative conjugation). Since it is most unlikely that the book was composed in Aramaic, 
his attractive hypothesis should be rejected. 
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among them and will live with them; I will become their God and they 
will become my true and righteous people. 1:18 1 will neither abandon 
them nor become alienated from them, for I am the Lord their God». 

1:19 Then Moses fell prostrate and prayed and said: «Lord my God, 
5 do not allow your people and your heritage to go along in the error of 

their minds, and do not dehver them into the control of the nations 
with the result that they rule over them lest they make them sin against 
you. 1:20 May your mercy. Lord, be lifted over your people. Create for 
them a just spirit. May the spirit of Belial not rule them so as to bring 

10 charges against them before you and to trap them away from every 
proper path so that they may be destroyed from your presence. 
1:21 They are your people and your heritage whom you have rescued 
from Egyptian control by your great power. Create for them a pure 
mind and a holy spirit. May they not be trapped in their sins from now 

15 to eternity». 
1:22 Then the Lord said to Moses: «I know their contrary nature, 

their way of thinking, and their stubbornness. They will not listen until 
they acknowledge their sins and the sins of their ancestors. 1:23 After 
this they will return to me in a fully upright manner and with all (their) 

20 minds and all (their) souls. I will cut away the foreskins of their minds 
and the foreskins of their descendants' minds. I will create a holy spirit 
for them and will purify them in order that they may not turn away 
from me from that time forever. 1:24 Their souls will adhere to me and 
to all my commandments. They will perform my commandments. I will 

25 become their father and they will become my children. 1:25 All of them 
will be called children of the living God. Every angel and every spirit 
will know them. They will know that they are my children and that I 
am their father in a just and proper way and that I love them. 

1:19 lest they make: Literally: and so that they may not make. The extra negative is 
awkward after the negated verb K^oofftao-^ but only ms. 58 omits it. Mss. 9 12 38 44 63 
prefix K. to the verb fA^'i'i9'<>^ also; this makes for a smoother text and is, therefore, 
suspect. Mss. 9 12 21 transform the verb ^ i n c ? " " ^ into the indicative (causative). 

1:20 Belial: The name is spelled aA<l>C in Ethiopic. The final C reflects the psXiap of 
L X X , whereas in Hebrew it appears as Vs'Va. See LITTMANN, 40, n. h. 

1:22 their sins and: These words are omitted by mss. 17' 20 25, but, despite the value 
of these copies, their short text seems haplographic, as the parallels in Lev 26:40 and Neh 
9:2 imply. 

1:25 will know ... will know: The prefixes on the two forms of i\o°d. are different ( f 
and / ) , but there appears to be no distinction in meaning. In their editions both Dillmann 
and Charles read for the first verb as well, but this spelling has less impressive 
support at this point. On the interchange of a/a especially before h and 0, see DILLMANN, 
Ethiopic Grammar, sec. 48.5 (p. 92). 
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1:26 «Now you write all these words which I will tell you on this 
mountain: what is first and what is last and what is to come during all 
the divisions of time which are in the law and which are in the 
testimony and in the weeks of their jubilees until eternity — until the 
time when I descend and live with them throughout all the ages of 5 
eternity ». 

1:27 Then he said to an angel of the presence: nDictate to Moses 
(starting) from the beginning of the creation until the time when my 
temple is built among them throughout the ages of eternity. 1:28 The 
Lord will appear in the sight of all, and all will know that I am the God lO 
of Israel, the father of all Jacob's children, and the king on Mt. Zion 
for the ages of eternity. Then Zion and Jerusalem will become holy». 

1:29 The angel of the presence, who was going along in front of the 
Israelite camp, took the tablets (which told) of the divisions of the years 
from the time the law and the testimony were created — for the weeks 15 
of their jubilees, year by year in their full number, and their jubilees 
from [the time of the creation until] the time of the new creation when 

1:26 write: Note the variant M •• >\K!hV {= I will write) in mss. 9 12 38 44. A reading 
of this sort (Charles adopted it in 1895, but not in 1902) shows that scribes sensed a 
problem in statements about the authorship of the book. See the note to v 27 below. 

1:27 he said to an angel of the presence: ((Dictate to Moses»: The text actually says: 
«Write for Moses». The several statements in Jubilees about authorship of the book offer 
conflicting information. One set of passages (1:5, 7, 26; 2:1; 23:32; 33:18) presents Moses 
as the author, while another (1:27; 30:12, 21; 50:6, 13) credits an angel of the presence 
(for the title, see Isa 63:9) with the same function. Several mss. (17 21 63) attempt to 
alleviate the conflict presented here by reading O J ^ a A - •• ' " • A ^ h ' 1K •• Ao^rt. and 
omitting A'wA. after X A * . The result is: An angel o f the presence said to Moses: 
«Write». The contradiction about who wrote Jubilees has been used by Gene Davenport 
(The Eschatology of the Book of Jubilees [Studia Post-Biblica 20; Leiden: Brill, 1971] 15) 
as part of his argument for different redactions of the book. It seems quite possible, 
though, that either a Hebrew qal (ViTO) and hiphil (STisn) imperative were confused or 
that the Greek translator failed to distinguish the causative from the simple meaning in 
the verb that he used in his translation. On this problem, see VANDERKAM, «The Putative 
Author of the Book of Jubilees», 7 S 5 26 (1981) 209-17. 

1:28 I am: Though the reading «you are» has stronger ms. support, it can hardly be 
correct in this context in which the Lord is addressing an angel of the presence (unless a 
quotation from another work has not been edited fully to fit its new setting). The reading 
«you are» ( = ^1+) probably arose as a miscropying of M. In Ethiopia, at least some 
Christian scholars understood the second person pronoun here as original and interpreted 
the passage to mean that the angel of the presence was the second person of the Trinity. 
On this, see Getatchew HAILE, «The Homily of Ase ZAR'A YA'3Q0B of Ethiopia in 
Honour of Saturday», Orientalia Lovaniensia Periodica 13 (1982) 185-231, especially 204 
(text) and 226 (translation). C f also Berger, 321, n. to 1:27-29. 

1:29 from [the time of the creation until] the time of the new creation: The Ethiopic 
text indicates that the account in Jubilees extends from the time of the new creation 
onward, while the context implies that it should cover the period until the new creation. 
Charles (1895, p. 4, n. 23; 1902, p. 9, n.) omitted «new» (or regarded it as a corruption of 
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the heavens, the earth, and all their creatures will be renewed like the 
powers o f the sky and like all the creatures of the earth, until the time 
when the temple of the Lord will be created in Jerusalem on Mt. Zion. 
All the luminaries will be renewed for (the purposes o O healing, health, 

5 and blessing for all the elect ones of Israel and so that it may remain 
this way from that time throughout all the days of the earth. 

2:1 On the Lord's orders the angel of the presence said to Moses: 
«Write all the words about the creation — how in six days the Lord 
God completed all his works, everything that he had created, and kept 

10 sabbath on the seventh day. He sanctified it for all ages and set it as a 
sign for all his works. 2:2 For on the first day he created the heavens 
that are above, the earth, the waters, and all the spirits who serve 
before him, namely: the angels of the presence; the angels of holiness; 
the angels of the spirits of fire; the angels of the spirits of the winds; the 

15 angels of the spirits of the clouds, of darkness, snow, hail, and frost; the 

«until» [1895]) and added «until» after «creation». This relocation of «until» (Kflh 
follows ^V^^) is now found in mss. 21 35 38' 42' 58, but it appears to be a scribal 
attempt to solve the very problem that Charles was discussing. The bracketed words have 
been restored in line with Michael Stone's proposal («Apocryphal Notes and Readings», 
Israel Oriental Studies 1 [1971] 125-26) that the phrase was omitted when a scribe's eye 
skipped from the first instance of dA+ to the second. 

2:2 waters: Epiphanius adds a relative clause which is not attested in the Ethiopic 
tradition, while the abbreviated account in the Syriac citation adds a reference to diffused 
light. 

namely: The Ethiopic reading is ffl, and the Syriac, too, has a conjunction where 
Epiphanius has fixivd taxi xa&E. All of these probably mean the same thing, with the 
conjunctions of Ethiopic and Syriac having the force of «namely» (against Charles, 1895, 
p. 5, n. 35). 

holiness: Epiphanius reads So^ri?, but Syriac (r«'^cvi. . in) supports the Ethiopic. Cf 
Tisserant, «Fragments syriaques», 67. 

the angels of the spirits of fire: Neither Epiphanius nor Syriac offers a parallel to this 
class of angels. Both could, however, be haplographic, since they do mention the next 
group in the Ethiopic list (see the reading of ms. 12). On the phrase «the diffused light» in 
Syriac, c f Tisserant (« Fragments syriaques», 68) who regards it as an error and thinks the 
term r^icm may have been influenced by the word r^-ioj in the Cave of Treasures. 

of darkness: Literally: for darkness. Epiphanius has Kui yvoOcov. Syriac omits the 
material from the word «winds» until the word «depths» toward the end of the verse. The 
terms that follow specify what comes from the clouds. 

snow: The Ethiopic reading is U-tf (all). The word «snow» appears in Epiphanius. 
Charles (1895, p. 5, n. 44; 1902, p. 13, n.) emended oiAH-A- to fl)AA«»^ ([and of snow» 
[1902]). He proposed that xiovo? ( = Epiphanius) had been corrupted into navxoq. Berger 
(323, n. k to v 2) thinks that ms. 9 (the same is found in 38) preserved the correct reading: 
instead of } f = fflAW-A- it offers IfA- = Ke^o^-t- ( = all darkness). But its reading has 
weak support and may be a later attempt at wresting meaning from a difficult text. 
«Snow» makes excellent sense here and is preferable (so also Goldmann). 
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sounds: Of the Ethiopic texts, only ms. 44 (ms. 9 is similar) preserves this reading, 
which is also supported by Epiphanius ((pcovav). All other Ethiopic mss. reflect the 
corruption of ^fi^ to +'^^•^ ( + A ^ i in ms. 58) — a term that occurs later in the verse. 

angels of the spirits of cold: Greek Epiphanius omits an equivalent of the words «the 
angels of the spirits», but the Syriac of Epiphanius has «angels of». 

depths: In Epiphanius, the word dpuaaou? is in the accusative case and is therefore 
another object of the verb «created», but the corresponding Ethiopic term (4''\y-t) lacks 
the accusative ending. The translation given above posits an abrupt break between H f l J f - A -
(see 2:16 for a similar use of J f - A - ) and ^fyf^. The absence of an accusative ending on 
+ A , P l - may be due to the distance of the word from the verb. The Greek text of 
Epiphanius adds Tiiv t8 CTiOKdrco ifji; yfi?, Kai toC xaouq, and the Syriac Epiphanius has a 
longer expansion. These words have no parallel in either the Ethiopic or the Syriac text of 
Jubilees. The Syriac citation adds a second reference to the angels of the winds that blow 
at the end of its version of the material in v 2. Tisserant («Fragments syriaques», 68) 
attributes the second mention of these angels to « . . . une correction de la premiere 
transportee de la marge dans le texte sans que la le?on condamnee en ait ete eliminee». 

which he prepared through the knowledge of his mind: Patrick W. Skehan (a Jubilees 
and the Qumran Psalter», CBQ 31 [1975] 343-47) has highlighted the close similarities in 
wording between parts of Jub 2:2, 3 and a few lines of the Qumran «Hymn to the 
Creator)) ( l l Q P s ' XXVI.11-12). For the end of v 2 , the following words should be 
compared (U. 11-12): 13"? n » 1 3 I ' s n tnv nVoMS 118 V n a a . The Hymn locates the word 
«dawn)> precisely where it is in Epiphanius in both the Greek and Syriac versions, i.e., at 
the end of the list and just before the last statement: 
Ethiopic Epiphanius Hymn to the Creator 
darkness darkness light 
light evening darkness 
dawn night 
evening light of day 

of dawn dawn 
As Skehan explains (345, n. 7), the two terms «darkness)) and «light» in Gen 1:3 here 

are supplemented by words which occur first in Gen 1:5 ( n v , n^V, a n s , and l i 7 3 [for 
which -)ntl has been substituted]). For the text of the Hymn, see J. A. SANDERS, The 
Psalms Scroll of Qumran Cave 11 (DJD 4; Oxford: Clarendon, 1965) 89-91. Cf also on 
this passage in Jubilees Charles, 1895, p. 6, n. I; Littmann, 41, n. k, and Berger, 324, n. a 
to v 3 . 

2:3 Then ... before him: Cf the Hymn to the Creator, 1. 12: iMTn VDKVa "?13 IKT t s 
1 » T ixb -w» n s D « n n ' S . Though the person is different (Jubilees is the first-person 
narrative of an angel), the wording of the first half of the line resembles the beginning of 
2:3. In the Hymn, the verb iMTn stands where Jubilees uses two nearly synonymous terms: 
l i i h T t f - ! ( D A O / h V > (see SKEHAN, <.<Jubilees and the Qumran Psalter)), 344). The 
Syriac and Greek citations omit the first part of the verse because their authors appear to 
be interested primarily in the list of created works. 

angels of the sounds, the thunders, and the lightnings; and the angels of 
the spirits of cold and heat, of winter, spring, autumn, and summer, 
and of all the spirits of his creatures which are in the heavens, on earth, 
and in every (place). [There were also] the depths, darkness and light, 
dawn and evening which he prepared through the knowledge of his 
mind. 2:3 Then we saw his works and blessed him. We offered praise 
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before him regarding all his works because he had made seven great 
works on the first day. 

2:4 On the second day he made a firmament between the waters, and 
the waters were divided on that day. Half of them went up above and 

5 half of them went down below the firmament (which was) in the middle 
above the surface of the whole earth. This was the only work that he 
made on the second day. 

2:5 On the third day he did as he said to the waters that they should 
pass from the surface of the whole earth to one place and that the dry 

10 land should appear. 2:6 The waters did so, as he told them. They 
withdrew from the surface of the earth to one place apart from this 
firmament, and dry land appeared. 2:7 On that day he created for them 
all the seas — each with the places where they collected — all the rivers, 

2:4 Half ... earth: There is a major text-critical problem in the text of Epiphanius at 
this point. Denis' text, which is given here, is taken from the very old editions of 
D . Petavius (1622) and Migne (PG43) . The text of ms. Marcianus is superior because it 
agrees more nearly with the Syriac of Epiphanius and the Ethiopic and Syriac texts of 
Jubilees. In this ms., after the word uScticov one finds: KOI i \ avitfj tfj FIN8P(JI &\xepio6r\ xd 
OSa-ua TO f|niau aiiTOiv dvePri tnava TOO axspstbuaroi; [Kai t o fjniau Kaxe^T\ unoKdico toO 
cjTspewnaxoq xoO] tmieca. Here the text as given in Denis resumes. For this preferred 
text, with the restoration of a line that has been omitted by haplography, see RONSCH, Das 
Buch der Jubilaen, 260; and Charles, 1895, p. 7. The OL of Gen 1:7 has the upper waters 
first as in Jubilees, while the other ancient versions show the reverse order. 

(which was) in the middle: However unusual it may be (cf Littmann, 42, n. b), this 
seems to be the only acceptable meaning for "7XhA in the context, as almost all of the 
translators have recognized, and it is supported by the xoO] fenneaw of Epiphanius 
( K ' K ^ ^ ^ ^ S X ^ in Syriac Epiphanius). Berger follows the unlikely reading of ms. 9 (it adds 
m after "7WlA) and renders (not quite accurately): «(das) in der Mitte der Oberflache 
(war)». 

2:5 he did as: Charles (1895, p. 6, nn. 12-13; c f 1902) and Littmann (42, n. c) 
dismissed these words as an interpolation, but they are acceptable as they stand, though 
the abbreviated Syriac citation and Epiphanius lack them. In giving both the divine 
command and a description of its execution (in v 6), Jubilees agrees with the longer form 
of Gen 1:9 that is found in the LXX tradition. Epiphanius (both Syriac and Greek) omits 
all of this verse except the reference to the third day. 

2:6 apart from: In the Syriac citation (included under v 5) the one place is «within» 
the firmament. Tisserant («Fragments syriaques», 68-69) considered the Syriac preferable 
« . . . car les eaux dont il est question sent les eaux inferieures, recouvertes par le firmament 
comme le sol d'une maison est reconvert par le toit . . .» (68) He suggested that the 
Ethiopic translator read L^wQev or g^m instead of the correct SacoOev or 'ia(o; or possibly 
Hebrew ^^na/•I1na were confused. While Tisserant may be correct, it is possible that the 
Ethiopic preverves the better text, since «apart from this firmament» means only that the 
land and water were separated. 

2:7 the places where the waters collected in the mountains and on the whole earth: 
The Syriac reads «the springs [ r d i - o . ^ ^ , which Tisserant («Fragments syriaques», 64) 
translates as «les receptacles»] of water in the mountains and in the valleysw. Epiphanius 
has only «the springs» or «the springs and the lakes» in this location (in both the Greek 
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and the places where the waters collected in the mountains and on the 
whole earth; all the reservoirs, all the dew of the earth; the seed that is 
sown — with each of its kinds — all that sprouts, the fruit trees, the 
forests, and the garden of Eden (which is) in Eden for enjoyment and 
for food. These four great types he made on the third day. 

2:8 On the fourth day the Lord made the sun, the moon, and the 
stars. He placed them in the heavenly firmament to shine on the whole 
earth, to rule over day and night, and to separate between light and 

and Syriac). These are expHcations of Gen 1:10 (D'-a'' V.-ip Ci'an mpa"?). The Syriac citation 
has been influenced strongly by the parallel in the Cave of Treasures (on p. 64 Tisserant 
places the two texts in parallel columns), especially after the word «valleys». As the Syriac 
follows Jubilees loosely in parts of the verse, it is difficult to assess its textual significance. 
Epiphanius has abbreviated drastically. 

all that sprouts: The Ethiopic is If-A" : flS!.^aM»(= all that is eaten). Epiphanius offers 
TCI pXaCTTfinaxa (cf Syriac •^j .̂̂  in a slightly different location), a reading which led 
Charles (1895, p. 7, n. 27; 1902, p. 14, n.) and Littmann (42, n. d) to emend the Ethiopic 
to HJin+^A ( = that which sprouts). The emendation is relatively simple and convincing. 
There is no reference to «what is eaten» in Gen 1: lo-12. 

the fruit trees: Epiphanius (Greek and Syriac) adds a reference to non-fruit trees; the 
Syriac mentions just trees. 

the garden of Eden (which is) in Eden: Epiphanius and the Syriac omit the entire 
reference to the garden. Contrary to the comment of Charles (1902, p. 14, n.), the words 
«in Eden» are not superfluous, since the garden was located in the country or territory of 
Eden according to Gen 2:8. 

for enjoyment and for food: The prepositional phrase A + ^ A was dismissed by Charles: 
«This phrase is due either to a corrupt dittography: i.e. — latadla is corrupt for batadla 
= kv Tpucpfj, a dupUcate rendering of p s a ; or else tadla is corrupt for taklat = (puid and 
should be transposed after kuellu». (1902, p. 14, n.) He in effect adopts the latter option in 
his translation (p. 15; 1895, p. 7, n. 33) by adding after the word «all»: «(plants after their 
kind)». Littmann (42, n. e) and Berger (326, n. k to v 7) accept his proposal. Epiphanius is 
the basis for the change (xd cpuxd Koxd YSVO(;), but this phrase is lacking in the Syriac 
Epiphanius and in some Greek mss. It is an addition in ms. Marcianus (DENIS, Fragmenta, 
72, n. to 11. 24-25). Hence Epiphanius provides weak support for the emendation. 
Furthermore, plants have probably already been mentioned (all that sprouts). «For 
enjoyment» is a play on the word p » ( = luxury, dainty, delight, BDB, 726); ^A-A is the 
translation of the word «Eden» in EthGen 3:23. «For all» (Atf-A-) remains difficult, and 
apparently some scribes were struggling with the problem. Mss. 17 58 omit A before Vf-A-, 
and a larger number of copies omit the conjunction which introduces the next sentence. In 
the latter reading the W-A* is connected with the following statement about the four kinds 
of phenomena which God created on the third day. This, however, can hardly be correct, 
for in that case the third would be the only day which includes «all» in the concluding 
statement. It is simpler to suppose that AW-A* reflects Hebrew Vls'? and that this is a 
mistake for "JISSV or nVaxV (for eating / for food; the latter expression is found in 
Gen 1:29). Another option would be to asume an original ( = for sustenance). 

2:8 to shine on the whole earth: C f Gen 1:17. Though neither the Syriac nor 
Epiphanius follows the text of Jubilees closely, the Syriac does have a reference to 
spreading the heat of the sun over the waters. For this element it may be dependent on the 
Cave of Treasures (see TISSERANT, «Fragments syriaques», 64-65, 69). 
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2:10 (serves) for wellbeing so that everything that sprouts and grows on the earth may 
prosper: See 2:12. Syriac: «for healing and for the growth of everything». Charles (1895, 
p. 7, n. 45) considered «for wellbeing» corrupt, though he suggested no improvement. 
Here, too, Tisserant («Fragments syriaques», 69) regarded the Syriac as superior. 
Admittedly, it offers a smoother text, but it may be damaged (it lacks an equivalent for 
the words Uf^wCb of the Ethiopic, though there is a blank in the ms.; Chabot suggests 
restoring y^^^) and it does give this information out of context. 

2:11 all the fish ... birds: The translation presupposes that there are two units here, 
not four as in Charles' rendering («the fish and everything that moves in the waters, and 
everything that flies, the birds»). There is virtually no ms. support for separating t f - A - ' 
nf-^iha>(\ •• (D-tl-i- •• from 1 " / ' h (only mss. 9 38) and none for inserting a 
conjunction before MVi. to divide it from » ^ A • = H . & A C C . The two units are parallel in 
structure, with each having H - A - + modifying relative clause + noun. Moreover, this 
reading of the text gives the required number (three) of created works for the day (as in 
Gen 1:21). C f Berger, 327, nn. d and e to v 11, but he does not arrive at three created 
items. Dillmann (1850) took 1 1 ^ and MVi. to be in apposition to the relative clauses; 
Littmann translated as above for the second unit, but not for the first. Epiphanius 
separates the fish and reptiles, apparently regarding them as one class. The Syriac citation 
is again influenced by the Cave of Treasures (TISSERANT, «Fragments syriaques», 65, 69), 
while the curious interpretation of behemoth as locusts or grasshoppers agrees with Jacob 
of Edessa's exegesis of the word (ibid., 69). Apparently the three works in Syriac are 
monsters, birds, and fish. 

2:12 all that sprouts ... trees: Tisserant («Fragments syriaques», 69) thought that the 
Ethiopic text was interpolated at this point, since the benefit which plants receive from the 
sun was mentioned in the account about the fourth day. Syriac reads only «them» for the 
sea creatures and birds. But the Syriac abbreviates regularly and may, for that reason, not 
supply a more pristine text. Epiphanius omits all of the verse except the final enumeration 
of works. 

darkness. 2:9 The Lord appointed the sun as a great sign above the 
earth for days, sabbaths, months, festivals, years, sabbaths of years, 
jubilees, and all times of the years. 2:10 It separates between light and 
darkness and (serves) for wellbeing so that everything that sprouts and 

5 grows on the earth may prosper. These three types he made on the 
fourth day. 

2:11 On the fifth day he created the great sea monsters within the 
watery depths, for these were the first animate beings made by his 
hands; all the fish that move about in the waters, all flying birds, and 

10 all their kinds. 2:12 The sun shone over them for (their) wellbeing and 
over everything that was on the earth — all that sprouts from the 
ground, all fruit trees, and all animate beings. These three kinds he 
made on the fifth day. 

2:13 On the sixth day he made all the land animals, all cattle, and 
15 everything that moves about on the earth. 2:14 After aU this, he made 
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mankind — as one man and a woman he made them. He made him 
rule everything on earth and in the seas and over flying creatures, 
animals, cattle, everything that moves about on the earth, and the 
entire earth. Over all these he made him rule. These four kinds he made 
on the sixth day. 5 

2:15 The total was 22 kinds. 2:16 He finished all his works on the 
sixth day: everything in heaven, on the earth, in the seas, in the depths, 
in the light, in the darkness, and in every place. 2:17 He gave us the 
sabbath day as a great sign so that we should perform work for six days 
and that we should keep sabbath from all work on the seventh day. lO 
2:18 He told us — all the angels of the presence and all the angels of 
holiness (these two great kinds) — to keep sabbath with him in heaven 
and on earth. 

2:19 He said to us: T will now separate a people for myself from 
among my nations. They, too, will keep sabbath. I will sanctify the 15 
people for myself and will bless them as I sanctified the sabbath day. I 
will sanctify them for myself; in this way I will bless them. They will 

2:14 one: Mss. 9 12 21 38 44 omit h,hf., it is also absent from Syriac, while 
Epiphanius reads only TOV avGpcojtov (TOV 'ASaji in Marcianus; Syriac Epiphanius has 
r d u ' u u ) . Dillmann translated as: «machte er den Menschen, einen, mann u. weib». 
Berger: «machte er einen Menschen. Als einen Mann und eine Frau». See RONSCH, Das 
Buch der Jubilaen, 261-62, n. 1 for a discussion of the view that Adam was created an 
androgyne. But the use in Jubilees of the words «man» and «woman» rather than «male» 
and «female» makes it unlikely that the writer thought this of Adam. It may be that the 
numeral here merely expresses the idea of an indefinite article; c f DILLMANN, Lexicon, 
722, where he list «aliquis, quidam» as meanings for the word hWi-S.. 

He made him rule: The singular suffix (opposed only by 9 17° 38) agrees with the 
reading of OL and EthGen 1:26 (let him rule). The Syriac citation has a plural ( . ^ c u r ^ ) 
in agreement with the remaining ancient biblical versions (see TISSERANT, «Fragments 
syriaques», 69-70). A singular suffix is found on hflAm in its second occurrence in the 
verse as well. 

animals: The Syriac lacks this word, and Tisserant («Fragments syriaques», 69) 
considered this original (see Gen 1:26). However, it seems more likely that Jubilees is here 
supplementing the original form of the biblical text, just as was done in the tradition 
reflected in OL and EthGen (and several Greek witnesses). 

2:15 Several mss. (9 12 38 44) omit the entire verse, perhaps by parablepsis (fl> to ID). 
Both Syriac and Epiphanius support its inclusion. 

2:16 on the sixth day: Jubilees agrees with Sam LXX Syriac OL and Josephus {Ant. 
1.33) in tendentiously correcting the ' S ' lB^n DVa of MT and the targums at Gen 2:2. 
Epiphanius also refers to the sixth day. 

2:18 hoUness: Though the form ^S^fi-t (a noun; see DILLMANN, Lexicon, 466) has the 
strongest backing, (cf 2:2) could also be defended as original. The resulting 
meaning would, in either case, be the same. 

2:19 will sanctify ... will bless: C f Epiphanius: He blessed it and sanctified it (i.e., the 
sabbath day). 
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become my people and I will become their God. 2:20 I have chosen the 
descendants of Jacob among all of those whom I have seen. I have 
recorded them as my first-born son and have sanctified them for myself 
thoughout the ages of eternity. I will tell them about the sabbath days 

5 so that they may keep sabbath from all work on them'. 2:21 In this 
way he made a sign on it by which they, too, would keep sabbath with 
us on the seventh day to eat, drink, and bless the creator of all as he 
had blessed them and sanctified them for himself as a noteworthy 
people out of all the nations; and to keep sabbath together with us. 

10 2:22 He made his commands rise as a fine fragrance which is accep
table in his presence for all times. 

2:23 There were 22 leaders of humanity from Adam until him; and 

2:20 the descendants of Jacob among all of those whom I have seen: Charles (1895, 
p. 9, n. 35) suggested, on the basis of Epiphanius' text (JK TOU aTtepnaioq auToC) that 
att-tf •• ^?"HC^.h• is corrupt for ^?°tf•A• : HCXo- (the form should be HC>f). However, in 
1902 he translated: «from amongst all that I have seen». Littmann: «von dem, was ich 
gesehen habe, ganz auserwahlt» (for ntfA- as «ganz», see DILLMANN, Lexicon, 815: 
omnino, prorsus, OKOK;). Dillmann himself rendered the passage as «unter alien aus denen, 
die ich gesehen habe». There is no need to emend, since (IH-A- = among all, while t\9°tt = 
(oO those whom. Epiphanius provides a weak basis for changing the Ethiopic in any one 
place, as he differs extensively here from the Ethiopic text (e.g., the tense of the verb — 
^KXE^OHOI). 

them ... (sanctified) them: The suflSxes are singular, but they refer to HCti (literally: 
seed, translated «descendants»); hence the translation «them». In the last sentence of the 
verse, plural pronouns are used in reference to the same group. 

2:21 a noteworthy people: Charles (1895, p. 9, n. 44) emended H^fH-C^. to Hfm6 and 
translated (1902) as «a peculiar people». He listed Deut 7:6 (nVao D » ) as his evidence 
(Hartom: nVso). The Greek equivalent would then be nepiouaio; , which Epiphanius uses 
in this context. Littmann (43, n. d) followed Charles, while Goldmann oddly gives fDH 
nn3. Dillmann (1850): «das es erscheine (hervortrete)». Berger (330, n. b to v 2 1 ) rejects 
Charles' emendation («hervorragt»). However, in view of the facts that Epipphanius 
employs the term Ttepiouaio? and that Deut 7:6, from which the phrase appears to come, 
reads D''a»n Van nVJO D », it must be admitted that Charles has formulated an impressive 
case. Cf also Jub 33:20 where the noun Vi^ is used for Israel. It is possible, though, that 
the expression nyt\+CK. is an attempt at rendering Ttspiouaioc; (in Exod 19:5 the Ethiopic 
version gives AHfl = ttKS:^ — not at all a literal translation of the word). For this reason 
the above translation has been retained, recognizing that Charles has probably uncovered 
the history of the text for this word. 

2:23 Charles (1902) thought that there was a lacuna after 2:22 because a number of 
ancient witnesses (including Epiphanius) mention that there were not only 22 works of 
creation and 22 leaders from Adam to Jacob but also 22 letters in the Hebrew alphabet 
and 22 books in the Hebrew scriptures. So, he wished to restore: «as there were two and 
twenty letters and two and twenty (sacred) books . . .» (p. 18, n. to v 23). Syncellus would 
seem to give warrant for his proposal: 6jiou xd jtdvxa spyo SIKOCTI 56O tadptOna xoiq 
EiKocri 86o 'EPpaiKoti; ypdnnaoi Kai xaii; e'lKoai 8uo 'EppaiKoii; pipXoiq Kai xoig djio 
'A5dn gQ)<; 'laKcbP e'lKoai 5uo Ysvapxiai?, (b? iv Xeitxfi <t)2pexai reveaei , tiv KOI MtoCaeax; 
slvat <j)acTi TVVEI; d7toKdXu\|/iv. (Chronographia 5.13-17) Though the last line of the citation 
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22 kinds of works were made until the seventh day. The latter is blessed 
and holy and the former, too, is blessed and holy. The one with the 
other served (the purposes of) holiness and blessing. 2:24 It was 
granted to these that for all times they should be the blessed and holy 
ones of the testimony and of the first law, as it was sanctified and 5 
blessed on the seventh day. 2:25 He created the heavens, the earth, and 
everything that was created in six days. The Lord gave a holy festal day 
to all his creation. For this reason he gave orders regarding it that 
anyone who would do any work on it was to die; also, the one who 
would defile it was to die. 10 

2:26 Now you command the Israelites to observe this day so that 
they may sanctify it, not do any work on it, and not defile it for it is 
holier than all (other) days. 2:27 Anyone who profanes it is to die and 
anyone who does any work on it is to die eternally so that the Israelites 
may observe this day throughout their history and not be uprooted 15 
from the earth. For it is a holy day; it is a blessed day. 2:28 Everyone 
who observes (it) and keeps sabbath on it from all his work will be holy 
and blessed throughout all times Hke us. 2:29 Inform and tell the 
Israelites the law (which relates to) this day and that they should keep 

identifies Jubilees as the source for this information, it is unlikely that Charles is correct. 
Syncellus may be attributing only the last statement (about the 22 leaders) to Jubilees, or, 
if he is claiming that all of the groups of 22 derive from this source, he may not be right. It 
must be remembered that he did not use Jubilees directly. Note, too, that the remainder of 
the verse also presupposes only two groups of 22 (tll-l! — fl^•^•^J / Tl*** — U ^ - t ) . 

until him: Dillmann (1859) read ^ f l h = fd^-tt (from ms. 51) and had so translated in 
1850 («bis auf Jacob»). All others have followed his lead: Charles (1895, 1902); 
Littmann; Goldmann; Hartom; and Berger (who cites Epiphanius: axpi TOC TaKcbp). 
Syncellus (see the previous note) reads SCOI; TaK(bp. The fact remains that the name fd^-tt 
is very poorly attested in the Ethiopic mss. (only 42"" 47 51). The best reading is J i A h i U - . 
For this form, see DILLMANN, Lexicon, 751; Ethiopic Grammar, sec. 160 (a) (p. 376); 165 
(p. 395). Since Jacob was mentioned just before in v 20, the author felt it unnecessary to 
use his name again. A pronoun was sufficient. 

2:24 they should be: A strongly attested variant (9 12 17 21 38 44 63) reads a singular 
verb (he should be) in grammatical agreement with HJ-U. But as TO-fc is collective here 
(translated «these»), the plural verb is acceptable. 

testimony and of the first law: Charles (1902) incorrectly translated «the first 
testimony and law» as did Littmann. 

2:29 (the day) on which it is not proper to do what they wish, namely: Behind the 
translation is the assumption that H {Kf-hiP-'i) refers to the sabbath ( l - t ^ ) and that it is 
resumed by O - t ^ . The words K . ^ h o ' - ^ : UfMCh. • A1fL<C are rendered «it is not proper 
to do». Mss. 12 17 25 prefix the negative particle to ytX-bCK. Berger translates: «die nicht 
geschehen soil und [ = 17 which adds this conjunction] die nicht gesehen werden soll». Cf 
Littmann: «die sich nicht geziemt, [namlich] an ihm ihren [eigenen] Willen zu tun». 
Charles renders in a similar fashion. Littmann (p. 43, n. h) suggested that the original 
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sabbath on it and not neglect it through the error of their minds lest 
they do (any) work on it — (the day) on which it is not proper to do 
what they wish, namely: to prepare on it anything that is to be eaten or 
drunk; to draw water; to bring in or remove on it anything which one 

5 carries in their gates — (any) work that they had not prepared for 
themselves in their dweUings on the sixth day. 2:30 They are not to 
bring (anything) out or in from house to house on this day because it is 
more holy and more blessed than any of the jubilee of jubilees. On it we 
kept sabbath in heaven before it was made known to all humanity that 

10 on it they should keep sabbath on earth. 2:31 The creator of all blessed 
but did not sanctify any people(s) and nations to keep sabbath on it 
except Israel alone. To it alone did he give (the right) to eat, drink, and 
keep sabbath on it upon the earth. 2:32 The creator of all who created 
this day blessed it for (the purposes of) blessing, holiness, and glory 

15 more than all (other) days. 2:33 This law and testimony were given to 
the Israelites as an eternal law throughout their history. 

3:1 On the sixth day of the second week we brought to Adam, on the 
Lord's orders, all animals, all cattle, all birds, everything that moves 
about on the earth, and everything that moves about in the water — in 

20 their various kinds and various forms: the animals on the first day; the 
cattle on the second day; the birds on the third day; everything that 

Hebrew was 'nNI rrrr Kbv>, with the last word having its later meaning. Goldmann: kVI 
nsan la r\wsb nsin?. . Charles and Littmann have translated correctly, but the point at 
which the author specifies what is not appropriate is after as the conjunction at 
suggests (cf Berger, 331, n. g to v 29). 

work^: Charles read in his text but omitted it from his translation. Dillmann: 
«etwas»; Littmann: «als Arbeit». Berger's appealing «in den sechs Tagen der Arbeit» ( = 
Goldmann [but see his note to v 29, p. 1 3 1 ] ; Hartom) is impossible grammatically. In the 
above translation " U l i C is taken as the noun to which nK.ft\+^t^OK refers, though the 
word-order is curious. If d A l - = l - f l j j could be emended to bH-t- •• l - f l C , one would have 
the text which Berger's translation renders and it would make excellent sense. 

2:30 bring (anything) out or in: There is strong ms. support for transposing the verbs 
(9 20 25 35 38). 

2:31 The creator of all blessed: Littmann (44, n. a), though he translated «der 
Allschopfer segnete», suggested (following Barth, in his review of Charles, 1895, in 
Deutsche Litteraturzeitung 34 [1895] 1063) that it would be preferable to read n<:h, with 
the suffix referring to the sabbath. Charles (1902, p. 20, n.) accepted this («blessed it»), 
though without ms. support. Goldmann and Hartom render with ir iDiai , while Berger 
has «es segnete ihn». The masculine suffix is found only in mss. 9 17 and the feminine in 
the later copies 35 42 44 47 48 58 63 (cf 2:32). So, several of the best mss. lack it. The 
contrast seems to be that the creator blessed all peoples and nations but he gave Israel 
alone the privilege of keeping sabbath (i.e., Xi-lv •• ATlf l ' fflhAld is the object of both 
verbs). 

3:1 Syncellus preserves the same distribution of animals throughout the days of the 
second week. 
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3:3 whom he found: The active form of the verb reflects the text of MT Sam and the 
targums at Gen 2:20, against Syriac LXX OL which read passive verbs. The mss. of 
EthGen 2:20 are divided on this issue. 

3:4 Let us make: The plural agrees with LXX OL EthGen 2:18 against MT Sam 
Syriac and the targums which use the first person singular. There are clear agreements in 
this verse between mss. 12 21 and EthGen 2:18: h i for ^ih in ms. 21; and (LX and tt^iSth 
in ms. 12. 

3:5 built ... built: For the verb, see Gen 2:22. Syncellus uses SKXaas, which is not the 
verb of LXX Gen 2:22 ((|)Ko86niiCTev) but is the one used by Josephus {Am. 1.35). Cf also 
OL': aedificavit. 

in its place: Berger (333, n. b to v 5) mentions that ms. M ( = 17) «hat die ratselhafte 
Erganzung: 'vier'». The numeral, however, appears to be the number one, perhaps 
referring to one flesh (as in 3:8). 

3:6 he brought (him) to her: )\9°Kh, with no suflSx, seems to be the best reading, 
although the evidence is mixed (the h9°K>\ of 17 35 44 is also in EthGen 2:22). The issue 
of the correct reading here is related to the one at the word "iflV where again the best 
witnesses disagree. Yet the weight of the evidence for "Ifty is somewhat greater (9 12 21 25 
35). The versions at Gen 2:22 indicate that the Lord brought the woman to the man; this 
implies that the reversal of roles in some mss. of Jubilees is more likely to be original 
because it differs from Genesis. It must be granted, though, that the difference between 
>\9°K>i and }\9°Kh is very slight and that a miscopying of the word (or the tendency to 
lengthen the a-vowel after a gutteral) could have produced a later change of the related 
prepositional phrase from "^ftw- to "^(IV for the sake of the sense. 

my wife: The suffix agrees with the reading of EthGen 2:23 against all other versions. 
she was taken: -t-t/^h^ usually means «she arose», but forms of this verb are easily 

confused with •^V/"^(1•) (was taken); see DILLMANN, Lexicon, 637 under Most of 
the versions of the versions of Gen 2:23 read a passive verb here, but EthGen has mdXI- r 

moves about on the earth on the fourth day; and the ones that move 
about in the water on the fifth day. 3:2 Adam named them all, each 
with its own name. Whatever he called them became their name. 
3:3 During these five days Adam was looking at all of these — male 
and female among every kind that was on the earth. But he himself was 5 
alone; there was no one whom he found for himself who would be for 
him a helper who was like him. 3:4 Then the Lord said to us: Tt is not 
good that the man should be alone. Let us make him a helper who is 
hke him'. 3:5 The Lord our God imposed a sound slumber on him and 
he fell asleep. Then he took one of his bones for a woman. That rib was lo 
the origin of the woman — from among his bones. He built up the flesh 
in its place and built the woman. 3:6 Then he awakened Adam from 
his sleep. When he awoke, he got up on the sixth day. Then he brought 
(him) to her. He knew her and said to her: 'This is now bone from my 
bone and flesh from my flesh. This one will be called my wife, for she 15 
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was taken from her husband'. 3:7 For this reason a man and a woman 
are to become one, and for this reason he leaves his father and his 
mother. He associates with his wife, and they become one flesh. 

3:8 In the first week Adam and his wife — the rib — were created, 
5 and in the second week he showed her to him. Therefore, a command

ment was given to keep (women) in their defilement seven days for a 
male (child) and for a female two (units) of seven days. 3:9 After 40 
days had come to an end for Adam in the land where he had been 
created, we brought him into the Garden of Eden to work and keep it. 

10 His wife was brought (there) on the eightieth day. After this she entered 
the Garden of Eden. 3:10 For this reason a commandment was written 
in the heavenly tablets for the one who gives birth to a child: if she 
gives birth to a male, she is to remain in her impurity for seven days 
like the first seven days; then for 33 days she is to remain in the blood 

15 of purification. She is not to touch any sacred thing nor to enter the 
sanctuary until she completes these days for a male. 3:11 As for a 
female she is to remain in her impurity for two weeks of days like the 
first two weeks and 66 days in the blood of purification. Their total is 
80 days. 3:12 After she had completed these 80 days, we brought her 

20 into the Garden of Eden because it is the holiest in the entire earth, and 

f-h-t- The (D6t\^ is found in ms. 12 (and at an earlier point in 17 38 44) and the ff-hi: in 
38. 

her husband: The suffix reflects the textual tradition of Sam LXX OL and Targum 
Onkelos (niT'Ka), not that of MT Syriac and the other targums (^Ha). 

3:7 and a woman are to become one, and for this reason: These words are not found 
in the versions of Gen 2:24, nor do they appear in the best mss. of Jubilees (9 17 20 25 35' 
44 63). Under normal circumstances they would be omitted from a critical text, but they 
do figure in some old copies (12 21) and omission of them could have resulted from a 
scribe's eye skipping from one clause to the next one which is very similar in appearance. 
One wonders whether the H which almost all of the mss. that omit these words prefix to 
V'lf:^ is a remnant of the second instance of (ihJ+V. Both Dillmann and Charles 
included the full reading in their editions, while Berger (333, n. a to v 7) thinks that the 
biblical versions and the best mss. of Jubilees have preserved the better text. 

they become: The subjunctive form ^h-V- (they are to become) has impressive backing 
(9 17 42 47; c f 25). The addition of hA^- l fo"- in mss. 12 21 39' 48 is intriguing because it 
agrees with Sam Syriac LXX OL EthGen 2:24. It could, nevertheless, be just another 
instance of the influence of EthGenesis on ms. 12 (cf Charles, 1895, p. 11, n. 21). 

one flesh: The terms / " ; » ' hthf. are transposed in 12 21 44 48 58 63, in agreement with 
EthGen 2:24. 

3:10-11: C f Lev 12:2-5. Although his text is hardly a quotation from Jubilees, 
Syncellus does retain the same number of days. The forty-sixth day at the beginning of his 
version of the material in Jub 3:9 is derived from the fact that Adam was created on the 
sixth day, to which number 40 was added. 

3:12 in the entire earth: By replacing w-fx-t- with ^J>°, mss. 12 21 39 42 47 48 58, make 
the comparative notion clearer. 
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every tree which is planted in it is holy. 3:13 For this reason the law of 
these days has been ordained for the one who gives birth to a male or a 
female. She is not to touch any sacred thing nor to enter the sanctuary 
until the time when those days for a male or a female are completed. 
3:14 These are the law and testimony that were written for Israel to 5 

keep for all times. 
3:15 During the first week of the first jubilee Adam and his wife 

spent the seven years in the Garden of Eden working and guarding it. 
We gave him work and were teaching him (how) to do everything that 
was appropriate for working (it). 3:16 While he was working (it) he 10 

was naked but did not realize (it) nor was he ashamed. He would guard 
the garden against birds, animals, and cattle. He would gather its fruit 
and eat (it) and would store its surplus for himself and his wife. He 
would store what was being kept. 

3:17 When the conclusion of the seven years which he had completed 15 

there arrived — seven years exactly — in the second month, on the 
seventeenth, the serpent came and approached the woman. The serpent 
said to the woman: 'Is it from all the fruit of the trees in the garden 
(that) the Lord has commanded you: « D o not eat from it?»' 3:18 She 
said to him: 'From all the fruit of the tree(s) which are in the garden 20 

the Lord told us: «Eat». But from the fruit of the tree which is in the 
middle of the garden he told us: « D o not eat from it and do not touch 

3; 13 touch: All mss. except 20 25 35 use •^Ah*, while these three have the verb l-lflfl 
which is also found in v 10. 

3:15 guarding: The word could also be translated «keeping» (as in 3:9), but in light of 
V 16 «guarding» is quite likely. Cf Dillmann (1850): «huteten»; Littmann: «hutete». 

that was appropriate: Hffi+Ch. here, as in 2:29, has aroused debate. Dillmann (1850): 
«sichtbare»; Littmann: «was sich ... erstreckt» (again suggesting [45, n. a — with BARTH, 
Deutsche Litteraturzeitung 34 (1895) 1063] that it reflects Hebrew l i n [ = Hartom]); 
Goldmann: n s n ^ ii!>K; Charles (1902): «that is suitable»; and Berger: «was sich ... 
bezieht». The translation «visible, revealed» seems unUkely (but see Charles, 1902, p. 25, 
n.), while «suitable, appropriate» fits the context. 

3:16 He would store what was being kept: Charles (1902, p. 25, n.) regarded this 
clause as a dittography. «Here 'which was being kept' = TO 4)u>.acja6n£vov = nigtpBiJ, a 
corrupt dittography of n^ST!*3n = TO KaTaXei<t)9ev, 'the residue' (or l a O T n of l ! « r j n ) » . But 
explaining this one Ethiopic word as a dittography does not account for the entire clause. 
Note also that different Ethiopic expressions are involved (1-<{-C / H^I'O+'fl) . In his 
reminiscence of this verse, Michael Glycas does not mention the words after «eat (it)». 

3:17 the fruit: None of the ancient versions of Gen 3:1 reads this word (except the 
LXX ms. 413); mss. 9 12 38 39 of Jubilees omit it also. It appears to be derived from 
Gen 3:2. 

trees: Ms. 12 uses a singular, as do all biblical versions exept Syriac. C f Littmann, 45, 
n .b . 
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15 
3:19 will be opened: As Charles (1895, p. 12, n. 37) observed, the unique verb 

S!>^i.^h\ of ms. 12 agrees with EthGen 3:5. 
3:21 his eyes ... he saw ... he was: Jubilees reads third-person singular forms, while 

the versions of Gen 3:7 have plurals. See BERGER, 337, n. a to v 21. Where Jubilees reads 
CM the biblical versions reflet 1ST; the difference could be explained as due to a Greek 
confusion between forms of EISOV and o!5a (though LXX uses Kyvcoaav). Michael Glycas 
(see DENIS, Fragmenta, 79) attributes to a work he calls f| 8E XsTtTf) yevECTii; (a common 
Greek name for Jubilees) some additional information at this point: tov'ASan dTcpoonTCOi; 
djto ToC ^uXou XaPeiv Kai (paysiv, KOI nf| npoaxEiv bXmc, z& Xoya tfji; Evaq, OTI 
XeijroOunmv ^v djto TE [IOXOOU KUI nEivr|i;. Unless he confused his sources or elaborated 
on them, he took this information from a version of Jubilees that was different than the 
extant one. 

3:23 Although he did not explain why, Charles changed the location of the verse 
division between 3:23 and 3:24. In 1895 he divided the verses as given above, but in 1902 
he began v 24 with fl'A•n^rt.'^. He also asserted (1902) that a lacuna followed the phrase 
A'lA?" because Michael Glycas «affirms that according to Jubilees the serpent had 
originally four feet . . .» (p. 26, n. to v 23) At an earlier point, Glycas had attributed 
similar information about the serpent to Josephus and f\ Xeyo\iEvr\ AEJITTI FEVECTK;, which 
should be Jubilees. As noted above at v 21, however, there is some problem with Glycas' 
statements about sources; they form a weak basis for claiming a lacuna in the text of 
Jubilees. 

3:24 pain: This word follows the tradition of LXX OL EthGen 3:16, not that of MT 
C^nn) Sam (131'in) Syriac. 

Bear: With EthGen 3:16 Jubilees reads an imperative against all other versions. 
Your place of refuge: 9°°l<\>\, which could also be translated «place of return», echoes 

LXX's i ditoCTTpocpii ( = Syriac OL EthGen 3:16) rather than the ijnpnyn of MT Sam. 
3:25-27 Milik («A propos de 1 lQJub», 77) has identified 1 IQJub 7 with parts of these 

three verses. The fragment as read by Milik has these letters: 
HSJl'̂ L 
n n ] s nD[ 

?Dr]"?[ 
While one can reconstruct lines of approximately the right length around these letters, it is 

it SO that you may not die»'. 3:19 Then the serpent said to the woman: 
'You will not really die because the Lord knows that when you eat 
from it your eyes will be opened, you will become like gods, and you 
will know good and evil'. 3:20 The woman saw that the tree was 

5 delightful and pleasing to the eye and (that) its fruit was good to eat. So 
she took some of it and ate (it). 3:21 She first covered her shame with 
fig leaves and then gave it to Adam. He ate (it), his eyes were opened, 
and he saw that he was naked. 3:22 He took fig leaves and sewed 
(them); (thus) he made himself an apron and covered his shame. 

10 3:23 The Lord cursed the serpent and was angry at it forever. At the 
woman, too, he was angry because she had listened to the serpent and 
eaten. He said to her: 3:24 'I will indeed multiply your sadness and 
your pain. Bear children in sadness. Your place of refuge will be with 
your husband; he will rule over you'. 3:25 Then he said to Adam: 
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'Because you listened to your wife and ate from the tree from which I 
commanded you not to eat, may the ground be cursed on account of 
you. May it grow thorns and thistles for you. Eat your food in the 
sweat of your face until you return to the earth from which you were 
taken. For earth you are and to the earth you will return'. 5 

3:26 He made clothing out of skins for them, clothed them, and 
dismissed them from the Garden of Eden. 3:27 On that day, as he was 
leaving the Garden of Eden, he burned incense as a pleasing fragrance 
— frankincense, galbanum, stacte, and aromatic spices — in the early 
morning when the sun rose at the time when he covered his shame. 10 
3:28 On that day the mouths of all the animals, the cattle, the birds, 
everything that walks and everything that moves about were made 

unlikely that Milik has correctly identified the fragment. The conjunction lacks a 
corresponding word in the Ethiopic text; the proposed verb NSr would not reflect the 
Ethiopic verb (H^A; too little of the second line is preserved to draw any conclusions; and 
the last line would hardly be the equivalent of n^^•t •• bh-t-. See VANDERKAM, Textual 
and Historical Studies, 97-98. 

3:25 the tree: Literally: that tree. The demonstrative is found only in OL" and 
EthGen 3:17. As Charles (1902, p. 27, n.) wrote, it probably renders the Greek definite 
article. It is omitted by mss. 20 25 44 63. 

on account of you: Jubilees follows the reading "[liasa of MT Sam Syriac Gen 3:17, 
while LXX OL presuppose (as in ms. 12; c f 38'). See Charles, 1895, p. 13, n. 11. 

May it grow: As Littmann (p. 45, n. d) observed, the form htiVXx (accusative) requires 
that ^•fl+^Ah have a transitive meaning, « . . . doch ist diese Konstruktion noch nicht ganz 
sicher (jedenfalls sehr selten) und medr wird hier meist als Fem. gebraucht». He translates: 
«Dornen [reading hflTh] und Disteln mogen dir sprossen». Dillmann (1850) had 
translated in the same way but had used the verb wachsen; Goldmann has inas". 
EthGen 3:18 reads h(\V\\ • <ohn'R^ •• ^-n+^Ah — a fact which suggests that the 
accusative form of the first noun in Jubilees is original since it disagrees with the biblical 
version. Charles (1895, p. 13, n. 13) simply asserts that the verb is to be taken in a 
transitive sense and refers to the reading of MT and LXXGen 3:18. LXX's verb dvaxeXEi 
may supply the key to understanding the Ethiopic text of Jubilees: it can mean both «to 
bring forth» and «to rise». That is, in the Greek verb that probably lies behind the verb in 
Jubilees no distinction is made between causative and simple meanings. DILLMANN 
{Lexicon, 511-12) recognizes both transitive and intrasitive meanings for IH*̂ A. Berger has 
taken it in a transitive sense («hervorsprossen lassen»), as has Hartom (rr'asn). As for the 
gender of Tf:C DILLMANN {Lexicon, 217) indicates that it is treated as either masculine or 
feminine. 

to the earth: Here and at the end of the verse, the mss. use PfiC three times (as in 
LXX [and OL] where forms of yx\ appear in all instances). Ms. 12 employs aoch.^ (dust) 
in the first and third cases, while EthGen 3:19 has »»C>i.̂ " in all three places. 

from which: Jubilees agrees with LXX OL EthGen 3:19 in reading a relative clause, 
not a - 3 clause as do MT Sam. The Syriac is ambiguous. 

you were taken: See the note to Jub 3:6 and Littmann, 45, n. f EthGen 3:19 has 

3:26 dismissed: Ms. 38 reads hfo-bh which is also found in EthGen 3:23. 
3:28 Syncellus {Chronographia 14:4-7) alludes to this verse: td Oripia K a i td 

xerpaTtoSa Kai xd JpTtsxd iptioiv 6 'IcoarjitTto; Kai \ XETCXT| FEVEOK; duoepcova Elva i Ttpo 
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incapable of speaking because all of them used to converse with one 
another in one language and one tongue. 3:29 He dismissed from the 
Garden of Eden all the animate beings that were in the Garden of 
Eden. All animate beings were dispersed — each by its kind and each 

5 by its nature — into the place(s) which had been created for them. 
3:30 But of all the animals and cattle he permitted Adam alone to 
cover his shame. 3:31 For this reason it has been commanded in the 
tablets regarding all those who know the judgment of the law that they 
cover their shame and not uncover themselves as the nations uncover 

10 themselves. 
3:32 At the beginning of the fourth month Adam and his wife 

departed from the Garden of Eden. They lived in the land of Elda, in 
the land where they were created. 3:33 Adam named his wife Eve. 
3:34 They were childless throughout the first jubilee; afterwards he 

Tf[q Tiapapdaecoi; TOI; TtpfflTOTtXdaxoK;. Sioti , (pricriv, 6 6<pi(; dvOpwirivT) (pcovfi tXaXr]ce xf[ 
ECqt .... See DENIS, Fragmenta, 79-80 for related references. The Syriac citation abbrevia
tes, but note the verb v : i J u B r ^ ( = be silenced) in comparison with •ttvon ( = be mute) in 
mss. 17 63. 

3:29 dismissed: C f 3:26. Here ms. 12 adds > i ^n •^^o^ which appears in EthGen 3:23. 
3:32 the beginning of the fourth month: In Jub 3:17 the initial sin is dated to 2/17. In 

Jubilees' calendar, month two has 30 days, month three has 31 (cf 6:23-32). Thus 
13 + 31 = 44 days, making 4/1 the forty-fifth day, as Syncellus indicates, saying he took 
this fact Ttt)v XsitTfflv rsvsaecoq. His year number differs by one from Jubilees' figure. 
Syncellus' seven units of 365 days are not, however, from Jubilees which allots 364 days to 
a year (6:32). 

Elda: Ms. 17 has Kt^9°, the normal spelling of Eden in Jubilees. Charles (1902) wrote: 
«Can '£lda be a corruption of mVia? In that case 'land of '£lda' would mean 'land of 
nativity'. The phrase 'land of their creation' is an interpretation of the words in Gen. iii.23 
'whence he was taken,' which are reproduced in Onkelos and Ps.-Jon. as 'whence he was 
created' ( n a n s ) , as in our text». (p. 29, n.) His explanation is more convincing than some 
other proposals. See Gen 11:28; 12:1 where -\^^b^a parallels and T-aK n-a. 
Goldmann (p. r i D l , note to v aV) refers rather implausibly to the name nsiVx (one of 
Keturah's children in Gen 25:4), while more recently A. CAQUOT («Deux notes sur la 
geographic des Jubiles», Hommage d Georges Vajda: Etudes d'histoire et de pensee juives 
[ed. G. Nahon and C. Touati; Louvain: Editions Peeters, 1980] 37-39) has argued that 
Charles' suggestion is unlikely, as «land of nativityw would be inappropriate for people 
who were not born but were created. His proposal that /i>A^ is a corruption of Aa8ov)f|A. 
or AouSariX (cf 1 Enoch 10:4; 60:8) is shown to be improbable by his explanation of how 
the one was altered into the other: «Le nom mutile par apherese a subi ensuite une 
mutation de syllabes». (39) The biblical parallels to mVia indicate that it means one's 
native land or homeland. Also, in the present verse •• KM and fS^d. •• *'P<C-f''w 
are parallel. Adam and Eve return to their original place which was outside the garden 
(see 3:9). 

3:34 throughout the first jubilee: The word ^fth means «until», but that would make 
little sense in the context. Dillmann (1850) rendered with «bis zum ersten jubeljahr» 
(which would be a very unusual sense of A,f-ft.A<n. in Jubilees). Charles (1902): «till the 
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knew her. 3:35 He himself was working the land as he had been taught 
in the Garden of Eden. 

4:1 In the third week in the second jubilee [years 64-70], she gave 
birth to Cain; in the fourth [71-77] she gave birth to Abel; and in the 
fifth [78-84] she gave birth to his daughter Awan. 4:2 During the first 5 

(week) of the third jubilee [99-105] Cain killed Abel because we had 
accepted his sacrifice from him but from Cain we had not accepted 
(one). 4:3 When he killed him in a field, his blood cried out from the 
ground to heaven — crying because he had been killed. 4:4 The Lord 
blamed Cain regarding Abel because he had killed him. While he lO 
allowed him a length (of time) on the earth because of his brother's 
blood, he cursed him upon the earth. 

first jubilee»; Goldmann and Hartom: Tymtin Varn T S . It is preferable to follow 
Littmann and Berger: «bis zum [Ende des] ersten Jubilaen», possibly assuming that 
has fallen from the text because of the similarity between its ending and that of +^"Z; or 
one could translate as above. For this meaning of Kflh, see DILLMANN, Lexicon, 751. The 
chronology in Syncellus is quite different. 

4:1 The dates in Jub 4:1 and Syncellus are consistent with one another with one small 
exception, even though Jubilees specifies only the week of years in which a child was born, 
not the year itself 
Cain Jubilees 64-70 / Syncellus 70 
Abel Jubilees 71-77 / Syncellus 77 
Awan Jubilees 78-84 / Syncellus 85. 
For the different spellings of the wives' names, see the accompanying chart; RONSCH, Das 
Buch der Jubilaen, 373; and Charles, 1902, p. 30, n. 

4:2 first (week) of the third jubilee [99-105]: Since Syncellus gives the year 99, Charles 
(1902, p. 30, n.) understood the word «first» to refer to the first year of the week. 

4:3 his blood cried out: The singular forms agree with Sam Syriac LXX OL 
EthGen 4:10, against MT. 

because he had been killed: The variant + + A ° was preferred by both Dillmann and 
Charles in their editions. It is, however, certainly not the best reading and may be 
influenced by in 4:4. is the beUer reading, and (1X7+ : H means «because» 
in this context (see DILLMANN, Lexicon, 776: propterea quod, quia quoniam). 

4:4 length (of time): The Ethiopic term M means «length», but in this context it has 
proven difiicult. DILLMANN {Lexicon, 674) comments that the meaning of the word is 
doubtful here, while S. GREBAUT {Supplement au Lexicon Linguae Aethiopicae de August 
Dillmann (1865) et Edition du Lexique de Justin d'Urbin (1850-1855) [Paris: Imprimerie 
nationale, 1952] 223) gives as a meaning «Longue duree». Charles (1895, p. 14, n. 22; 
1902, p. 31, n.) and Littmann (46, n. h) interpreted it as a transliteration of the Hebrew 
word S3 [ = Hartom] in G e n 4 : 1 2 (cf Dillmann's [1850] translation: «machte ihn 
[fliichtig]»); but if that is the case it is a curious reproduction of the word. Goldmann 
(p. 0 3 1 ) agrees with Charles and Littmann, but in his view the Ethiopic tradition shows 
that the transcribed Hebrew word was misunderstood as the Ethiopic word None of 
these explanations is very convincing. More recently R . ZUURMOND («Het oordeel over 
Kain in de oud-joodse Traditie», Amsterdamse cahiers 3 [1982] 109-12) has argued that "f^ 
is indeed the Ethiopic word for length of time, and, after citing other uses of the Hebrew 
equivalent ^ ^ N in other contexts (e.g., EccI 8:12), maintains that the reference here is to 
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4:5 For this reason it has been written on the heavenly tablets: 
'Cursed is the person who beats his companion maliciously'. All who 
saw (it) said: 'Let him be (cursed). And let the man who has seen but 
has not told be cursed like him'. 4:6 For this reason we report, when 

5 we come before the Lord our God, all the sins which take place in 
heaven and on earth — what (happens) in the light, in the darkness, or 
in any place. 

4:7 Adam and his wife spent four weeks of years mourning for Abel. 
Then in the fourth year of the fifth week [130] they became happy. 

10 Adam again knew his wife, and she gave birth to a son for him. He 
named him Seth because he said: 'The Lord has raised up for us 
another offspring on the earth in place of Abel' (for Cain had killed 
him). 4:8 In the sixth week [134-40] he became the father of his 
daughter Azura. 4:9 Cain married his sister Awan, and at the end of 

15 the fourth jubilee [148-96] she gave birth to Enoch for him. In the first 

the delay in executing Cain's punishment. He reconstructs the original as I'lND or jna 
-V nsiK. He renders the second part of 4:4 as «ook al gaf hij hem uitstel van executie op 
de aarde» (111). Berger follows him with «er gab ihm Strafaussetzung aud der Erde». 
Zuurmond's analysis is the best to date, but it remains unclear why, if he is correct, the 
phrase n X 7 + ' f.'^ '• forms the sequel. It seems to presuppose that a kind of 
punishment has been mentioned. At this point ms. 12 again shows its close relation to the 
Ethiopic Bible (4:12) from which it has derived CO-X = w^^T-fl (cf Charles, 1895, p. 14, 
n.23). 

4:5 maliciously: KhW seems to be a rendering of 56Xcp, which translates Hebrew 
- i n o a in LXXDeut 27:24. See Charles, 1902, p. 31, n. 

4:7 four weeks of years: Syncellus preserves the same expression (Sp8ona5iKOU(; 
Teooapac;). 

fourth year of the fifth week [130]: Jubilees does not say explicitly that Seth was born 
in this year, but it may be implied by the text. Syncellus dates the end of the mourning 
period to 127 (the first rather than the fourth year of the fifth week). Elsewhere (16.16) 
Syncellus puts Seth's birth in the year 230. The ordinal numbers «fourth» and «fifth» are 
confirmed by l lQJub 1.1. 

He named: The masculine from rt<»"f-, now attested by 1 IQJub 1.2 ( « " i p l ) , agrees with 
SamGen 4:25 against MT Syriac EthGen and the targums. LXX and OL are ambiguous. 
See Charles, 1902, p. 31 n. 

'another offspring on the earth in place of Abel' (for Cain had killed him): These 
words are preserved in precisely the Ethiopic order in 1 IQJub 1.3. In VANDERKAM, 
Textual and Historical Studies, 20, the readings of A ( = 12) and B ( = 25) — taken from 
Charles' edition — are incorrect. These mss. o m i t h A A . 

Abel: Ms. 12 adds, contrary to 1 IQJub 1.3, the phrase H t - f f t " which reflects the text of 
LXX EthGen 4:25. So, 12 gives two readings at this point, see Charles, 1895, p. 15, n. 1. 

4:8 his daughter Azura: 1 IQJub 1.4 has ina m[lW. 
4:9 his sister Awan: The Ethiopic text reverses, it appears, the order of the Hebrew 

words (1 IQJub 1.4). The name Awan has ehcited different explanations. Charles (1902 
p. 30, n. to 4:1) related it to Hebrew ]18 ( = wickedness, trouble, sorrow); but see also 
1895, p. 15, n. 5. It may be coincidental, but note Cain's words in Gen 4:13: mm ' I IB. 
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year of the first week of the fifth jubilee [197] houses were built on the 
earth. Then Cain built a city and named it after his son Enoch. 
4:10 Adam knew his wife Eve, and she gave birth to nine more 
children. 4:11 In the fifth week of the fifth jubilee [225-31] Seth married 
his sister Azura, and in its fourth (year) [228] she gave birth to Enosh 5 

for him. 4:12 He was the first one to call on the Lord's name on the 
earth. 4:13 In the seventh jubilee, in the third week [309-15] Enosh 
married his sister Noam. She gave birth to a son for him in the third 
year of the fifth week [325], and he named him Kenan. 4:14 At the end 
of the eighth jubilee [344-92] Kenan married his sister Mualelit. She 10 

Forms of the Hebrew verb are regularly used for taking a woman in marriage (BDB, 
671), and the first word closely resembles the name of his wife. 

end of the fourth jubilee [148-96]: l lQJub 1.5 confirms the words «fourth jubilee». 
Syncellus dates the marriage itself to the year 135, not the birth of Enoch. 

4:10 Adam: 1 IQJub 1.7 demonstrates that the original Hebrew of the verse began as it 
does in the Ethiopic: with a conjunction and the name Adam. 

nine: Epiphanius preserves the same number and attributes the information to f) Xenxfi 
Feveaig (i.e.. Jubilees). 

4:11 its fourth (year) [228]: The natural sense of the text as it now stands is that the 
fourth year of the fifth week is intended (so Dillmann [1850], Littmann, Goldmann, 
Hartom, and Berger). Charles (1902) thought that one should restore it to read «fourth 
(year of the sixth week)». He bases his suggestion on the words of Syncellus (17.13-14): 
T ^ UKE' ExEi 6 I f | 9 EXajJs yuvaiKa'Ai^oupdv tfiv iSiav dSeXcpfiv — dating the marriage to 
the year 425; and 17.15: UXS' STEI 4ygvvii9Ti TW Sf|0 6 'Evcog — dating the birth of 
Enosh to 435. As Syncellus has dated a series of events from 100 to 600 years later than 
Jubilees does (i.e., the tens and units are the same but not the hundreds; see Charles, 
p. 32, n.; RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 283-86), there is some warrant for placing his 
birth in 235 — one week of years later than the text now implies. His argument has force, 
but the date 228 is entailed by the text and it contradicts no other chronological 
statement. 

4:12 He: Jubilees agrees with LXX OL EthGen 4:26 in reading a pronoun (Hebrew 
nt) rather than the word W of MT Sam ( = Syriac). C f Charles, 1895, p. 15, n. 21. 

was the first: The words fl»-K-t ' + ^ " 1 reflect the form Vnn in Gen 4:26 ( = Sam [?] 
Syriac), not the hophal form of MT. LXX's iiXitioEv is also not echoed here. Note that 
several excellent mss. use the verb fflrtii. See Charles, 1895, p. 15, n. 22. 

4:13 a son for him in the third year: Though only three letters are visible on 1 IQJub 
M 2.1, they are consistent with the end of the word «son» and the beginning of «in the ... 
year». Milik («A propos de lIQJub», 78) restored the second word as nt!?'?]B?a, which 
would agree with the order of the Ethiopic words. For a discussion of this problem, see 
VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 26. 

third year of the fifth week [325]: Syncellus (17.15-16) dates Kenan's birth to the year 
625 — again agreeing with Jubilees for the tens and units but not for the hundreds (see 
also 18.12). 

4:14 At the end of the eighth jubilee: These words agree with the Uttle that remains of 
l lQJub M 2 . 2 . The Hebrew fragment opposes the omission by mss. 20 25 of 
Syncellus (18.15-16) places the marriage in the year 790. 

married: The Ethiopic uses the standard idiom for marriage (V/"/i = A - t = . . . •flKrt.+) 
but then repeats the words tr-P •• •tthd.-t- (omitted by 21 42"= 47; 17 63 omit only •flKrt.+) 
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at a later point (after •• M'f-). The seemingly redundant ft"* : •d'hd.-i- recurs 
frequently in this chapter (vv 15, 16, 20, 27, 28, 33) and in similar contexts (e.g. 11:14). 
Charles (1895) followed ms. C ( = 51) in omitting the extra words in 4:14 and elsewhere 
(e.g. V 15) brackets them (see p. 15, n. 33: «Seems a corrupt addition*). Space considera
tions in l lQJub M 2.2-3 suggest, though only a few letters can be read for each line, that 
the repeated te-U •• '(H\A,+ of the Ethiopic text is to be retained; see VANDERKAM, Textual 
and Historical Studies, 27-28. It would seem that the extra words serve a resumptive 
purpose: the author repeats the phrase after he has broken the narrative flow to identify 
the woman more fully. These additional words are never repeated in the translation. 

[395]: Syncellus (18.13-14, 17-18) dates his birth to 795. 
4:15 brother: The Ethiopic mss. read «sister>> (M-t-) rather than «brother» (h"^). The 

Syriac list of the names of patriarchal wives identifies Dinah as OJ.i.t X-La («the daughter 
of his uncle»), that is, the daughter of his father's brother. H. GELZER («Die apokryph-
ische Reste der Byzantiner und ihre Abstammung aus Panodorus und Africanus» in 
Sextus Julius Africanus und die byzantinische Chronographie 2, 1 [Leipzig: J.C. Hin
richs'sche Buchhandlung, 1898] 252-53) maintained that the person who translated 
Jubilees into Ethiopic misunderstood the word j:aTpd56X<po<; that stood in his Greek 
model. He interpreted it as «father's sister» though it means «father's brother». Codex 
Basel of the LXX (minuscule 135), in its scholia to the text, also gives the names of 
patriarchal wives as they appear in Jubilees, and it uses the term TtaTpdSsXtpog to describe 
this relationship. Hence Gelzer's explanation, has been adopted for the translation. The 
same error occurs in Ethiopic at 4:16, 20, 27, 28, and possibly 33. See Charles, 1895, p. 
15, n. 32; 1902, p. 33, n. 

[461]: Syncellus gives 960 (19.16). 
4:16 fifth week: l lQJub M 3.1 appears to preserve the final four letters of the word 

«fifth»: •T:^a[nn. As for the location of the fragment, 4:11-12 may be a possibility, but in 
that passage the number of letters which would have to be restored between the ones that 
can be read is probably too high. 

named him: Several of the best mss. add the word M\\ either after X<b-o (20 25 39 42) 
or after fH" (17 48 63). M\i and kTil / XTh could easily be confused (see 4:17, 21), and 
this may be the origin of these additions. 

4:17 He was the first: Both 1 IQJub M 3.2 and Cedrenus preserve the same wording. 

gave birth to a son for him in the ninth jubilee, in the first week — in 
the third year of this week [395] — and he named him Malalael. 

4:15 During the second week of the tenth jubilee [449-55] Malalael 
married Dinah, the daughter of Barakiel, the daughter of his father's 

5 brother. She gave birth to a son for him in the third week, in its sixth 
year [461]. He named him Jared because during his Ufetime the angels 
of the Lord who were called Watchers descended to earth to teach 
mankind and to do what is just and upright upon the earth. 4:16 In the 
eleventh jubilee [491-539] Jared took a wife for himself, and her name 

10 was Barakah, the daughter of Rasu'eyal, the daughter of his father's 
brother, in the fourth week of this jubilee [512-18]. She gave birth to a 
son for him during the fifth week, in the fourth year, of the jubilee 
[522], and he named him Enoch. 4:17 He was the first of mankind who 
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were born on the earth who learned (the art of) writing, instruction, 
and wisdom and who wrote down in a book the signs of the sky in 
accord with the fixed pattern of their months so that mankind would 
know the seasons of the years according to the fixed patterns of each of 
their months. 4:18 He was the first to write a testimony. He testified to 5 
mankind in the generations of the earth: The weeks of the jubilees he 
related, and made known the days of the years; the months he 
arranged, and related the sabbaths of the years, as we had told him. 
4:19 While he slept he saw in a vision what has happened and what will 
occur — how things will happen for mankind during their history until lO 

The Syriac fragment mentions the name «Enoch» after a demonstrative. Cf the word 
Mh added by mss. 12 44 and the note to 4:16. 

writing, instruction, and wisdom: The Syriac terms are the same, while Cedrenus 
summarizes and uses two verbs. Denis {Fragmenta, 83) incorrectly relates Cedrenus' 
citation to 4:18. It reproduces parts of 4:17 and possibly reflects 4:19. 

in accord with the fixed pattern of their months: The Syriac citation lacks these words. 
the seasons of the years: Syriac: «the changes of the times and of the years». Tisserant 

(«Fragments syriaques», 78-79) considers the Syriac wording superior because it more 
nearly resembles 1 Enoch 72:1; but see Berger, 343-44, n. f to v 17. 

On V 17, see 4Q227.4-5 (Milik, The Books of Enoch: Aramaic Fragments of Qumran 
Cave 4 [Oxford: Clarendon, 1976] 12): Vis nx ains'n 

D'ttflTinn] riNi nsas riNi n*a©[n 
See also VANDERKAM, «Enoch Traditions in Jubilees and Other Second-Century Sour-
ces», SBLSP (1978) 1.232-34. There 4:17 is reconstructed as Hebrew poetry. The lines 
may indeed be poetic (especially the first half of v 17), but one cannot be certain what the 
Hebrew for some of the words might have been. For that reason the verse is left as prose 
in the translation. 

4:18 The weeks of the jubilees: Dillmann (1850) read rt-IVtW'^ and correctly 
translated it as a plural (die wochen). Charles (1895) preferred a singular form (frl ' i l f 'n^) 
but still translated (1902) «the weeks». Presumably Littmann adopted Charles' text and 
rendered with «die Jahrwochen». Milik has made the number of the noun an issue: «The 
Ethiopic text of Jub. 4:18 does not speak, in the plural, of 'weeks of the jubilees['] (as 
Charles translates), but in the singular, 'the week {subd'ehomu)' of the jubilees. This 
expression refers, beyond doubt in my opinion, to the most extensive cycle to be found in 
the calendars of 4Q, namely to the cycle of the seven jubilees». {The Books of Enoch, 61) 
Berger follows Milik on this matter (344, n. c to v 18). While the grammatical point made 
by Milik and Berger is correct, it would not be advisable to place much weight on whether 
the form is singular or plural (the singular is much more strongly attested), since there is 
great fluidity on this score in Ethiopic. Goldmann and Hartom render with msiaw 
•••Vavn. It may also be significant that all of the other units in the verse are plural in form. 

the months: Syriac: the number of the months. The citation omits most of the verse. 
On this verse, see VANDERKAM, «Enoch Traditions», 234, where it, too, is presented as 
poetry. This is likely especially for the latter half of the verse. 

as we had told him: 4Q227.I: inna"? "ins (Milik, The Books of Enoch, 12). 
4:19 will occur: Literally: will be. Syriac rsTom, a participle, is a mistake, according to 

Tisserant (((Fragments syriaques», 78 n. 1); one would expect an imperfect form. 
how things will happen: Literally; how it will be. The Syriac citation has ((everything 

that will happen», while the Ethiopic mss. preserve no trace of the word ((all» at this 
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point. It seems that the Syriac offers a three-part description of what Enoch saw: 
everything past, present, and future; the Ethiopic mentions only the past and future with 
an additional statement about the future ( ^ha>-7 is used twice). It is true that the Ethiopic 
imperfect can express the present tense (see Dillmann, Ethiopic Grammar, sec. 89 .2(b) 
[p. 1 7 1 ] ) and for that reason it is possible that the Ethiopic and Syriac both divide what he 
saw into three areas of time, with the first instance of f-Uay-t designating the present and 
the second the future. In addition, the word H h " " (H in mss. 1 2 1 7 6 3 ) may be an error 
which resulted from misreading (or miscopying) Greek Kai &q as KoOroq. A problem with 
this suggestion is that it would be peculiar for the Ethiopic to use the same verbal form to 
refer to two different time frames. Note, too, that Syriac uses j^r^ (which could be 
translated «even») rather than o before the words -pxs^ i a . 

4 : 2 0 Edni: In 1 Enoch 8 5 : 3 her name is X^-T — the form found in mss. 1 7 2 0 3 8 6 3 . 
See the chart for the various spellings, and Milik, The Books of Enoch, 4 2 . 

4 : 2 1 moreover; Mss. 9 3 8 offer the variant Jb/ZYTh for Kih Berger, against all other 
translators, prefers this poorly attested reading: «das 'enka ('weiterhin') ... ist Verschrei-
bung fiir das hier allein richtig 'Henoch' von F [ = 9 ] » . ( 3 4 5 , n. a to v 2 1 ) It is unHkely 
that the reading of 9 3 8 is correct, since virtually all Ethiopic mss. oppose it. The Syriac 
citation also lacks the name «Enoch» but it has nothing that corresponds with M\\ either. 

six jubilees of years: 4 Q 2 2 7 . 2 : D-K? 'VlV nTO[ (Milik, The Books of Enoch, 1 2 ; c f also 
2 4 - 2 5 ) . Six jubilees of years totals 2 9 4 , whereas Gen 5 : 2 2 has 3 0 0 . See VANDERKAM, 
«Enoch Traditions)), 2 3 5 . The grammar here is peculiar if the text as given is correct. It 
would mean literally: six years of jubilees. The phrase Hh.f-A.AOi.'i'^ seems secure; only a 
few witnesses place the noun in the construct state, and the variant l̂,p•n.A.a>• •• w-l\+ is 
merely the product of misdividing /i.HlAm.A'h. It would be plausible to read 'io^^-t, as 
the form without the ending has strong support. Charles ( 1 9 0 2 ) translated «these six 
jubilees of years», but one would have expected •) in that case. 

4 : 2 2 mix with earthly women so that: The order of the text is «mix so that they 
became defiled with earthly women», but the order of the translation gives what appears 
to be a more appropriate sense. Mss. 2 1 3 8 transpose the two units «so that ... / with 
earthly women». The phrase «earthly women» (literally; women of the earth») is altered 
in several mss. to «daughters of men» — a combination which appears earlier in the verse. 
This variant (KTAR ' (\-nh) may be a harmonization with the previous designation or it 
may have arisen from a confusion of Hebrew m s and naiK. 

testified against all of them: 4 Q 2 2 7 . 3 - 4 : D'JIS •?» is-n 
D'T'sn bv mi[ (Mihk, The Books of Enoch, 12) . 

the day of judgment. He saw everything and understood. He wrote a 
testimony for himself and placed it upon the earth against all mankind 
and for their history. 

4:20 During the twelfth jubilee, in its seventh week [582-88] he took a 
5 wife for himself. Her name was Edni, the daughter of Daniel, the 

daughter of his father's brother. In the sixth year of this week [587] she 
gave birth to a son for him, and he named him Methuselah. 

4:21 He was, moreover, with God's angels for six jubilees of years. 
They showed him everything on earth and in the heavens — the 

10 dominion of the sun — and he wrote down everything. 4:22 He 
testified to the Watchers who had sinned with the daughters of men 
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because these had begun to mix with earthly women so that they 
became defiled. Enoch testified against all of them. 

4:23 He was taken from human society, and we led him into the 
Garden of Eden for (his) greatness and honor. Now he is there writing 
down the judgment and condemnation of the world and all the wicked- 5 
ness of mankind. 4:24 Because of him the flood water did not come on 
any of the land of Eden because he was placed there as a sign and to 
testify against all people in order to tell all the deeds of history until the 
day of judgment. 4:25 He burned the evening incense of the sanctuary 
which is acceptable before the Lord on the mountain of incense. 10 
4:26 For there are four places on earth that belong to the Lord: the 

4:24 did not come: Both Dillmann (1859) and Charles (1895) read T^VKh. ( = he 
brought) and supplied Gott/God as subject in their translations. Littmann followed suit, 
as have Goldmann, Hartom, and Berger (though he does not supply Gott as subject). N o 
one of these editors/translators commented on the fact that this reading produces a 
nonsensical text: it says that Enoch, the immortal righteous scribe, who has just been 
transferred to Eden, is the cause why the flood waters came to the garden. Mss. 21 and 35' 
(cf 35' 44, and, among the uncoUated mss., 23) show that a simple confusion has resulted 
in this widely attested but obviously incorrect text: h,a'Ki\ was miscopied as hfHh (the 
same consonants are involved). On this reading, see V A N D E R K A M , «Enoch Traditions», 
236. 

4:25 evening incense of the sanctuary: The word is omitted by the best family of 
mss. (20 25 35); ms. 12 has 0.+, and 21 gives X9°n.+. Dillmann (1850) left a gap in his 
translation at this point and consigned the words Pix.-^ • on^f.{\ to a footnote. Charles 
(1895, 1902) opted for the reading of 12; Littmann rendered as «im (Hause des) 
Heiligtum(s)», though there is no basis for «im» in the text. Berger now translates as «des 
Abends im HeiUgtum» — also without warrant for «im». Goldmann has Vlpan n''a, 
Hartom The Syriac citation confirms the word «evening» (rdxi»- i ) but lacks a 
reference to «sanctuary». It does, however, have the word rc^^Jw.vi = first, though it is 
not in the same place in the text. Tisserant («Fragments syriaques», 73-75) correctly 
observed that the Ethiopic variants 9°A.'tl(l't have resulted from the similarity between 
the letters rt. and tt. and the frequency of the phrase (l-t- ' ""^-Afl (73). The word 
must be original and the sacrifice intended is the evening incense offering of Exod 30:8 (cf 
Luke 1:8-10). Tisserant went on to argue that Syriac's rdtsa.iji represents the original 
reading and that the Ethiopic ot>^^i\ is a corruption of it (+•'1"?, became t^^M). That is, 
V 25 describes another of Enoch's «firsts» (see also vv 17, 18). Nevertheless, the location 
of the word p^ i^ .vo in the Syriac citation is a problem: the Syriac might better be 
translated as «he offered the first sacrifice of incense». One could, moreover, make a case 
that the Syriac word is itself a corruption of the word for sanctuary. Finally, it seems 
evident that fn Jubilees Eden is a kind of sanctuary. In 3:10, 12-13 Eve remains outside 
the garden for the number of days that a woman was prohibited from entering the 
sanctuary after giving birth to a male or female (see Berger's notes to these passages, to 
which one can add 8:19 where the garden is called «the holy of HOLI6S»). For these 
reasons Tisserant's suggestion should be rejected. 

of incense: The Ethiopic term •t'^C (omitted by 12) has been a problem. It means 
«noon» ( D i l l m a n n , Lexicon, 442), but, as that meaning seems inappropriate, other 
suggestions have been offered. Both Dillmann and Littmann thought that the term by 
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extension could be rendered «south». Goldmann uses o m n ( = Hartom) with a note 
which mentions the literal meaning; Berger has opted for «des Mittags». Charles (1902, 
p. 39, n.) emended the word to "^^6, («sweet spices» [see DILLMANN, Lexicon, 442]) 
and altered the word-order of the sentence to yield «sweet spices, acceptable before the 
Lord on the Mount». The Syriac citation, which was published after the translations of 
Dillmann, Littmann, and Charles had appeared, seems to confirm the hypothesis of the 
German scholars as it reads "^'-^ •J^-' r<'-io\, («the mountain of the south» [or: of 
Teiman]). Caquot («Deux notes sur la geographic des Jubiles», 40) has observed that, 
while + ' ^ C regularly renders usariuPpia ( = noon), in Dan 8:4, 9 usarjuppio translates 
Hebrew aa ( = the south). From this he concludes that «the south» is the correct 
translation of in Jub 4:25. The Syriac may, however, be an interpretation; it uses 

again in its version of v 2 6 where the Ethiopic has «east». Tisserant's («Frag-
ments syriaques», 77) suggestion that ^^^C is a slightly corrupted transcription of Hebrew 
mop ( = incense) or ntspl makes excellent sense of the word and underlies the proposed 
translation. See also RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 504-5; VANDERKAM, Enoch and the 
Growth of an Apocalyptic Tradition ( C B Q M S 16; Washington: C B A of America, 1984) 
186-87. 

4:26 Garden of Eden: The Syriac has «mountain of the Garden of Eden [ = Paradise] 
which may well be original. For a mountain in Eden see v 25 and the references in 
VANDERKAM, Enoch, 187-88. 

the mountain of the east: Syriac: the mountain of the south. The identification of this 
mountain has aroused much discussion; see TISSERANT, «Fragments syriaques», 75-77; 
Berger, 346, n. a to v 26 for surveys. Caquot («Deux notes», 40-42) maintains that this 
mountain and the one in v 25 are the same: the one in v 25 is, on his view, the mountain 
of the south (see the preceding note) and in v 26 it is called the mountain of the east to 
indicate perhaps that it is located in the southeast where, according to 1 Enoch 28-30 and 
Diodorus Siculus (Library of History 5.41-46), there were spices and (Diodorus) a sacred 
mountain. See also VANDERKAM, Enoch, 186-87. 

4:27 brother: Ms. 20 actually has this reading here (X'>fl»), while the others have 
«sister». See the note to 4:15. 

week: The mss. read ( = year) which makes no sense. Apparently a scribe simply 
repeated the word «year» in this full chronological note. For the emendation, c f 
Dillmann, 1859, p. 19, n. 3; Charles, 1895, p. 17, n. 25. 

4:28 whose name: Literally: and her name. 

Garden of Eden, the mountain of the east, this mountain on which you 
are today — Mt. Sinai — and Mt. Zion (which) will be sanctified in the 
new creation for the sanctification of the earth. For this reason the 
earth will be sanctified from all its sins and from its uncleanness into 

5 the history of eternity. 
4:27 During the jubilee — that is, the fourteenth jubilee — Methuse

lah married Edna, the daughter of Ezrael, the daughter of his father's 
brother, in the third week in the first year of that week [652]. He became 
the father of a son whom he named Lamech. 4:28 In the fifteenth 

10 jubilee, in the third week [701-707], Lamech married a woman whose 
name was Betanosh, the daughter of Barakiel, the daughter of his 
father's brother. During this week she gave birth to a son for him, and 
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he named him Noah, explaining: '(He is one) who will give me 
consolation from my sadness, from all my work, and from the earth 
which the Lord cursed'. 

4:29 At the end of the nineteenth jubilee, during the seventh week — 
in its sixth year [930] — Adam died. All his children buried him in the 5 
land where he had been created. He was the first to be buried in the 
ground. 4:30 He lacked 70 years from 1000 years because 1000 years 
are one day in the testimony of heaven. For this reason it was written 
regarding the tree of knowledge: 'On the day that you eat from it you 
will die'. Therefore he did not complete the years of this day because he 10 
died during it. 

4:31 At the conclusion of this jubilee Cain was killed one year after 
him. His house fell on him, and he died inside his house. He was killed 
by its stones for with a stone he had killed Abel and, by a just 
punishment, he was killed with a stone. 4:32 For this reason it has been 15 

(He is one) who: The mss. read H, but all biblical versions have a demonstrative form 
in Gen 5:29. For this reason Charles (1895, p. 17, n. 31; 1902, p. 40, n.) emended H to U. 

give me consolation: ^TUHi follows the reading of MT Sam Syriac and the targums at 
Gen 5:29 (TMnr) against the tradition of LXX OL EthGen which presuppose lOTT. See 
Charles, 1895, p. 17, n. 32. The first-person singular suffix, however, is consistently used 
with this verb and the following two nouns in Jubilees. Of the ancient versions, only 
EthGen 5:29 displays singular forms in the same places, though in other respects the 
wording of Jubilees and this version are rather different. Cf Charles, ibid., n. 34. 

4:29 the end of the nineteenth jubilee: The Syriac citation preserves the word «end» 
but places it in a new context and apphes it to Adam. See Tisserant, «Fragments 
syriaques», 71-72 for an analysis of how the chronicler has interwoven material from 
Jubilees and the Cave of Treasures. 

[930]: The Chronicle of Creation also follows Gen 5:5 in crediting Adam with 930 
years. The Syriac gives 970, apparently due to the easy confusion of the letters employed 
for the numbers 30 and 70 (A / .i.), but Tisserant («Fragraents syriaquesx, 71-72) thinks 
that the appearance of the number 70 in the following verse may have caused the 
chronicler's mistake. 

buried in the: 1 IQJub 2.1 confirms these words. 
4:30 tree of knowledge: 'On the: l l Q J u b 2 . 3 gives the original Hebrew for these 

words. The word S ' S is used here to introduce the quotation (cf Gen 2:17). 
day: Regarding the construct ending on dA+, see DILLMANN, Ethiopic Grammar, 

sec. 184, 1(a) 1 (a) (pp. 463-64). 
you eat ... you will die: Jubilees uses plural verbs. In Gen 2:17, MT Sam Syriac have 

singular forms in both cases, but LXX OL and EthGen resort to plurals. 
4:31 one year after him: Literally: after him in/by one year. Dillmann (1850) 

translated: «nach ihm, im selben jahre»; Littmann: «ein Jahr nach ihm»; Charles: «after 
him in the same year»; Berger: «ein Jahr nach ihm» ( = Goldmann, with nnx in 
brackets); and Hartom: trm nM*3 vnns. Syncellus dated the death of Cain to the year 
930 but adds that this was a year after Adam's death. For hih^i- = idem, see DILLMANN, 
Lexicon, 111. In whichever of these two ways the word XJi-?. is translated, the meaning 
seems to be that Adam died at the beginning of the year 930 and Cain at its end. Mss. 9 17 
21 38 read H ( = which) for n(?irh*). 
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10 

ordained on the heavenly tablets: 'By the instrument with which a man 
kills his fellow he is to be killed. As he wounded him so are they to do 
to him'. 

4:33 In the twenty-fifth jubilee Noah married a woman whose name 
was Emzara, the daughter of Rakiel, the daughter of his father's brother 

— during the first year in the fifth week [1205]. In its third year [1207] 
she gave birth to Shem for him; in its fifth year [1209] she gave birth to 
Ham for him; and in the first year during the sixth week [1212] she gave 
birth to Japheth for him. 

5:1 When mankind began to multiply on the surface of the entire 
earth and daughters were born to them, the angels of the Lord — in a 
certain (year) of this jubilee — saw that they were beautiful to look at. 

4:33 whose name: Literally: and her name. 
father's brother: The reading is problematic. In 4:15, 16, 20, 27, 28 the expression took 

the form 'M-i- •• Who- which, it was argued above (see note to v 15), resulted from a 
misunderstanding of the Greek term TtaxpctSeXcpoq. Here, however, only mss. 12 44 offer 
the expected phrase (Charles accepted this reading and emended to A-V" = hrt-U- for his 
1902 translation [p. 42, n.]). The other mss. have X'^-t. It may be that Ji'i'fc is the product 
of miscopying M-t •• Who-. The Syriac list gives m.i.i i\-L= ( = daughter of his uncle); 
and LXX Basel has TtaipaSe^-epou aijioC. Consequently, it is very likely that X*^* is 
merely a corrupt reflection of an original X-li" = Why-. 

Names of the Patriarchal Wives 

Patriarchs Ethiopic Syriac List Codex Basel Other 

Cain aaaou^ Xa.vx\ (Epiphanius) 
Seth a^oupa 'A^oupd (Epiphanius) 

Aooudu (Cedrenus) 
Enosh fhr vcoa 
Kenan nacoXiO 
Malalael 8iva 
Jared r ^ i j D Papaxa 
Enoch savi 
Methuselah e5va 
Lamech peG8vco(; rOKna ( G A 2 : 3 ) 
Noah en^apa 

5:1 surface: Jubilees here follows the tradition of MT Sam Syriac against that of LXX 
OL EthGen 6:1 which omit the word. 

the angels of the Lord: Many mss. of the LXX read ayyeXoi (Gen 6:2), though Wevers 
did not select it as the reading of his edition. It is found also in OL EthGen and Josephus, 
Ant, 1.73; MT Sam Syriac have ' 3 3 . The targums also have ' 33 but replace the divine name 
with 'I'̂ T (Tn) or N-'3-i3T (Toj). 

in a certain (year): A few mss. add •Joo^- (42' 47 58) but the omission of the word is the 
preferred reading. Berger translates with «am Anfang». 
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to look at: As Littmann noted (p. 48, n. e), there is a printing error in Charles' edition 
where ACrt.^ appears instead of fiCKf!'. Charles also drew attention to the mistake in 
1902 (p. 43, n.). There is no parallel to this expression in Gen 6:2, but see irn in Tn. 

married of them whomever: Literally: took for themselves as wives from all whom. 
Syriac, which summarizes at this point, lacks a suffix on the verb. 

giants; l lQJub3.1 is very difficult to read (see VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical 
Studies, 36), but the traces of letters can be interpreted as • ' [b jDpn . Gen 6:4 (MT Sam 
Syriac) has onaan, but LXX OL EthGen (cf Josephus, Ant. 1.73) offer oi yiyavizi; and 
equivalents. It is of some interest that the LXX tradition also translates D'VDin in Gen 6:4 
as y i y a v T E ? . The word r< r ' i . = i ^ i n the Syriac citation is the one used in the Peshitta at 
Gen 6:4 for D-iajn. 

5:2 Wickedness: The original Hebrew probably read o a n which appears in Gen 6:11, 
where EthGen also has 0 " " 9 (LXX: d8iKia(;). 

and their prescribed course; The reading of l lQJub 3.3 is n n p j m , not iVjIT, as van 
der Woude («Fragmente», 143-44) proposed. See VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical 
Studies, 37. 

on the earth: 1 IQJub 3.4 confirms the reading (so VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical 
Studies, 38), though van der Woude («Fragmente», 143-44) had read D I N VpS. 

Hke this: The term h<^1l stands where M T G e n 6 : 5 has ( = Goldmann, Hartom). 
Syriac and O L ' lack an equivalent, but LXX offers kKi\te.XS>q ( = carefully). See Charles, 
1895, p. 19, n. 1; Littmann, 48, n. f. 

5:3 that: Ethiopic T o - reflects the wording of MT SamGen 6:12 against Syriac LXX 
OL EthGen which omit. 

(that): The conjunction which introduces this clause is paralleled only by EthGen 6:12 
among the ancient versions. 

5:4 he would: The variant M^^tli*, which has significant backing among the mss., is, 
contrary to Charles (1895, 1902), Littmann, and Goldmann, unlikely to be original 
because it is influenced by Gen 6:7 where the EthGen reads hf.'^(\(>. 

he had created: Charles (1895, p. 19, n. 12; 1902, p. 44, n.) emended <£.m<C to i.mC\Y-
( = I had created) in order to make the text agree with Gen 6:7 ( T i N n a ) ; but the third-
person form in Jubilees is consistent with the indirect speech of the verse. Littmann (48, 
n. h) thought that the third-person form had resulted from an exchange of ^Kxiaa and 
SKTioE. The verb in question must, though, be considered with the preceding verb which is 
also in the third person. 

So they married of them whomever they chose. They gave birth to 
children for them and they were giants. 

5:2 Wickedness increased on the earth. All animate beings corrupted 
their way — (everyone of them) from people to cattle, animals, birds, 
and everything that moves about on the ground. All of them corrupted 5 

their way and their prescribed course. They began to devour one 
another, and wickedness increased on the earth. Every thought of all 
mankind's knowledge was evil like this all the time. 

5:3 The Lord saw that the earth was corrupt, (that) all animate 
beings had corrupted their prescribed course, and (that) all of them — 10 
everyone that was on the earth — had acted wickedly before his eyes. 
5:4 He said that he would obhterate people and all animate beings that 
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were on the surface of the earth which he had created. 5:5 He was 
pleased with Noah alone. 

5:6 Against his angels whom he had sent to the earth he was angry 
enough to uproot them from all their (positions of) authority. He told 

5 us to tie them up in the depths of the earth; now they are tied within 
them and are alone. 5:7 Regarding their children there went out from 
his presence an order to strike them with the sword and to remove them 
from beneath the sky. 5:8 He said: 'My spirit will not remain on people 
forever for they are flesh. Their hfespan is to be 120 years'. 5:9 He sent 

10 his sword among them so that they would kill one another. They began 
to kill each other until all of them fell by the sword and were 
obliterated from the earth. 5:10 Now their fathers were watching, but 
afterwards they were tied up in the depths of the earth until the great 
day of judgment when there will be condemnation on all who have 

15 corrupted their ways and their actions before the Lord. 5:11 He 
obliterated all from their places; there remained no one of them whom 
he did not judge for all their wickedness. 5:12 He made a new and 
righteous nature for all his creatures so that they would not sin with 
their whole nature until eternity. Everyone will be righteous — each 

20 according to his kind — for all time. 

5;5 He was pleased with Noah alone: Literally: Noah alone found favor before his 
eyes. 

5:8 remain: Jubilees agrees with Syriac LXX OL EthGen 6:3 against MT Sam which 
have the peculiar \\T (unless, with C. Westermann [Genesis 1-11: A Commentary (Minnea
polis: Augsburg, 1984) 375] and others, one accepts the thesis that means «remain»). 

5:9 obliterated from the earth: The Syriac citation, which does little more than allude 
to Jubilees here, also mentions the earth but claims that it «rotted» (or: melted, became 
wet? [cf the meaning of rdmso in the aphel]; Tisserant [«Fragments syriaques», 79] 
translates as «impregnee», and Berger with «getrankt») with the blood of the slain. 

5:10 great day of judgment: The feminine adjective O l j l should modify the feminine 
noun dAl- rather than the masculine f-f-J — against Charles (1902), Littmann, and 
Berger. Dillmann, too, gives «des grossen gerichts», but in his edition he read a masculine 
adjective (Odf.). 

5:11 obliterated ... remained: Charles (1902, pp.44-45, n.) argued that the verbs in 
vv 11-12 were originally in the future tense and that they referred to eschatological rather 
than historical times. He thought that the past tenses of the Ethiopic text had resulted 
from difficulties with the Hebrew — apparently when a Greek translator failed to notice 
that he was dealing with converted perfects. There is, nevertheless, no textual warrant for 
changing the tense of the Ethiopic verbs. See Berger, 351, n. b to 5:12 for parallels to 
Jubilees' understanding of what happened — a kind of new creation — at this «histori
cal» juncture. 

5:12 will be righteous: The indicative is much more strongly attested than the 
subjunctive ( = that they may be righteous) forms which are read by Dillmann (1859) and 
Charles (1895). 
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5:13 The judgment of them all has been ordained and written on the 
heavenly tablets; there is no injustice. (As for) all who transgress from 
their way in which it was ordained for them to go — if they do not go 
in it, judgment has been written down for each creature and for each 
kind. 5:14 There is nothing which is in heaven or on the earth, in the 5 
light, the darkness, Sheol, the deep, or in the dark place — all their 
judgments have been ordained, written, and inscribed. 5:15 He will 
exercise judgment regarding each person — the great one in accord 
with his greatness and the small one in accord with his smallness — 
each one in accord with his way. 5:16 He is not one who shows lo 
favoritism nor one who takes a bribe, if he says he will execute 
judgment against each person. If a person gave everything on earth he 
would not show favoritism nor would he accept (it) from him because 
he is the righteous judge. 

5:17 Regarding the Israelites it has been written and ordained: Tf 15 
they turn to him in the right way, he will forgive all their wickedness 
and will pardon all their sins'. 5:18 It has been written and ordained 
that he will have mercy on all who turn from all their errors once each 
year. 5:19 To all who corrupted their ways and their plan(s) before the 
flood no favor was shown except to Noah alone because favor was 20 
shown to him for the sake of his children whom he saved from the 

5; 13 (As for): Another possibility for translating is to understand the conjunction here 
as meaning «even» — as Charles (1902) did: «even (the judgment of) all . . .» C f also 
Littmann and Berger: «und (iiber) alle». 

creature: Or: nature. 
5:14 There is nothing: The thought of the sentence is that nothing/ no one escapes 

judgment. Consequently Dillmann inserted «[kann entgehen]» to complete the sense, and 
Littmann and Hartom have followed him. Charles (1902) added «(which is not judged)» 
after «dark place ». 

5:19 plan(s): The Ethiopic y h C means «plan, counsel, advice; consideration; pru-
dence», etc. (T.O. Lambdin, Introduction to Classical Ethiopic (Ge'ez) [Harvard Semitic 
Studies 24; Missoula, Montana: Scholars, 1978] 414). Littmann used «Sinn», but 
admitted (49, n. f); «dies gibt nur unvollkommen die Bedeutung des ath. mekr (PouXii 
und evvoia) wieder». Charles: thoughts; Berger: Willen; Goldmann: nnss ; Hartom: 

favor ... favor: The same expression ( V / " X ' 1 R ) as the one in 5:16 (it is passive in 
v 19) is used here. Hebrew D'JB «fe3 underlies the Ethiopic words, but it is an ambiguous 
phrase which can have a pejorative meaning « to show partiality towards» (Deut 10:17) or 
a positive sense «to be gracious to» (Gen 32:21; see BDB, 670). In Jub 5:16 the context 
suggests the former; here it points toward the latter. 

he saved: Presumably «the Lord» is the subject, something that ms. 20 makes explicit. 
Littmann and Charles supplied Gott /God as subject. 

his sake ... his mind ... his ways ... concerning him: Several mss., most consistently 9 
12 38, make all of the possessives plural, referring to Noah's sons. 
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5:21 in order to save himself: Or: so that he [God] might save him. 
5:22 twenty-seventh: All Ethiopic mss. have forms of the word «two» but this can 

hardly be correct. Dillmann (1850) substituted the ordinal siebenundzwanzigsten in 
brackets (without explanation); his 1859 edition reads (1 with a footnote (p. 23, n. 2) 
giving the number «two». Charles (1895, p. 20, n. 39) emended to d/"<{- = eDft^fl-t; in 
1902 he recognized this as a «slip» for «twenty-seventh» (47, n. to v 22; Littmann, 49, 
n. h and Goldmann, however, still read «twenty-sixth»). But Charles there compounded 
his error by claiming that all mss. read «twenty-second jubilee». Jub 4:33 places the births 
of Noah's three sons in the twenty-fifth jubilee; 6:18 dates the flood to the twenty-seventh 
jubilee (twenty-six jubilees and five weeks of years). Consequently, «twenty-seventh» must 
be the ordinal intended. Why «two» stands in the mss. is difficult to explain, but it may be 
noted that the word after Jl.f-n.Aai. is strange in date formulas and that the 
Hebrew equivalent would be Oryi (which, depending on the vowels supphed, could be 
either «years» or «two») . 

5:23 from outside: In Gen 7:17 MT Sam have n » 3 ( = behind him) and Syriac reads 
,mo-arel= ( = in his presence). Jubilees agrees with LXX (s^caOev auxoO, which is also 
reflected in OL EthGen). 

seventeenth: Littmann and Berger have «27. abends», but the mss. give «seventeenth» 
( = Gen 7:11). 

5:24 there being seven: Literally: with/in seven. 
5:26 high mountain: Reading the adjective «high» at this point agrees with Syriac 

LXX OLGen 7:20 against MT Sam (EthGen omits) which have it in v 19. The biblical 
versions do, though, have plural forms, as do several mss. of Jubilees. 

flood waters for his saice because his mind was righteous in all his ways, 
as it had been commanded concerning him. He did not transgress from 
anything that had been ordained for him. 

5:20 The Lord said that he would obhterate everything on the land 
5 — from people to cattle, animals, birds, and whatever moves about on 

the ground. 5:21 He ordered Noah to make himself an ark in order to 
save himself from the flood waters. 5:22 Noah made an ark in every 
respect as he had ordered him during the twenty-seventh jubilee of 
years, in the fifth week, during its fifth year [1307]. 5:23 He entered (it) 

10 during its sixth (year) [1308], in the second month — on the first of the 
second month until the sixteenth. He and all that we brought to him 
entered the ark. The Lord closed it from outside on the seventeenth in 
the evening. 

5:24 The Lord opened the seven floodgates of heaven and the 
15 openings of the sources of the great deep — there being seven openings 

in number. 5:25 The floodgates began to send water down from the sky 
for 40 days and 40 nights, while the sources of the deep brought waters 
up until the whole earth was full of water. 5:26 The waters increased on 
the earth; the waters rose 15 cubits above every high mountain. The ark 

20 rose above the earth and moved about on the surface of the waters. 

http://Jl.f-n.Aai
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5:27 The waters remained standing on the surface of the earth for five 
months — 150 days. 5:28 Then the aric came to rest on the summit of 
Lubar, one of the mountains of Ararat. 5:29 During the fourth month 
the sources of the great deep were closed, and the floodgates of heaven 
were held back. On the first of the seventh month all the sources of the 5 
earth's deep places were opened, and the waters started to go down into 
the deep below. 5:30 On the first of the tenth month the summits of the 
mountains became visible, and on the first of the first month the earth 
became visible. 5:31 The waters dried up from above the earth in the 
fifth week, in its seventh year [1309]. On the seventeenth day of the 10 
second month the earth was dry. 5:32 On its twenty-seventh (day) he 
opened the ark and sent from it the animals, birds, and whatever moves 
about. 

6:1 On the first of the third month he left the ark and built an altar 
on this mountain. 6:2 He appeared on the earth, took a kid, and 15 
atoned with its blood for all the sins of the earth because everything 
that was on it had been obliterated except those who were in the ark 

5:28 Then the ark ... Ararat: Cf. 1 QapGen 10:12: O i n s n m o ]» in nm sman; and 
12:13: KllO "laiVa. The name of the particular mountain is not given in Gen 8:4. 

5:30 tenth: Jubilees agrees with MT Sam Syriac Gen 8:5; LXX OL EthGen (most 
mss.; it is omitted in the text) read «eleventh». 

5:31 seventeenth: The biblical versions at Gen 8:14 read «twenty-seventh)), but some 
septuagintal texts do have «seventeenth)) (L 5& b d 54 59). See Charles, 1895, p. 21, n. 27; 
1902, p. 48, n. Littmann mistakenly gives 16. 

5:32 twenty-seventh: This number, like the one in v 3 1 , also appears in some 
septuagintal witnesses in this context: L 58-426 (O) b diA6 (y) 54 59. 

animals: Mss. 9 38 add a)MM, which agrees with Syriac LXX OL EthGen 8:19. 
Charles included these additional words in his text (see 1895, p. 21, n. 29), as did 
Dillmann; but it is now apparent that they are poorly attested and possibly a product of 
influence from the Ethiopic biblical text, or they may be a scribal addition that is drawn 
from similar lists (6:7; 7:21, 23; 8:1, 11, 14; 9:2). 

6:1 first of the third month: At the end of Gen 8:19 several septuagintal texts add the 
same date. 

mountain: The Syriac citation has «Mountain of Kardu)). The name is related to 
Syriac Gen 8:4 which has o.^•i.n instead of Ararat. Tisserant («Fragments syriaques)), 81) 
refers to Epiphanius, Adv. Haer. 1.1, 4 ( = P G 4 1 , 184): ^v loii; opecji TOO Apapdt dvd 
H6CT0V ApHEvicov Kai KapSuaicov tv IM Aoupdp opsi Ka>.oun8vcp. 

6:2 appeared on: Charles preferred the reading of 25 (M+ftdf = made atonement 
for — the verb which is used later in the verse) in both 1895 and 1902; Littmann and 
Hartom have agreed with him. Dillmann did not know of this reading and therefore 
translated as «erschien auf)). Goldmann departs from Charles and has K T n , explaining in 
a footnote that the scribe of ms. 25 erred in changing ht^+CM to M+iYdf. Berger gives 
«erschien». Xft+C^if certainly has superior ms. support, but the text of 1 QapGen 10:13 
( n i D S N'?1D N S I N "jiaV) increases the hkelihood that it is a corruption of an original 
hh'Piid.V. 
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with Noah. 6:3 He placed the fat on the altar. Then he took a bull, a 
ram, a sheep, goats, salt, a turtledove, and a dove and offered (them as) 
a burnt offering on the altar. He poured on them an offering mixed 
with oil, sprinkled wine, and put frankincense on everything. He sent 

5 up a pleasant fragrance that was pleasing before the Lord. 6:4 The 
Lord smelled the pleasant fragrance and made a covenant with him that 
there would be no flood waters which would destroy the earth; (that) 
throughout all the days of the earth seedtime and harvest would not 
cease; (that) cold and heat, summer and winter, day and night would 

10 not change their prescribed pattern and would never cease. 
6:5 Now you increase and multiply yourselves on the earth and 

become numerous upon it. Become a blessing within it. I will put fear 

6:3 goats: The Syriac citation omits the word, perhaps because it includes the kid 
which is mentioned in 6:2 in this hst. Tisserant («Fragments syriaques», 81) suggested 
that the word in Ethiopic was an interpolation. 

a turtledove and a dove: The Syriac reads plurals which Tisserant («Fragments 
syriaques», 81) preferred on the grounds that these birds were offered in pairs. 

on the altar: The preposition (/>•{[•{• reflects nataa in MT SamGen 8:20, while the word 
of mss. 17 20 25 35 ( = in the Syriac citation) agrees literally with Syriac LXX OL 

EthGen. The meaning is, in either case, the same in this context. Cf also 1 QapGen 10:15 
(the context is slightly different; it seems to refer to what is in the last part of Jub 6:3): 
m o p s Knaia Vs. 

that was pleasing: Literally: and it was pleasing (rt^i.-T-X in the Syriac citation). 
Dillmann (1850): «der ... wohlgefallig war». Charles (1893) emended f.w9°C ( = be 
pleased with [in most contexts]) to fwfC (22, n. 17), which would be the expected form 
(so also Tisserant, «Fragments syriaques», 81). Littmann (50, n. c) accepted the emenda
tion and argued against Dillmann's (Lexicon, 235) interpretation of fl.u'T'C as meaning 
quod gratum habet (Deus). Littmann considered it «nicht m6glich» with the preposition 
^f^o" here. However, the fact that the same form is found elsewhere suggests that a 
number of scribes did not sense it to be impossible (see Jub 7:5; 49:15). Littmann and 
Berger translated as «der ... gefiel», which would be curious in this setting. Note that 
ms. 63 solves the problem by using Mmof. 

6:4 (destroy) the earth: With MT Sam Syriac Gen 9:11, Jubilees lacks the word 
«entire/all» which appears in LXX OL EthGen. 

throughout all the days: Jubilees uses an accusative (note If-ft") to express extent of 
time. MTGen 8:22 has TIS, but Sam has I S , which is either a defective spelling of or 
the preposition " T B . LXX OL EthGen also indicate extent of time, while Syriac Genesis 
has i i a s a . There are several other minor points on which Jubilees here agrees with these 
versions against MT: omitting at before f.fh and before ihPf' (omission of at before 
""•JAl" by mss. 17 21 35 39 44 58); and """JAl" (literally = daytime) which may reflect 
Sam's Q D V rather than MT's D V . 

6:5 become numerous: A few of the more ancient mss. offer variants at this point: 
Mn- in 9 21 (accepted by Berger); ATIH- in 12. The former agrees with the reading of 
some septuagintal texts in Gen 9:7 (58-72'); other mss. of the LXX add Kai KoiaKU-
p i s u c j a T E aC)Tfi(; after ^Jt i a u T f j ( ; ( = \6M). The problem may have originated on the 
Hebrew level of the text where 131 and m were confused. See the next note. 

Become a blessing: This clause is unparalleled in the ancient versions of Gen 9:7. 
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of you and dread of you on everything that is on the earth and in the 
sea. 6:6 1 have now given you all the animals, all the cattle, everything 
that flies, everything that moves about on the earth, the fish in the 
waters, and everything for food. Like the green herbs I have given you 
everything to eat. 6:7 But you are not to eat animate beings with their 5 
spirit — with the blood — (because the vital force of all animate beings 
is in the blood) so that your blood with your vital forces may not be 
required from the hand of any man. From the hand of each one I will 
require the blood of man. 6:8 The person who sheds the blood of man 
will have his blood shed by man because he made mankind in the image 10 
of the Lord. 6:9 As for you — increase and become numerous on the 
earth. 

Charles (1895, p. 22, n. 26; 1902, p. 50, n. [where his reference to lai is inaccurate]) 
suggested that the Ethiopic presupposed isnai which could be a mistake for m i or ^D^\^r\ 
(so the Vulgate). 

within it: Ethiopic "V^hA is peculiar here, though there are no variants. Charles (1895, 
p. 22, n. 27) emended to AdA-V and was followed by Littmann (50, n. d) and Hartom. One 
would expect a suffix on "7XhA (Goldmann: naina; Dillmann [1859, p. 24, n. 13] 
proposed "7^hA.y [cf Jub 2:4]), unless scribes incorrectly understood it in connection 
with the following words. There may be some relationship between "VMlA and the plus 
which precedes it in 9 17' 38 (mM^ •• i\a<'C'19°), the first part of which contains most of the 
letters of -^^hA. 

6:6 1 have ... given: The first-person form reflects -nru ( = Sam LXX OL EthGen 9:2), 
not the passive lini of MT ( = Syriac). 

6:7 with their spirit — with the blood; Cf Gen 9:4: TOT ' r o s u . The precise phrasing in 
Jubilees differs from all the ancient versions (literally: which is with their spirit with the 
blood). The Syriac citation has c n T ° n - i o o i a a . i s . 

(because ... blood): Josephus, Ant. 1.102, adds virtually the same clause here. 
with your vital forces: Literally: in your souls. The preposition aJ-fl+ Charles (1895, 

p. 22, n. 35) first labeled «a misleading rendering V in nSTUPBa"?)) (cf Littmann, 50, n. e); 
later he termed it «a wrong rendering* (1902, p. 50, n.). Dillmann (1850) has «das blut 
eurer seele»; Goldmann reproduces the MT of Gen 9:5; and Hartom uses a. The Ethiopic 
preposition certainly does appear to be an attempt at the V in Gen 9:5. 

from the hand of: The absence of a conjunction before \?°fl>'A+ agrees with Sam LXX 
OLGen 9:5. 

man: Here Jubilees sides with MT Sam Syriac Gen 9:5 against LXX OL which refer to 
animals. 

each one: Charles (1902, p. 50, n.) added ^JM ( = beast), which could have been 
omitted before the verb which it resembles ( ^ - ^ / " y ; Charles read M/"/"). Jubilees is, 
however, merely reproducing Gen 9:5 which also has two phrases: rnK vhx TO m » n T a . 

6:8 he made: The third-person form agrees with MT Sam Gen 9:6; LXX OL EthGen 
use the first person. It appears that the similarity of ^noiricjs and JjtoiriCTa is the source of 
the variant. 

mankind: The translators (other than Dillmann who saw the name Adam here) have 
rendered in this way. One must presuppose, though, that the Hebrew word was 
transliterated into Greek and then into Ethiopic because M9° is not the Ge'ez word for 
«mankind». The expression which is found here (l-ttC •• AhH9°) lends force to the 
argument that the phrase m s n riN n i r s of Gen 9:6 underUes the text. 
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6:10 blood that was in any animate being: The Syriac citation differs slightly: any 
animate being with its blood. 

6:12 to keep it for all times: Or: so that you may keep it ... Mihk thought that 
I IQJub 6 fit in this location. He read it as («A propos de 1 lQJub», 77-78): 

in]'? -ni n-nlmb 

The Ethiopic expression if-A° : oofbh is quite different from the Hebrew tnb "in, and 
the identification seems unlikely. See VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 98-99. 

will be uprooted: Or: are to be uprooted (the Gt and Dt forms have the same 
meaning). Cf. 6:14 where 9!'t»£.iD. must be subjunctive. 

6:14 each and every day: This is an attempt to render the phrase fltf-A- ' btyh- ' 
mdA-t. For 6i\+, some excellent mss. (20 25 35) have M^(-t-), while 17 42= 44 omit 
a>AA+. Charles (1895) read M+ and retained it in 1902 («at the time of morningw). 

6:10 Noah and his sons swore an oath not to consume any blood 
that was in any animate being. During this month he made a covenant 
before the Lord God forever throughout all the history of the earth. 
6:11 For this reason he told you, too, to make a covenant — accompa-

5 nied by an oath — with the Israelites during this month on the 
mountain and to sprinkle blood on them because of all the words of the 
covenant which the Lord was making with them for all times. 6:12 This 
testimony has been written regarding you to keep it for all times so that 
you may not at any time eat any blood of animals or birds throughout 

10 all the days of the earth. (As for) the person who has eaten the blood of 
an animal, of cattle, or of birds during all the days of the earth — he 
and his descendants will be uprooted from the earth. 

6:13 Now you command the Israelites not to eat any blood so that 
their name and their descendants may continue to exist before the Lord 

15 our God for all time. 6:14 This law has no temporal hmits because it is 
forever. They are to keep it throughout history so that they may 
continue supplicating for themselves with blood in front of the altar 
each and every day. In the morning and in the evening they are 
continually to ask pardon for themselves before the Lord so that they 

20 may keep it and not be uprooted. 
6:15 He gave Noah and his sons a sign that there would not again be 

a flood on the earth. 6:16 He put his bow in the clouds as a sign of the 
eternal covenant that there would not henceforth be flood waters on the 
earth for the purpose of destroying it throughout all the days of the 

25 earth. 6:17 For this reason it has been ordained and written on the 
heavenly tablets that they should celebrate the festival of weeks during 
this month — once a year — to renew the covenant each and every 
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6:18 until: There is strong ms. support for reading either dA+ (12 21 35 44 47) or hao : 
bti-t- (20 25 39 42 48 58 63). ho" alone seems correct. The variant AA+ may have entered 
the text under the influence of the following \?°A"A-f, while the addition of dA+ is an 
explanatory plus. 

6:19 alone: A well supported variant to O A - t * is OA-fc, which was read by Dillmann 
(1859) and accepted by Littmann (51, n. c) but not by Charles (1895) though it appears in 
his 1902 translation. 

6:20 in the year: Charles (1895, p. 24, n. 12; c f 1902, p. 52, n.) emended the 
preposition (1 to A. Mss. 9 17 21 38 63 read A, but there seems to be no difficulty with 
retaining n. 

6:21 Celebrate it: The last word in the verse (I'M-) poses a problem. Charles (1902, 
p. 53, n.) emended to in<{- (so Goldmann: inron), which is the normal form of the 
imperative with a third-person feminine singular suffix. He understood °l-ni- to mean «its 
celebration*. In 1850 Dillmann seems not to have translated the word; Littmann used 
«seine Bestimmung*. Berger has also interpreted it as a noun («seine Agende»), as has 
Hartom (V"). Nevertheless, the sense is somewhat awkward if it is read as a noun. There 
is probably no need to emend in order to read "HI*!- as an imperative, though, since this is 
apparently an acceptable alternate form (see l-fl*- in 20:9). 

6:22 one day: A. Epstein's proposal («Le livre des Jubiles, Philon, et la Midrasch 
Tadsche», REJ21 [1891] 7-8; c f Charles, 1902; Hartom, 33, n.) that these words reflect 
Hebrew nnK o r ( = Sunday) is unlikely to be correct. In Ethiopic, at least, one would 
expect 6A1- = for this meaning. 

year. 6:18 This entire festival had been celebrated in heaven from the 
time of creation until the lifetime of Noah — for 26 jubilees and five 
weeks of years [ = 1309 years]. Then Noah and his sons kept it for 
seven jubilees and one week of years until Noah's death [= 350 years]. 
From the day of Noah's death his sons corrupted (it) until Abraham's 5 
lifetime and were eating blood. 6:19 Abraham alone kept (it), and his 
sons Isaac and Jacob kept it until your lifetime. During your lifetime 
the Israelites had forgotten (it) until I renewed (it) for them at this 
mountain. 

6:20 Now you command the Israehtes to keep this festival during all lo 
their generations as a commandment for them: one day in the year, 
during this month, they are to celebrate the festival 6:21 because it is 
the festival of weeks and it is the festival of firstfruits. This festival is 
twofold and of two kinds. Celebrate it as it is written and inscribed 
regarding it. 6:22 For I have written (this) in the book of the first law 15 
in which I wrote for you that you should celebrate it at each of its times 
one day in a year. I have told you about its sacrifice so that the 
Israelites may continue to remember and celebrate it throughout their 
generations during this month — one day each year. 

6:23 On the first of the first month, the first of the fourth month, the 20 
first of the seventh month, and the first of the tenth month are 
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memorial days and days of the seasons. They are written down and 
ordained at the four divisions of the year as an eternal testimony. 
6:24 Noah ordained them as festivals for himself throughout the 
history of eternity with the result that through them he had a reminder. 

5 6:25 On the first of the first month he was told to make the ark, and on 
it the earth became dry, he opened (it), and saw the earth. 6:26 On the 
first of the fourth month the openings of the depths of the abyss below 
were closed. On the first of the seventh month all the openings of the 
earth's depths were opened, and the water began to go down into them. 

10 6:27 On the first of the tenth month the summits of the mountains 
became visible, and Noah was very happy. 

6:28 For this reason he ordained them for himself forever as memo
rial festivals. So they are ordained, 6:29 and they enter them on the 
heavenly tablets. Each one of them (consists of) 13 weeks; their 

6:24 with the result that: Literally the words hMi ' h"" mean «until the time when». 
In this context a meaning such as «to the point that», or the like, would be more 
appropriate. Charles (1895) read Kflh alone, but in 1902 he translated with «so that» ( = 
Berger). Dillmann (1859) read (translated «dass» in 1850); Littmann has «denn», 
preferring Kfl*"" to Aflh = X*"* because of v 25. Goldmann and Hartom use "'3. 

6:26 There are several text-critical problems in this verse. The mss. indicate that there 
were four major options for wording. The text printed here is based on mss. 42 ' 47 
(among the uncoUated mss. 45 50 51 evidence the same option). Though these mss. are 
not the most Hkely ones to preserve an original reading when they disagree with the 
others, in this case the reading of the remaining mss. can be explained if one assumes their 
text. The readings of the various mss. may have resulted from several instances of 
haplography (similar phrases recur in the verse) and influence from the narrative about 
the flood in Jub 5:25 and especially 5:29. The result has been that descriptions of the 
events of 7/1 appear at different places in the mss., while they are absent altogether from 
the best copies (though absolutely required by the context). The following stages of 
development may have produced the present disorder in the Ethiopic mss. 
(a) 42 ' 47 preserve the original form of the text. 
(b) A copyist omitted the material from ©( f lwC* •• = fi-ttd) through ©(^-Vh). It will 
be noted that the word <n>'}?°4'1' figures in both contexts. The text that was left is now 
represented in mss. 9 12 17 (largely in 20) 25 39 42< 48 63. It is also the text at this point of 
21 38 44, but they have a later addition. This omission deleted any reference to 7/1 and 
placed the clause (D)\-1H — m-ft-fe-t in the account about 4/1 where it makes no sense (as 
the scribe of ms. 20 observed and corrected). 
(c) Once it was noted that nothing was said about 7/1, a scribe copied the description of 
what had happened on that day from 5:29 but erred by adding it to the end of the 
truncated version of 6:26 which is found in 9 12 17 25 39 42' 48 63. The expanded verse 
can now be seen in 21 38 44. 
(d) The text of 35 shows even stronger influence from 5:29; in fact it is virtually a copy of 
it. 

6:29 they enter them: The form could also be construed (with Dillmann, 1850) as an 
impersonal passive formation: they are entered. Literally the verb fOCIfi means «they 
will bring them up». 
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6:31 transgress: A. JELLINEK (Bet ha-Midrasch: Sammlung kleiner Midraschim und 
vermischter Abhandlungen aus den dlteren judischen Literatur, 3 [Leipzig: C.W. Vollrath, 
1855] x-xi, n. 2) thought that the original Hebrew text read here, not the verb 1135, but 
the noun nas which means ((intercalation*. This relatively rare word was understandably 
misinterpreted by the person who translated Jubilees into Greek as the more familiar 
verb. His error is now enshrined in the Ethiopic •i-0^9'. If Jellinek was right. Jubilees' 
statement about the annual calendar would include a prohibition against any sort of 
intercalation. It remains possible, nevertheless, that the author used the infinitive and that 
the Ethiopic text faithfully reproduces it. 

a single year, year by year: The text is uncertain. Literally, the words mean ((one year, 
year and year». After l""'^, mss. 21 25 35 38 add m ' ((a single year and». For "Ja" = 

fli«)oo+ (which 12 58 omit) ms. 17 has the prepositional phrase <̂»"<P̂ A ( = from a day 
[so Berger]). As Mss. 39 42 47 48 63 show, the words I'™ and h"" are easily interchanged. 
On the basis of his two mss. (38 51 = 47 here) Dillmann declared: ((locus sine dubio 
corruptusw (1859, p. 28, n. 2). In 1850 he had translated as ((jedes jahr, jahr aus, jarh ein». 
Charles (1895, p. 25, n. 7) emended: for •• (D<^ao+ he proposed m'J'w : («or 
from year to year» [1902]). Littmann (51, n. i) considered Charles' attempt unsuccessful 
but translated in a similar fashion. 

6:32 to keep: Literally: and let them keep. 
6:33 transgress: See the note to the same verb in 6:31. 
will be moved ... will be moved: Charles (1895, p. 25, n. 19) raised the possibility that 

^•^Afflrt- derives, not from ihatd, but from " T f ( = to be mixed [Gt]). So, in these two 
cases, the prediction would be that the years will be mixed up or confused. HK9°fl»-fH"M he 
interpreteij as ((in part», comparing Prov 29:11. In the first occurrence of the verb in this 
verse, ms. 9 spells it f!,^mo^, which is precisely what Charles had proposed. N o other 
ms. does this, though several use "1 for the first consonant of the root, not ih. His 
suggestion is an interesting possibihty — one which he failed to mention in 1902. 

memorial (extends) from one to the other: from the first to the second, 
from the second to third, and from the third to the fourth. 6:30 All the 
days of the commandments will be 52 weeks of days; (they will make) 
the entire year complete. 6:31 So it has been engraved and ordained on 
the heavenly tablets. One is not allowed to transgress a single year, year 5 
by year. 

6:32 Now you command the Israelites to keep the years in this 
number — 364 days. Then the year will be complete and it will not 
disturb its time from its days or from its festivals because everything 
will happen in harmony with their testimony. They will neither omit a 10 
day nor disturb a festival. 6:33 If they transgress and do not celebrate 
them in accord with his command, then all of them will disturb their 
times. The years will be moved from this; they will disturb the times 
and the years will be moved. They will transgress their prescribed 
pattern. 6:34 All the Israelites will forget and will not find the way of 15 
the years. They will forget the first of the month, the season, and the 
sabbath; they will err with respect to the entire prescribed pattern of the 
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6:35 festivals of the nations: Cf 4QpHos'' (4Q 166) 2.16: • • 'SUn - I S i a a . 
6:36 is corrupt: Or: is disturbed. The G form is better attested, though the causative 

might seem preferable (both Dillmann and Charles read the causative form in their 
editions, and the translators have followed them). 

7:1 With this verse compare 1 QapGen 12:13: B n K pB^Vl trtm "laiVa ... m s nasn 
... tan 'V 735?. 

fourth year: C f Lev 19:23-24. 
7:2 fifth year: See Lev 19:25 and IQapGen 12:14: Sntr"? m Dr3 n'mraV m s h 

7:3 burnt offering: N u m 2 9 : 2 , which describes the offering for the first day of the 
second month (not 1/1 as in Jubilees), names the sacrifice an nVs. In 29:2, 5 the animals 
which are listed here are also specified. The same sacrifice is given for 1/1 in IIQT 14.9-
18; see Y A D I N , The Temple Scroll (3 vols.; Jerusalem: lES, 1977). 1.74-75, 116; 2.44-45. In 
this passage the same priority is given to the kid as in Jub 7:4. 

years. 6:35 For I know and from now on will inform you — not from 
my own mind because this is the way the book is written in front of me, 
and the divisions of times are ordained on the heavenly tablets, lest they 
forget the covenantal festivals and walk in the festivals of the nations, 

5 after their error and after their ignorance. 6:36 There will be people 
who carefully observe the moon with lunar observations because it is 
corrupt (with respect to) the seasons and is early from year to year by 
ten days. 6:37 Therefore years will come about for them when they will 
disturb (the year) and make a day of testimony something worthless 

10 and a profane day a festival. Everyone will join together both holy days 
with the profane and the profane day with the holy day, for they will 
err regarding the months, the sabbaths, the festivals, and the jubilee. 

6:38 For this reason I am commanding you and testifying to you so 
that you may testify to them because after your death your children will 

15 disturb (it) so that they do not make the year (consist 6 0 364 days only. 
Therefore, they will err regarding the first of the month, the season, the 
sabbath, and the festivals. They will eat all the blood with all (kinds of) 
meat. 

7:1 During the seventh week, in its first year, in this jubilee [1317] 
20 Noah planted a vine at the mountain (whose name was Lubar, one of 

the mountains of Ararat) on which the ark had come to rest. It 
produced fruit in the fourth year [1320]. He guarded its fruit and picked 
it that year during the seventh month. 7:2 He made wine from it, put it 
in a container, and kept it until the fifth year [1321] — until the first 

25 day at the beginning of the first month. 7:3 He joyfully celebrated the 
day of this festival. He made a burnt offering for the Lord — one 
young bull, one ram, seven sheep each a year old, and one kid — to 
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make atonement through it for himself and for his sons. 7:4 First he 
prepared the kid. He put some of its blood on the meat (that was on) 
the altar which he had made. He offered all the fat on the altar where 
he made the burnt offering along with the bull, the ram, and the sheep. 
He offered all their meat on the altar. 7:5 On it he placed their entire 5 
sacrifice mixed with oil. Afterwards he sprinkled wine in the fire that 
had been on the altar beforehand. He put frankincense on the altar and 
offered a pleasant fragrance that was pleasing before the Lord his God. 
7:6 He was very happy, and he and his sons happily drank some of this 
wine. 10 

7:7 When evening came, he went into his tent. He lay down drunk 
and fell asleep. He was uncovered in his tent as he slept. 7:8 Ham saw 
his father Noah naked and went out and told his two brothers outside. 
7:9 Then Shem took some clothes, rose — he and Japheth — and they 
put the clothes on their shoulders as they were facing backwards. They 15 
covered their father's shame as they were facing backwards. 

7:10 When Noah awakened from his sleep, he realized everything 

7:5 pleasing: The verb f'fT'C offers the same problem as the one encountered in 6:3: 
one would have expected the causative form (fw9°C). Charles (1895, p. 26, n. 36) 
emended to the causative (so also Littmann, 52, n. g). Berger thinks that mss. 9 and 17 
confirm Charles' conjecture, but these two copies very clearly have the G-form, not the 
causative. 

7:6 this: N o biblical version uses a demonstrative here ( = Gen9:21) . Possibly it 
simply reflects a definite article in the Greek. 

7:8 and went out: Jubilees follows the text which is represented in LXX OL 
EthGen 9:22; MT Sam Syriac lack these words. Jubilees does not, however, share the 
notion, found in EthGen and Josephus, Ant. 1.141, that Ham laughed at his father. 

7:9 took: The singular verb agrees with MT Sam Gen 9:23, against Syriac LXX 
OL EthGen which employ plurals. 

clothes^: EthGen 9:23 (ms. y) is the only version which repeats this noun here. 
their shoulders: Jubilees lacks the word Dn-lW that follows in MTGen 9:23, or 

rather, it has only the suffix, not the number. LXX uses the word «two» before 
«shoulders», not after it. 

as they were facing backwards: Charles (1895, p. 26, n. 46) emended to IfL^'"-
( = «went backward)) [1902]) and omitted the following conjunction (n. 47). In this way 
he avoided duplication and brought the text into harmony with the bibUcal versions of 
Gen 9:23 (n-nnK IsVl). Littmann (52, n. h) and Hartom (p. 35, n. to v 9 ) agreed. Note 
that ms. 35 adds the verb hl-tth- ( = they turned back) and ms. 38 adds l-fl^- ( = they 
returned/ went back). Goldmann and Berger have retained the text, though the latter 
(363, nn. b and c to v 9) follows the inferior text of ms. 9 in omitting the second instance 
of £-'V<5+. As repetition is the more difiicult reading and harmonizing with biblical 
wording is suspect, the text should be retained. It should be added that EthGen 9:23 uses 
fl>rfc<- here, not the verb that Charles suggested. 

7:10 from his sleep: The bibhcal versions of Gen 9:24 have «from his wine» (IJ^'a), 
but several witnesses to the LXX have CTCVOO rather than_oi'vou. It is possible that these 
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two Greek words were confused in the Greek text of Jubilees. Charles (1895, p. 27, n. 1) 
emended X y ^ T " ^ to hT'wf.'h; cf. Littmann, 53, n. a. Both make excellent sense in the 
context; there appears to be no need to change the Ethiopic. See Berger, 363, n. a to v 10. 
The word «his» agrees with MT Sam Syriac EthGen 9:24. 

everything: This word appears in Syriac OL EthGen 9:24 but not in MT Sam LXX. 
He cursed his son: Among biblical versions, only a few LXX texts offer these words 

(53' If], using auTov). 
abject slave: The wording of Jubilees seems more nearly to reflect the tradition of LXX 

OL EthGen 9:25 (and the targums), which presuppose a Hebrew original 1 3 ? n g r (so 
Charles, 1895, p. 27, n. 2), than the reading of M T Sam Syriac (nnas? 135?). 

7:11 his: MT Sam Gen 9:26 read inV, which is ambiguous with respect to number. 
Syriac (with Ton) has the plural «their» ( = mss. 12 17 21 63 of Jubilees), while LXX OL 
and EthGen (with Tj) have the singular «his». Note that in 7:12 the plural suffix (l-flC""-) 
occurs (singular in 9 35' 38 39 42 47 48 58). 

7:12 enlarge Japheth: The text agrees with MT Gen 9:27 {I\B-b HO"), with the 
preposition A prefixed to «Japheth». Literally it means: make spread out for Japheth 
(Littmann: «schaffe Weite dem Japhet»). 

Lord: Jubilees specifies the subject of the verb p s ^ in Gen 9:27, whereas the versions 
do not. Ton add nTirSB*. 

their: See the note to «his» in 7:11 above. Here MT Sam again have laV. While many 
Greek texts, OL EthGen 9:27 read «his», the best mss. of Jubilees agree with the plural 
«their» of Syriac LXX (with the targums). 

7:14 Neelatamauk: For the various forms of the name, see the chart. Mss. 9 12 17 21 
38 63, which combine with one another fairly frequently, have lost some text because a 
scribe's eye jumped from •fl?%A.-t to the same word in v 15. 

that his youngest son had done to him. He cursed his son and said: 
'Cursed be Canaan. May he become an abject slave to his brothers'. 
7:11 Then he blessed Shem and said: 'May the Lord, the God of Shem, 
be blessed. May Canaan become his slave. 7:12 May the Lord enlarge 

5 Japheth, and may the Lord live in the place where Shem resides. May 
Canaan become their slave'. 7:13 When Ham realized that his father 
had cursed his youngest son, it was displeasing to him that he had 
cursed his son. He separated from his father — he and with him his 
sons Cush, Mizraim, Put, and Canaan. 7:14 He built himself a city and 

10 named it after his wife Neelatamauk. 7:15 When Japheth saw (this), he 
was jealous of his brother. He, too, built himself a city and named it 
after his wife Adataneses. 7:16 But Shem remained with his father 
Noah. He built a city next to his father at the mountain. He, too, 
named it after his wife Sedeqatelebab. 7:17 Now these three cities were 

15 near Mt. Lubar: Sedeqatelebab in front of the mountain on its east 
side; Naeletamauk toward its south side; and Adataneses toward the 
west. 
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7:18 Asshur: The strongly supported variant htt-C is a product of confusing the 
Ethiopic letters rt- and Ih. 

(he was bom ... ): All of the Ethiopic mss. offer Vt-t:' ^at-f^X: (literally = this is the 
generation). The text as it stands makes little sense; Berger's attempt to retain ^lO-e^X: 
must be rejected («Dies ist die Nachkommenschaft»). In 1850 Dillmann left a blank for 
the remainder of the verse (and for v 19) after the name Arpachshad («hier ist der text 
ganz verdorben» [p. 256]). Charles (1895, p. 27, n. 28; 1902) emended ^m-giX: to the verb 
+aJAA ( = was born). His proposal has the advantage that the same consonants are 
involved; only the vowels differ. Littmann (53, n. 1), Goldmann, and Hartom have agreed 
with Charles. It may be that the erring scribe was also misled by the appearance of the 
word «generations» in Gen 10:11. 

two years after the flood: Charles' (1895, p. 27, n. 29) transposition of the words 
after 'i9° seems unnecessary, despite the fact that this is the order of the biblical 

versions at Gen 10:11 (and of IQapGen 12:10). 
and Lud: The Ethiopic mss. have suffered from copyists' errors here as well. The best 

mss. have either fl»AA ( = to give birth to, become the father of; the form is third-person 
masculine singular perfect) or o»Aft ( = son). Gen 11:10, however, reads: m s i TlVl — 
that is, the name Lud belongs to the list of Shem's sons. In Ant. 1.144 Josephus 
transposed these two names (Aram, Lud). Jubilees, it appears, follows the same tradition. 
The forms a>AR and a»AR at the end of the verse are corruptions of wifX: (the same 
consonants are used). Ms. 63 retains this text but adds an a-vowel at the end. Charles 
(1895, p. 27, n. 31) restored the name it-X: before Aram, as did Littmann and Hartom. 
Goldmann correctly places T"? at the end of the verse. Berger, though, retains the 
Ethiopic text: «Nach zwei Jahren auf die Flut zeugte er Aram». Against this one may cite 
Jub 9:1-6 which includes Lud in the list. Some mss. add the name Lud after Arpachshad 
(42' 44'; c f 44'). It is likely that the appearance of IB-A-R at the beginning of v 19 
produced some of the confusion reflected in the mss. 

7:19 The names in this verse regularly appear with the suffix V, which marks them as 
direct objects, attached. In the present form of the sentence they are not direct objects. 
The accusative markers may have originated in texts such as 44 58 63 which read the verb 
fflAft rather than the noun fO-tff.. Gen 10:2, with the best mss. of Jubilees, employs a 
noun. 

Javan, Tubal: The Ethiopic mss., with the exception of 44, have created one name from 
the two ("?3m p-) in Gen 10:2. In Jub 9:10-11 they are distinguished. Jubilees, with MT 
Sam Syriac OL and against LXX EthGen 10:2, lacks EXioa. 

7:21 had illicit intercourse: The Ethiopic Ho"ai. . . . n*"^*; literally reflects Hebrew W 
n n s (e.g., Exod 34:15). 

7:18 These were Shem's sons: Elam, Asshur, Arpachshad (he was 
born two years after the flood), Aram, and Lud. 7:19 Japheth's sons 
were: Gomer, Magog, Madai, Javan, Tubal, Meshech, and Tiras. These 
were Noah's sons. 

7:20 During the twenty-eighth jubilee [1324-72] Noah began to pre
scribe for his grandsons the ordinances and the commandments — every 
statute which he knew. He testified to his sons that they should do what 
is right, cover the shame of their bodies, bless the one who had created 
them, honor father and mother, love one another, and keep themselves 
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7:22 Nephi/im: The term 'iiA.T is the result of the easy confusion between Greek A 
and A. Note that the correct form is used later in the verse. 

giant ... Naphil ... Elyo: These names reproduce the ones found in 1 Enoch 7:1-2 
(Syncellus): yxymxa.c, ^yakomc,, NacpriXein, 'EXiouS (Chronographia 21.9-10). See Dill
mann, 1850, p. 256; Charles, 1902, p. 62, n.; MILIK, The Books of Enoch, 73, 240. 

7:23 sold: Dillmann offered no verb in his translation of 1850; Littmann wished to 
emend + i * ' ^ f n to + " " ^ n i ( = «wandte sich dazu»), since he considered the verb in the 
text ununderstandable (53, n. v). Charles (1902, p. 62, n.; so Goldmann) retained the text 
and pointed to 1 Kgs 21:20 for the phrase that underlies the Ethiopic text: T\irsb -J-I3ann 
5? i n . Berger, however, following ms. 17, renders with «fuhr fort» and declares Charles' 
translation «ohne Sinn» (365, n. a to v 23). It is difficult to see, in light of I Kgs 21:20, 
any basis for Berger's remark. 

innocent: A strongly supported variant is «much» (•OH-'lr); c f 7:24. 
7:24 After them ... earth: The Ethiopic text lacks a verb. Dillmann (1850) added 

«folgten» to his rendering, while Charles (1895, p. 28, n. 26) emended htr •• tttpo^ to 
Wlft- •• ft"<n»- ! A ( = «they sinned against» [1902]) on the authority of 1 Enoch 7:5: f̂ i-flfr 
... : h^'R^. Littmann (53, n. w) accepted his suggestion, but Goldmann saw no need 
for it (p. nVl, n. to v 24). Berger has also rejected it, noting correctly that « . . . der Satz 
bezieht sich auf das Blutvergiessen» (365, n. b to v 24). In other words, 7:24 is the direct 
continuation of v 2 3 : after the offspring of the angels and mankind began killing one 
another, the animals did as well. 

useless: Goldmann (p. nVn, n. to v 2 4 ) suggests that Hebrew »ni underlies this 
expression and that the translator read these words instead of »"l in Gen 6:5. 

7:26 first: The translators, with the exception of Dillmann («ich sehe zuerst» [1850]), 
have selected the reading of ms. 12 (^Sr'^f = before me). However, as 12 is the only ms. 
which supports it, it is unlikely to be the best reading. 

from fornication, uncleanness, and from all injustice. 7:21 For it was 
on account of these three things that the flood was on the earth, since 
(it was) due to fornication that the Watchers had illicit intercourse — 
apart from the mandate of their authority — with women. When they 

5 married of them whomever they chose they committed the first (acts) of 
uncleanness. 7:22 They fathered (as their) sons the Nephi/im. They 
were all dissimilar (from one another) and would devour one another: 
the giant killed the Naphil; the Naphil killed the Elyo; the Elyo 
mankind; and people their fellows. 7:23 When everyone sold himself to 

10 commit injustice and to shed innocent blood, the earth was filled with 
injustice. 7:24 After them all the animals, birds, and whatever moves 
about and whatever walks on the earth. Much blood was shed on the 
earth. All the thoughts and wishes of mankind were (devoted to) 
thinking up what was useless and wicked all the time. 7:25 Then the 

15 Lord obliterated all from the surface of the earth because of their 
actions and because of the blood which they had shed in the earth. 

7:26 We — I and you, my children, and everything that entered the 
ark with us — were left. But now I am the first to see your actions — 
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that you have not been conducting yourselves properly because you 
have begun to conduct yourselves in the way of destruction, to separate 
from one another, to be jealous of one another, and not to be together 
with one another, my sons. 7:27 For I myself see that the demons have 
begun to lead you and your children astray; and now I fear regarding 5 

you that after I have died you will shed human blood on the earth and 
(that) you yourselves will be obliterated from the surface of the earth. 
7:28 For everyone who sheds human blood and everyone who con
sumes the blood of any animate being will all be obliterated from the 
earth. 7:29 N o one who consumes blood or who sheds blood on the 10 

earth will be left. He will be left with neither descendants nor posterity 
living beneath heaven because they will go into sheol and will descend 
into the place of judgment. All of them will depart into deep drakness 
through a violent death. 7:30 N o blood of all the blood which there 
may be at any time when you sacrifice any animal, cattle, or (creature) 15 

that flies above the earth is to be seen on you. D o a good deed for 
yourselves by covering what is poured out on the surface of the earth. 
7:31 D o not be one who eats (meat) with the blood; exert yourselves so 
that blood is not consumed in your presence. Cover the blood because 
so was I ordered to testify to you and your children together with all 20 

humanity. 7:32 D o not eat the life with the meat so that your blood, 
your life, may not be required from every person who sheds (blood) on 
the earth. 7:33 For the earth will not be purified of the blood which has 
been shed on it; but by the blood of the one who shed it the earth will 
be purified in all its generations. 25 

7:34 Now Hsten, my children. Do what is just and right so that you 
may be rightly planted on the surface of the entire earth. Then your 

that (you have not): The term h*""!) here seems to reflect Greek &q used as a 
conjunction. Mss. 20 25 35 58 omit H, and ms. 63 reads h""!) ( = thus, like this). 

7:27 your children: Mss. 9 12 17 21 38 63 read «my children)) (fl>-A-£-f). 
(of the) earth: Several of the best mss. omit 9'X:C (9 17' 20 25 38), but of these only 38 

reads I S ( = its surface) rather than IX ( = the surface of). Perhaps 38 has preserved the 
original form. 

7:31 be one who: The translators, with the exception of Dillmann who did not know 
about the variant in 1850, have opted for the reading of ms. 38 ( = like one who [h""n]). 
It has no other support, however, and is probably not original. It must be granted, 
though, that the switch from a plural (-hh-V) to a singular (^(lAA) verb is jarring. 

7:34 be ... planted: Dillmann (1859, p. 33, n. II) proposed that ^-tYiH- ( = you will 
plant) which was found in his two mss. should be emended to the passive form 1-HiA- ( = 
you will be planted [which is actually the correct reading of ms. 38]). His suggestion, 
which was adopted by Charles (1895, p. 29, n. 35), Littmann (54, n. b), Goldmann, and 
Hartom, is now confirmed by most of the mss. 
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honor will be raised before my God who saved me from the flood 
waters. 7:35 You wiU now go and build yourselves cities, and in them 
you will plant every (kind oO plant that is on the earth as well as every 
(kind of) fruit tree. 7:36 For three years its fruit will remain unpicked 

5 by anyone for the purpose of eating it; but in the fourth year its fruit 
will be sanctified. It will be offered as firstfruits that are acceptable 
before the most high Lord, the creator of heaven, the earth, and 
everything, so that they may offer in abundance the first of the wine 
and oil as firstfruits on the altar of the Lord who accepts (it). What is 

10 left over those who serve in the Lord's house are to eat before the altar 
which receives (it). 7:37 During the fifth year arrange relief for it so 
that you may leave it in the right and proper way. Then you will 
be doing the right thing, and all your planting will be successful. 
7:38 For this is how Enoch, your father's father, commanded his 

7:36 by anyone for the purpose of eating it: The text reads h9°\ti\r ' AJlA./'-fc (so 
Dillmann, 1850, 1859). Charles (1895) preferred the reading tlX-^Mi to the infinitive and 
translated (1902): «of everything that is eaten». The same text is reflected in Littmann, 
Hartom, and Berger. As ms. 12 alone attests the relative clause printed by Charles, it is 
probably not correct. 

in abundance: The word TA-A means «rich, abundant, fat» (see DILLMANN, Lexicon, 
1214). Dillmann translated with «mit dem besten» (1850; so Littmann). Berger uses 
«reichlich» and says that «Littmann verlas bei Dillmann 'optimus' statt 'opimus' und 
iibersetzte 'mit dem Besten'» (367, n. e to v 36). If so, Dillmann made the same mistake! 
Their translations may well be interpretative at this point. Goldmann used the term "ĵ Vs 
which could be the Hebrew original (Hartom: » D B ) . 

accepts: ^•^fflhs: may be translated either as active or passive; here the active sense 
seems preferable (with Littmann, Charles [1902]), as it is for the next instance of the verb 
as well (cf DILLMANN, Lexicon, 922). Berger translates passively in both cases. Dillmann 
himself opted for an active rendering both times but he supplied an object («den er 
annimmt»). 

7:37 fifth year: The text makes a sudden jump from the laws about the years for 
growing and eating fruit to the year of release. Charles thought that :i9°l\ should perhaps 
be changed to fi-ttd because the year of release was the seventh, not the fifth (Deut 15:1, 
9 [1895, p. 30, n. 7; c f also Exod 23:11; Lev 25:2-7]). As he later wrote: «The text should 
have proceeded to enunciate the right of eating the fruit of this year as in Lev xix.25 . . .» 
(1902, p. 65, n.) Lev 19:25 reads: WKian DS"? I'Din"? V"ID n» iVssn ntŝ ann mwar He is 
probably correct in claiming that something is missing from the text (contrary to the view 
expressed in Textual and Historical Studies, 12, n. 30). Jub 7:2 had mentioned the fifth 
year as the time when Noah made wine and 7:6 indicates that he and his sons drank some 
of it at that time. One would have expected similar information here but in legal form. 

you may leave: The verb used is cognate with the noun translated «relief». Charles 
(1902, p. 65, n.) found this line tautologous with the beginning of the verse and wanted to 
emend the second verb: the Greek for would have been &(f>r\xe a6Tf|v which is 
an error for &vf\K a()xr]v = you will let it lie fallow (cf Exod 23:11). He may indeed be 
correct about this because the writer does follow Exod 23:11 very closely, but the text has 
been left as it is because it does make sense in the context. 

7:38 Enoch: This is obviously the correct name, but mss. 9 12 17 21 38 63 read 
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son Methuselah; then Methuselah his son Lamech; and Lamech 
commanded me everything that his fathers had commanded him. 
7:39 Now I am commanding you, my children, as Enoch commanded 
his son in the first jubilees. While he was living in its seventh genera
tion, he commanded and testified to his children and grandchildren 5 
until the day of his death. 

8:1 In the twenty-ninth jubilee, in the first week — at its beginning 
[1373] — Arpachshad married a woman named Rasueya, the daughter 
of Susan, the daughter of Elam. She gave birth to a son for him 
in the third year of this week [1375], and he named him Kainan. lO 
8:2 When the boy grew up, his father taught him (the art of) writing. 
He went to look for a place of his own where he could possess his own 
city. 8:3 He found an inscription which the ancients had incised in a 
rock. He read what was in it, copied it, and sinned on the basis of what 
was in it, since in it was the Watchers' teaching by which they used to 15 
observe the omens of the sun, moon, and stars and every heavenly sign. 

«Noah» . Confusing the two names is a very simple matter in Hebrew (ma/ See v 39 
for the same interchange of names. 

7:39 his death: According to Gen 5:24 (Jub4:23 suggests the same), Enoch did not 
die. Only ms. 35' omits V-fc, while 58 adds A '^+ ' l l , thus making the death that of 
Methuselah. 

8:1 Kainan: MT Sam Syriac Gen 11:12 (and the targums) say that Arpachshad was 
the father of Shelah; LXX OL (and EthGen in v 13) add the extra generation which 
Jubilees attests. 1 Chr 1:24 (Hebrew and Greek) and Josephus, Ant. 1.146 agree with MT 
of Gen 11:12, but Luke 3:36 also adds Kai van. On the motive for the additional name, 
see Charles, 1902, p. 66, n., and Hartom (38, n. to v 1) who observes that the name 
Kainan may have been inserted in the text of Jubilees after the original and under the 
influence of the LXX because adding the name means that there are 23 generations from 
Adam to Jacob, not the 22 noted in 2:23. 

8:2 possess: The Syriac citation reads a form of the verb «build». The variants may 
have resulted from confusion between the Hebrew verbs TOj? and ma, as suggested by 
Tisserant («Fragments syriaques», 207). 

For some Greek phrases which correspond to this verse, see Milik, «Recherches sur la 
version grecque», 555 (from the Chronique Anonyme): TOOTOV 6 T i a x i i p a\)c,r\Qsvxa 
Ypdnnaaiv J^EiraiSsucje, Kai 5finoT£ 6 laXa iauxij TtopEuOeig ditoiKiav KaxaCTKe\|/dCT6ai, ... 

8:3 copied it: Charles (1895, p. 30, n. 30) emended MAV to MAP («it led him 
astray» [1902, p. 67, n.). The Syriac citation now shows, though, that the text should 
stand without change. In fact, Charles reverted to the text for his 1902 translation. 

sinned: Dillmann (1859, p. 34, n. 13) suspected CtXO and thought that it would be 
preferable to read ihtt ( = he found). Hartom agrees, as does Goldmann, though he 
observes that «IflO can mean «forget» and that the Ethiopic text may have been translated 
from an Aramaic original because in Aramaic naw means «find» (p. m ) . Since there is no 
evidence that Jubilees was ever available in Aramaic, his proposal can safely be rejected. 
Littmann translated with «er ersah». Both the Syriac citation and Cedrenus (at a later 
point) support the Ethiopic text. 

used to observe: In 1895 (30, n. 33) Charles emended Kf-&h9- of ms. 12 to X-&(\f-
(which he translated as «were founding» in 1902, p. 67, n.). Littmann (55, n. c) and 
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Hartom have followed this suggestion, but Charles must have sensed that he was wrong 
since he followed neither his emendation nor ms. 12 in 1902. The Syriac citation supports 
the Ethiopic text. 

8:4 but told no one: Cedrenus' text has him hiding the information from Noah but 
teaching others about it. See Milik, «Recherches sur la version grecque», 555 for parallels. 
Jubilees clearly follows a different tradition. The Syriac citation is abbreviated in this 
verse. 

8:5 Madai: The Ethiopic htt'if' is transparently wrong (see 7:19). The Syriac list of 
patriarchal wives has . . t s s and Codex Basel gives naSai. 

8:6 thirty-first: The Ethiopic reads «in the year and in the thirtieth jubilee». The 
prepositional phrase tt'i'^^ is the cause of the awkwardness, as it lacks an ordinal. 
Dillmann (1859, p. 35, n. 3) emended to n+^'TL ( = in the first); Charles, Littmann, and 
Hartom accepted his correction. Berger, however, claims that tt'i'^-t- reflects a corruption 
on the Greek level: iviauiai was by the translator instead of kavz& ( = for himself). The 
word tam^ is then to be taken with the preceding clause as part of the standard marriage 
formula: he took for himself a wife. His solution, though attractive, does not fit the 
syntax very well, since = •fl^rt.'^ (for himself a wife) is already present in the 
preceding line. The chronology of the context strongly favors reading «thirty-first» rather 
than «thirtieth», since if this were the thirtieth jubilee, Shelah would have been just 14 
years of age when he married. Berger is probably correct in positing a Greek-level 
corruption, but it seems more likely that the confusion was between gxfii ( = in [the] year) 
and ivi ( = in [the] one). 

8:9 in a bad way: flJih-Jt, which Dillmann (1850) translated as «schlecht», Littmann 
as «in B6sem», Goldmann as s n a , Charles rendered as «secretly» (so also Hartom 
[ " n n o a ) , since he supposed that the Greek was SoXoa (he refers to 4:5). With Berger (370, 
n. a to v 9) one should reject Charles' suggestion for which there is no basis. 

8:4 He wrote (it) down but told no one about it because he was afraid 
to tell Noah about it lest he become angry at him about it. 

8:5 In the thirtieth jubilee, in the second week — in its first year 
[1429] — he married a woman whose name was Melka, the daughter of 

5 Madai, Japheth's son. In its fourth year [1432] he became the father of 
a son whom he named Shelah, for he said: T have truly been sent'. 
8:6 After he was born in the fourth year, Shelah grew up and married a 
woman whose name was Muak, the daughter of Kesed, his father's 
brother, in the thirty-first jubilee, in the fifth week, in its first year 

10 [1499]. 8:7 She gave birth to a son for him in its fifth year [1503], and 
he named him Eber. He married a woman whose name was Azurad, the 
daughter of Nebrod, during the thirty-second jubilee, in the seventh 
week, during its third year [1564]. 

8:8 In the sixth year [1567] she gave birth to a son for him, and he 
15 named him Peleg because at the time when he was born Noah's 

children began to divide the earth for themselves. For this reason he 
named him Peleg. 8:9 They divided it in a bad way among themselves 
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8:10 was staying with them: Another possibility is to understand "^(tlfo^ with 
•H.'iiO-'i: were sent to them. Dillmann, Littmann, Goldmann, Hartom, and Berger have 
opted for this interpretation. 

8:12 occupy: Here, as elsewhere, the verb ^"^11 could be translated «possess». 
Tina River: Cf IQapGen 16:16: Sini nro. 
One then goes ... one reaches: The verbs are plural and are here understand as the 

impersonal plural which can be rendered as «one» (so Dillmann, 1850 [he reads plural 
forms in his 1859 text], Berger). Charles (1895, p. 31, nn. 35, 37) emended to singular 
forms ( = «it extends till it reaches* [1902; Goldmann and Hartom have followed him]), 
whereas Littmann (55, n. m) argued that the second verb (.&+cn-) was plural originally 
and that it influenced a scribe/translator to make the first plural as well. This is 
unnecessarily complex. 

8:13 branch: Literally: tongue. On the term, see G. HOLSCHER, Drei Erdkarten (Sit
zungsberichte der Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften, Philosophisch-historische 
Klasse, 1944-48, 3; Heidelberg: Carl Winter, Universitatsverlag, 1949) 62-63. 

8:14 Branch of the Egyptian Sea: As Littmann (55, n. p) indicated, these words are 
found in Isa 11:15 ( a n s a D' pirb). Berger (372, n. b to v 14) compares IQapGen 21:18 
which refers to the Red Sea but with an analogous expression: 'ym W pb. Cf also 
HOLSCHER, Drei Erdkarten, 63. 

and told Noah. 8:10 At the beginning of the thirty-third jubilee [1569-
1617] they divided the earth into three parts — for Shem, Ham, and 
Japheth — each in his own inheritance. (This happened) in the first year 
of the first week [1569] while one of us who were sent was staying with 
them. 5 

8:11 When he summoned his children, they came to him — they and 
their children. He divided the earth into the lots which his three sons 
would occupy. They reached out their hands and took the book from 
the bosom of their father Noah. 8:12 In the book there emerged as 
Shem's lot the center of the earth which he would occupy as an 10 
inheritance for him and for his children throughout the history of 
eternity: from the middle of the mountain range of Rafa, from the 
source of the water from the Tina River. His share goes toward the 
west through the middle of this river. One then goes until one reaches 
the water of the deeps from which this river emerges. This river emerges 15 
and pours its waters into the Me'at Sea. This river goes as far as the 
Great Sea. Everything to the north belongs to Japheth, while everything 
to the south belongs to Shem. 8:13 It goes until it reaches Karas. This 
is in the bosom of the branch which faces southward. 8:14 His share 
goes toward the Great Sea and goes straight until it reaches to the west 20 
of the branch that faces southward, for this is the sea whose name is the 
Branch of the Egyptian Sea. 8:15 It turns from there southward toward 
the mouth of the Great Sea on the shore of the waters. It goes toward 
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8:15 Gihon River: IQapGen 21:15: i n n : p m (also 21:18-19 = Gen 2:13). 
along: Dillmann, Littmann, and Berger use «entlang» as their translation of oollh, 

though Dillmann gives no such meaning in his lexicon. Literally, it means «toward, to» 
(so Charles, 1902; c f Hartom: T*?) but that makes little sense after the preceding words. 

8:17 occupy: Or: possess (see note to v 12). 
8:18 places where (Shem) resides: The plural form oo'pX:6U- here differs from the 

singular in 7:12 ("7*Vft<J) to which passage reference is being made. Singular forms, 
perhaps influenced by the reading in 7:12, have strong backing here in v 18. 

8:19 is (the residence): a>-Ji'l: is the preferred reading, but mss. 20 25 have ffl-fi-t-t ( = 
in it) instead. 

navel of the earth: C f Ezek 38:12 ( f i s n niao) and Ezek 5:5; I Enoch 26:1. 
8:20 and (he blessed): These words have been inserted into the translation to provide a 

context for the last phrase which otherwise seems loosely attached. The conjunction could 
be rendered as «even». Dillmann left a blank at this point in his translation of 1850, as his 
single ms. made no sense (his 51 agrees with the text of 47 among the collated mss.). See 
Dillmann, 1859, p. 37, n. 7. It may be that the last words of the verse are a perhaps poetic 
repetition of ?i?°Ah = tx'ieAl^ at the beginning of the verse (cf Goldmann, p. Km, n. to 
V 20). Hartom (40, n. to v 20) refers to the words from the conjunction to the end of the 
verse as a parenthetical comment of the author after the words of Noah. 

8:21 a blessed and excellent share: Literally: a share of blessing and blessed. 
Erythrean Sea: This name also figures in the Syriac citation. 
The Syriac citation is very free in its description of Shem's territory, though it does 

the west of Afra and goes until it reaches the water of the Gihon River 
and to the south of the Gihon's waters along the banks of this river. 
8:16 It goes eastward until it reaches the Garden of Eden, toward the 
south side of it — on the south and from the east of the entire land of 

5 Eden and of all the east. It turns to the east and comes until it reaches 
to the east of the mountain range named Rafa. Then it goes down 
toward the bank of the Tina River's mouth. 

8:17 This share emerged by lot for Shem and his children to occupy 
it forever, throughout his generation until eternity. 8:18 Noah was very 

10 happy that this share had emerged for Shem and his children. He 
recalled everything that he had said in prophecy with his mouth, for he 
had said: 'May the Lord, the God of Shem, be blessed, and may the 
Lord live in the places where Shem resides'. 8:19 He knew that the 
Garden of Eden is the holy of holies and is the residence of the Lord; 

15 (that) Mt. Sinai is in the middle of the desert; and (that) Mt. Zion is in 
the middle of the navel of the earth. The three of them — the one 
facing the other — were created as holy (places). 8:20 He blessed the 
God of gods, who had placed the word of the Lord in his mouth, and 
(he blessed) the Lord forever. 8:21 He knew that a blessed and excel-

20 lent share had come about for Shem and his children throughout the 
history of eternity: all the land of Eden, all the land of the Erythrean 
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Sea, all the land of the east, India, (that which is) in Erythrea and its 
mountains, all the land of Bashan, all the land of Lebanon, the islands 
of Caphtor, the entire mountain range of Sanir and Amana, the 
mountain range of Asshur which is in the north, all the land of Elam, 
Asshur, Babylon, Susan, and Madai; all the mountains of Ararat, all 5 
the area on the other side of the sea which is on the other side of the 
mountain range of Asshur toward the north — a blessed and spacious 
land. Everything in it is very beautiful. 

8:22 For Ham there emerged a second share toward the other side of 
the Gihon — toward the south — on the right side of the garden. It 10 
goes southward and goes to all the fiery mountains. It goes westward 
toward the Atel Sea; it goes westward until it reaches the Mauk Sea, 
everything that descends into which is destroyed. 8:23 It comes to the 

resemble Jub 8:12, 21 to a certain extent. Tisserant wrote a plausible explanation for the 
situation: «Mais les termes geographiques desuets font embarrasse; ne les comprenant 
peut-etre pas et soucieux en tout cas d'etre intelligible pour ses contemporains, il en a 
omis plusieurs et a du remanier en consequence. En outre, il n'a conserve que la deuxieme 
description de la part de Sem, et, se sentant sur un terrain connu, il a traite assez 
cavalierement I'original, en rejeunissant les denominations: 'Phenicie, Syrie, Palestine, 
Arabic, Mesopotamie, Perse' ont remplace sous sa plume les noms encore bibliques des 
Jubiles 'Basan, Kaphtor, £lan, Suse, Medie'». («Fragments syriaques», 85). 

8:22 goes to: Syriac citation: crosses/passes by (rt'-i-i s ). It is possible that the 
difference was caused by confusion of the Greek verbs epxonai and 8t£pxonai. If so, this 
would be evidence that a Greek text lies behind the Syriac. See also 8:26. 

Mauk Sea: The Syriac version of the name is s^ansn. Charles (1902, p. 73, n.) asked: 
«Is the word a distortion of 'CiKgavoi;, the Great Ocean Stream?» Tisserant («Fragments 
syriaques», 85, n. I), building on Charles, entertained the suggestion that it derived from 
DlS'']i?1X ' a , thus providing an explanation for the first syllable as well as the second (see 
also Philip S. ALEXANDER, «Notes on the 'Imago Mundi' of the Book of Jubileeso, JJSJS 
[1982] 205). HOLSCHER (Drei Erdkarten, 61) relates the name to the term Jin ( = circle [of 
the earth]) of Isa 40:22 (so also Berger, 374, n. d to v 22) and notes that the name of 
Ham's wife and city (Naeletamauk [7:14, 17]) has the same element (ibid., n. 2). None of 
these explanations is convincing, since none of them provides a precise origin for ail of the 
sounds in the name. One possibility which deserves attention is that the name «Mauk» 
(note especially its Syriac spelhng) reflects the term p i n a ( = destroyed). This derivation 
gains plausibility from the statement at the end of v 22 that everything which descends 
into this sea is destroyed. 

everything that descends into which is destroyed: The Ethiopic reads literally: that in 
which everything that goes down is that which is not destroyed. This seems about the 
opposite of what is intended. The negative particle is omitted by mss. 35 39 42 47 48 58, 
and this was the reading that Dillmann chose (1859 = «jenes, worin alles, was hinablauft 
(hinabfallt), umkommt» [1850]). Littmann, Goldmann, Hartom, and Berger have 
followed his lead. Charles retained the negative K. in 1895 and in 1902 translated: «that 
(sea) into which everything which is not destroyed descends». In a note he commented: 
«What is required probably is: 'if anything descends into it, it perishes'». (1902, p. 73) 
The Syriac citation preserves what appears to be a more original form of the text. 
Literally it reads: nothing goes down into it but it perishes. Tisserant («Fragments 
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syriaques», 8 5 ) thought that the presence of the word niXir^ in Syriac pointed to «"? D» 
( = except, but) in the Hebrew original. The positive sense of these words escaped the 
translator— an error which is now enshrined in the Ethiopic version. A problem with 
Tisserant's explanation is that the Syriac and Ethiopic texts place the negative particle 
before different verbs. The Syriac reads it before Jnjjj; Ethiopic attaches it to f.^th'hty. 
Moreover, the Syriac lacks «all» before the first verb. One would have to argue, if 
Tisserant's view is accepted, that the Ethiopic clause was adjusted (the negative omitted 
before the first verb) once the word K was used before the second verb. However the 
Ethiopic readings arose, it is most likely that Syriac here offers the better text. 

8 : 2 3 boundary: The Syriac citation has muu-i (head, summit). The word can, 
however, mean «point, tip, top, end» and perhaps this is its meaning here. The Greek 
term &Kpa carries a similar ambiguity. 

waters of the Great Sea: Cf IQapGen 1 6 : 1 2 : KIT s a ' - a . 
Gihon River goes: The Syriac citation confirms the Ethiopic text, but Charles ( 1 9 0 2 ) 

rendered as: «[it] goes along the river Gihon», explaining in a note that he had added the 
preposition (1 before '}?•'}, «for the writer could not say that the Nile flowed towards the 
Garden of Eden». ( 7 3 ) His proposal is unnecessary; the text says nothing about the 
direction of the Gihon's current but speaks about a boundary. 

8 : 2 5 area: Ethiopic £ ( D A can mean «area, territory, boundary» (see DILLMANN, 
Lexicon, 1 1 2 3 - 2 4 ) . Syriac ^ i c u i ^ means «boundary», but like Hebrew "7135 it can have 
the secondary meaning of «area» (Tisserant uses «marches»). 

8 : 2 6 goes: Syriac «crosses». See 8 : 2 2 . 
Qelt: The Syriac spelhng }\n exhibits the same reversal of consonants as in ms. 6 3 . 
Gadir: Syriac has «north». As Tisserant («Fragments syriaques», 8 3 , with n. 1 ) has 

seen, the term -ts^ (north) is a corruption of -i.viv^or •u.'viŷ . 
8 : 2 7 Fara: The identification of the place is uncertain. Tisserant («Fragments syria-

ques», 8 5 ) thought that Syriac re'-i^^r^ was preferable to the Ethiopic spelling and that 
«Africa» was meant by this term and by the name which appears later in the verse. 
HOLSCHER (Drei Erdkarten, 6 8 , 7 1 ) seems to agree. But it is possible that the Syriac, which 
gives an abridged form of the verse, is reproducing only the second of the Ethiopic names. 

north to the boundary of Gadir and comes to the shore of the 
sea waters, to the waters of the Great Sea, until it reaches the Gihon 
River. The Gihon River goes until it reaches the right side of the 
Garden of Eden. 

5 8:24 This is the land which emerged for Ham as a share which he 
should occupy for himself and his children forever throughout their 
generations until eternity. 

8:25 For Japheth there emerged a third share on the other side of the 
Tina River toward the north of the mouth of its waters. It goes toward 

10 the northeast, (toward) the whole area of Gog and all that is east of 
them. 8:26 It goes due north and goes toward the mountains of Qelt, to 
the north and toward the Mauq Sea. It comes to the east of Gadir as 
far as the edge of the sea waters. 8:27 It goes until it reaches the west of 
Fara. Then it goes back toward Aferag and goes eastward toward the 
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9:2 east of the entire land of India: The form J f l A is undoubtedly the most strongly 
attested reading, and it must be construed, in its position after preposition as 
being in the construct state. Dillmann (1850), who at the time of his translation knew only 
ms. 51 (here = 47), rendered with: «in das land des ostens, das ganze land Indien». 
Charles (1902) translated in a similar fashion, though he read J f l A (see also Hartom, and 
H6LSCHER, Drei Erdkarten, 69). Littmann, Goldmann, and Berger have, however, transla
ted as above. 

9:3 and Sak as far as: Dillmann (1850) followed his only ms. (51) in presupposing 
fl'^fth ( = «bis an»); the same reading is found in his 1859 edition. Charles (1895), too, 
read fflXfth, and Littmann, Goldmann, Hartom, and Berger have agreed with him. All of 
the mss. that were collated for this edition— with the exception of 9 and 38, which share a 
longer omission, and 17 which also lacks the conjunction—read an additional word after 
the conjunction: rth, rth, or rth. One could argue that the consonants rt and h are 
duplicates of the same consonants in the following word Nflh, but that seems unlikely. It 
is much more probable that the name of another area is given here. The word Sak (or 
Saka) would point to the Scythians, whose land is called Sak and whose people are named 
Saka in the Behistan Inscription of Darius, sec. 74, col. 5.21-23, 25, 31 (for text, 
translation, and notes, see Roland G. KENT, Old Persian [American Oriental Series, 33; 
New Haven: American Oriental Society, 1953] 132-34; 209). Scythia is located in the area 
of Asshur, near India, as the text indicates. 

(where) the Wadafa River rises: Dillmann's one ms. reads onfH- (see 1859) where the 
preferred reading can now be seen to be (Of.4: Dillmann therefore translated with «hinauf 

water of the Me'at Sea. 8:28 It goes to the edge of the Tina River 
toward the northeast until it reaches the bank of its waters toward the 
mountain range of Rafa. It goes around the north. 

8:29 This is the land that emerged for Japheth and his children as his 
hereditary share which he would occupy for himself and his children 5 

throughout their generations forever: five large islands and a large land 
in the north. 8:30 However, it is cold while the land of Ham is hot. 
Now Shem's land is neither hot nor cold but it is a mixture of cold and 
heat. 

9:1 Ham divided (his share) among his sons. There emerged a first 10 

share for Cush to the east; to the west of him (one) for Egypt; to the 
west of him (one) for Put; to the west of him (one) for Canaan; and to 
the west of him was the sea. 9:2 Shem, too, divided (his share) among 
his sons. There emerged a first share for Elam and his children to the 
east of the Tigris River until it reaches the east of the entire land of 15 

India, in Erythrea on its border, the waters of the Dedan, all the 
mountains of Mebri and Ela, all the land of Susan, and everything on 
the border of Farnak as far as the Erythrean Sea and the Tina River. 
9:3 For Asshur there emerged as the second share the whole land of 
Asshur, Nineveh, Shinar, and Sak as far as the vicinity of India, 20 

(where) the Wadafa River rises. 9:4 For Arpachshad there emerged as 
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am flusse» (1850; Hartom renders in a similar way). Charles (1895, p. 34, n. 17) emended 
fl>R<- •• i./il to OKDKA > iAT ( = «and skirts the river» [1902]). In a note to his translation 
he does consider the possibility that wf.^ is meant to be the name of a river. Littmann 
took it as a river name, as did Goldmann who gives n 3 T n n a ; Berger, however, follows 
ms. 17 in reading «zum Fluss Daf» (^flh = •• A.M). HOLSCHER {Drei Erdkarten, 70, 
n. 1) declared the end of the verse «nicht verstandlich». It is clear, nevertheless, that the 
text presents (ofA- as the name of a river; what is not clear is which river this might be. 
The parenthetical word «where» in the translation above is used for the sake of the sense. 
The Ethiopic text has a conjunction at this point. 

9:8 for Gomer ... for Magog: See IQapGen 17:16: paT -T 7 » K11DS3 patp'? a n - lOJ"? 
5i[sa]V m n s i vnm mh. 

9:12 namely: This is an attempt at rendering the conjunction. It is almost certainly 
part of the text, since only ms. 12 omits it (Charles, 1895, followed 12). 

9:13 his: Mss. 12 17 21 63 use the plural A"*"̂  that one would expect. For that reason 
it is textually dubious. 

a third share all the land of the Chaldean region to the east of the 
Euphrates which is close to the Erythrean Sea; all the waters of the 
desert as far as the vicinity of the branch of the sea which faces Egypt; 
the entire land of Lebanon, Sanir, and Amana as far as the vicinity of 

5 the Euphrates. 9:5 There emerged for Aram as the fourth share the 
entire land of Mesopotamia between the Tigris and Euphrates to the 
north of the Chaldeans as far as the vicinity of the mountain range of 
Asshur and the land of Arara. 9:6 For Lud there emerged as the fifth 
share the mountain range of Asshur and all that belongs to it until it 

10 reaches the Great Sea and reaches to the east of his brother Asshur. 
9:7 Japheth, too, divided the land among his sons as an inheritance. 

9:8 There emerged for Gomer a first share eastward from the north 
side as far as the Tina River. North of him there emerged (as a share) 
for Magog all the central parts of the north until it reaches the Me'at 

15 Sea. 9:9 For Madai there emerged a share for him to occupy on the 
west of his two brothers as far as the islands and the shores of the 
islands. 9:10 For Javan there emerged as the fourth share every island 
and the islands that are in the direction of Lud's border. 9:11 For 
Tubal there emerged as the fifth share the middle of the branch which 

20 reaches the border of Lud's share as far as the second branch, and the 
other side of the second branch into the third branch. 9:12 For 
Meshech there emerged a sixth share, namely all the (region on the) 
other side of the third branch until it reaches to the east of Gadir. 
9:13 For Tiras there emerged as the seventh share the four large islands 

25 within the sea which reach Ham's share. The islands of Kamaturi 
emerged by lot for Arpachshad's children as his inheritance. 
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9:14 In this way Naoh's sons divided (the earth) for their sons in 
front of their father Noah. He made (them) swear by oath to curse each 
and every one who wanted to occupy the share which did not emerge 
by his lot. 9:15 All of them said: 'So be it'! So be it for them and 
their children until eternity during their generations until the day of 5 
judgment on which the Lord God will punish them with the sword and 
fire because of all the evil impurity of their errors by which they have 
filled the earth with wickedness, impurity, fornication, and sin. 

10:1 During the third week of this jubilee [1583-89] impure demons 
began to mislead Noah's grandchildren, to make them act foolishly, lo 
and to destroy them. 10:2 Then Noah's sons came to their father Noah 
and told him about the demons who were misleading, blinding, and 
killing his grandchildren. 10:3 He prayed before the Lord his God and 
said: 'God of the spirits which are in all animate beings — you who 
have shown kindness to me, saved me and my sons from the flood 15 
waters, and did not make me perish as you did to the people (meant 
for) destruction — because your mercy for me has been large and your 
kindness to me has been great: may your mercy be lifted over the 
children of your children; and may the wicked spirits not rule them in 

9:15 So be it for them: It is not at all clear why Berger translates the second instance 
of ^h-*} in this verse as though it were a perfect-tense form: «es geschah fiir sie». 

10:1 grandchildren; Though only ms. 38 (with 50 51) omits the second term in the 
expression A t * ' (o-tt-X., Charles (1895, p. 35, nn. 17-19) wished to emend the phrase on 
the basis of Syncellus' wording (xouc; uioui; NWE) and a parallel passage from the Book of 
Noah (m ' 3 3 3 ; for the text, see JELLINEK, Bet ha-Midrasch, 3.155; Charles, 1895, 
Appendix 1, p. 179). His reasoning in 1902 went as follows: «Under the word daqiqa ( = 
'the children o f ) there may lie some corruption of the verb 'adqaqa, 'to beat small' = 
m s n " ? , a corruption for n i s n " ? , 'to slay'. Now this verb is the last infinitive in the passage 
of the Hebrew Book of Noah and as the other three verbs in the Ethiopic text are 
literal equivalents of the preceding three infinitives in the same passage we may conclude 
that we have thus recovered the true text». (79, n. to v 1) A few lines later, however, he 
admits: « 0 n the other hand the expression 'sons' sons' recurs in verses 2, 3", and 5", so 
that the text of a i [ = 12 25] may be right». (79) Dillmann (necessarily), Goldmann, and 
Hartom have only «sons», but Littmann (57-58, n. 1) rightly rejected Charles' involved 
hypothesis: « . . . doch miisste wohl zunachst des Parallelismus im Ath. wegen wayadqeqe-
womu gelesen werden; sodann passt die Bedeutung von 'adqaqa «zerstossen» nicht gut, 
und auch sonst stimmt V. 1 nicht ganz zu jener Parallelstellew. (58). It should be added 
that the Syncellus passage only alludes to the content of this verse; it does not quote it. It 
is surprising that Berger reads only «die Sohne Noahs» without comment. 

to make them act foolishly: Or: to deceive them. 
10:3 of your children: Mss. 12 35 58 have aJ-A-^-f ( = my children), which was read by 

Charles in 1895 (see Littmann, 58, n. b; Hartom), while mss. 21 39 48 offer l-OCh ( = your 
servant [cf. 10:5]). It may be that the problem your children/my children arose when 
Greek ulwv |ioi) and uicbv aou were interchanged. 
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order to destroy them from the earth. 10:4 Now you bless me and my 
children so that we may increase, become numerous, and fill the earth. 
10:5 You know how your Watchers, the fathers of these spirits, have 
acted during my lifetime. As for these spirits who have remained alive, 

5 imprison them and hold them captive in the place of judgment. May 
they not cause destruction among your servant's sons, my God, for 
they are savage and were created for the purpose of destroying. 
10:6 May they not rule the spirits of the living for you alone know 
their punishment; and may they not have power over the sons of the 

10 righteous from now and forevermore'. 10:7 Then our God told us to tie 
up each one. 

10:8 When Mastema, the leader of the spirits, came, he said: 'Lord 
creator, leave some of them before me; let them listen to me and do 
everything that I tell them, because if none of them is left for me I shall 

15 not be able to exercise the authority of my will among mankind. For 
they are meant for (the purposes oO destroying and misleading before 
my punishment because the evil of mankind is great'. 10:9 Then he said 
that a tenth of them should be left before him, while he would make 
nine parts descend to the place of judgment. 10:10 He told one of us 

20 that we should teach Noah all their medicines because he knew 

10:6 you alone know their punishment: Charles (1902, p. 80, n.) emended H->ilfo»- to 
MrT ' tpo^ ( = «thou alone canst exercise dominion over them»). It is unclear why he 
thought a change was needed. 

10:8 Mastema: Syncellus uses 6 SidpoXo? for this leader of the spirits. For full lists of 
references to him in Jubilees and elsewhere, see Charles, 1902, p. 80, n.; and Berger, 379-
80, n. a to V 8. In Jub 10:11 he is called by the title rtJE."!"}. 

10:9 that ... he would make: Beginning with Dillmann in 1850, the translators have 
regarded the words following ^ft. as a direct quotation (so Littmann, Charles, Hartom, 
Berger). This interpretation is reasonable for the first clause (with the verb f^-i-^i-) but it 
would be awkward for the second clause where ^ffl-C£' is the superior reading (unless 
Mastema is the subject — which is implausible). Charles (1895) read fw-Cf: but 
translated (1902 — without a note): «let nine parts descend». But '"'hAA'h cannot be the 
subject because it is in the accusative case, and moreover the verb is in the causative 
conjugation. Berger has preferred a plural form of the verb. Units.; the deity is addressing 
an angel (cf the beginning of v 10), the Lord must be the subject of fm-cf: For these 
reasons, the sentence has been translated as indirect speech (the verb Jfcll, need not be 
followed by h"» for indirect speech; see Dillmann, Lexicon, 483). Syncellus, whose text is 
very periphrastic at this point, offers no assistance in this matter; nor does the Hebrew 
Book of Noah. 

10:10 that we should: Littmann and Berger have again translated as though this were 
direct speech. In that case, God would be including himself in the summons to teach. But 
the following verse (We acted in accord with his entire command) and the presence of h<»" 
suggest strongly that Charles was correct in rendering the sentence as indirect discourse. 

teach ... medicines: The Hebrew Book of Noah, which expands this verse, includes the 
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that they would neither conduct themselves properly nor fight fairly. 
10:11 We acted in accord with his entire command. All of the evil ones 
who were savage we tied up in the place of judgment, while we left a 
tenth of them to exercise power on the earth before the satan. 10:12 We 
told Noah all the medicines for their diseases with their deceptions so 5 
that he could cure (them) by means of the earth's plants. 10:13 Noah 
wrote down in a book everything (just) as we had taught him regarding 
all the kinds of medicine, and the evil spirits were precluded from 
pursuing Noah's children. 10:14 He gave all the books that he had 
written to his oldest son Shem because he loved him much more than lo 
all his sons. 

10:15 Noah slept with his fathers and was buried on Mt. Lubar in 
the land of Ararat. 10:16 He completed 950 years in his lifetime — 19 
jubilees, two weeks, and five years — 10:17 (he) who lived longer on 
the earth than (other) people except Enoch because of his righteousness 15 
in which he was perfect ([i.e.] in his righteousness); because Enoch's 

words: n-'n"?! NOnaV n n s i s i n S T na"?"?! (see Charles, 1895, Appendix 1, p. 179). The 
angel in question there is Raphael, whose name is related to the root x s n . 

10:11 exercise power: Charles (1902) translated as «be subject» (following the reading 
of ms 38'; so Hartom); Goldmann gives Bgl^. However, the Hebrew Book of Noah, in a 
Ust of actions which the remaining tenth is to perform, uses the phrase 03 n m V (see 
Charles, 1895, Appendix 1, p. 179) which supports the reading fth-^i- that is preferred 
here. 

10:12 plants: The word d0 (attested by the oldest mss.; later ones, including 25, have a 
plural which could be defended as correct [see 'SB in the Hebrew Book of Noah]) usually 
means «tree, wood» (Littmann and Goldmann render as «trees»). But a more general 
sense is required in this context. Hence Dillmann and Berger use «Pflanzen», Charles opts 
for «herbs» (1902; see also 1895, p. 37, n. 22), and Hartom gives -nass. DILLMANN 
{Lexicon, 1025) noted that in Wis 7:20 Afl stands where the Greek text has (putd. 

The Hebrew Book of Noah overlaps significantly with Jub 10:12: -33 -sa niNlBT riNI 
'lir m nVsh nnp-Bi n a i s n ••nasi p s n •'s»3 s b i V nsVan T i n niKiST •'i-a Vsi m s 
Dn''3ir»i nn-pTn an-swi • » m s i e n n ' s s n s i"? TjnVi raV ms^n"7 nna •'•imjn n i n n n 
1N131 naV Dn'STTn Dn'-ii?''Sl (Charles, 1895, Appendix 1, p. 179). 

10:13 from pursuing: Literally: from after. The Hebrew Book of Noah also mentions 
Noah's writing of a book as does v 13a. 

10:14 He gave ... Shem: The Hebrew Book of Noah: Vnsn 1J3 DtfV i n m i (Charles, 
1895, Appendix I, p. 179). 

10:16 19 jubilees: The number 12 has surprising support among the mss., though it is 
obviously wrong (cf Gen9:29) . It may be that the number « two» in the phrase «two 
weeks» which immediately follows misled a scribe into writing «ten-and-two» rather than 
«ten-and-nine». 

10:17 Uved longer: The words t\i.f:iS. •• «hP.<D clearly mean this, but the thought 
seems wrong, as some of his ancestors had lived longer lives. Charles (1895, p. 37, n. 31) 
emended the infinitive <h'l-.a> to AP.?* and translated (1902) as: «in his life on earth he 
excelled . . .» Dillmann (1850) had translated in a similar fashion («U. sein leben auf erden 
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work was something created as a testimony for the generations of 
eternity so that he should report all deeds throughout generation after 
generation on the day of judgment. 

10:18 During the thirty-third jubilee, in the first year in this second 
5 week [1576], Peleg married a woman whose name was Lomna, the 

daughter of Sinaor. She gave birth to a son for him in the fourth year 
of this week [1579], and he named him Ragew, for he said: 'Mankind 
has now become evil through the perverse plan to build themselves a 
city and tower in the land of Shinar'. 10:19 For they had emigrated 

10 from the land of Ararat toward the east, to Shinar, because in his 
lifetime they built the city and the tower, saying: 'Let us ascend 
through it to heaven'. 10:20 They began to build. In the fourth week 
[1590-96] they used fire for baking and bricks served them as stones. 
The mud with which they were plastering was asphalt which comes 

15 from the sea and from the water springs in the land of Shinar. 
10:21 They built it; they spent 43 years building it (with) complete 

war ausgezeichneter als . . .» ) , as do Hartom and Berger. Goldmann retains the text. If one 
follows the Ethiopic text, the thought appears to be that Noah, who lived for 950 years 
despite the limitation imposed in Gen 6:3, outlived his contemporaries in the generation 
of the deluge because of his extraordinary righteousness. Enoch was, however, an 
exception, as the sequel indicates. He had been born before Noah but lived beyond the 
flood hero's time, though he no longer resided on the earth (see 4:23-25). Note that the 
last part of v 17 stresses the temporal continuity of Enoch's work throughout the 
generations. 

on (the day): Charles (1895, p. 37, n. 36) changed (1 to A (note that ms. 63 has ? i f l h ) to 
make the text conform with 4:24. Littmann (58, n. i) and Hartom (who translates with 
1 » ) agree with Charles, but Goldmann and Berger have properly retained the text. 

10:18 Sinaor: This name and the one that is translated «Shinar» are meant to be the 
same. C f v 19. 

Ragew: MT spells the name i sn (Gen 11:18), but LXX has 'Payati which is reflected 
here. As Charles (1902, p. 82, n.) noticed, there is a play on the meaning of the name in 
the expression «has (now) become evil». 

through: Dillmann (1859) and Charles (1895) read 11 which is attested by several later 
mss.; the earliest and best ones have A ( = to, for). Through the latter is more difficult, it 
may have the sense of «with respect to». The translation «through» is an attempt to 
capture this sense in the context. 

10:20 used fire for baking: Literally: burned/baked in fire. Charles (1895, p. 37, n. 45) 
emended ( D X L n v to Tii.6r: «they made brick» (1902) and in this he has been followed by 
Littmann (59, n. c), Goldmann, and Hartom (45, n.). Berger, though, properly considers 
Charles' emendation superfluous. Several mss., including 25, have ( D i C A m - which must be 
a copying error for (Diun-. 

10:21 The Ethiopic text of this verse appears to be the product of several mistakes 
which were made in the history of its transmission. It now appears in such garbled form 
that Dillmann (1850) dechned to translate the text after the words «43 years». The Catena 
of Nicephorus, which contains a text-form with a greater claim to being original, is of 
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bricks whose width was 13 (units) and whose height was a third of one 
(unit). Its height rose to 5433 cubits, two spans, and thirteen stades. 

10:22 Then the Lord our God said to us: 'The people here are one, 
and they have begun to work. Now nothing will elude them. Come, let 
us go down and confuse their tongues so that they do not understand 5 

one another and are dispersed into cities and nations and one plan no 
longer remains with them until the day of judgment'. 10:23 So the Lord 
went down and we went down with him to see the city and the tower 
which mankind had built. 10:24 He confused every sound of their 
tongues; no one any longer understood what the other was saying. lO 
Then they stopped building the city and the tower. 10:25 For this 

some assistance in locating where mistakes occurred. The following are the problematic 
readings. 

complete bricks: Charles (1895, p. 37, n. 50) emended ( = complete) to JfRJi- ( = 
its breadth) which agrees with TO TiXatoi; in the Catena. Littmann and Hartom have 
accepted his attractive proposal, but Berger takes as an adverb and renders 
«genau» (DILLMANN, Lexicon, 1388-89, where he includes «plene, perfecte, exacte» as 
possible meanings). It is tempting to follow Berger, but the question remains for which 
object are measurements being given. The present Ethiopic text seems to be giving the 
dimensions of one brick without specifying the units that are being used. If so, Berger's 
suggestion is unnecessary. 

whose width was 13 (units): The text has «13 in it». This has impressed commentators 
as being incorrect, especially in Ught of the Catena passage. The consensus has been to 
follow the Catena and read «its breadth was 203 bricks» ( = Charles, 1902; see 1895, 
p. 37, n. 51; for the words «its breadth» see the preceding note). While this produces a 
reasonable text, one should exercise some caution in using Nicephorus to correct the 
Ethiopic text because not all of his information comes from Jubilees — at least in its 
present form. It is possible that a two stage process gave rise to the received text: 1. The 
Hebrew may have been: n a m miffS tyiVu* = its width was 13. The fact that the 
consonants m and m are almost identical in appearance may have caused the eye of a 
scribe or translator to skip from one to the other, producing a text that read vi7V miffS 
n a — the basis for the Ethiopic. 2. But the number «13» may not be original, since the 
Catena here has 203 bricks. If in fact the width is under consideration, 203 is more likely 
because the height is given as 5433 cubits (the same number appears in the Syriac list of 
the names of patriarchal wives). Perhaps at some stage before the error described in 1. 
(above) occurred the number 203 was written in letters ( n ) and misread as r ( = 13). 

thirteen stades; The number makes no sense as the last (and presumably smallest) unit 
in the height of the tower. In the Catena, the 13 stades are the extent of a wall. Jerome 
(Epistola and Fabiolam, mansione 18) wrote that he had found the word nO"l in «parva 
Genesis» ( = Jubilees) in the story about the building of the tower and that it was used 
there for stadio (for the word nOT see Num 33:21, 22). A o n was about 2/5 of a mile. 
Consequently, Charles (1902, p. 83) emended the verse to agree at this point with the 
Catena. It does seem quite likely that a word for «wall» has disappeared from the text — 
a view favored by RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 277). 

10:22 elude: Literally: come to an end, disappear. 
10:24 and the tower; These words are found also in Sam LXX OL and EthGen 11:8, 

but not in MT Syriac and the targums. 
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1 0 : 2 7 [ 1 6 3 9 ] : Charles ( 1 9 0 2 ) erroneously gives 1 6 8 8 . 
1 0 : 2 8 southern: The Ethiopic word f-tt-tt usually means «north», but it can mean 

«south», as it must here in light of what has been said about the location of Ham's 
holdings ( 8 : 2 2 - 2 4 [cf 9 : 1 ] ) . See DILLMANN, Lexicon, 1 1 0 6 ; Charles, 1 9 0 2 , p. 8 4 , n. 

1 0 : 2 9 stream of Egypt: The Syriac «border» is recognized even by Tisserant («Frag-
ments syriaques», 2 0 7 - 8 ) as being incorrect. He notes that the normal translation in the 
Peshitta for Hebrew is rficm but that use of it here would have suggested the Nile to 
a reader. In Syriac «the sons of Canaan» is also unlikely to be original, and the reference 
to Joktan is peculiar, as is the allusion to Ham, since Joktan was from Shem's line 
(Gen 1 0 : 2 5 ; see Tisserant, ibid., 2 0 8 ) . 

Lebanon^: A strongly supported variant, which is preferred by Charles, Littmann, 
Goldmann, Hartom, and Berger is «Jordan» (Ethiopic A.Hffl / f -MTfl) . 

1 0 : 3 0 rebeUion: As Charles ( 1 9 0 2 , p. 8 5 , n.) indicated, Syncellus ( 8 3 . 1 7 - 1 8 ) uses similar 
language in describing Canaan's actions: vscoTepiaa^ 6 TOO Xdn VIOQ Xavadv tni^i] zoXq 
6pioi<; ToC lf\]i Kai K a i c p K r i a e v kKsi T t a p a p d q Tf|v tvToXr\v Nwe ... Cf RONSCH, Das Buch 
der Jubilaen, 2 9 2 . The citation from Theodosius follows the text of Jubilees only very 
loosely. 

reason the whole land of Shinar was named Babel because there God 
confused all the tongues of mankind. From there they were dispersed 
into their cities, each according to their languages and their nations. 
10:26 The Lord sent a wind at the tower and tipped it to the ground. It 

5 is now between Asshur and Babylon, in the land of Shinar. He named it 
the Collapse. 

10:27 In the fourth week, during the first year — at its beginning — 
of the thirty-fourth jubilee [1639], they were dispersed from the land of 
Shinar. 10:28 Ham and his sons went into the land which he was to 

1 0 occupy, which he had acquired as his share, in the southern country. 
10:29 When Canaan saw that the land of Lebanon as far as the stream 
of Egypt was very beautiful, he did not go to his hereditary land to the 
west of the sea. He settled in the land of Lebanon, on the east and west, 
from the border of Lebanon and on the seacoast. 10:30 His father 

1 5 Ham and his brothers Cush and Mizraim said to him: 'You have 
settled in a land which was not yours and did not emerge for us by lot. 
Do not act this way, for if you do act this way both you and your 
children will fall in the land and be cursed with rebellion, because you 
have settled in rebellion and in rebellion your children will fall and be 

2 0 uprooted forever. 10:31 D o not settle in Shem's residence because it 
emerged by their lot for Shem and his sons. 10:32 You are cursed and 
will be cursed more than all of Noah's children through the curse by 
which we obligated ourselves with an oath before the holy judge and 
before our father Noah'. 10:33 But he did not listen to them. He settled 
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in the land of Lebanon — from Hamath to the entrance of Egypt — he 
and his sons until the present. 10:34 For this reason that land was 
named the land of Canaan. 

10:35 Japheth and his sons went toward the sea and settled in 
the land of their share. Madai saw the land near the sea but it did 5 

not please him. So he pleaded (for land) from Elam, Asshur, and 
Arpachshad, his wife's brother. He has settled in the land of Medeqin 
near his wife's brother until the present. 10:36 He named the place 
where he lived and the place where his children lived Medeqin after 
their father Madai. 10 

11:1 In the thirty-fifth jubilee, during the third week — in its first 
year [1681] — Ragew married a woman whose name was Ara, the 
daughter of Ur, Kesed's son. She gave birth to a son for him, and he 
named him Serug in the seventh year of this week [1687]. 11:2 During 
this jubilee Noah's children began to fight one another, to take cap- 15 

lives, and to kill one another; to shed human blood on the earth, to 
consume blood; to build fortified cities, walls, and towers; men to 
elevate themselves over peoples, to set up the first kingdoms; to go to 
war — people against people, nations against nations, city against city; 
and everyone to do evil, to acquire weapons, and to teach warfare to 20 

their sons. City began to capture city and to sell male and female slaves. 

10:35 near the sea: Literally: of the sea. 
11:1 year: The text reads «week» (ft-l'iw-) which can hardly be correct. Perhaps the 

preceding word A-fld, which resembles frl'iw-, caused a scribe to write the wrong word. 
Dillmann (1859, p. 45, n. 9) emended to as did Charles (1895, p. 39, n. 7). 

11:2 During this jubilee: The mss. are divided about the place where one verse or 
sentence (v 1) ends and the next begins. A broadly supported option is to omit fl> before 
nn •• >i.f-n.A<n. (in v 1) and to place the conjunction before fflmi- in v 2. With these 
readings the text could be translated: «in the seventh year of this week during this jubilee. 
Then Noah's children began . . .» (so Dillmann, 1859 [translated in 1851: 'und dieses 
Jubilaums. — U. die sohne Noahs . . . » ] , Charles, Littmann, Goldmann, Hartom, and 
Berger) The rendering given above is based on the readings of another group of mss. 
which place a> before llli = ̂ .f-ftAoi. and thus date the beginning of quarrels (v 2) to this 
jubilee. An additional reference to a jubilee at the end of v 1 would be superfluous, while it 
is meaningful at the beginning of v 2. 

Cedrenus (see DENIS, Fragmenta, 89) wrote in this context words that are reminiscent 
of several phrases in 11:2 {Historiarum Compendium 47.2-5): tni ToiJTOu oi avOptoitoi TOV 
KOT' dXXfiXfflv au^fiCTOVTe? TUipov aTparriYoui; TB tamoiq KaTeatfiaavTo rcai PaaiXEi?. 
Kai TOTE npaxcoq rcoXfiniKd KaTOCTKEudoavTEi; opyava jto^EitEiv dXXT\koi<; ivfip^avxo. See 
also RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen. 307; Charles, 1902, p. 86, n; the information is from 
the Anonymous Chronicle according to Milik, «Recherches sur la version grecque», 556. 

men to elevate themselves: Or: individuals to elevate themselves. Charles (1895, p. 39, 
n. 14) emended +MtV to hMfir ( = to raise). Littmann (60, n. 0 accepted the change, 
but Charles later withdrew it as unnecessary (1902, p. 86, n.). 
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11:3 Ur, Kesed's son, built the city of Ara of the Chaldeans. He named 
it after himself and his father. 11:4 They made molten images for 
themselves. Each one would worship the idol which he had made as his 
own molten image. They began to make statues, images, and unclean 

5 things; the spirits of the savage ones were helping and misleading 
(them) so that they would commit sins, impurities, and transgression. 
11:5 Prince Mastema was exerting his power in effecting all these 
actions and, by means of the spirits, he was sending to those who were 
placed under his control (the ability) to commit every (kind of) error 

10 and sin and every (kind of) transgression; to corrupt, to destroy, and to 
shed blood on the earth. 11:6 For this reason Serug was named Serug: 
because everyone turned to commit every (kind of) sin. 

11:7 He grew up and settled in Ur of the Chaldeans near the father 
of his wife's mother. He was a worshiper of idols. During the thirty-

15 sixth jubilee, in the fifth week, in its first year [1744], he married a 
woman whose name was Melcha, the daughter of Kaber, the daughter 
of his father's brother. 11:8 She gave birth to Nahor for him during the 
first year of this week [1744]. He grew up and settled in Ur — in the 

11:3 Ur. The form h-S:, which appears in all the mss. except 38', probably resulted 
when Hebrew 1 and 1 were confused. 

Ara of the Chaldeans: These words must be referring to D'Twa niN (Charles, 1902, 
p. 86, n.; Goldmann; and Hartom). 

11:4 unclean things: Dillmann (1859) and Charles (1895) omitted the conjunction 
before Ctf-rt and took it as an adjective modifying 9°M. Reading the conjunction, 
however, has stronger support among the mss. 

spirits of the savage ones: The construct form '»"9'Pft+ is far more strongly attested 
than the absolute form read by both Dillmann (1859) and Charles (1895) and presupposed 
by all translators. For e<Pp7 mss. 20 25 35 44 47 63 have CMl. 

11:5 by means of the spirits: Charles (1895, p. 39, n. 40) emended tthf. to (\df. ( = 
other) and added an accusative ending to '""T^fl'h. Littmann and Hartom translate his 
emended text without comment, as did Charles himself (1902), but there is no need for the 
change. 

to those: Though none of the translators indicates this, the relative pronoun M is 
preceded by the preposition A (only mss. 21 58 omit it; the preposition is in Dillmann's 
and Charles' editions of the text) which appears regularly after the verb AVffl. So, the 
sentence has Mastema sending something (ability?) by means of the spirits to another 
group. It is possible that the translators have understood the preposition to have a 
resumptive force (cf DILLMANN, Lexicon, 23, 6) d)), but that usage occurs with accusative 
constructions in which the first object is expressed in the accusative form and later ones 
may be introduced by A. 

11:8 in the one that is the Ur: There is some uncertainty in the mss. at this point, but, 
inspite of the choice by Dillmann (1859) and Charles (1895) to omit these words, the 
longer text has more impressive ms. backing (as Berger, too, has recognized [387, n. a to 
v8]). 

Cedrenus reflects several phrases in this verse but does not quote it. 
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one that is the Ur of the Chaldeans. His father taught him the studies 
of Chaldeans: to practice divination and to augur by the signs of the 
sky. 11:9 During the thirty-seventh jubilee, in the sixth week, in its first 
year [1800], he married a woman whose name was lyaseka, the daugh
ter of Nestag of the Chaldeans. 11:10 She gave birth to Terah for him 
in the seventh year of this week [1806]. 

11:11 Then Prince Mastema sent ravens and birds to eat the seed 
which would be planted in the ground and to destroy the land in order 
to rob mankind of their labors. Before they plowed in the seed, the 
ravens would pick (it) from the surface of the ground. 11:12 For this 
reason he named him Terah: because the ravens and birds reduced 
them to povery and ate their seed. 11:13 The years began to be 
unfruitful due to the birds. They would eat all the fruit of the trees from 
the orchards. During their time, if they were able to save a little of all 
the fruit of the earth, it was with great effort. 

11:14 During the thirty-ninth jubilee, in the second week, in the first 
year [1870], Terah married a woman whose name was Edna, the 
daughter of Abram, the daughter of his father's sister. 11:15 In the 

10 

1 5 

11:10-13 Jerome (Epistola 78, ad Fabiolam, Mansio 24 [PG 22.713]) clearly refers to 
this passage in his comment on Num 33:27: Et profecti de Thaath, castra metati sunt in 
Thare (Num. 33.27) ... Hoc eodem vocabulo [ = Thare] et iisdem litteris scriptum invenio 
patrem Abraham, qui in supradicto apocrypho Geneseos volumine, abactis corvis, qui 
hominum frumenta vastabant, abactoris, vel depulsoris sortitus est nomen. Cf RONSCH, 
Das Buch der Jubilaen, 266-67; Charles, 1902, p. 88, n. 

11:14 the (thirty-ninth): Literally: this. Here the demonstrative probably renders 
a Greek definite article. As the thirty-ninth jubilee has not yet been mentioned, a 
demonstrative would have no referent. It is omitted by mss. 20 21 58. 

Names of the Patriarchal Wives 

Patriarchs Ethiopic Syriac List Codex 1 

Shem 
Ham 
Japheth 
Arpachshad r<jx>a-\ 
Kainan 
Shelah "»-̂ h ncoaxa 
Eber a^oupa 
Peleg A-rT Sujiva 
Ragew IM. copa 
Serug 
Nahor hjm isaOa 
Terah 

Other 

"E5va (Cedrenus) 
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seventh year of this weeic [1876] she gave birth to a son for him, and he 
named him Abram after his mother's father because he had died before 
his daughter's son was conceived. 11:16 The child began to realize the 
errors of the earth — that everyone was going astray after the statues 

5 and after impurity. His father taught him (the art of) writing. When he 
was two weeks of years [= 14 years], he separated from his father in 
order not to worship idols with him. 11:17 He began to pray to the 
creator of all that he would save him from the errors of mankind and 
that it might not fall to his share to go astray after impurity and 

10 wickedness. 
11:18 When the time for planting seeds in the ground arrived, all of 

them went out together to guard the seed from the ravens. Abram — a 
child of 14 years — went out with those who were going out. 11:19 As a 
cloud of ravens came to eat the seed, Abram would run at them before 

15 they could settle on the ground. He would shout at them before they 
could settle on the ground to eat the seed and would say: 'Do not come 

11:15 seventh year of this week: When coupled with the date of Terah's birth in 11:10, 
this chronological note indicates that Terah was 70 years of age when Abram was born 
( = Gen 11:26). Cedrenus echoes this fact and some others found in Jubilees: his wife's 
name was Edna; Abram was named after his maternal grandfather who had died before 
the child was born. In the Syriac list of the names of patriarchal wives one finds similar 
information: «she gave birth to a son and named him Abram after her father». C f also 
Syncellus, Chronographia 183.17-19. 

11:16 impurity: Syriac has «molten images». Tisserant («Fragments syriaques», 212) 
again prefers the Syriac term which is cognate with Hebrew n a o a . He thought that Clf-fl 
« . . . a pu s'introduire dans la version ethiopienne sous I'influence des LXX (Deut. xxvii, 
15) yXuTiTov K t t i xwvEUTOv pSe^-uyna, car le mot associe a gelefo [sic] (= yXvKzov, c f 
rf'>i,\ dans le texte ethiopien des Jubiles, est precisement rekwas, qui traduit pSsXuYM" 
dans ce passage du Deuteronome». Though Berger (389, n. c to v 16) accepts Tisserant's 
argument, one could also argue that the author of the Syriac Chronicle altered the text so 
that he could have a synonymous pair, while Jubilees has a more difficult reading which is 
more likely to be original. See Jub 11:17 where = at-t\ is again used. 

two weeks of years: Syriac gives the number 12. S.P. Brock («Abraham and the 
Ravens: A Syriac Counterpart to Jubilees 11-12 and Its Implications», JSJ9 [1978] 148) 
observes that the number 12 may be a corruption (there is one in 12:12) but notes that in 
the Kebra Nagast, sec. 13 Terah sends Abraham to see idols at the age of 12. The Syriac 
citation locates Abraham's (not Abram's) separation from his father at a later point in the 
tale. 

11:17 not fall to his share: Literally: his share should not go down. 
11:19 and would say: Before the quotation the Ethiopic text has the words ffljUlA, 

though one might have expected Mn ' ^-flA. The Syriac uses TsarC . \ i (a participial 
construction). The form does not mean «and said» as the translators have rendered it. 
The verbal form is, like the other main verbs in the verse, imperfect in tense; all of them 
indicate habitual action. The Syriac citation uses the compound rCom rc^sn to express 
the same meaning. 
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they returned: The Syriac again uses a compound (aam ^ta^cn); compare the 
imperfect verb in mss. 20 25 44, 

11:20 he did (this): Several mss. read a plural verb, while 38 has ^•fl^• rather than 
H14- . Charles read 1-fl<J in 1895, but in 1902 (p. 90, n.) he suggested that it be emended to 
hl-tth ( = he caused to turn back [so Hartom]) or, if l -f l jj were retained, that X-^ooftn-
be understood after the word rt-fll. Littmann (61, n. e) accepted the reading of ms. 38, but 
Berger has rendered with «er tat (es)». The Syriac verb v\_aorn<' would appear to support 
Charles" conjecture of hl-tth (see Tisserant, «Fragments syriaques», 212), but, however 
appealing it may be to adopt its reading, it should be recognized that the Syriac citation is 
rather free in this context and that as a result the verb may be the work of the chronicler. 
Note also the preposition A before R<"'i' — what would be its function if the emendation 
of the Ethiopic were accepted? 

70 times: Berger translates as: «als Mensch ... siebzigmal». The words «als Mensch» 
he derives from the reading A-dh (accusative ending) in mss. 17 20 39 42 44 47 48 (58 63 
have the same word but without the accusative ending) where the other mss. have the 
number rt-fll. But if Berger adopts the reading rt-flA, he has no basis for adding 
«siebzigmal». Mt\ is a transparent mistake for rt-fll, as the Syriac also shows. 

After it summarizes the contents of 11:20, the Syriac has an expansion which, as Brock 
(«Abraham and the Ravens», 149) has shown, comes from a Syriac account of this 
episode that can be reconstructed from the divergent versions which are found in a letter 
of Jacob of Edessa to John of Litarba and in the Catena Severi (see pp. 137-39 for the 
texts; but see also Tisserant, «Fragments syriaques», 213). 

remained: Or: settled. The verb ("ittd) is the same as the one which appears twice in 
11:19 (translated «could settle» in both cases). 

11:22 enough food: The Ethiopic word-play ^ h A / ^ h - A , though not found in the 
earliest mss. (other than the form h h - A in ms. 9), seems the best reading. The H-A- of 
ms. 17 and the Xh-Ji of 58 are corruptions of Ah-A, and omission of Kh-A by eight mss. 
was caused by its visual similarity to ? ihA. 

11:23 In this verse, the Syriac citation omits the date and otherwise abbreviates, but 
the material which it does include coincides very closely with the Ethiopic text. 

down; return to the place from which you came'! And they returned. 
11:20 That day he did (this) to the cloud of ravens 70 times. Not a 
single raven remained in any of the fields where Abram was. 11:21 All 
who were with him in any of the fields would see him shouting: then all 
of the ravens returned (to their place). His reputation grew large 5 
throughout the entire land of the Chaldeans. 11:22 All who were 
planting seed came to him in this year, and he kept going with them 
until the seedtime came to an end. They planted their land and that 
year brought in enough food. So they ate and were filled. 

11:23 In the first year of the fifth week [1891] Abram taught the 10 
people who made equipment for bulls — the skillful woodworkers — 
and they made an implement above the ground, opposite the plow 
beam, so that one could place seed on it. The seed would then drop 
down from it onto the end of the plow and be hidden in the ground; 
and they would no longer be afraid of the ravens. 11:24 They made 15 
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11:24 all the land did: All of the translators have followed the reading of ms. 38 (now 
also backed by 21 63) which places the words translated «all the land» in the accusative 
case, thus making the phrase the object of HK-: they tilled all the land. But the accusative 
endings are poorly attested; all of the better copies make tfft- = 9°X:C the subject of the 
verb. 

birds: Several of the best authorities, under the influence of the end of v 23, read 
«ravens». It is possible that the Syriac once had this secondary reading and that it omitted 
the verse by parablepsis from the last word of v 23. But, since the Syriac regularly 
shortens the text, the same may have happened here as well. 

12:2 help and advantage: Besides abbreviating the verse, the Syriac citation transposes 
these nouns. 

12:3 D o not worship: The verb is plural (as in vv4-5) . 
12:4 Worship: The Ethiopic verb is plural in agreement with others in the context, but 

Syriac employs a singular form. Its material parallel to this verse comes slightly later (see 
Tisserant, «Fragments syriaques», 213, for the rearrangement in this section). 

on the earth ... on the earth: The repetition of this phrase has led to omission of a 
clause («and makes everything on the earth») in mss. 17 21 25 38'. 

earth ... presence: The Syriac citation departs sharply from the text reflected in the 
Ethiopic tradition for the end of the verse. For the Syriac ending, see Jacob of Edessa 
(these words come just after the ravens episode): «For just as you said, I am the God who 
has made heaven and earth, and to me belongs everything in them». (from Brock, 
«Abraham and the Ravens», 138). The Ethiopic text appears more original than the 
general, summary formulation in the Syriac. 

12:5 your shoulders: In the Ethiopic text second-person plural forms are used 
consistently in 12:3-5. Here the Syriac supports the plural suffix (note that the material 
from Jubilees is in a diflerent order in the Syriac than in the Ethiopic). 

12:6 he said: Ten Ethiopic mss., including 20 25 35, add tilt-lh (^<{- in 38), but Syriac 
supports the shorter text. 

(something) liice this above the ground on every plow beam. They 
planted seed, and all the land did as Abram told them. So they were no 
longer afraid of the birds. 

12:1 During the sixth week, in its seventh year [1904], Abram said to 
5 his father Terah: 'My father'. He said: 'Yes, my son'? 12:2 He said: 

'What help and advantage do we get from these idols before which you 
worship and prostrate yourself? 12:3 For there is no spirit in them 
because they are dumb. They are an error of the mind. D o not worship 
them. 12:4 Worship the God of heaven who makes the rain and dew 

10 fall on the earth and makes everything on the earth. He created 
everything by his word; and all hfe (comes) from his presence. 
12:5 Why do you worship those things which have no spirit in them? 
For they are made by hands and you carry them on your shoulders. 
You receive no help from them, but instead they are a great shame for 

15 those who make them and an error of the mind for those who worship 
them. D o not worship them'. 12:6 Then he said to him: 'I, too, know 
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(this), my son. What shall I do with the people who have ordered me to 
serve in their presence? 12:7 If I tell them what is right, they will kill 
me because they themselves are attached to them so that they worship 
and praise them. Be quiet, my son, so that they do not kill you'. 
12:8 When he told these things to his two brothers and they became 5 
angry at him, he remained silent. 

12:9 During the fortieth jubilee, in the second week, in its seventh 
year [1925], Abram married a woman whose name was Sarai, the 
daughter of his father, and she became his wife. 12:10 His brother 
Haran married a woman in the third year of the third week [1928], and 10 
she gave birth to a son for him in the seventh year of this week [1932]. 
He named him Lot. 12:11 His brother Nahor also got married. 

12:12 In the sixtieth year of Abram's Hfe (which was the fourth week, 
in its fourth year [1936], Abram got up at night and burned the temple 
of the idols. He burned everything in the temple but no one knew 15 
(about it). 12:13 They got up at night and wanted to save their gods 
from the fire. 12:14 Haran dashed in to save them, but the fire raged 
over him. He was burned in the fire and died in Ur of the Chaldeans 
before his father Terah. They buried him in Ur of the Chaldeans. 

the people: Syriac adds «all». 
ordered: The best Ethiopic reading is MIH, while is a strongly supported variant. 

Syriac uses yiAanf. Possibly n p s stood in the original, and both versions preserve aspects 
of its meanings. Goldmann renders with ' r i s , and Hartom translates with T:r)i. 

12:7 them so that they worship and praise them: The Syriac, which otherwise renders 
the verse virtually verbatim, appears to summarize these words with Jnlii.i (cf Berger, 
392, n. b to V 7). 

12:8 he remained silent: Mss. 9 17 38 58 63 have a plural form of the verb — a reading 
which Berger has adopted («sie brachten ihn zum Schweigen» [i.e., he supplies.an object 
for the verb]); but the plural is more readily explained as an adaptation to the plural verbs 
which precede than as the original form. 

12:9 Sarai; The Ethiopic spelling is (as in EthGen 11:29, etc.). In Jub 15:15 she 
will be renamed A ^ . 

12:12 sixtieth: Syriac has 56 and Syncellus 61 (in a different chronological system). 
Brock («Abraham and the Ravens», 148) explains the Syriac number as « . . . a corruption 
due to a misreading of semkath ( = 60) as nun + waw ( = 56)». Jacob of Edessa also gives 
his age as 60 (see ibid., 138). 

temple of the idols: Syriac: temple of Kainan. See Brock (« Abraham and the Ravens», 
149-50; c f 141) for an explanation of the Babylonian idol's name Kainan. It figures also 
in the accounts of Jacob of Edessa and the Catena Severi (ibid., 138) and is probably 
related to the name Kainan which is included in the genealogy of Genesis 11 by the LXX 
tradition (with Jub 8:1-5). Syncellus uses the words «idols of his father». 

12:14 them: Syriac: the temple. 
Ur ... Ur: In both instances the best mss. have h.'tC; only 12 and 38= preserve the 

correct form. Berger, though he gives the wrong reading for 25 (his B), has solved the 
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problem by noting that K'hC = 4v Oup which was contracted into a single word and 
transcribed (393, n. d to v 14). Presumably the preposition (1 was added after the 
contraction and transcription had occurred. 

12:15 and (his sons): A.S . van der Woude («Fragmente des Buches Jubilaen aus 
Qumran Hohle XI [lIQJub]», in Tradition und Glaube: Das friihe Christentum in seiner 
Umwelt [ed. G. Jeremias, H.W. Kuhn, and H. Stegemann; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 1971] 144) related the conjunction in l lQJub4 .1 (the only preserved letter on 
the line) to the next instance of a> in the Ethiopic text, but the line would be too short in 
that case. The reconstruction of the text here follows that given in VANDERKAM, Textual 
and Historical Studies, 39-40. 

Haran: Many mss. place rSii. before this name (12 20 25 35 39 42 44 47 48 58), but 
the resulting phrase is not found in Genesis (see VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical 
Studies, 40, where it is maintained that probably did not figure in 1 IQJub 4 either). 
Neither the Syriac citation nor Syncellus attests «land of» before «Haran». 

with his father: Many mss. add ^6-, unlike the Syriac. For l lQJub4 .2 , see VANDER
KAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 41. 

two weeks of years: Syriac supplies the equivalent number of 14 years (Tisserant, 
«Fragments syriaques», 208, erroneously gives i . in the text but correctly translates as 
«quatorze» [211]). The Syriac dates Abraham's (the Chronicle always uses the full name) 
departure to his sixtieth year — a date which tallies with Jub 12:12 where the Syriac 
mistakenly gives 56. The combined information of 12:12 and 12:28 indicate a gap of three 
years between the temple fire and the departure from Ur. On this, see Brock, «Abraham 
and the Ravens», 141-46. 

12:16 during its fifth: l l Q J u b 4 . 3 confirms the reading. The Syriac citation also has 
«fifth year», but as the chronicler does not use the week/year system of Jubilees this 
appears to be a mistake for «fifteenth» (12:12 = 1936; 12:16 = 1951; c f Tisserant, 
«Fragments syriaques», 208, n. 1). 

12:17 A voice came to his mind: Literally: a voice came to his heart. Ethiopic can 
mean «voice, word». The Syriac citation has r^i\ \so. It is likely that these two words 
reflect the same original (both Goldmann and Hartom use ~ai). 

12:18 in the morning and evening: The Syriac words and are 
adjectival and refer to early and late rains. They are not the words for «morning» and 
«evening», despite the translations of Tisserant («Fragments syriaques», 211) and Berger 
(394, n. a to v 18). 

12:15 Then Terah left Ur of the Chaldeans — he and his sons — to go 
to the land of Lebanon and the land of Canaan. He settled in Haran, 
and Abram Hved with his father in Haran for two weeks of years. 

12:16 In the sixth week, during its fifth year [1951], Abram sat at 
5 night — at the beginning of the seventh month — to observe the stars 

from evening to dawn in order to see what would be the character of 
the year with respect to the rains. He was sitting and observing by 
himself. 12:17 A voice came to his mind and he said: 'All the signs of 
the stars and signs of the moon and the sun — all are under the Lord's 

10 control. Why should I be investigating (them)? 12:18 If he wishes he 
will make it rain in the morning and evening; and if he wishes, he will 
not make it fall. Everything is under his control'. 
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12:19 My God ... most High: The Syriac citation severely abridges the text of the 
prayer. For v 19 it echoes only parts of the first two lines. 

that was and has been: A number of later mss. omit the conjunction before WAw and 
read OAm instead of this verb. Charles (1895) followed ms. 38 in replacing the 
conjunction with H, but this can hardly be the best reading. 

12:20 evil spirits: Syriac has «this people». Several of the Ethiopic mss. read «spirits 
of the evil ones» (9 20 21 25 38 39 48), and it is possible that Syriac gives an interpretive 
rendering of this sort of reading (i.e., it may presuppose n-Bin m n n rather than m n n n 
D ' s i n ) . 

12:21 he (said): Almost all of the best mss. have ^ a ( = I said), but the first-person 
form does not fit the context. Beginning with Dillmann (1851), the translators have either 
emended (see Charles, 1895, p. 43, n. 19) or now follow mss. 17 21 58 63 in reading ^(t 

(e.g., Berger). Confusion between first- and third- person forms could have occurred on 
the Hebrew ( i n K i and lOKl), the Greek (eliuE and slitov), or the Ethiopic level (f-ft. and 
Wl) of the text. Syriac offers no help on the point, as it summarizes the verse briefly and 
alters some of the wording slightly. 

12:22 me: The Ethiopic text adds the standard introductory formula for direct speech 
tiln •• ^-flA (cf Syriac v » r < ' .vn). The fact that this verb is in the third person led 
Dillmann and Littmann to translate «indem er sprach» (Berger: «indem er sagte»). The 
original was probably naxV (so Goldmann, Hartom). It is plausible, though, to under
stand ^/i as the subject of JUIA so that the words = ^-flA need not be expressed in 
the translation. The Syriac citation, in which K'JRISO is the subject of l a s r ^ , supports this 
interpretation. 

your family: The variant hll'TiM in mss. 20 25 35 44 agrees with EthGen 12:2. 

12:19 That night he prayed and said: 
My God, my God, God most High, 
You alone are my God. 
You have created everything; 
Everything that was and has been is the product of your hands. 5 
You and your lordship I have chosen. 
12:20 Save me from the power of the evil spirits who rule the thoughts 
of people's minds. 
May they not mislead me from following you, my God. 
Do establish me and my posterity forever. 10 
May we not go astray from now until eternity. 

12:21 Then he said: 'Shall I return to Ur of the Chaldeans who are 
looking for me to return to them? Or am I to remain here in this place? 
Make the path that is straight before you prosper through your servant 
so that he may do (it). May I not proceed in the error of my mind, my 15 
God'. 

12:22 When he had finished speaking and praying, then the word of 
the Lord was sent to him through me: 'Now you, come from your land, 
your family, and your father's house to the land which I will show you. 
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I will make you into a large and populous people. 12:23 I will bless you 
and magnify your reputation. You will become blessed in the earth. All 
the nations of the earth will be blessed in you. Those who bless you I 
will bless, while those who curse you I will curse. 12:24 I will become 

5 God for you, your son, your grandson, and all your descendants. D o 
not be afraid. From now until all the generations of the earth I am your 
God'. 12:25 Then the Lord God said to me: 'Open his mouth and his 
ears to hear and speak with his tongue in the revealed language'. For 
from the day of the collapse it had disappeared from the mouth(s) of all 

10 mankind. 12:26 I opened his mouth, ears, and lips and began to speak 
Hebrew with him — in the language of the creation. 12:27 He took his 

large and populous people: Syriac has «large people». The Ethiopic text is modeled on 
Gen 18:18; the septuagintal witnesses rf458 make the same addition in Gen 12:2. The 
Syriac citation conforms to all of the biblical versions and is not, therefore, likely to be 
original. 

12:23 become blessed: The wording agrees with that of Syriac LXX OL EthGen 12:2 
against MT Sam which have a noun (nsia). 

nations: The best mss. are defective at this point. Mss. 9 12 20 25 38 44 63 have forms 
of the word «father» (tittay- in 9, h(la> in the others [this is read by Berger]). The reading 
in ms. 17 is probably a scribe's attempt to make sense of the word he found in his base 
text: he transformed it into a verb (mhttw-hao- : m-ti-t- [ = I will bring them into]). As all 
of the versions of Gen 12:3 and the Syriac citation show, the correct reading is hihttt 
which appears in mss. 21 35 39 42 47 48 58. The word t\(\a> may have entered the text as a 
copying error in which hihltt was written as Ml ( ^ [ A l ] n ) and later pluralized to fit the 
verb. 

those w h o curse you: The p l u r a l verb ag rees with Sam Syr LXX OL' EthGen 12:3 
against the singular of MT OL" and the targums. 

12:24 your son: A powerfully supported variant is iD-ii-ftrh ( = your sons) which 
Dillmann used in his edition and translation and which Goldmann, Hartom, and Berger 
have accepted. 

your grandson: Here, too, many mss. read plurals (literally: sons of your sons). 
Dillmann (1851, 1859), Goldmann, Hartom, and Berger have adopted the plurals, but t h e 
singular is preferable for both words because the referents are Isaac and Jacob, not all of 
Abraham's descendants of t h e first a n d second generations. 

12:25 his tongue: Mss. 20 25 35 44 offer hi-O- ( = his mouth). 
revealed: Littmann (63, n. a) wrote: « . . . vielleicht hier wieder (wie 2,29 u. 3,15) = 

-IKT)). That would, though, be an unusual meaning for the qal passive participle; a niphal 
form would be expected. 

collapse: The same word as in 10:26 is used here. In 10:26 the fallen tower was given 
the name t h e Collapse. 

disappeared: Literally: came to rest. 
12:26 Syncellus {Chronographia 185.6-8) alludes to t h e information found in v 2 6 : 6 

SyYEXOI; 6 XaXcov tm McoOafi EIKSV OCTM, OTI TOV 'APpadfi iya ^5i5a^a TT|V 'EppaiSa 
yX&coav K a x d TTIV dTc' dp^fj? KTICTEOK; XaXeiv xa n d r p i a r t d v T O &q &v XeT t T f j KSITOI 

FeveaEi. See also Cedrenus (Denis, Fragmenta, 93). For the Syncellus t e x t , c f RONSCH, 

Das Buch der Jubilaen, 296-97; and Charles, 1902, p . 96, nn. (he bases his chronological 
discussion on Ronsch's work). 
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I2;28 In the seventh: l lQJub 5, 8.1 confirms the Ethiopic text given here in that it 
begins with -rrn ( = o)l«*) and continues with rt»]3W3 (Ethiopic has tt'ioa^ •• A-fld in 
which the word «year» comes first, then the ordinal). Mss. 9 12 17 21 38 39 42' 47 48 thus 
incorrectly omit the preposition. 

seventh year of the sixth week [1953]: The Syriac citation provides the same date but in 
non-Jubilean terms: «after two years». Cf 12:16 (1951). 

told him: Syriac: asked (permission). The chronicler has excerpted from the verse and 
presumably has also altered the text by making Abram speak more politely to his father. 

that he was leaving: The Ethiopic mss. place the pronoun IB-M after the verb, but in 
l lQJub 5, 8.2 it precedes the participle. The Syriac again abridges. 

12:29 His father Terah said to him; The Hebrew again conforms the Ethiopic text and 
shows that the Syriac abbreviates. 

make your way straight: Syriac: arrange your way. The Syriac verb could be 
translated as «establish, make firm», or even «prosper» (Tisserant, «Fragments syria-
ques», 212: «fixe»). 

May he grant you ... see you: It is nearly certain that l lQJub 5, 8.4-5 lacks this line 
because there is insufficient space for it and the preceding and following lines are partially 
preserved on the fragments. See VAN DER W O U D E , «Fragmente», 144-45; VANDERKAM, 
Textual and Historical Studies, 49. The Syriac, too, lacks this line, but, as it omits much 
more of the verse as well, no certain conclusion can be drawn from this fact. 

to harm you: On l lQJub 5, 8.5 van der Woude («Fragmente», 144-45) had read 
S I asVl; but it is preferable to read S I nsnllirs?'? (see VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical 
Studies, 50). 

fathers' books (they were written in Hebrew) and copied them. From 
that time he began to studt them, while I was telling him everything 
that he was unable (to understand). He studied them throughout the six 
rainy months. 

12:28 In the seventh year of the sixth week [1953], he spoke with his 5 
father and told him that he was leaving Haran to go to the land of 
Canaan to see it and return to him. 12:29 His father Terah said to him: 
Go in peace. 
May the eternal God make your way straight; 
May the Lord be with you and protect you from every evil; 10 
May he grant you kindness, mercy, and grace before those who see 
you; 
And may no person have power over you to harm you. 
Go in peace. 
12:30 Tf you see a land that, in your view, is a pleasant one in which to 15 
live, then come and take me to you. Take Lot, the son of your brother 
Haran, with you as your son. May the Lord be with you. 12:31 Leave 
your brother Nahor with me until you return in peace. Then all of us 
together will go with you'. 
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13:1 Abram went from Haran and took his wife Sarai and Lot, the 
son of his brother Haran, to the land of Canaan. He came to Asur. He 
walked as far as Shechem and settled near a tall oak tree. 13:2 He saw 
that the land — from the entrance of Hamath to the tall oak — was 

5 very pleasant. 13:3 Then the Lord said to him: 'To you and your 
descendants I will give this land'. 13:4 He built an altar there and 
offered on it a sacrifice to the Lord who had appeared to him. 

13:5 He departed from there toward the mountain of Bethel which is 
toward the sea, with Ai toward the east, and pitched his tent there. 

10 13:6 He saw that the land was spacious and most excellent and (that) 
everything was growing on it: vines, fig trees, pomegranates, oak trees, 

13:1 Asur: Charles (1902, p. 97, n.) obelised the name, claiming that one would have 
expected «Canaan». But possibly the name 'Titfun for a people in Ishbosheth's kingdom 
according to 2 Sam 2:9 is relevant. 

tall oak tree: For the adjective «tan» (VTIi) Jubilees agrees with L X X O L Eth
Gen 12:6. This reading may have originated from a Hebrew variant of n a n for m i a (so 
Charles, 1895, p. 45, n. 24). Goldmann (p. Ban) has suggested that the original was Kiaa 
(as in Syriac Gen 12:6; c f also the LXX witnesses 911 and a') which was interpreted as 
meaning mai, but this seems less plausible than Charles' explanation. There are numerous 
variants for the words "in •• X:C(\; in fact, the best mss. are corrupt. The strange spellings 
is probably a loss of the words: 'to the east of Bethel with'. This lacuna is not marked in the 
letter was corrupted into >. 

13:3 to him: Jubilees follows the tradition of Sam Syriac LXX OL EthGen 12:7; MT 
lacks iV. 

To you and: These words are not in Gen 12:7 (except in Chr Bo) but derive from 
parallel passages such as Gen 13:15; 17:8; 26:3. 

13:4 and offered on it a sacrifice: These words are lacking from Gen 12:7, but cf 
Josephus, Ant. 1.157: ... jjconov (J)KO56HTICT6 KOI Ouoiav ixiXzas 9em. 

13:5 Bethel: Charles (1895, p. 45, n. 32) emended to ?°AA •• n.-tA which he took to be 
in harmony with Gen 12:8. He elaborated in 1902 (p. 98, n.): «After 'mountain' there is 
probably a loss of the words: 'to the east of Bethel with'. This lacuna is not marked in the 
MSS. Zasemu after Betel in a [= 12] may be a corruption of westa = iv. If so, it should 
be placed before Betel». Littmann (63, n. e) rejected Charles' view as unnecessary and 
unjustified. It may be asked, though, whether the text of Jubilees has resulted from 
parablepsis (as in some septuagintal witnesses) in the words of Gen 12:8 (V^'n-a to 
V^-n-a). The intervening clause, which was accidentally omitted (nVns Bl ) , would then 
have been added at the end of the verse, contrary to all biblical versions, when a scribe 
noticed that it had been missed. 

13:6 incense trees: fflA.ITh is omitted by mss. 9 20 25 35 38 so that its textual status is 
somewhat uncertain. It reproduces Xi^avoq ( = a frankincense tree). DILLMANN {Lexicon, 
43) defined the word as «arbor quaedam, sine dubio cedrusn. However, since cedars have 
already been mentioned in the verse, he translated it in 1851 as «Libanonbaume» and 
commented in a footnote (p. 71, n. 80) that they were «andre nadelholzbaume». Littmann 
gives Libanosbaume and Hartom pja"? Charles (1895, p. 45, n. 39) emended to (LATA 
(cf ms. 12: (LflTA), which he regarded as the word BaXavoq ( = date tree [1902, p. 98, 
n.]). But DlLLMANN(Iexico/i, 43) noted that in Isa 6:13 be • A.I'i'A renders pdXavoi;; 
consequently, the emendation ought to be rejected (with Littmann, 63, n. h). 
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holm oaks, terebinths, olive trees, cedars, cypresses, incense trees, and 
all (kinds of) wild trees; and (there was) water on the mountains. 
13:7 Then he blessed the Lord who had led him from Ur of the 
Chaldeans and brought him to this mountain. 

13:8 During the first year in the seventh week [1954] — on the first of 5 
the month in which he had initially built the altar on this mountain — 
he called on the name of the Lord: 'You, my God, are the eternal God'. 
13:9 He offered to the Lord a sacrifice on the altar so that he would be 
with him and not abandon him throughout his entire hfetime. 13:10 He 
departed from there and went toward the south. When he reached lo 
Hebron (Hebron was built at that time), he stayed there for two years. 
Then he went to the southern territory as far as Boa Lot. There was a 

13:7 mountain: Mss. 20 25 35 read 9°g:C, w h i c h w a s accepted by Charles (1895, 
1902), L i t tmann , G o l d m a n n , and H a r t o m . T h e we ight o f m s . author i ty o p p o s e s 
their cho ice . 

13:8 in w h i c h he had initially: In 1895 Char les read tttt • but 
F. Pratorius (review of Charles, 1895, in TLZ 20 [1895] 615) and Littmann (63, n. i) 
argued that (IH was to be omitted with mss. C and D ( = 51 and 38). The text would then 
read ©CI = = first month. Charles (1902) accepted their proposal; Hartom has as 
well. Actually, ms. 51 omits only n, not nn and ms. 38 has AH (possibly marked for 
erasure); as a result, their readings do not provide warrant for omitting nil before ••S"?.. 
Dillmann's misreading was not noticed because Charles and Littmann simply used his 
apparatus. The word is here to be understood in an adverbial sense (see DILLMANN, 
Lexicon, 464). Ms. 12 supports this interpretation (though it expresses the notion with a 
different construction), while the word +.lon- in ms. 21 can be taken in the same sense. 
The meaning is, then, that Abraham called on the Lord's name in the very month in 
which, during the previous year (see 13:4 and 12:28), he had built the altar. This is also 
the force of Gen 12:8b. 

called on: The expression fjo-p : n is curious (it was also read by Dillmann in 1859). A 
suffix-less form of the verb is attested in mss. 12 21 35 58 (read by Charles, 1895). 

You, my God, are the eternal God: Compare IQapGen 19:7-8; "7[8 IV Kin nnJK 
«»]•?[»] (reconstruction of Fitzmyer, A Genesis Apocryphon, 58, 105 [where he acknowled
ges indebtedness to A. Dupont-Sommer, Les ecrits esseniens decouverts pres de la Mer 
Morte (Bibliotheque historique; Paris: Payot, 1959) 298]). 

13:10 south; Ethiopic f.tt"tt, whose meaning changed from «north» to «south», must 
mean «south» here. C f IQapGen 19:9: KamV. In this reading Jubilees follows the 
tradition of MT Sam Syriac and the targums against tv xr\ fepiincp of LXXGen 12:9 
( = OL EthGen). 

When ... two years: IQapGen 19:9-10: p n a n nKiljans [wat njVl p - a n " ? np3T T I S 
[]an] p [ a * p m n ] nani (text according to Fitzmyer, A Genesis Apocryphon, 58, 107). For 
the building of Hebron, see Num 13:22. 

The first preserved part of the Latin translation begins with the words «and stayed 
there for two years». 

southern territory: Literally; land of the south. The Latin lacks an equivalent for 

Boa Lot: Latin: bahalot. Littmann (64, n. c) thought the name was probably biblical 
n'ysa, but Charles (1902, p. 98, n.) proposed mbsa (Josh 15:24 [so Hartom, 53, n. to 
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famine in the land. 13:11 So Abram went to Egypt in the third year of 
the week [1956]. He lived in Egypt for five years before his wife was 
taken from him by force. 13:12 Egyptian Tanais was buiU at that time 
— seven years after Hebron. 13:13 When the pharaoh took Abram's 

5 wife Sarai by force for himself, the Lord punished the pharaoh and his 
household very severely because of Abram's wife Sarai. 13:14 Now 
Abram had an extremely large amount of property: sheep, cattle, 
donkeys, horses, camels, male and female servants, silver, and very 
(much) gold. Lot — his brother's son — also had property. 13:15 The 

10 pharaoh returned Abram's wife Sarai and expelled him from the land 
of Egypt. He went to the place where he had first pitched his tent — at 
the location of the altar, with Ai on the east and Bethel on the west. He 
blessed the Lord his God who had brought him back safely. 

V 10]; he thought that this was also Littmann's identification though it clearly is not). The 
Ethiopic tradition braks the name into two words and alters the first vowel — perhaps 
because the name was misinterpreted as the words «Lot came». 

in the land: The preposition ^ (1 follows the idiomatic rendering of LXX OLGen 12:10 
(^Tti tfli; ir\<;). 

13:11 in Egypt: Latin adds «the land of» before «Egypt». 
13:12 Tanais: Latin adds «ciuitas» before this name, contrary to Num 13:22. 
seven years: Literally: in the seven (ms. 25: seventh) winters/years. C f Latin: annis 

septem. 
13:13 took ... by force for himself: The mss. read X/*- — a sufl^xal form of the verb. 

Dillmann printed this form in his edition, but Charles (1895, p. 45, n. 60) emended to W 
(with a feminine objective suffix; he expressed doubt whether ms. 25 had the masculine 
suffix but it clearly does). The Latin version reflects no suffix. The suffix appears to mean 
«for himself». 

punished ... very severely: Literally: punished with great punishments (Gen 12:17). 
Latin quaestionauit ... quaestionibus magnis is peculiar. The verb means «to put to the 
question», but it can also have the sense of «to put to torture, put to the rack». See 
RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 97. 

13:14 had an extremely large amount of property: Literally: was very wealthy in. The 
Latin text makes the Lord the understood subject and Abram the object of the verb 
glorificauit, which Charles (1895, p. 45, n. 65) emended to glorificatus. 

very (much) gold: Literally: and in gold very much. 
13:15 Sarai: Latin adds: to her husband. 
with Ai on the east and Bethel on the west: The Ethiopic has: the altar of Ai on the east 

of Bethel and the sea ( = west). The biblical versions (Gen 13:3) have: between Bethel and 
Ai. Charles (1895, p. 46, nn. 10-11) proposed two emendations based on the Latin text 
and read: r/^Vb •• hX •• i\l\\9°Kn^ • (Da-tA •• ^y°nAC (for the word ff^Vb he adopts 
a reading attested by mss. 21 25 38 alone). The present Ethiopic text does appear to be a 
corruption of this more pristine wording. The construct endings on 9°/"<ro and fflWi (cf 
17 63) could easily be scribal blunders, while a"!AC (i.e., moving the conjunction away 
from n.-tA; note (OihC in 9 38) may represent an attempt, after the previous errors were 
made, to lend some sense to the word «sea» in the context (mss. 12 39 42 47 omit the 
conjunction and verb). It is also possible that the unique transposition of phrases which 
come from the end of Gen 13:3 and the beginning of 13:4 contributed to the problem. 
Littmann (64, n. g), Hartom, and Berger have followed Charles' emendations. 
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13:16 During this forty-first jubilee, in the third year of the first week 
[1963], he returned to this place. He offered a sacrifice on it and called 
on the Lord's name: 'You, Lord, most high God, are my God forever 
and ever'. 

13:17 In the fourth year of this week [1964] Lot separated from him. 5 
Lot settled in Sodom. Now the people of Sodom were very sinful. 
13:18 He was brokenhearted that his brother's son had separated from 
him for he had no children. 13:19 In that year when Lot was taken 
captive, the Lord spoke to Abram — after Lot had separated from him, 
in the fourth year of this week — and said to him: 'Look up from the 10 

13:16 this: The fact that the demonstrative adjective is not found in the Latin text 
suggests that U represents a Greek definite article. 

(You), Lord: Latin omits the word «Lord», as do mss. 25 35. See IQapGen 21:2 for 
similar material. Omission of both M-t- and °̂JH.̂ «•nWl.C by 20 21 38 is due to 
haplography (^°IH.^l•nrh.C to ^°IH.̂ •nWl.C). 

13:17 year: Latin preserves only the letters no from the word anno. 
Lot^: Latin omits, as does ms. 44. 
13:18: He was brokenhearted: Literally; it was bad for him in his heart. The Ethiopic 

tradition preserves some variations at this point, the most noteworthy of which are <hHV 
in mss. 21 35 39 42 47 48 58 and the plural suffix (AOo"-) in 38 in place of the singular 
(A(V). Littmann (64, n. i) proposed: « A m Besten nimmt man die Lesarten von C [ = 51, 
which here agrees with 47] and D [ = 38] zusammen, so dass sich ergabe: wa'a'^kayu 
balebbomu (lat.: et iniqui in cordibus suis) wachazana». He translated: «und handelten 
bose in ihrem Herzen . . .» (at the end of v 17) and then added at the beginning of v 18: 
«Und er war betrubt». N o ms., it should be emphasized, offers this expanded text, but 
Berger nevertheless agrees with Littmann. It is true that Gen 13:13 makes two claims 
about the men of Sodom: they were D-Sl and T S a mn'"? D-SOn; but Jubilees definitely 
reflects only the latter, not the former. The Ethiopic text given here seems the simplest 
one, while the plural term iniqui in Latin is a problem. Ronsch reconstructed the Latin 
text on the basis of Dillmann's Latin translation of the Ethiopic to read: et iniqui in 
cordibus suis. [Et contristatus est in corde suo] ... (p. 10) It is possible that one clause was 
dropped from the Ethiopic (the one represented in Latin) and the other from the Latin 
text (see RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 98), with the word «heart» being the trigger for 
the omissions (Charles [1895, p. 46, n. 20] suggested rnhft-fi ' athhW); but the Latin 
could also be regarded as an addition (the product of a scribe's adding the biblical iniqui) 
whose presence led to the subsequent omission of the correct clause. As it stands, the 
Ethiopic makes sense; the Latin does not. C f 1 Qap Gen 21:7: -ns 13 01*? W1D -Vs irsni 
TiKl"? p . Here the Genesis Apocryphon agrees with the Latin text's inclusion of the name 
Lot before «his brother's son». 

13:19 In ... when: Latin lacks an equivalent for these words and is defective. See 
RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 12, for a reconstruction of it; Charles (1895, p. 47) 
reconstructs in the same way. 

the Lord spoke to Abram — after Lot had separated: The Latin text lacks these words. 
If the Vorlage of the Latin followed the order of MT Sam Syriac LXXGen 13:14 (oi"? 
rasa) rather than JiS'"i«- : ft"T, the omission could be explained by parablepsis from 
«Lot» to «Lot». 

week: Latin adds: of the same jubilee. 
and said to him: Charles (1895, p. 46, n. 22) wrote that the mss. added this expression 
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«against Lat. and Gen. xiii.14» (see also 1902, p. 99, n.; Littmann, 64, n. k). He was 
correct about Gen 13:14, but the Latin very clearly has the words dixit deus ad abram at 
this point. Charles erroneously reconstructed the text so that these words preceded the 
place where they figure in the text. 

north ... south ... west ... east: Latin: west ... south ... east ... north. The biblical 
versions (Gen 13:14) support the Ethiopic text with the single exception that they reverse 
the order of west/ east. See RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 98. IQapGen 21:9 offers yet 
another order: SUDS'?! samVl smsaVl NnnaV (see also FITZMYER, The Genesis Apocry
phon, 147). 

13:20 give to you and your descendants: Jubilees makes the words of Gen 13:15 flow 
more smoothly by placing the verb after the two prepositional phrases rather than 
between them as in the biblical versions. IQapGen 21:10 locates the verb before the 
prepositional phrases: -[Bltbl '̂7 an- NIN (cf Gen 17:8). 

sands of the sea: Mss. 9 12 17 21 63 read r^-C instead of l A C in agreement with MT 
Sam Syriac LXXGen 13:16, the targums, and IQapGen21:13. Latin Jubilees supports 
the Ethiopic text that is followed here — a fact which virtually assures that IrhC is 
original. It is found also in OL EthGen and a few Greek witnesses. Charles (1895, p. 46, 
n. 27) suspected the reading l A C / maris, but in 1902 he simply noted that the wording 
was dependent on Gen 22:17. 

(Even) if ... earth: Latin Jubilees omits, but all biblical versions include the protasis. 
The Latin omission may have been caused by parablepsis from «sands of the sea» to 
«sands of the sea/earth» (mss. 38 39 58 have l A C in this second case as well, as do some 
Greek witnesses, OL and EthGen 13:16). The word tx'"', which agrees with the versions of 
Gen 13:16, is replaced by ^fl<"' in mss. 17' 63. This could readily be dismissed as a 
copyist's error if Latin did not have etenim here. Charles (1895, p. 47, n. 10 to the Latin) 
has, though, proposed that etenim is an error for attamen ( = nevertheless). Because of 
the lacuna at this point, the Latin does not provide a secure basis for altering the Ethiopic 
(though Berger opts for the reading of 17' [«Denn»]). 

will (still) not be counted: The negative K, which is omitted by mss. 9 21 35 38 39 42 47 
48 58 63, is supported by the Latin text. MT Sam Syriac LXX OL EthGen 13:16 also lack 
it, but it is found in some septuagintal witnesses. Ton, and IQapGen 21:13. Cf Jub 19:22 
(so Littmann, 64, n. m). 

13:21 through its length and: The Latin version omits these words which are drawn 
from Gen 13:17, while IQapGen 21:14 includes an equivalent phrase ( N n a i s p a ) . 
Charles (1895, p. 46, n. 33; 1902, p. 100, n.) added the words 9°S:C •• to-(\+ after a»-AH- on 
the basis of Gen 13:17 ( f ^ s a ) and because the expression «its length» presupposes them. 
But both the Latin Jubilees and IQapGen 21:14 also lack the words that he supplies. 
Thus there is no adequate grounds for restoring them, though they could have been 
dropped from the text by haplography. 

place where you have been living toward the north, the south, the west, 
and the east; 13:20 because all the land which you see I will give to you 
and your descendants forever. I will make your descendants like the 
sands of the sea. (Even) if a man can count the sands of the earth, your 
descendants will (still) not be counted. 13:21 Get up and walk through 
its length and its width. Look at everything because I will give it to 
your descendants'. Then Abram went to Hebron and lived there. 

13:22 In this year Chedorlaomer, the king of Elam, Amraphel, the 
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king of Shinar, Arioch, the king of Selasar, and Tergal, the king of the 
nations came and killed the king of Gomorrah, while the king of 
Sodom fled. Many people fell with wounds in the valley of Saddimaw, 
in the Salt Sea. 13:23 They took captive Sodom, Adamah, and 
Zeboim; they also took Lot, the son of Abram's brother, captive and 
all his possessions. He went as far as Dan. 13:24 One who had escaped 
came and told Abram that the son of his brother had been taken 
captive. 13:25 When he had armed his household servants, [Abram 

13:22 Selasar: MTGen 14:1 has nD'7S; Jubilees' spelling reflects that of the LXX 
tradition. At this point IQapGen 21:23 has 7iriS3, on which see FITZMYER, The Genesis 
Apocryphon, 159-60. 

Tergal: MT gives Vsin. According to Fitzmyer, IQapGen 21:23 reads Vyin also, but 
the form is probably to be read as Vsnn, which spelling agrees with the GapyaA, of the 
LXX tradition (Gen 14:1). On this, see VANDERKAM. «The Textual Affinities of the 
Biblical Citations in the Genesis Apocryphon)), JBL 91 (1978) 51. 

wounds in the valley of Saddimaw: According to Gen 14:10, the kings of Sodom and 
Gomorrah fell in the valley of Siddim (n-lirn i7a5>). Ethiopic Jubilees has ttM where one 
would expect to find n*'\(+), judging from EthGen 14:10. It appears that the combina
tion of the two similar-looking words fl+^flA = n'fcA(-̂ ) caused confusion in the Ethiopic 
ms. tradition so that the readings M and rtAA resulted. For the emendation, see Charles, 
1895, p. 48, n. 5. The name Saddimaw stands where MT has nnton and IQapGen 21:25 
reads «nO. 

Sea: Ethiopic "ttiK^ (the more strongly backed reading) is a mistake for n/h<C (in 
mss. 12 21 38 58 63). EthGen 14:3 also reads -flA.*: in this place. MTGen 14:3 identifies 
D'-ron pas as nVan o- nin. 

13:23 his possessions: Syriac: their possessions. The plural possessive pronoun is 
found in EthGen 14:12 also. Ethiopic Jubilees mirrors MTGen 14:12 (IBb-i). IQap
Gen 22:1 uses a singular suffix but attaches it to the word for «flocks» (Tnosi). 

He went: Only mss. 25 44 make the verb plural, but Charles (1902, p. 100, n.) felt the 
need to emend the singular to a plural verb. The problem has arisen because Jubilees 
abbreviates Gen 14:12-14, which concludes with a reference to Abram's going as far as 
Dan. Since he was the subject of Gen 14:13-14, the biblical text is clear; but Jubilees omits 
this material and leaves the subject of the singular verb unspecified. At least as the text 
now stands, Abram can hardly be the subject in Jub 13:23 (against Berger). Lot appears 
to be the one who, with his captors, goes as far as Dan, whereas in Gen 14:14 Abram 
overtook them there. A. Caquot («Le Livre des Jubiles, Melkisedeq et les dimes)>, JJS 33 
[1982] 257-58) discusses this problem briefly and concludes that «La fin des Jubiles 13:23 
est done deplacee». 

13:25 When: The verse division given here is the one found in the editions of 
Dillmann and Charles and in the translations of Littmann and Goldmann. But in his 1902 
translation Charles placed the beginning of v 25 after the expression = a-fe. Berger 
adds to what is here called v 24 the Syriac material for what is here numbered as 13:24-25. 

armed: The verb J\A+<Jrtf has been changed in mss. 9 21 to one that closely resembles 
it (XiA+A<Jf). As this is the reading in ms. 51, it is found in Dillmann's translation of 1851 
(«brachte zur versohnung))), and he also adopted it for his edition (1859). Berger, too, 
accepts it («leistete als SiJhne)>), though at a later point in the verse (see the next note). 
Charles (1895, p. 48, n. 9; 1902, p. 101, n.) quite properly rejected it as contrary to the 
evidence of the better mss. He also noted that the verb «armed» was supported by To 
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went and killed Chedorlaomer. Upon returning, he took a tithe of 
everything and gave it to Melchizedek. This tithe was] for Abram and 
his descendants the tithe of the firstfruits for the Lord. The Lord made 
it an eternal ordinance that they should give it to the priests who serve 
before him for them to possess it forever. 13:26 This law has no 

Gen 14:14 (Syriac Genesis and Tjn also back the reading). Caquot («Le Livre des 
Jubiles», 258) has added the cogent objections that this reading» ... ne donne aucune 
coherence au passages and that }\l\-t-ti/:.V is intransitive and thus could not have «tithe» 
as its object (cf. also p. 260). The Syriac citation, too, has «armed». Behind this verb is the 
puzzling pTI of Gen 14:14 (literally: he emptied) which appears as pTn ( = he scrutinized) 
in Sam and as fjpiOnriCTEv in the LXX tradition (that is, OL EthGenesis). IQapGen 22:6 
has ina. 

[Abram ... was]: All students of the text (apparently with the exception of Goldmann) 
have recognized that there must be a lacuna in the Ethiopic text at this point. As 
Dillmann (1851, p. 71, n. 84) remarked: «hier muss einiges fehlen: wenn hier nicht die 
verfolgung der feinde durch Abram erzahlt war, so ist das im folgenden von konig zu 
Sodom gesagte unverstandlich». Dillmann thought that the lacuna came before the words 
AX •• n.-fc, but he was misled by his reading of the erroneous verb of ms. 51 >tfl+fl<5f (see 
the preceding note). Charles (1895, p. 48, n. 9) located the lacuna after n-fc, as have 
Littmann and Hartom (see also Charles, 1902, p. 101, n.). The Syriac citation may seem to 
solve the difficulty and confirm that the Ethiopic tradition is defective in that it supplies 
the following words at this point: «and pursued the kings. He brought back everything 
that they had captured from Sodom». Berger has added these words to what for him is 
the end of v 24, and it must be granted that they do indeed furnish some of the expected 
data. It should be observed, though, that even the Syriac Chronicle does not mention 
Melchizedek in this context (see Tisserant, «Fragments syriaques», 215). Berger thinks 
that the Ethiopic tradition became defective by a mechanical process of omission. In v 24 
Abram arms (^fl'^<5rtf) his household servants, and in v 25 Berger reads ht\-K\dV 
(«leistete als Suhne»): «In den ath. Hss. schon vor alien erhaltenen Versionen inner-
athiopisch durch eine Buchstabenvertauschung von rsy (bewaflfen) und sry (Siihne leisten) 
ausgefallen». (400-401, n. c to v 2 4 ) But his proposal would not produce the present 
Ethiopic text. What, for example, happened to «when Abram heard»? Also, no text (not 
even the Syriac) reads the two verbs that he presupposes, and >«A+fl<Cf is intransitive. The 
Syriac is very loosely related to the text of Jubilees elsewhere in this section; it may be 
here as well. 

None of the mss. that were collated for this edition offers additional text at this point 
(with the exception of a marginal addition in 38), but several of the uncoUated ones do. It 
is a noteworthy fact for evaluating their readings that none of them derives from 
EthGen 14:14-15 nor does any of them resemble the Syriac citation. After the words AX = 
ft* they read: 40: a)W.<: ' h-n<5-?° ' a»++ft» : Mtte-MVC > w-hon^m : a»oip<: i oA<{.+ = 
h9'Yt-i\r •• mmuO •• A<»"Ah = X-A,* ' a>TI'>+ = 0(\^^ (Abraham went and killed 
Chedorlaomer, and when he returned he took a title from everything and gave it to 
Melchizedek. And this tithe). 

45: mWxi = a )++A- •• Mt/r-MTC •• m+aaf^m Wtt^e •• A«wAhX.A.* (He went and 
killed Chedorlaomer, and when he returned he tithed to Melchizedek). 

50: fl>«wAh : %.XA •• hm-KM • 1 ' n f l + : mmfA •• m(\a\ (Melchizedek offered bread 
and wine as a libation, and he blessed). There is also a marginal note in ms. 38 (it is 
marked as applying to v 2 5 ) which reads: Wi<C ' a»-fH- : e-fld = at-paof.fn i at-t- (erased) 
11*"!? ' A<"Ah ! (He went to war, and when he returned he tithed to Melchizedek). 
The Amharic word -tttP ( = saying, thinking) follows, the words ^(1 tyn^9° •• iDfi,n ' 
HCh- are repeated, and the note ends with comments in Amharic. As the text of this 
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temporal limit because he has ordained it for the history of eternity to 
give a tenth of everything to the Lord — of seed, the vine, oil, cattle, 
and sheep. 13:27 He has given (it) to his priests to eat and drink 
joyfully before him. 

13:28 When the king of Sodom came up to him, he knelt before him 
and said: 'Our lord Abram, kindly give us the people whom you 

marginal addition closely resembles that of ms. 40 and the two do not belong to the same 
ms. family, they do point to textual material that is more than the idiosyncratic plus of a 
single scribe. These two mss. (38' 40) are the basis for the addition made in the Ethiopic 
text. Yet, though these words are attested in mss., the exceedingly tentative nature of the 
restoration should be stressed. Moreover, even if this should approximate the original 
Ethiopic form of the text, the reason for the widespread omission in the Ethiopic mss. 
remains unclear. It is the case that a number of the consonants which precede the lacuna 
reappear near its hypothetical end and where the text resumes (<i, rt, [note ms. 
20: •• ]AX ' 0.* / [0/"<{-1- ]4.n); but, assuming that their similarity was the 
cause for omission, the result(s) would not follow the normal pattern of haplography in 
which only one of two similar items is omitted along with the intervening material. Here 
the two similar expressions would be largely preserved and only the words between them 
would have been dropped from the text. A more hkely solution is to suggest that the 
lacuna originated already on the Hebrew level. Possibly the text originally read: pt^ 

[... m S K " j r - l ] w a 'T'"?-. The words in brackets and those immediately after the 
brackets are virtually identical and could have caused haplography precisely where the 
gap in the text now appears. The verb n'7» is used for going to war (e.g., IKgs 20:22) and 
could been represented in Ethiopic by the simple verb If this hypothesis is accepted, it 
would imply that omission of the name Melchizedek from Jubilees was not tendentious (a 
view that was entertained by Tisserant [«Fragments syriaques», 215]; also CAQUOT, «Le 
Livre des Jubiles», 261-64) but merely accidental. It would also mean that Caquot's recent 
proposal (ibid., 259-60) is not likely to be correct. He adopts the reading of ms. 74 from 
Gunda-Gunde ( = ms. 22) in reading after the lacuna: h'ttti-V' •• 4.ftu- rather than 1̂1 = 
}\i\i-9° • wSans etre moins raboteuse, la phrase actuelle laisse entrevoir qu'elle repose sur 
un original dans laquel Abraham etait le subjet d'un verbe et non le regime d'une 
preposition et que les suffixes de troisieme personne du singulier -hu, -u ne peuvent 
renvoyer a Abraham, mais a un personnage nomme dans la lacune et qui ne pent etre que 
Melkisedeq». (260) Ms. 22 here agrees with 21 and its reading is thus poorly attested. 
Moreover, Caquot's interpretation hardly follows from the reading because he suggests 
supplying the verb «give» before the name «Abraham». 

firstfruits: Caquot («Le Livre des Jubiles», 260-61) again thinks that ms. 22 (it agrees 
with 21) offers the preferred reading — the accusative + 1 ' ^ rather than the nominative 
••S"?,. If the former is accepted it would entail not only the presence in the lacuna of a 
verb for which = could be the object but also that the phrase would render 
Hebrew pl^N>^wsa (Num 18:21-24), not the tithe of the firstfruits. Again, however, the 
reading is too weakly supported and is probably a corruption of + ^ " 1 . 

13:28 came up to: Syriac: rf'̂ rf; c f IQapGen 22:18: m p . 
Our lord: Syriac omits, as do the versions of Gen 14:21, but IQapGen 22:18 reads '"la. 
give us: Syriac: give me. The biblical versions (Gen 14:21) and IQapGen 22:19 also 

have a singular indirect object. 
people: Literally: soul(s). Jubilees agrees with MT Sam Syriac Gen 14:21 (and 

IQapGen 22:19) in reading a from of irS3, while LXX OL EthGen have xotx; avSpa? and 
equivalents. 
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booty: Cf. Syriac: goods (it also adds: and everything [else]). Jubilees agrees with MT 
Sam Syriac Gen 14:21 (with the targums and IQapGen 22:19); LXX OL EthGen have 
' i j i T iov and equivalents. 

13:29 1 lift ... most high God: Syriac is quite different: The Lord forbid. The citation 
also sharply abbreviates the remainder of the verse. 

not ... — not: Neither of these negatives is explicit in the text, but, as in Gen 14:22-23, 
the conditional sentence after an oath implies them. 

14:2 the son of my maid servant: For the word m A X Jubilees agrees with Syriac LXX 
OLGen 15:2; MT Sam omit it (EthGen omits the entire phrase). The word ho"^f is not 
strongly attested; in fact, only 20 25 read it instead of h'^tfi^ (several spellings) — 
apparently to be understood as a woman's name. Dillmann (1859) had emended the name 
to the word h<"»^-f even before the reading was attested; Charles (1895) was able to 
follow ms. 25. The translators have accepted the verdict of two editors, and 
LXXGen 15:2 (xfj; oiKoysvoO? nou [ = Syriac OL; MT has only 'n-a (but see Ti-a |a in 
V 3)]) serves as the biblical base. Presumably <DAX = ht^^V is a rendering of this phrase, 
while the most strongly supported Ethiopic reading (h"7-t.J 'A) is a corrupt form of it. 

Give me descendants: This clause was read by neither Dillmann (1859) nor Charles 
(1895, p. 48, n. 30), but the mss. show that it belongs in the text. The copies which omit it 
have done so through parablepsis {HCh — ItCh). 

14:3 He said to him: This introductory clause differs from MT Sam LXX (but see 82) 
OL EthGen 15:4, but it agrees with Syriac Gen and IQapGen 22:34. 

your loins: Jubilees follows MT Sam Syriac Gen 15:4; the LXX tradition has only 
«you» (cf ms. 12 and Charles, 1895, p. 49, nn. 1-2). 

14:4 to him: In attaching the suffix to the verb (f-d/V-) Jubilees conforms with Syriac 
LXX OL EthGen 15:5 against MT Sam which have only inx-i. 

stars: Ms. 12 adds rt"7Jl (cf Gen 22:17; 26:4); Charles (1895, p. 49, n. 5) claimed that 
mss. B and D ( = 25 and 38) have the same plus but neither does. 

rescued, but their booty is to be yours'. 13:29 Abram said to him: T lift 
my hands to the most high God (to show that) I will not take anything 
of yours — not a thread or sandal thongs, so that you may not say: «I 
have made Abram rich» — excepting only what the young men have 

5 eaten and the share of the men who went with me: Awnan, Eschol, and 
Mamre. These will take their share'. 

14:1 After these things — in the fourth year of this week [1964], on 
the first of the third month — the word of the Lord came to Abram in 
a dream: 'Do not be afraid, Abram. I am your protector; your reward 

10 will be very large'. 14:2 He said: 'Lord, Lord, what are you going to 
give me when I go on being childless. The son of Maseq — the son of 
my maid servant — that is Damascene Eliezer — will be my heir. You 
have given me no descendants. Give me descendants'. 14:3 He said to 
him: 'This one will not be your heir but rather someone who will come 

15 out of your loins will be your heir'. 14:4 He brought him outside and 
said to him: 'Look at the sky and count the stars, if you can count 
them'. 14:5 When he had looked at the sky and seen the stars, he said 
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to him: 'Your descendants will be hke this'. 14:6 He believed the Lord, 
and it was credited to him as something righteous. 

14:7 He said to him: 'I am the Lord who brought you from Ur of 
the Chaldeans to give you the land of the Canaanites to occupy forever 
and to become God for you and your descendants after you'. 14:8 He 5 
said: 'Lord, Lord, how will I know that I will inherit (it)'? 14:9 He said 
to him: 'Get for me a three-year-old calf, a three-year-old goat, a three-
year-old sheep, a turtledove, and a dove'. 14:10 He got all of these in 
the middle of the month. He was living at the oak of Mamre which is 
near Hebron. 14:11 He built an altar there and sacrificed all of these. 10 
He poured out their blood on the altar and divided them in the middle. 
He put them opposite one another, but the birds he did not divide. 
14:12 Birds kept coming down on what was spread out, but Abram 
kept preventing them and not allowing the birds to touch them. 

14:5 to him: For the suffix. Jubilees agrees with MT Sam Syriac Gen 15:5 (with many 
LXX witnesses and most mss. of EthGen); LXX OL EthGen lack a reflex of it. 

14:6 was credited: The passive form appears also in Syriac LXX OL EthGen 15:6 
(with Rom 4:3; Gal 3:6; Jas 2:23; 1 Mace 2:52), but MT Sam have niljn', which both 
Goldmann and Hartom use in their translations. 

14:7 Ur: LXX OL EthGen 15:7 place xf̂ ^po? (and equivalents) before «Ur» ( = 
ms. 63). 

14:9 for me: Mss. 12 17 38 read «for you», which is also found in Syriac EthGen 15:9. 
14:11 opposite one another: Though the versions show some variation in their 

renderings of inST n x i p V n n a v>V (MTGen 15:10), Jubilees aligns itself with LXX OL in 
omitting any counterpart for n n a and translating i n s T idiomatically. 

birds: The plural form appears in Sam LXX OL EthGen 15:10 and Josephus, Ant. 
1.184 (where he also mentions an altar and sacrifice). The word MV^ lacks the 
accusative ending that one would expect (mss. 20 35 38 39 44 48 58 have the accusative 
ending). The postpositive particle rt may be the reason why the terminal -a has been 
dropped. When rt is added to the pronoun M, the word becomes htd. It is, however, 
unusual for the particle rt to alter the preceding vowel in other words (so DILLMANN, 
Ethiopic Grammar, sec. 171 [p. 422]; c f also sec. 143 [p. 323]). 

14:12 birds: MTGen 15:11 has o ' S n (a collective term for «birds of prey»), but 
Jubilees uses the generic in line with LXX OL EthGen. 

kept coming ... kept preventing ... allowing: The tenses are imperfect and seem to 
indicate continuous action. In MTGen 15:11 one finds converted imperfect forms, and 
the versions also employ past-tense verbs. 

what was spread out: For the word fl¥A DILLMANN (Lexicon, 403) gives the meaning 
«segmenta hostiarum expansa». Charles (1895, p. 49, n. 28) wrote: «MSS. have here ft<RA 
= expansum, what is spread out, whereas Mass. xv. 11 has Dnjpn; LXX i d CTmnata, rd 
8ixoxonTinaTa aurmv — a duplicate rendering. Hence Eth. translator confused td 
xnriGsvia = that which is divided, with xd xaOevxa = what is spread out, i.e. flV/h. 
Hence for fl<PA I have restored h * A = xd 5ixoxo|jT|naxa or x\ir\Qzvxav>. In 1902 he 
translated as «the pieces» but added in a note that his hypothetical xaOEvxa «might 
possibly be a corruption of KxaGevxa = D-nJD as in Mass. text. In that case we should 
render 'carcases'». (103) Littmann did not foflow Charles' lead, though he acknowledged 
(65, n. g) that he might be correct. Goldmann translated with nntin (indicating his 
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agreement with Charles in a note), while Hartom, without a note, gives D - i n a n . Charles 
may be credited with considerable ingenuity, but the text is meaningful as it stands (see 
also 14:17). Ms. 17 has «coals». 

preventing: It seems that Jubilees agrees with the vocalization of 3BM in MTGen 15:11 
(from ysi; so also Syriac Gen), not with the interpretation of LXX OL EthGen (though 
some mss. add w^inaa- to the end of the verse) according to which the form derives from 
311̂ . Cf Charles, 1895, p. 49, n. 29. 

14:13 terror: The word £ ' 7 P S can also mean «astonishment». MTGen 15:12 uses 
n m n n ( = Sam Syriac), and the LXX tradition has eKCT-raai!;. 

a great, dark fear: The word IC"? is in construct with 0(LX- ' }fA'»"'h ( = literally; a 
fear of great darkness). Some of the mss. reveal different attempts at handling the three 
words: ms. 9 reads OILf; 20 omits the word; and 17 38 indicate that 0(1^ is to be read 
with nci by adding a conjunction after the adjective. C f Littmann, 65, n. h. 

It was said: The passive verbal form agrees with LXX OL against MT Syriac 
EthGen 15:13 which have active forms. As the difference involves only vowels, one 
cannot ascertain how Sam understood it (though Charles [1895, p. 49, n. 33] thinks he 
can). Neither Goldmann nor Hartom employs a niphal; they simply follow MT though 
there is no ms. support for doing so. 

foreign: The biblical versions read «not theirs» (MT = Dn"? s"? = Hartom!), but 
several septuagintal witnesses and Acts 7:6 have dX,>.OTpia. 

enslave them: LXX OL EthGen 15:13 (and Acts 7:6) offer the same reading, while MT 
Sam Syriac reflect an3» ( = Goldmann, Hartom). 

14:14 from there; LXX has 65e ( = OL EthGen 15:14); MT Sam Syriac omit, as do 
Goldmann and Hartom with no ms. support and no note. 

14:16 In: The reading reflects the textual tradition of LXX OL EthGen 15:16 
(TSTdptT] Se yevsgi), not the "TS-^t of MT Sam ( = Syriac). Hartom again reproduces 
MT. 

until now: Jubilees places these words at the end of the verse, as do MT Sam
Gen 15:16; Syriac EthGen locate them after the negative, but not at the end of the 
sentence; and LXX OL have them in both places. 

14:17 flame: Jubilees agrees with LXX (ipXot,) OL EthGen 15:17, not with MT Sam 
(no"?»). 

what was spread out: Charles (1895, p. 50, n. 10) again emended (as in v 12) to h * A ; 
but there is as Uttle warrant for the change here as in v 12. Jubilees, with a few LXX 
witnesses and possibly EthGen, omits a demonstrative adjective where MTGen 15:17 has 

14:13 At sunset, a terror fell on Abram; indeed a great, dark fear fell 
on him. It was said to Abram: 'Know for a fact that your descendants 
will be aliens in a foreign land. They will enslave them and oppress 
them for 400 years. 14:14 But I will judge the nation whom they 

5 serve. Afterwards, they will leave from there with many possessions. 
14:15 But you will go peacefully to your fathers and be buried at a ripe 
old age. 14:16 In the fourth generation they will return to this place 
because until now the sins of the Amorites have not been completed'. 
14:17 When he awakened and got up, the sun had set. There was a 

10 flame and an oven was smoking. Fiery flames passed between what was 
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14; 18 day: Note the variant in 39 42 47 48 ( = 14:20). 
I will give: MT SamGen 15:18 use the perfect Tinj; the remaining versions have 

imperfect / future forms. 
Phakorites; The name is unique to Jubilees. See Hartom, 57, n. to v. 18. 
Hivites: Jubilees omits the Hittites of the versions (Gen 15:20) but adds Hivites after 

the Phakorites. The Hivites also figure in Sam LXX OLGen 15:21, but each of these 
versions locates the name in a different place in the list, and none of those places 
corresponds with its position in Jubilees. 

and the Jebusites: It is quite possible that these words were not in the original text of 
Jubilees, since mss. 9 12 17 21 38 39 42 47 48 63 omit them. They are found in the versions 
of Gen 15:21. 

14:19 It: There has been some difficulty in identifying the subject of the verb -IrAi. 
Ms. 12 adds f-h-t > ( = that day), but the verb is masculine. Dillmann (1851) 
understood «Gott» to be the subject, while Charles (1895, 1902) accepted the reading of 
ms. 12 ( = his A), as have Littmann and Hartom (Goldmann placed it in brackets). The 
new mss. make it even more transparent that ms. 12 is not original here but merely 
represents an attempt to solve a problem. Berger seems to think that Abram is the subject, 
yet V 19 clearly resumes v 17 where it is the fiery flames that pass between the pieces (the 
verb there is also "̂ AA). The translation given above assumes that «the fiery flame(s)» is 
the subject here as well. 

what had been spread out: Charles (1895, p. 50, n. 27) offered virtually the same 
unconvincing emendation here ( h * A + ) as in vv 12 and 17. Goldmann and Hartom once 
again have accepted his proposal. 

them: Literally; it, but the suffix may be understood as referring to all combustible 
parts of the sacrifice. 

14:20 night; A strong variant is «day» (cf v 18) which is found in mss. 9 12 17 21 38 
44 63. It may be original, though «night» is preferable because it differs from v 18 where 
«day» appears. Littmann, Charles, Goldmann, Hartom, and Berger all read «day». 

ordinance: A variant to / " C J l - is a"r"f^ (--Mn 12 [ = sacrifice, altar]) in mss. 9 12 17 
21 38 44 63. Berger has opted for this variant. 

spread out. 14:18 On that day the Lord concluded a covenant with 
Abram with these words: 'To your descendants I will give this land 
from the river of Egypt as far as the great river, the Euphrates River: 
the Kenites, the Kenizzites, the Kadmonites, the Perizzites, the 
Rephaim, the Phakorites, the Hivites, the Amorites, the Canaanites, the 5 
Girgashites, and the Jebusites'. 14:19 It passed (along), and Abram 
offered what had been spread out, the birds, their (cereal) offering, and 
their libation. The fire devoured them. 14:20 During this night we 
concluded a covenant with Abram like the covenant which we conclu
ded during this month with Noah. Abram renewed the festival and the lO 
ordinance for himself forever. 

14:21 Abram was very happy and told all these things to his wife 
Sarai. He believed that he would have descendants, but she continued 
not to have a child. 14:22 Sarai advised her husband Abram and said 
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14:22 my Egyptian slave-girl Hagar: Gen 16:2 uses only Tinstf in reference to Hagar. 
Jubilees (cf Josephus, Ant. 1.187) conflates 16:1 and 2 so that the additional information 
about her figures here. 

perhaps: The reading agrees with MT Sam Syriac Gen 16:2; the LXX tradition has 
iva. 

I will build up: The first-person form agrees with MT Sam Syriac Gen 16:2, against the 
second person of LXX OL EthGen. For an active rather than a passive verb these 
loyalties are reversed: Jubilees sides with LXX OL EthGen against MT Syriac (Sam is 
ambiguous because the difference involves vocalization alone). Goldmann, with no ms. 
support, reproduces MT's niphal but uses a third-person form (nj^-). 

15:1 fourth: Some of the dates in Abra(ha)m's hfe, such as this one, do not harmonize 
with others in the book. For example, 11:15 places Abram's birth in the year 1876, and 
Jub 15:17 indicates that, as in Genesis, Abraham would be 100 years of age at Isaac's 
birth ( = 1976). Yet 15:1 dates the prediction that Isaac would be b o m the following year 
to the year 1986 (ms. 25 gives the «sevenths week — 2007 — but A-flO- is a corruption of 
i--tt(h), while 16:15 assigns the time of Sarah's pregnancy to 1987. Finally, in 17:1 Isaac is 
weaned in the year 1989. Charles (1902, pp. 105-06, 115, 119) subtracted one week of 
years from these numbers, but even with this adjustment they do not agree. Moreover, in 
each of these passages where the Latin version of Jubilees is extant, it confirms the 
numbers of the Ethiopic tradition (e.g., 16:15; 17:1). If numbers were expressed by 
symbols or letters, opportunities for error in the mss. would be abundant. Perhaps a 
number of confusions of this sort produced the present disarray. Many of the chronologi
cal discrepancies in Jubilees have been catalogued by E. Wiesenberg («The Jubilee of 
Jubilees», RdQ 3 [1961-62] 31-36), but his conclusion that the discordant numbers reflect 
different sources and editors of Jubilees seems unnecessarily complex. 

wheat: It is peculiar that almost all mss. read an accusative form (/"CIV). Possibly the 
ending on ttCh induced a scribe to add a terminal -a. 

15:3 Shaddai: The word in Ethiopic is clearly a transliteration of in Gen 17:1. It 
was not influenced by the LXX tradition which reads aou. See Charles, 1895, p. 51, n. 19. 

Please me: Literally: be pleasing/ give pleasure before me. In Gen 17:1 MT Sam have 

to him: 'Go in to my Egyptian slave-girl Hagar; perhaps I will build up 
descendants for you from her'. 14:23 Abram listened to his wife Sarai's 
suggestion and said to her: 'Do (as you suggest)'. So Sarai took her 
Egyptian slave-girl Hagar, and gave her to her husband Abram to be 

5 his wife. 14:24 He went in to her, she became pregnant, and gave birth 
to a son. He named him Ishmael in the fifth year of this week [1965]. 
That year was the eighty-sixth year in Abram's life. 

15:1 During the fifth year of the fourth week of this jubilee [1986] — 
in the third month, in the middle of the month — Abram celebrated the 

10 festival of the firstfruits of the wheat harvest. 15:2 He offered as a new 
sacrifice on the altar the firstfruits of the food for the Lord — a bull, a 
ram, and a sheep; (he offered them) on the altar as a sacrifice to the 
Lord together with their (cereal) offerings and their libations. He 
offered everything on the altar with frankincense. 15:3 The Lord 

15 appeared to him, and the Lord said to Abram: 'I am the God of 
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Shaddai. Please me and be perfect, 15:4 I will place my covenant 
between me and you. I will increase you greatly'. 15:5 Then Abram fell 
prostrate. The Lord spoke with him and said: 15:6 'My pact is now 
with you. I will make you the father of many nations. 15:7 You will no 
longer be called Abram; your name from now to eternity is to be 5 
Abraham because I have designated you the father of many nations. 
15:81 will make you very great. I will make you into nations, and kings 
shall emerge from you. 15:9 I will place my covenant between me and 
you and your descendants after you throughout their generations and 
as an eternal pact so that I may be God to you and to your descendants lo 
after you. 15:10 [To you and your descendants after you I will give] the 
land where you have resided as an alien — the land of Canaan which 
you will rule forever. I will be their God'. 

15:11 Then the Lord said to Abraham: 'As for you, keep my 
covenant — you and your descendants after you. Circumcise all your 15 
males; circumcise your foreskins. It will be a sign of my eternal pact 

'IDV ^V^n^ (both Goldmann and Hartom use these words), but Syriac LXX (EOapEatei) 
OL EthGen express the idea of being pleasing. C f Charles, 1895, p. 51, n. 21; 1902, 
p. 107, n. 

15:4 greatly: In Gen 17:2 M T Sam Syriac use a double expression (MT: i s a i x a s ) . 
Jubilees joins LXX OL EthGen in reading a single adverb. 

15:5 fell prostrate: Literally: fell on his face. 
15:6 pact: The Ethiopic term (/"d-tV) is not the same as the word translated «my 

covenant)) (MJf) in v 4. In both of these places MT (Gen 17:2, 4) has •'n''13. 
make you: The verb \<&hfh agrees with no biblical version. They reflect TTTV) 

(= ^\im-t, as in mss. 9 12 17 21 38 63). 
15:8 make you very great: The verb seems more nearly to mirror the reading of LXX 

(au^avw) OL EthGen 17:6 than of MT (Ti-nsn) Sam (Syriac has both). Hartom, 
nevertheless, uses T i n o n as his rendering. 

15:9 will place: Jubilees agrees with OL (ponam) EthGen 17:7 Qxiff.9') in their 
general sense and with a large number of septuagintal witnesses which read Ofiaco rather 
than axfioco. MT Sam Syriac agree on 'napn (which Hartom uses). 

15:10 [To ... give]: With the exception of Berger, the translators have restored words 
to this effect at the beginning of the verse; Gen 17:8 is their source. Charles (1895, p. 51, 
n. 33) correctly identified the repetition of the words atMCMx •• hrf^ldM at the end of 
V 9 and hypothetically at the beginning of v 10 as the cause of the omission (see also 
Littmann, 66, n. h; Hartom restores these words but with no indication that they are not 
in the text). LXX witnesses 911 18-25-77' -313-550* and 106 show the same haplography. 
Berger (406, n. a to v 10) finds a restoration unnecessary because the reading of ms 17 
( = his M) provides an acceptable text. It reads ?>?°^t<J ( = 17') rather than -in. He 
translates: «Ein Land wirst du danach als Fremdling durchziehen . . .» Yet the reading of 
17' has no other support, and Berger has to change the tense of the verb to achieve his 
rendering. 

where you have resided: Jubilees' formulation stands closer to LXX (liv 7rapoiKSi(;) OL 
EthGen 17:8 than to MT Cinja) Sam Syriac. 
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(which is) between me and you. 15:12 You will circumcise a child on 
the eighth day — every male in your families: the person (who has been 
born in your) house, the one whom you purchased with money from 
any foreigners — whom you have acquired who is not from your 
descendants. 15:13 The person who is bom in your house must be 
circumcised; and those whom you purchased with money are to be 
circumcised. My covenant will be in your flesh as an eternal pact. 
15:14 The male who has not been circumcised — the flesh of whose 
foreskin has not been circumcised on the eighth day — that person will 
be uprooted from his people because he has violated my covenant'. 

15:15 The Lord said to Abraham: 'Your wife Sarai will no longer be 
called Sarai for her name will be Sarah. 15:16 I will bless her. I will 
give you a son from her and will bless him. He will become a nation, 

15:12 circumcise: The verb l - h f U l P is replaced by ^IVCf in mss. 39 42 47 48 (cf. 58) 
here and throughout this section. This latter root is also used in EthGen. 

child: Ms. 25 reads wA^m-i^g: at the place which is here numbered as the beginning of 
V 12, but its punctuation indicates that the scribe understood it with the last words of 
V 11. These words, which make little sense either with v 11 or as the beginning of v 12, are 
nevertheless found in all of the later mss. The earliest mss. (9 12 17 20), 35 38, and 
Gen 17:12 show that the erroneous reading of 25 and the others resulted from a simple 
corruption of (-X) into ^ahf^X: (38 has at-ti-g:). Charles (1895, p. 52, n. 4) proposed 
emending the readings of his four mss. to AWAX = (tV^t-U •• AAl") ; mss. which have been 
identified since Charles' work now verify his suggestion. He was not entirely correct in 
adding, though, that EthGen 17:12 alone supported this reading. Several mss. of EthGen 
do mention the eighth day at this point, but others have «second». Moreover, it uses 
ihnt, not AfflAX. C f Josephus, Ant. 1.192. 

15:14 on the eighth day: In Gen 17:14 Sam LXX OL and some mss. of EthGen 
contain these words; MT Syriac and the targums lack them. See Charles, 1895, p. 52, 
n. 12; and Hartom, 56, n. to v 14. 

because: This conjunction is found in LXX OL EthGen 17:14 but not in MT Sam 
Syriac or the targums. C f Charles, 1895, p. 52, n. 14. 

15:15 longer: A word with a similar meaning is added in a number of septuagintal 
witnesses and in EthGen 17:15; it is lacking in the other versions of Genesis. 

be called: The variant in mss. 25 35 44 (^-rt""^) is the verbal form found in 
EthGen 17:15. The passive forms in most of the mss. agree with the reading of LXX OL 
EthGen, not with the active verb of MT Sam (?) Syriac. 

15:16 bless him: Jubilees sides with Sam Syriac, many Greek witnesses, and 
OLGen 17:16 in reading a masculine suffix where MT LXX have a femininine object. Cf 
Charles, 1895, p. 52, n. 19; 1902, p. 109, n. Curiously, Hartom renders with n-naiai which 
lacks any ms. support. 

He will become: Isaac is the subject, as in Syriac Gen 17:16 (LXX and OL are 
ambiguous); but MT Sam and the targums understand Sarah to be the subject. Hartom, 
again without textual warrant, translates with nriTll. 

and (kings): Of the ancient versions, only MTGen 17:16 (with To) omits the conjunc
tion. 

from him: The masculine pronoun is also found in OLGen 17:16 (Syriac is ambiguous) 
and Josephus, Ant. 1.191. The other versions have feminine pronouns (referring to Sarah). 
Hartom predictably has DMa. 
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and kings of nations will come from him'. 15:17 Abraham fell prostrate 
and was very happy. He said to himself: 'Will a son be born to one who 
is 100 years of age? Will Sarah who is 90 years of age give birth (to a 
child)'? 15:18 (So) Abraham said to the Lord: 'I wish that Ishmael 
could live in your presence'. 15:19 The Lord said: 'Very well, but 5 

Sarah, too, will give birth to a son for you and you will name him 
Isaac. I will establish my covenant with him as an eternal covenant and 
for his descendants after him. 15:20 Regarding Ishmael I have listened 
to you. I will indeed bless him, increase him, and make him very 
numerous. He will father 12 princes, and I will make him into a large 10 

nation. 15:21 But my covenant I will estabhsh with Isaac to whom 
Sarah will give birth for you at this time next year'. 15:22 When he had 
finished speaking with him, the Lord went up from Abraham. 

15:17 was very happy: Josephus (Ant. 1.193) and the targums share this interpretation 
of Abraham's laughter (Gen 17:17). 

a son: This word is omitted by MT Sam OL* (and by Hartom). 
be born; The passive form, which is employed in nearly all of the Jubilees mss., agrees 

with MT Syriac LXX OL Toj Gen 17:17. Sam and EthGen, with Tn, evidence active 
verbs (I will father). The verb AfflAX' of ms. 38" also appears in EthGen. 

15:19 Very well: MTGen 17:19 reads Vas, and Jubilees' MT appears to render it 
(LXX has Nai ) . Jubilees lacks an equivalent of nan ( = Sam LXX OL EthGen) after this 
word. 

you will name: All versions of Gen 17:19 and Jubilees agree on a second-person verb, 
but Goldmann translated with nsip. The Ethiopic verb could be so rendered, but this is 
most unlikely, given the evidence of the biblical versions. 

with him: Goldmann, with no backing among the mss., gives "[as. Note that 
LXXGen 17:19 has itp6<; auxov ( = OL EthGen). 

and (for): Only MT Toj omit the conjunction. 
15:20 increase ... make him very numerous: This is also the order of verbs in the 

versions of Gen 17:20, but Latin Jubilees appears to have transposed them. The form 
generauit = generabit (RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 12; Charles, 1895, p. 53, n. 1 to 
the Latin). 

He: The biblical versions lack the conjunction which is found at the beginning of this 
clause in Ethiopic Jubilees. Latin Jubilees has nam ( = for). 

princes; Jubilees echoes the word n-K-iPJ (MT Sam = Syriac Gen 17:20); LXX OL 
EthGen have «nations». 

15:21 next: EthiopichAK ( = other, another, second) is a literal rendering of mnsn in 
Gen 17:21. The other biblical versions translate literally (other than OL': sequentem). 
BDB, 29 recognizes the meaning «following, next» as a rare sense for "ins. It appears that 
Latin Jubilees has chosen an idiomatic equivalent (ueniente). Consequently, the transla
tions of Dillmann («andern» [1851]) and Berger («anderen») are unduly literal. 

15:22 When he had finished; Charles (1895, p. 53, n. 35) emended i.K.T to the perfect 
tense with suffix (iXT") = Latin and the biblical versions. Littmann (67, n. b) called the 
change «m6glich, aber nicht notwendig». Though ms. 17 now evidences iXT*, it seems an 
error because the suffix makes no sense here. 

from: Literally: from above ( = "7»a in MTGen 17:22). Latin Jubilees translates 
idiomatically (ab). 
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15:23 every: One could argue that the conjunction a> should be prefixed to W-A", since 
it has strong ms. support (17 25 35 44) and appears in LXX EthGen 17:23 (Berger accepts 
it). Yet it is not backed by Latin Jubilees (which uniquely has ergo) nor is it found in MT 
Sam Syriac or the targums. 

foreskins: The Ethiopic term actually means «circumcision». The Latin version adds 
«in illo tempore)). Charles (1895, p. 53, n. 3 to Latin) terms these words, with «in ilia die» 
(v 24), a «double phrase» which is «due to a misunderstanding and mistranslation of tv 
T& K a i p w TTJ; flHEpog 4Keivr|i;)>. The real problem, however, is that the words found at the 
end of Gen 17:23 (D-nVs ins i n nt^SD ntn nrn n s s i ) have, without the reference to «the 
same day)>, been transferred to the beginning of Jub 15:23; v 2 4 draws the same phrase 
from Gen 17:26. The Latin translation is probably influenced by the biblical versions 
(EthGen omits) in adding these words, though they are hardly an exact reproduction of 
the biblical statement of time. 

15:24 was circumcised: The passive form agrees with MT Sam LXX EthGen 17:26; 
Latin Jubilees uses a reflexive verb, while Syriac Genesis and Tjn have active verbs. 

[those who were born in his house]: After the word (l-U Charles (1895, p. 53, n. 43) 
restored fflAX ' ft*, using the Latin as his support (so also Littmann, 67, n. c; Hartom 
[without comment]). Actually, the Latin reads dominatos suos et domesticos suos. 
Dominates suos occurs in v 23 where Ethiopic has A X = ft-fe; thus it does not appear to 
be the equivalent of Mlh •• ft* in this verse. So, Charles transposed the two Latin phrases 
(1895, p. 53, n. 4 to Latin). As the biblical versions also have an equivalent phrase 
(MTGen 17:27 reads n'a TV") and the two instances of ft-t would provide the necessary 
conditions for haplography, these words have been restored in the text above. Charles' 
transposition would not be necessary if one restored A X •• ft-t before (\-nh ' ft-t 
(contrary to the order of the biblical versions). Interestingly, EthGen also lacks an 
expression corresponding to the phrase n-a 1-"?-. 

all: Latin lacks this word. 
even: Only the later mss. 42 44 47 48 omit the conjunction. Most of the biblical 

versions lack it, but Syriac Gen 17:27 has .are*© (LXX mss. 44-125 read Kai). Latin 
Jubilees has etiam, which indicates that a word of this sort was present in the lost Greek 
version of Jubilees. 

were circumcised: Again the Latin employs an active verb ( = LXX [iril< becomes anK]; 
ms. 12); the other biblical versions (Gen 17:27) read passive forms. 

with him: Latin has «all», of which there is no trace in the biblical versions. 
15:25 This: All mss. except 20 25 prefix a conjunction; Latin also lacks one. 
There is no circumcising of days: Latin omits the clause through haplography (et non 

est ... et non est). For hfin+ mss. 9 12 17 21 35' 42' 44 63 read h1-<:+, which, as Charles 
(1895, p. 53, n. 52) saw, is an alternate spelling of ^'h^-t ( = a locking, closing). Berger 
has adopted this variant, but it destroys the paronomasia. 

15:23 Abraham did as the Lord told him. He took his son Ishmael, 
everyone who was born in his house and who had been purchased with 
money — every male who was in his house — and circumcised the flesh 
of their foreskins. 15:24 On the same day Abraham was circumcised; 
[those who were born in his house], the men of his household, and all 
those who had been purchased with money (even from foreigners) were 
circumcised with him. 

15:25 This law is (valid) for all history forever. There is no circumci-
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sing of days, nor omitting any day of the eight days because it is an 
eternal ordinance ordained and written on the heavenly tablets. 
15:26 Anyone who is born, the flesh of whose private parts has not 
been circumcised by the eighth day does not belong to the people of the 
pact which the Lord made with Abraham but to the people (meant for) 5 
destruction. Moreover, there is no sign on him that he belongs to the 
Lord, but (he is meant) for destruction, for being destroyed from the 
earth, and for being uprooted from the earth because he has violated 
the covenant of the Lord our God. 15:27 For this is what the nature of 
all the angels of the presence and all the angels of hohness was like 10 
from the day of their creation. In front of the angels of the presence 
and the angels of holiness he sanctified Israel to be with him and his 
holy angels. 

15:28 Now you command the Israelites to keep the sign of this 

omitting: Literally: passing over (Latin: praeterire). 
eight: Latin omits. 
because: Latin quibus seems wrong. RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 12) and Charles 

(1895, p. 53, n. 6 to Latin) emended to quia = hlY'"'. 
15:26 Anyone: The Ethiopic text begins with a conjunction but Latin has ut. Both 

R6NSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 12) and Charles (1895, p. 53, n. 7 to Latin) have emended 
to et. 

by the eighth day: Ethiopic hiib and Latin usque in suggest that the original read TS. 
Charles (1895, p. 54, n. 3; cf. 1902, pp. 110-11, n., where he adds that 3 and V may have 
been confused) argued that this 7» was a mistake for *?» and altered the Ethiopic to h*"" 
( = ms. 58) and the Latin to in (cf Littmann, 67, n. d, though he does not accept Charles' 
emendation; Hartom, however, does). Charles also pointed to the similarity here with 
V 14, but there the preposition is fl. BDB 724 (L2.b) recognize «during» as a rare meaning 
of IS. 

people of the pact: Latin has only testamento, but inclusion of J D - A - X has a Semitic ring 
to it. 

and for being uprooted from the earth: Mss. 9 12 17 21 38 63 omit the phrase, as does 
the Latin, but they may well have done so through haplography CSf"/ ' 9°f:C ... = 
9°X:C). See Charles, 1895, p. 55, n. 8 Hartom omits it from his translation. 

15:27 This is ... was like: Latin omits. Possibly the two instances of what in Ethiopic 
is VTi i - fo^ triggered the omission. 

holiness: Latin: blessing. Littmann (67, n. e) proposed, on the basis of the Latin, that 
'̂•'irt. was corrupted from at-fiti, ( = praise). But since the Latin uses angelorum sanctifica-

tionis for the same group later in the verse (as Littmann recognized), one wonders 
whether the variation is not merely stylistic. See Epiphanius on 2:2 (above): ayvE^-oi Tf\c, 
5oZ,r\g. Hartom seems to have invented a new category of angels for his rendering: he has 
angels of the presence nir^pn 'SKba T!^"! n o K V a n Var 

his holy angels: Latin: angels of his holy places (for this translation, see RONSCH, Das 
Buch der Jubilaen, 101). As Berger has noted, the Latin represents a « Fehliibersetzung der 
2. Genitivs aus dem Griech». 

15:28 the sign of this covenant: Latin: testamentum signi huius. The Ethiopic seems 
preferable (cf. Gen 17; 11: nn3 nw). Charles (1895, p. 55, n. 2 to Latin; n. 14 to Ethiopic) 
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covenant throughout their history as an eternal ordinance so that they 
may not be uprooted from the earth 15:29 because the command has 
been ordained as a covenant so that they should keep it forever on all 
the Israehtes. 15:30 For the Lord did not draw near to himself either 

5 Ishmael, his sons, his brothers, or Esau. He did not choose them 
(simply) because they were among Abraham's children, for he knew 
them. But he chose Israel to be his people. 15:31 He sanctified them 
and gathered (them) from all mankind. For there are many nations and 
many peoples and all belong to him. He made spirits rule over all in 

10 order to lead them astray from following him. 15:32 But over Israel he 
made no angel or spirit rule because he alone is their ruler. He will 
guard them and require them for himself from his angels, his spirits, 
and everyone, and all his powers so that he may guard them and bless 
them and so that they may be his and he theirs from now and forever. 

emended to signum testamenti hujus. Hartom omits the word for «sign» from his 
translation; this was perhaps a printing error caused by its similarity with DK. 

ordinance: The Ethiopic noun (/"d^) is the same as the one translated «pact» in 
15:6, 9, 11, 13 and «ordinance» in vv. 25, 33, 34. 

so that they may not be uprooted: Dillmann also translates in this fashion. Since the 
Latin reads a future tense verb, it may appear preferable to analyze the Ethiopic verb as 
an imperfect tense Gtform ( = they will not be uprooted [so Littmann, Charles, and 
Berger]). But the Latin does use future tense forms in place of the subjunctive at times, 
and hence one need not infer that the Ethiopic should be read in formal agreement with it. 

15:29 command has been ordained: The Latin uses an active verb and connects 
decreto ( = ^MH) with testamenti ( = h . ^7 ) . 

they should keep it: The Latin passive (custodiatur) could be construed as an idiomatic 
rendering of the impersonal plural verb that is reflected in the Ethiopic. 

on: Both Ethiopic and Latin support reading the preposition «on», but the translators 
have opted for unusual equivalents: Dillmann (1851): unter; Charles (1902): among; 
Goldmann: 3 ; Hartom: n p 3 ; and Berger: bei. N o one of these seems likely. Littmann 
rendered literally with uber. It is tempting to follow Rabin («The command is binding on 
all the sons of Israel»), but the word-order in both versions is decidedly against this. 
Perhaps the preposition «on» refers to the fact that this covenant, which involves 
circumcision (in Gen 17:10 circumcision is the covenant), is quite literally to be effected 
on the bodies of male Israelites. 

15:30 among: Literally: from. 
15:31 to lead them astray from following him: Literally: so that he could lead them 

astray from after him. Mss. 12 17 35 58 make the verb plural, presumably to absolve the 
deity of responsibility for misleading the nations. The singular is far more strongly 
attested, though the translators have opted for the plural (Dillmann read a singular verb 
in 1859). 

15:32 and everyone, and: Charles (1895) followed the text of ms. 12 which reads 
a>?i9°?.X •• tf-A- (cf p. 55, n. 27); he then retained ^Ml-tu- (actually he emended to 
•f-JifH^iM-) which is omitted by 12. Littmann and Hartom also accept the omission of 
wtf-A-. Yet, 12 21 are the only mss. which lack these words (12 omits ^MH-bih also), with 
the result that this is probably not the original reading. Possibly the conjunction before 
tf-A-^ is another instance of waw explicalivum (see GKC sec. 154a, n. lb [p. 484]). 

his powers: For this meaning of '̂ ^•n ,̂ see DILLMANN, Lexicon, 793-94. Because the 
scribes of mss. 20 25 35 39 42 44 47 48 58 took the word in its more common meaning 
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15:33 I am now telling you that the Israelites will prove false to this 
ordinance. They will not circumcise their sons in accord with this entire 
law because they will leave some of the flesh of their circumcision when 
they circumcise their sons. All the people of Belial will leave their sons 
uncircumcised just as they were born. 15:34 Then there will be great 5 
anger from the Lord against the Israelites because they neglected his 
covenant, departed from his word, provoked, and blasphemed in that 
they did not perform the ordinance of this sign. For they have made 
themselves like the nations so as to be removed and uprooted from the 
earth. They will no longer have forgiveness or pardon so that they 10 
should be pardoned and forgiven for every sin, for (their) violation of 
this eternal (ordinance). 

16:1 On the first of the fourth month we appeared to Abraham at 
the oak of Mamre. We spoke with him and told him that a child would 
be given to him from his wife Sarah. 16:2 Sarah laughed when she 15 
heard that we had conveyed this message to Abraham, but when we 
chided her, she became frightened and denied that she had laughed 
about the message. 16:3 We told her the name of her son as it is 
ordained and written on the heavenly tablets — Isaac — 16:4 and 
(that) when we returned to her at a specific time she would have 20 
become pregnant with a son. 

16:5 During this month the Lord executed the judgment of Sodom 
and Gomorrah, Zeboim and all the environs of the Jordan. He burned 
them with fire and brimstone and annihilated them until the present in 
accord with what I have now told you (about) all their actions — that 25 

(commandments), they read a plural verb (^d+fr) , with «Israel» as the understood 
subject. Goldmann translated literally with r n i s n , as had Dillmann (1851), but the latter 
had access only to ms. 51 ( = 47 here) and thus had no choice in the matter. 

15:34 themselves: The translators (other than Goldmann) have given «their members» 
as the meaning of W\±lf'^. However, according to DILLMANN {Lexicon, 707-08), this 
form is the plural of Wft, not of the word VSJfl'^. It is the latter term which means 
«genitalia», not the former. Only ms. 47 uses here. 

for (their) violation of this eternal (ordinance): Literally: for the violation of this which 
is forever. 

16:2 when: Ethiopic Jifl"" means «because», but here it renders ultimately Hebrew O 
(this is the word used by Goldmann), which can also have the meaning «when». Either 
interpretation could be defended in this context, and the translators are understandably 
divided on the matter. If one chooses «because», it would be helpful to translate the verb 
as past perfect; because she had heard. 

conveyed: The verb literally means «spoken». The same word is used in 16:1. 
16:5 commit sexual sins: Latin attests a different arrangement. Where Ethiopic reads 

two verbs («defile themselves, commit sexual sins»), Latin has a noun (inmundi) which 
seems to represent the idea of the first Ethiopic verb and a phrase (spurcitias exercentes) 
which expresses the sense of the second. 
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they were savage and very sinful, (that) they would defile themselves, 
commit sexual sins in their flesh, and do what was impure on the earth. 
16:6 The Lord will execute judgment in the same way in the places 
where people commit the same sort of impure actions as Sodom — just 

5 hke the judgment on Sodom. 16:7 But we went about rescuing Lot 
because the Lord remembered Abraham. So he brought him out from 
the overthrow (of Sodom). 16:8 He and his daughters committed a sin 
on the earth which had not occurred on the earth from the time of 
Adam until his time because the man lay with his daughter. 16:9 It has 

1 0 now been commanded and engraved on the heavenly tablets regarding 

16:6 The Lord; Latin uses enim where Ethiopic has a conjunction at the beginning of 
the verse. 

just like the judgment on Sodom: Charles (1895, p. 56, nn. 6-7) emended the phrase 
H->iy ' A(\}^9° to h»>9 •• MI>-9° (the verb is modeled on the Latin). Hartom accepts this 
without comment, but it is not obvious that a change is needed. RONSCH {Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 14) and Charles (1895, p. 57, n. 2 to Latin) changed iudicabit to iudicavit; yet the 
verb may not be referring to the specific judgment on Sodom but to the punishment of 
any place which exhibits the same kind of conduct. For a similar expression, see 16:9. 

16:7 went about rescuing: The Ethiopic verb is imperfect tense (cf Littmann, Berger: 
«sollten wir retten») and may indicate that the rescue involved a process. The Latin verb 
liberabimus also seems to be a future form, but the tense would be pecuhar in the context. 
RONSCH {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 14) and Charles (1895, p. 57, n. 3 to Latin) read 
liberavimus instead. 

Lot: Latin adds inde. 
So he brought him out: The Latin ms. has eliberaret, which, according to RONSCH {Das 

Buch der Jubilaen, 102), does not exist elsewhere. He suggested deliberaret, while Charles 
preferred liberaret. The Latin text interprets the last clause as a purpose clause; in 
Ethiopic it is an independent sentence. 

16:8 He; Instead of a beginning conjunction «and» as in Ethiopic, the Latin text uses 
etenim (see also 16:6, 9). 

daughters: Latin oddly reads «sons» (filii). 
earth: Latin places «entire» before this word. 
Adam: The Latin abraham must be a scribal slip caused perhaps by the fact that 

Abraham is the dominant character in these chapters, 
until his time: Latin; until him. 
because: Latin has ut with a subjunctive verb. Possibly Greek &CTTE underlies the 

expressions in the two languages. 
daughter; Latin: daughters. The Latin may be a «correction» based on Gen 19:30-38. 
16:9 It; Here again Latin begins the sentence with etenim, while Ethiopic reads w. 
commanded; Latin demandatum, which should mean «entrusted, commended», seems 

peculiar. Nevertheless, it does appear likely that in this text it means «commanded». See 
21:1 where Ethiopic hUf and Latin demandauit illi are paired. Dillmann (in RONSCH, Das 
Buch der Jubilaen, 15) used this word to translate -thntt. 

engraved: Latin has scriptum. 
he is to remove ... uproot: The Ethiopic verbs are third-person singular, active forms, 

but Latin employs third-person plural, passive ones (so also for the verb «leave»). Both 
may be interpretations of the same original expression. The Latin word talis should be 
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all his descendants that he is to remove them, uproot them, execute 
judgment on them Hke the judgment of Sodom, and not to leave him 
any human descendants on the earth on the day of judgment. 

16:10 During this month Abraham migrated from Hebron. He went 
and settled between Kadesh and Sur in the mountains of Gerar. 5 
16:11 In the middle of the fifth month he migrated from there and 
settled at the well of the oath. 16:12 In the middle of the sixth month 
the Lord visited Sarah and did for her as he had said. 16:13 She 
became pregnant and gave birth to a son in the third month; in the 
middle of the month, on the day that the Lord had told Abraham — on 10 
the festival of the firstfruits of the harvest — Isaac was born. 
16:14 Abraham circumcised him when he was eight days old. He was 

tales (which would, then, be the subject of the verbs; so RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 
14; Charles, 1895, p. 57, n. 9 to Latin), 

execute: Latin: will be. 
him: Latin has a plural (in ipsis [for in ipsi?]). 
16:10 mountains: Latin reads «boundaries». As RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 102) 

first observed, the two translations are based on a Greek model in which the letters opog 
appeared. The interpretation which is reflected in the Ethiopic is that the word was opo^, 
and the one behind the Latin is that it was opog. Cf also Charles, 1902, p. 114, n.; 
Hartom, 61, n. to v 10; Berger, 411, n. b to v 10. 

16:11 well of the oath: Cedrenus (TO (ppeap ... TOO 6pKoO) preserves the same 
interpretation of the name Beersheba (Gen 21:31) as n»l3ir "isa. 

16:12 said: Though he had ended the verse here in 1895, in his translation of 1902 
Charles extended it to include the next clause (me^dH-). Goldmann follows his translation 
on this point. 

16:13 third: Latin reads «seventh», which is clearly wrong. Its ordinal may have been 
influenced by the sequence in vv. 11-13: v 11 = fifth month; v 12 = sixth month; 
therefore, v 13 would have the seventh month. 

in (the middle): Latin, too, places a conjunction before the preposition; it thus opposes 
omission of it by mss. 9 12 17 38 44 63. 

firstfruits of the harvest: The form which was read by Dillmann in 1859, is not 
in the construct state (cf mss. 12 48 which do have the construct [+•8"? — read by 
Charles in 1895]); but perhaps the two words ••S"?, = '^'hCC are to be taken as a unit with 
which niA stands in a construct relation. It is quite possible also that the two endings (-"i 
and -"1) have been interchanged in the ms. tradition. 

16:14 circumcised him when he was eight days old: Latin has «circumcised his son on 
the eighth day». Though there is some variation in the ms. tradition, the best Ethiopic 
reading employs the common Hebrew expression for age: a son of ... The Ethiopic 
abbreviates Gen 21:4 by replacing 133 pHS' n« with a pronominal suffix on the verb; the 
statement of Isaac's age is an exact rendering of D-a- njaw | 3 . Some of the Ethiopic mss. 
read, not niAX, but AfflA'^ and add a preposition before the word """PAA; in this way 
they produce the very text that is found in Latin (see especially mss. 9; 39 42 47 48; and 
58). But these changes appear to represent a misreading of the Hebrew expression. 
which can mean either «eight» or «eighth» (DILLMANN, Lexicon, 334), may have 
contributed to the problem through its ambiguity. All of the translators have followed the 
interpretation which is here regarded as secondary and incorrect. 
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the first to be circumcised according to the covenant which was 
ordained forever. 

16:15 In the sixth year of the fourth week [1987] we came to 
Abraham at the well of the oath. We appeared to him just as we had 
said to Sarah that we would return to her and she would have become 
pregnant with a son. 16:16 We returned during the seventh month, and 
in front of us we found Sarah pregnant. We blessed him and told him 
everything that had been commanded for him: that he would not yet 
die until he became the father of six sons and (that) he would see (them) 

16:15 fourth: Both Ethiopic and Latin agree on the ordinal, but Charles (1902, p. 115, 
n.) objected that «third» should be read (so Hartom, 62, n. to v 15). His emendation does 
not solve the chronological problem, though it would make the date more nearly correct. 
See the note to 15:1 above. 

a son: Latin: her son. Gen 18:10, 14 also refer to «a son». 
16:16 him ... him: The Ethiopic mss., with the exception of 12 which has the suffix -w-

for the first verb, read a feminine suffix on both verbs, and several specify the referent by 
adding AA<f- aftern^hT/ (35' 39 42 47 48 58). The feminine suffixes are not, however, 
consistent with the sequel in which the information that follows is divulged to Abraham, 
not to Sarah (see v 19). The Latin verifies the emendation by reading eum (after 
benediximus [see RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 103; Charles, 1895, p. 56, n. 27; 1902, 
p. 115, n.; Hartom (without a note); and Berger; Goldmann retains the feminine but 
mentions the masculine in a note]; the pronoun iUi after indicauimus is ambiguous as to 
gender). It may be that the feminine suffixes in the Ethiopic mss. were written under the 
influence of the preceding <ih"flS'y. 

everything: Latin quaecumque (literally: whatever) is paired with Ethiopic W-A- (-A") 
more frequently: 16:19; 29:20; 32:22; 42:9; 45:14. 

that he would not yet die until: Latin: and in what way he would die and. The Latin 
makes poor sense in the context, and there are some possibilities for explaining the origin 
of its variations from the Ethiopic text. The word quomodo may be a copyist's mistake 
for quod non (cf Dillmann's Latin translation in RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 17). It 
may also have been the case that after the Latin error was made the word «until» 
( = usque; Charles [1895, p. 57, n. 17 to Latin] proposed quoad) was altered since it no 
longer fit the context. The following clause thus became another in the series of indirect 
statements. But an explanation for the present state of the Latin text must also deal with 
two additional facts: it introduces the next clause with a conjunction, while Ethiopic has 
«until»; and there is a problem with the location of Ethiopic "J .̂. It may be simplest to 
posit Greek variants behind the extant versions: oijTtco ( = Ethiopic) was miscopied as 
OTtiBi; ( = Latin). If so, it would imply that reading 1 ^ after ftooat-^, where most mss. 
place it, is original and locating it after the verb ^a iA£- as in 20 25 35 is a reinterpreta-
tion, even though it is also attested by the Latin. Note that the Hebrew equivalent of 1 ^ = 
KAh would be TS IIS; the similarity of the two words may have caused omission of IIS in 
some mss. and its subsequent reintroduction in a different place. All of the translators 
have understandably followed ms. 25 and Latin on this matter (Littmann seems to 
equivocate), but if the above explanation is correct, it supports the reading of the majority 
of the mss. 

(them): Latin, which includes this word (eos) that is lacking in Ethiopic, also adds 
omnes. 

he would have a reputation and descendants: Literally: a name and seed would be 
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called for him. Latin: he would become numerous and have a reputation (note the 
indicative forms, on which see RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 103). Gen 21:12 ( = Rom 
9:7; Heb 11:18) lacks the noun «name»; the Latin of Jubilees has no equivalent for 
Ethiopic mitCh ( = 63), though the noun is in all of the biblical versions. Of course, both 
Ethiopic and Latin use terms that are familiar in patriarchal blessings. Possibly Latin 
lacks et semen through homoioteleuton with nomen; also, the next verse begins with et 
omne semen. 

16:18 a people whom the Lord possesses: The Ethiopic reads literally: a people of 
adornment (or: honor) for the Lord; Latin has: God's people sanctified (cf Hartom: 
Vlpnn Dsn). Especially the words ^Ctl^ and sanctificatum have elicited emendations. 
Dillmann (1851) translated with «fur den Herrn ein schaz des schmuckes» (his ms. [ = 51] 
reads ""Hin rather than thUtt), but subsequent translators (apart from Berger who opts 
for another possible meaning of ^Crt .^ — Sohnschaft [actually DILLMANN (Lexicon, 283) 
gives adoptio]) have preferred to correct the troublesome words. Charles (1895, p. 58, n. 4) 
thought that the Latin was corrupt, since the same thought figured in the following line 
(populus sanctus). Behind the Latin he posited Greek Xaoq ouaiag and ultimately Hebrew 
r\bia us. The Ethiopic ^CCi.^ he took to be an error for 'V6-i-. Hence, Al/f l : Vi^ = 
Xaoq oiitiia^ or 7tEpiouCTiO(;. Charles has probably accounted for the extant readings 
correctly and has perceived that Exod 19:5 «was clearly before our author» (1902, p. 116, 
n. [19:5-6 would be more accurate]). There one meets all of the titles for Israel which 
appear in this verse of Jubilees. 

... n-asn "jsa rtbxb nrr'TTi 19:5 
... vMp 111D-CTD nsVaa -b rnn ons i 19:6 

It is likely that the peculiar AUfl = •hCrt.l- occurs in the place where nVlD D» or just nVlD 
once stood. The normal Greek equivalent of nVso was itEpioutrioi; or Xaoq 7t8pioiJcno(; 

(Exod 19:5; Deut 7:6; 14:2; 26:18). This does make it probable that 1-C(H- is a mistake 
for T/^^ (= possession). The variant Cfl+, found only in ms. 38, is surely not original 
(Littmann [69, n. c] thought it was) but is rather a corruption of the word ^Cd.^. The 
Latin sanctificatum = OCTIO; may have resulted from miscopying j i E p i o u a i o q or oiaiaq 
(Charles, 1895, p. 59, n. 2 to Latin), though c f EthExod 19:5 which has ihUtt •• njT*-*. 

a kingdom, a priesthood: Exod 19:6 does not, in MT Sam LXX, place a conjunction 
between these words as Jubilees does. Charles indicated, though, that Jubilees' formula
tion is widely attested (Rev 1:6; 5:10; Toj; Syriac Exod 19:6 [1902, p. 116, n.; in 1895, 
p. 58 n. 6 he had wanted to emend fflhim- to H h O i ^ with the Latin and Exod 19:6 (see 
now ms. 9); in 1902 he thought that the Latin was influenced by the Vulgate]). Without 
noting the fact, both Goldmann and Hartom have simply reproduced MT. 

before he died; but (that) through Isaac he would have a reputation 
and descendants. 16:17 All the descendants of his sons would become 
nations and be numbered with the nations. But one of Isaac's sons 
would become a holy progeny and would not be numbered among the 
nations, 16:18 for he would become the share of the Most High. All his 5 
descendants had fallen into that (share) which God owns so that they 
would become a people whom the Lord possesses out of all the nations; 
and that they would become a kingdom, a priesthood, and a holy 
people. 16:19 Then we went on our way and told Sarah all that we had 
reported to him. The two of them were extremely happy. 10 
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16:20 There he built an altar for the Lord who had recued him and 
who was making him so happy in the country where he resided as an 
alien. He celebrated a joyful festival in this month — for seven days — 
near the altar which he had built at the well of the oath. 16:21 He 

5 constructed tents for himself and his servants during this festival. He 
was the first to celebrate the festival of tabernacles on the earth. 
16:22 During these seven days he was making — throughout all the 
days, each and every day — an offering to the Lord on the altar: two 
bulls, two rams, seven sheep, one goat for sins in order to atone 

10 through it for himself and his descendants. 16:23 And as a peace 
offering: seven rams, seven kids, seven sheep, seven he-goats as well 
as their (cereal-)offerings and their libations over all their fat 
— (all of these) he would burn on the altar as a choice offering for a 

16:19 extremely: Both Ethiopic and Latin echo the cognate accusative construction of 
the Hebrew original, but Ethiopic also adds T+ ( = very). 

16:20 who was making him so happy: Latin gratiae eius is obviously wrong. RONSCH 
(Das Buch der Jubilaen, 103) thought that the difference might go back to one word in the 
Hebrew original. I t was understood as a verb in the tradition represented by the Ethiopic 
and as a substantive in the one embodied in the Latin. He did not, however, say what that 
word might have been. The Hebrew was very likely 1]naft'''1 (Goldmann and Hartom use 
innaiT'l), and the Latin wording may have resulted from a copyist's error in which only 
the last letters of the verb were reproduced ( i : n [ a i n , or, to account for the genitive case, 
u n a l i r i ) . Gratia = ]n (see Jub 19:5; 39:12, 40:5). 

where he resided as an alien: The variant Vfd-t: (9 12 17 21 38 63; c f 48) is a 
corruption of and is opposed by the Latin. Berger, nevertheless, reads it («seiner 
Geburt»), though it makes no sense here. 

which he had built at the well of the oath: Latin omits the relative clause — perhaps 
because of homoioarchton with the first words of v 2 1 (quod aedificauerat ... et 
aedificauit). 

16:22 these seven: Latin omits. See RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 103. 
throughout all the days: Latin also lacks these words. 
offering: Latin fructum is a literal rendering of Greek mpn(a\ia or KCtpTtcocii; (or either 

one with a 6Xo- prefix) which are used to translate Hebrew n " ? l » (RONSCH, Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 103-04). 

16:23 peace offering: Literally: offering for safety/ rescue. The phrase c a V s * n a t is 
translated as Ouoia atOTTipiou in the LXX (e.g.. Lev 3:1 , 3, 6). Both Ethiopic and Latin 
reproduce this Greek wording. 

over all: Latin: et uniuersum. Charles (1895, p. 58, n. 16) preferred the Latin and 
emended the Ethiopic to mAtf-A- ( = ms. 44; c f 17). Littmann (69, n. f), Hartom (without 
note), and Berger (413, n. g to v 2 3 ) agree. But it is not obvious that Charles' proposal 
solves the problem because one would have expected ffltf-A", not inAtf-A- (though the latter 
is not impossible). The Latin does appear to have the more likely text, and it may be that 
Kai and ^Jti were interchanged (see Lev 3:16; Charles, 1895, p. 58, n. 17). 

as a choice offering: RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 18) filled the gap in the Latin text 
with sacrificum electum, which, with the following ostiam would not be identical with the 
Ethiopic. Charles (1895, p. 59, n. 5 to Latin) inserted electam Domino in agreement with 
ms. 38. It is, however, the only ms. that adds these words. For support, Charles appealed 
to Lev 3:16 (p. 58, n. 18). 
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pleasing fragrance. 16:24 In the morning and evening he would burn 
fragrant substances: frankincense, galbanum, stacte, nard, myrrh, 
aromatic spices, and costum. All seven of these he would offer beaten, 
equally mixed, pure. 16:25 He celebrated this festival for seven days, 
being happy with his whole heart and all his being — he and all those 5 
who belonged to his household. There was no foreigner with him, nor 
anyone who was uncircumcised. 16:26 He blessed his creator who had 
created him in his generation because he had created him for his 
pleasure, for he knew and ascertained that from him there would come 
a righteous plant for the history of eternity and (that) from him there lo 
would be holy descendants so that they should be like the one who had 
made everything. 16:27 He gave a blessing and was very happy. He 
named this festival the festival of the Lord — a joy acceptable to the 

16:24 fragrant substances: Where Ethiopic reads hAW, Latin has incensum composi-
tionis. RONSCH [Das Buch der Jubilaen, 104) noted that the words D'ao mop or mop 
a-aon were rendered as Ouniana tfj? CTUvGEaeooq in LXX (Exod 35:15; 39:38; 40:27, etc.). 
He referred also to Num 4:16 which, in the Vulgate, contains the words compositionis 
incensum. Charles (1895, p. 58, n. 20) preferred the Latin text, but in 1902 (117, n.) he 
argued that Exod 30:34 (not N u m 4 : 1 6 ; Lev4:7) underlay the Ethiopic text (f|56a-
Hata = D-ao) and that it was correct. Note that hi-f-t- (so also ms. 38 of Jubilees) 
appears here in EthExodus. Exod 30:34 is indeed more nearly similar to Jub 16:24 than 
the other passages, and this may indicate that the Ethiopic reading is to be preferred. 

frankincense, galbanum, stacte, ... aromatic spices: Compare 3:27, where Adam offers 
the same substances. The term translated «aroinatic spices» in the list (rt'HlA4-) is 
rendered as «spicam» in Latin. Dillmann used the same term in his rendering of Jubilees 
(in RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 19). The word clearly means «spice», but in Latin 
«spica» means «ear of grain, spike». This fact led Hartom (62, n.) to suppose that a 
translator had misread Hebrew nVnty as n'̂ aiy. While this is not impossible, it is quite 
unnecessary to assume such a confusion to explain the Latin text. 

All ... pure: It is likely that the Ethiopic and Latin texts have the same elements in this 
sentence but in a different order. Latin places mundas at an early point in the line, 
whereas in Ethiopic it comes at the end ("JX-fh = "lints; for the same pairing of Ethiopic 
and Latin words in Jubilees, see 33:7; 49:9). Ethiopic does have «all» (38 omits) which is 
not in Latin. The verbs of the two versions also differ: offer/ burn. The Latin verb is 
suspect because it is the same as the one used in the first part of the verse. 

16:25 being happy: The Latin aepulans (epulor = to feast) acquired the meaning 
laetari, exsultare among African Christians (so RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 105). 

who was uncircumcised: Latin has either lost some words (Charles [1895, p. 59] adds 
qui non) or circumcisus should be corrected to incircumcisus (so RONSCH, Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 18). 

16:26 in his ... pleasure: Latin omits these words — a mistake that was perhaps 
encouraged by the several repeated words or expressions (created him; because/ for); or 
possibly the omission occurred on the Greek level when a copyist's or translator's eye 
jumped from auxov to auToO. 

righteous: Latin has «true». These are regular equivalents in Jubilees. See RONSCH, Das 
Buch der Jubilaen, 105. 

16:27 of the Lord: Latin has dies (of the days). RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 18) 
made the natural suggestion that dies was an error for dei (forms of deus often stand in 
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most high God. 16:28 We blessed him eternally and all the descendants 
who would follow him throughout all the history of the earth because 
he had celebrated this festival at its time in accord with the testimony of 
the heavenly tablets. 16:29 For this reason it has been ordained on 

5 the heavenly tablets regarding Israel that they should celebrate the 
festival of tabernacles joyfully for seven days during the seventh month 
which is acceptable in the Lord's presence — a law which is eternal 
throughout their history in each and every year. 16:30 This has no 
temporal limit because it is ordained forever regarding Israel that they 

10 should celebrate it, live in tents, place wreaths on their heads, and take 
leafy branches and willow branches from the stream. 16:31 So Abra
ham took palm branches and the fruit of good trees, and each and every 

the Latin text where X"JH.^-n<h.C appears in the Ethiopic). Charles (1895, p. 59, n. 10 to 
Latin; cf. n. 30 to Ethiopic where he recognizes that emending to Dei is a possibility), 
however, preferred Domini. In support of his seemingly less likely correction, one could 
cite 18:18 where the Latin names the festival diem festum domini. But the Latin is not 
consistent in its use of divine names, and dei is surely the simpler correction. Berger 
apparently opposes this (414, n. d to v 27), but one wonders why in light of the Ethiopic 
text which he translates. 

16:28 all the descendants: Latin lacks «all» and has eius after semen. The Ethiopic 
mss. which read nch- place it in the wrong case. 

who would follow him: Literally: who (will be) after him. Latin: with him. 
of the earth: Latin: of the entire earth. 
16:29 they should celebrate: Latin has sit (thus Hartom renders with nTT'). The 

reference just before this to Israel makes the Ethiopic text more plausible. Perhaps a word 
such as faciens (singular, agreeing with istrahel) has fallen from the Latin text. 

joyfully: Latin: to/i in laetitia. 
16:30 This has: Latin omits. 
and take: Latin uses an infinitive, as with facere and sedere. N o conjunction precedes it 

( = mss. 17 21 38). 
leafy branches: Literally: branch(es) of leaf. The most strongly supported reading is 

•fcJfA (a second accusative form?), not 'feX'A; but Charles (1895) followed ms. 12 (against 
his other witnesses) in reading 'feX'A. The Latin favors reading these two words together 
(denos = densos [RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 20; Charles, 1895, p. 61, n. 4 to Latin]), 
not as two separate objects of the verb. Many of the Ethiopic mss. omit ffl after "feX"A 
(Latin retains it) and in this way perhaps place it in construct with the following noun. 
The bibhcal base is Lev 23:40, where the words TOS fS? ^JS correspond to the phrase 
under discussion (EthLev has ai\9°d6 •• <fcX-A ' XAX-* [ = the order of ms. 20 25 35]). The 
simplest solution is to agree with Charles by accepting the reading of mss. 12 17 38 
(•feX^A), though it does not have greatest backing. How Berger derived «je zehn Zweige» 
from the text is a mystery (415, n. d to v 30). 

willow branches: Latin calicem should be salicem (from salix [so RONSCH, Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 20, 105; Charles, 1895, p. 61, n. 5 to Latin]). C f Lev 23:40: -ans . 

16:31 palm branches: Ethiopic All ' onc^ means literally: «the heart of palm(s)». 
Latin may have had the same expression, as de decore palmarum could be a copyist's 
error for de corde palmarum (Charles, 1895, p. 61, n. 6 to Latin; but Hartom uses Traa 
D'^an; see his note). That is, Charles' explanation appears more likely, in view of the 
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day he would go around the altar with the branches — seven times per 
day. In the morning he would give praise and joyfully offer humble 
thanks to his God for everything. 

17:1 In the first year of the fifth week [1989], in this jubilee, Isaac 
was weaned. Abraham gave a large banquet in the third month, on the 
day when his son Isaac was weaned. 17:2 Now Ishmael, the son of 
Hagar the Egyptian, was in his place in front of his father Abraham. 
Abraham was very happy and blessed the Lord because he saw his own 

Ethiopic, than Ronsch's observation that these words are «entweder eine poetische 
Umschreibung von O'lan n s 3 (Vulg. spathulae palmarum) oder eine etymologische 
Verwerthung des Ausdruckes Kci^XuvGpa (poiviKcov der LXX». (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 
105) Dillmann (1851, p. 71, n. 94) had already adduced the rabbinic expression -a'?!'? 
nann in his dicussion of this phrase; and Charles (1895, p. 60, n. 16) indicated that the 
text presupposed by Jubilees was nnan ma"? ( = , t h e Syriac and Arabic versions of 
Lev23:40, where MT has D n a r nsa). Littmann (70, n .b) doubted Charles' view and 
preferred to see -a"?!"? behind the text. In 1902 (p. 118, n.) Charles maintained that aViV 
stood in the original and was wrongly understood by the Greek translator as aaV (so 
Goldmann, p. in , n.). Berger retains the texts and thinks that they refer to «die innen 
gewachsenen, besonders wertvoUen Zweige» (415, n. a to v 3 1 , comparing Ezek 17:22 
[LXX — a passage to which Dillmann had pointed in Lexicon, 42]). Note that Syncellus 
has K>.d8oi(; (poiviKoov. There are, then, three alternatives: 1. retain the Ethiopic and 
correct the Latin to de corde (presumably both versions would then intend the inside and 
best branches of palm trees); 2. assume an original -aVlV (the targums read paVlb in 
Lev23:40 [see Charles, 1902, p. 118, n.]) and claim that both Ethiopic and Latin 
(emended) reflect a misreading of 'aVlV as -aaV; or 3. accept that the Latin decore 
( = adornment, beauty) is correct and explain the Ethiopic word A d as a free way of 
expressing the same idea. The translation given above follows option 2, but it must be 
granted that the others are also quite plausible (and not rigidly distinguished from one 
another). 

each and every day: Literally: in all the day(s) from the day(s). Latin lacks an 
equivalent for ?\?°dAih. Perhaps it was omitted by parablepsis. 

altar: Latin adds meum. RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 106) understands the 
possessive pronoun to refer to the angel of the presence who is speaking to Moses. 

per day: Latin has no equivalent for AdAl-. Charles dismissed these words as 
«probably an interpolation» (1895, p. 60, n. 19). 

offer humble thanks: Latin confitens also has the meaning «praise», as it represents an 
original m i n which can mean both «confess» and «praise». (BDB, 392; see RONSCH, Das 
Buch der Jubilaen, 106) Of course, it also means «thank». Consequently, though the 
Ethiopic and Latin words are not identical, they represent interpretations of the same 
original. Dillmann uses confitebatur in his Latin translation (in Ronsch, ibid., 21). 

for (everything): Latin has secundum. Probably the original read Vs rnin; c f Ps 138:2. 
17:1 fifth: Charles (1902, p. 119, n.) claimed that the number should be «fourth» (so 

Hartom). Latin here supports the Ethiopic. See the note to 15:1 above. 
in (the third month): Latin places et before in, but this is clearly a mistake (RONSCH, 

Das Buch der Jubilaen, 20; Charles, 1895, p. 61, n. 10 to Latin). 
his son Isaac: Sam LXX OLGen 21:8 also add «his son»; MT Syriac EthGen omit. 
17:2 the Egyptian: Latin adds «servant girl». 
his place: Latin has only loco and places the word before in conspectu. 
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sons and had not died childless. 17:3 He remembered the message 
which he had told him on the day when Lot had separated from him. 
He was very happy because the Lord had given him descendants on the 
earth to possess the land. With his full voice he blessed the creator of 

5 everything. 
17:4 When Sarah saw Ishmael playing and dancing and Abraham 

being extremely happy, she became jealous of Ishmael. She said to 
Abraham: 'Banish this girl and her son because this girl's son will not 
be an heir with my son Isaac'. 17:5 In Abraham's opinion the 

10 command regarding his servant girl and his son — that he should 
banish them from himself — was saddening, 17:6 but the Lord said to 
Abraham: 'It ought not to be a sad thing in your opinion regarding the 
child and the girl. Listen to everything that Sarah says to you and do 
(it) because through Isaac you will have a reputation and descendants. 

17:3 the message: Ethiopic has ^te, and Latin reads sermones. The suffix on the 
Ethiopic noun may simply reflect a Greek definite article (see DILLMANN, Ethiopic 
Grammar, sec. 172 [a] and especially [b] [pp. 425-26]; c f also sec. 156 [pp. 359-60]). 

earth ... land: The same word ({""^-C) is used in both instances. Dillmann (1851), too, 
used different renderings for the two (erde ... land). For the second word, Latin employs a 
pronoun (cam). 

17:4 playing and dancing: Latin: playing with Isaac. Charles (1895, pp. 60-61, nn. 29-
30) adduced pnsa in Gen 21:9 as the biblical base for the first verb; the second verb in 
Ethiopic (oif.nv^; here Latin has «with Isaac») was, he concluded, a corruption for 
n^flWi^": «Gen. xxi.9 Mass. thus seems defective, as in LXX we have USTCI TcradK TOC 
utoO 4auTTi<; . . .» (60-61; c f 1902, p. 119, n.). Littmann (70, n. e) considered this possible, 
and Hartom translated the Latin without indicating that the Ethiopic differs. Charles may 
indeed be correct that the combination of a preposition and name was misread at some 
point as a verb; but the Latin could have been influenced by the LXX tradition. It may 
not be irrelevant, either, to note that the verb Tcaî co can mean both «to play» and «to 
dance». 

girl ... girl's: Ethiopic uses fflA'^, while Latin has ancillam/ ancillae. The Ethiopic term, 
though it is not the normal one for a slave girl, could be translated in this way 
(DILLMANN, Lexicon, 887 [5) «famula, ancilla, serva»]). MTGen 21:10 uses na» in both 
cases. 

17:5 the command: The Ethiopic ^tf ( = his voice, sound, word, saying) has a suffix 
which appears to make no sense, as Sarah is the one who gave the order to Abraham. 
Latin has no eius after sermo. Hence, it seems likely that the suffix again reproduces a 
Greek definite article (see the note to 17:3 above). 

his (servant girl): Latin has no possessive pronoun, though it does place one after 
filium. 

was: Latin reads «seemed» which reflects the wording of LXXGen 21:11 (^(pdvr]) and 
of OL (visum est). See Charles, 1895, p. 61, n. 33; RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 107. 

17:6 the girl: Jubilees follows the tradition of LXX OL EthGen 21:12 in not placing a 
suffix on the noun. Mt Sam Syriac Genesis affix a second-person, masculine singular 
suffix. 

Listen to: Literally: listen to her word. 
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17:7 Now with regard to this girl's son — I will make him into a large 
nation because he is one of your descendants'. 17:8 So Abraham rose 
early in the morning, took food and a bottle of water, placed them on 
the shoulders of Hagar and the child, and sent her away. 17:9 She went 
and wandered about in the wilderness of Beersheba. When the water in 5 
the bottle was gone, the child grew thirsty. He was unable to go on and 
fell. 17:10 His mother took him and, going on, she threw him under an 
olive tree. Then she went and sat opposite him at a distance of a bow
shot, for she said: 'May I not see the death of my child'. When she sat 
down she cried. 10 

17:11 An angel of God — one of the holy ones — said to her: 'What 
are you crying about, Hagar? Get up, take the child, and hold him in 
your arms, because the Lord has heard you and has seen the child'. 
17:12 She opened her eyes and saw a well of water. So she went, filled 
her bottle with water, and gave her child a drink. Then she set out and 15 
went toward the wilderness of Paran. 17:13 When the child grew up, he 
became an archer and the Lord was with him. His mother took a wife 
for him from the Egyptian girls. 17:14 She gave birth to a son for him, 
and he named him Nebaioth, for she said: 'The Lord was close to me 
when I called to him'. 20 

17:7 this: Sam (many LXX witnesses) OLGen 21:13 also read a demonstrative, while 
MT Syriac LXX lack it. Cf. EthGen (^^'t : K""^). 

large: So Sam Syriac LXX OL EthGen 21:13; MT and the targums lack the adjective. 
17:9 water in the bottle was gone: Literally: water was finished from the bottle. 
17:10 olive tree: Both Dillmann (1851, p. 71, n. 95) and Charles (1895, p. 62, n. 13) 

saw that Ethiopic h-f^ftl presupposed Greek iXaiaq, while LXXGen 21:15 (and Jose
phus, Ant. 1.218) read &Xa.xT\<; ( = a pine, fir tree). MT has nnlT (bushes, shrubs, plants). 
Dillmann thought that 4X,dTT|<; probably appeared in Greek Jubilees and that a translator 
had misread it. 

my child: The possessive is found also in LXX OL EthGen 21:16, but not in MT Sam 
Syriac Genesis. 

17:11 in your arms: Literally: in your hands. 
17:12 She: The versions of Gen 21:19 read «he opened». Charles (1895, p. 62, n. 20), 

therefore, emended hi*"*^ to h f * . Berger (417, n. a to v 12) rightly terms this 
«unn6tig». 

her (bottle): Only EthGen 21:19 also uses a suffix; the remaining versions follow MT 
in reading nann (as does Hartom). Charles (1895, p. 62, n. 21) attributed the suffix in 
Jubilees to the influence of EthGenesis. Note that mss. 17 21 63 have 11+. 

her (child): Again, only EthGen 21:19 (with the LXX group b) adds the suffix, as 
Charles noticed (1895, p. 62, n. 21). 

set out; Literally: arose. 
17:13 Egyptian girls: Literally: daughters of Egypt. The biblical versions read «land 

of Egypt)) (Gen 21:21). Josephus, Ant. 1.220 has yevoc,. 
17:14 Nebaioth: Gen 25:13 gives n'??. 
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17:15 During the seventh week, in the first year during the first 
month — on the twelfth of this month — in this jubilee [2003], there 
were voices in heaven regarding Abraham, that he was faithful in 
everything that he told him, (that) the Lord loved him, and (that) in 

5 every difficulty he was faithful. 17:16 Then Prince Mastema came and 
said before God: 'Abraham does indeed love his son Isaac and finds 
him more pleasing than anyone else. Tell him to offer him as a sacrifice 
on an altar. Then you will see whether he performs this order and will 
know whether he is faithful in everything through which you test him'. 

10 17:17 Now the Lord was aware that Abraham was faithful in every 
difficulty which he had told him. For he had tested him through his 
land and the famine; he had tested him through the wealth of kings; he 
had tested him again through his wife when she was taken forcibly, and 
through circumcision; and he had tested him through Ishmael and his 

15 servant girl Hagar when he sent them away. 17:18 In everything 
through which he tested him he was found faithful. He himself did not 
grow impatient, nor was he slow to act; for he was faithful and one 
who loved the Lord. 

18:1 The Lord said to him: 'Abraham, Abraham'! He replied: 'Yes'? 
20 18:2 He said to him: 'Take your son, your dear one whom you love — 

Isaac — and go to a high land. Offer him on one of the mountains 

17:15 this month ... this jubilee: For the sake of clarity, these two items have been 
transposed in the translation from the Ethiopic order. 

17:17 wealth of kings: Both Goldmann (p. t n , n.) and Hartom (with no justification 
for the change) have emended the word «wealth» ( = Hebrew nws) to «ten» (niVV 
/mips) , with the result that the text reads «ten kings» (neither of these translators 
separates vv 17 and 18). Apparently they are trying to bring the text into line with the late 
tradition in Pirke R . Eliezer 26-27 that one of Abraham's trials was the war with the kings 
in Genesis 14 (see Charles, 1902, p. 121, n.; RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 382-84; 
Berger, 418, n. b to v 17 for other hsts; c f also, Hartom, 65, n. to v 17). In Genesis 14, 
however, Abraham has dealings with nine kings at most, unless one adds Melchizedek 
who could hardly be regarded as a trial for Abram. The «wealth of kings» probably refers 
to Gen 14:21-24. 

17:18 to act: Literally: to do it. 
18:1 Abraham^: LXX OL and some mss. of EthGen 22:1 also double the name; MT 

Sam Syriac have just one «Abraham». Note the preposition A which is prefixed to the first 
«Abraham» in many of the Ethiopic mss. of Jubilees ( = he said to Abraham: 'Abra
ham'). 

Yes: Literally: Here I am. The word i- with suffixes has been translated in this way 
consistently in this edition. 

18:2 your dear one: Jubilees more nearly resembles LXXGen 22:2 (TOV dyrariTov; 
O L ' has amantissimum) than MT Sam Syriac O L K ( iTTf) . The original Hebrew here was 
probably I T T (so Charles, 1895, p. 63, n. 12). 

high land: The word «high» agrees with the interpretation of «Moriah» that is found 
in LXX O L EthGen 22:2: Tfjv OyriAiiv (MT: n n a n ; Sam: n K m a n ; Syriac: rdiioajre'). 
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For «land» mss. 20 21 25 35 39 42 47 48 58 have «mountain», — a reading which may 
have been influenced by the latter part of the verse or perhaps a copyist confused 9°X:C 
and R-flC. The word X-flC also appears in EthGenesis at this point and later in the verse 
where Jubilees and the other biblical versions use a plural form. 

18:3 came ... on the third day: These words could also be translated «went ... in three 
days» (so Dillmann, 1851; Littmann, Berger). Cf Gen 22:4 {^bvn Dra). 

18:7 mountain: Charles (1895, p. 63, n. 29) proposed to read f-dlf instead of X-fl^: as 
in Gen 22:9 (l"? nsK); but by 1902 he had revised his thinking (p. 122, n.). There is no 
need to emend, despite the reading of the biblical versions, because v 7 echoes Gen 22:14 
(nirr i n ) . See also Jub 18:13, where the mountain is identified as Mt. Zion (cf Hartom, 
66, n. to v 7). 

18:8 placed (the wood): So LXX OL EthGen 22:9 (and Josephus, Ant. 1.228); MT 
Sam Syriac use another verb ("insi in MT). Hartom, nevertheless, translates with -ps^. 

sacrifice: Or; slay. 
18:10 I called: Mss. 17' 63 read «he called», while 38 has «the Lord called» (possibly 

it was influenced by EthGen 22:11 [h lH.A-nA .C ' h?°Ah]). Goldmann and Hartom 
strangely translate ms. 38. See RoNSCr i , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 110. 

18:11 because; Latin quo should be quod (RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 20; 
Charles, 1895, p. 65, n. 1 to Latin). 

which I will show you'. 18:3 So he got up early in the morning, loaded 
his donkey, and took with him two servants as well as his son Isaac. He 
chopped the wood for the sacrifice and came to the place on the third 
day. He saw the place from a distance. 18:4 When he reached a well of 
water, he ordered his servants: 'Stay here with the donkey while I and 5 
the child go on. After we have worshiped, we will return to you'. 
18:5 He took the wood for the sacrifice and placed it on his son Isaac's 
shoulders. He took fire and a knife in his hands. The two of them went 
together to that place. 

18:6 Isaac said to his father: 'Father'. He replied: 'Yes, my son'? He lo 
said to him: 'Here are the fire, the knife, and the wood, but where is the 
sheep for the sacrifice, father'? 18:7 He said: 'The Lord will provide for 
himself a sheep for the sacrifice, my son'. When he neared the place of 
the mountain of the Lord, 18:8 he built an altar and placed the wood 
on the altar. Then he tied up his son Isaac, placed him on the wood 15 
which was on the altar, and reached out his hands to take the knife in 
order to sacrifice his son Isaac. 

18:9 Then I stood in front of him and in front of the prince of 
Mastema. The Lord said: 'Tell him not to let his hand go down on the 
child and not to do anything to him because I know that he is one who 20 
fears the Lord'. 18:10 So I called to him from heaven and said to him: 
'Abraham, Abraham'! He was startled and said: 'Yes'? 18:11 I said to 
him: 'Do not lay your hands on the child and do not do anything to him 
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because now I know that you are one who fears the Lord. You have not 
refused me your first-born son'. 18:12 The prince of Mastema was put 
to shame. Then Abraham looked up and saw a ram caught; it was 
coming with its horns. Abraham went and took the ram. He oifered it 
as a sacrifice instead of his son. 18:13 Abraham named that place 'The 

I know; hA<"'Ch- means «I knew, know, understand, realize»; the D form means «to 
show, tell, indicate». Here Latin has manifestaui, which would correspond with the sense 
of the Ethiopic D form. Charles (1895, p. 64, n. 4) understood ^K«wCh- to agree in 
meaning with manifestaui (here and in 18;9) and to reflect, not the verb 'BV'j; of 
MTGen 22; 12, but -PVT (so, too, in 1902, p. 123 n.). Hartom (66, n.) adds that the Lord 
already knew that Abraham was faithful; now he shows this to others (he translates with 
TiSlin. He refers to Bereshit rabbah 56.7 where the piel form of S T is understood. 
Littmann (71, n. e), following BARTH {Deutsche Litteraturzeitung 34 [1895] 1063), retained 
the Ethiopic ( = Gen 22:17). As he noted, Jub 18:16 uses the verb hj l^dh- to mean 
«made known ». It may be that the Latin text was influenced by v 16. 

Lord; Latin: your God. «Your» is a mistranslation of nriK in Gen 22:12. 
first-born: Latin primogenito. The biblical versions differ: MT Sam Syriac Gen 22:12 

have -[Tn-, while LXX OL EthGen reflect - [TT, 
18:12 put to shame: For Latin confusus est in this sense, see RONSCH, Das Buch der 

Jubilaen, 107. 
a ram: Ethiopic hihfU = Latin unus, both of which agree with Sam Syriac LXX OL 

EthGen 22:13 (MT: nns) . 
it was coming: Dillmann (1851) omitted these words (they are in his text of 1859). In 

his Latin translation (in RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 21, n. 12) he suggested that the 
Ethiopic verb could have originated from ttd^^ = in virgulto. Charles (1895, p. 64, n. 10) 
explained that he had emended the expression mg.'mK'h to Mem- = Gen 22:13 ("1303 
[actually EthGen has a60 • rtft*]). He repeated his proposal in 1902 (123, n.) and has 
been followed by Hartom. Littmann (71, n. f) omits these words because Latin lacks them 
and because the expression could have entered the text from elsewhere. Berger (420, n. b 
to v 12) rejects Charles' emendation but offers no solution to the problem of how a ram 
which is caught can stiU come at Abraham. Berger is correct in dismissing the Dillmann-
Charles approach; the two phrases which would have to be confused resemble one 
another very little, though the verb in Jubilees appears at precisely the point where 
Gen 22:13 mentions the thicket. LXX OL EthGen 22:13 off'er duplicate renderings in the 
context: they have the ram's horns caught in a bush and a transcription of the Hebrew 
word for «thicket» ("130). It seems that Jubilees, too, once had a duplicate rendering — 
not of -\yo, but of the word for «held» or «caught» which in LXX is KOTEXOHEVOI;. The 
translator of Jubilees may have rendered it ( = '̂V-•H) and added to his text an alternate 
reading of the Greek (possibly a variant in the margin) as KOI ipx6\iz\oq ( = and it was 
coming) or as Kaxepzonevo? which was transcribed or read as KOI Jpx6|i£vo<;, thus 
producing the present, illogical text. The absence of this expression from Latin is 
consistent with the notion of alternate readings (both of which made their way into the 
Ethiopic version). Note the attempts in mss. 35 58 63 introduce some sense into the text. 

as a sacrifice: Latin omits, though the biblical versions and Ethiopic mss. include these 
words. 

son: Latin adds isac in agreement with LXX OL EthGen 22:13. The Ethiopic mss. 
follow the tradition of MT Sam Syriac. 

18:13 named: Latin and the biblical versions read a verb + U0, but the Ethiopic mss., 
perhaps idiomatically, lack t\o" (EthGen 22:14 also employs just a verb — rt«wp-). 
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Lord Saw' so that it is named 'The Lord Saw'. It is Mt. Zion. 
18:14 The Lord again called to Abraham by his name from heaven, 
just as we had appeared in order to speak to him in the Lord's name. 
18:15 He said: 'I have sworn by myself, says the Lord: because you 
have performed this command and have not refused me your first-born 
son whom you love, I will indeed bless you and will indeed multiply 
your descendants like the stars in the sky and like the sands on the 
seashore. Your descendants will possess the cities of their enemies. 

Saw: The perfect tense agrees with LXX OL EthGen 22:14 and Latin Jubilees. MT 
Sam Syriac use imperfect forms (as does Hartom). 

named: Latin and all biblical versions have either ina or an equivalent at this point. 
Saw^: Latin reads a passive form (uisus est) which, while it points to a past tense (with 

the Ethiopic mss.), agrees in voice with MT Sam (?) LXX OL; Ethiopic Jubilees has an 
active verb with Syriac EthGen 22:14. 

Zion: The same identification is made in 1 Chr 3 :1 ; Tnf; and Josephus, Ant. 1.227. 
Hartom (66, n. to v 13) mentions that in Bereshit rabbah 56:10 the first part of the word 
«Jerusalem» is explained as coming from the name riNT' which Abraham gave the place. 

18:14 The Lord: Latin omits. Mss. 9 12 17 21 38 63 may seem to support the omission, 
but all of them add the divine name after fl""-. Possibly the similarity between dominus 
and nomine caused a Latin scribe to omit the word. The versions of Gen 22:15 have or 
presuppose mn'"[«'?». 

just as we had appeared: Latin has quia fuimus. RONSCH {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 108-
10) argued in an extended note that the Latin expression means «we were to (speak)», as 
the text is translated here. He thought that the Hebrew original would have been ir-n 
"lai"? . He may have explained the Latin properly (Charles [1895, p. 65, n. 3 to Latin] 
wrote simply that the Latin «seems corrupt» [1902, p. 123, n.: «is corrupt))]), but the 
Ethiopic text is not entirely clear. Charles (1895, p. 64, n. 19) emended ^lfl•^C^fV to 
htl+^Mi, but in 1902 he translated as «he caused us to appear)) — apparently 
abandoning his emendation but not following any of the mss. Though the best Ethiopic 
reading is M+CM'i, it seems advisable to accept the word ^fH-Ch^V (it differs by one 
vowel) that is attested in 21 38 39 48 (cf 58). The form with -f- could be explained as an 
easy copying error. The previous incident that is mentioned is in 18:10, where the angel 
also called Abraham by his name from heaven. Dillmann (in RONSCH, Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 23), Littmann (cf 72, n. b), Goldmann, Hartom, and Berger have also translated 
in this way. The Latin text may have lost a word after fuimus (e.g., uisi — which begins 
with the same letter as the next word [ut]). The word quia, too, is incorrect. Ethiopic (Ih'w 
and Latin quia may be two renderings of Greek &<;. 

18:15 me: The Ethiopic }\9°i.f agrees with Sam Syriac EthGen 22:16; Latin propter 
me follows LXX OL. MT omits. See 18:11 where Latin has a me. 

first-born: Latin reads unigenito ( = MT Sam ["[Tn' (used by Hartom)] Syriac 
Gen 22:16). The Ethiopic reflects ^\-l^D2, while LXX OL EthGen presuppose "ITT. Since 
the Ethiopic is unique, it is perhaps more likely to be original (see also 18:11 where Latin 
has primogenito). Charles (1895, p. 65, n. 4 to Latin) claimed that the Vulgate's reading (it 
agrees with MT) influenced the Latin; in 1902 he omitted «first-born)) from his transla
tion. 

like: Latin lacks an equivalent. RONSCH {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 22) added sicut; 
Charles (1895, p. 65) supplied ut. 

cities: Latin has ciuitates. Jubilees here follows LXX {xdq noXev;) OL EthGen 22:17 
(cf Syriac in^ir^). MT Sam read "isntf, but Jubilees' reading echoes -ns?. 
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18:16 All the nations of the earth will be blessed through your descen
dants because of the fact that you have obeyed my command. I have 
made known to everyone that you are faithful to me in everything that 
I have told you. Go in peace'. 

5 18:17 Then Abraham went to his servants. They set out and went 
together to Beersheba. Abraham lived at the well of the oath. 18:18 He 
used to celebrate this festival joyfully for seven days during all the 
years. He named it the festival of the Lord in accord with the seven 
days during which he went and returned safely. 18:19 This is the way it 

10 is ordained and written on the heavenly tablets regarding Israel and his 
descendants: (they are) to celebrate this festival for seven days with 
festal happiness. 

19:1 During the first year of the first week in the forty-second jubilee 
[2010], Abraham returned and lived opposite Hebron — that is, Kiriath 

15 Arba — for two weeks of years. 19:2 In the first year of the third week 

18:16 your descendants: Hartom, with no support from any text, has "[a. As Berger 
(420, n. b to V 16) has noted, Littmann's translation erroneously gives Namen rather than 
Samen. 

18:17 together: Latin omits (as does Hartom), but all versions of Gen 22:19 include 
this word (other than some LXX witnesses which also lack it). 

18:18 He used ... years: Latin appears to have a doubled and slightly corrupt version 
of this first part of the verse. The word ter (which is placed in parentheses by RONSCH [Das 
Buch der Jubilaen, 22], and omitted by Charles [1895]) means «three times' (which 
provides no satisfactory sense in the context, though Berger so translates it [421, n. a to 
V 18]) or «often» (which is what the context is emphasizing). But, as the Ethiopic offers no 
equivalent and the next word (per) is virtually identical in appearance, it is probable that 
the Latin is dittographic here. Latin then places the «seven days» in a new clause which 
also repeats the verb faciebat. 

safely: Latin omits. 
18:19 This is the way: Latin omits. 
festal: The text looks suspicious. The best Ethiopic mss. read (IIA — an accusative 

form (though it appears in both of his mss., Dillmann omitted the word from his 1859 
edition; Charles read fl'JA [ = ms. 12 (his a)] in 1895). Perhaps scribes who copied most of 
the mss. were influenced by the parallel expression in v 18 (^TflC ' = (I'JA) despite the 
fact that here an infinitive is used with •J-t •• f l lA . But the Latin text does not offer the 
same sense, h reads gaudentes (hterally: rejoicing, being happy — note the plural). The 
textual cause for the difference between the versions is not immediately evident; Charles 
(1895, p. 65, n. 28) spoke vaguely of «some primitive corruption)). For this reason no 
change has been made, but one possibility is that the word fl'iA, which is a noun, is a 
mistaken rendering of an original verb such as a form of nn that was misconstrued at 
some point as in. 

19:1 first: Latin lacks the word. RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 22) and Charles 
(1895, p. 65) restored primo. Cf 19:2. 

19:2 first: Latin again lacks this word, and Ronsch and Charles again restored primo. 
the (third week): Latin has «this)) — possibly under the influence of «this jubilee» 

which follows. 
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third week: Latin confirms the reading, but for the resulting chronological problem see 
Charles (1902, p. 125, n.), who thought that one should read «second» (so Hartom). 

19:3 and to bury her: Latin omits by parablepsis from cam to eam. 
annoyed: Cf 17:18 where the same verb is used (there it is translated «did [not] grow 

impatient))). It means «to be disgusted, impatient, indignant)). The Latin pusillianimus, 
which means «faint-hearted, timid)), seems a poor choice of words in the context. 
But RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 111) has observed that in Prov 14:29 it renders 
m i nsi? = 6XIY6V)/I)XO(; in LXX, of which pusill(i)animus is a regular equivalent (cf 
Charles, 1895, p. 66, n. 3). Consequently, the Latin and Ethiopic appear to echo the same 
original. Dillmann (in Ronsch, ibid., 23) uses pusillanimus in his Latin translation. 

19:5 land of the double cave: Latin: double land of the cave. The Ethiopic is 
undeniably correct, since the cave in question is Machpelah — a name (in MT it appears 
as n'jDSan m s a ) which is translated as x6 CTTtii^aiov x6 SiTtXoOv in LXX (see Charles, 
1902, p. 125, n.). RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen. 22) emended duplicem to duplicis, 
which agrees with the Ethiopic text (so also Charles, 1895, p. 67, n. 3 to Latin). 

400: Ethiopic has 40, but Latin and Gen 23:16 read 400. The number 40 is 
unanimously supported in the Ethiopic mss. tradition (contrary to Berger's assertion [422, 
n. a to V 5] that C D [ = 51 38] give 400). Charles (1895, p. 66, n. 8) emended the Ethiopic 
and Hartom has concurred (cf Littmann, 72, n. f)- Goldmann (tsn, n.) suggested that in 
the Hebrew original the word nisa was written in abbreviated form as a and that a sanN 
was misread as D'SaiN by a translator. But this is not a likely abbreviation and moreover 
the a would not have been in its final form. It is more hkely that the confusion arose on 
the Greek level when t>' ( = 400) was miscopied as n' ( = 40). 

19:6 They: Ethiopic uses the pronoun ^<n^7•^^ but Latin reads hoc, which may be a 
mistake for the plural masculine pronoun hii. 

the full amount of money: Ethiopic -IH-^ = "PX-"" and Latin pecumam conplens are not 
precise equivalents. The form conplens seems to be modifying Abraham, i.e., he was 
making the amount of money complete. 

19:7 127: Latin adds anni. 

of this jubilee [2024] the days of Sarah's life were completed and she 
died in Hebron. 19:3 When Abraham went to mourn for her and to 
bury her, we were testing whether he himself was patient and not 
annoyed in the words that he spoke. But in this respect, too, he was 
found to be patient and not disturbed, 19:4 because he spoke with the 
Hittites in a patient spirit so that they would give him a place in which 
to bury his dead. 19:5 The Lord gave him a favorable reception before 
all who would see him. He mildly pleaded with the Hittites, and they 
gave him the land of the double cave which was opposite Mamre — 
that is, Hebron — for a price of 400 silver pieces. 19:6 They pleaded 
with him: 'Allow us to give (it) to you for nothing'! Yet he did not take 
(it) from them for nothing but he gave as the price of the place the full 
amount of money. He bowed twice to them and afterwards buried his 
dead in the double cave. 19:7 All the time of Sarah's life was 127 — 
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that is, two jubilees, four weeks, and one year. This was the time in 
years of Sarah's life. 

19:8 This was the tenth test by which Abraham was tried, and he 
was found to be faithful (and) patient in spirit. 19:9 He said nothing 

5 about the promise of the land which said that the Lord would give it to 
him and his descendants after him. He pleaded for a place there to bury 
his dead because he was found to be faithful and was recorded on the 
heavenly tablets as the friend of the Lord. 

19:10 In its fourth year [2027] he took a wife for his son Isaac. Her 
10 name was Rebecca, the daughter of Bethuel (the son of Abraham's 

brother Nahor), the sister of Laban — Bethuel was their father — the 

and (one year): Latin mistakenly reads «less» (one year). The Ethiopic calculation is 
correct. As RONSCH {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 24, n. 11; 111) observed, the Latin figure 
presupposes that a jubilee consists of 50, not 49 years as elsewhere in Jubilees (or: unum 
should be read for minus). 

in years: Latin has no equivalent. Charles (1895, p. 66, n. 15) emended the Ethiopic to 
read just «n"PdA, though three of his mss. added "^ao^-i-. M T SamGen 23:1 read "'n -JP 
r\-m ; LXX omits the last part of the verse. Only ms. 12 omits 

19:8 This: Mss. 20 25 and Latin omit the initial conjunction. 
Abraham was tried, and he was found: Latin: «was found, and in it Abraham was». It 

appears that the words inuentus est have been displaced. Charles (1895, p. 67, n. 5) 
emended the Latin to (tentatus est) in ipsa Abraham et inventus est. 

(and): Only ms. 44 adds the conjunction fl>. Latin reads two conjunctions (et et) at this 
point (dittography). 

19:9 nothing: Latin incorrectly omits the negative non before the verb. RONSCH {Das 
Buch der Jubilaen, 24) and Charles (1895, p. 67) restored it in their texts. Ms. 21 also omits 
the negative. 

promise of the land: Littmann (72, c f n. i) and RONSCH {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 112) 
understood the words 'it\i\ and sermone in the sense of «promise» (Ronsch referred to 
1 Kgs 2:4; 8:20; Ps33:4 ; 56:5). Dillmann {Lexicon, 657) gave as the meaning of the 
Ethiopic term «sermo i.e. rumor»; and Charles (1902) rendered with «rumour». The 
decision about how to translate the word hinges on the reading which follows. The 
Ethiopic mss. offer two strongly supported readings: H(\9°f!:C (read by Dillmann, 1859, 
and Charles, 1895); and H ? ° f r C . As Latin agrees with the latter (sermone terrae), it is to 
be preferred. This implies that «rumour in the land» is unlikely to be the correct sense in 
this context and that the meaning «promise» is the better rendering. The mss. which 
supply the extra preposition (1 may reflect a subsequent interpretation in the direction in 
which Charles read the expression. 

the Lord would give it to him: Latin is obviously corrupt. Ronsch {Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 112) wrote: «Der Abschreiber hatte vergcssen, die zwei aus Versehen anticipirten 
und sofort als falsch erkannten Worte illi dare auszustreichen». 

there: Latin; from them. MTGen 23; 13 reads natf ( = LXX). 
faithful; Several mss. (20 25 35 39 42 47 48 58) add wdl-if under the influence of vv 3, 

8. Latin, too, omits this addition. 
19:10 he; Latin: Abraham. 
Bethuel was their father: Literally: Bethuel fathered the Bethuelians (on this last word, 

see the next note). Latin lacks these words (through fflA/^""-), but the clause is not 
impossible, since Rebecca and Laban are mentioned immediately before it and by this 
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daughter of Bethuel, the son of Milcah who was the wife of Abraham's 
brother Nahor. 19:11 Abraham married a third wife whose name was 
Keturah — one of the children of his household servants — when 
Hagar died prior to Sarah. 19:12 She gave birth to six sons for him — 
Zimran, Jokshan, Medai, Midian, Ishbak, and Shuah — during two 
weeks of years. 

19:13 In the sixth week, during its second year [2046], Rebecca gave 
birth to two sons for Isaac: Jacob and Esau. Jacob was perfect and 

time the extended statement about her familial relations is becoming rather involved. But 
it could also be construed as an attempt to create some sense in a difficult context. Charles 
(1895, p. 66, n. 23) changed the Ethiopic to fl»Al- = An-t^.A ( = Latin). 

the daughter of Bethuel: The text reads a form that would apparently mean «the 
Bethuelians». Charles (1895, p. 66, n .23) altered the form to read a)n-f:^.A ( = Latin). 
The Latin text does indeed provide the necessary clue for tracing the source of the 
Ethiopic corruption: it reads filia(m) bathuel twice in this verse. As Berger (423, n. b to 
V 10) has perceived, the Ethiopic text, which clearly has the first instance of «daughter of 
Bethuel», probably also contains the second but in distorted form: the curious word 
O+A.A'C^') is a transcription of two Greek words (Ba9ouf|X uiotv [ = the daughter of 
Bethuel]) which have been improperly combined. 

who was: Latin: et bathuel. Possibly the Ethiopic words w l - t ^ . A ' fflA/'-'w (see note 
above) is a misplaced remnant of what is here represented in the Latin text. 

19:11 children: Ethiopic fl>-A-X is mascuhne, while Latin has «daughters». Charles 
(1895, p. 66, n. 26; 1902) emended to AT AX with the Latin (so, too, Hartom; cf 
Littmann, 73, n. f). Berger (423, n. b to v 11) suggests that the Greek word uifflv, which is 
ambiguous as to gender, was taken as masculine by an Ethiopic translator, while the Latin 
tradition preserves the correct interpretation 

when: Only ms. 35 reads ^A«»" ( = because) rather than h"" ( = when); but Latin has 
«because» (eo quod). The majority Ethiopic reading may be a corruption of an original 
^A'»", or perhaps Hebrew '3 was interpreted differently in the two traditions. The simplest 
solution is, however, to assume that o n was misread as OTE by an Ethiopic translator or 
was miscopied in this way by a Greek scribe. 

19:12 Zimran: Ethiopic spells the name Httti; Latin gives it as jebram (on the j/z 
interchange, see RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 112-13). 

Ishbak: The Latin spelhng sobec echoes the Greek spelhng in Gen 25:2 ('IECTPOK), 
though the first two letters are omitted. 

Shuah: Ethiopic has (iXf. Latin oe is a corrupt reflection of the Greek spelling Itous 
(Gen 25:2). 

19:13 year: The Latin anni should be anno, and secundi should be secundo (RONSCH, 
Das Buch der Jubilaen, 113). 

Jacob and Esau: Latin reverses the names (as does Hartom who often follows the 
Latin), influenced, no doubt, by the biblical order of the brothers (Gen 25:25-27). The 
Ethiopic order is preferred; it gives the reader the first clue in the Jacob stories about the 
younger son's preeminence. 

perfect: A variant to V^9° is fhif^9° which means «bad» (from EthGen 25:27: Art-9° = 
^hf- [this is also the reading of 35 44]; see Charles, 1895, pp. 66-67, n. 33). Charles (ibid.) 
emended the Ethiopic to agree with the Latin (reading A"^}f [Gen 27:11: pVn V^K — 
these words are omitted in EthGenesis]). But the Ethiopic text of Jubilees is here following 
Gen 25:27 where Jacob is called on B^«. Littmann (73, n. n) realized that the Greek would 
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upright, while Esau was a harsh, rustic, and hairy man. Jacob used to 
live in tents. 19:14 When the boys grew up, Jacob learned (the art o f ) 
writing, but Esau did not learn (it) because he was a rustic man and a 
hunter. He learned (the art o O warfare, and everything that he did was 

5 harsh. 19:15 Abraham loved Jacob but Isaac (loved) Esau. 
19:16 As Abraham observed Esau's behavior, he realized that 

through Jacob he would have a reputation and descendants. He sum
moned Rebecca and gave her orders about Jacob because he saw that 
she loved Jacob much more than Esau. 19:17 He said to her: 'My 

10 daughter, take care of my son Jacob because he will occupy my place 
on the earth and (will prove) a blessing among mankind and the glory 
of all the descendants of Shem. 19:18 For I know that the Lord will 
choose him as his own people (who will be) special from all who are on 

have been xiXzwc, which the Latin translator misread as Xzloc, = levis (or lenis). Cf. 
Jub 27; 17. Hartom's translation lacks the words after «harsh» and vv 13 and 14 have 
been conflated, apparently through parablepsis from «rustic» to «rustic». 

19:14 the boys grew up: Latin has (literally); «They grew up and both became young 
men» (Ethiopic fl><{-H"'h could be rendered as «young men»). Charles (1895, p. 69, n. 2 to 
Latin) drew attention to the curious fact that the Latin « . . . agrees with the Eth. Vers. 
Gen. XXV.27 © A O * : luhi- ' w^tf-i- against all other authorities save that it adds amho». 
Mss. 44 63 also have the text of EthGenesis. 

19:15 loved ... (loved): Only Latin (with mss. 17= 63) has the second verb. Note that 
Ethiopic and Latin use imperfect tense forms. Here Abraham displaces Rebecca from her 
biblical role (Gen 25:28; c f Jub 19:16). 

19:16 reputation and descendants: Literally: name and seed (would be called). Latin 
transposes the nouns (semen et nomen). 

he saw that: Latin omits. 
much: Latin omits (perhaps the words quoniam ... quoniam caused haplography). 
19:17 take care of; Latin adds in nomine, reflecting Hebrew a 1M (see RONSCH, Das 

Buch der Jubilaen, 115). 
my place: Latin has a word fragment -nitatio after a gap. RONSCH (Das Buch der 

Jubilaen, 115; followed by Charles, 1895, p. 69, n. 5 to Latin) reads «praesentatio», which 
agrees rather closely with the Ethiopic, though it does not quite fit the preserved Latin 
letters. 

glory: The word ^9°Yl(h'h translates nVnn in Deut 10:21, and Goldmann uses this 
Hebrew word in his translation. See DILLMANN, Lexicon, 198. 

descendants of Shem; The Hebrew would have been OS 5>")T. Latin has «my descen
dants (literally; seed)». Possibly the name OV was misconstrued in the Latin tradition as 
the word for «name»; nominis would then have been omitted because of its similarity to 
seminis; or mei may be explained as a corrupt remnant of the word nominis. 

19:18 will choose: Latin: has chosen. 
special: Latin reads sanctum. Charles (1895, p. 68, n. 18) declared the Ethiopic readings 

« . . . all alike corrupt, being hopeless attempts at rendering nepiovaioc,; for we have here a 
word for word reproduction of Deut. vii.6. In all cases also Eth. Vers, of Bible mistrans
lates or omits this word». He suggested reading HT<{^-, comparing Jub 16:18. It is 
obvious that the Ethiopic translators/ copyists had trouble with the word, and here (as in 
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the surface of the earth. 19:19 My son Isaac now loves Esau more than 
Jacob, but I see that you rightly love Jacob. 19:20 Increase your favor 
to him still more; may your eyes look at him lovingly because he will 
prove to be a blessing for us on the earth from now and throughout all 
the history of the earth. 19:21 May your hands be strong and your 5 
mind be happy with your son Jacob because I love him much more 
than all my sons; for he will be blessed forever and his descendants will 
fill the entire earth. 19:22 If a man is able to count the sands on the 
earth, in the same way his descendants, too, will be counted. 
19:23 May all the blessings with which the Lord blessed me and my lo 
descendants belong to Jacob and his descendants for all time. 
19:24 Through his descendants may my name and the name of my 
ancestors Shem, Noah, Enoch, Malaleel, Enos, Seth, and Adam be 
blessed. 19:25 May they serve (the purpose of) laying heaven's founda
tions, making the earth firm, and renewing all the luminaries which are 15 
above the firmament'. 

16:18) the Latin uses a word from the sanct- group. In Deut 7:6 Israel is called both VTilp 
OS and n'jJO OS (LXX: Xaov TtEpiouoiov), the latter in precisely the context in which 
AK-fl : ^m-T (the second word means: «protector, defensor, patronus» [DILLMANN, 
Lexicon, 454]) is found in this verse of Jubilees. Charles' hypothesis appears convincing 
(note the variant reading ^m-V in ms. 9 [ = «exclusus, segregatus» (Dillmann, ibid.)]). 
The Latin may again be a mistake or a sense translation of OCTIOV. See the note to 16:18 
above. 

all: Latin adds «the peoples», as in Deut 7:6. 
earth: Latin: entire earth. Deut 7:6 agrees with the Ethiopic. 
19:19 My son: Ms. 17 and Latin omit. 
19:20 earth: 'Ht\T can mean «orbis terrarum, mundus» (DILLMANN, Lexicon, 952, 

where he noted that in Judith 11:1 "itT renders yfj). 
19:21 May: Several mss. place ffl at the beginning of the verse; Latin lacks it but 

supplies ergo which has no equivalent in the Ethiopic copies (cf also v 22). 
much: Latin omits. 
descendants will fill: Latin adds an extra conjunction before the verb erit. It is here 

rendered as «also». 
19:22 If: Latin again adds ergo. Berger (424, n. a to v 22) claims that B ( = 25) does so 

as well, but he is incorrect about this. 
in the same way: Latin uses a conjunction. 
19:23 May: Where Ethiopic resorts to a subjunctive (^h-"}), the Latin has a future 

indicative form (erunt). 
19:24 may: Latin again employs a future indicative; here the Ethiopic form is 

ambiguous, i.e., it could be either indicative or subjunctive. 
Shem ... Adam: The Ethiopic places a conjunction before each name other than the 

first (ms. 63 omits them except for the last). The Latin hst omits the name Seth, but this 
seems a copyist's error: henoi et may originally have been henos set (see RONSCH, Das 
Buch der Jubilaen, 26, n. 22). 

19:25 May: Latin reads an indicative future ( = mss. 17 35 38 48 58). 
laying ... making: Where Ethiopic uses infinitival expressions, Latin employs partici

ples (literally: they will be ones who lay ... make). 
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19:26 Then he summoned Jacob into the presence of his mother 
Rebecca, kissed him, blessed him, and said: 19:27 'My dear son Jacob 
whom I myself love, may God bless you from above the firmament. 
May he give you all the blessings with which he blessed Adam, Enoch, 

5 Noah, and Shem. Everything that he said to me and everything that he 
promised to give me may he attach to you and your descendants until 
eternity — Hke the days of heaven above the earth. 19:28 May the 
spirits of Mastema not rule over you and your descendants to remove 
you from following the Lord who is your God from now and forever. 

10 19:29 May the Lord God become your father and you his first-born 
son and people for all time. Go in peace, my son'. 

19:30 The two of them departed together from Abraham. 
19:31 Rebecca loved Jacob with her entire heart and her entire being 
very much more than Esau; but Isaac loved Esau much more than 

15 Jacob. 
20:1 During the forty-second jubilee, in the first year of the seventh 

week [2052], Abraham summoned Ishmael and his twelve children, 
Isaac and his two children, and the six children of Keturah and their 
sons. 20:2 He ordered them to keep the way of the Lord so that they 

renewing; The Latin agnoscantur ( = may be perceived; this is the only occurrence of 
the word in the surviving parts of the Latin translation) suggests that some error has 
produced the difference between the versions. Charles (1895, p. 69, n. 9 to Latin) wanted 
to emend the Latin verb to renoventur (which would agree with the Ethiopic), explaining: 
«corruption may be due to confusion of dvavecoGwm and dvayvwcrGmciiw. His proposal is 
certainly plausible, but another possibility is that forms of Hebrew crm and thn ( = to 
feel, enjoy; the Arabic and Ethiopic cognates carry the nuance of perceive/perception 
[BDB, 301]) were interchanged. 

which are above: Latin uses a simple genitival construction with no preposition. 
19:26 he: Latin specifies Abraham. 
19:31 her entire being: Literally: her entire spirit. 
20:1 first year of the seventh week: This is another of the dates which does not agree 

with chronological data found elsewhere in the accounts about Abraham's life. According 
to the combined evidence of Jub 11:15 and 23:8 the patriarch's death occurred in the year 
2051. Charles (1902, p. 129, n.) wanted to read «sixth week» ( = 2045). C f also Hartom, 
71, n. to V 1. 

20:2 in every war; Charles (1895, p. 71, n. 17) emended B-ttTt (war) to the word for 
men (rt•fl^); so also in 1902, p. 129, n. Dillmann (1851) and Littmann reproduced the text 
as it stands, but Goldmann, Hartom (without a note), and Berger have followed Charles. 
Though a reference to war is unexpected, the word must be evaluated in connection with 
the sequel which can be understood in a martial sense (literally: so that they may go 
against each one against them). In other words, Abraham could be exhorting them to 
brotherly love so that in times of war they would be united against their opponents. 
Dillmann (1851) rendered the entire context as; « . . . dass sie ebenso sich in jedem kriege 
verhalten, dass sie gegen jeden, der gegen sie sei, Ziehen . . .» 
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and (do): The conjunction, which is omitted by mss. 12 20 25 44, should be read, 
though Charles (1895) neither placed it in his text nor noted that it appeared in 
Dillmann's two mss. (1859, p. 73). Omitting the conjunction would make the previous 
reference to war most unlikely, but including it sets this phrase apart from the preceding 
words. 

20:3 dismiss: "IX? can also mean «renounce, give up». Mss. 9 12 17 21 63 preface K 
( = we should not allow). Hartom has omitted from his translation all of the words after 
ttao-^ (apparently by parablepsis). 

20:4 they are not to commit: The verb X-n9°V could be construed as a subjunctive, 
third-person, feminine plural form (agreeing with the feminine suffixes on the following 
two nouns); it is so translated here (with Hartom). Charles rendered as; «let them not 
commit fornication with her» (1902; he apparently parsed the verb as a plural masculine 
subjunctive with a feminine object suffix, as have Goldmann and Berger). The former is 
preferable because of the following nouns with feminine plural suffixes: the women are 
ordered not to pursue the lure of their sight and feelings. 

so that they take: The verb is masculine plural. Charles (1895, p. 70) reads: cDh*" ' 
Kfil/^h- ( = «and let them not take» [1902; so Dillmann, 1851, 1859; Littmann; 
Goldmann; and Hartom, who brackets the clause]). However, this is a combination that 
at his time was attested by just one late ms. (C = 51); now 39 42 47 48 also support it. 
Perhaps this reading would be more plausible if h"" were omitted, as in 12. The earliest 
mss. read only h « " = f^'i/^h: The other readings (either m before h " " or h. before 
S^lf^h-, c f 58 which places mhg.<iir««- [ = and their husbands] before h**") appear to be 
scribal attempts to amehorate the difficulties raised by what may indeed be a defective 
text. 

20:5 impurity: Latin; because they commingled with prostitutes. Here, as in the cases 
of the two nouns which follow, Latin has a clause where Ethiopic hsts nouns. The Latin 
may be seen as an expanded text, but Ethiopic could be corrupt. If one translated the 
Latin into Ethiopic, it would be + H « ™ 4 . : y f i A = H " V 1 - (cf 20:13). The eye of a scribe 
could have skipped from - H i " " * - to H ' V ' h . The latter term would then later have been 
altered into Va^^ in order to make it fit the context. This would be more convincing if it 
were an isolated case, but two more instances of such variation follow. 

would do what is right and that they should love one another; that they 
should be like this in every war so that they could go against each one 
(who was) against them; and do what is just and right on the earth; 
20:3 that they should circumcise their sons in the covenant which he 
had made with them; that they should not deviate to the right or left 5 
from all the ways which the Lord commanded us; that we should keep 
ourselves from all sexual impurity and uncleanness; and that we should 
dismiss all uncleanness and sexual impurity from among us. 20:4 If any 
woman or girl among you commits a sexual offence, burn her in fire; 
they are not to commit sexual offences (by) following their eyes and 10 
their hearts so that they take wives for themselves from the Canaanite 
women, because the descendants of Canaan will be uprooted from the 
earth. 20:5 He told them about the punishment of the giants and the 
punishment of Sodom — how they were condemned because of their 
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uncleanness: Latin has inmunditiam exercebant. 
corruption among themselves: Latin: Omnem abominationem faciebant. 
they died in (their) sexual impurity: Latin: (they) disregarded the commandments. It is 

difficult to accept that such variation could have arisen from similar base texts. The 
Ethiopic is perhaps more likely to be correct than is the Latin, as a reference to violation 
of the commandments on the part of the giants and Sodomites would be an extreme 
understatement. One could speculate that words which have similar appearances in 
Hebrew (inn nina = Ethiopic; I3t» n i sa = Latin) or Greek (TtopvEiQt 4T8X,suTTiaav = 
Ethiopic; TtapfJKav [xaq] tvxoXiic, = Latin) were garbled in the transmission of the text, 
but the differences between the two versions in the latter part of v 5 and the beginning of 
V 6 are so striking that one suspects someting more serious has happened. 

20:6 Now you ... make: For these words Latin has only the difficult et ideo ne forte et 
uos detis. It is likely that something has fallen from the Latin text (Charles [1895, p. 71] 
restored the equivalent of the Ethiopic in parentheses). RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 
116) wrote: «Die Formel ne forte ... detis ist hier imperativisch zu fassen, = gebet nicht 
etwa». Berger (427, n. b to v 6) translates the Latin as: «Und dass also nicht auch ihr 
euren Namen gebt». In the translation given in this edition, the words «be careful» are 
supplied for the sake of the sense of the line. 

our name: Latin: your name (uestrum for nostrum, or unmv for f|nwv). 

hissing: The best Ethiopic reading is ^9°\)ih'l- (= boasting), which is accepted by 
Berger (427, n. d to v 6) who also notes the strongly supported variant (under different 
spellings) ^9°hS^ (= threat) and the Latin «hissing». He comments; «Gemeint ist in 
jedem Falle eine Reaktion der Gegner, entweder als Sich-Briisten (wegen Israels Schwache 
und Unansehnlichkeit [he cites several parallels] . . .; besonders aber, well schlechtes 
Verhalten Eastern und Sich-Erhabenfuhlen einbringt [more parallels] ... oder als Drohung 
im Gegensatz zum Segen . . .» None of this is convincing. Already in 1851, Dillmann 
rendered with schande (in brackets and italicized), though he provided no note. In his 
Latin translation (in RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 27) he gave «gloriationem (sic\)i\ 
Ronsch (ibid., 116), however, drew attention to Jer 29:18 where the words n"?«'? and 
np-vib are found. On the basis of this verse, Charles (1895, p. 71, n. 37) emended the 
Ethiopic to li+A'Kf- ( = for hissing; this is the same root as the one used in EthJer 29:18 
[DILLMANN, Lexicon, 1390]). Both Goldmann and Hartom (without a note) translate with 
npiw, while Goldmann added that o'?]?'? ( = for mocking/ derision) stood in the original 
(pp. 3D1-SD1, n.). Ronsch and Charles seem to have discovered the pristine text, but how 
the defective Ethiopic reading originated is not clear. 

by the sword: Latin adds et (here rendered as «also») before in gladium. 
20:7 I: Latin, as in v 6, adds ideo (cf also v 8). 
hold fast to: The verb eaof, means «to bind, join together»; in the Gt it signifies «to be 

wickedness; because of the sexual impurity, uncleanness, and corrup
tion among themselves they died in (their) sexual impurity. 

20:6 'Now you keep yourselves from all sexual impurity and 
uncleanness and from all the contamination of sin so that you do not 
make our name into a curse, your entire lives into a (reason for) hissing 

and all your children into something that is destroyed by the sword. 
Then you will be accursed like Sodom, and all who remain of you like 
the people of Gomorrah. 20:7 I testify to you my sons: love the God of 
heaven and hold fast to all his commandments. D o not follow their 
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idols and their uncleanness. 20:8 D o not make for yourselves gods that 
are molten images or statues because they are something empty and 
have no spirit in them. For they are made by hands, and all who trust 
in them all trust in nothing at all. D o not worship them or bow to 
them. 20:9 Rather, worship the most high God and bow to him 5 
continually. Look expectantly for his presence at all times, and do what 
is right and just before him so that he may be delighted with you, give 
you his favor, and make the rain to fall for you morning and evening; 
bless everything that you do — all that you have done on the earth; 
bless your food and water; and bless the products of your loins, the lo 
products of your land, the herds of your cattle, and the flocks of your 

bound, etc.; to dedicate oneself to». The Latin adherete reflects the same original 
(probably it was ^p21). 

idols: Latin has abominationes. Possibly p6eX6y|iaTa stood in the Greek text. It means 
«abominations» but is regularly used to refer to idols. See Isa 2:8 (DILLMANN, Lexicon, 
1243). Hartom translates with DrcVlVj. Latin adds omnes before abominationes. 

uncleanness: Latin uses a plural noun and places omnes before it. 
20:8 D o not make: Latin employs a future indicative form (facietis). 
have: Literally: is. Latin resorts to a future indicative (erit). 
alF: Latin has no equivalent. Charles (1895, p. 71, n. 47) omitted lf-ft"o»- with the 

Latin. 
D o not worship: As in vv 6 and 7, Latin adds ideo. For ^9°i^Y)9'<^ Latin has sernire. 

The two are not quite synonymous, though they are again paired in v 9. 
bow: Latin reads adorare: The Ethiopic verb could also be rendered «worship». Latin 

has a singular feminine object (eam). RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 28) and Charles 
(1895, p. 71, n. 6) both emended to ea ( = the Ethiopic). 

20:9 continually: Latin gives adorando. 
Look expectantly: For the meaning of the Latin sustinendo, see RONSCH, Das Buch der 

Jubilaen, 116 ( = exspectare, sperare). 
what is right: Ethiopic is again coupled with Latin ueritatem. 
may be delighted; Latin dirigat, which Charles first (1895, p. 71, n. 49) preferred (he 

emended P<P+a)- •• AdA.h«»" to fC^d •• C^rth<n»•; c f Hartom's "["IT'), was recognized as 
an error for dihgat by Pratorius (review of Charles, 1895 in TLZ 24 [1895] 615). See 
Littmann, 74, n. i; Charles, 1902, p. 131, n. (where he accepts the change of the Latin); 
and Berger, 428, n. d to v 9. 

his (favor): Latin omits. 
make ... fall: For the meaning of Latin deponant, see RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 

116-17 ( = deducere, demittere). 
you have done: Latin reads operati. RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 117) suggested 

operatis ( = the Ethiopic). The final s was omitted by haplography with the next letter 
(juper). See also Charles, 1895, p. 73, n. 1 to Latin. For the active operare, c f Ronsch, 
ibid. 

bless (the products of your loins): Latin reads a future form rather than a subjunctive. 
the herds: For the conjunction before "»<{-df, Latin has ut which is probably a mistake 

for et (so RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 28; Charles, 1895, p. 73, n. 3 to Latin). It is not 
translated here because it is assumed to be the conjunction (in a series of phrases 
introduced by conjunctions). 
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sheep. 20:10 You will become a blessing on the earth, and all the 
nations of the earth will be delighted with you. They will bless your 
sons in my name so that they may be blessed as I am'. 

20:11 When he had given gifts to Ishmael, his sons, and Keturah's 
sons and sent them away from his son Isaac, he gave everything to his 
son Isaac. 20:12 Ishmael, his sons, Keturah's sons, and their sons went 
together and settled from Paran as far as the entrance of Babylon — in 
all the land toward the east opposite the desert, 20:13 They mixed with 
one another and were called Arabs and Ishmaelites. 

20:10 You: The verbal form in Ethiopic is singular, while Latin has a plural which 
would seem more appropriate in the context, since Abraham is addressing his sons and 
grandsons. The Ethiopic singular, which is probably wrong (Charles [1895, p. 72, n. 2] 
emended to the plural), may have resulted when a copyist thought that the blessing 
sounded proper only for Isaac and his descendants. 

your sons: The Ethiopic mss., with the exception of 20 35, read the non-accusative 
form m-A-X-h"^; the Latin uses accusatives (filios uestros). This led Charles (1895, p. 72, 
n. 5) to change the Ethiopic to the accusative (to m-A-Xho"- — a change of one vowel), 
and all translators have followed him. It is not necessary, however, to emend the text in 
order to arrive at this meaning because before pronominal suffixes the accusative ending is 
at times abandoned (DILLMANN, Ethiopic Grammar, sec. 143 [p. 323]). 

may be blessed: The Ethiopic expression (verb + adjective) differs from the Latin 
(verb + prepositional phrase). The Latin expression here is the same as the one at the 
beginning of the verse. 

as I am: Latin adds a conjunction (et = too). 
20:11 his son: There is a lacuna in the Latin after fiho suo; it extends through the 

beginning of v 12 and may have been caused by the similarity of the words filio suo (v 11) 
and filii eius (v 12), though this would not follow the normal pattern of haplography. 
Charles (1895, p. 73) has restored the text on the basis of the Ethiopic. Several Ethiopic 
mss. have omitted all of the verse after fl>A-S. (21; among the uncoUated mss. 22 23 40 50 
51 have also omitted [this explains the translations of Dillmann and Goldmann]) by 
parablepsis (wM flJA-?-). 

his son^: Jubilees agrees with Sam Syriac LXX OL EthGen 25:5 in adding «his son». 
MT and the targums omit. 

20:12 Ishmael ... went: The Latin lacuna extends through these words. 
together: Latin omits. Possibly the omission occurred on the Hebrew level when in the 

phrase n i T ' r u the second word was dropped by homoioteleuton. For this spelling of 
n m , see Jer 46:12, 21; 49:3. 

20:13 were called: Latin has adhesit. Charles (1895, p. 72, n. 7) emended the Ethiopic 
•i-^m-O to -fX»°X ( = the Latin), but in 1902 he translated the Ethiopic text («their name 
was called »). Littmann (75, n. b) had opposed the emendation and preferred to assume a 
defect or false translation in the Latin, though he offered no suggestions about what they 
might have been. Even Hartom follows the Ethiopic against the Latin. Ethiopic is clearly 
superior, since the origin of the name is being given (from 31S). The Latin may be 
the product of confusing forms of Greek KoksXv and KoX>.av ( = to join — an LXX 
equivalent of Hebrew |731). 

Ishmaelites: Latin adds «until the present)) — a phrase found in the Bible with similar 
etymological statements (e.g.. Josh 5:9 for Gilgal). In 1895 (p. 72, n. 9) Charles wished to 
add these words to the Ethiopic text, and Littmann (75, n. c) supplied them in brackets. 
Hartom, however, gives them without an explanatory note. By 1902 Charles preferred to 
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21:1 In the sixth year of the seventh week of this jubilee [2057] 
Abraham summoned his son Isaac and gave him orders as follows: T 
have grown old but do not know when I will die because I have reached 
the full number of my days. 21:2 Now I am 175 years of age. 
Throughout my entire lifetime I have continually remembered the Lord 
and tried to do his will wholeheartedly and to walk a straight course in 5 
all his ways. 21:3 1 have personally hated idols in order to keep myself 
for doing the will of the one who created me. 21:4 For he is the Hving 
God. He is more holy, faithful, and just than anyone. With him there is 
no favoritism nor does he accept bribes because he is a just God and 
one who exercises judgment against all who transgress his commands 10 
omit them. The words may have been added by a scribe who remembered the phrase from 
similar biblical passages. 

21:1 because: Latin reads et (not realized in the translation). Charles (1895, p. 72, 
n. 12; 1902, p. 132, n.) emended the Ethiopic to agree with Latin, comparing Gen 25:8 (so 
also Littmann, 75, n. d; Hartom). The formulation in Gen 25:8 is not the same, however: 
there it is a third-person report, but here a first-person statement. C f also Gen 27:2. 

reached: Literally: am full. 
my days: Jubilees agrees with Sam Syriac LXX OL EthGen 25:8 in adding the word 

«days», while only Syriac EthGenesis also attach a suffix ( = his [because the entire 
statement is cast in the third person]). See Charles, 1895, p. 72, n. 13. 

21:2 175 years; Both versions preserve the Hebrew idiom «a son of x years». The form 
filii in the Latin should be filius (RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 28; Charles, 1895, p. 73, 
n. 9 to Latin). 

entire: The word is lacking in Latin. 
the Lord: Latin: our God. 
tried; Latin: searched for him. The difference appears to lie only in the object which 

Latin suppUes (eum) and Ethiopic lacks (except ms. 44). The underlying Greek may have 
been 6^fiiT|aa ( = Tilffi?!). 

wholeheartedly: Literally: with all my heart. Latin has uirtute, a word that elsewhere 
appears where Ethiopic "l^A or Klb is found (31:18; 37:5; 48:3). The two phrases, 
which figure together in familiar passages such as Deut 6:5, have been interchanged here. 

will: Latin adds omnem before this word. 
walk a straight course: Latin reads dirigerem. 
21:3 I: Latin again inserts ideo. 
idols: Latin adds a line which has left no trace in Ethiopic. Charles (1895, p. 72, n. 17; 

1902, p. 132, n.; Littmann, 75, n. e; c f Hartom) thought that it had been dropped from 
the Ethiopic text through «homeoteleuton». This is quite well possible, with the words 
V¥flf and ooli.M being the causes of the difficulty. 

for doing; Latin; and do. 
21:4 more ... than anyone: By reading the conjunction et before ex omnibus and not 

before non est, Latin achieves a different sense: the just God shows favoritism to no one. 
Though Charles (1895, p. 73, n. 12 to Latin) wished to change the location of et to agree 
with the Ethiopic, it is arguable that Latin preserves the superior reading. 

nor: Latin: so that. 
exercises judgment: Latin (hterally): judgment from all. RONSCH {Das Buch der 

Jubilaen, 30) and Charles (1895, p. 73) emended to ex[ercens in], which would agree with 
the Ethiopic wording. 
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covenant: Latin: testimony. Cf. Jos4:16 , in which nnsrn p iN stands where LXX 
reads: Tf|v Kipcoxov xfj^ 8iaGiiKT|<; ton napTupiou Kupiou. But possibly testimonium and 
testamentum have been confused in the Latin tradition. 

21:5 my son: Latin filii should be corrected to the vocative fiU (RONSCH, Das Buch der 
Jubilaen. 30; Charles, 1895, p. 73, n. 9 to Latin). 

statues: Latin omits an equivalent for the phrase fl)X"><iif<n»' A ^ A C It was lost 
through parablepsis (three consecutive expressions begin with the same formula). 

21:6 of an animal, cattle, or of any bird: Latin begins with the general term carnis and 
then specifies both land animals and birds. Berger (430, n. a to v 6) refers to C D 12:13-14 
for a similar enumeration. Charles (1895, p. 73. n. 25) observed that Lev 7:26 supported 
the Ethiopic text. 

21:7 peace offering: Latin fructuum is modeled on LXX's use of KdpTtfflna as the name 
for this sacrifice (Lev 3:3, 5; see RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 119). 

that is acceptable: Latin omits. Perhaps acceptabilem fell from the text through 
homoioarchton with occiditis. 

pour: The forms in Ethiopic and Latin are imperfect and future indicative respectively 
( = you will pour out). 

their: Ethiopic reads a plural suffix where Latin has eius. 
altar: In his edition of the Latin text, Ceriani read altarium, but RONSCH (Das Buch der 

Jubilaen, 119) wrote: «Nachdem Ceriani in seinem Textesabdrucke altarium hatte setzen 
lassen, fand er bei einer nochmaliger, genaueren Vergleichung der Schriftziige im Codex, 
dass altarem zu lesen sei». C f also ibid., 30, n. 29. 

fat: Latin: blood. Charles (1895, p. 75, n. 1 to Latin) emended sanguinem to adipem 
( = Ethiopic). The Latin word may have entered the text through the influence of the 
preceding sanguinem. 

you will offer: Latin omits, but the context suggests that the word should be read. If 
the Ethiopic term Klihih is the equivalent of olocausti ( = n"?1»), then the original may 
have read n ' ? » n n " ? l » , and one could explain omission of the verb in Latin as due 
ultimately to haplography of these graphically similar words. The same would be true if 
a ' l p n p i p were used. 

the offering: Latin omits, as did Charles in 1895 (p. 74, n. 3) and Hartom; but 
Littmann (75, n. h) argued rather that Latin had omitted sacrificium, as the words et 
confectum (which Charles [1895, p. 75, n. 2 to Latin] had emended to confecta) suggest. 
Charles (1902, p. 133, n.) later accepted Littmann's view, though he placed the words 
«and the meat-offering» in parentheses. 

kneaded: Latin: prepared. 
together: Latin omits. 
as a sacrifice: For the Latin term fructuum, see the first note to this verse. 

and despise liis covenant. 21:5 Now you, my son, keep his commands, 
ordinances, and verdicts. D o not pursue unclean things, statues, or 
molten images. 21:6 D o not eat any blood of an animal, cattle, or of 
any bird that flies in the sky. 21:7 If you slaughter a victim for a peace 
offering that is acceptable, slaughter it and pour their blood onto the 
altar. All the fat of the sacrifice you will offer on the altar with the 
finest flour; and the offering kneaded with oil, with its Hbation — you 
will offer it all together on the altar as a sacrifice. (It is) an aroma that 
is pleasing before the Lord. 21:8 As you place the fat of the peace 
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offering on the fire which is on the altar, so also remove the fat which is 
on the stomach and all the fat which is on the internal organs and the 
two kidneys and all the fat which is on them and which is on the upper 
thighs and liver with the kidneys. 21:9 All of this you will offer as a 
pleasant fragrance which is acceptable before the Lord, with its sacrifice 
and its libation as a pleasant fragrance — the food of the offering to the 
Lord. 

21:8 As ... so also: Latin: And [not in the translation] ... and. Charles (1895, p. 74, 
n. 10) emended the Ethiopic to agree with the Latin text (Hartom also follows the Latin) 
and compared Lev 3:9-10. Littmann (75, n. i) objected that it would be more likely that 
Latin et should be changed to ut than that nh*"* should be altered to a>. For this 
expression, see DILLMANN, Ethiopic Grammar, sec. 206.2 (pp. 554-55). Goldmann reads a 
conjunction for the first nh*" but 3 for the second. Berger: «Wie ... wie». The meanings 
of the two are not far separated, but a different base text probably lay before the 
translators of the two versions. Note that in 21:9 where Latin has Et sic Ethiopic reads 
only fl>. 

fat: Latin ad ipsum is corrupt for adipem (RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 30; Charles, 
1895, p. 75, n. 4 to Latin). 

peace: The expression in both Ethiopic and Latin is the same as in 16:23 (cf 22:4, 5) 
and reflects Ouaia awrripiou (noted already by Dillmann, 1851, p. 71, n. 2) as in LXX. 

liver: Latin adds quod est super pulmonem. RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 30, n. 30; 
120) regarded these words as a marginal explanation that had been inserted wrongly into 
the text. «Im Pentateuch wird in den Ritualvorschriften fiir das Heilsopfer bei der Leber 
niemals die Lunge erwahnt . . .» (120) Only Hartom has included this plus in his 
translation. 

remove: The Ethiopic mss. read T-flA-A (or- A) which means «rolled up, enveloped»; 
Latin has the more plausible separa. Charles (1895, p. 75, n. 15) emended the suspicious 
T-flA-A to •^•(lAA ( = « t h o u Shalt removes [1902]). These words could have been 
confused, but, as Littmann (75, n. k) observed, the root (lAA is not used elsewhere 
(Dillmann lists no such verb). But Charles was correct in adducing rWTO' of Lev 3:10 as 
the verb behind the Latin and presumably the original word in Jubilees. Berger, who 
retains «verknupft» in his translation, refers to 11QT23:14-17 (cf 20:5-8). Of this 
passage, 11. 14b-16 are particularly relevant for this problem (it, too, has ruT'O') and for 
the wording of much of v 8: 

n s n o s a n aVnn 14 
nvVan us "nan m m - ns i a - m p n bs -rS^ DKI a i p n 15 

D'VoDn bs IPS rm namVs -IWN ns i nn'O' 16 
( Y A D I N , The Temple Scroll, 2.77, where he refers to Lev 3:14-17 but not to Jub 21:8-9). 

The Latin text of Jubilees is superior here, but perhaps a better explanation than Charles' 
hypothesis for the Ethiopic reading would be that a Greek translator thought he saw a 
form of Hebrew p o (pno = a wrapper) before him. It is more likely, however, that forms 
of TCEpiaipEO) (aorist ^episiXov) and itepieiXXco ( = JtepisiXsco) have been confused 
(TtepisXei occurs in Lev 3:16). 

21:9 this: Latin: In this way. 
you will offer: Latin uses offers — an imperative form (cf RONSCH, Das Buch der 

Jubilaen, 120). 
food of the offering: The word '̂ •nA+ renders nn"? in EthLev 3:11; 21:6, 8, etc., while 

fructuum again (see v 7) reflects the LXX translation of Dt^s as Kctpitcona (RONSCH, Das 
Buch der Jubilaen, 120). 
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21:10 Eat its meat during that day and on the next day; but the sun 
is not to set on it on the next day until it is eaten. It is not to be left 
over for the third day because it is not acceptable to him. For it was 
not pleasing and is not therefore commanded. All who eat it will bring 

5 guilt on themselves because this is the way I found (it) written in the 
book of my ancestors, in the words of Enoch and the words of Noah. 
21:11 On all your offerings you are to place salt; let the covenant of 
salt not come to an end on any of your sacrifices before the Lord. 

21:12 Be careful about the (kinds of) woods (that are used for) 
10 sacrifice so that you bring no (kinds of) woods onto the altar except 

these only: cypress, silver-fir, almond, fir, pine, cedar, juniper, date, 

21:10 its: Latin omits. 
commanded: The Ethiopic mss. overwhelmingly support ^'^flWA, with only 38 (-KlAd 

[so Dillmann, 1851, 1859; Littmann, Berger]) and 58 (f.^(\M>) differing. Charles (1895, 
p. 75, n. 19; 1902, p. 134, n.) emended to f^^Mb ( = ms. 58 which he did not have), and 
Hartom has so rendered. It should be stressed that the verb «eat» is used three other 
times in the verse and that, if any force were to mislead a scribe here, it would be to 
change an original «commanded» to «be eaten» rather than vice versa. 

21:11 let the covenant of sah not come to an end: Compare Lev 2:13; 1IQT 20:13b-14a: 
nf-lawn NIVI nVa unn n a s m i p 'TIS 13 

ub^)ab nbn n - ia 14 
(the words of I . 14 are from Rockefeller 43.978; Y A D I N , The Temple Scroll, 2.65). This 
passage confirms the verb ^f.f> and the word-order «covenant of salt» ( = Num 18:19), 
which Charles (1895, p. 75, n. 26; 1902, p. 134, n.; c f Hartom) had wanted to reverse on 
the basis of Lev 2:13. The verb here translated «come to an end» means literally «stop, 
cease». 

21:12 except these only: Charles (1895, p. 75, n. 30) wished to omit the negative K 
before ;*'•n^: «Be careful to offer on the altar the following woods» (so also Littmann, 76, 
n. a). But the word h"" remained unexplained by him. In 1902 he translated: « . . . beware 
lest thou bring (other) wood for the altar in addition to these . . .» — giving no support for 
«in addition to». Berger, who renders with «ausser diesen», explains that the Ethiopic 
mss. omit «ausser»: «Der (jbersetzer hat wohl statt et HT| rauTa gelesen: o6 |jf| TaOTa». 
(431, n. a to V 12) The solution is probably simpler: the h'"' of most mss. is a mistake for 
hoD which is preserved only in mss. 9 (?) 20 39. It is regularly placed after pronouns and 
can mean «nonnisi» (Dillmann, Lexicon, 830). Literally, then, the clause reads: that you 
may not bring ... except these. 

silver-fir: Ethiopic f^V^i-'i. Dillmann (1851, p. 71, n. 4) derived the word from Syriac 
r d i - i a . i ; so also in Lexicon, 1134 (abies). C f Charles, 1902, p. 135, n.; Littmann, 76, n. b 
(he adduced Akkadian dapranu in addition to the Syriac cognate). 

almond: Dillmann (1851, p. 71, n. 5) explained dpf: as the equivalent of Ipv 
( = Rabbinic vrm [Lexicon, 398]); Littmann (76, n. c), Hartom, and Berger have followed 
him on this matter. But Charles (1902, p. 35, n.) demurred on the grounds that all of the 
trees in the list are evergreens and the almond tree is not (in 1895, p. 75, n. 33 he had 
accepted this identification). However, Jubilees does not claim that all trees in this list are 
evergreens. 

fir: dmCd.te'i is an Ethiopic transcription of axp6^\Xoq (Dillmann, 1851, p. 71, n. 6 
= Lexicon, 400; Charles, 1895, p. 75, n. 34; Littmann, 76, n. d). 
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olive wood, myrtle, laurel wood, the cedar whose name is the juniper 

pine: A,<n.'> is related to nimq (Dillmann, 1851, p. 71, n. 7 = Lexicon, 1253; Littmann, 
76, n. c). 

juniper: nri--t, according to Dillmann (1851, p. 71, n. 8 = Lexicon, 504), reflects 
ppdOu and ultimately Hebrew EJTia (see also Charles, 1895, p. 75, n. 36; Littmann, 76, 
n. f; and Hartom). 

date: The term ;>-Th poses a problem. Dillmann (1851, p. 71, n. 9) thought it made no 
sense: « . . . daher lese ich terk oder terdk, womit Jnnx [so Hartom translates it] im 
Talmudischen zu vergleichenw (he expressed less certainty in Lexicon, 563). The variants 
in the ms. tradition provide no support for his conjecture. Charles (1895, p. 75, n. 37) 
believed the word was «possibly a corrupt transliteration of IjpB = cpoivi^ or a 
corruption of i.t¥ = cpoivi^w. The latter is a more convincing suggestion and underlies 
the translation date (or palm [though its wood is not suitable for incinerating sacrifices]). 
Cf Littmann, 76, n. g; Goldmann; and Berger. 

myrtle: 9°Ct\i transhterates nupaivri (Dillmann, 1851, p. 71, n. 10 = Lexicon, 166; in 
both places he compared Isa 41:19 where the same term occurs in the Ethiopic version). 
S e e also Charles, 1895, p. 75, n. 38; Littmann, 76, n. h. 

laurel wood: Dillmann (1851, p. 71, n. II = Lexicon, 1135) derived X:i^J from 
8d(pvii - tQBl; Charles (1895, p. 75, n. 39); Littmann (76, n. i); Goldmann; Hartom; and 
Berger have agreed with him. 

cedar: The Ethiopic term "t^iC clearly means «cedar», but Charles (1895, p. 75, n. 40) 
maintained that it may be «a corrupt transliteration of Kitpiov, or possibly of K8paT£a». 
Charles may have been influenced more by his desire to accommodate the list in Jubilees 
to the one in Geoponica 11.1 (where Ktipiov appears) than by the text itself 

whose name is the juniper bush: Dillmann (1851, p. 71, n. 12 = Lexicon, 742) 
confessed his inability to explain the term t\Ci\-h but thought it possible that it reflected 
Syriac r^Xn-U- and Greek apKeuOo?. Charles (1895, p. 75, n. 42) suggested that it was a 
corruption of / iChI- which would be a transliteration of fipKeuBoi; — a term which is also 
found in Geoponica 11.1. Charles also bracketed HA*^ (see n. 41). Littmann (76. n. k) 
accepted both of his proposals. For the above translation the text is retained as it is, and it 
is assumed that hC^^ is a slightly misspelled version of apKeuOo?. The words "fe^C = 
Hfto^ are intended, it seems, to distinguish this type from the ifrO that is the sixth in 
the list. 

balsam: Dillmann (1851, p. 71, n. 13) recognized that behind 0.1x9° lay nfa; in his 
Lexicon (509) he also mentioned Dif5 (cf Littmann, 76, n. m) — the term that both 
Goldmann and Hartom use in their translations. 

The list as given here includes 13 names, while 1 Enoch 3 claims that there are 14 kinds 
of evergreens. T. Levi 9:12 says that the wood of only 12 types of trees is to be used in 
sacrifice; they are also evergreens. In the Aramaic fragments of this work, they are listed 
as follows: «Of all the twelve kinds of wood, he told me that those of them are fitting to 
burn on the altar w h o s e smoke goes up with a sweet savour. And these are their names: 
— cedar, and bay, and almond, and fir, and pine [text «niB ( = thorns) corrupt for 
NB'tf = pine], and mountain ash, and cypress, and fig, and olive, and laurel, and myrtle, 
and aspalathus». (Charles in Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testament 2.364-
65; for the Aramaic and Greek [which omits almond and olive and adds axivoq] texts side 
by side with the list in Jub 21:12, see CHARLES, The Greek Versions of the Testaments of 
the Twelve Patriarchs [Oxford: University Press, 1908; reprinted: Hildesheim: Georg 
Olms Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1960] 248-49). The list in Geoponica 11.1 (see Charles, 1902, 
pp. 134-35, n.) includes these: cpoivi^, K i t p i o v , axpoPiXoi;, SdcpvT], kXaia, K u i c d p i a a o ? , 
KEparea, nixMq, Tcptvo^, nu^O(;, nupaivT|, KE5po<;, ixea, dpKEuOoi;. Though these lists do 
differ in number and for some items, they are useful for clarifying some of the Ethiopic 
n a m e s . 
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bush, and balsam. 21:13 Of these (kinds of) woods place beneath the 
sacrifice on the altar ones that have been tested for their appearance. 
D o not place (beneath it) any split or dark wood; (place there) strong 
(kinds oO woods and firm ones without any defect — a perfect and new 

5 growth. D o not place (there) old wood, for its aroma has left — 
because there is no longer an aroma upon it as at first. 21:14 Apart 
from these (kinds of) woods there is no other which you are to place 
(beneath the sacrifice) because their aroma is distinctive and the smell 
of their aroma goes up to heaven. 21:15 Pay attention to this 

10 commandment and do it, my son, so that you may behave properly in 
all your actions. 

21:16 At all times be clean with respect to your body. Wash with 
water before you go to make an offering on the altar. Wash your hands 
and feet before you approach the altar [or: sacrifice]. When you have 

15 finished making an offering, wash your hands and feet again. 21:17 No 
blood is to be visible on you or on your clothing. My son, be careful 
with blood; be very careful to cover it with dirt. 21:18 You are not, 
therefore, to consume any blood because the blood is the vital force. 
Do not consume any blood. 21:19 D o not take a bribe for any human 

20 blood so that it may not be shed casually — without punishment — 
because it is the blood that is shed which makes the earth sin. The earth 

will not be able to become pure from human blood except through the 

21:13 strong (kinds of) woods and firm ones: Charles (1895, p. 75, n. 44) emended the 
word K'hO (here translated «firm ones» — it is actually singular in form) to "i^th 
( = clean; see 1902, p. 135, n.). Littmann left the space blank in his translation and 
maintained (76, n. o) that one ought to read KKtM ( = not rotting [with DILLMANN, 
Lexicon, 1294]; ms. 38 has Jf^X-i without the negative, and Dillmann read this word in 
1859, but without the negative it makes poor sense in the context) or to follow Charles. 
Both Goldmann and Hartom have also agreed with Charles. But the text may be retained 
if one holds with Berger (432, n. b to v 13) that «es handelt sich wohl nur um eine 
Bekraftigung». 

21:14 goes up: Littmann (76, n. p) first proposed that the verb should be negated, and 
Charles (1902, p. 135, n.), Goldmann, and Hartom have agreed. Since the verse is 
speaking about the special fragrance of the approved kinds of woods, one would expect a 
positive statement to the effect that these fragrances rise to heaven. Berger also does not 
insert a negative. 

21:18 therefore: Kih could also be rendered: anymore/any longer (so Berger). 
21:19 earth: The mss. repeat the word Dillmann (1859, p. 78, n. 1) proposed that 

9°£-C be read here. Charles (1895, p. 75, n. 61), Littmann (76, n. r), Goldmann (without 
comment), and Hartomhave followed him. Berger strangely translates «das Blut» though 
he mentions the emendation in a note (433, n. c to v 19). Num 35:33 provides warrant for 
changing the text: there f l K H is used, though the present text may have arisen through 
confusion of DT and n m » . 
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blood of the one who shed it. 21:20 Do not take a bribe or gift for 
human blood; blood for blood — then it will be acceptable before the 
most high God. He will be the protection of the good; and (he will be 
this) so that you may be kept from every evil one and that he may save 
you from every (kind of) death. 5 

21:21 I see, my son, that all the actions of mankind (consist of) sin 
and wickedness and all their deeds of impurity, worthlessness, and 
contamination. With them there is nothing that is right. 21:22 Be 
careful not to walk in their ways or to tread in their paths so that you 
may not commit a mortal sin before the most high God. Then he will lo 
hide his face from you and will hand you over to the power of your 
offenses. He will uproot you from the earth and your descendants from 
beneath heaven. Your name and descendants will be destroyed from the 
entire earth. 21:23 Depart from all their actions and from all their 
impurity. Keep the obligations of the most high God and do his will. 15 
Then you will act properly in every regard. 21:24 He will bless you in 
all your actions. He will raise from you a righteous plant in all the earth 
throughout all the history of the earth. Then my name and your name 
will not be passed over in silence beneath heaven throughout all time. 

21:25 Go in peace, my son. May the most high God — my God and 20 
your God — strengthen you to do his will. May he bless all your 
descendants — the remnant of your descendants — throughout the 
history of eternity with every proper blessing so that you may become a 

2 1 : 2 2 not (commit): 4 Q 2 2 1 Jub' 1.1 lacks a negative word, but the Ethiopic h.can be 
explained as an addition which makes it clear that •^flrJi^ is also subordinate to - ^ 0 + • f l 
(VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 5 2 ) . 

hand you over: On the interpretation of the Hebrew verb, which seems to be written 
njDimi, see VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 5 3 - 5 4 (suggestion of J. Strug
nell). The scribe apparently began writing a converted perfect but changed to an imperfect 
form. Milik («Fragment d'une source du Psautier», 1 0 4 ) read n]3l"']3S1. 

descendants: Milik («Fragment d'une source du Psautier», 1 0 4 ) read -[nsT, but on the 
photograph (planche II) only the bottom tips of some letters are visible, none of which is 
sufficiently distinctive to permit identification. As his reading differs from that of the 
Ethiopic mss., one may surmise that he has another ms. in which this reading is clearer 
(see VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 5 6 ) . Naturally, S i t and iDt could easily 
have been interchanged. 

2 1 : 2 3 and from all their impurity ... regard: 4 Q 2 2 1 Jub' 1 .6-7 contains a dittography 
of these words. It was caused by the two uses of "713 (Visa and "?133) in the context. The 
Ethiopic mss. show no such dupUcation (Milik, «Fragment d'une source du Psautier», 
1 0 4 ; VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 5 7 ) . 

2 1 : 2 4 all (the earth): Milik («Fragment d'une source du Psautier», 1 0 4 ) does not 
restore Vis before f l K ; possibly he again has another ms. in which the omission is clear 
(see VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 5 8 ) . 
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blessing throughout the entire earth'. 21:26 Then he left him feeling 
happy. 

22:1 In the first week in the forty-fourth jubilee, during the second 
year [2109] — it is the year in which Abraham died — Isaac and 

5 Ishmael came from the well of the oath to their father Abraham to 
celebrate the festival of weeks (this is the festival of the firstfruits of the 
harvest). Abraham was happy that his two sons had come. 22:2 For 
Isaac's possessions in Beersheba were numerous. Isaac used to go and 
inspect his possessions and then return to his father. 22:3 At that time 

10 Ishmael came to see his father, and all of them came together. Isaac 
slaughtered a sacrifice for the off'ering; he offered (it) on his father's 
altar which he had made in Hebron. 22:4 He sacrificed a peace offering 
and prepared a joyful feast in front of his brother Ishmael. Rebecca 
made fresh bread out of new wheat. She gave it to her son Jacob to 

15 bring to his father Abraham some of the firstfruits of the land so that 
he would eat (it) and bless the Creator of everything before he died. 
22:5 Isaac, too, sent through Jacob [his] excellent peace offering [and 

22:1 first week ... forty-fourth jubilee ... second year: This date does not harmonize 
with others in the book (e.g., at 21:1). Dillmann (cf 1851, p. 71, n. 14) placed «dreiund-
vierzigsien» in his translation, but Charles changed all of the numbers in the verse. He 
proposed that one read: «in the sixth week in the forty-second jubilee, in the seventh 
year» ( = 2051 [1902, p. 137, n.; so also Hartom, p. 75, n. to vK]). There are, as noted 
before, several problematic dates in Jubilees for Abraham's life. One indication that the 
narrative has not yet reached jubilee 44 is in 24:1 where an event in the forty-third jubilee 
is mentioned. 

22:2 his possessions: Latin uses a relative clause (with adhuc added) where Ethiopic 
employs a noun with suffix. 

22:3 At: Ethiopic begins the verse with a conjunction which Latin lacks. 
all of them; Latin has utrique, which led Charles (1895, p. 77, n. 24; 1902) to emend 

the word tf-A°<n»- to iH^klfa^ = the two of them/ both of them (so also Littmann, 77, 
n. a; Goldmann, Hartom). The emendation is simple and appealing but hardly necessary. 

sacrifice for the offering; Latin hostiam fructuum. The same Latin phrase appears at 
21:7 where Ethiopic also has AKtihih as the equivalent of fructuum. Later in the same 
verse, these two terms are again paired. 

22:4 peace offering: Literally: a sacrifice for safety. See v 5 and 16:23; 32:6 for the 
same phrase in Ethiopic and Latin. 

bread: With the Latin term coUyridam compare Syncellus, Chronographia 197.1 
(KoXXupiSa? DENIS, Fragmenta, 95). 

22:5 excellent: Though it would be possible for the relative clause H^"ti to refer to 
Jacob, the Latin favors understanding it as modifying «offerings (cf Littmann, 77, n. b). 

peace offering: Latin reads a plural form. For the expression, see the first note to v 4. 
[his] ... [and wine to his father]: The Latin text supplies these words. The Ethiopic is 

deficient in that it fails to mention something for Abraham to drink (see v 6a) and it lacks 
a preposition before Abraham. If one retroverts the Latin into Greek, the source of the 
Ethiopic omission is apparent: avzoS ... Ttarpi avroO Appaan (though one might have 
expected one of the possessive pronouns to be retained in Ethiopic). 
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wine to his father] Abraham for him to eat and drinic. 22:6 He ate and 
dranic. Then he blessed the most high God who created the heavens and 
the earth, who made all the fat things of the earth, and gave them to 
mankind to eat, drink, and bless their Creator. 

22:7 'Now I offer humble thanks to you, my God, because you have 
shown me this day. I am now 175 years of age, old and with (my) time 5 
completed. All of my days have proved to be peace for me. 22:8 The 
enemy's sword has not subdued me in anything at all which you have 
given me and my sons during all my hfetime until today. 22:9 May 
your kindness and peace rest on your servant and on the descendants of 
his sons so that they, of all the nations of the earth, may become your lo 

eat and drink; The more strongly supported Ethiopic reading is to transpose these 
verbs, but the Latin backs this order. 

2 2 ; 6 He: Latin: Abraham. 
fat things: Latin pinguedinis confirms the reading fUlA and opposes rt*#h ( = 1 7 3 5 3 9 

4 2 4 7 4 8 5 8 6 3 ) which was read by Dillmann in 1 8 5 1 , though in 1 8 5 9 he chose ft-flA. 
Berger still retains «Weite». 

2 2 : 7 offer humble thanks: Forms of iVf and confiteor are also paired in 1 6 : 3 1 ; see the 
note to that passage. 

to you: Latin omits. 
with (my) time completed: and plenus are not precisely synonymous. Cf 

Gen 2 5 : 8 where MT has V2V and LXX it^-iipTii; finepobv ( = [so Sam Syriac OL]) but 
EthGenesis reads <{.»<»" ' ""Td/LW-. See also Jub 2 3 : 8 ( = 2 Q 1 9 . 5 : a-a- saiff). 

peace; Latin uses a genitive form, perhaps presupposing «days of» (Hartom: mVu? 'a''). 
2 2 : 8 The: Mss. 1 7 4 4 , with Latin, introduce the sentence with a conjunction. 
enemy's: Latin inimihi is a misspelling of inimici (RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 3 2 , 

1 2 2 ; Charles, 1 8 9 5 , p. 7 7 , n. 1 to Latin). 
subdued; Latin minatus (threatened), while plausible, is probably a mistake for 

dominatus ( = Ethiopic), as RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 3 2 , 1 2 2 ) and Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , 
p. 7 7 ) observed. 

in anything at all: Latin in omnibus diebus. RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 1 2 2 [cf 
3 2 ] ) suspected that the word diebus had entered the text under the influence of the sequel 
where it is used again. Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , p. 7 7 , n. 2 to Latin) excluded it from the text. Latin 
has no equivalent for Ethiopic ID (before flW-A-), which is here rendered as «at all» 
(literally: even [in anything]). As only mss. 1 2 3 8 omit it, it has a secure place in the 
Ethiopic tradition. Nevertheless, neither Dillmann ( 1 8 5 9 ) nor Charles ( 1 8 9 5 ; c f p. 7 7 . 
n. 3 9 ) read it in their editions, and among the translators only Dillmann ( 1 8 5 1 ) and Berger 
(in brackets) represent it. Dillmann ( 1 8 5 1 , p. 7 1 , n. 1 5 ) thought that a sentence had been 
dropped from the text. 

and: Latin hos must be an error. RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 3 2 , 1 3 2 ) and Charles 
( 1 8 9 5 , p. 7 7 , n. 3 to Latin) emended to et ( = Ethiopic). 

2 2 : 9 May; There is a small lacuna at the beginning of the verse in the Latin ms. 
RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 3 2 ) and Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , p. 7 7 , n. 4 4 ) inserted Sit 
( = Ethiopic) in it. Latin also adds nunc which is not reflected in the Ethiopic mss. 

your servant; Latin; puerum istum (Hartom: ntn tb-n). Puer can mean «servant, 
slave», but in other contexts in Jubilees where it has this sense (e.g., 2 4 : 1 6 , 1 8 , 1 9 , 2 5 ) 
Ethiopic uses X + ('\^^lil^ in 4 0 : 5 ) . After these words Latin has domine; no Ethiopic ms. 
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chosen people and heritage from now until all the time of the earth's 
history throughout all ages'. 

22:10 He summoned Jacob and said to him: 'My son Jacob, may the 
God of all bless and strengthen you to do before him what is right and 

5 what he wants. May he choose you and your descendants to be his 
people for his heritage in accord with his will throughout all time. Now 
you, my son Jacob, come close and kiss me'. 22:11 So he came close 
and kissed him. Then he said: 'May my son Jacob and all his sons be 
blessed to the most high Lord throughout all ages. May the Lord give 

10 you righteous descendants, and may he sanctify some of your sons 
within the entire earth. May the nations serve you, and may all the 

reads a comparable word in this location, but 35 39 42 47 48 58 place K ? ° A h . f after the 
initial verb. 

the descendants of his sons: Latin semen eius. 
nations: Latin has filii which seems unlikely. Charles (1895, p. 77, n. 5 to Latin) 

emended to populis. 
chosen: Latin reads acceptabilem, while ms. 17 has «blessed» (n-<-h). 
from now: As RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 122) saw, the Latin phrase ex hoc nunc 

is a literal translation of diuo TOO VUV. 
22:10 He: Latin specifies the subject as Abraham. 
Jacob: Latin reads: filium suum et iacob. The first two words would be a normal kind 

of expansion, but the conjunction is curious. RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 32) placed it 
in parentheses; Hartom, however, translates the full phrase. If it belongs to the text, the 
word et could be regarded as a translation of a Hebrew waw-explicativum, as it is 
rendered here. But Jacob seems to be the only one present with Abraham (see 22:4-5); 
hence the Ethiopic is preferable. 

what is right: Here again KX:^ and uirtutem are paired (see also v 11). 
May he choose: Where Ethiopic uses a subjunctive verbal form (f.'id.f.) Latin employs 

a second infinitive (eligere). 
you and your descendants: Both Ethiopic (-flh . . . n H C ^ h ) and Latin (in te ... in semine 

tuo) reflect the Hebrew idiom a nna. 
for his heritage: Latin lacks this expression. It may have been omitted by homoioteleu

ton in Hebrew (in"?m/ ins"l) or in Greek by haplography (auxoC/ aij-uoO). The preposition 
in may now, as a result of the omission, introduce the wrong noun; and the conjunction is 
superfluous. 

close: Latin adds «to me». Regarding the reflexive pronoun te with adproxima, see 
RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 123. 

22:11 he: Latin: Jacob. 
his sons: Charles (1902) translated «And all the sons of God Most High» which is 

possible but quite unlikely in the context (see his note, 1902, p. 139) and against the Latin. 
all ages: Latin omits an equivalent for «ages». Possibly the word diebus appeared in 

the text originally and it was lost through homoioteleuton with omnibus and/or under the 
influence of the following word deus which it resembles. 

may he sanctify: Latin reads a second-person future form which RONSCH, Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 32, 123) corrected to sanctificaberis («durch deine Sohne wirst du geheiliget 
werden» [123]) and Charles (1895, p. 79, n. 2 to Latin) emended to sanctificet. The verb is 
surrounded by other third-person forms so that the Ethiopic is likely to be correct (-bis 
could be a mistake for -bit). 

descendants: Latin nominis is probably a mistake for seminis. 
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nations bow before your descendants. 22:12 Be strong before people 
and continue to exercise power among all of Seth's descendants. Then 
your ways and the ways of your sons will be proper so that they may be 
a holy people. 22:13 May the most high God give you all the blessings 
with which he blessed me and with which he blessed Noah and Adam. 
May they come to rest on the sacred head of your descendants 
throughout each and every generation and forever. 22:14 May he 
purify you from all filthy pollution so that you may be pardoned for all 
the guilt of your sins of ignorance. May he strengthen and bless you; 

22:12 continue to exercise: Literally: you will be exercising. Latin uses an imperative 
(potestatem exerce). Presumably the original Hebrew read a waw-consecutive with perfect 
(Goldmann: rhvoi) after an initial imperative. 

Seth's: Latin et is an error for set (so RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 32, 123; Charles, 
1895, p. 79, n. 4 to Latin). Note the addition (before rt.^) in ms. 38: 9°grC ' m-itt • nch. 

will be proper: Rather than the stative sense of Ethiopic, Latin resorts to a passive 
construction (iustificabuntur). 

22:13 May: Latin places et before the verb. Ronsch left the text as it was, but Charles 
(1895, p. 79, n. 4 to Latin) emended the word to ut. However, the Ethiopic also lacks a 
word that would correspond with ut. 

sacred head: The biblical basis for the phrase is in Gen 49:26 where MT has fti Ipip; 
RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 123-24) and Charles (1895, p. 78, n. 14; 1902, p. 139, n.) 
have, though, noticed that the text of Jubilees presupposes ")T3 rather than "l'T3 (cf also 
Goldmann, p. DDI, n.). 

each and every generation and forever: Latin does not repeat generation- as Ethiopic 
does, and it omits a conjunction before usque. 

22:14 May: Latin reads a future indicative (mundabit) here and also for the two other 
principal verbs in the verse (confortabit, benedicet), while Ethiopic has subjunctive forms 
in each case. 

filthy pollution: Ms. 58 and Latin (inquinamento et iniustitia) read a conjunction 
between the two nouns. Charles (1895, p. 78, n. 15) emended the Ethiopic to agree with 
the Latin (C(\0^ •• fl»Ch-fl; so also 1902, p. 139, n.; Littmann, 77, n. e; Hartom; 
Goldmann places a conjunction in brackets). Berger (437, n. a to v 14) rightly rejects the 
emendation as «iiberfliissig». As ms. 58 shows, the word et of Latin could well be an 
addition to an original text which juxtaposed two nouns. For the word Cdth-t-, which 
Littmann (ibid.) and apparently Charles regarded as an inner-Ethiopic corruption for 
CflO^, see DILLMANN, Lexicon, 279 (poUutio). 

you may be pardoned: Latin propitius sit. Charles (1895, p. 78, n. 16) emended with 
Latin to gt[-l-{ii (cf 1902, p. 140, n.). Littmann (77, n. 0 mentioned Charles' proposal but 
did not adopt it; he also perceived that the meaning which Charles attributed to his 
emended verb would be unusual for this form. Both Goldmann and Hartom, nevertheless, 
read IDS'' without explanation. N o Ethiopic ms. supports the change. 

the guilt of your sins of ignorance: Latin: iniustitiis tuis et neglegentiae tuae. Here 
again Charles (1895, p. 78, n. 16; 1902, p. 140, n.) altered the Ethiopic to make it conform 
with the Latin: h f l l h ' a> ... Hartom, as usual, simply translates the Latin (without a 
note). One has here the same sort of phenomenon as in the phrase translated «filthy 
pollution)*; the conjunction between the nouns, supported only by ms. 17 and Latin, is 
probably an addition which was meant to clarify the meaning of the text. 

May he strengthen: Dillmann (1859, p. 80, n. 20) proposed to emend the form of his 
mss. (pf-Mi) to ^ ' l&Ah; the better mss. confirm his suggestion. 
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22:15 May he renew his covenant with you: Latin renouauis ( = renouabis) testamen
tum eius cum ipso reverses the persons of the verb and the pronominal object of the 
preposition. Charles (1895, p. 79, n. 5 to Latin) corrected the verb to renovabit but left 
cum ipso so that it remains awkward. Latin may here have been influenced by 22:30. The 
Latin verb provides another case in which a future indicative stands where a subjunctive is 
expected (so also erit [tibi], where the Ethiopic reads Ph-7h) . 

22:16 what I say: Literally: my word(s); Latin reads a plural noun (sermonum). 
as they do: Literally: according to their deeds. For the form operas (feminine), see 

RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 124. 
ways: Ethiopic reads a plural (^T'EW'"^); Latin has singular uia. 
defiled and something abominable and detestable: In the readings adopted here, the 

first term is an adjective ( l"^**) and the second and third are nouns. Several mss. (12 21 
58 63) make the first a noun also, as does Latin. 

22:17 They: Mss. 9 17 38 39 42 ' 44 58 prefix a conjunction to the sentence, and Latin 
uses enim in a similar capacity. 

offer their sacrifices: Latin employs only the verb sacrificant, a fact which led Charles 
(1895, p. 79, n. 7 to Latin) to add the words sacrificia sua to the text. 

in: Latin: super. Perhaps the double preposition n<D"A+ suggests «among» (Gold
mann: p a ) . 

22:18 not: Though neither Ronsch nor Charles mentioned it, Latin misspells the 
second instance of non (as nou). 

what they do: Literally: what is their work/action. Littmann (78, n. a) and Charles 
(1902, p. 141, n.) noted the fact that Charles' text of 1895 read TflC""- instead of the 
correct 'V-flC""". Latin uses a plural noun (opera). 

may you possess the entire earth. 22:15 May he renew his covenant 
with you so that you may be for him the people of his heritage 
throughout all ages. May he truly and rightly be God for you and your 
descendants throughout all the time of the earth. 

5 22:16 Now you, my son Jacob, remember what I say and keep the 
commandments of your father Abraham. 

Separate from the nations, 
and do not eat with them. 
D o not act as they do, 

10 and do not become their companion, 
for their actions are something that is impure, 
and all their ways are defiled and something abominable and detest

able. 
22:17 They offer their sacrifices to the dead, 

15 and they worship demons. 
They eat in tombs, 
and everything they do is empty and worthless. 
22:18 They have no mind to think, 
and their eyes do not see what they do 
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and how they err in saying to (a piece of) wood: 
«You are my god»; 
or to a stone: 
«You are my Lord; 
you are my deliverer». 5 
(They have) no mind. 
22:19 As for you, my son Jacob, may the most high God help you 

and the God of heaven bless you. May he remove you from their 
impurity and from all their error. 22:20 Be careful, my son Jacob, not 
to marry a woman from all the descendants of Canaan's daughters, 10 
because all of his descendants are (meant) for being uprooted from the 
earth. 22:21 For through Ham's sin Canaan erred. All of his descen
dants and all of his (people) who remain will be destroyed from the 
earth; on the day of judgment there will be no one (descended) from 
him who will be saved. 22:22 There is no hope in the land of the hving 15 
for all who worship idols and for those who are odious. For they will 
descend to sheol and will go to the place of judgment. There will be no 
memory of them on the earth. As the people of Sodom were taken from 
the earth, so all who worship idols will be taken. 

my deliverer: Latin omits mens after liberator. 
(They have): Only mss. 38' 63 add a plural suffix to Ufr, though the context implies 

one. Latin illis makes it explicit. 
22:19 may ... bless ... May: In this verse also one finds the frequent phenomenon that 

where Ethiopic reads subjunctive verbs Latin offers future indicative forms. 
heaven: Latin adae ( = Adam). Charles (1895, p. 79, n. 9 to Latin) declared this 

reading corrupt but suggested no explanation for its origin. Possibly it arose when Greek 
oupavoO and d8dnou (the name is inflected in Josephus' writings [e.g., Ant. 1.66]) were 
interchanged. Or, adae could be corrupt for saddai {•"w "?8 for D'DlP Vs?). 

bless: Latin: strengthen. The verb confortabit is used three times (here and in 22:10, 
14) in the extant Latin fragments, and in 22:10, 14 it is used alongside the verb «to bless». 
It may be that the attraction of these other passages induced a scribe to write the wrong 
verb in this place. 

from their impurity: Latin: from all their abominable acts. The extra «all» is a 
common sort of addition, while CU-fi"^ and abominationibus may represent the same 
original (onTl lSW [so Hartom; Goldmann used nriNats]). 

22:20 for being uprooted: Literally: for uprooting. 
22:22 odious: Literally: the hated/ detested ones (DILLMANN, Lexicon, 1261). Dill

mann (1851) rendered with «verstockten», but he was translating K^'it of ms. 51 ( = 47 
here). Charles (1902) gave «profane» because he had emended to JfO-A") (p. 142, n.), 
referring to Lev 21:7, 14 (where, however, classes of women whom priests were not 
allowed to marry are mentioned). Berger uses «Verblendeten» which is too heavily 
interpretative. 

will be; Or: is. 
were taken ... will be taken; Berger; «Nicht auferstehen werden ... werden ... nicht 
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22:23 D o not be afraid, my son Jacob, and do not be upset, son of 
Abraham. May the most high God keep you from corruption; and 
from every erroneous way may he rescue you. 22:24 This house I have 
built for myself to put my name on it upon the earth. It has been given 

5 to you and to your descendants forever. It will be called Abraham's 
house. It has been given to you and your descendants forever because 
you will build my house and will estabhsh my name before God until 
eternity. Your descendants and your name will remain throughout all 
the history of the earth'. 

10 22:25 Then he finished commanding and blessing him. 22:26 The 
two of them lay down together on one bed. Jacob slept in the bosom of 
his grandfather Abraham. He kissed him seven times, and his feelings 
and mind were happy about him. 22:27 He blessed him wholeheartedly 
and said: 'The most high God is the God of all and Creator of 

15 everything who brought me from Ur of the Chaldeans to give me this 
land in order that I should possess it forever and raise up holy 
auferstehen». He claims (438, n. c to v 22) that he is following ms. M ( = 17), but the 
negatives actually derive from 17'. Thus they have very weak textual status. He adds: «lst 
M [i.e., 17'] als spatere (christliche?) Interpretation zu betrachten?» If one wonders 
whether this is a later, possibly Christian interpretation, why should one adopt it as the 
proper reading here? 

22:23 from corruption: Goldmann (with no ms. support) omits these words from his 
translation. 

22:24 It has been given^: Only ms. 38 reads the relative pronoun ?»'>+ after the word 
9°g:C and in this way makes the feminine noun 9°f:C the cause for the feminine third-
person verb +(D-ua^ (though 38 reads a masculine form). Littmann («Lande, [das] dir ... 
gegeben ist»), Goldmann (nm IttK 7"1K3), and Berger («Land, das dir ... gegeben ist») 
follow this interpretation of the passage. The relative pronoun is, nevertheless, too poorly 
attested to be original. It should also be noted that the noun can be either masculine 
or feminine (DILLMANN, Lexicon, 535), though it is considered masculine in several places 
in this verse (cf Adr t .0 - ) . Mss, 17 38 solve the problem by reading a masculine verb 
(38 does so again for the second occurrence of «give»). The latter half of the verse, 
though, favors the view that n.+ ' h-ttC/r is the subject of + < » - O f l ^ in both instances (it 
immediately precedes the second use of -tw-oa^). Moreover, «house of Abraham» and 
«land» may be identified with one another. Charles (1902, p. 142) bracketed the first «it is 
given to thee and to thy seed forever» as «a dittography from the second clause 
following)) (ibid., n.). There is no compelling reason to agree with him. 

22:27 God is the God: It is difficult to determine what is the main verb of Abraham's 
statement, which Charles (1902, p. 143, n.) suspected was an interpolation. The version 
given here is one way in which to construe the sentence (so Wintermute), but the 
translators have usually followed other options (see the next note). An argument in favor 
of the above rendering is the presence of third- (not second-) person verbs as the 
preferable readings at hohihi, (though there is strong support for the second-person 
variant here) and fWfli. The second-person forms reflect a different understanding of the 
verse. 

so that they may be blessed: The translation assumes that «descendants)) ( = HCh, a 
singular, masculine noun [literally: seed]; hence /f'-hfliJh is singular, masculine) is the 
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descendants so that they may be blessed forever'. 22:28 Then he blessed 
Jacob: 'My son, with whom I am exceedingly happy with all my mind 
and feelings — may your grace and mercy continue on him and his 

understood subject of the verb. However, the translators have viewed this last clause 
differently. One option (so Dillmann [1859], Littmann, Charles, Goldmann, Hartom, and 
Berger) is to adopt the reading of ms. 38 ( = 9) in which AO-A is added after the verb: so 
that the Most High may be blessed forever. But Charles (1902) made this the main clause 
of the verse: «'— blessed be the Most High forever'» cf also Goldmann, Hartom). This 
would be an unusual translation for a clause introduced by h**", as Charles (1902, p. 143, 
n.) recognized. Littmann and Berger have retained h*"* in their renderings («damit» = 
Berger; «[auf dass]» = Littmann), though they leave this an incomplete sentence. 
Moreover, AO-A may be the addition of a scribe who also had a difficult time finding the 
subject of the verbal form ^1-n<:h. Yet note that AO-A and A ' J A ? " share the first three 
consonants; there could, therefore, be a dittography here. Dillmann tried to connect vv 27 
and 28 by translating the first verb of v 28 as the main verb of the sentence («segne»), but 
he had no imperative form in his ms. 

22:28 Jacob: Ms. 38 adds ffl^fl. (and said), which Littmann, Charles, Goldmann, and 
Hartom have included in their translations and Dillmann and Charles placed in their 
editions. It is almost certainly not original. 

My son, with whom I am exceedingly happy with all my mind and feelings; There are 
two major textual problems in the first part of Abraham's blessing — a part separated 
from the latter half by a conjunction: 1. the word n^A and 2. the person of the verb. In 
the text followed here, the verb is A^'A.IA (first-person), but the overwhelming weight of 
the ms. evidence favors the third-person form X'^i„"l!h. If it were read, this most strongly 
attested Ethiopic form would yield literally: my son, who with all my heart and who with 
my feelings with which (common plural) he is happy with him. Dillmann (1859, p. 82, 
n. 12) preferred to read ttM (with these [feminine]) for n?>A and accepted A ^ - i C l r h as the 
verb. Charles (1895, p. 80, c f n. 20) simply bracketed n^ A , dismissing it as «corrupt»; he 
opted for the third-person verb. Goldmann and Hartom chose the first-person form and 
apparently ignored IIAA. Littmann performed more radical surgery and rendered the first 
half of the verse: «Mein Sohn, der in meinem ganzen Herzen und in meiner Liebe [ist, er 
ist es], an dem ich meine Freude habe; . . .» In a note (78, n. c) he explained: «Der Text ist 
hier verderbt; die obige (vorlaufige) (Jbers. setzt statt des handschriftl. ba'ella 'in denen' 
etwa we'etii und die Lesart von C D ( [ = 5 1 38] 'etfesdh) voraus». Berger takes yet another 
approach: «Mein Sohn, der du in meinem ganzen Herzen und in meiner Liebe bist! 
Wegen dieser sei ihm gnadig». He must supply «du ... bist» (which is acceptable) and 
«wegen dieser» must be his rendering of flXA, while «sei ihm gnadig» results from his 
assumption that « . . . eine Form von xaipiCscrOai mit einer Form von xaipsiv verwechselt 
worden ist». (439, n. b to v 28). Berger's thesis is attractive, but Charles (1902, p. 143, n.) 
has offered what appears to be the simplest solution to the verbal problem. He pointed to 
22:26 in which one meets words similar to those in v 28: iD+ij"Ai •• 9°h\^-U •• o>An- •• 
'\6H,U: There, 9°!hd.i: and AO- are the subjects which require a third-person verb. A 
parallel of this sort may have induced a scribe to repeat the third-person verb in the 
similar context here in v 28, though in this verse A-flf and *"A<:+f are objects of the 
repeated preposition fl, not subjects of the verb. So (and most remarkably) only ms. 38 
preserves the correct verbal form. Charles added that if one were to read ( I H twice instead 
of the two cases of HII, the nouns A-flf and 9°!h^-t! would become the subjects of a third-
person verb. Yet he ended by writing: «In either case we must reject ba'ella as corrupts. 
Either of his explanations for the verb is acceptable, but n ? i A remains a problem. The 
Hebrew which ultimately lay behind the phrase was, in all hkelihood, "itfsa which a reader 
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would naturally parse as the preposition 2 and the relative pronoun tVK. However, these 
three consonants also form the word 1 ^ (cf Gen 30:13) which means «happiness». If 
this rare word did figure in the Hebrew text, it would be translated literally: I rejoice with 
happiness — i.e., I am exceedingly happy. This suggestion underlies the translation given 
above. 

feelings: The word 9°!h^'l-, which was used in v 2 6 , recurs in the latter half of v 28 
where it is rendered «mercy ». 

continue: ^h-") ... >"P'̂  means «may ... be for a long time» (see DILLMANN, Lexicon, 
674 for this adverbial use of VP"! [ = diu]). In 1851 Dillmann translated these words as 
«sei lang (-miitig)», and Littmann and Berger use «sei ... lange». Charles (1902) expressed 
them as «may ... be lift up» which is possible but not probable especially before H-ft° = 

22:29 so that they may watch over them: The form f-d-P-nf (plural masculine, with a 
masculine singular suffix) is more strongly supported than the form •'hd+O which both 
Dillmann and Charles read in their editions ( = Littmann, Charles [1902], Hartom). This 
latter form is an assimilation of the correct form to the following two verbs. ^-^+•11?' is 
plural because hdg''>±\\ continues to be the subject, though one would perhaps have 
expected a feminine plural form (O^") can be considered masculine; see DILLMANN, 
Lexicon, 1006) as with ^ h - T and hw*;^^. Berger makes «er» the subject, but no ms. 
supports this. 

sanctify them: Mss. 9 12 17 21 38 44 63 omit the remainder of the sentence. 
23:1 fell asleep forever: Literally: slept the sleep which is to eternity. 
his ancestors: Jubilees, with several septuagintal witnesses, presupposes v m a s in 

Gen 25:8, but the biblical versions follow MT's TOS. 
23:3 he said nothing to him: KAO = HJIin could also be rendered as «no one spoke to 

him». Littmann and Berger have understood the clause as it is translated above; Charles, 
Goldmann, and Hartom have favored the other approach (Dillmann, 1851: «er redete 
nicht»). All of these scholars have accepted the suffix-less form of the verb that is now 
attested by 9 12 17 20 42 48 63. Neither Dillmann nor Charles noted the presence of the 
form inn in their mss. 

descendants for all time. 22:29 Do not leave or neglect him from now 
until the time of eternity. May your eyes be open on him and his 
descendants so that they may watch over them and so that you may 
bless and sanctify them as the people of your heritage. 22:30 Bless him 

5 with all your blessings from now until all the time of eternity. With 
your entire will renew your covenant and your grace with him and with 
his descendants throughout all the history of the earth'. 

23:1 He put two of Jacob's fingers on his eyes and blessed the God 
of gods. He covered his face, streched out his feet, fell asleep forever, 

10 and was gathered to his ancestors. 23:2 During all of this Jacob was 
lying in his bosom and was unaware that his grandfather Abraham had 
died. 23:3 When Jacob awakened from his sleep, there was Abraham 
cold as ice. He said: 'Father, father'! But he said nothing to him. Then 
he knew that he was dead. 23:4 He got up from his bosom and ran and 

15 told his mother Rebecca. Rebecca went to Isaac at night and told him. 
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They went together — and Jacob with them (carrying) a lamp in his 
hands. When they came they found Abraham's corpse lying (there). 
23:5 Isaac fell on his father's face, cried, and kissed him. 23:6 After the 
report was heard in the household of Abraham, his son Ishmael set out 
and came to his father Abraham. He mourned for his father Abraham 
— he and all Abraham's household. They mourned very much. 

23:4 Abraham's corpse lying (there): f l ^ f means «his corpse», and the suffix takes 
the form attached to the accusative (only a few later mss. have flft'J-). The translators 
have handled the term variously: Dillmann: «Abrahams leiche daliegen»; Littmann; 
«Abraham als Leichnam daliegen»; Charles: «Abraham lying dead» (so Goldmann; 
Hartom); Berger: «Abraham, wie sein Leichnam da lag» (the accusative form of flX-f 
excludes this translation). Dillmann's rendering relates the suffix on (\X:T to i\>\-(\C/9° 
i.e., Abraham's corpse). This does not explain the suffix on the verb, unless the 
preposition A before MCf9' is doing double duty. This is the view that underlies the 
above translation. 

23:5 cried: Several mss. replace nhf with n<Ch (12 17 21 44 63), and two (42 47) add 
a)n<lh. 

23:6 the report was heard in: The term . ^ A can have a wide range of meanings, but 
«report» is preferable here to Dillmann's «geschrei» and Charles' «voices». 3Q5 frg. 3 
contains parts of 23:6, and the preserved letters support the Ethiopic readings at this 
point. The published photograph shows no trace of a letter before the i of msi (DJD 3, 
Plate XVIII); the editor Baillet, however, later claimed («Remarques sur le manuscrit du 
Livre des Jubiles de la grotte 3 de Qumran», RdQ 5 [1964-66] 427-28) that there were 
traces of the letter n . Consequently, he proposed that one read s a w i n [ t n , preceded by 
either Vvm or I 3 i m (n. 15). As noted in Textual and Historical Studies, 61, this 
demonstrative pronoun would involve a variant from any known ms.; there it was also 
suggested that possibly n V a could be read but that it was safer to read just s a w j (so, too, 
Rofe. «Fragments From an Additional Manuscript of the Book of Jubilees in Cave 3 of 
Qumran», Tarbiz M [1965] 335 [Hebrew]; and Deichgraber, «Fragmente einer Jubilaen-
Handschrift aus Hohle 3 von Qumran», RdQ 5 [1964-66] 419-20, though these two 
scholars also had only the published photograph with which to work). 

Abraham: A reconstruction of 3Q5 frg. 3.1-2 shows that there is space for more words 
in the Hebrew ms. than appear in any of the Ethiopic mss. Rofe («Fragments», 335-36) 
filled the space by fashioning a paraphrastic Hebrew retroversion: 

tm i « i n V K s a s ? - Di7i omaK n-ala sae^a 
sia-[i -[V-i 

While this fills more space, there is no warrant for "[V-l Nin ^S. Deichgraber («Frag-
mente», 420-21) took the wiser course of leaving open the question whether «ein Freiraum 
oder ein Zusatz am linken Kolumnenrand gestanden hat». (421) It is preferable, though, 
to assume a vacat (see l lQJub M 3.2; 1 IQJub4.2; and 2Q19.3 for examples in Hebrew 
mss. of Jubilees), since there is no evidence that additional text ever stood here. Moreover, 
several of the Ethiopic mss. (25 44 58 63) place punctuation marks after h-flCV?"; these 
indicate a break in the text (a VT-fl is used in ms. 25). There is, therefore, warrant for 
positing a textual break here (see Textual and Historical Studies. 61, where it is noted that 
at this juncture the narrative changes its focus from Isaac and Abraham to Ishmael and 
his journey to mourn for his father). 

came to his father Abraham: 3Q5 frg. 3.2 preserves the letters ]« Vs S13''[. The last 
letter (K) could be either the first letter of O m a N or of v a s , but the Ethiopic word order 
favors reading «Abraham» first (so Rofe, «Fragments», 335; Baillet, «Remarques», 428; 
Deichgraber, «Fragmente», 420; VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 61-62; only 
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23:7 They — both of his sons Isaac and Ishmael — buried him in the 
double cave near his wife Sarah. All the people of his household as well 
as Isaac, Ishmael, and all their sons and Keturah's sons in their places 
mourned for him for 40 days. Then the tearful mourning for Abraham 
was completed. 

ms. 38 opposes this order and its W M f w [plural suffix] may be an error caused by the 
similar consonants in the name h-flcy?"). 

Abraham's household: It is difficult to read the first and last letters on 3Q5 frg. 3.3. 
The first is probably V (so Baillet, DJD 3.98 and «Remarques», 428; Rofe, «Fragments», 
335; Deichgraber, «Fragmente», 420; VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 62); 
but no Ethiopic word here corresponds with a Hebrew word which ends with -B*. 
However, in Jub 23:7 one finds the phrase ti-ah = a * ( = w a -B^JS; 2QI9.2 reads "It^JN 
w a in a similar context). It is likely that 3Q5 frg. 3.3 contained the same phrase at this 
point (so Rofe, ibid., 335, n. 16; Baillet, «Remarques», 428 [though in DJD 3.98 he 
restored -vlKI before he was aware that this was a fragment of Jubilees 23; there he 
considered but did not adopt it]; Deichgraber, ibid., 419-20; VanderKam, ibid., 62-
63). The last letter on the line should be read as », the first letter in o m a N , as the Ethiopic 
text requires (so Rofe, ibid., 335, especially n. 15; Deichgraber, ibid, [he argues that the 
traces of writing are parts of a deformed N and of the following a]; VanderKam, ibid., 
63). Baillet (DJD 3.98), however, preferred to read a i p l f f ' (he did consider "?sn]tr [cf also 
«Remarques», 428]). 

They mourned very much: Literally: they cried a great crying. The original Hebrew 
would have been either 3T -aa laa'l (Goldmann; Hartom uses Vn) for ai) . Hartom's 
version, parallels to which are found in MT (e.g., Judg21:2) , raises the possibility that 
3Q5 frg. 7 (Vlnj) belongs here in the text (see VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical 
Studies, 63-64). But since the letter which is visible above this word (it appears to be a tf) 
would not fit in 1.2, the fragment probably does not fit at this point. 

23:7 both of his sons Isaac and Ishmael: The Ethiopic word order, which is supported 
by all of the mss., is peculiar in that the subjects of the verb fttCP («his sons Isaac and 
Ishmael») are placed at the end of the sentence. It seems as if a scribe accidentally omitted 
the names and later, upon noticing his error, tacked them to the end of the line. Rofe 
(«Fragments», 335) and Deichgraber («Fragmente», 420) put the compound subject at 
the beginning of their reconstructions of 3Q5 frg. 3.4 — directly after the verb (so also 
VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 64-66). This relocation is supported by 
Gen 25:9 which reads the names directly after WK 1 1 3 | 7 1 . It is interesting that Josephus 
(Ant. 1.256) reflects the order in Ethiopic Jubilees: OditTExoi i v Neppcbvi (lEtd xT\q 
yuvaiKoc; Sdppai; 67u6 TCOV TtaiStov 'ladKou KOI 'I(TnaTi>.ou; but he uses a passive 
construction. Before the word m-tt-^ the better Ethiopic reading is a conjunction (mss. 12 
17 39 42 44 47 48 58 63); in the translation this conjunction is rendered as «both». 

in the double cave: The Hebrew fragment has the letters ] 3a at the end of 1. 4, and 
they show that the original contained the word «Machpelah». The Ethiopic text offers an 
interpretation of the name nVsaa as meaning «double» (so also LXX OL EthGenesis). 
2Q19.I overlaps with this line for the letter 3 of Machpelah. The preposition 3 (Ethiopic 
renders literally with a>-li+) agrees with Syriac LXX OL EThGen 25:9 (and Ton) against 
VN in MT Sam. The Hebrew fragment also lacks a definite article on nVsaa, unlike MT 
Sam (cf Syriac) LXXGen 25:9. 

near: 2Q19.1 ends with the letter « which may be the first letter of VJSS (so Baillet, DJD 
3.78; VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 65). As it is reconstructed here (i.e., 
with VM VSBatfl p n s ' located before the reference to Machpelah), 2Q19.1 is much too 
short compared with the other lines that can be restored on the fragment (ca. 35 letters 
versus ca. 57). Even with the subjects in the position which they occupy in the Ethiopic 
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23:8 He had lived for three jubilees and four weeks of years — 175 
years — when he completed his Hfetime. He had grown old and (his) 
time was completed. 23:9 For the times of the ancients were 19 jubilees 
for their lifetimes. After the flood they started to decrease from 19 
jubilees, to be fewer with respect to jubilees, to age quickly, and to have 
their times be completed in view of the numerous difficulties and 

tradition (see Baillet, DJD 3.78; he retracted this order in «Remarques», 433) the line is 
short by about seven letters. Although positing a \acat here may seem unlikely (see 
VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 66). here again some Ethiopic mss. mark a 
break with a VT-fl (20 25). Consequently, a break is not implausible. Another possibility 
(VanderKam, ibid.) is that the word «Machpelah» was followed by i n s p p s » miff Vst 
-nnn ( = Gen 25:9); then the N at the end of 2Q 19.1 would be the first letter of and the 
extra words would have dropped from the Hebrew text that was ultimately behind the 
Ethiopic through parablepsis from miff bK to miff Vss. 

All the people ... 40 days: 2Q19.2 offers precisely the same word order as the Ethiopic. 
places: 2Q19.3 is blank; apparently another vacat occurs here (Baillet, DJD 3 . 7 8 ; 

VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 67). Mss. 12 17 20 21 38 39 42 44 47 48 63 
mark a break with punctuation signs after ({'"'Wi^. 

tearful mourning: Two nearly synonymous nouns (Arh [mourning] and -dhf [weeping]; 
mss. 38 58 separate them with a conjunction) appear here. Charles (1895, p. 81, n. 13; 
1902, p. 144, n.) emended, on the basis of Gen 50:4 ( w s a 'a-; c f Deut 34:8) to ""TdA = 
•flhf. It is a tribute to his enormous influence that Goldmann, Hartom, and even Baillet 
(DJD 3.78) translate or restore Charles' emendation into their versions without noting 
that it failed to appear in any ms. (Littmann left it blank [p. 79]). Though it is possible 
that TM and were confused, double terms for mourning do occur in the Bible 
(Jer 31:15: - 3 3 "HI; c f Jer 9:9: -m ' 3 3 ) . Hence, it seems unlikely that there is a textual 
problem here. Note, too, that Jer 31:15 contains the words which begin Jub 23:6 (... Vlf 
satf]). 

23:8 He: 2Q19.4 lacks a conjunction before rrâ lVlff, just as ms. 25 (against all others) 
does. 

lived ... and four: 2Q19.4 supports the order in most of the Ethiopic mss. against the 
transposition in ms. 17 of ihf^m •• jmhcnil-i- ' rt-'l'i.. 

lifetime ... time was completed: Mss. 35 42 47 omit these words through haplography 
from <""PAA to <""PAA. 2Q19.5 and Latin combine with the other mss. to demonstrate 
that the end of the sentence was part of the text. 

(his) time was completed: Literally: (he was) completed of days. This is the standard 
Ethiopic rendering of the Hebrew idiom D-a- »3iff (as 2Q19.5 shows; EthGen 25:8 reads 
i X O D : an<pfif^i).y xhe Latin translates more literally with plenus dierum. The end of 
Gen 25:8 is the base for the last words in Jub 23:8. There MT and the targums omit Q-a', 
but all other versions include it. The suflix on the noun in mss. 39 48 58 (cf 25) agrees 
with Syriac EthGenesis but is opposed to the Hebrew and Latin texts of Jubilees (see 
Baillet, DJD 3.78). 

23:9 19jubilees for their hfetimes: The Latin text has virtually the same words and 
order, but after uitae one would expect eorum or ipsorum (cf AJtw-f""-), not ipsius et. 
RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 34) emended to usque in and Charles (1895, p. 81, n. 3 to 
Latin) proposed usque ad. It would be simpler to change ipsius to ipsorum, but the et is 
strange, unless it means «even» (ms. 48 also reads a conjunction here). Charles (ibid., n. 2 
to Latin) wrote of the term uitae; «Seems a gloss though found also in Eth». There are no 
grounds for this arbitrary claim. 

file:///acat
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through the wickedness of their ways — with the exception of Abra
ham. 23:10 For Abraham was perfect with the Lord in everything that 
he did — being properly pleasing throughout all his lifetime. And yet 
(even) he had not completed four jubilees during his lifetime when he 
became old — in view of wickedness — and reached the end of his 
time. 23:11 All the generations that will come into being from now 
until the great day of judgment will grow old quickly — before they 
complete two jubilees. It will be their knowledge that will leave them 

to decrease from I9jubilees: Or: to become less than 19jubilees. Latin lacks these 
words and reads only dies where they appear in Ethiopic. Though the Ethiopic line says 
nearly the same thing as the next infinitival phrase, the shorter Latin text can readily be 
explained as the result of haplography from one infinitive to the next (possibly from 
O-'San'? to pepn"?, as Goldmann translates f-J^ and fflAK-^ffX). 

to be fewer with respect to jubilees: Latin: the times of these jubilees ... to decrease. A 
demonstrative adjective may well have been omitted from the Ethiopic texts because it 
resembled the next word (e.g., patrtVl nVxn D-Varna). Or, in Ethiopic the prepositional 
phrase }\9°K.V'(lf^o>.'\-t could be a mistaken abbreviation for an original ^?°?i"7 '>-t ' 
^.F-n .A<n - A 1 - . Charles (1895, p. 82, n. 1) wanted to rearrange this and the next two 
clauses, supposedly to reflect the Latin text; but he has misconstrued the evidence. 

quickly: Latin: more quickly. 
their times be completed: Latin: the times of their lives [literally: life] to decrease. 

Charles (1895, p. 82, n. 1) thought that +X°jn was taken from v 10 (where it has the form 
X i n [Latin: satiatus est]) « . . . in order to give sense». It means «be sated/ filled», which is 
not synonymous with minui — a verb that was used opposite earlier in the verse. 
These are the only occurrences of minui in the extant Latin sections. For ""<p^A_if oo-
Latin has dies uitae ipsorum. 

Abraham: The Latin scribe erred by writing abram. 
23:10 (even) he had not completed ... in view of wickedness: Baillet («Remarques», 

429) suggested very tentatively that 3Q5 frg. 4 be located at Jub 23:10. In DJD 3.98 he 
read the two lines as: 

n*>lsrio(] nVl 
o o - s i n 12. 

In his essay, he deciphered and restored the text as follows: 
D-Var n s a i N ]o^bvft ^ n[3ni 

n]»T&-in 'S[sa 
There are several difficulties with accepting his reading of the first letter as n and the 

fourth as N («a peine deformeo); on 1.2 the v should be » (see VANDERKAM,TVjcma/ and 
Historical Studies, 100-01). When one adds to these problems the fact that the line would 
be rather short for 3Q5 (only ca. 26 letters would intervene between D'Vtfn and 'l), it 
becomes advisable to reject Baillet's proposal (Berger, 441, n. d to v 10 also rejects it). 

when: Ethiopic ^Ah = h«w; Latin: quousque. Charles (1902, p. 145, n.) thought that 
«until» was an error which originated when &q was miscopied as gwg. His suggestion is 
appealing, but perhaps the text may stand as it is if one understands these words to mean 
«by the time that». 

wickedness: Latin uses a plural adjective, apparently referring to Abraham's evil 
contemporaries. 

reached the end of his time: Literally: he was filled/satiated with his days. Here the 
Latin translation uses the same idiom. 

23:11 All: Latin lacks this word. 
will come into being: Ethiopic uses g'^i"th (literally: will arise); Latin employs a verb 
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because of their old age; all of their knowledge will depart. 23:12 At 
that time, if a man lives a jubilee and one-half of years, it will be said 
about him: 'He has lived for a long time'. But the greater part of his 
time will be (characterized by) difficulties, toil, and distress without 

with the same meaning but in the past tense (surrexerunt) which makes no sense with the 
following words which require a future form (ex hoc et usque). RONSCH (Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 36) read surrexerint, as did Charles (1895, p. 83, n. 2 to Latin). Their emendation 
underlies the translation of Latin given here. 

great day: The gender of Olf- (feminine) connects it with the feminine noun bh+ 
(construct state), not with the masculine ft^7. Only mss. 9 17 38 read a masculine 
adjective. Latin, however, reverses the relations, as magni must modify iudicii, not diem. 

will grow old: Latin reads sed before senescent. RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 36) 
put parentheses around it, while Charles (1895, p. 83, n. 3 to Latin) omitted it. It may 
have entered the text as a dittography of the first two letters of the next word (senescent); 
these repeated letters a scribe would then have interpreted as the beginning of sed. 

knowledge ... because of their old age: Latin has spiritus before intellectus. Charles 
(1895, pp. 82-83, n. 8 and n. 4 to Latin) emended 'h9'Ct\h<i^ (literally: from their old age) 
to 'Uo^'ii.di'^ (from their spirit) to make the text agree with Latin. He had, however, also 
changed the Latin from spiritus to spiritibus (thus, ab ipsis spiritibus [cf Littmann, 79, 
n. cj). In 1902 (p. 145, n.) he withdrew his double emendation and suggested more 
plausibly that spiritus and intellectus «may be duplicate renderings of the same word». 
The form Cft^<»^ (more properly spelled C / " ^ " ^ [DILLMANN, Lexicon, 277-78]) must be 
the noun for «old age» and not the word for «wickedness» (the root is d.i\0), though 
several mss. (25 35 39 42 47 48) spell it with -P (against Berger, 441, n. b to v 11; Dillmann 
[ibid., 280-81] lists no form CM for «evil»). 

all of their knowledge will depart: The Latin ms. does not have this statement; ms. 21 
also omits what may be the same sentence (from [Chh"^] — ^^?"C•^<^). Charles 
(1895, p. 82, n. 9) dismissed it as a gloss and later (1902, p. 145, n.) termed it a 
dittography. Hartom, too, omits it. Though it seems repetitive, omission of these words 
may easily be explained as the result of haplography (^^?"(?•^o»• [or its equivalent in 
Hebrew, Greek, or Latin] — >»Jv9°Cf'"»- [or equivalents]). 

23:12 jubilee: Latin iubeleos should be iubeleum (RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 36; 
Charles, 1895, p. 83, n. 5 to Latin). 

it will be said: Literally: they will say. 3Q5 frg. 1.1 appears to preserve the last letter of 
1[10K, which would demonstrate, if the letter does belong with the verb, that the original 
also used the impersonal plural construction. For the reading, see Deichgraber, «Frag-
mente», 418; VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 70-71. 

about him: 'He has lived for a long time': 3Q5 frg. 1.1 may confirm the Ethiopic text, 
but only the bottom tips of the letters are visible at the top of the fragment so that 
certainty in reading them is impossible. Baillet (DJD 3.97) first deciphered the traces as 
InrnV nbUVn rn o [ ] o [, but Deichgraber («Fragmente», 418), who recognized that 
the fragment contained Jub 23:12-13, suggested the readings that are accepted here (see 
also VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 71-72; the letter T remains question
able). Baillet («Remarques», 429-30) agreed with Deichgraber's readings but preferred 
n n n to nain, which he regarded as a scribal error for nann. If Deichgraber's readings 
are correct, then the Hebrew used the same verbal construction as the Ethiopic (a perfect-
tense verb with an infinitive). The Latin says much the same, but makes the words uita 
sua the subject of abundauit. 

the greater part: The writer is drawing from Ps90:10 (one and one-half jubilees 
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peace, 23:13 because (there will be) blow upon blow, wound upon 
wound, distress upon distress, bad news upon bad news, disease upon 

translate to 73.5 years, a figure which falls between the «threescore and ten» and 
«fourscore» years of this psalm). Where MT offers O^rj")) ( = and their pride), LXX 
(Ps 89:10) has Koi TO n^-stov avx&v ( = D | 1 l [plene a^nfl) which lies behind the text of 
Jubilees (so also Charles, 1902, p. 145, n.; Hartom, 78, n. to v 3 V Deichgraber, «Frag-
mente», 418, n. 21). 

difficulties, toil, and distress: 3Q5 frg. 1.2 may give the final two letters of the third item 
listed: n i ls i . Baillet (DJD 3.91) first read the traces of letters as n i , but Deichgraber 
(«Fragmente», 418) interpreted them as they are read here. Rofe («Fragments», 333) saw 
only n [ns i here and indicated (n. 3) that in Prov 17:17 the Ethiopic Bible used 9°7^n. 
(singular) where LXX offers plural dvayKau;. But in Prov 17:17MT, too, employs a 
singular form (ms) . Deichgraber's readings should be accepted (cf VANDERKAM, Textual 
and Historical Studies, 13; see m s for the word "̂̂ •'in. in 1.3 [ = v 13]) even though 
Baillet («Remarques», 430) insists that n is visible and that an earlier photograph shows 
traces before it that fit V better than 1. Consequently, he reads nB>[l3r On the basis of the 
published photograph, however, it can be said that no n is visible and that the trace of a 
preceding letter is consistent with "1. The Latin is defective here: the only fully preserved 
noun is angustiae (plural with a singular meaning); of the second noun in the list only a 
final r can be read. RONSCH {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 36) restored (labor et dolo)r, and 
Charles (1895, p. 83, c f n. 6 to Latin) reconstructed (dolor et maero)r. Perhaps (dolor et 
labo)r would more nearly coincide with the Ethiopic words. 

without peace: Literally: and there is no peace. Hebrew, Latin, and Ethiopic agree 
exactly here. Omission of the conjunction by mss. 25 44 is opposed by 3Q5 frg. 1.2. 

23:13 blow upon blow, wound upon wound: 3Q5 frg. 1.2 very clearly reads the words 
nsa •?» nsa, which may agree with the Ethiopic (OO^^IP^^ means whipping,plague, 
punishment) and does correspond with Latin uulnus super uulnus (but see KOKoq in 
LXXPs89:10) . However, for «wound upon wound» the Hebrew has na]inai = tumult, 
confusion, trouble, distress (Baillet, DJD 3.91; Deichgraber, «Fragmente», 417; VANDER
KAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 13). Rofe («Fragments», 333) reads 3183]a (a term 
which is similar in meaning to LXX's Ttovoi;), but the trace after a is not part of a S. The 
Hebrew agrees with Latin but not with Ethiopic. The term KM"} is peculiar here though 
secure in the ms. tradition (9 12 17 20 25 42 47 63 spell it with the ending -'it). DILLMANN 
{Lexicon, 1262) did not list this spelling (he did note this reading in his ms. T [ = 51] in 
1859, p. 84, n. 9) but only the forms X A d and KM {= «vulnus, plaga; ulcus»). There is, 
however, a noun KtiKi = «odium, simultas» which he claimed (ibid., 1261) occurred in 
this passage in Jubilees. But no ms. to which he had access spells the word in this way, 
and only ms. 35 approaches it {Kt^M). Mss. 21 39' 58 read KM, and 38 44 48 spell the 
word KMx (listed in the apparatus with the mss. which have KM in accord with the 
principle enunciated in the Introduction to volume one, II, A. Clearly, KMl should be 
read, and it must mean «wound, plague» etc. (VanderKam, ibid., 73; Deichgraber [ibid., 
417-18] confuses the matter since he has not checked the spellings in the mss.). One cannot 
be sure how the divergence between the Ethiopic and Latin originated, but it may be 
suggested that naina was rendered into Greek as Kono^ which means both «striking, 
beating» and «trouble, suffering, pain». The Latin translator would have opted for the 
latter sense, the Ethiopic scholar for the former. One reason for considering KOTtoi; as the 
term behind the two versions is that in Ps 90 (LXX 89): 10 LXX renders Vas with KOTIO? 
(against Rofe [ibid., n. 5] who suggested Ttovoi; — a word that presupposes his dubious 
restoration of 31»3a, and Berger [442, n. b to v 13] who views the Latin dolor as an 
expansion of the previous «wound upon wound»). In this case, no change in the order of 
terms in Ethiopic would have to be posited (against Baillet, «Remarques», 431, and 
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VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 73-74). LXX never uses a form of KOKOC, to 
translate naina, but the fact that it uses nine Greek terms to render the few instances of 
this Hebrew noun indicates both its range in meaning and some uncertainty about the 
proper rendering of it (Deichgraber, ibid., 417, n. 17). 

distress upon distress: Here as in v 12 Hebrew m s and Ethiopic 9°'i>kn, are paired, but 
Latin uses a different term (tribulatio/-onem) than in v 12. 

like this: The gap of ca. four letters in the Latin should be filled with -modi to form 
eiusmodi ( = Hh"7o>; so RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 36, 126; Charles, 1895, p. 83, n. 6 
to Latin). It would mean: like this/ in the following way. 

this, one with the other: RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 127) interprets secundum hoc 
ipsud as the equivalent of Kara TO UUTO (Acts 14:1) and simul, una, iunctim. 

disease^: Latin corruptione is a general term as is the Ethiopic RONSCH (Das Buch 
der Jubilaen, 126) argued that corruptio refers to moral qualities, whereas the list that 
follows contains physical and natural problems. So, he emended to correptione, which 
means not only a general condition of sickness but epilepsy more specifically. Charles 
(1895, p. 83, n. 8 to Latin) followed him but read just correptio rather than cum 
correptione. 

stomach pains: ttt'VfX'V was not defined by DILLMANN (Lexicon, 1175), but he did 
relate it to l-flT = «vermina, tormina ventris» (1174; he referred to Sir 34:20; 37:30, 
where it corresponds with xols.pac,; Berger translate here with «Cholera»). In 1851 
Dillmann rendered with «bauchgrimmen» (cf p. 71, n. 18). Charles (1895, p. 82, n. 18) 
emended to I ^ I ' M ' on the basis of Latin clades ( = calamity) and translated as 
«overthrow» in 1902. Littmann used «Vernichtung», maintaining (79, n. g) that the 
Ethiopic was corrupt. He also suggested that perhaps one should read •M'flni;*" -̂
(DILLMANN, Lexicon, 1051: «verberatio, percussio, verber, plaga, ictus») — a very 
plausible emendation. Cf Hartom: n s a ; Goldmann: p 3 S Yet, if the first word in the 
series is a medical term, a second type of disease would be likely here. Note, too, that 
clades can have the transferred meaning of «destroyer, scourge, pest». 

fever, cold: Neither V O C X w nor A h / h h / h is attested elsewhere (DILLMANN [Lexicon, 
655, 378] could refer only to the Latin terms that are used here). 

numbness: RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 36, 126) took prouocatio to be a mistake 
for praefocatio = choking; the Greek would have been dyxivTl for which the Ethiopic 
translator read dpyia (idleness, laziness) or vdpKT| (stiffness, numbness). Charles (1895, 
p. 83, n. 9 to Latin) accepted his emendation. Prouocatio would make little sense here, 
and Ronsch's suggestion has much to commend it. 

blow and difficulty: RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 36) and Charles (1895, p. 83) 
inserted et between plaga and planctus. The Ethiopic A"7?° means «illness, pain, 
affliction, distress)), while planctus means «striking, beating; lamentation». DILLMANN 
(Lexicon, 74) noted that in Rev 9:18 is used where the Greek text has nkx\ya\. The 
two Ethiopic terms resemble the two nouns in Ps 90 (89): 10 which in LXX are Koito? and 
novoq. 

23:14 will happen: Literally: will come. The Latin text has two different forms of the 
same verb: superuenit superuenient. Apparently the scribe forgot to mark the first for 
omission after writing the correct form (RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 127). 

disease, and every (kind of) bad punishment like this, one with the 
other: disease and stomach pains; snow, hail, and frost; fever, cold, and 
numbness; famine, death, sword, captivity, and every (sort of) blow 
and difficulty. 23:14 All of this will happen to the evil generation which 
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makes the earth commit sin through sexual impurity, contamination, 
and their detestable actions. 

23:15 Then it will be said: 'The days of the ancients were numerous 
— as many as 1000 years — and good. But now the days of our lives, if 
a man has lived for a long time, are 70 years, and, if he is strong, 
80 years'. All are evil and there is no peace during the days of that evil 
generation. 23:16 During that generation the children will find fault 

makes the earth commit sin: The causative form ;*'>b'flfl is read by the best mss.; 
several others replace it with ^K-ttd. Charles (1895, p. 82, nn. 22-23) selected the more 
weakly attested ^K-ttt\ and emended 9°X:C ' nctf-fl of mss. 12 25 to a9°g:C •• CH-fl, using 
Latin in terra as warrant for his change: «(an evil generation, which) transgresses on the 
earth» (1902). The remaining words in the verse he then took as terms describing their 
works. Littmann had done the same (without note), as has Hartom. But the Latin does 
not fit their interpretation (see below). 

through: Latin has et; in this way it makes the following nouns additional objects of 
facit. 

sexual impurity: Latin has two nouns joined by a conjunction: impurity and sexual 
wrongs ( = mss. 20 44, but they prefix fl>n, not just m; so Charles by emendation in 1895), 
where Ethiopic uses two nouns in a construct relation. 

and their detestable actions: The Ethiopic does not join these nouns by attaching a 
construct ending to ()*<{-£, but Latin places operum in the genitive case. A possible 
rendering of the Ethiopic would be «and in/ through abomination are their works/ 
actions»; this would not, however, agree with the Latin. Littmann and Charles solved the 
problem by taking the nouns from CJf"rt though Mi-C as terms defining the nature of 
their actions: «Unreinheit . . . ist ihr Werk . . . » ; «their works are uncleanness. . .» But this 
reading fits neither text. Though it is grammatically incorrect, it may be preferable to 
follow Dillmann and Berger in reading rt*<{-C as though it were construct in form. This 
approach is supported by the fact that each member of the series of nouns which 
concludes with this phrase is introduced by a preposition. The final element in the series 
thus seems not to be an independent sentence. Latin omits et before abominationes. Both 
RONSCH {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 36) and Charles (1895, p. 83, n. 11 to Latin) emended 
operum to opera; but there appears to be no need for this change. 

23:15 it will be said: Literally: they will say. 
ancients: Latin antiqui. Ronsch did not alter the Latin, but Charles (1895, p. 83, n. 12 

to Latin) emended to Antiquorum. Perhaps, though, it would be preferable to change 
antiqui (either nominative plural or genitive singular) to antiquibus ( = Mf.V^), the 
ending of which may have been lost because of its visual similarity with dies. 

good: Latin: good days. 
But: Latin reads nam, for which Charles (1895, p. 83, n. 13 to Latin) proposed sed or 

et; however, nam can have the sense of «but now, certainly; but now, on the other hand». 
has hved for a long time: Here, as in 23:12, Ethiopic uses a verb + infinitive; Latin 

reads multum uixerit. 
is strong: Latin ualde was emended by RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 36, 127) and 

Charles (1895, p. 83, n. 15 to Latin) to ualide, but the two adverbs have much the same 
meaning. 

All: Latin reads isti. Charles (1895, p. 83, n. 35) emended Ethiopic tttf to 
However, Ps90:10 , which continues to underlie Jubilees here, reads (according to 
Jubilees) n n — a term which may support reading VfA-. In addition, the Latin has omnis 
in the next clause, where Ethiopic expresses the thought somewhat difierently {9°^+i.)-
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with their fathers and elders because of sin and injustice, because of 
what they say and the great evils that they commit, and because of their 
abandoning the covenant which the Lord had made between them and 
himself so that they should observe and perform all his commands, 
ordinances, and all his laws without deviating to the left or right. 5 
23:17 For all have acted wickedly; every mouth speaks what is sinful. 
Everything that they do is impure and something detestable; all their 
ways are (characterized by) contamination, and corruption. 23:18 The 
earth will indeed be destroyed because of all that they do. There will be 
no produce from the vine and no oil because what they do (constitutes) lo 

23:16 what they say: Literally: the word(s)/ speech of their mouth, 
them and himself: Latin reverses the order of the pronouns. 
without deviating: Literally: and not to deviate/ depart. Latin has et non est qui 

praetereat, which RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 36, 128) altered to ut non sit qui 
praetereat (so also Charles, 1895, p. 85, n. I to Latin). Ronsch explained that et non est 
was a mistaken rendering of l a i s pKI (128). The Ethiopic presupposes -nasV pNI or pKI 
TIOV . 

left or right: Latin, with mss. 12 21 38 63, has the more common reversed order of 
directions. 

23:17 have acted wickedly: Latin uses malignati sunt in place of an active verb. 
impure: Latin, with mss. 9 20 39 47 48; c f 17 63, reads a noun (inmunditia). 
something detestable: Latin has odium. The same word probably lies behind both 

versions, since odium can mean «annoyance, disgust, offence». 
contamination: Latin pollution ... should be pollutiones (RONSCH, Das Buch der 

Jubilaen, 38; Charles, 1895, p. 85). 
corruption: Latin: exterminium. Possibly the Hebrew original was a noun related to 

the root n n t f , which embodies both the notion of corruption and destruction. Hartom 
translates with n n t f . 

23:18 The : Latin and ms. 21 place a conjunction before ecce/ TW-. 
will ... be destroyed: Latin erit makes little sense here. RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 

38) and Charles (1895, p. 85) added the letter p to produce perit ( = will be destroyed). 
that they do: Literally: their works/ actions. 
will be no: The preceding imperfect tense verb shows that JiAP has a future sense, but 

Latin reads et non est. 
produce from the vine: Literally: seed of the vine. Latin places a conjunction between 

these two nouns, as do mss. 17 44. Latin is more likely to be correct both because the 
threefold «seed, wine, and oil» is probably original here (cf Berger, 443, nn. a and b to 
V 18) and because there is a simple explanation for the absence of a conjunction in most 
Ethiopic mss.: atmf.'i, though haplography, became fog.'i. 

complete disobedience: The noun hUxX: means «lack of faith, impiety, heresy; 
disobedience, rebellion)) (LAMBDIN, Introduction to Classical Ethiopic, 409). Its Latin 
counterpart is only partially preserved as m ... tata. Both RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 
38, 128) and Charles (1895, p. 85) restored m[align]ata, which does not, of course, match 
the ending that Ceriani read, though these letters are uncertain. 

will be destroyed: The Latin verb was likely pereunt (RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 
38; Charles, 1895, p. 85); c f the beginning of v 18 where the same Ethiopic and Latin 
verbs were probably paired. 
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complete disobedience. All will be destroyed together — animals, cattle, 
birds, and all fish of the sea — because of mankind. 23:19 One group 
will struggle with another — the young with the old, the old with the 
young; the poor with the rich, the lowly with the great; and the needy 

5 with the ruler — regarding the law and the covenant. For they have 
forgotten commandment, covenant, festival, month, sabbath, jubilee, 
and every verdict. 23:20 They will stand up with swords and warfare in 
order to bring them back to the way; but they will not be brought back 
until much blood is shed on the earth by each group. 

10 23:21 Those who escape will not turn from their wickedness to the 
right way because all of them will elevate themselves for (the purpose 
of) cheating and through wealth so that one takes everything that 
belongs to another. They will mention the great name but neither truly 

together: Latin lacks the word. 
because of: Literally: from before. Latin reads: because of the evil o f The original 

behind the Ethiopic would have been -IDa (so both Goldmann and Hartom) and behind 
the Latin perhaps s w s a . 

23:19 the young: Latin places the word nam before iubenes ( = iuuenes). RONSCH (Das 
Buch der Jubilaen, 38) and Charles (1895, p. 85, n. 6 to Latin) changed it to nempe 
( = namely), nam does, though, make sense in the context ( = for, for example) and may 
be retained despite the fact that Ethiopic has no equivalent (only ms. 9 prefixes a 
conjunction to <D<f-H"?- [it may be a dittography with the first letter of the noun]). It is also 
possible that Ethiopic has lost ? i f l " " through homoioarchton with ?\A-. 

regarding: Latin: in. 
covenant: The Latin spelling testamentom may represent, according to RONSCH (Das 

Buch der Jubilaen, 129) «einen in der Vulgarsprache erhaltenen Archaismusw. 
23:20 with swords: Latin reads «with bow» before these words (RONSCH [Das Buch 

der Jubilaen, 129] compares Gen 48:22), and Charles (1895, p. 84, n. 13) has added the 
equivalents in his Ethiopic text (fl+fl'h = w [the addition is in parentheses in 1902; c f 
p. 148, n.]). Littmann (80, n. a) supplies these words in brackets, while Hartom simply 
makes them part of his text. Strangely, Dillmann (1851) read «mit schwerten u. bogen», 
though his ms. did not contain the last term (ms. 51 reads the phrase fl»n+A^ for 
m n + l - A ) . Perhaps he read m n + f l ^ (cf 1859, p. 86, n. 1) by mistake. It is possible that 
Mt\^ was omitted from the list, but it is also plausible to think that the Latin tradition 
has added it. 

way: Several Ethiopic mss. add forms of the adjective ?»h-JP. (evil), 
be brought back: Or: return. 
23:21 right: Again Ethiopic and Latin uerita(ti)s are paired. 
will not turn: Latin, which has two verbs where Ethiopic uses one, has been expanded 

to provide a verb for both in uia ueritatis and a malitia sua. 
for ... through: Ethiopic uses n » - f l + here but A with ^ - A l A l - , while Latin employs ad 

in both cases. Omission of the conjunction before fl>-A+ must be secondary (mss. 39 42 47 
48 58) because et appears in Latin. 

another: Both versions read (literally): his neighbor. 
They will mention the great name: Literally: they will name the great name (so Latin 

also). Unless the passive form ^Ao^P (they will be named) means «mention» or «name 
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nor rightly. They will defile the holy of hohes with the impure corrup
tion of their contamination. 23:22 There will be a great punishment 
from the Lord for the actions of that generation. He will deliver them 

themselves», one should follow Charles (1895, p. 84, n. 18 = 1902), LiUmann (80, n. b), 
Hartom, and Berger (cf 444, n. d to v 2 1 ) in reading an active form (^rt9°fr) whose 
appearance is virtually identical with that of the passive (see also Dillmann in RONSCH, 
Das Buch der Jubilaen, p. 39, n. 10). 

truly nor rightly: 4Q176 frg. 20.1 and the Ethiopic text agree exactly for these words. 
holy of holies: Regarding sanctificationem sanctam, RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 

129) observed: «Unter dem Objecte scheint nicht das Allerheiligste welches in der 
Vulg. sanctum sanctorum heisst, sondern im Allgemeinen das Heiligthum des Tempels zu 
verstehen zu sein». The Ethiopic expression is clear, but the Latin is peculiar. The original 
behind both, however the Latin arose, would have been onhp wip (should sanctificatio-
num be read?). 

They will defile: Kister («Newly-Identified Fragments», 530-32) read na N in 4Q176 
frg. 19.1 and understood the first preserved letter to be the end of x a o and the next two to 
be the preposition and perhaps the first letter of •'VlV'ln. It should be objected, however, 
that one would expect the construct form nxaiB, and the Hebrew text would have a 
preposition where the Ethiopic (ms. 12 has a preposition here but it is preceded by a 
conjunction) and Latin lack one. It is preferable to view the N as the last letter in the verb 
xao'l, even though the Ethiopic and Latin off'er plural forms here. 

impure corruption: The letters read by Kister («Newly-Identified Fragments*, 530-32; 
see the previous note) as na are more likely na. The right vertical stroke is more bent than 
in the n in the line below, and the horizontal and vertical lines do not form a point as they 
do in a n. The preposition is supported at this point by both Ethiopic and Latin, while the 
n is probably the initial letter of the noun masin. See 4Q221.5, where o n a s l m appears in 
the place where Ethiopic reads Crt-I^*^. Latin abominationibus poses no problem, but 
ueritatis is surprising (though not impossible). RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 38) and 
Charles (1895, p. 85, n. 9 to Latin) read pravitatis (perverseness, depravity ) — a very 
tempting emendation, although the word does not appear elsewhere in the extant Latin 
sections. 

of their contamination: Latin places a conjunction between the last two nouns and 
does not reflect the suffix on °l"VilP<n»-. 

23:22 punishment: Latin: anger. The Hebrew fragment (^Sp) confirms Latin ira and 
seems to oppose Ethiopic aB^•u>^^. As Kister («Newly-Identified Fragments)), 532) 
indicates, however, in 1 En 13:8 O O ^ I P V ^ - and dpyf] are translational equivalents. For the 
remaining words on this line of the Hebrew fragment, the Hebrew, Ethiopic, and Latin 
agree. 

will deliver them to the sword: Ethiopic g.o-pao' mirrors Hebrew DiT)- (presumably the 
first visible letter on 4Q176 frg. 19.2 is the last letter of this word), and Latin dabit illis 
would also if illis were changed to illos with Charles (1895, p. 85, n. 10 to Latin). The 
reading illis has led to a misunderstanding of what follows. Latin now has the Lord giving 
a sword to them, etc., rather than handing them over to the carnage produced by the 
sword. Charles (ibid., p. 85) inserted in before gladium so that it agrees with the Ethiopic. 

sword, judgment: The Hebrew and Ethiopic texts agree, but note that Hebrew has a 
where Ethiopic uses A. 

captivity: The word et should be added before in captiuitatem (so Charles, 1895, p. 85). 
and devouring: Kister («Newly-Identified Fragments)), 530) reads nViaixVl where 

Allegro (DJD 5.65) saw la-xVl (he read n"? with the next word). Strugnell («Notes en 
marge du volume V des 'Discoveries in the Judaean Desert of Jordan')), RdQ 7 [1969-71] 
235) suggested iVia' sVl. The letter D is certainly more likely than 3 , and there does not 
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to the sword, judgment, captivity, plundering, and devouring. 23:23 He 
will arouse against them the sinful nations who will have no mercy or 
kindness for them and who will show partiality to no one, whether old, 
young, or anyone at all, because they are evil and strong so that they 
are more evil than all mankind. They will cause chaos in Israel and sin 

appear to be a word division here. The last letter of the word is most uncertain. Only two 
dots remain which are apparently the bottom tips of a letter or letters. The consonant 
between X and 3 does appear to be a not a 1. Kister (pp. 533-34) regarded the word that 
he read as «an unusual form of the infinitive of 'KL. If this is a form of L'WKLH the 
waw after the kaf may be explained as a prosthetic vowel. Dr. E. Qimron suggests that 
this form is similar to forms like ' W M W D H » . It may rather be the case that a qittul form 
related to the verb boK is being used here; and, if a n is correctly read at the end of the 
word, it would be a feminine noun of this pattern. See M.H. SEGAL, A Grammar of 
Mishnaic Hebrew (Oxford: Clarendon, 1927), 109 (he mentions n n i 3 3 ) . 

23:23 will arouse: The Hebrew form is not clear. Possibly the dot preceding the visible 
letters is the bottom tip of 1 , in which case one could read I S ' l . Kister («Newly-Identified 
Fragments)), 530) reads i S ' l l ] . Latin reads obdormire faciei ( = he will make fall asleep). 
RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 38, 129) emended the first word to oboriri (to spring up). 
Charles (1895, p. 85, n. 11 lo Latin) wished lo read expergisci faciei ( = the Ethiopic text). 
Ronsch (ibid., 129) wondered whether uywCTEi (cf fif^h in ms. 12 and see Deut 28:49) 
and iinvdacsex had been interchanged, while Charles (ibid.) suggested that the Latin error 
was «due probably to loss of tt, in ^^UJTVCOCTE)). In any case, the Ethiopic is obviously 
superior here. 

sinful nations: Literally: sinners of the nations (cf v. 24). The Latin ms. repeats the 
word peccatores. 

mercy or kindness for them: The Hebrew text places the prepositional phrase after the 
nouns, not before as in Ethiopic. 

show partiality to no one, whether: The final line on 4Q176 frg. 20 and the Ethiopic 
texts appear to disagree about some details. Allegro interpreted the first three visible 
letters as Vsi, but Kister wishes to read b{\\2 [:D, although he says that it would be better 
to read VlsVl (sic) («Newly-Identified Fragments)), 534). The first letter is probably 1 , and 
it is located too close to the following 3 to belong to the preceding word (yet, see 1.2 
where bv is written immediately before -ip»a). At this point, therefore, the line should be 
read as bvy\. If this is correct, then the Hebrew text almost certainly lacked the word D'JS 
from the very common idiom D-JB The Ethiopic mss. are unanimous, however, in 
reading the word for «face)). In the gap which follows on the fragment, it is reasonable to 
read with Kister (531): INtrl' vS\b [tr-NJ. The only debatable reading is whether the verb is 
plural. On the photograph, there is a small mark after S which could be the top of a letter, 
but there is no vertical stroke as in the other instances of 1 . The Ethiopic mss., with the 
exception of 17 38, read a singular form of the verb. The Hebrew fragment does confirm 
the negative before the following noun. The superfluous letter al the end of it is a mistake 
that the scribe may have tried to erase (see Kister, 534). 

cause: Or: do/perform. 
chaos: Whh means 1) «strepitus, tumultus, perturbatio, turba; 2) tumultus, turbae, 

seditio, rixae, discordiae» (DILLMANN, Lexicon, 9-10). He suggested that it meant 
«seditione)> in this passage. Nevertheless, «Gewalt)) appears in the translations of 
Dillmann, Littmann, and Berger; «violence)) in Charles (1902); and oan in Goldmann 
and Hartom. 

Rofe («Fragments)), 334-35) maintained that 3Q5 frg. 2 preserved parts of Jub 23:23; 
Baillet («Remarques», 431, n. 39) agreed. Deichgraber («Fragmente», 421), however, was 
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unable to locate it. Rofe and Baillet can hardly be correct (see VANDERKAM, Textual and 
Historical Studies, 99-100; Berger, 444, n. c to v 23, though he erroneously attributes the 
placement to Milik). The visible letters can be read as: 

nsjan nnn p»i [ 
J i n V D - i n a r m [ 

The first line does not fit the order of the Ethiopic text, n a a j agrees with nothing in 
Ethiopic, and the second line also does not correspond with the Ethiopic. Rofe (ibid., 334) 
sensed the problem here and claimed that D - i n a was original (these people were «chosen 
to do evil»). It was the Greek translator who then used two words for a n n a . There is no 
reason to accept his explanation, despite Baillet's (ibid., 432) agreement. 

23:27 and increase, and mankind as well — generation: The superior reading at this 
point is: fflJ&AW.* ' mm-A-R s rt•fl^. The verb is third-person feminine plural, with the 
feminine noun ""<p^A serving as subject. This leaves the phrase tom-h-?. •• rt-fl^i without a 
verbal connection, unless one opts for the rather weakly supported verbal variants to the 
following noun iKo-AX- (^fflAA" in ms. 9; + a » A ^ in mss. 12 38; and ^fflA-?- in 20; note 
that only the last is plural). But the word ^ii>-A.R" is part of a set expression, and the 
variants are probably scribal attempts to supply a verb for ai-itf. •• MGx. Dillmann (1851) 
translated with «u. die menschenkinder alter werden» but without ms. support (cf 1859, 
p. 87). Charles (1895, p. 84, n. 37) emended flxn-A-R ( = ms. 25) and na>-M • m-l^f. 
( = 12) to AcD-K-t : (D-it-g. and rendered (not very accurately): «amongst those children of 
men» (1902). Littmann (80, n. d) and Hartom (without comment) have followed him. His 
revision of the text is slight and produces a reasonable meaning, but it may not be 
necessary if one assumes that the veb ^ A l i . * has two subjects: <»"'PAA and a>-A-R = (l-tth, 
with the gender of the verb determined by the first subject (and perhaps influenced by the 
gender of the first verb). It is possible, too, that a»(aHA-R) is a corrupt remnant of oof 6^ 
(note oofbKffa^ later in the verse). 

to more years than the number of days (had been): The translators have understood 
the phrase in this sense, but the text is awkward. Dillmann (1851, p. 71, n. 21) wrote; 
«was hier steht, ist unvoUstandig; der sinn ware: 'u. bis der jahre mehr werden, denn 
zuvor der tage'». The text itself, which Dillmann left untranslated (p. 24), means literally: 
to many more years than many days. 

against Jacob. Much blood will be shed on the earth, and there will be 
no one who gathers up (corpses) or who buries (them). 

23:24 At that time they will cry out and call and pray to be rescued 
from the power of the sinful nations, but there will be no one who 
rescues (them). 23:25 The children's heads will turn white with gray 5 
hair. A child who is three weeks of age will look old like one whose 
years are 100, and their condition will be destroyed through distress 
and pain. 

23:26 In those days the children will begin to study the laws, to seek 
out the commands, and to return to the right way. 23:27 The days will 10 
begin to become numerous and increase, and mankind as well — 
generation by generation and day by day until their lifetimes approach 
1000 years and to more years than the number of days (had been). 
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23:28 who has lived out his hfetime: Or: who will live out his hfetime. The underlying 
Hebrew was, in all likelihood, a'D' S2i> (= full of days), but Charles (1895, p. 85, n. 42; 
1902, p. 150, n.) altered the text by inserting K ( = not) before the verb («nor one who is 
not satisfied with his days») and cited Isa 65:20 as his evidence. Littmann (80, n. e) and 
Berger (445, n. a to v 28) have properly rejected his restoration for which there is neither 
textual warrant nor need (cf also VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 269, 
n. 110). 

23:30 servants: Hartom omits the words which follow «servants» through «will see 
(this)». 

He will expel: Though both Dillmann (1859) and Charles (1895; he hsts no variants) 
read a plural MX:^, the only mss. (collated for this edition) which offer this form are 9 
38 58. That is, neither of Charles' primary mss. (12 25) has a plural ending. One must read 
the singular which is overwhelmingly supported. The singular suffix on Mh-f- also favors a 
singular verb; only late mss. and the editions of Dillmann and Charles (who does list 
variants here — 1895, p. 86, n. 6) have a plural suffix. An alternate rendering which would 
connect the first clauses of the verse would be: «Then the Lord will heal his servants, and 
they will rise and see great peace when he expels his enemies». 

their enemies: The noun here (BC<^) is different than the one translated «his enemies» 
above (JlAX-f). The form BC^, which is actually singular (though it can be used 
collectively [DILLMANN, Lexicon, 1327]), could be rendered as «their adversaries)). 

23:31 and to all: The text adds «and» and «all)> where Exod 20:6 ( = Deut 5:10) lacks 
them. Charles' note (1902, p. 151) is not accurate; ms. 25 reads with the text above. 
Mss. 12 58 omit a conjunction with the biblical versions. 

23:32 entered: The word fOCh means «they go / will go up)) and is used elsewhere for 
entering commands onto the heavenly tablets (see 6:29 where a causative form appears). 
As the parallel term JTJi .* shows, the plural is to be taken as impersonal and thus as a 
circumlocution for the passive. 

history of eternity: Literally: for the generation(s) which is (are) forever. 

23:28 There will be no old man, nor anyone who has lived out his 
lifetime, because all of them will be infants and children. 23:29 They 
will complete and Hve their entire hfetimes peacefully and joyfully. 
There will be neither a satan nor any evil one who will destroy. For 

5 their entire lifetimes will be times of blessing and healing. 
23:30 Then the Lord will heal his servants. They will rise and see 

great peace. He will expel his enemies. The righteous will see (this), 
offer praise, and be very happy forever and ever. They will see all their 
punishments and curses on their enemies. 23:31 Their bones will rest in 

10 the earth and their spirits will be very happy. They will know that the 
Lord is one who executes judgment but shows kindness to hundreds 
and thousands and to all who love him. 

23:32 Now you, Moses, write down these words because this is how 
it is written and entered in the testimony of the heavenly tablets for the 

15 history of eternity. 
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24:1 After Abraham's death, the Lord blessed his son Isaac. He set 
out from Hebron and went during the first year of the third week of 
this jubilee [2073] and lived at the well of the vision for seven years. 
24:2 During the first year of the fourth week [2080] a famine 
— different than the first famine which had occurred in Abraham's 5 
lifetime — began in the land. 

24:3 When Jacob was cooking lentil porridge, Esau came hungry 
from the field. He said to his brother Jacob: 'Give me some of this 
wheat porridge'. But Jacob said to him: 'Hand over to me your 
birthright which belongs to the first-born, and then I will give you food 10 
and some of this porridge as well'. 24:4 Esau said to himself: 'I will die. 
What good will this right of the first-born do'? So he said to Jacob: 'I 
(hereby) give (it) to you'. 24:5 Jacob said to him: 'Swear to me today'. 
So he swore to him. 24:6 Then Jacob gave the food and porridge to his 
brother Esau, and he ate until he was full. Esau repudiated the right of 15 

24:1 He set out ... went: Jubilees adds these words to Gen 25:11. 
during ... jubilee ... seven years: In the translation, the Ethiopic word order has been 

changed for clarity. The Ethiopic t^xts bunch the jubilee/week/year statement with the 
seven years that are mentioned at the end of the sentence, but the former refers to the time 
of Isaac's departure and the latter to the period during which he lived at the well. The 
year number (2073) presupposes that this is the forthy-third jubilee (with 21:1; c f Char
les, 1902, p. 151, n.; Hartom, 80, n. to v K). 

the well of the vision: Jubilees retains the shorter name of the well that is attested in 
LXX OL EthGen 25:11; MT Sam Syriac and the targums read or reflect - i n -nh "ixa 
(which Hartom gives as the translation here). See also Dillmann, 1851, p. 71, n. 22; 
Charles, 1902, p. 151, n. 

24:2 began: fi'^tt can mean «began», but when it has that sense it is usually followed 
by a second verb which indicates what was beginning to happen. DILLMANN (Lexicon, 
767) gives «incipere, coepisse» for this passage, and adds in parentheses «si non: 
obiinuitti. An acceptable translation would be «prevailed»; c f Josephus, Ant. 1.259 
(AinoO SE tiiv yfjv KaTa>.ap6vT0(;) and Tj (IV̂ )̂-

24:3 lentil: The LXX group b and Tjn also add this word, which is taken from 
Gen 25:34 (DVTS), in Gen 25:29, where the other versions lack it. 

wheat: Dillmann (1851, p. 71, n. 23) first observed (and most of the translators have 
repeated the insight) that this implausible reading had resulted from confusion of nupoi5 
( = of wheat) and jiuppoO ( = red; so LXX Gen 25:30). The latter term (nuppoi; = a n s ) 
provides the explanation for the name Edom in Jub 24:6 ( = Gen 25:30), though the same 
mistake is made there. A large number of septuagintal mss. evidence this error as well. 

24:4 to himself: Literally: in his heart. The phrase appears in Syriac Gen 25:32 but 
not in the other versions, which reflect ran at this point. Cf Charles, 1895, p. 86, n. 25; 
Berger, 447, n. a to v 4. 

(hereby) give: The translation is so worded to do justice to the fact that the verb is in 
the perfect tense. The words «So ... you'» are not in Gen 25:32 and are omitted by ms. 38 
through parablepsis («»^n.A° ... (Df,n.tv [in v 5]). 

24:5 said to him: The suffix ( = to him) agrees with Syriac LXX EthGen 25:33 against 
MT Sam and the targums (cf mss. 12 17 20 39' 47 48 63) which lack it. 

24:6 was named Esau and Edom: The passive formulation agrees with LXX OL 
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the first-born. This is why he was named Esau and Edom: because of 
the wheat porridge which Jacob gave him in exchange for his right of 
the first-born. 24:7 So Jacob became the older one, but Esau was 
lowered from his prominent position. 

5 24:8 As there was a famine over the land, Isaac set out to go down 
to Egypt during the second year of this week [2081]. He went to Gerar 
to the PhiHstine king Abimelech. 24:9 The Lord appeared to him and 
told him: 'Do not go down to Egypt. Stay in the land that I will tell 
you. Live as a foreigner in that land. I will be with you and bless you, 

10 24:10 because I will give this entire land to you and your descendants. I 
will carry out the terms of my oath which I swore to your father 
Abraham. I will make your descendants as numerous as the stars of the 

EthGen 25:30; MT Sam Syriac have an active verb. These words have caused the 
translators difficulty probably because Charles did not report accurately what was in 
ms. 25. Dillmann (1859, p. 88) had read -K)?°f = "iAo)- : h.l>'9' and Charles (1895, p. 86) 
•t-{\9°V •• fl»»- •• [^fym- :] h,l^9°. He indicated (n. 31) that ms. 25 transposes fio"- = lAdJ* 
and (n. 32) that he considered 1A<B- a gloss. However, he failed to report that 25 places a 
conjunction before h.P'9° — in this it is supported by most of the newly identified mss. (cf 
Dillmann, 1851: «auch») — and that 12 reads ffl in the same place though it replaces 
K^9° with a clause, the verb of which (hf.T) reflects the original name. It may be that 
the original lacked a conjunction; that is, the text would the have read: the name of Esau 
was Edom (cf Littmann, 81, n. c; Goldmann; Hartom [the latter two begin v 7 with this 
clause]; Berger; and Charles, 1902; see p. 152, n.). Nevertheless, the best Ethiopic reading 
is now to include the conjunction. Note that Gen 25:30 lacks both «Esau» and «and». 

wheat: See the note to «wheat» in 24:3. 

in exchange for: Both Dillmann (1859, p. 88, n. 8) and Charles (1895, p. 86, n. 36) 
rejected the preposition A (it is found in all of the mss. except 12 which omits a 
preposition) in favor of (1 — presumably to reflect the Hebrew 3 of price (BDB, 90 
[translated i m i D n a by Goldmann and Hartom]; c f D i l l m a n n , Lexicon, 480). Possibly A 
is a mistake for (1, but it is firmly established in the Ethiopic tradition. 

24:7 The verse is omitted in Goldmann's translation, probably by parablepsis from 
- m to 'HI (in v 8). 

24:8 set out: Literally: came. 
to Gerar to the Philistine king Abimelech: The order of the text has been changed in 

the translation. It reads (literally): to the Philistine king, to Gerar, to Abimelech. In 
Gen 26:1 the phrase i V a - a s "?» is located before n - n t f ' j s ^'7a. As the Ethiopic text is now 
worded, the final prepositional phrase has the appearance of an addition. With the 
spelling %^e, compare Josephus, Ant. 1.259 and LXX ms. 75 (yepdpcov in both). 

24:9 told him: The suffix agrees with Syriac EthGen 26:2; the other versions lack an 
equivalent (cf Charles, 1895, p. 87, n. 3). 

Live: The conjunction before the verb ¥ A A is also present in LXX OL EthGen 26:3, 
while the others omit it (as do mss. 20' 38; c f Charles, 1895, p. 87, n. 4). 

24:10 land: The singular noun ?°£-C sides with LXX OL EthGen26:3 against MT 
Sam Syriac (rCJrvcvaAsa) which attest plural forms. The alignment of versions obtains for 
the use of 9°g:C at the end of v 10. 

my oath: The possessive appears also in LXX OL EthGen 26:3 but not in the other 
versions. 
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24:11 your father: Jubilees follows no biblical version in omitting the name Abraham, 
but it corresponds with Sam LXX OLGen 26:5 in reading «your father». 

24:13 as follows: Literally: saying ( = lasV [Gen 26:11]). 
him ... him: Latin omits the words after the first «him» through the second «him». 

The omission is very likely due to parablepsis but probably not in Latin, as de illo would 
be the first prepositional phrase and, judging from the identical phrase later in the verse, 
aliquid eius would be the second. It could have occurred in Hebrew where ... iV I t f N VD 
rVs may have triggered the omission, or in Greek where forms of 06x61; could have 
caused the problem. «Anything that belongs to him» stands where Gen 26:11 mentions 
«his wife». 

touches: H^AhC reflects san of Gen 26:11, but Latin molestauerit is unexpected. 
24:14 prospered: Literally: increased { = Viri in Gen 26:13). 
Philistines: Latin prefixes terra. Note the ending -in rather than -im on filistin, 

regarding which see RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 130. 
cattle: Latin connects the noun boues to substantia with a conjunction, as though both 

were items in a series (cf Gen 26:14), while Ethiopic seems to understand as a 
general noun which is specified by the entities that follow (no conjunction is prefixed to 

property^: G e n 2 6 : 1 4 reads ma», which is apparently a collective term for slaves or 
servants (RSV: household). LXX offers yempyia ( = fields; it translates the only other 
instance of m a s with ujcripeaia [ = work] in Job 1:3), and EthGenesis agrees Cl^m-U). 
The word Vi-t' is very general and was used at the beginning of the list, but Latin reads 
ministerium, which can mean «occupation, work» or «retinue», much like the Hebrew 
term. Charles translated with «household» (1902, p. 153, n.) on the basis of the Latin, 
while Dillmann (1851), Littmann (81, c f n. g), Goldmann (njpa — a word found in 
Gen 26:14; it may lie behind the Ethiopic reading), and Berger have retained the Ethiopic. 
Hartom uses m a s , which was probably in the original text here, and njpa could have 
been a variant. 

24:15 They planted: Latin, with mss. 21 38 48 58 63 and all bibhcal versions 
(Gen 26:12), reads a singular verb (seminauit). A plural is both more difficult and more 
strongly attested among the Ethiopic mss. and is therefore to be preferred; yet only 
Dillmann (1851) and Berger have so rendered. In their editions Dillmann (1859, p. 89, 
with n. 2) and Charles (1895, p. 87, with n. 20) read the singular form. The diflTerence 
probably arose in Greek when Ectjrsipev ( = Gen 26:12) and feiceipav were interchanged. 

sky. I will give this entire land to your descendants. 24:11 All the 
peoples of the earth will be blessed through your descendants because 
of the fact that your father obeyed me and kept my obligations, 
commands, laws, statutes, and covenant. Now obey me and live in this 
land'. 5 

24:12 So he lived in Gerar for three weeks of years. 24:13 Abimelech 
gave orders as follows regarding him and everything that belonged to 
him: 'Any man who touches him or anything that belongs to him is 
to die'. 24:14 Isaac prospered among the Phihstines and possessed 
much property: cattle, sheep, camels, donkeys, and much property. 10 
24:15 They planted seeds in the land of the Philistines, and he harvest-
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ed a hundred ears. When Isaac had become very great, the Phihstines 
grew jealous of him. 24:16 (As for) all the wells that Abraham's 
servants had dug during Abraham's lifetime — the Philistines covered 
them up after Abraham's death and filled them with dirt. 24:17 Then 

5 Abimelech told Isaac: 'Leave us because you have become much too 
great for us'. So Isaac left that place during the first year of the seventh 
week [2101]. He lived as a foreigner in the valleys of Gerar. 

24:18 They again dug the water wells which the servants of his father 
Abraham had dug and the Philistines had covered up after his father 

10 Abraham's death. He called them by the names that his father Abra
ham had given them. 24:19 Isaac's servants dug wells in the wadi and 
found flowing water. Then the shepherds of Gerar quarreled with 
Isaac's shepherds and said: 'This water is ours'. So Isaac named that 

a hundred ears: Latin: a hundred-fold. These are two renderings of the consonants 
n-lTO ( = measures [Q-iyip] in Sam?) in Gen 26:12. LXX (KpiOiiv) apparently understood 
this to be nnsir ( = barley, grains; so OL; c f Syriac which is ambiguous), and Ethiopic 
Jubilees, which has ttV-t- ( = new ears [DILLMANN, Lexicon, 257]) follows this interpreta
tion. 

24:17 He lived ... Gerar: For this sentence the Latin ms. offers only the words cum 
suis. The reason for its defective text is not clear, but the biblical base (Gen 26:17) agrees 
with the Ethiopic. Possibly the similarity between i n and ins produced an omission 
which led to further corruption of the text behind the Latin. The Ethiopic verb iArt 
differs from that of MT (jn-n); LXX reads Kaxekvaev, and Eth Gen 26:17 uses thf./: (here, 
too, ms. 12 has borrowed a reading from the Ethiopic Bible). The plural tAl", supported 
by all mss., agrees only with EthGenesis among the versions; the others read singular 
nouns. 

24:18 again: Ethiopic and Latin literally reproduce nom 13B?-1 (less the conjunction). 
Latin also uses inde ( = afterwards) to assist in expressing the thought. 

servants: The reading here agrees with Sam Syriac LXX OL EthGen 26:18 (and Tj) 
against MT Ton ( ' a ' a ) . Actually, Syriac and Tj offer both readings (cf Charles, 1895, 
p. 88, n. 8). 

had covered up: Both Ethiopic (H followed by a suffix on the verb) and Latin (quos ... 
illos) mirror the Hebrew construction n i a n o i ...im (Gen 26:18). 

by the names that: Latin, with secundum ( = mss. 20 25 35) nomina quae, suggests that 
the Ethiopic reading may be the result of haplography at some level of the text (e.g., i d 
dvojiUTa fi (bvojiaasv from which -cd dvonara was omitted). 

Abraham^: Latin omits: Ethiopic agrees with LXX OL EthGen26:18. 
24:19 wells: Both RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 40) and Charles (1895, p. 89; c f 

p. 88, n. 14 where he made the same mistake) omitted puteos from their Latin texts; but it 
is in Ceriani's editio princeps (Monumenta Sacra et Profana 2.29, col. 2,1.2). The word is 
found only in EthGen 26:19 (and in LXX ms. 125) among the versions. 

found: Latin adds in, which RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 40) and Charles (1895, 
p. 89, n. 5 to Latin) emended to ibi ( = Gen 26:19). 

and said: Literally: saying. 
This: Latin lacks the demonstrative. Charles (1902, p. 153, n.) probably correctly 

explained "H as a rendering of a Greek definite article (as in TO uScop [Gen 26:20]); c f also 
1895, p. 88, n. 17. 
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well Difficult 'because they have been difficult for us'. 24:20 They dug a 
second well, and they fought about it too. He named it Narrow. When 
he had set out, they dug another well but did not quarrel about it. He 
named it Wide. Isaac said: 'Now the Lord has enlarged (a place) for us, 
and we have increased in numbers on the land'. 5 

that: The same explanation as for This (see the previous note) applies to w-'K-U; Latin 
does not reflect it, nor do the biblical versions (cf Charles, 1902, p. 153, n.). LXXGen 
26:20 has TOO tppsatoc;, but note that several witnesses add ^Kgivou (A h d 56' 458 / 71). 

Difiicult ... for us; For the first word Ethiopic uses an adjective (AX.-fl), but Latin 
employs a noun (difficultatem). The meaning of the Ethiopic and Latin terms is not that 
of MT (piro) nor that of LXX (dSiKia = flo"? in EthGen 26:20). The explanation of the 
name reads literally: because they have been difficult with us (the biblical versions have 
«with him»). 

24:20 They dug: The plural ( = Latin also) agrees with MT Sam SyriacGen 26:21 
against the singular in LXX OL EthGenesis. Perhaps aipu^av and wpu^ev are behind the 
disagreement. 

Narrow: Xl-fl is a feminine adjective which agrees in meaning with neither Latin 
inimicitias nor with any version of Gen 26:21. Latin does agree with these versions. 
Consequently, Charles (1895, p. 88, n. 22) emended to Ke\.h ( = «Enmity» [1902]) which 
agrees with the other texts. He explained: «The corruption is native to the text. It most 
probably arose from a scribe's wishing to make an antithesis between the name of this 
well and that of the next 'Room'». (1902, p. 154, n.). 

When he had set out: For hl/^h in this sense, see DILLMANN, Lexicon, 637: «castra 
movere, proficisci»). The Ethiopic mss. agree with the bibhcal texts (Gen 26:22) in 
reading this clause ( = pnsn) , while Latin omits it. Many Ethiopic mss. add >t9°Uf. Which 
is found in all versions of Gen 26:22, and Dillmann and Charles included this expression 
in their editions. If the Vorlage of the Latin read JKETOEV, the similarity between it and 
4x6pia may have caused the omission. 

they dug: The plural agrees with Sam SyriacGen 26:22 against the other versions. 
another: Ethiopic uses the same word (hAA) here as earlier in the verse (where it is 

translated «second»), but Latin, contrary to Ethiopic and the versions of Gen 26:22 
(other than EthGenesis which omits it), reads tertium, which must be a scribal improve
ment. 

Wide: Latin: Capacity. Charles emended the adjective {\i-ih to f l * ^ (a noun), which 
he translated « R o o m » in 1902 (see 1895, p. 88, n. 27). Littmann (82, n. d) accepted the 
change and called an inner-Ethiopic corruption. The versions of Gen 26:22 reflect 
MT's m a m ( ' " •C^fl in EthGenesis). If however, the adjectival forms dJ^-fl (24:19) and 
xn-fl (v 20) are original to the Ethiopic translation, then A ^ A would be formally 
consistent with the other words in the context. 

Now: The Ethiopic version uses no introductory word before the quotation, while 
Latin has quoniam which ultimately renders the - a of Gen 26:22 — a word that has the 
force of quotation marks in Enghsh. Charles (1895, p. 88, n. 28) wished to add hlio° 
( = quoniam) before f-htl, but that hardly seems necessary. 

the Lord: Latin adds deus, against the Ethiopic and Gen 26:22. 
enlarged (a place) for us: Literally: made wide for us. For Ai Latin reads an accusative 

pronoun (nos). 
we have increased: The first-person plural form follows MT Sam SyriacGen 26:22, 

while Latin multiplicauit nos agrees with LXX OL EthGenesis (cf ms. 63; Charles, 1895, 
p. 88, n. 29; p. 89,n. 11 to Latin). The difference originated perhaps through confusion of 

file://{/i-ih
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24:21 He went up from there to the well of the oath during the first 
year of the first week in the forty-fourth jubilee [2108]. 24:22 The Lord 
appeared to him that night — on the first of the first month — and said 
to him: T am the God of your father Abraham. Do not be afraid 

5 because I am with you and will bless you. I will certainly make your 
descendants as numerous as the sand of the earth for the sake of my 
servant Abraham'. 24:23 There he built the altar which his father 
Abraham had first built. He called on the Lord's name and offered a 
sacrifice to the God of his father Abraham. 

1 0 24:24 They dug a well and found flowing water. 24:25 But when 
Isaac's servants dug another well, they did not find water. They went 
and told Isaac that they had not found water. Isaac said: 'On this very 

rju^rinsv and TiO^Tiasv. In reading past-tense forms, the two versions of Jubilees side with 
the LXX tradition; MT offers a converted perfect ( = we will be fruitful/increase). 

24:21 The Latin ms. is illegible except for the date. If the word Et is correctly 
deciphered, it corresponds to nothing in Ethiopic. R O N S C H {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 40) 
filled the gap by translating the Ethiopic but added (after iurationis): Et factum est; but 
there is no ms. support for these words. Charles (1895, p. 89) simply omitted Et without 
notifying the reader. Possibly Latin connects the date with v 22 which, unlike Ethiopic, 
lacks an initial conjunction; in this case, Ronsch might have been correct. 

24:22 to him: So also Latin and Syriac OL EthGen 26:24 (with several Greek 
witnesses). 

am: The verb WAfl>-h- is perfect tense but has a present meaning here; c f Latin sum 
( D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 4). EthGenesis uses the same form. 

certainly ... earth: The intensifying infinitive h-nn-V is unique to Ethiopic Jubilees (i.e., 
neither Latin nor the versions of Gen 26:24 use it) and is probably drawn from parallel 
passages (e.g.. Gen 22:17 — a verse which may also be the source for h<»" = - ^9 = TS^C. 
though MT has DTI for the last word; see also Gen 32:13; 41:49). Several mss. of Jubilees 
have n/hC here, and Goldmann and Hartom use QTl in their translations (so Dillmann, 
1851, 1859). 

my servant: This is also the reading of MT Sam SyriacGen 26:24 (nas?); LXX OL 
EthGenesis have «your father», a phrase used earlier in the verse. 

24:23 There ... the altar ... first: A lacuna appears in Latin where words correspon
ding to these probably figured. R O N S C H {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 40, n. 12) estimated that 
there was space for 30-32 letters; Charles (1895, p. 89, n. 13) found that ca. 20 letters were 
missing. Ronsch (ibid., and 130-31) restored ibi altarem in loco prioris illius — which 
seems unlikely. Charles (ibid.) suggested altarem ibi and inserted prius after eius. His 
restoration, however, fails to fill the gap. There is space for about 25 letters, and rendering 
the Ethiopic into Latin would yield ibi altarem quod prius erat (though this would be 
awkward Latin). 

24:25 But ... well: Latin places the subject (pueri isac) at the end of the clause (cf 
Gen 26:25: - |«3 pns ' "las n s ' l ) , whereas Ethiopic puts it at the beginning. Also, 
Latin adds iterum, of which there is no trace in Ethiopic. 

they had not found: As R O N S C H {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 131), Charles (1895, p. 90, 
n. 1; 1902, p. 154, n.), and Hartom (81, n. to v riD) have observed. Jubilees aligns itself 
with LXX OL EthGen 26:32 in reading «not» ( = sV) rather than «to him» ( = iV) as in 
MT Sam ( = Syriac). 
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day I have sworn an oath to the Phihstines; now this has happened to 
us'. 24:26 He named that place the well of the oath because there he 
had sworn an oath to Abimelech, his companion Ahuzzath, and his 
guard Phicol. 24:27 On that day Isaac realized that he had sworn an 
oath to them under pressure to make peace with them. 24:28 On that 
day Isaac cursed the Philistines and said: 'May the Philistines be cursed 
from among all peoples at the day of anger and wrath. May the Lord 
make them into (an object of) derision and a curse, into (an object of) 
anger and wrath in the hands of the sinful nations and in the hands of 

I have sworn ... now this has happened: Ethiopic uses no introductory word for Isaac's 
statement, but Latin reads propter quod; moreover, in Ethiopic the second verb (hV) has 
ffl prefixed to it, while Latin has no conjunction. The statement is not found in Genesis, 
but it may be that in the original Hebrew text the word 'a introduced Isaac's remark. The 
Ethiopic tradition did not reproduce it because it simply marks a quotation; Latin's 
tradition rendered it literally and may subsequently have dropped a conjunction before 
factus (cf quoniam in 24:20). R O N S C H {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 131-32) proposed reading 
iurauit rather than iuraui. «filistin» (singular) would be its subject. In this way, blame 
would be shifted from Isaac to the Philistine. Nevertheless, there is no hint of a third-
person verb among the Ethiopic mss. The Latin of 24:26 seems to fit Ronsch's view, but 
see Latin of v 27. 

24:26 to Abimelech ... Phicol: Where Ethiopic prefixes A to these names, Latin makes 
them the subjects of iurauit (note the case of sodalis, princeps). The versions also differ 
about the title given to Phicol. The better Ethiopic reading is O^dlf'- but some excellent 
mss. have peculiar forms (e.g., "J+ILf-O- in ms. 25). Charles (1895, p. 90, n. 7) revised the 
text to 0^0, •• rtCBo- («the prefect of his host» [1902] = Latin princeps exercitus ipsius). 
Littmann (82, n. h) accepted his proposal and compared "is in Gen 26:26. Berger's 
(449-50, n. b to V 26) comment that «Die Ubersetzung mit 'Wachter' ist moglicherweise 
theologisch vorbelastet (dpxiCTTpd-rriYog wie 'Wachter' Engelname) . . .» is reading more 
into the text than it offers. If one opts for Charles' solution, one could maintain that a 
scribe miscopied the phrase as 0^(\. ' [ACBjO- so that the present single word resulted. 
EthGen 26:26 reads '"•AKh = A<i'EO>. 

24:27 under pressure: I ^ A means «injured, harmed, violent)) and 1<PA, which is read 
by 10 mss., means «harm. injury, violence; oppression)) ( L A M B D I N , Introduction to 
Classical Ethiopic, 401; see D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 1213). Charles (1902) rendered with 
«under constraint)) and Berger uses «unter Druck)>. There is a gap in the Latin text in 
which only one letter is visible. R O N S C H {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 42, 132) restored falso et 
in dolo, but this appears both inaccurate and too long. Charles (1895, p. 91) more 
plausibly filled the lacuna with in injuria. 

to them: Where Ethiopic has A"0̂  Latin gives ille (the subject of the verb). Ronsch 
retained the text of Latin, but Charles (1895, p. 91, n. 1 to Latin) changed ille to illis. 

with them: Latin: cum ipso. Charles (1895, p. 91, n. 2 to Latin) emended ipso to ipsis. 
24:28 derision: Ti^^;! and obprobrium ( = opprobrium) have similar though not quite 

identical meanings. 
(an object oO anger and wrath: Latin joins the two nouns, which Ethiopic separates 

with a conjunction; but ire should, with R O N S C H {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 42) and Charles 
(1895, p. 91, n. 3 to Latin), be corrected to irae. The translation «great indignation)) is an 
attempt to express the sense of Latin's use of two nouns. 

sinful nations: Latin actually reads two singular nouns (literally: of the sinner of the 
nation). Cf the singular Ami in mss. 20 25. 
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the Kittim. 24:29 Whoever escapes from the enemy's sword and from 
the Kittim may the just nation in judgment eradicate from beneath the 
sky, for they will become enemies and opponents to my sons during 
their times on the earth. 24:30 They will have no one left or anyone 
who is rescued on the day of judgmental anger, for all the descendants 
of the Philistines (are meant) for destruction, eradication, and removal 
from the earth. All of Caphtor will no longer have either name or 
descendants left upon the earth. 

Kittim: The reference is clearly to the Kittim (see R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 132; 
Charles, 1902, p. 155, n.), but Littmann, Goldmann, Hartom (who suggests a word-play 
involving NBin and DTin [81, n. to v ns; see also 82, n. to v BD]), and Berger translate as 
though the Hittites were intended. At the end of the verse, several Ethiopic mss. add 
forms of the verb ifiat + plural suffix ( = to eradicate/ uproot them); this addition is 
found in the translations of Dillmann and Goldmann (cf v 29). 

24:29 Whoever ... Kittim: Latin omits these words through parablepsis (Kittim ... 
Kittim); c f R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 132-33; Charles, 1895, p. 90, n. 14. The 
conjunction et was probably added later. 

may ... eradicate: Latin uses a future-tense indicative (eradicet), and the Ethiopic verb 
could be translated in the same way. But Latin often resorts to future forms where 
Ethiopic reads subjunctives, and the remainder of the verse implies that Isaac is expressing 
a wish rather than making a prediction. 

will become: Latin reads sunt. 
to my sons: Goldmann's translation contains a misprint ('•mV instead of' laV). 
times: Literally: days. Latin generationibus ( = generations, here translated «history») 

inspired Charles (1895, p. 90, n. 18; 1902, p. 155, n.) to read 1-fl»-A/^»^ for aordtLVao-. 
Littmann (82, n. i) apparently agreed that «generations» stood in the original text but did 
not place the word in his translation. Hartom, however, renders with DrmnV. 

24:30 or: Literally: and, Berger has missed this word, as he translates «Rest der 
gerettet wird». 

who is rescued: Latin uses two terms to render this phrase, and both have been 
misspelled: salus has lost a u, and euadens has attracted an initial s (perhaps it was 
repeated from the end of salus). See R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 42; and Charles, 
1895, p. 91, n. 5 to Latin. 

for: Latin reads sed. The original was very l i k e l y ( s o Goldmann and Hartom), which 
could mean either «for» or «but» after a negative. The traditions which lie behind the two 
versions have interpreted the word in these different senses. 

and removal: Latin, rather than making this the third term in a list, phrases it as a 
purpose clause with ut. The Latin may differ from the Ethiopic only by lacking et before 
ut; perhaps the latter is an error for the conjunction. 

from the earth: Latin reads facie before terrae. 
All of Caphtor: Latin gives only illis (to them). Charles (1895, p. 90, n. 24; 1902, 

p. 155, n.) emended tf"A- to hit- ( = «these»). Littmann (82, n. k) translated with «allen» 
but seems to have sided with Charles; Hartom uses nnn. But this would not agree with the 
Latin, as Charles claims, and is unnecessary. «Caphtor», which is singular, provides a 
parallel to «Philistines» in the preceding sentence. 

longer: Latin lacks the word. 
name or descendants left: Literally: a name which is left and seed. Latin omits an 

equivalent for (DHC>I (note that semen could have been dropped before .super). Several 
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24:31 For even if he should go up to the sky, 
from there he would come down; 
even if he should become powerful on the earth, 
from there he will be torn out. 
Even if he should hide himself among the nations, 5 
from there he will be uprooted; 
even if he should go down to Sheol, 
there his punishment will increase. 
There he will have no peace. 
24:32 Even if he should go into captivity through the power of those lo 

who seek his Hfe, 
they will kill him along the way. 

mss. fashion a list of three items at the end of the verse: name, remnant (reading at'i-l.i. 
for H+ii. [*]), and seed. Though it is abbreviated, Latin provides no support for such a 
hst (note nomen relictum). Berger, however, has translated in this way. 

24:31 For: Latin omits. 
would come down: Latin: be brought down (cf R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 133, 

for the meaning). A causative verb is weakly attested in the Ethiopic tradition (ms. 38; 
cf 9). The Latin may have been influenced by Amos 9:2 (where Caphtor is mentioned): 
D T - n s am n-aipn i V s - D K I . 

if he should become powerful on the earth; Latin; et ubi fugiens erit. Charles (1895, 
p. 90, nn. 29-30) emended Ethiopic to agree with Latin except that he retained (D'{[+ ' 

9°9^C. His revised text read; mmlxg. •• i<i:x, though he considered X V a possibility for V * X . 
X V is very unhkely (though it does resemble the word X ' J O ) , since it means «vergere, 
devergere, se inclinare, labare» ( D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 1287). Littmann (82, n. 1) translated 
the Ethiopic but thought that the Latin might be closer to the original; Hartom, as he 
often does, simply renders the Latin. In 1902 Charles translated the Ethiopic, gave the 
Latin in a note, and commented; «The corruption seems to have originated in the 
Hebrew». (p. 156, n.) What that corruption may have been is difficult to say. In Amos 9; 1 
people who do not flee or escape are mentioned, but the surrounding phrases are not 
similar. Moreover, in the anti-Philistine passages in prophetic literature (Isa 14:29-31; 
Jeremiah 47; Ezek 25:15-17; Amos 1:6-8; Zeph 2:4-7; Zech 9:5-7) no parallels which 
would explain the variant here in Jubilees are to be found. 

Sheol: Latin: infernum. 
24:32 go: Latin uses two verbal forms (uadens and abierit) which are here translated 

«go away». Literally, they mean: if one going will go away, 
those: Latin: all those. 
his life: Latin reads eum before anima eius. The word may simply be a mistaken near 

repetition of the last letters of quaerentium, or perhaps the scribe wrote eum but forgot to 
erase it when he copied anima sua. As it stands, the best translation of Latin is: his life 
(will be) in the hand of all those who seek him (so Berger, 450, n. a to v 32). But the 
Ethiopic, which makes V<hrt- the direct object of M / " / " ! " . opposes this text and favors 
Charles' (1895, p. 91, n. 6 to Latin) emendation of eum anima to animam. 

they: Latin has a conjunction before in medio. 
they will kill him along the way: Latin: he will die in Sheol. The two texts are more 

closely related than seem; they differ only in reading a plural transitive verb with an object 
(Ethiopic) or a singular intransitive verb (Latin) and in the location of the person's death. 
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There will remain for him neither name nor descendants on the entire 
earth, 

because he is going to an eternal curse'. 
24:33 This is the way it has been written and inscribed regarding him 

5 on the heavenly tablets — to do (this) to him on the day of judgment so 
that he may be eradicated from the earth. 

25:1 In the second year of this week, in this jubilee [2109], Rebecca 
summoned her son Jacob and spoke to him: 'My son, do not marry 
any of the Canaanite women like your brother Esau who has married 

10 two wives from the descendants of Canaan. They have embittered my 
life with all the impure things that they do because everything that they 
do (consists of) sexual impurity and lewdness. They have no decency 
because (what they do) is evil. 25:2 I, my son, love you very much; my 
heart and my affection bless you at all times of the day and watches of 

15 the nights. 25:3 Now, my son, hsten to me. Do as your mother wishes. 
Do not marry any of the women of this land but (someone) from my 

Latin's inferni can plausibly be corrected to itinere (so Charles, 1895, p. 91, n. 7 to Latin), 
in which case it would agree with Ethiopic. 

There will remain for him: Literally: There is no leaving for him. Latin reads only non 
erit ipsi. 

name nor descendants: The two nouns are reversed in Latin. 
24:33 This: Ethiopic begins the sentence with a conjunction but Latin with quia. 
inscribed: Latin has consignatum — the only occurrence of the word in the surviving 

sections. One would have expected incisum (with Dillmann in R O N S C H , Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 43). 

regarding him: As Latin aduersus ilium suggests, the underlying Hebrew was rVs (so 
Goldmann and Hartom) which the two traditions have interpreted in two of its possible 
senses. 

to do (this): Latin: ut fiat. The form fiat may be a mistake for facial ( = Ethiopic). 
from: Latin: a facie, ^nsn ]» and T i s n '300 may have been Hebrew variants behind 

the difference in the versions. 
25:1 this: Latin lacks the demonstrative. 
embittered: As Charles (1895, p. 92, n. 1) observed. Jubilees here follows the MT 

tradition in Gen 26:35 (nn m a P'nm), not that of LXX (KUI f|aav ^piCouaai). MT 
derives m a from Tia, LXX from ma. 

impure things that they do: The most strongly supported reading is 9°1t\civy : ctf-fi 
which means «their [masculine plural] deed(s), impurity». But, as D I L L M A N N {Lexicon, 
301) indicated, the adjective Clhfl (ms. 9 12 17) is regularly spelled Ctf-fl. This interchange 
has occurred in most mss. at this point. 

They have no decency: Literally: There is no righteousness with them (masculine 
plural). 

(what they do) is evil: The forms are masculine singular (literally: it/he is bad), but the 
translators, beginning with Dillmann («b6se ist [ihr thun]» [1851]), have understood them 
as referring to the behavior of Esau's wives (the noun ? " T 1 C is singular). Mss. 44 48 63 
deal with the problem by reading a masculine plural adjective (Jih-^"*), and 44 63 also 
have plural pronouns. The translators are probably correct because a reference to Esau 
here (i.e., he is evil) is unhkely. 
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father's house and from my father's clan. Marry someone from my 
father's house. The most high God will bless you; your family will 
become a righteous family and your descendants (will be) holy'. 

25:4 Then Jacob spoke with his mother Rebecca and said to her: 
'Mother, I am now nine weeks of years [ = 63 years] and have known 5 

no woman. I have neither touched (one) nor become engaged (to one), 
nor have I even considered marrying any women of all the descendants 
of Canaan's daughters. 25:5 For I recall, mother, what our father 
Abraham ordered me — that I should not marry anyone from all the 
descendants of Canaan's house. For I will marry (someone) from the 10 

descendants of my father's house and from my family. 25:6 Earlier I 
heard, mother, that daughters had been born to your brother Laban. I 
have set my mind on them for the purpose of marrying one of them. 
25:7 For this reason I have kept myself from sinning and from becom
ing corrupted in any ways during my entire lifetime because father 15 

Abraham gave me many orders about lewdness and sexual impurity. 
25:8 Despite everything he ordered me, my brother has been quarreling 
with me for the last 22 years and has often said to me: «My brother, 

25;3 your family; All of the translators except Berger have read «your sons/children» 
(fl»"A-^h), a word which is very poorly attested (only mss. 38 39 58) and must be a 
corruption of •^a>-A£'h. 

25:4 nine weeks of years [ = 63 years]: R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 298) and 
Charles (1902, p. 157, n.) drew attention to S Y N C E L L U S , Chronographia 197.14-15: TwcrriTt-
Tibq (PTJAIV 0 X 1 6 TaKtbp Jxcov uitdpxwv ^y' OOK eyv(o oXatc, yuvaiKO, 61 ; auxog ii,z\m xfj 
|IT|xpi 'PspEKKO. (Denis does not cite this passage). As this information is not found in 
Josephus' writings, the historian has erred in naming his source. Charles also noted 
Bereshit rabbah 68:5 and Seder Olam 2 as texts which put Jacob's age at 63 when he 
received the blessing (cf also Hartom, 83, n. to V 1). 

25:5 what ... ordered me: Literally: the word of our father Abraham, what he ordered 
me. Mss. 12 38 provide a smoother text by reading X f l " " ( = because), and this word is 
found in Dillmann, 1859; Charles, 1895, 1902; Littmann; and Berger («dass»; he 
incorrectly claims [452, n. b to V 5] that this is the reading of B F M [ = 25 9 17]; they have 
J'"'>'^[y). Goldmann and Hartom use ntfs which is attested in no ms. to which they had 
access, though ms. 63 reads it (^•^'^). It is tempting to regard 9°^^ as an error for KiH-
( = which). 

For I will marry; The verb ^ l V / " ^ is indicative (only mss. 12 17 read a subjunctive 
form) and hence is not governed by h"". This implies that Jacob is beginning a new 
sentence after reporting Abraham's command (compare 22:20). Charles (1895) read the 
indicative form but translated (1902) as though it were subjunctive. In the original 
Hebrew the verb would have been ambiguous with regard to mood. 

25:7 I have kept myself from: Literally: I have guarded myself in my spirit so that I 
might not. 

25:8 the last 22 years: Literally: these 22 years (Dillmann, 1851: «22 jahre lang»). 
have not been wilhng; Or; I am not willing/ do not wish/ will not want. The verb is in 

the imperfect tense. 
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25:11 her fingers: Literally: the fingers of her hands. 
25:15 may he bless you more than all the human race: The phrase translated «human 

race» is literally «generation(s) of men», and the expression rendered «more than all» 
could mean «out of all». The line is awkward in that Rebecca, after addressing the Lord 
in the first line, abruptly begins speaking to Jacob here. Ms. 12 attempts to alleviate the 
abruptness of the change in address by prefacing «she rose and said» to this line (cf 
Berger, 454, n. c to v 15). Ms. 38 changes the sense differently by omitting >\9°-: may all 
the generation(s) of rtlen bless you (so Dillmann, 1851; 1859, p. 93, c f n. 8; see also 
Hartom). Littmann (83, n. d) suggested that one could translate: «Dich aber preist vor 
alien das Menschengeschlecht». This does not, however, seem to be the most natural sense 
of the text. 

marry one of the sisters of my two wives». But I have not been willing 
to do as he did. 25:9 I swear in your presence, mother, that during my 
entire hfetime I will not marry any of the descendants of Canaan's 
daughters nor will I do what is wrong as my brother has done. 

5 25:10 Do not be afraid, mother. Be assured that I will do as you wish. I 
will behave rightly and will never conduct myself corruptly'. 

25:11 Then she lifted her face to heaven, extended her fingers, and 
opened her mouth. She blessed the most high God who had created the 
heavens and the earth and gave him thanks and praise. 25:12 She said: 

10 'May God be blessed, and may his name be blessed forever and ever — 
he who gave me Jacob, a pure son and a holy offspring, for he belongs 
to you. May his descendants be yours throughout all time, throughout 
the history of eternity. 25:13 Bless him. Lord, and place a righteous 
blessing in my mouth so that I may bless him'. 25:14 At that time the 

15 spirit of righteousness descended into her mouth. She put her two 
hands on Jacob's head and said: 

25:15 Blessed are you, righteous Lord, God of the ages; 
and may he bless you more than all the human race. 
My son, may he provide the right path for you 

20 and reveal what is right to your descendants. 
25:16 May he multiply your sons during your lifetime; 
may they rise in number to the months of the year. 
May their children be more numerous and great than the stars of the 

sky; 
25 may their number be larger than the sands of the sea. 

25:17 May he give them this pleasant land 
as he said he would give it for all time 
to Abraham and his descendants after him; 
may they own it as an eternal possession. 
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25:18 Son, may I see your blessed children during my lifetime; 
may all your descendants become blessed and holy descendants. 
25:19 As you have given rest to your mother's spirit during her 

lifetime, 
so may the womb of the one who gave birth to you bless you. 5 
My affection and my breasts bless you; 
my mouth and my tongue praise you greatly. 
25:20 Increase and spread out in the land; 
may your descendants be perfect throughout all eternity 
in the joy of heaven and earth. 10 
May your descendants be delighted, 
and, on the great day of peace, may they have peace. 
25:21 May your name and your descendants continue until all ages. 
May the most high God be their God; 
may the righteous God hve with them; 15 
and may his sanctuary be built among them into all ages. 

25:19 you have given rest: Charles (1895) read the poorly attested t\bd.iX\ (= ms. 21) 
which he translated (1902, p. 159, n.): «has given thee rest» (with «the spirit of your 
mother» as subject). He claimed that both c (51 38) supported the reading, but, as 
Dillmann (1859, p. 94, n. I) indicated, ms. 38 ( = Dillmann's A) gives hbd.V-\\ with the 
other mss. 

her Hfetime: Charles (1902, p. 159, n.) wanted to read «'thy', as the sense requires it»; 
but he placed «my» (between daggers) in his translation. He apparently failed to notice 
that the suffix is third feminine singular. Hartom, without note, translates with I'Tl •'S'S. 

the womb: Charles (1895, p. 93, n. 23) declared «unintelligible», but by 1902 he 
seems to have had no trouble with it. If one translates as above (so Charles, 1902), then 
i\9°"i must be analyzed as feminine (note l - I C h ) , though D I L L M A N N (Lexicon, 76) gave 
no gender for it. In 1851, Dillmann translated as «am schosse»; Littmann (84, n. a) 
followed ms. 38' Q\9°:h9°f\) when he rendered with «von Mutterliebe» (cf Goldmann, 
Hartom). The support is, however, much too weak to accept this secondary reading. 
Berger (454, n. c to v 19) adopts a variant attested only by ms. 17: for Ai*""/ it offers 
fl)"71ifl«r ( = «und den Schoss»). 

25:20 land: 9°g:C could be rendered «earth» with all of the translators, but the subject 
in the context seems not to be the entire earth but only the promised land (see vv 17,21). 

great day of peace: The feminine adjective 0 1 ^ has stronger backing than the 
masculine OIL^; yet both Dillmann (1859) and Charles (1895) read the latter. The 
feminine adjective must modify dA+, not Mf, whereas OIL.& strictly speaking would 
modify M9°. Oddly enough, both Dillmann (1851: «grossen friedenstage») and Charles 
(1902: «great day of peace») translated as though they had read 01^. . Littmann and 
Berger are more consistent in rendering with «Tage des grossen Friedens»; the Hebrew 
translations of Goldmann and Hartom are ambiguous on this point, since both nr and 
arhv are masculine. 

peace^: Dillmann (1851, 1859) continued the sentence through one additional word 
(the word txVYy which is in v 21 above): friede deines namens». 

25:21 among them: Charles (1902) is alone in translating H " ^ as «by them». All other 
translators have properly taken the word to mean «among them». 
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25:23 eternal: The noun "iA?" could also mean «world» and has been so rendered by 
Dillmann, Littmann, Charles, and Berger. 

are delighted ... bless you; Dillmann (1851) understood the Lord to be the subject of 
these verbs, probably because they are singular. Possibly the plural forms in ms. 39 were 
introduced to avoid such ambiguity. 

26:1 have difficulty seeing: Literally: my eyes are dim/ dull for seeing. As Charles 
(1895, p. 94, n. 2; c f 1902, p. 160, n.) observed, the infinitive AC?i^ resembles LXX's xoO 
6pav (also n l v » » A in Syriac) more than MT's riNia (Gen 27:1). Nevertheless, both 
Goldmann and Hartom have translated with the latter expression. 

26:2 Hunt on my behalf and catch (something) for me; Jubilees uses two verbs where 
the biblical versions (Gen 27:3) reflect MT's [Syriac omits] m i S . Unless the author 
of Jubilees understood both m i s and as verbs, it is difficult to agree with Charles 
(1895, p. 94, n. 4; c f 1902, p. 160, n.) that «[t]here is no ground for assuming a divergence 
between original text of Jubilees and Mass.; . . .» C f also Jub 26:4,5. 

1 like: Jubilees substitutes V*Af for the first-person pronoun of the biblical versions 
(Gen 27:4) and in this way forms a parallel with ^-IChh = iVlif ( = Gen 27:4 [ l a i a n 
-VSi ]). 

26:4 bring (it) to his father: Jubilees has a double reading. MT Sam ( = Syriac) 
Gen 27:5 give N-an"?, while LXX ( = OL EthGenesis) reads xa> Kaxpi. The author has 
included these two ancient variants which were strongly similar in appearance (N^anV and 

26:5 said to him: Jubilees, with MT SamGen 27:6 (Syriac omits), uses a verb of 
speaking, but LXX ( = OL EthGenesis) has tov ^Xdcrcrto (the younger), which could have 
resulted from miscopying EXE^EV (she said). Several Greek mss. read the feminine 
participle Xeyovaa here. 

25:22 May the one who blesses you be blessed 
and anyone who curses you falsely be cursed. 
25:23 She then kissed him and said to him: 'May the eternal Lord 

love you as your mother's heart and her affection are delighted with 
5 you and bless you'. She then stopped blessing (him). 

26:1 During the seventh year of this week [2114] Isaac summoned his 
older son Esau and said to him: 'My son, I have grown old and now 
have difficulty seeing, but I do not know when I will die. 26:2 Now 
take your hunting gear — your quiver and your bow — and go to the 

10 field. Hunt on my behalf and catch (something) for me, my son. Then 
prepare (some) food for me just as I like (it) and bring (it) to me so that 
I may eat (it) and bless you before I die'. 26:3 Now Rebecca was 
listening as Isaac was talking to Esau. 26:4 When Esau went out early 
to the open territory to trap (something), catch (it), and bring (it) to his 

15 father, 26:5 Rebecca summoned her son Jacob and said to him: 'I have 
just heard your father Isaac saying to your brother Esau: «Trap 
(something) for me, prepare me (some) food, bring (it) to me, and let 
me eat (it). Then I will bless you in the Lord's presence before I die». 
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26:6 Now, therefore, hsten, my son, to what I am ordering you. Go to 
your ilock and take for me two excellent kids. Let me prepare them as 
food for your father just as he likes (it). You are to take (it) to your 
father, and he is to eat it so that he may bless you in the Lord's 
presence before he dies and you may be blessed'. 26:7 But Jacob said to 5 
his mother Rebecca: 'Mother, I will not be sparing about anything that 
my father eats and that pleases him, but I am afraid, mother, that he 
will recognize my voice and wish to touch me. 26:8 You know that I 
am smooth while my brother Esau is hairy. I will look to him like 
someone who does what is wrong. I would be doing something that he lo 
did not order me (to do), and he would get angry at me. Then I would 
bring a curse on myself, not a blessing'. 26:9 But his mother Rebecca 
said to him: 'Let your curse be on me, my son; just obey me'. 

26:10 So Jacob obeyed his mother Rebecca. He went and took two 
excellent, fat kids and brought them to his mother. His mother pre- 15 
pared them as he liked (them). 26:11 Rebecca then took her older son 
Esau's favorite clothes that were present with her in the house. She 
dressed her younger son Jacob (in them) and placed the goatskins on 

26:6 in the Lord's presence: Only Syriac TnGen 27; 10 add these words. LXX ( = OL) 
reads 6 Tcaxfip oou icpo instead of them, while MT Sam EthGenesis have a shorter text 
with just one 'JsV expression. C f Jub 26:5 ( = Gen 27:6). 

26:8 I will look to him: Literally: I will be before his eyes ( = Gen 27:12). The LXX 
tradition reads ^vavxiov auroC rather than r r s a . 

he did not order me; The Latin citation which begins here reads consilii eius. It is 
possible that the difference arose in Hebrew when "'JIS and i n s s were confused or in Greek 
when forms of K£>.e6eiv and PouA.8ueiv were interchanged. 

26:10 his mother Rebecca: Latin reverses the order of the Ethiopic terms; ras. 44 
agrees with the Latin. 

excellent, fat: Latin; tender, excellent. C f 26:6 and Gen 27:9 where LXX reads 
anaXovq [ = tender] KOI KaXooq and OL^ gives bonos et teneros. Perhaps the additional 
words ohn^hi also stood in Jub 26:6 and were omitted by homoioteleuton with wlfi. 

prepared them: Charles (1895, p. 95, n. 36) restored ""-flAo ( = food) on the basis of 
Latin cibos (see also 1902, p. 161, n.; Littmann, 84, n. d; Hartom, 85, n. to V ) . 
Gen 27:14, too, includes the word. It may have been dropped from the text reflected in 
the Ethiopic mss. on the Greek level by homoioteleuton (iSeCTnara KoOd). 

26:11 favorite: Literally: the (most) desirable. Latin has optimas. C f Gen 27:15 (MT: 
m a n n ; LXX; TT|V KU^iiv) . 

the house: Literally: her house. Latin offers only in domo, which suggests that the 
suffix in Ethiopic renders a Greek definite article ( = LXX iv za OI'KCO; c f Tn nn''''a). 

(in them): The Ethiopic text makes Jacob the object of the verb (as in Gen 27; 15), but 
Latin adds eas. 

placed: The verb Ma^.^ is closer to LXX's TtepiEOiiKsv ( = OL^) and EthGen 27:16 
( m ^ f ^ ) than to MT's ne^'aVn ( = Sam Syriac). 

goatskins: In place of its normal expression for a kid (note hedos caprarum in 26:10), 
Latin reads only caprarum (of she-goats). Ethiopic provides the expected two-word term 
«»^f lh •• mft. ( = MT Sam Syriac Gen 27:16). LXX uses only tpi<f><s>v, which is reflected 
in OL^ EthGenesis. 
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his forearms and on the exposed parts of his neck. 26:12 She then put 
the food and bread which she had prepared in her son Jacob's hand. 
26:13 He went in to his father and said: 'I am your son. I have done as 
you told me. Get up, have a seat, and eat some of what I have caught, 
father, so that you may bless me'. 26:14 Isaac said to his son: 'How 
have you managed to find (it) so quickly, my son'? 26:15 Jacob said: 
'It was your God who made me find (it) in front of me'. 26:16 Then 

forearms: As Latin bracliia (misspelled as branchia in Charles, 1895, p. 95) shows, 
Ethiopic hf.'Eu- probably means «forearms» here, as V T does in Gen27:16 (where 
brachia occurs in OL'^). Latin adds et humeros against Ethiopic and the biblical versions, 
although Eth Genesis reads at-(\+ -. < r o ; j - h ¥ i : 0 . for V T V». 

exposed parts: The word 6C^i agrees with LXX OL^ Gen 27:16 (EthGenesis omits), 
not with npVn ( = smooth part) of MT ( = Sam Syriac). 

his^: The letters ei after ceruices should have a final i added, as R O N S C H (Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 44, 134) and Charles (1895, p. 95, n. 5 to Latin) proposed. 

26:12 She then put: Latin's obtendidit agrees neither with Ethiopic ©(Dwn+ nor with 
the versions of Gen 27:17 (MT: ]nni). R O N S C H {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 44,134) corrected 
it to et dedit ( = Ethiopic, except for the suflftx which only EthGenesis among the biblical 
versions supports [see Charles, 1902, p. 161, n.]), as did Charles (1895, p. 95, n. 6 to 
Latin). As it stands, the Latin does make sense ( = she extended to him), but it probably is 
a corrupt reading nevertheless. 

and bread which she had prepared: Latin moves panes after the verb. 
hand: The singular form agrees with MT Sam OL^Gen27:17; the plural of Latin 

concurs with LXX EthGenesis (dual). 
26:13 He: Latin and ms. 12 add «Jacob»; the versions of Gen 27:18 lack the name. 
went in: So MT (Sam?) Gen 27:18, but Syriac LXX OL EthGenesis (and Josephus, 

Ant. L270) interpreted the verb as causative (the same Hebrew consonants would be 
involved in the qal and hiphil forms). 

26:15 Jacob said: N o version supplies «Jacob» at Gen 27:20, but both Latin and 
Ethiopic Jubilees attest it. Several mss. (20 25 35 38 44 58) add a suffix to the verb; it 
agrees with EthGen 27:20 alone. 

It was your God who made me find: There is variation in the witnesses of Jubilees as 
there is among the biblical versions at this point. Latin agrees with all versions of 
Gen27:20 in reading a double divine name; Ethiopic uniquely omits it. Charles (1895, 
p. 95, n. 47; 1902, p. 161, n.) suggested that it be restored in the Ethiopic text. The verb 
and the word which precedes it constitute the main problem. It is likely that originally 
Jubilees read as MT does, though now it has a different look. Charles (1895, p. 95, n. 46) 
first emended his Ethiopic mss. to HhC^Oi. with Latin quod direxit (comparing 21:2 
where these two verbs are paired). His emended verb remains unattested among the mss., 
though hCX:t\i. in ms. 17 would be very much hke it. Pratorius (review of Charles, 1895 in 
TLZ 20 [1895] 616), however, argued that the verb XChlll^ should be retained, and 
Littmann (85, n. b) agreed («mich finden liess»). By 1902 Charles, too, followed Pratorius 
and translated with «caused me to find» (161-62, c f n.). Dillmann had had to render his 
one ms. in this fashion in 1851. Berger, though, has opted for the reading of ms. 17 (cf 12 
21 44 63): «Mir hat dazu geholfen» (456, c f n. a). MT Sam (and Goldmann and Hartom) 
give mpn ( = because he caused to happen; the word '•JB'? then indicates «for me» 
[RSV: granted me success]); LXX has jtapsSwKEv ( = he granted); and OL^ reads 
tradidit. The word H stands where MT Sam have -3 , Syriac .i -p^si, LXX 6, OL quod, 
and EthGenesis H. Dillmann's translation presents one possibility: «der mich's hat finden 
lassen, dein Gott, ist vor mir» (1851, pp. 29-30). The word H may, however, simply reflect 
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Isaac said to him: 'Come close and let me touch you, my son, (so that I 
can tell) whether you are my son Esau or not'. 26:17 Jacob came close 
to his father Isaac. When he touched him he said: 26:18 'The voice is 
Jacob's voice, but the forearms are Esau's forearms'. He did not 
recognize him because there was a turn of affairs from heaven to 5 

distract his mind. Isaac did not recognize (him) because his forearms 
were hairy like Esau's forearms so that he should bless him. 26:19 He 
said: 'Are you my son Esau'? He said: '1 am your son'. Then he said: 
'Bring (it) to me and let me eat some of what you have caught, my son, 
so that I may bless you'. 26:20 He then brought him (food) and he ate; 10 

he brought him wine and he drank. 
26:21 His father Isaac said to him: 'Come close and kiss me, my 

son'. He came close and kissed him. 26:22 When he smelled the 
fragrant aroma of his clothes, he blessed him and said: 'Indeed the 
aroma of my son is like the aroma of a field which the Lord has 15 

blessed. 

'D ultimately and could be taken as introducing direct speech, just as quod in Latin can 
be construed in this fashion (see the translation). For the possibility that the Latin ms. 
reads est in the margin after meo, see R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 134; «Wahrschein-
lich hatte ein Spaterer, der sich den Satz quod direxit u.s.w. nur durch die Erhebung der 
Worte in conspecto meo zu einem Hauptsatze verstandlich machen konnte, est bei-
geschrieben». Compare this with Dillmann's translation given above. 

26:16 Come close: Latin and mss. 12 38 add «to me» and agree with LXX OL 
EthGen 27:21. The preferred Ethiopic reading follows MT Sam Syriac. 

or not: Literally: or if it is not he (see Berger: «oder ob er es nicht ist»). Several mss. 
make the verb a second-person form (so EthGen 27:21). Latin omits the entire phrase, as 
do several LXX witnesses (53'-56= - 129 527). 

26:18 is: Ethiopic uses no word here, but Latin reads quidem (with the following 
autem). The same word figures in OLGen 27:22; LXX has jtsv. 

forearms: Ethiopic employs the same word as in 26:11, while Latin reads manus. 
turn of affairs: Or: a turning from ( = Latin auersio). Charles (1895, p. 96, n. 1) found 

the Ethiopic a better rendering but it is not clear why he preferred it. R O N S C H {Das Buch 
der Jubilaen, 134) and he correctly noted that behind "Zrti^- lay netaaTpoipfi and 
ultimately nao or naoi (the word used by Hartom; see 1 Kings 12:15; 2 Chr 10:15 [in 
both cases ^ S K translates «turn of aflfairs»]; c f Charles, 1902, p. 162, n.). 

Isaac: Latin omits. 
Esau's: Latin adds fratris sui, with all versions of Gen 27:23 except EthGenesis which 

also omits, l-ns may have been lost by homoioteleuton with ws. Charles (1895, p. 96, 
n. 4) added «his brother» to the text (cf 1902, p. 162, n.). 

so that: Latin (literally): and he blessed him ( = Gen 27:23). The Ethiopic may 
represent an interpretation because at this point Isaac does not yet bless Jacob. 

26:19 He said^: Latin adds iacob to specify the subject; Gen 27:24 also lacks the 
name. 

he said: Latin adds isac. Again, Gen 27:25 lacks it (except one LXX ms.). 
26:21 Come close: Latin adds mihi, which agrees with LXX OLGen 27:26. For this 

reason, Charles (1895, p. 97, n. 7; c f 1902, p. 162, n.) emended to *<ini . 
26:22 fragrant aroma: Ethiopic uses two words, though only Littmann and Berger 

have rendered both. Latin, in reading odorem alone, agrees with Gen 27:27. 
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26:23 May the Lord grant to you and and multiply for you 
(your share) of the dew of heaven and the dew of the earth; 
may he multiply grain and oil for you. 
May the nations serve you, 

5 and the peoples bow to you. 
26:24 Become lord of your brothers; 
may the sons of your mother bow to you. 
May all the blessings with which the Lord has blessed me and blessed 

my father Abraham 
10 belong to you and your descendants forever. 

May the one who curses you be cursed, 
and the one who blesses you be blessed'. 
26:25 After Isaac had finished blessing his son Jacob and Jacob had 

field: Latin, which reads agri pleni in agreement with Sam LXX OLGen 27:27, can lay 
strong claim to being original here. Charles (1895, p. 97, n. 9), therefore, restored the 
adjective >°A•^ in his text (cf 1902, p. 162, n.). EthGenesis offers a term at this point, but 
it is not the word «full» (either 'P'>*+ [excellent] or T + or both). 

26:23 multiply for you: This expression is found in none of the versions of Gen 27:28. 
Charles (1895, p. 97, n. 10) termed it an interpolation (see 1902, p. 162, n.). Hartom,whose 
translation in this verse diverges considerably from the text of Jubilees and more nearly 
repeats MT, omits these words without explanation. 

dew^: MTGen 27:28 reads 'MTOI (so Hartom). EthGenesis, with Jubilees, has t\9"mA 
(see Charles, 1902, p. 162, n.). 

may he multiply: The biblical versions, with the exception of EthGenesis which reads a 
verb, have or reflect an and add no verb. Charles (1895, p. 97, n. 14) considered the verb 
here «a needless addition» (cf 1902, p. 162, n.); Hartom again reproduces MT. Neverthe
less, the cognate accusative construction encounters no compelling objections and should 
be retained. 

oil: The versions read «wine» (so ms. 44), although OL" Tn add «oil» as a third item. 
See Jub 26:31. 
May (the nations): By reading a conjunction before the verb. Jubilees agrees with LXX 
OL EthGen 27:29 against MT Sam Syriac which omit it. 

peoples: Jubilees departs from the LXX tradition ( = apxoviec;) and sides with MT 
(D''aiNV). 

26:24 lord; MTGen 27:29 has T a j , but LXX (KUpio?) OL EthGenesis read «lord». 
brothers: Though MT Sam SyriacGen 27:29 read plural forms, Jacob had just one 

brother. Thus, LXX OL EthGenesis off'er singular nouns, as do several mss. of Jubilees 
(17 21 35 38 39 42 44 47 48 58). But this is obviously a corrected reading, as the parallel 
phrase «sons [plural in all versions of Genesis and in all mss, of Jubilees] of your mother» 
later in the verse shows. C f also Jub 26:31. 
mother: So MT Sam SyriacGen 27:29; the LXX tradition reads «father». 

the one who curses ... the one who blesses: The singular form of the verbs agrees with 
LXX OL EthGen 27:29; MT Sam Syriac have plurals, as do Goldmann and Hartom 
though no ms. of Jubilees gives warrant for doing so. 

26:25 After; So LXX (netd) OL EthGen 27:30; MT has ntfxa. 
his son: These words are found in LXX OL EthGen 27:30 but not in MT Sam Syriac. 
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left his father Isaac, he hid and his brother Esau arrived from his 
hunting. 26:26 He, too, prepared food and brought (it) to his father. 
He said to his father: 'Let my father rise and eat some of what I have 
caught and so that you may bless me'. 26:27 His father Isaac said to 
him: 'Who are you'? He said to him: 'I am your first-born, your son 5 
Esau. I have done as you ordered me'. 26:28 Then Isaac was absolutely 
dumbfounded and said: 'Who was the one who hunted, caught (some
thing) for me, and brought (it)? I ate some of everything before you 
came and blessed him. He and all his descendants are to be blessed 
forever'. 26:29 When Esau heard what his father Isaac said, he cried lo 
out very loudly and bitterly and said to his father: 'Bless me too, 
father'. 26:30 He said to him: 'Your brother came deceptively and took 
your blessings'. He said: 'Now I know the reason why he was named 

and: The repeated agrees only with OL^Gen 27:30 among the biblical 
versions. 

had left: The double verb reproduces the infinitive absolute construction in MT 
SamGen 27:30; the other versions use a single verb. 

he hid: Charles (1895, p. 97, n. 21; 1902, p. 163, n.) considered this a gloss, but there is 
no basis for his remark, although the clause is not present in Genesis. 

his (hunting): The suffix agrees with MT Sam Syriac EthGen 27:30; LXX OL lack it. 
26:26 to his father: The phrase lih-ttu- in Charles, 1895 should be AMhU-. These 

words apprear in the versions of Gen 27:31. except in OL EthGenesis (and some Greek 
witnesses). 

Let ... rise and eat: Most of the mss. read ^ 1 - V " / J > and ffl^-flAA. but 35 38 44 (cf 58) 
63 have +t/">x (>x) and flAd which are used in EthGen 27:31. Charles (1895, p. 97, 
nn. 24-25) incorrectly claims that B ( = 25) reads the imperative forms; in fact, it has 
subjunctives in both instances. 

and (so that): Though it is found only in OL^Gen 27:31 among the versions, the 
conjunction has very strong backing in the Ethiopic mss. Berger is the only translator who 
has included it in his rendering. 

26:28 hunted, caught: This expression also occurs in 26:2; in both Gen 27:3 and v 33 
MT uses a verb and cognate noun ( T S TS). 

26:29 When: The words fflhi at the beginning of the verse mirror the - m of Sam 
( = LXX OL EthGen 27:34); Syriac reads a conjunction, while MT omits entirely. 

his father; These words also appear (though after «Isaac») in LXX OL Gen 27:34 but 
not in the remaining versions. 

loudly: Literally: with a great voice. The noun .*A renders (p(Bvf|v which LXX uses 
here (Gen 27:34; so also OL EthGenesis); MT Sam ( = Syriac) off'er n p s s . 

to his father: The reading A^ln-l^ is somewhat doubtful, since mss. 20 25 35 and LXX 
OL EthGen 27:34 omit it. 

father^: MT Sam ( = Syriac) have -as . but LXX (naxfjp) OL EthGen 27:34 lack the 
possessive pronoun as does Jubilees. 

26:30 to him: So Syriac LXX OL EthGen 27:35; MT Sam omit. 
blessings: The plural is found also in SyriacGen 27:35, though this version has a plural 

in V 36 as well, where Jubilees offers a singular form. 
Now I know: N o biblical version gives a parallel for these words (cf Gen 27:36). 

Charles (1895, p. 97, n. 36) wrote about hK""ch-: «False text due to corruption of f| 
SiKuicoi; into o!5a &q (?)». He explained in 1902 (p. 163, n.) that o!8a &q could be a 
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Jacob. This is now the second time that he has cheated me. The first 
time he took my birthright and now he has taken my blessing'. 
26:31 He said: 'Have you not saved a blessing for me, father'? Isaac 
said in reply to Esau: 'I have just now designated him as your lord. I 

5 have given him all his brothers to be his servants. I have strengthened 
him with an abundance of grain, wine, and oil. So, what shall I now do 
for you, my son'? 26:32 Esau said to his father Isaac: 'Do you have 
just one blessing, father? Bless me too, father'. Then Esau cried loudly. 
26:33 Isaac said in reply to him: 'The place where you hve is indeed to 

10 be (away) from the dew of the earth and from the dew of heaven above. 

corruption of SiKaicoi;. The suggestion has merit, though W i t too is unique. The author 
may simply have rephrased the beginning of Gen 27:36. 

was named: The passive form agrees with Syriac LXX OL EthGen 27:36. 
The first time: The superior reading is undoubtedly +.?.'"*•; only mss. 9 12 have +4."" 

which Charles read in 1895 (Dillmann had given in 1859). If it is proper to read 
+^<»^. then it cannot be part of the expression for «right of the first-born» because that 
would require the construct ending. Moreover, +^<n' •• Af.^ would be different than the 
phrases used for «right of the first-born» in 24:3-6. The word +4.<n»- alone can mean 
«first» (see D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 463), and here it forms a contrast with ^^lt%. Only 
Dillmann (1851), Goldmann, and Hartom have translated it correctly. 

26:31 He: By omitting «Esau» Jubilees sides with MT SamGen 27:36; Syriac LXX 
OL EthGenesis add both the name and «to his fathers. 

father: So LXX OL EthGen 27:36; MT Sam Syriac omit. 
said in reply: Literally: answered and said. 
just now: To- renders p (MT Sam SyriacGen 27:37); LXX OL understood it as 

meaning «if», while EthGenesis omits it. 
lord: Jubilees, as in 26:24, more nearly sides with the Kvpioc, of LXX ( = OL 

EthGen 27:37) than with the T-aj of MT Sam ( = Syriac). 
abundance: The word is not found in Gen 27:37 but is in the parallel in Jub 26:23 (and 

Gen 27:28). C f h-ttH'l^b in EthGenesis. 
oil: N o biblical version adds this item here (cf Jub 26:23). 
my son: The possessive agrees with 'la of MT Sam ( = Syriac EthGen 27:37); LXX OL 

lack it. 
26:32 Isaac: Only EthGen 27:38 and many Greek witnesses (including A) add the 

name. 
D o ... just one; EthGen 27:38 resorts to the same order and phrasing ( h ; i - t J - = h " " ) ; 

no other version places the number first. 
father . . . father: In both cases Jubilees uses a suffix-less form, with LXX OL EthGen 

27:38 (EthGenesis omits the second instance). After the second vocative «father», LXX 
OL have a plus (KaTavux96VTO(; 8E 'laaoK) which does not appear in Jubilees. 

cried loudly: Literally: raised his voice and cried. 
26:33 Isaac: Charles (1895, p. 97, n. 45) correctly noted that Jubilees agrees with 

EthGenesis Vulgate Gen 27:39 in omitting «his father» which is in the other versions. It 
should be added, however, that the omission in EthGenesis is part of a longer gap from 
«his fathers through «.to him». 

said in reply: Literally; answered and said. 
dew ... dew: In both places Jubilees uses m A as does EthGen 27:39 (which reverses 

«earth» and «heaven»); the other versions read or translate ' M t e in the first instance. 
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26:34 live: The imperative forms that are read by several mss. may have been 
influenced by Afa>- of EthGen 27:40 (the only version with an imperative here). 

become great: The versions of Gen 27:40 differ about the word to be read here. MT 
has T l ^ which apparently means «become restive» (cf BDB, 923; J. S K I N N E R , Genesis 
[ICC; 2nd ed.; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1930] 373). Sam reads m s n ( = «become noble, 
high, glorious» [BDB, 12]), which is very close to Oflf&h (so Charles, 1902, p. 164, n.; but 
see Hartom [86, n. to v lb] who thinks that the author of Jubilees may have related Tnn 
to m i ) . LXX, which uses KaQ&kwc,, presupposes Tnin; Syncellus uses the same verb in 
this passage which he attributes to Genesis. 

you will commit an offence fully worthy of death: The writer adds these words to 
Gen 27:40 and in so doing makes it even more explicit that Isaac is not blessing Esau (see 
Hartom, 86, n. to v l V ) . Syncellus, too, mentions sinning to death (it>.Ti|i)ie>.Ti0Ti(; eiq 
Odvaiov); the phrasing in Glycas (the text is in Charles, 1902, p. 164, n.) should also be 
noted: itXriniiEXsiav Tikr\\H).eXr\csz\(;, Oavdiou. The word XttP is located after M i l , whereas 
if it modified the latter (Charles, 1902: «complete sin»; so, too, Littmann) it would appear 
before it. With Berger («ganz zu Tode») it should be rendered adverbially. 

26:35 is ... approaching: An imperfect tense form should be read, although the 
subjunctive also has impressive support, latp'' in MTGen 27:41 could be either imperfect 
or jussive, but LXX, with ^yyiadxcoaav, dispensed with the ambiguity. 

27:1 Rebecca was told: Literally: it was told to Rebecca. The form is third-
person masculine singular with a third-person feminine singular suffix which is resumed 
by AC-n.*. Charles (1895, p. 98, n. 1) emended to -fT"?/!-, but this seems unneeded, 
especially with the next verb taking the form iXf- Note, too, that Gen 27:42 reads a 
finite verb ( n n ) . 

what ... Esau had said: Literally: the word of Esau. One would have expected the form 
>9<- ( = 12 17 44 63), but ilC has much more impressive support. The translator or 
scribes have apparently conceived of it as the object of the verb (that is: Rebecca was told 
what Esau had said), though the verb is passive. 

27:2 try to get revenge: ^ . 1 - * f o " h stands where MTGen 27:42 reads onjna (comfor
ting himself?) and LXX km\ktl (threatening). It is possible that the author of Jubilees 
read a form of Dpi rather than Dra. 

by killing you: This is actually a purpose or result clause (in order that/ so that he may 
kill you), but such a rendering yields an implausible sense. MTGen 27:42 reads "[nn"?, 
which S K I N N E R (Genesis, 374) translated as «by killing thee». The same phrase probably 
appeared in Hebrew Jubilees. 

26:34 You will live by your sword and will serve your brother. May it 
be that, if you become great and remove his yoke from your neck, then 
you will commit an offence fully worthy of death and your descendants 
will be eradicated from beneath the sky'. 

26:35 Esau kept threatening Jacob because of the blessing with 5 

which his father had blessed him. He said to himself: 'The time of 
mourning for my father is now approaching. Then I will kill my brother 
Jacob'. 

27:1 Rebecca was told in a dream what her older son Esau had said. 
So she sent and summoned her younger son Jacob and said to him: lo 
27:2 'Your brother Esau will now try to get revenge against you by 
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27:3 run away: LXX OL EthGen 27:43 add «into Mesopotamia)) which is not found 
in the other versions or in Jubilees (cf Charles, 1895, pp. 98-99, n. 7). Josephus (Am. 
1.278) also mentions that he was sent to Mesopotamia. 

your brother's: So MT Sam Syriac EthGen 27:44; LXX OL omit. 
stops: Or: abandons, gives up. With f - l ^ l compare Vulgate Gen 27:45: cesset 

indignatio eius. MT Sam Syriac have «turn», and LXX OL EthGenesis omit. 
27:5 May I not: MT Sam ( = Syriac) Gen 27:45 read na"? before the verb, but 

Jubilees more nearly resembles the firiTtoTE clause of LXX ( = OL; c f EthGenesis). 
in: So Syriac LXX OL EthGen 27:45; MT Sam read only 7 n s QV without a 

preposition. 
27:6 my: As Berger (459, n. a to v 6 ) has noticed, Littmann's translation incorrectly 

gives «unser)). 
I notice that: A variant in mss. 20 25 35 58 (read by Charles, 1895, p. 98; c f p. 99, 

n. 14) is: He does/ can not see because (followed by Littmann, Charles [1902], Goldmann, 
and Berger). The two readings differ by one Ethiopic consonant: / KX'd.h.. The 
latter is the smoother reading here; for that reason it is somewhat suspect. 

he has difficulty seeing: Literally: his eyes have become heavy. 
because: Or: that. 
27:8 Hittite women: Literally: daughters of Heth ( = MT Sam SyriacGen 27:46). 

LXX OL insert «sons of)> between these words. Charles (1895, p. 99, n. 18) confused the 
word order in reconstructing the phrase behind LXX; it should be m u a , but he gives 
n i u •'jna. EthGenesis reads «Canaan)) for «Heth». 

one of the women of the land who are like them: Jubilees, with LXX OL Eth
Gen 27:46 omits n m a ... nn ( = MT Sam Syriac [which lacks the preposition]) here, but 
it includes «who are like them» — a clause which resembles n'jKS of MT Sam ( = Syriac) 
and is lacking in LXX OL EthGenesis. 

killing you. 27:3 Now, my son, listen to me. Set out and run away to 
my brother Laban — to Haran. Stay with him for a few days until your 
brother's anger turns away and he stops being angry at you and forgets 
everything that you have done to him. Then I will send and take you 

5 back from there'. 27:4 Jacob said: T am not afraid. If he wishes to kill 
me, I will kill him'. 27:5 She said to him: 'May I not lose my two sons 
in one day'. 27:6 Jacob said to his mother Rebecca: 'You are indeed 
aware that my father has grown old, and I notice that he has difficulty 
seeing. If I left him, it would be a bad thing in his view because I would 

10 be leaving him and going away from you. My father would be angry 
and curse me. I will not go. If he sends me, only then will I go'. 
27:7 Rebecca said to Jacob: 'I will go in and tell him. Then he will send 
you'. 

27:8 Rebecca went in and said to Isaac: 'I despise my hfe because of 
15 the two Hittite women whom Esau has married. If Jacob marries one of 

the women of the land who are like them, why should I remain alive 
any longer, because the Canaanite women are evil'? 27:9 So Isaac 
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summoned his son Jacob, blessed and instructed him, and said to him: 
27:10 'Do not marry any of the Canaanite women. Set out and go to 
Mesopotamia, to the house of Bethuel, your mother's father. From 
there take a wife from the daughters of Laban, your mother's brother. 
27:11 May the God of Shaddai bless you; may he make you increase, 5 
become numerous, and be a throng of nations. May he give the 
blessings of my father Abraham to you and to your descendants after 
you so that you may possess the land where you wander as a foreigner 
— and all the land which the Lord gave to Abraham. Have a safe trip, 
my son'. 10 

27:12 So Isaac sent Jacob away. He went to Mesopotamia, to 
Laban, the son of Bethuel the Aramean — the brother of Rebecca, 
Jacob's mother. 27:13 After Jacob had set out to go to Mesopotamia, 

27:9 his son: This is also the reading of EthGen 28:1 and LXX ms. 527 (and the 
Arabic version of Genesis). Only ms. 12 (contrary to Berger, 459, n. a to v 9) omits the 
word, but it is part of a larger omission. 

27:10 marry any: Equivalents of the words Ah and tti\r are found in no version of 
Gen 28:1. 

Mesopotamia: The Greek base of the Ethiopic translation is evident in this name 
( = MECTOTtoTttniav in LXXGen 28:2). EthGenesis renders with "VWiA = hVXI. 

27:11 Shaddai: The Hebrew original is evident here as Gen 28:3 uses ( = MT Sam 
Syriac) but LXX OL EthGenesis have «my». The variant rt"7^ in mss. 20 21 25 35 39 42 
47 48 58) is a simple scribal «correction» of the less familiar Mf. (though note that Tn 
reads K'-atf). 

my father: Though MT Syriac lack these words, Sam EthGen 28:4 supply «your 
father» after «Abraham». LXX, however, has TOO naxpoq nou after «Abraham» and OL 
places patris mei exactly where Jubilees does. 

after you: The reading agrees with LXX (nerd as) OL EthGen 28:4; MT Sam Syriac 
have «with you». 
you may possess: Or: you may inherit. Latin uses a double translation (hereditate 
possideas). 

and all the land: The phrase is unique to Jubilees but is attested in both the Ethiopic 
and Latin versions of it (mss. 20 25 omit the conjunction). It is possible that «and» is 
meant in its explicative sense ( = even); that is, it may be specifying what was intended by 
9°X:d •• *AA1-h, or it may indicate additional territory. 

the Lord: MWjvtt^C usually corresponds with rm" which Sam TojnGen28:4 read 
instead of «God» in the other versions. Latin has deus. 

Have a safe trip: Literally: go in peace. 
27:12 the son: Most Ethiopic mss. repeat the preposition "Vfl before WAR; mss. 25 38 

44 58 and Latin do not, nor do the versions of Gen 28:5. 
the Aramean: - m s n must have stood in the original (so MTGen 28:5), but the LXX 

tradition modernized with TOU Supou which underlies the text here. 
Jacob's mother: The versions of Gen 28:5 add «and Esau»; only a few Greek texts 

(135 125 458 319) and Vulgate omit with Jubilees. 
27:13 After Jacob had set out to go: Latin reads only «when he was going». 
Rebecca; Literally: the spirit of Rebecca. 
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Rebecca grieved for her son and kept crying. 27:14 Isaac said to 
Rebecca: 'My sister, do not cry for my son Jacob because he will go 
safely and return safely. 27:15 The most high God will guard him from 
every evil and will be with him because he will not abandon him 

5 throughout his entire lifetime. 27:16 For I well know that his ways will 
be directed favorably wherever he goes until he returns safely to us and 
we see that he is safe. 27:17 D o not be afraid for him, my sister, 
because he is just in his way. He is perfect; he is a true man. He will not 
be abandoned. D o not cry'. 27:18 So Isaac was consoling Rebecca 

10 regarding her son Jacob, and he blessed him. 

son: Latin inserts iacob before iiliuni; it had not used the name nearer the beginning of 
the verse where Ethiopic includes it. 

kept crying: Ethiopic reads an imperfect tense, while Latin opts for a past tense form. 
27:14 My sister: Latin: sister; c f soror mea in 27:17. 
27:15 The: Latin begins the sentence with et ( = mss. 20 35 58). 
evil: Or: evil one. 
because: Latin: and. 
his: Latin lacks a possessive. 
27:16 well know: Ethiopic X m . ^ * seems stronger in meaning than Latin scio. 

D I L L M A N N {Lexicon, 1246) listed this passage under the definition «exploraium habere, 
certo scire, bene novisse vel cognoscere». Note the variant i\y%9°C ( = I know). 

win be directed favorably: Charles (1895, p. 99, n . 4 3 ; 1902, p. 167, n.) changed the 
active forms of his mss. to the passive ^1t<{-'V; the mss. which have been identified since 
his edition indicate that his emendation was correct. Latin, which was the basis for the 
change, reads dirigentur. 

his ways: Latin: all his ways. 
safely to us: Literally: in peace to us. Latin and ms. 20 reverse the order: to us in 

peace. 
we see that he is safe: Literally: we see him in peace. 
27:17 D o not: Latin adds ergo. 
just in his way: Latin: he is on the right way. Charles (1902, p. 167, n.) wrote: «0n the 

right path. So b [ = 25] and Latin, in via recta». But 25 very clearly reads what is here 
given as the text, and this does not agree with Latin (in 1895, p. 99, n. 47 he did not claim 
a reading for 25 that agrees with Latin). Littmann (86, n. c) translated «sein Weg ist der 
rechte» (following mss. 38 51). He added: « . . . vielleicht ist aber, wenn man die anderen 
Lesarten ('recht auf seinem Wege' B [ = 25]) mit dem Lat. 'in via recta' vergleicht, zu lesen 
bafenot retu' 'auf rechtem Wege'». The only significant difference between the versions is 
the location of the adjective (the suffix on the noun ^ f - t could express a Greek definite 
article), but the variation here produces differing meanings. 

He is perfect: Latin uses a future tense verb, but Ethiopic lacks a verb. 
he is a true man: The Ethiopic and Latin word order favors taking •flXrt. /uir with the 

following adjective; mss. 20 25 35 58 make this explicit by inserting a conjunction before 
"flKrt.. Charles (1902) divided the clauses incorrectly: «he is a perfect man: and he is 
faithful» (he read [1895] fl»9°^<»"7; only 21 38 support the conjunction); Littmann, 
Goldmann, and Hartom have proceeded in a similar fashion. Berger renders correctly: 
« . . . vollkommen ist er, ein glaubiger Mann ist er . . .» Latin has no equivalent for at-M 
after 9°JyO>''i. 

be abandoned: +'lXrd. can mean «perish» (so Dillmann, 1851; Littmann; Charles, 
1902; Goldmann; and Hartom). However, D I L L M A N N (Lexicon, 1206) also lists «derelin-
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27:19 Jacob left the well of the oath to go to Haran during the first 
year of the second week of the forty-fourth jubilee [2115]. He arrived at 
Luz which is on the mountain — that is, Bethel — on the first of the 
first month of this week. He arrived at the place in the evening, turned 
off the road to the west of the highway during this night, and slept there 
because the sun had set. 27:20 He took one of the stones of that place 

qui, negligi» as meanings for the verb. As Latin uses derehnquetur, the Ethiopic should be 
translated «be abandoned ». 

27:19 Jacob: Latin moves the date formula to the beginning of the sentence; Ethiopic 
locates it after the word Ui-JV. 1Q17.1 (nnsa p n ) confirms the Ethiopic order. 

to go: 1Q17.1 verifies the infinitival expression (and ut iret in Latin), since the letters 
nal fit the infinitive nabV, not an indicative third-person form. Jubilees corresponds with 
Sam (na'?'?) Syriac OLGen 28:10; MT LXX EthGenesis employ a conjunction and past 
tense verb. Milik (DJD 1.83) read na'?['?, but the photograph shows no "? (see V A N D E R 

K A M , Textual and Historical Studies, 75-76). 
first year of the second week: The Hebrew fragment has ITIK after which the text is 

lost; in the Ethiopic mss. (other than 44) I O T ^ - figures before The Hebrew text may 
have read the word nitf after the number, but if it did one would have expected the 
feminine n n s (Milik, DJD 1.83, n. to what he calls 1.2 [his first line is blank]). The Latin 
text must be corrupt. R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 46) revised it to in anno [primo] 
septimanae secundae ( = Charles, 1895, p. 99, n. 3 to Latin). 

Luz: In Gen 28:19 the place is named r\b a'?1» (so MT = LXX OL), but in Sam it is 
called nn'? n'?W. Jubilees does not reflect the first word (nor does SyriacGenesis), yet its 
spelling A-t (or ft»»l) reproduces the long a attested in Sam. Latin reads lydiam. R O N S C H 

(Das Buch der Jubilaen, 135-36) showed through copious examples that di was pro
nounced z; so, the Latin would have been pronounced in the same way as the Ethiopic 
name. 

at the place in the evening: On 1Q17.3 (1.4 in DJD 1) parts of two letters are visible at 
the right edge of the fragment. Milik (ibid., 83) read a [n»a DVln"?, but the traces are 
better suited to B^ [pa'?. If these letters are read, then there is also sufficient space for "l5?a 
in the gap, while Milik's proposal would place too many letters in it (see V A N D E R K A M , 

Textual and Historical Studies, 77-78). 
turned off the road to the west of the highway: The last traces of letters on 1Q17.3 (4) 

are very difficult to interpret. Milik read nja''? (toward the west [literally: the sea]), but 
possibly a i ] » B " ? is preferable ( V A N D E R K A M , Textual and Historical Studies, 11-1%). The 
form ^^^n opposes the suffix on "PT-t ( = his way) in ms. 25, unless the suffix renders a 
Greek definite article. The preposition '? prefixed to a n s a agrees with the Latin wording 
ad occansum, but the Ethiopic mss. have (literally): from the way of the west. That is, 

stands in construct relation with O^IL/. Ms. 12 reads •• M-t- ( = the way 
which is; Charles adopted this reading in 1895). Ms. 17, however, gives (without the 
construct ending). Dillmann (1859, p. 100, n. 2) had emended his two mss. to read what 17 
now has. This may indeed be the original form of the Ethiopic text (i.e., •• O/LttJ/) 
and is assumed in the translation above. Later scribes would then have added the 
construct ending to VTih because they thought the word was related to the one that 
followed. 

and slept: Ethiopic places a conjunction before T<w, and it separates the verb from 
«during this night». Lack of the conjunction in Latin, however, makes it possible to 
connect in hac nocte with dormiuit. 

27:2 ( i that place: The demonstrative is found in both Ethiopic and Latin, and the first 
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and set it [at the place (where) his head (would be)] beneath that tree. 
He was traveling alone and fell asleep. 27:21 That night he dreamed 
that a ladder was set up on the earth and its top was reaching heaven; 
that angels of the Lord were going up and down on it; and that the 
Lord was standing on it. 27:22 He spoke with Jacob and said: T am 
the God of Abraham your father and the God of Isaac. The land on 

letter of it is probably preserved on 1Q17.4 ( 5 ) , though Milik (DJD 1 . 8 3 ) read differently: 
ntn] Dlpan. The forms a>-M and illius favor reconstructing Nin]n rather than nrjn. Both 
OL EthGen 2 8 : 1 1 also supply demonstratives here, but the other versions use a definite 
article. For aB\fi the text of Charles (1895, p. 1 0 0 ) incorrectly reads 

set it: Mss. 1 2 6 3 and Latin, with all versions of Gen 2 8 : 1 1 , omit «it»; but 1Q17.4 ( 5 ) 
probably confirms the suflSxal form in the other Ethiopic mss. Most of the word is lost, 
but traces of nlJaliJn are visible; the letter 3 indicates that the verb is an imperfect form 
with suffix. Milik (DJD 1 . 8 3 ) read n]'a[t'''1, but this is less likely and would yield an 
incorrectly spelled form (see V A N D E R K A M , Textual and Historical Studies, 7 9 ) . 

[at ... (would be)]: Gen 2 8 : 1 1 and Latin read words here which deal with Jacob's head 
or the place where his head was resting. There is space for MT's rnitfxna on the restored 
part of 1Q17.4 ( 5 ) , and, with Milik, it should be placed in the text (so also V A N D E R K A M , 

Textual and Historical Studies, 7 9 - 8 0 ) . Charles ( 1 9 0 2 , p. 1 6 7 , n.), Littmann, Hartom, and 
Berger have included similar words in their translations. Cf 2 7 : 2 6 where they are present 
in the text. 

that tree: Latin lacks the demonstrative. There is space for it on 1Q17.5 ( 6 ) ( V A N D E R 
K A M , Textual and Historical Studies, 8 0 ) , but Milik does not reconstruct it. It is possible 
again that it represents a Greek definite article (Charles, 1 9 0 2 : «under the tree»). Ms. 2 1 
omits it. 

traveling: 1Q17.5 ( 6 ) reads a pronoun and participle, thus confirming the tenses in the 
Ethiopic and Latin versions. 

fell asleep: With Gen 2 8 : 1 1 the Ethiopic uses a verb in the past tense, while Latin reads 
a second participle. R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 4 6 ) understood et dormiens with the 
next verse, but Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 0 1 , n. 2 to Latin) emended the verb to dormivit. In the 
first publications of 1Q17 ( D E V A U X , «La grotte des manuscrits hebreux», / J B 5 6 [ 1 9 4 9 ] 

6 0 2 - 0 5 ; E.L. SuKENiK, Hidden Scrolls, 2 . 5 3 ; and T O R R E Y , « A Hebrew Fragment of 

Jubilees», JBL 7 1 [ 1 9 5 2 ] 3 9 ) , the last line ( 5 [ 6 ] ) was read as follows: ] n n-n uhn [. This 
was regarded then as the beginning of 2 7 : 2 1 . However, Milik's reading, which is accepted 
here, is superior. Hence, 1Q17.5 ( 6 ) preserves nothing of Jub 2 7 : 2 1 , though Milik has 
strangely still given 2 7 : 1 9 - 2 1 as the verses covered by the fragment [p. 8 3 ] ) . Berger ( 4 6 1 , 
n. a to v 1 9 ) retains the older reading of the Hebrew and attributes it to Torrey. 

2 7 : 2 1 he dreamed: Latin reads sibi (for himself?) before somniauit. What its function 
may be is difficult to say. The Ethiopic text indicates that, with Gen 2 8 : 1 2 , a conjunction 
should appear here. 

was set up: and erecta seem to have the same meaning. For the former, see 
D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 5 6 5 : «fixus, infixus, statutus». MTGen 2 8 : 1 2 has nsa . 

that (the Lord): Latin omits ecce here, with LXX OL EthGen 2 8 : 1 3 ; all Ethiopic mss., 
in agreement with MT Sam Syriac Genesis, supply TW-. 

standing: Latin: reclining. MTGen 2 8 : 1 3 gives a s i («station oneself, take one's stand», 
BDB 662), but LXX's 4;t8(TTT|piKT0 (he leaned upon) would seem to be the source of 
Latin's incumbebat (cf also R O N S C H [Das Buch der Jubilaen, 1 3 7 ] who cites A U G U S T I N E , 

The City of God 16.38, where incumbebat is also used). Note JS^V-flC in ms. 21. 
2 7 : 2 2 God: Latin and ms. 38 prepose «Lord>> (read by Charles, 1 8 9 5 , 1 9 0 2 ) , which 
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which you are sleeping I will give to you and your descendants after 
you. 27:23 Your descendants will be hke the sands of the earth. You 
will become numerous toward the west, the east, the north, and the 
south. All the families of the nations will be blessed through you and 
your descendants. 27:24 As for me, I will be with you. I will guard you 
wherever you go. I will bring you back safely to this land because I will 
not abandon you until I have done everything that I have said to you'. 
27:25 Jacob said in (his) sleep: 'This place is indeed the house of the 
Lord but I did not know (it)'. He was afraid and said: 'This place, 

agrees with Gen 28:13 (ms. 12 has «your God»). However, many septuagintal witnesses 
also omit «Lord» so that its textual status in Gen 28:13 is somewhat uncertain. 

The land: Jubilees lacks the LXX ( = OL EthGen 28:13) plus n r | (popoO which 
precedes «the land». Latin has autem which marks a transition from one thought to 
another and thus need not be realized in the translation. 

sleeping: Latin ordomis should be corrected to obdormis with the Ethiopic ( R O N S C H . 
Das Buch der Jubilaen, 46; Charles, 1895, p. 101, n. 3 to Latin). Jubilees reflects the 
tradition found in LXX OLGen 28:13, while MT Sam (aSB?) Eth Genesis use «lying» 
(Syriac v ^ . i is ambiguous). 

27:23 earth: So Ethiopic. Latin, and Gen 28:14. In reading OAC. mss. 17 35 38 44 58 
agree with EthGenesis and a few LXX witnesses. 

You: Latin, with LXX OL EthGen 28:14, reads a third-person verb, with semen as the 
subject. 

toward the west: toward the sea. Latin reproduces the same idiom but uses the 
preposition super where Ethiopic has a>-M. Super echoes ini in LXXGen 28:14 and 
probably has the same meaning as the Ethiopic word (against Berger [461, n. a to v 23] 
who translates the Latin as: « . . . wird mehr sein als das Meer»). The versions of 
Gen 28:14 differ regarding the order of the directions; Jubilees agrees with MT Sam. 

families of the nations: Latin: families of the earth ( = Gen 28:14 in all versions). 
Charles (1895, p. 100, n. 13) thought that mc should be read but did not emend the 
text. The word flJia'-C+ could be translated «lands, regions» (so Dillmann, 1851; 
Littmann; and Berger), but Latin tribus favors the sense given here (as does nnoBto in 
Gen 28:14). 

27:24 have done: Or: do. 
everything: This word appears in LXX OL EthGen 28:15 but not in MT Sam Syriac. 
27:25 said in (his) sleep: Literally: slept a sleep and said. The Ethiopic tradition is 

unanimous in support of the reading fl»f»n •• ^d+'fl : "iVao (Jacob slept a sleep); the 
versions of Gen 28:16, however, are unified in saying «Jacob awakened from his sleep». 
Charles (1895, p. 100, nn. 16-17) emended the Ethiopic to a)V*A = yb*-a • IhT-iVa^ 
( = the biblical versions). Littmann (87, n. b) concurred but confessed: «Die Entstehung 
dieser Lesart ist freilich schwer zu erklaren». By 1902 Charles (p. 168, n.) had found an 
explanation: i^uitvcoas i% Oitvou had been misread as CitvcoaE UJtvov. Hartom (88, 89, n. 
to v n 3 ; in this verse his translation omits from «but I» through «this place» by 
parablepsis), too, follows Charles' lead. One minor objection to Charles' emendation is 
that LXXGen 28:16 has ii,\\~ik.p%T\, not the verb which he had hypothesized for the 
original Greek text of Jubilees. Goldmann (p. n. to v n s ) has argued that his change 
is baseless, since Jacob is speaking in his dream; the following verse has him awakening. 
Berger also retains the text (without discussion). Both options — keeping the present text 
or accepting Charles' emendation — can be defended on reasonable grounds, but the 
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which is nothing but the house of the Lord, is awe-inspiring; and this is 
the gate of heaven'. 

27:26 Jacob, upon rising early in the morning, took the stone which 
he had placed at his head and set it up as a pillar for a marker. He 

5 poured oil on top of it and named that place Bethel. But at first the 
name of this area was Luz. 27:27 Jacob vowed to the Lord: Tf the 
Lord is with me and guards me on this road on which I am traveling 
and gives me food to eat and clothes to wear so that I return safely to 
my father's house, then the Lord will be my God. Also, this stone 

10 which I have set up as a pillar for a marker in this place is to become 
the house of the Lord. Everything that you have given me I will indeed 
tithe to you, my God'. 

28:1 He set out on foot and came to the eastern land, to Laban, 
Rebecca's brother. He remained with him and served him in exchange 

15 for his daughter Rachel for one week. 28:2 During the first year of the 
third week [2122] he said to him: 'Give me my wife for whom I have 

latter would require that a scribe omitted 4^ twice, if the verb that he posited was actually 
in the Greek text, and it does not explain the loss of auToO which his translation 
presupposes. Perhaps it is possible, too, that the Hebrew verbs fp'" and p"" were 
interchanged. Under the circumstances, it seems wiser to retain the text and to regard 
Jubilees' reading as a «correction» of Gen 28:16 in light of the following verse. 

indeed: So MT Sam SyriacGen 28:16; the LXX tradition omits an equivalent. 
awe-inspiring: Or: terrible, fearful, dreadful. 
27:26 But at first the name of this area was Luz: The word OA-t ( = but, however) 

should, with Dillmann (1859), and Charles (1895), be read rather than ( = its name). 
As OA-t means the same as Hebrew DVIK the Hebrew text of Jubilees must have read 
DVISI here as in MT SamGen 28:19 (Syriac >J-UI); the LXX tradition understood n '718 to 
be part of the city's name. Here, as in 27:19, Luz is spelled with a final long a in 
agreement with Sam. The word -flA-i- has a third-person masculine singular suffix which 
probably has demonstrative force in this context (for this phenomenon, see DILLMANN, 
Ethiopic Grammar, sec. 172 [pp. 425-26]). The word means «place, area; people», etc. 
MTGen 28:19 has T » n ( = Sam LXX); but Syriac reads rC-i^rC, OL civitati, and 
EthGenesis -flA-C. 

27:27 I return: So MT Sam SyriacGen 28:21 ( = T i aBh) ; LXX OL EthGenesis have 
«he returns me» ( = ' la-wm [cf Ruth 1:21] or 'Misni [cf 2 Sam 15:25]). 

God: The variant X S ^ A h f / -M agrees with EthGen 28:21. 
is to become: LXX OL EthGen 28:22 add «for me». 
28:1 set out on foot: Literally: he hfted his feet ( = Gen 29:1). 
eastern land: So LXX OLGen 29:1; EthGenesis omits «land». MT Sam Syriac have 

«land of the sons of the east». 
to Laban, Rebecca's brother: These words, with additional statements about relations, 

appear in LXX OL EthGen 29:1 but not in MT Sam Syriac. 
28:2 Give me: The pronoun is explicit in Syriac OL EthGen 29:21 (and in many other 

septuagintal texts); Mt Sam read only n a n . 
I have served you seven years: The versions of Gen 29:21 read «my [or her/the] days 

[time] are [is] filled». The targums speak of «the days of my service». 
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served you seven years'. Laban said to Jacob: 'I will give you your 
wife'. 28:3 Laban prepared a banquet, took his older daughter Leah, 
and gave (her) to Jacob as a wife. He gave her Zilpah, his servant girl, 
as a maid. But Jacob was not aware (of this) because Jacob thought she 
was Rachel. 28:4 He went in to her, and, to his surprise, she was Leah. 5 
Jacob was angry at Laban and said to him: 'Why have you acted this 
way? Was it not for Rachel that I served you and not for Leah? Why 
have you wronged me? Take your daughter and 1 will go because you 
have done a bad thing to me'. 28:5 For Jacob loved Rachel more than 
Leah because Leah's eyes were weak, though her figure was very lovely; 1 0 
but Rachel's eyes were beautiful, her figure was lovely, and she was 
very pretty. 28:6 Laban said to Jacob: 'It is not customary in our 
country to give the younger daughter before the older one'. (It is not 
right to do this because this is the way it is ordained and written on the 
heavenly tablets: that no one should give his younger daughter before 15 
his older one, but he should first give the older and after her the 
younger. Regarding the man who acts in this way they will enter a sin 
in heaven. There is no one who is just and does this because this action 
is evil in the Lord's presence. 28:7 Now you order the Israelites not to 
do this. They are neither to take nor give the younger before giving 2 0 
precedence to the older because it is very wicked). 28:8 Laban said to 

2 8 : 4 to his surprise: The translation attempts to express the force of 'lU-. For this 
meaning, see L A M B D I N , Introduction to Classical Ethiopic, 4 2 0 . 

2 8 : 5 her figure was lovely, and she was very pretty: Charles ( 1 9 0 2 ) translated: «and a 
beautiful and very handsome form» (similarly Dillmann [ 1 8 5 1 ] and Littmann). But the 
adjective AA^I- is feminine and should not be construed as modifying the masculine 
(cf i»"r&) noun d-hf. It is part of a new, independent clause (see Gen 2 9 : 1 7 : "isn nD'' 
nsna no'i). 

2 8 : 6 It is not customary: Literally: it is not like this. Jubilees' wording with h V reflects 
LXX OL EthGen 2 9 : 2 6 ; MT Sam have nvv ( = Syriac). 

but ... the older: Charles ( 1 8 9 5 ; c f p. 1 0 2 , n. I ) rejected the reading of ms. 2 5 (Afl'w •• 
M+ •• ^ A O * ) as an addition; it is omitted by mss. 9 1 2 1 7 2 1 3 8 3 9 4 2 4 4 4 8 5 8 . Littmann 
( 8 8 , n. a), though, observed that these words were omitted through homoioteleuton and 
were to be retained. In 1 9 0 2 (p. 1 6 9 , n.) Charles accepted Littmann's explanation (see also 
Berger, 4 6 3 , n. c to v 6 ) . 

who is just and: Hartom, without warrant among the mss., omits these words. In 
mss. 2 5 3 5 4 4 5 8 O) is replaced by H (read by Charles, 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 0 2 , n. 3 ) . 

2 8 : 8 days of the banquet: These words appear also in TjnGen 2 9 : 2 7 , while Vulgate 
gives dierum huius copulae; c f m i v a J u L i o in SyriacGenesis. 

I will give: The verbal form agrees with all versions (and Tfn) of Gen 2 9 : 2 7 against 
n)P3 of MT ( = Toj). 

so that: h * " " stands where Gen 2 9 : 2 7 has m a s a (in exchange for the work); perhaps 
Jubilees originally read "n3»3. 

by tending: Literally: so that/ in order that you may tend. 
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2 8 : 9 At the time: Or: on the day (so Charles [ 1 9 0 2 ] and Berger). 
2 8 : 1 0 seven years a second time: Or: another/ a second seven years (see Gen 2 9 : 3 0 ) . 
2 8 : 1 1 for Jacob: Only LXX OLGen 2 9 : 3 2 add these words. 
He named: Gen 2 9 : 3 2 has «she named». Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 0 3 , n. 2 0 ) favored reading 

a feminine form here and in vv 1 3 , 14 , 15 , and 1 8 (as in vv 1 9 - 2 4 ) . See also 1 9 0 2 , p. 1 7 2 , n. 
Reuben: The spelling C l t A agrees with that of Syriac EthGen 2 9 : 3 2 and Josephus, 

Am. L 3 0 4 (etc.). But see rubem in Latin Jub 2 8 : 1 7 . 
2 8 : 1 3 became pregnant: Jubilees lacks the name «Leah» with this verb, though LXX 

OL EthGen 2 9 : 3 3 supply it. 
a second son for Jacob: M T S a m SyriacGen 2 9 : 3 3 read only «son», while LXX OL 

EthGenesis have the extra words (with the order Seurspov rm TaKwP). 
and (during): The additional conjunction is omitted by mss. 2 0 2 5 3 5 4 4 , probably 

because scribes considered it superfluous. 
2 8 : 1 4 He named: So MTGen 2 9 : 3 4 ; Sam {!Wip) Syriac EthGenesis read feminine 

forms, while LXX OL are ambiguous as to gender (though their contexts suggest that 
«she» is the subject). 

2 8 : 1 5 yet another time: The reading RTM" = U6(l is manifestly preferable to f.!"" •• 
W - f l which was read by Dillmann ( 1 8 5 1 , 1 8 5 9 ) and Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , 1 9 0 2 ) and accepted 
by Littmann, Goldmann, and Hartom. fd^-n is probably a corruption of hdfl. 

He named: Gen 2 9 : 3 5 has «she namcd». 

Jacob: 'Let the seven days of the banquet for this one go by; then I will 
give you Rachel so that you serve me a second (term of) seven years by 
tending my flocks as you did during the first week'. 28:9 At the time 
when the seven days of Leah's banquet had passed by, Laban gave 

5 Rachel to Jacob so that he would serve him a second (term of) seven 
years. He gave her Bilhah, Zilpah's sister, as a maid. 28:10 He served 
seven years a second time for Rachel because Leah had been given to 
him for nothing. 

28:11 When the Lord opened Leah's womb, she became pregnant 
10 and gave birth to a son for Jacob. He named him Reuben on the 

fourteenth day of the ninth month during the first year of the third 
week [2122]. 28:12 Now Rachel's womb was closed because the Lord 
saw that Leah was hated but Rachel was loved. 28:13 Jacob again went 
in to Leah. She became pregnant and gave birth to a second son for 

15 Jacob. He named him Simeon on the twenty-first of the tenth month 
and during the third year of this week [2124]. 28:14 Jacob again went 
in to Leah. She became pregnant and gave birth to a third son for him. 
He named him Levi on the first of the first month during the sixth year 
of this week [2127]. 28:15 He went in yet another time to her and she 

20 gave birth to a fourth son. He named him Judah on the fifteenth of the 
third month during the first year of the fourth week [2129]. 
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28:16 Through all of this Rachel was jealous of Leah, since she was 
not bearing children. She said to Jacob: 'Give me children'. Jacob said 
to her: 'Have I withheld the product of your womb from you? Have I 
abandoned you'? 28:17 When Rachel saw that Leah had given birth to 
four sons for Jacob — Reuben, Simeon, Levi, and Judah — she said to 
him: 'Go in to my servant girl Bilhah. Then she will become pregnant 
and give birth to a son for me'. 28:18 So he went in, she became 
pregnant, and gave birth to a son for him. He named him Dan on the 
ninth of the sixth month during the sixth year of the third week [2127]. 

28:16 children^: Or: sons ( = D'n in Gen 30:1). 
to her: So Syriac OL EthGen 30:2; many septuagintal texts also read aiixfi-
Have I withheld: The first-person form is virtually unique here (it is found in one ms. 

of EthGen 30:2). The biblical versions read a third-person verb, of which «God» is the 
subject. The change of person in Jubilees may have been motivated by the author's desire 
to absolve God of the charge. 

Have I abandoned: Latin places aut before dereliqui. Though it means «or», it may 
express no more than what the repeated interrogative particles (-«• ... -u-) indicate in 
Ethiopic, 

28:17 When: Latin: quoniam. Perhaps the two readings arose from nwis ( = Ethio
pic) and nnsi O ( = Latin). 

Reuben, Simeon ... Judah: In Charles' edition footnote number 32 is written after 
these names but it should be number 4, since A ( = 12) omits the marker of the accusative 
on the names in these instances. Where Ethiopic reads conjunctions between names 1 and 
2, 2 and 3, and 3 and 4, Latin lacks all of them as well as the conjunction before ^(l/f. 

she said to him: Latin: Rachel said to Jacob. The biblical versions show considerable 
variation at this point (Gen 30:3). Syriac alone agrees with Ethiopic Jubilees, and only 
OL (and many LXX witnesses) sides with Latin Jubilees. M T S a m offer - lasm (cf 
Charles, 1895, p. 103, n. 37). 

28:18 So he went in: Instead of this abbreviated statement from Gen 30:4, Latin 
supplies another shortened clause from the same verse: she gave her servant girl Bilhah as 
a wife. Charles (1895) reconstructed the Ethiopic text to mirror the Latin by reading 
fDiDunf' ' (lA/ ' h""^ •• l -h-T •• 'tthii.-f- (actually Latin lacks an equivalent for both of 
the third-person masculine singular suffixes; R O N S C H [Das Buch der Jubilaen, 48] added ei 
in brackets after dedit). He placed the additional clause in parentheses at the beginning of 
the verse (see also 1902). Littmann (88, n. e) and Hartom (see 91, n. to vn") have also 
placed the Latin clause in their translations. Different explanations for the two versions 
are possible; 1) the original Hebrew had both the Ethiopic and the Latin clauses, and each 
version has suffered the loss of one of them; or 2) neither clause appeared in the original, 
and scribes or translators in both traditions supplemented the short text with different 
clauses from Gen 30:4. Which, if either, of these theories is correct cannot be said with 
certainty, but one other reasonable possibility is that Ethiopic preserves the original text. 
By using the verb Oh the writer has Jacob do precisely as Rachel had ordered him (OX) in 
V 17. The author had omitted Rachel's words «Here is my maid Bilhah» (Gen 30:3 
[RSV]) with the result that nothing has been said about her giving Bilhah to Jacob. The 
Latin would then have to be considered a revision of this text. 

for him; Latin omits. 
He named: In Gen 30:6 the subject is feminine. 
ninth of the sixth month during the sixth year of the third week: The Latin date is 
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28:19 Jacob once again went in to Bilhah. She became pregnant and 
gave birth to a second son for Jacob. Rachel named him Naphtali on 
the fifth of the seventh month during the second year of the fourth 
week [2130]. 28:20 When Leah saw that she had become barren and 
was not bearing children, she grew jealous of Rachel and also gave her 
maid Zilpah to Jacob as a wife. She became pregnant and gave birth to 

almost certainly corrupt. R O N S C H {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 48) emended it to: [die] nono 
mensis sexti anni sexti septimanae teniae ( = Charles, 1895, p. 103; cf. n. 3 to Latin). 

28:19 once again: Ethiopic has one more word (hdfl) to express repetition than the 
Latin. 

Rachel named: In Ethiopic <(-Wi.A follows liV but in Latin the two items are 
transposed (as they are in mss. 25 35 44). 

Naphtali: The ending -tk9° is found in EthGen 30:8 where OL^ has Nepthalim and 
several other LXX witnesses give similar spellings. 

fifth ... fourth week: By altering mense to mensis, secunda to secundi, and quarta to 
quartae (the plural septimanarum is a pervasive error) one obtains the date of the 
Ethiopic text (so R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 48; Charles, 1895, p. 103, nn. 4-5 to 
Latin). 

28:20 had become barren: o"Wi-i- means «to be sterile, childless» ( L A M B D I N , Introduc
tion to Classical Ethiopic, p. 414), but Latin detenta est suggests «to be held off, kept 
back, detained». R O N S C H {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 137) found the Latin (with the following 
et non est pariens) to be «eine Umschreibung» of mVa m s s in Gen 30:9. The variants 
in the two versions moved Charles (1895, p. 103, n. 45) to alter the Ethiopic verb to 
MoB^ which would be a literal rendering of the Hebrew expression (EthGen 30:9 reads: 
Ktohf.^- •• •• fflA.*) but hardly a reflection of the Latin. In 1902 (p. 173, n.) he 
withdrew his emendation. Goldmann, however, accepted it (see his translation and the 
note to V 3 , p. nsn); and Hartom must have done so too, though he mentions no textual 
problem here. Berger retains the text. It is reasonable to suppose that the present Ethiopic 
reading originated in Greek Jubilees where eaxri ( = LXX) or the like and tTTEipa 
( = barren) were confused. It is also possible that the similarity between m a s and m p s 
caused problems for a translator or scribe. The Latin is more taxing to explain. A form of 
icpicTTTini may lie behind detenta est (some LXX mss. read iniGxr\ in Gen 30:9); it means 
«halt, stop», which, though it is not synonymous with detenta est, is close to it. For other 
instances of detineo in Latin Jubilees, see 39:9; 42:9 (Ethiopic uses forms of A'VH in both 
passages); and 39:11 (where Ethiopic differs; c f KaTExovxai in LXXGen 39:20). 

she grew jealous of Rachel: These words are not present in Latin and Gen 30:9. 
Charles (1895, p. 103, n. 46) altered to V/^K1- ( = Gen 30:9) and omitted f.\±i. > 
A<{->h,A ( = ms. 51) with the biblical verse. He made the strange claim that «the et before 
dedit in Lat. implies this». How it does this one is left to guess. Littmann (88, n. h) 
properly objected that «das V;' ira Lat. kann ebenso gut von einem 'invidit in Rachef 
herruhren». Charles withdrew his emendation in 1902 (p. 173, n.), but Hartom reproduces 
his emended text without comment, though no ms. supports it (his rendering is virtually a 
copy of MT at this point). The jealousy of Leah, it should be added, parallels that of 
Rachel in Jub 28:16 ( = Gen 30:1). 

also: An equivalent of W-ti (omitted by ms. 35) is lacking in Latin and Gen 30:9. 
Zilpah: aliam can be explained as a corrupted form of zelfam (so R O N S C H , Das Buch 

der Jubilaen, 48; Charles, 1895, p. 103, n. 6 to Latin). 
She became pregnant: These formulaic words appear in LXX OL^ EthGen 30:10 but 

not in MT Sam Syriac OL° . 
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a son. Leah named him Gad on the twelfth of the eighth month during 
the third year of the fourth week [2131]. 28:21 He again went in to her, 
and she became pregnant and gave birth to a second son for him. Leah 
named him Asher on the second of the eleventh month during the fifth 
year of the fourth week [2133]. 28:22 Then Jacob went in to Leah. She 
became pregnant and gave birth to a son for Jacob. He named him 
Issachar on the fourth (day) of the fifth month during the fourth year 
of the fourth week [2132]. She gave him to a nurse. 28:23 Again Jacob 
went in to her. She became pregnant and gave birth to twins: a son and 

Leah named him: The two versions switch the order of the subject (Leah) and «his 
name», with Ethiopic placing the latter first and Latin the name lia ( = ms. 63). 

on the twelfth ... week: By altering the endings on mense (to mensis), on tertio (to 
tertii), and on quinti (to quintae) one arrives at a reading that is close to the Ethiopic date 
(it differs by one week of years; see R O N S C H [Das Buch der Jubilaen, 48] who changed 
quinti to quartae; Charles, 1895, p. 103, nn. 4, 8 to Latin). The presence of et at the 
beginning of the line indicates, however, that in the Latin version the date is erroneously 
attached to the events of v 21. Ronsch (ibid.) changed Et in to die; Charles (ibid., n. 7 to 
Latin) simply omitted Et. 

28:21 again; Latin omits adiecit and an initial et (which figures before the date at the 
end of V 20; see the previous note). The expression of repetition is absent also from 
Gen 30:12. 

she became pregnant; Latin omits, but this part of the recurring formulae is found in 
LXX OU EthGen 30:12. MT Sam Syriac 0 L ° lack it. 

second: Latin omits. 
Leah: Latin and Gen 30:13 do not read the name. 
eleventh month: Latin mense decimi diei is corrupt and should be changed to mensis 

undecimi ( R S N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 48; Charles, 1895, p. 105, nn. 1-2 to Latin). 
28:22 Then; Latin does not read an initial et because the date of v 21 is connected with 

the events of v 22. 
to Leah; Latin ad illam is acceptable in itself, but since Ethiopic reads "Vd = A.P it is 

likely that illam is a mistake for liam ( R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 48; Charles, 1895, 
p. 105, n. 4 to Latin). 

for Jacob: The phrase is absent from Latin and mss. 12 20 38. It is present in all 
versions of Gen 30; 17 except the Ethiopic. 

He named: Gen 30:18 uses a feminine verbal form. 
on the fourth ... week; As with several other other verses in this section, Latin here 

offers dating problems and, by prefacing et to the date, relates it to Leah's transferring her 
son to a nurse. The word anno is peculiar since anni occurs three words later where 
Ethiopic has 1<n>l-. R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 48) and Charles (1895, p. 105, n. 6 to 
Latin) omitted anno. These scholars have also noted that mense should be mensis, and die 
should be replaced by quarti. 

28:23 Again Jacob: Ethiopic places fdf-tt before fil""; Latin reverses the order by 
reading adhuc iacib. 

to her: Latin: ad liam. In v 2 2 Ethiopic gave -Vll •• A.P and Latin ad illam. Charles 
(1895, p. 105, n. 4 to Latin) emended liam to illam. 

a son and a daughter: Latin; a male and a female. 
named ... the daughter; While Ethiopic places fl"? at the end of the clause, Latin puts 

nomen before faeminae. 
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a daughter. She named the son Zebulun and the daughter Dinah on the 
seventh (of the) seventh month, during the sixth year, the fourth weeic 
[2134]. 28:24 Then the Lord was kind to Rachel. He opened her womb, 
and she became pregnant and gave birth to a son. She named him 

5 Joseph on the first of the fourth month, during the sixth year in this 
fourth week [2134]. 

28:25 At the time when Joseph was born, Jacob said to Laban: 'Give 
me my wives and my children so that I may go to my father Isaac and 
make a house for myself, because I have completed the years during 

10 which I served you in exchange for your two daughters. Then I will go 
to my father's house'. 28:26 Laban said to Jacob: 'Stay with me in 
exchange for your wages. Tend my flocks for me again and take your 
wages'. 28:27 They agreed among themselves that he would give him 
his wages; all the lambs and kids which were born a dark gray color 

on the seventh ... week: The two versions almost certainly give the same date, but here 
too Latin places et before it and in this way relates it to what is described in v 24. It 
should be noted that the word order in Ethiopic is peculiar in that no word precedes fflCV 

but H is prefixed to its number (the same is true for rt-OI) and the word loo^- lacks either 
a preposition or H while its number (dXrh) is preceded by (1. 

sixth year: Latin in sexto should probably be corrected to anni sexti ( = Ethiopic; so 
R O K S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 48, 50; Charles, 1895, p. 105, n. 12 to Latin). 

28:25 At: Latin lacks a conjunction at the beginning of the verse because it once again 
has connected a date (end of v 24) with the wrong event (v 25). 

Give me: The pronominal suflSx agrees with Syriac (many LXX witnesses) OL 
EthGen 30:26; it is omitted by MT Sam LXX. 

I may go ... make: Latin uses future indicative forms where the best Ethiopic reading is 
in both instances a subjunctive. Note naVst in Gen 30:26. For the reference to Jacob's 
house, see Gen 30:30. 

28:26 Stay with me: Latin expecta me is unlikely to be correct. Gen 30:28 is probably 
the base text, and it reads - V s T)3i? n a p j . After mentioning this verse, Charles (1902, 
p. 174, n.) wrote: «Possibly 'expecta' goes back to njip and 'tarry' to Dip, but neither of 
these takes us back to the right text». These sorts of confusions, though, could have arisen 
from n a p ! which may well have been the original reading. 

for me: Latin omits. 
take: Latin: I will give you. Latin echoes Gen 30:28 (?i3n«; OL EthGenesis add «to 

you» with many other LXX representatives; see also Jub 28:27). Charles (1902, p. 174, n.) 
preferred Latin but gave no reason for his preference. N o explanation for the variant 
suggests itself 

28:27 They agreed among themselves: About Latin placuerunt de mercede, R O N S C H 

(Das Buch der Jubilaen, 139-40) observed: «D.h . 'Sie kamen uberein, einigten sich iiber 
den Lohn'». Ethiopic does not refer to wages here. 

a dark gray color and dark mixed with white: Translating these terms is diflScult 
(Dillmann [1851, p. 72, n. 34] declined to render this section into German), and the Latin 
fragment ends a few words earlier. The term ih<^X. means «ashes» and is a noun in the 
construct state (cf Q-sbv in Gen 30:39). hn is more problematic. Dillmann did not list it 
in his Lexicon because in 1859 he had read IP here with ms. 38 (latus; Lexicon, 1173-74). 
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and dark mixed with white were to be his wages. 28:28 All the dark-
colored sheep kept giving birth to all with variously colored spots of 
every kind and various shades of dark gray. The sheep would again 
give birth to (lambs) which looked like them. All with spots belonged to 
Jacob and those without spots to Laban. 28:29 Jacob's possessions 5 
grew very large; he acquired cattle, sheep, donkeys, camels, and male 
and female servants. 28:30 When Laban and his sons became jealous of 
Jacob, Laban took back his sheep from him and kept his eye on him 
for evil purposes. 

29:1 After Rachel had given birth to Joseph, Laban went off to shear lo 
his sheep because they were a three-day journey removed from him. 

But, since ms. 38 is the only copy which reads this word, it must be a corruption. Charles 
(1895, p. 104, n. 20) emended to HO (before A«wA). Berger (465, n. b to v 27) adduces 
Arabic kabd which means «triibe, dunkel»; this sense would correspond with (paioi; in 
LXXGen 30:33, 35, 39. Berger thinks it should be an adjective; the context (the previous 
word is a noun in the construct state), however, requires a substantive. The phrase = 
hn thus would mean «a dark ash (color)». The next phrase — pfl = (1X0^ — also consists 
of a known and unknown word. XOfl means «white», but pl\ was listed by Dillmann in 
the section of his Lexicon that is devoted to doubtful or obscure words. For pCt he 
wrote: «nomen obscurum in loco corrupto . . .» (1398) Berger (ibid.), though, suggests: 
«Fiir gdsa ist hochstens auf amharisch 'trub' (Guidi, Vocabulario) zu verweisen». His 
proposal would leave one with two categories instead of three as in Genesis (mss. 35 38 58 
63 prefix m to XOfl), but his is the best interpretation of the extant text. Charles arrived at 
three categories through some rearranging and by reading the poorly attested ffl before 

(1895, p. 104, nn. 20-22; 1902, p. 174, n.). Littmann (89, n. a); Goldmann (see n. to 
v T3. p. nsn); and Hartom have followed Charles. 

28:28 dark-colored: For pfl, see the preceding note. The most strongly supported 
form is nominative and hence it modifies the subject Mid. 

of every kind: The preferred reading is HO = If-ft-; mss. 17 63 replace with fl (cf 
ms. 12). The phrase is very difficult and the translation tentative. 

various shades of dark gray: ih'^'X. ' hit (with the latter spelled h f ) appeared in v 27 
( = a dark gray color); here the phrase is augmented by h»AW-rt ( = variously colored). 
For this phrase and the previous one Charles (1895, p. 104, nn. 21, 26-27; 1902, p. 104, n.) 
engaged in wholesale emendations to arrive at a text meaning «spotted and speckled and 
black, variously marked». Littmann, Goldmann, and Hartom have accepted his sugges
tions (both of the Hebrew translations read n'lpJ O'lpJ; one of these terms should be 
m p s ? [cf Gen 30:39]). Admittedly the text is obscure in places and possibly corrupt, but 
reasonable sense can be wrested from it without creating a new text. 

28:29 cattle: So LXX OL EthGen 30:43. For a correction of Charles' n. 30 (1895, 
p. 105), see ibid.. Addenda et Corrigenda (after p. 183); c f Hartom, 92, n. to v. 0 3 . 
Jubilees changes the order of several items in the biblical text so that the groups of 
animals are listed first and then the humans. They are mixed together in Gen 30:43. 

29:1 Rachel ... Joseph: A strongly supported variant is Leah ... Issachar (mss. 9 12 17 
21 38 63; ms. 44 combines the two readings), but Berger alone has adopted it for his 
translation. Jub 28:22 dates Issachar's birth in 2132; 28:24 places Joseph's birth two years 
later. Yet, as Charles (1902, p. 173, n.; c f pp. 170-71) has noticed, a birth date for Joseph 
of 2132 is imphed by 34:10; 46:3 (cf v 1). Consequently, if this is correct, the same year 
would be implied by the two variants. 
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2 0 

2 9 : 3 how he had seen everything: Several mss. locate «everything» at the beginning of 
the expression and read H for Hh<™. This produces a smoother text, but it may be modeled 
on the following words. 

2 9 : 4 wives ... children: This order is attested in Sam LXX OL EthGen 3 1 : 1 7 , while 
MT Syriac reverse the two. 

reached: Compare LXX OLGen 3 1 : 2 1 . MT ( = Sam Syriac) reads vaD riK nizn. 
had concealed: So LXX (6Kpuv|/ev) OL^ EthGen 3 1 : 2 0 (and To); MT's a m 

( = Sam Syriac) would be translated as gK^yev . See Charles, 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 0 6 , n. 8 ; Hartom, 
9 2 , n. to V 1 . 

his plan from Laban: The text could be translated Hterally as: (Jacob hid) the heart of 
Laban. In reading •^•tth (see the preceding note) and A O Jubilees combines the versions 
found in LXX and MTGen 3 1 : 2 0 . LXX OL^ EthGenesis (with To) omit a"? ns from their 
renderings. If one were to render «the heart of Laban», the text would be awkward and 
one would wonder whether, in the Greek model, 8KXE\|/ev was erroneously copied or 
understood as eKpuv|/8v. It is, nevertheless, also possible to construe the suffix on A O as 
referring to Jacob (so Berger: «Und Jakob hatte sein Herz vor Laban verborgen»). This 
option is chosen here. 

2 9 : 5 returned: Or: turned to/toward. C f Gen 3 1 : 2 1 . 
2 9 : 6 dream: Jubilees follows Gen 3 1 : 2 1 but not the wording of LXX (sleep) or OL 

(vision). 
told: Or: spoke to. See Gen 3 1 : 2 6 ( n a s i ) . 
2 9 : 7 commit an offense against the other: The verb •i-Of.a> can take an accusative 

object and mean to injure, commit an offense against ( D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 1 0 1 2 ) . Since 
hA>k seems the preferred reading, the clause ought to be interpreted in this fashion, as 

29:2 Jacob saw that Laban was going off to shear his sheep and 
summoned Leah and Rachel. He spoke tenderly with them so that they 
would come with him to the land of Canaan. 29:3 For he told them 
how he had seen everything in a dream and everything about his 

5 statement to him that he would return to his father's house. They said: 
'We will go with you wherever you go'. 29:4 Jacob blessed the God of 
his father Isaac and the God of his grandfather Abraham. He set about 
loading up his wives and his children and took all his possessions. After 
he had crossed the river, he reached the land of Gilead. But Jacob had 

1 0 concealed his plan from Laban and had not told him. 
29:5 During the seventh year of the fourth week [2135] Jacob re

turned to Gilead on the twenty-first day of the first month. Laban 
pusued him and found Jacob on the mountain of Gilead on the 
thirteenth (day) in the third month. 29:6 But the Lord did not allow 

1 5 him to harm Jacob because he had appeared to him at night in a 
dream, and Laban told Jacob. 29:7 On the fifteenth of those days 
Jacob prepared a banquet for Laban and all who had come with him. 
That day Jacob swore to Laban and Laban to Jacob that neither would 
commit an offense against the other on the mountain of Gilead with 
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bad intentions. 29:8 There he made a mound as a testimony; for this 
reason that place is named the mound of testimony after this mound. 
29:9 But at first the land of Gilead was named the land of Rafaem 

because it was the land of the Rafaim. The Rafaim were born, giants 
whose heights were ten cubits, nine cubits, eight cubits, and (down) to 
seven cubits. 29:10 The places where they lived (extended) from the 
land of the Ammonites as far as Mt. Hermon. Their royal centers were 

Berger has seen («dass nicht einer sich an seinem Nachsten vergehe»). It must be said, 
nevertheless, that this sounds peculiar in light of Gen 31:52 where it is a geographical 
point which is not to be crossed rather than a person who is not to be offended as in 
Jubilees. Charles (1895, p. 106, n. 16) recognized the problem and emended hih^ • *lA^ 
to hMl^. •• -vn •• MMv (literally: one to his fellow). Littmann (89, n. c) found this 
convincing, as has Hartom apparently; Goldmann has them agreeing not to cross the 
mountain. Dillmann (1851) translated with «nicht gegen einander uberschreiten wollen». 
There is no evidence for Charles' emendation among the mss. (only mss. 42 ' 47 place a 
preposition — K?" — before hAA-); thus, it may be best to leave the text as it is and 
attribute the strangeness of it to the drastic abbreviating which the author has effected in 
this chapter. 

29:8 this mound: Latin: that hill. Ethiopic uses the same word */"Wi'1h[+]) three times 
in the verse, just as in Gen 31:46-48 only Vl is employed (LXX Pouvo?). As the Greek 
term can mean either «hill» or «mound», it may be that the Latin translator decided to 
vary his vocabulary according to this ambiguity. 

29:9 But: Latin: for. 
was named: Ethiopic uses the indefinite plural construction (literally: they named/ 

called), while Latin has a singular passive verb. 
land of Rafaem: The familiar angel's name Raphael may have led to the misspelling in 

most mss. here of the name Rephaim (35 58 spell it correctly); or, Greek M and A could 
have been interchanged. The Latin scribe has written the two words terra and refain as 
one and contracted it ( R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 50, 138; Charles, 1895, p. 107, n. 1 
to Latin). The spelling with final n is also found in LXX (eg. Deut 3:13: yfj Pacpaiv). 

The: Latin adds «there» which makes for a smoother line. 
giants: Latin introduces this appositive noun with id est. 
nine cubits: Latin does not repeat cubitorum with the number nouem. 
(down) to: Literally: as far as. Latin has etiam which could be rendered «even». 
29:10 Hermon: The Latin heremoth is a slightly incorrect spelling of hermon; see 

R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 50, 138) who compares Josh 12:4, 15; 13:11, 12; 
Deut 3:8, 9, 10; and Charles, 1895, p. 107, n. 3 to Latin. 

Ashtarot: Latin reads mastaroth, the first uncertain letter of which should be h 
( R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 50, 138; Charles, 1895, p. 107, n. 4 to Latin). 

Edrei: The Latin spelling draa is attested elsewhere for •'S?n"t8 ( R O N S C H , Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 138). 

Misur, and Beon: The Ethiopic names are clear but the Latin text is partially illegible 
here. Ceriani read ... msum ... et seo. Charles (1895, p. 107, n. 5 to Latin) logically 
reconstructed the text as Misor et Beon. Ronsch, however, read [Ham Sa]msum[in] et 
[Hesebonj. He based his conjecture (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 138-39) on Deut 2:20 which 
reports that Ammon was also a land of the Rephaim and that the Ammonites called these 
earlier residents • ' a t a t . The name of their residences was an. Ronsch derived the last 
name (Hesebon) from passages such as Josh 12:2, 5; 13:10. But his restorations are 
unlikely because they do not fit the available space and they do not match all of the letters 
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Karnaim, Ashtarot, Edrei, Misur, and Beon. 29:11 The Lord destroyed 
them because of the evil things they did, for they were very wicked. The 
Amorites — evil and sinful — lived in their place. Today there is no 
nation that has matched all their sins. They no longer have length of 
Hfe on the earth. 

29:12 Jacob sent Laban away, and he went to Mesopotamia, to the 
eastern country. But Jacob returned to the land of Gilead. 29:13 He 
crossed the Jabbok on the eleventh of the ninth month, and on the 
same day his brother Esau came to him. They were reconciled with one 

which Ceriani had read. Furthermore, the Ethiopic tradition unanimously opposes his 
readings. The last letters of the text are uncertain, but S and B could have been confused 
( = Beo[n]). The sequence msum is one letter different than misur, a plausible spelling of 
Misor. Given the amount of deviation in spelling some of the other place names in this 
verse, this is rather close. 

29:11 they did: Literally: their work(s). The word studiorum could, in post-classical 
Latin, have the same meaning. This is the only passage in the surviving Latin fragments 
where a form of studium is used. 

The Amorites ... lived: Latin reads a causative construction (habitare fecit) and places 
«Amorites» and the adjectives that modify it in the accusative case. Charles (1895, p. 107, 
nn. 34-35) emended the Ethiopic to agree with the Latin but seems to have changed his 
mind by 1902 («the Amorites dwellt»; see p. 177, n.). The Latin may preserve a more 
pristine understanding of the text, as «the Lord» is the subject of the first verb in the verse 
and 'VA<J is singular (except in mss. 38 58). Some mss. read a form of "Vftl but in the 
plural. 

Today ... nation that: Latin introduces these words with sicul (the reading is uncertain) 
where Ethiopic has only a conjunction. The word odio has been corrected by R O N S C H 

(Das Buch der Jubilaen, 50) and Charles (1895, p. 107, n. 6 to Latin) to odie and hodie 
respectively ( = Ethiopic f"9"). Latin quia Ronsch allowed to stand, but Charles, with 
Ethiopic H, properly read qui. 

matched: Literally: completed (Charles, 1902: «wrought to the full»). 
29:12 to (the land oQ: Latin a should be ad (so R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 50; 

Charles, 1895, p. 107). 
29:13 He crossed the Jabbok: Latin locates the reference to the ninth month at the 

beginning of the line and in this way separates it from the mention of the eleventh. For 
«Jabbok» ( = iaboc) Latin reads iacob — a metathesis of c and h (see OL^Gen 32:23 
where the same mistake occurs). R O N S C H {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 50) and Charles (1895, 
p. 107, n. 7 to Latin) corrected the name to Jaboc. 

on the eleventh: Literally: on its eleventh. These words are part of the date in Ethiopic, 
but Latin has taken them (they are separated from «the ninth month») as a reference to 
Jacob's eleven sons. Gen 32:22 does mention his eleven sons (as well as his other family 
members) in the same context. R O N S C H {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 139) thought the Latin 
was correct and should not be changed to agree with the Ethiopic, but the Latin text can 
hardly be defended. It is likely that, once the iaboc /iacob confusion took place, a scribe 
mistakenly construed the word eleven (note that the word «day» is not present in the 
Ethiopic text) as it is understood in Gen 32:22. N o conjunction precedes the number. 
Charles read die undecimo ipsius. If die did follow the number, it would have appeared in 
the very place where filii now stands. 

same: Literally: this. Latin omits. 
They were reconciled with one another: Ethiopic reads a plural perfect indicative verb 
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another. Then he went from him to the land of Seir, while Jacob hved 
in tents. 29:14 In the first year of the fifth week during this jubilee 
[2136] he crossed the Jordan. He settled on the other side of the Jordan 
and tended his sheep from the sea of Fahahat as far as Bethshan, 

(only ms. 63 offers a singular form), but Latin has a singular participle. Both are followed 
by «and». R O N S C H {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 50) changed et to ei ( = having been reconciled 
to him), and Charles (1895, p. 107) added ei before et. If a change is to be made for the 
conjunction (the first letter of which is uncertain), Ronsch's proposal produces a better 
text. Charles also (ibid., n. 41) emended the Ethiopic to agree with his «improved» Latin 
text ( a ) + t \ i T ; see 1902, p. 177, n.; so also Littmann, 90, n. c). The Latin and Ethiopic 
versions say virtually the same thing but Latin has understood Esau to be subject here. 

tents: See Gen 33:17 where Jacob travels to Succoth ( = tents). 
29:14 fifth week ... jubilee: The two versions give the same date but in Latin the 

jubilee reference precedes the week number. 
from the sea of Fahahat as far as: The presence of the word «sea» in Ethiopic and 

Latin demonstrates that -Il/h.*: ( C ) in mss. 9 (cf 12) 21 38 63 is a simple mistake for nA<:. 
For the name of the sea Latin gives salso and the Ethiopic is uncertain. D I L L M A N N 

{Lexicon, 1398) termed the Ethiopic name a «nomen dubium » (cf 1851, p. 72, n .43: 
«kein wort»). Several Ethiopic mss. read «mound» {V/",h^ [35 39 48; c f 9 12 21 38 44 
58)), In 1902 Charles translated «of the heap» (between daggers), though in 1895 he had 
read i.thth^. Goldmann proposed 7»'?Jn p « a , while Littmann (90, n. e) and Hartom. 
have sided with the Latin. Berger transhterates the Ethiopic name and renders OÂ C with 
«Strom». The Ethiopic is undoubtedly corrupt, yet «the Salt Sea» seems out of place in 
this list. The true explanation for the Ethiopic and Latin readings here is not known, but a 
guess may be hazarded. Could the original have been «Sea of Gahlee»? The Hebrew 
would have been TS b'bi c a . The word b'Vj could easily have been confused with 
(heap, mound), especially in this passage where isbi (note the following m) has been 
under consideration. The term bi, then, could account for the Ethiopic readings on the 
assumption that V/^ih'h was original in this version and the variants are misspellings of 
it. Latin mare salso could also, though less confidently, be explained on this hypothesis. 
The Greek for «Sea of Salt» would perhaps have been QaXaaoT\i; 6Xv)Kf\c, (see Deut 3:17; 
cf OdXaoaav (tkoq in Josh 3:16), while «Sea of Galilee» would be GdXaaaa t f j ; 
ya?Li>.aia(; (Mt4:18 ; 15:29; Mk 1:16; 7:31; John 6:1). The term &XviKf\<; resembles the 
name YaA,i^aia(; apart from the initial y of the latter, and for that reason the two may 
have been interchanged in the tradition behind the Latin. 

as far as ... Dothan: Latin omits (from usque to usque) by parablepsis. 
forest: The best Ethiopic reading appears to be h"" (when) which is almost certainly a 

misspelling of the word ho" (forest [ = /*<"•]) that is found in mss. 12 39 42 47 48). In the 
translation ho" is assumed to be ht^; the two words are very difficult to distinguish in 
some scribal hands. The Latin term aggruum is unattested elsewhere. R O N S C H {Das Buch 
der Jubilaen, 50, 139), noting that gg are uncertain, proposed to read Acervum. Acervum 
Acrabin would then be a rendering of the bibhcal Q'aips? nVsa (Num 34:4; Josh 15:3), 
although he admitted that acervum would not be an exact translation (it means «a heap»; 
Latin agger has the same meaning). Charles (1895, p. 107, n. 11 to Latin and n. 48 to 
Ethiopic; 1902, p. 177, n.) preferred arborem: «c f Num. xxxiv.4, Jos. xv.3, where our text 
would imply n'jsV instead of Mass. nVsa"?)). (See also Hartom, 92-93, n. to v T ) . But 
arborem means «tree» and would not correspond with A*" / Littmann translated 
with «Walde»; Dillmann (1851) and Berger (468, n. e to v 14) use only «bis». Their 
rendering presupposes that hMl •• ho" means «bis», though Dillmann does not give a 
spatial meaning to in his Lexicon. N o convincing account for the readings is 
available. 
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Dothan, and the forest of Akrabbim. 29:15 He sent his father Isaac 
some of all his possessions; clothing, food, meat, things to drink, milk, 
butter, cheese, and some dates from the valley. 29:16 To his mother 
Rebecca, too, (he sent goods) four times per year — between the 
seasons of the months, between plowing and harvest, between autumn 
and the rain(y season), and between winter and spring — to Abraham's 
tower. 29:17 For Isaac had returned from the well of the oath, had 
gone up to the tower of his father Abraham, and had settled there away 

29:15 sent: Latin uses tradidit. Forms of trado are found in 30:6, where the Ethiopic 
has oomfa^, and in 30:17, where it is paired with +fl»'On'h. 

butter: Literally: bread of milk. Dillmann (1851, p. 72, n. 47) suggested that the double 
term be rendered «kase»; Latin botyterum later confirmed his view (cf R O N S C H , Das 
Buch der Jubilaen, 139-40). The proper spelling of botyterum would be botyrum (Ronsch, 
ibid., 50; Charles, 1895, p. 109, n. 1 to Latin). 

dates from the valley: Literally: dates of the valley. Latin places de after dactilos 
( = dates from the valley), while Ethiopic puts the preposition before 

29:16 mother: Latin matris should be matri ( R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 52; 
Charles, 1895, p. 109, n. 2 to Latin). 

per year: Latin is somewhat more explicit with per singulos annos (located before 
quater). 

plowing: Latin area means «a piece of ground; threshing floor». R O N S C H (Das Buch 
der Jubilaen, 140) entertained the idea that by metonymy it could mean «time of 
threshing)) but thought it should be regarded, in light of the Ethiopic, as a verbal 
substantive from arare ( = to plow, till) which would correspond in meaning with aratio 
(plowing, cultivation of the ground). Charles (1895, p. 109, n. 3 to Latin) changed area to 
arationis. 

and (harvest): Latin usque ad seems pecuhar after the phrase in medio, 
harvest: Latin adds autumnum. 
autumn: Latin has autumni pluuias ( = pluuiae; so R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 52, 

140; Charles [1895, p. 109, n. 4 to Latin] preferred pluviarum [see the sequel]). 
rain(y season): Latin: pluuiarum eius. R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 52, 140) and 

Charles (1895, p. 109, n. 5 to Latin) proposed that eius be changed to veris (of spring). 
Possibly the multiple instances of pluui- in this verse caused omission of a Latin phrase. 
The last time designation in Latin (pluuiarum [ueris]) may be the equivalent of Ethiopic 
rhP^. This would imply that «the rain(y season), and between winter and)> were omitted 
from the former. 

tower: For other occurrences of baris, see R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 140-41, 
where he also explains huius as a rendering of a Greek definite article (literally: of this 
Abraham). 

29:17 away from his son Esau: Latin: in his land and (that of) his son. Ronsch left the 
text unaltered, but Charles (1895, p. 109, n. 6 to Latin) called the Latin corrupt and 
wished to read with the Ethiopic absque Esau filio suo ( = Dillmann in R O N S C H , Das Buch 
der Jubilaen, 53). The two texts are very close, and the difference can be explained from 
the Greek models of each: The Latin reflects Greek b/ yfi afiToO Kat utoO aOiou, while the 
Ethiopic presupposes 4K f|aau uloC aCtoO. The prepositions are similar in appearance, 
and yfi aOtoO and fiaau share the same sequence of letters except for a. The conjunction 
would have been added to the text behind the Latin after it was corrupted to kv yfj autoO 
uioC. As Berger comments (469, n. a to v 17). Ethiopic is more likely to be original « . . . 
denn Jub betont stets die Differenz zwischen Jakob und Esau». 
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from his son Esau, 29:18 because, at the time when Jacob went to 
Mesopotamia, Esau had married Mahalath, Ishmael's daughter. He 
had gathered all his father's flocks and his wives and had gone up and 
lived in Mt. Seir. He had left his father Isaac alone at the well of the 
oath. 29:19 So Isaac had gone up from the well of the oath and settled 5 
at the tower of his father Abraham in the mountain of Hebron. 
29:20 From there Jacob would send everything that he was sending to 
his father and mother from time to time — everything they needed. 
Then they would bless Jacob with all their mind and with all their 
being. 1 0 

30:1 During the first year of the sixth week [2143] he went up safely 
to Salem, which is on the east side of Shechem, in the fourth month. 
30:2 There Jacob's daughter Dinah was taken by force to the house of 

2 9 : 1 8 because, at the time when: The Latin supports the reading of the text and 
opposes the shorter wh<>" of 2 0 2 5 3 5 5 8 . 

He had gathered ... wives: As it now reads, Latin uses one verb (accepit) for two 
functions: to express the notion of taking a wife in marriage and to indicate that Esau 
took this wife and his father's flocks ( - n a s in Hartom is a mistake for m s ) . The singular 
uxor eius is an understandable error, since only one wife is mentioned earlier in the verse. 
It has been transposed (in comparison with the Ethiopic) with uniuersos greges patris sui. 
One does suspect, though, that something is missing from the Latin text. R O N S C H (Das 
Buch der Jubilaen, 5 2 ) proposed: et uxores suas [et] Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 0 9 ; c f n. 7 to 
Latin) opted for et (ad se recepit) uxores suas (et) .... 

alone: Latin omits. As ms. 9 also lacks the word, Berger ( 4 6 9 , n. g to v 1 8 ) thinks it 
questionable whether it is original. The omission in ms. 9 is, however, part of a longer 
haplography and hence is not relevant to the issue. 

2 9 : 1 9 and settled: Latin omits. It may be that the omission occurred already on the 
Hebrew level of the tradition behind Latin when the similarity between 3Bh and S?3tr 
caused parablepsis. 

2 9 : 2 0 From there: Latin reads illic, which has the same meaning as illuc (see R O N S C H , 

Das Buch der Jubilaen, 1 4 1 ) . Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 0 8 , n. 1 8 ) emended the Ethiopic by 
omitting h9°. Littmann ( 9 0 , n. 1 ) translated according to Charles' revised text («dorthin» 
[ = Berger]), although he was not convinced that the change was necessary. Goldmann 
and Hartom used natP. Latin better fits the context: Isaac's location has just been 
mentioned, and it is to Hebron that Jacob sent his goods. 

everything that he was sending: Latin: whatever things were. Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 0 9 , n. 9 
to Latin) changed erant to transmittebat. Latin does seem defective — as though a verb 
was lost and replaced by erant. 

and (mother): Latin: or. 
from time to time: Latin per singula tempora probably has about the same meaning as 

the Ethiopic, but the phrasing is noticeably diff'erent. 
needed: Latin adds in omni usu suo, which may be an explanatory plus. Dillmann 

( 1 8 5 9 , p. 1 0 7 , n. 16 ) thought that some words had fallen from the Ethiopic text before the 
phrase tf-A» = l-hl'o"-; in 1 8 5 1 he had supphed «[um zu lindern]». 

3 0 : 1 which: Latin lacks a relative pi-onoun. Gen 3 3 : 1 8 calls Salem n a » T » . 
3 0 : 2 was taken by force: Literally (both Ethiopic and Latin): they took by force. 
house: Latin dom should be corrected to domum ( R S N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 5 2 ; 

Charles, 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 0 9 ) . 
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Hivite: So MT Sam SyriacGen 34:2. The LXX tradition reads «Horite» ('"inn for 
nnn). 

He lay with her and defiled her: He defiled her since he slept with her. Here Ethiopic 
agrees more nearly with Gen 34:2; cf Charles, 1895, p. 109, n. 12 to Latin. The phrase 
«with her» is in harmony with LXX OL EthGen 34:2 ( = aiJS; Tjn agree) against MT 
(n^S) To. As the difference involves vocalization alone, Sam is ambiguous. 

30:3 He begged: Latin reads illam as the object of petierat. The older Ethiopic 
mss. lack a pronominal suffix (9 17 20 21 25 [so also in 44]), but the later ones (35 38 39 42 
47 48 58 63) with ms. 12 have -'i as the last letter of the verb. The long vowel could be a 
feminine pronominal object or it could be a case of lengthening an a- vowel after a 
gutteral consonant. It is here assumed to be the latter, and for this reason the difference is 
not recorded in the apparatus (see the Introduction, sec. VI). Latin also reads postea 
which has no equivalent in the Ethiopic. 

her father and her brothers: C f Gen 34:11. The Ethiopic mss. vary regarding the 
gender of the suffix, but only 9 12 39 47 support a masculine suffix on X-fl ( = Gen 34:4) 
and only 12 38 58 have «his» with «brothers». The Latin words suo and suis are 
ambiguous with respect to gender. Charles (1895) read a masculine suffix on h-tt and a 
feminine suffix with >i;*a>-. Only in 1902 did he indicate (p. 178, n.) that «her father» was 
attested; yet he did not note that it was found in b (= 25). Latin adds omnibus before 
fratribus. The Ethiopic order is unusual in that the words ^^mu-n •• tft ' 'flXrt.+ are 
inserted between «her father» and «her brothers». Latin lacks these words. 

deceptively: Ethiopic (literally): in/ with evil. D I L L M A N N (Lexicon, 789) listed «dolose» 
( = craftily, deceitfully) as the sense of the phrase here (he read flXh-^). Latin in 
simulationem (in insincerity/ deceit) is close in meaning to the Ethiopic. See Gen 34:13. 

acted in a crafty way toward them: At this point major differences begin to separate 
the Ethiopic and Latin versions. Latin introduces Simeon and Levi here; in Ethiopic they 
do not appear until v 4. The addition of in dolo before deriserunt brings the meaning of 
the two versions fairly near one another. In fact, this sort of double expression could 
explain the presence of three verbs in Ethiopic. In favor of the Latin verb one can cite 
4x>.euaan8V in T. Levi 7:2 (Charles, 1895, p. 108, n. 33). The names Simeon and Levi are 
somewhat suspect here, since they are repeated in the next line. 

30:3-4 and deceived them. ... unexpectedly: The last clause in v 3 is the third of three 
similar expressions in Ethiopic. The Latin text has Simeon and Levi resolving to 
exterminate the Shechemites. One should also include in a discussion of this problem the 
first clause in Ethiopic v 4 («Simeon and Levi entered Shechem unexpectedly» [cf 
Gen 34:25]). It is interesting that ms. 38 has hWhfa^ (they destroyed/ annihilated them 
[see V 5]) which agrees with Latin exterminare eos. Though it seems highly unlikely, one 
could argue that the much more strongly attested Ethiopic verb htl^.Tf'^ is a 
corruption of the reading in ms. 38. In that case, there would be partial agreement 

Shechem, the son of Hamor the Hivite, the ruler of the land. He lay 
with her and defiled her. Now she was a small girl, twelve years of age. 
30:3 He begged her father and her brothers that she be given to him as 
(his) wife. Jacob and his sons were angry with the Shechemites because 
they had defiled their sister Dinah. They spoke deceptively with them, 
acted in a crafty way toward them, and deceived them. 30:4 Simeon 
and Levi entered Shechem unexpectedly and effected a punishment on 
all the Shechemites. They killed every man whom they found in it. They 
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left absolutely no one in it. They killed everyone in a painful way 
because they had violated their sister Dinah. 

30:5 Nothing Hke this is to be done anymore from now on — to 
defile an Israelite woman. For the punishment had been decreed against 
them in heaven that they were to annihilate all the Shechemites with the 
sword, since they had done something shameful in Israel. 30:6 The 
Lord handed them over to Jacob's sons for them to uproot them with 

between the two versions. There is reason to thinlc that both Ethiopic and Latin have 
suffered haplography. The Latin clause et posuerunt ... eos may well belong in the text; 
note that Josephus (Am. L339: Xunsav 5e Kai Asuiq ... cuvriBEVTai npoq d.XXr\kovq 
T0idv5e Tivd itpd^iv) offers similar words in the same context. The Ethiopic tradition may 
have lost this sentence (or at least the part of it before exterminare eos; see above) 
through homoioarchton with the first clause of v 4 which also begins with a verb and the 
names of the two brothers. Latin has lost the first clause of v 4 by a similar haplography 
of clauses that open with a conjunction and verb. 

unexpectedly: Or: suddenly. The versions are divided about the meaning of nC3 but 
Jubilees agrees with none of them. 

all the Shechemites ... every man: Latin omits all of these words except «Shechemites». 
One could attribute this to haplography from «all» to «all» if it were permissible to 
assume that the word •flXrt, was also once followed by {t-kVi; but there is no evidence for 
this. 

They (killed): Latin reads enim where Ethiopic uses a conjunction. 
in a painful way: Latin: in judgment. Charles (1895, p. 108, n. 39) thought MC might 

be corrupt for /"d^. Hartom (94, n. to v 1 ) has more plausibly pointed to the word 
D ' a s s (LXX: kv tcp Jtovcp) in Gen 34:25; that is, the newly circumcised Shechemites were 
in pain when attacked. The Latin term seems general and bland in the context. 

30:5 like this; The gap in Latin could be filled with et ita ( R O N S C H , Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 52; Charles, 1895, p. 111). 

be done: Latin has erit, but the beginning of the verse is difficult to read (cf v 6). 
Gen 34:7 agrees with Ethiopic (TV^). 

from now on: Latin omits; c f v 6. 
to defile: Latin uses a passive construction with filiae as the plural subject. 
punishment had been decreed: Latin: sit iudicum. There is nothing in Latin correspon

ding with «decreed», and iudicum should be iudicatum ( R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 
52; Charles, 1895, p. I l l , n. 1 to Latin). 

to annihilate: Latin: pugnent, Charles (1895, p. I l l , n. 2 to Latin) preferred the 
Ethiopic reading. In explanation of the Latin verb, one could think of a scribe's 
miscopying a similar verb such as expugno (to capture, reduce, subdue, sweep away), or 
better expungo (to blot out, erase). The reference to a sword could have induced a scribe 
to use a form of pugno. 

all: Latin: aduersus. The difference may be due to an interchange of ( = Ethiopic) 
and V» ( = Latin) or to an Ethiopic corruption of A i r t . l f " " - to h\i-lf<^. These explana
tions would be excluded, however, if with R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 54) and 
Charles (1895, p. 111) one read [uniuersjum in the lacuna after sychem. Note that Latin 
lacks uiros before sychem. 

they had done: The plural in place of the singular in all versions of Gen 34:7 (except 
Syriac which also uses a plural) indicates that all of the Shechemites were guilty, not just 
Shechem himself 
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30:6 to effect punishment: Latin resorts to a slightly different expression: fiat ... 
iudicum. 

like this within: As reconstructed by Ronsch (in [filiis] Istrahel [Das Buch der Jubilaen, 
54] and Charles (in Istrahel [1895, p. I l l , cf. n. 3 to Latin]), Latin does not have «hke 
this». But both letters of in are uncertain. Perhaps it is the word ita, and it could have 
been followed by in. 

defiling an Israelite virgin: Latin, as in v 5, has a passive verb with uirgo as subject. 
30:7 in Israel who wishes: Latin alters the order and reads a conjunction where 

Ethiopic has a relative pronoun; the thought is, nevertheless, the same. For «in Israel», 
Latin has ex filiis istrahel (note h9° in ms. 21). 

or: Mss. 9 17 39 42 47 48 63 add: there is one who has given his daughter to him or. 
That is, he has committed the deed; it is not only a wish. Berger (471, n. b to v 7) 
attributes the absence of this clause in the other mss. to homoioteleuton. The addition is 
reasonable, but Latin also lacks it. It could have been inserted by a scribe who was 
concerned about the exclusive attention given here to the man's wish. 

foreigner: Literally: who (Latin omits) is from the seed of the nations. 
is to die ... is to be stoned: As it does frequently, the Latin text reads future tense verbs 

where Ethiopic has subjunctives (the same pairing occurs with «is to be burned» and «is 
to be uprooted» and often in the following verses). The meaning of the two is probably 
the same. On the form periet, see R 6 N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 143. Latin uses this one 
verb in the place where Ethiopic appears to reflect a Hebrew infinitive absolute with finite 
verb. 

shameful: Ms. 25 with all of the later copies except 38 63 reads "^m.ti-t- > at before 
Latin lacks these extra words, •^m.h-t- may have originated as a marginal variant 

to 'W<i+; later, it would have been incorporated into the text by mistake. 
the reputation of: Latin omits, but nomen may have been skipped because of its 

similarity with domum. 
she^: Ethiopic prefixes a conjunction; Latin does not. 
30:8 adulterer or impure person: HI can be used for either a male or female, but the 

masculine form of the verb requires that it be understood of an adulterer or fornicator. 
Latin fornicaria is, of course, feminine. The word Ch-A should be a masculine singular 
adjective; yet the noun Cti-ii is often written Ch -A ( D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 301). Conse
quently, both texts may be employing abstract nouns here, but this is hardly a necessary 
inference and they do differ about the gender of the first noun. For this reason, Ch-A has 
been rendered as «impure person». 

be found: Hebrew s s a in the niphal can have the meaning «be» (BDB, 594); hence 
Latin erit (note the future tense) probably represents the same original text. 

the sword and to effect punishment against them and so that there 
should not again be something like this within Israel — defiling an 
Israelite virgin. 30:7 If there is a man in Israel who wishes to give his 
daughter or his sister to any foreigner, he is to die. He is to be stoned 
because he has done something sinful and shameful within Israel. The 
woman is to be burned because she has defiled the reputation of her 
father's house; she is to be uprooted from Israel. 30:8 N o adulterer or 
impure person is to be found within Israel throughout all the time of 
the earth's history, for Israel is holy to the Lord. Any man who has 
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(it): Latin supplies the missing pronoun (eum). 
is to die; he is to be stoned: Latin lacks a conjunction before «by stones» and omits the 

verb «stoned». R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 143) considered morietur in lapidibus to 
be «Ganz das hebraische D'laxa ma'». Charles (1895, p. 111, n. 4 to Latin) was probably 
correct, though, in preferring the Ethiopic (he compared v 9). Hartom has rendered the 
end of the verse as i m » l T jasa without supplying «die». N o ms. or version supports his 
reading. 

30:9 ordained and written: Latin reverses the terms. 
who: Latin places quoniam before qui. It may represent Hebrew ' 3 which can 

introduce quotations. The most logical spot for direct speech to begin in the Ethiopic is, 
however, with f+. 

he is to be stoned: Literally: they are to stone him. Charles read f-^mic ( = mss. 25 
35) which is passive like lapidabitur. But the Latin version more regularly and correctly 
renders indefinite plural active verbs with passive forms (e.g. twice in 30:7) in this section. 
In this passage Latin again uses future verbs where Ethiopic has subjunctives. 

30:10 no remission: Latin adds illi. 
all: Latin hominis is, in all likelihood, a copyist's error for omnis ( R O N S C H , Das Buch 

der Jubilaen, 54; Charles, 1895, p. 111, n. 5 to Latin; Berger, 472, n. b to v 10). 
one of his descendants: Literally: of/from his seed. Latin uses omni before semine. 
Molech: Latin; alienigena (the ending should be -genae [ R O N S C H , Das Buch der 

Jubilaen, 54; Charles, 1895, p. I l l , n. 6 to Latin]). As Ronsch (ibid., 143) saw, the author 
is alluding to passages such as Lev 18:21; 20:2 which « . . . sind hier durch Verwandlung 
des Moloch in einen Heiden nach Massgabe der zeitweiligen Verhaltnisse abgcandert 
worden, . . .» Charles (ibid., p. 110, n. 22) rejected the Ethiopic reading as «certainly a 
corruption owing to Lev. xxih.21, xx.2; . . .» C f Littmann, 91, n. a. In 1902, however, he 
retained the Ethiopic. He had learned that T. Levi 18:21 gave a similar marital explana
tion for the passage (p. 181, n.). He also referred to Sanh82a; Sanhix.6; Megillah25a; 
and Megillah iv.9 (see also Berger, 472, n. d to v 10). Charles' later view that Latin was an 
interpretation is reasonable in light of the passages which he cited. 

has sinned: Latin: inpie egerunt. The plural is unexpected and possibly resulted from 
misreading 4noir|CTev as JitoiT|CTav. 

them: The pronoun is singular, but it refers to the collective HC>»- which is translated 
«descendants». On the word intaminare which is not in the lexica, see R O N S C H , Das Buch 
der Jubilaen, 143. 

30:11 not to marry: Literally: not to take. Latin reads filiis suis (for their sons) after 
the verb. The Ethiopic mss. offer nothing here, with the exception of ms. 12 which has 
AA.iro"-. Charles (1895, p. 110, n.23) emended this form to Am-tc!^'^ ( = Latin). See 

defiled (it) is to die; he is to be stoned. 30:9 For this is the way it has 
been ordained and written on the heavenly tablets regarding any 
descendant of Israel who defiles (it): 'He is to die; he is to be stoned'. 
30:10 This law has no temporal limit. There is no remission or any 
forgiveness; but rather the man who has defiled his daughter within all 
of Israel is to be eradicated because he has given one of his descendants 
to Molech and has sinned by defihng them. 

30:11 Now you, Moses, order the Israehtes and testify to them that 
they are not to give any of their daughters to foreigners and that they 
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are not to marry any foreign women because it is despicable before the 
Lord. 30:12 For this reason I have written for you in the words of the 
law everything that the Shechemites did to Dinah and how Jacob's sons 
said: 'We will not give our daughter to a man who has a foreskin 
because for us that would be a disgraceful thing'. 30:13 It is a disgrace
ful thing for the Israelites who give or take (in marriage) one of the 
foreign women because it is too impure and despicable for Israel. 
30:14 Israel will not become clean from this impurity while it has one 

Hartom, 94-95, n. to vN". Littmann (91, n. b) wondered whether Latin had read uloii; 
instead of afiroiq. A A . l f " ^ is a form of A A which appears only with suffixes ( D I L L M A N N , 
Lexicon, 30) and means «ipse», etc. (cf ms. 63 which reads the form h.yif'^^i. before 
h<»"). It would mean «they themselves were not to take» (see Charles, 1902, p. 181, 
n. = auToi). This pronoun could have been omitted as unnecessary in most of the 
Ethiopic tradition. It is also possible that the assumed auroi was a mistake for auToii;. But 
the Ethiopic tradition is now virtually unanimous in lacking anything corresponding with 
filiis suis — words which may have been added to create a smoother text — and therefore 
ms. 12 ought not to be regarded as preserving either the original reading or a word 
pointing toward it. 

30:12 everything ... did: Literally: all their work(s). Latin reads sermones before 
operum — perhaps under the influence of the preceding sermonibus. 

our daughter: Both Ethiopic and Latin support the reading, but all versions of 
Gen 34:14 have «our sister». 

30:13 It is a disgraceful thing: Mss. 20 25 35 omit these words (and «for us» at the end 
of V 12) by haplography (cf Charles, 1895, p. 110, n. 28). 

Israelites who: As Ethiopic and Latin show, «Israel» is to be taken as «Israelites». The 
two instances of A before XA are resumptive of A before 7 t A < ( - } b A and need not be 
translated (see the Latin). 

too impure and despicable for Israel: Ethiopic reads two adjectives, although the first 
(Ch-A) could be understood as an alternate spelling of a noun (several mss. give the noun 
form here); Latin employs two nouns. But a more significant problem is deciding which 
preposition to read before hl\d-h.e\.. Mss. 9' 20 25 35 read X r ; 21 38 39 42 47 48 58 have 
A ; the others omit. Latin reads in, which does not agree exactly with either of the Ethiopic 
options, and adds omni after it. If X?" is accepted, as it is here, then a comparison is being 
made. A would require the translation: it is impure and despicable for Israel. Omitting a 
preposition would yield: it is impure and Israel is despicable. The only serious choices 
obviously are }\9° and A , and of these the former has earlier and stronger backing. 

30:14 foreign women ... anyone has given: Latin deviates considerably from the 
Ethiopic. It lacks «daughters of» before gentibus and, where Ethiopic has mho^P ' 
>\9°t\'Pi^fi.U- •• HfflOn, it reads et non mundabimus de filiabus nostris. The Latin is suspect 
because it is couched in the first person (apparently continuing the quotation begun in 
V 12) though the context would lead one to expect a third-person statement. Also, et non 
mundabi- occurs at the beginning of the verse. R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 54, 143-
44) thought that the text once read: et non mundabitur si dabimus, and that the similarity 
of -dabitur and dabimus caused omission of the letters -dabitur si. However, this still 
leaves one with a first^person verb and a text that is quite different from the Ethiopic. 
Charles (1895, p. 111, n. 11) changed non mundabimus to si dabimus — a solution which 
also fails to solve the problem of the differences between the two versions. The Latin 
could be the product of several influences and mistakes, et non mundabi- may have been 
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of the foreign women or if anyone has given one of his daughters to 
any foreign man. 30:15 For it is blow upon blow and curse upon curse. 
Every punishment, blow, and curse will come. If one does this or shuts 
his eyes to those who do impure things and who defile the Lord's 
sanctuary and to those who profane his holy name, then the entire 
nation will be condemned together because of all this impurity and this 

encouraged by the first words of the verse, but Latin varies from Ethiopic just before this 
as well. The ending -mus on the verb may have been conditioned by the repeated 
termination -ibus (gentibus, filiabus) or perhaps the Hebrew forms irf and ]r\i were 
confused. The word nostris could be explained as a subsequent accommodation to the 
first-person plural verb. The Ethiopic text uses the verb «give» and Latin probably retains 
it in corrupted form at the end of mundabimus. This leaves non mun- as problematic. 
Could an expression such as non nemo ( = someone) have been used where Ethiopic has 
- f ... H? It might then have been miscopied when a scribe recalled the verb at the 
beginning of the verse. As this is very hypothetical, the defective Latin text has been 
translated as it is; but if these changes were made, a text very near to the Ethiopic would 
emerge: et non nemo dabit de filiabus suis. 

to any foreign man: Literally: to a man from all the nations. Latin: to all the nations 
(that is, it lacks an equivalent for •flXrt, ' 7x9°). 

30:15 punishment, blow; Latin reflects the same text with the exceptions that it lacks a 
conjunction between the two words and places the second in the genitive case. Note that 
ms. 17 also omits the conjunction. 

curse (will come): Latin; curse of curses — a phrase somewhat parallel to the preceding 
«punishments of blows». N o Ethiopic ms. agrees with it. 

will come. If; Latin continues (after aduenient) with super ilium which agrees only with 
ms. 63 (AdA-O"). Though he did not do so in 1895, Charles added the phrase in parentheses 
in 1902 (p. 182, n.). After the verb Ethiopic supplies (DHh'"' ( = and if). Either something 
is missing from the Latin (before faciet) or super ilium stands where another reading once 
was. R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 54) inserted [qui] and Charles (1895, p. 113) added 
(si). 

this: Literally: this (Latin: that) word/ thing. Hebrew 121 probably stood in the 
original text. 

or shuts his eyes to those who do impure things and who defile: Ethiopic «or shuts his 
eyes» renders Lev 20:4 but in the singular, while Latin uses two verbs (disregards/ looks 
away). Charles (1902, p. 182, n.) called these a dittography, but they seem to be a 
paraphrase of the verb and noun reflected in the Ethiopic. The versions also differ 
regarding the words that follow. Ethiopic employs a plural relative pronoun with a verb 
and continues this pattern in the next two relative clauses to indicate those from whom 
one hides his eyes. Latin presents a singular nominative participle (masculine) with a noun 
in the genitive case; the former must be the subject of the two preceding verbs. The 
following verb is also singular. Both R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 56) and Charles 
(1895, p. 113, nn. 2-3 to Latin) emended faciens to facientes and poUuerit to [qui] polluunt 
( = Ethiopic). For this last expression, see Lev 20:3. 

profane his holy name; Like Lev 20:3 (Tjni? m VVnVl), Ethiopic uses a different 
verb than in the preceding clause. Latin repeats the same verb. 

this impurity and this contamination: Latin has only the first of these phrases (see 
above where abominationis and CH-rtl- are paired). Charles' note (1895, p. 112, n. 12) is 
misleading: he claimed that he emended •• H-t to I'^i.V «with Lat. abominationibus 
hujus» but Latin has no equivalent for fl)1"7i •• H-t (cf 1902, p. 182, n.). The form huius 
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(genitive singular) requires the translation «of this» (Charles, 1902: «of this [man]»), 
though it may be a mistake for his as the Ethiopic suggests. 

30:16 nor partiality: Latin omits this phrase which is synonymous with the preceding 
one. Charles (1895, p. 112, n. 13; 1902, p. 182, n. [here he strangely termed it a 
dittography]) and Littmann (91, n. d) rejected it as a gloss; Berger (473, n. a to v 16) also 
questions whether it was original (his claim that it is absent from ms. B [ = 25] is false). 
However, it is simpler to explain Latin as an omission due to parablepsis (personam ... 
personam) than to determine why someone would add a phrase that was synonymous 
with the first one. 

from him of fruit: Literally from his hand of fruit. Latin omits. The word is of 
dubious standing as mss. 25 44 omit it (though they read a conjunction after the place 
where it would have been). Latin may have omitted fructum et by homoioteleuton with 
sacrificium. 

fat: Latin omits. One could possibly dismiss it as a doublet of S T ^ A A . 

aroma: Ethiopic reads an infinitive, as with V"t>i (twice) and hf^e^f, while Latin uses 
a finite form as it did with the two preceding verbs. Charles (1895, p. 112, n. 17) 
considered the Ethiopic rendering inferior and proposed f'f^'}9' for the verb (cf 
Gen 8:21). The verbal pattern of the verse shows, however, that this is unnecessary. 

his sanctuary: Though he read «»"*AA in 1895, Charles (1902) translated with «the 
sanctuary» — as if the word lacked a suffix. Ms. 17, which Charles did not know, does 
not place a suffix on the word, and Berger follows it. Latin, too, offers only sanctificatio-
nes (it uses a singular form for «sanctuary» in v 15). Littmann (91, n. e) wrote: «Vielleicht 
ist (im Hinblick auf lat. sanctlficatioms) das ath. maqdasd eine moderne Pluralform, so 
dass zu ubersetzen ware 'der Heiligtumer'». But this is unlikely. Since singular forms of 
sanctificatio are used regularly for «sanctuary» (see 32:22; 49:16-18; c f 23:21), it may be 
advisable to emend here to sanctificationem. Another possibility is that sanctificationem 
eius has been compacted into sanctificationes. 

30:17 See: In Latin and ms. 21 a conjunction precedes the verb. 
how it turned out: Or: how it happened to. Latin quid factum sit is shghtly different. 
the Shechemites: Literally: for Shechem; but Latin has sychimis. The feminine suffix 

on (D-t\^H (Latin: ipsius) refers to Shechem ( = feminine). 
two: Latin's hominum makes little sense here and should be emended to duorum 

( R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 56; Charles, 1895, p. 113, n. 5 to Latin). 
painful way: Latin:- in judgment. The same terms appear in the two versions in 30:4. 
was ... for them: Latin: conputatum est ilhs. C f Gen 15:6. 
just act ... just act: The normal pairing (Kf:^ and ueritas) occurs in the first instance, 

but in the second Kf:^ and iustitia figure opposite one another. 

contamination. 30:16 There will be no favoritism nor partiaUty; there 
will be no receiving from him of fruit, sacrifices, offerings, fat, or the 
aroma of a pleasing fragrance so that he should accept it. (So) is any 
man or woman in Israel to be who defiles his sanctuary. 30:17 For this 
reason I have ordered you: 'Proclaim this testimony to Israel: «See how 
it turned out for the Shechemites and their children — how they were 
handed over to Jacob's two sons. They killed them in a painful way. It 
was a just act for them and was recorded as a just act for them». 
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30:18 Levi's descendants were chosen for the priesthood and as levites 
to serve before the Lord as we (do) for all time. Levi and his sons will 
be blessed forever because he was eager to carry out justice, punish
ment, and revenge on all who rise against Israel. 30:19 So blessing and 
justice before the God of all are entered for him as a testimony on the 5 
heavenly tablets. 30:20 We ourselves remember the justice which the 
man performed during his hfetime at all times of the year. As far as 
1000 generations will they enter (it). It will come to him and his family 
after him. He has been recorded on the heavenly tablets as a friend and 
a just man'. lO 

30:21 I have written this entire message for you and have ordered 
you to tell the Israelites not to sin or transgress the statutes or violate 

30:18 chosen: Latin: adscriptum est. See 30:21 where the same verb appears where 
Ethiopic has a passive form of XWML. 

priesthood: R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 56) and Charles (1895, p. 113) inserted [in] 
before sacerdotium. 

will be blessed: Dillmann (1851: «gesegnet sei»), Littmann, and Berger («und dass 
gesegnet werde[n]») read f'-t'\d1n as a subjunctive form. But Latin benedicitur suggests 
that it should be construed as an indicative. 

eager to carry out ... revenge: Latin has the same words but transposes ut faceret (the 
equivalent of Jf.°inc) and ueritatem ( = KS:^) so that the sense is slightly different. 

revenge: For defensionem in this sense, see R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 144. 
rise against: Latin: positi sunt. Both Goldmann and Hartom render with forms of Di?; 

Latin may represent a form of Dir. Latin super could mean «over». 
30:20 We ourselves remember ... performed: Latin: memorabitur iustitia quam faciet 

homo. Charles (1895, p. 113, nn. 8-9 to Latin) altered the text to: memoramur justitiam 
quam fecit homo. The change of tenses (faciet to fecit) is simple, but memorabimur would 
more accurately reflect the Ethiopic imperfect. 

of the year: Berger (474, n. c to v 20) prefers the reading MA9° found in ms. 17 alone; 
he considers H1<"»'̂  of the other witnesses «weniger sinnvoll». But Latin, too, supports 
the majority reading. l A ? " is probably a corruption of 'i""-!'. 

generations: Latin reads annos, possibly under the influence of the preceding anni. 
will they enter (it). This standard expression for placing information on the heavenly 

tablets (literally: they will bring [it] up) is rendered in Latin as refertur in v 19 (using the 
passive singular for the indefinite plural active of the original text) and as offeretur here. 
Charles (1895. p. 113. n. II to Latin) emended to referetur. 

family: Latin: descendants (literally: seed). ^ff l-A^ is used twice in this verse, but in 
neither case does the Latin reflect it. The difference would involve the Hebrew words i n 
and SIT which are not likely to be confused. «Seed» is the expected term with the words 
«after him» — a fact which may have caused a scribe to insert the wrong word here. 

and a just man: Latin lacks a conjunction between amicus and iustus; both R O N S C H 

(Das Buch der Jubilaen, 56) and Charles (1895, p. 113) added it to the text. All Ethiopic 
mss. support its inclusion. The adjective 3l£-+ is not too strongly attested in the ms. 
tradition (mss. 17 21 42 47 58 read it), but Latin, too, backs it. 

30:21 I have written ... for you: Latin moves the verb to the beginning of the hne, 
whereas Ethiopic preposes lf-A° = «•>+ = "m.. 

violate; Latin uses a verb with the same meaning as ^if-t- but in the future indicative, 
not the subjunctive, form. Charles (1895, p. 113, n. 13 to Latin) emended to dissipent (a 
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the covenant which was estabhshed for them so that they should 
perform it and be recorded as friends. 30:22 But if they transgress and 
behave in any impure ways, they will be recorded on the heavenly 
tablets as enemies. They will be erased from the book of the living and 

5 will be recorded in the book of those who will be destroyed and with 
those who will be uprooted from the earth. 30:23 On the day that 
Jacob's sons killed (the people of) Shechem, a written notice was 
entered in heaven for them (to the effect) that they had carried out what 
was right, justice, and revenge against the sinners. It was recorded as a 

10 blessing. 

present subjunctive). It happens frequently, though, that Latin resorts to future indicative 
verbs where Ethiopic reads a subjunctive. 

(perform) it: Latin ea is plural. It is possible to understand the suffix on ^ l l t C P as 
having a plural referent; or perhaps ea should be eam. 

and be recorded: f.f,ih4- can be parsed as either subjunctive or indicative (they will be 
recorded). Latin uses a future indicative form. 

friends: Latin adds dei, no trace of which surfaces in the Ethiopic tradition. C f 
Jub 19:9. Latin also furnishes dei after inimici in 30:22. 

30:22 transgress: Latin adds testamentum, which is, it seems, a plus that was meant to 
lend more specificity to the verb. 

behave in any impure ways: Literally: they do any of the ways of impurity. Latin, 
rather than combining uiis and abominationem, places the latter in the accusative case 
and produces a text which means (literally): they do an abomination from all ways. The 
simplest solution is to read abominationum (genitive plural) which would agree with 
Ethiopic. 

they will be recorded ... enemies: Latin reads quaecumque scripta sunt (neuter plural). 
Ethiopic places no pronoun before the verb. The Latin text, as a result, now seems to have 
«ways» or «abominations» recorded on the tablets. This arrangement required that 
another verb (erunt) be added to make sense of the sequel. The Ethiopic is superior 
without a doubt. In his edition, Charles (1895, p. 113, n. 14 to Latin) omitted quaecumque 
and changed scripta sunt to scripti. Note that ms. 25 has omitted the last word of v 21 and 
V 22 through ^Xrh^ by parablepsis (see Charles, ibid., n. 35). 

the living: «Life» is supported by ms. 12 and Latin. The same Hebrew word (n'Tin) lies 
behind both readings. 

those who will be destroyed: Latin: perditionum. The latter probably resulted when a 
plural participle was mistaken for a plural noun (destructions). 

and with those: Latin does not read a conjunction before inter eos; ms. 20 also omits 
the word. 

uprooted: Latin reads a present indicative verb which Charles (1895, p. 115, n. I to 
Latin) emended to eradicentur (subjunctive). With Dillmann (in R O N S C H , Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 57), however, one would expect eradicabuntur (future). Charles, too, had read 
an imperfect form (^"t<im.) in his Ethiopic text of 1895. 

30:23 was entered: Literally: went up. 
that (they): Latin has no word that corresponds with h«w. 
against the sinners: Latin: in ipsis. The equivalent of the Ethiopic reading would be in 

(?) peccatoribus. 
It was recorded: Ethiopic uses a singular verb, but Latin has a plural form of which 

Levi and Simeon are the subjects. Mss. 17 20 39 42 44 47 48 58 also read plural forms. 
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There is, then, a good chance that the plural is the more original form, although mss. 9 12 
21 25 35 63 support the singular. It is possible, too, that a scribe, who recognized that two 
brothers were involved, changed the verb to a plural. 

30:24 their sister: Syriac EthGen 34:26 also add these words. 
everything that was: Latin uses a plural expression. 
donkeys: There is a suffix attached to the Ethiopic noun; Latin lacks a possessive 

unless eorum (after substantiam) is meant to apply to sinos as well as to substantiam. 
flocks: Latin: land. Both R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 58, 145) and Charles (1895, 

p. 115, n. 3 to Latin) changed terram to armentam (cattle for plowing, herd). Charles 
(ibid.) also transposed this clause and et omnem substantiam, but one wonders why he did 
since the Ethiopic text does not support the shift. 

30:25 He spoke with them: Both versions of Jubilees use general verbs of speaking. 
Charles (1902, p. 185, n.) found this unacceptable. He thought that the underlying 
Hebrew (particularly of the Latin) was nrrVs? "ai ( = «he reproached them») which the 
Greek translator should have expressed as iXakryjt K O I ' aOtmv, not as kXaXx\cst npbc, 
abxoiic, (he compared Jer 6:10; 25:2; 26:2 for the same «error»). Nevertheless, as he 
himself saw. Gen 34:30 reads "?N lasi which was probably the original wording here. 

about the fact that: Latin: quare. The original Hebrew may have been NITFN "?» — a 
phrase which could have been expressed in at least two similar ways in Greek: 8id TO 
+ infinitive ( = Ethiopic) and 5id ri ( = Latin). 

killed: Latin exterminauerunt is more graphic. Compare the two verbs which Jacob 
uses regarding himself in Gen 34:30 (Tnairr 'lism). The former resembles in 
meaning; the latter (in the hiphil) would agree with the Latin verb. 

were living: The plural agrees with Syriac LXX EthGen 34:30; MT Sam read 
Canaanites ... Perizzites: The plural forms agree with the versions of Gen 34:30 other 

than MT Sam. 
30:26 in: Latin super agrees with all versions of Gen 35:5 except OL* which has in. 
set out to pursue: All versions of Gen 35:5 and Latin Jubilees read «did not pursue». 

But the Latin then adds ut nocerent eum — a clause that is without parallel in the biblical 
texts. Charles (1895, p. 115, n. 8) adduced the Vulgate wording non sunt ausi persequi, 
which resembles the Ethiopic Jubilees. 

Jacob's sons: Ethiopic agrees with MT Sam LXX OL EthGen 35:5 in its inclusion of 
the word «sons»; the other versions and Latin omit, although Syriac adds , m c u = •iJazjo 
after «Jacob». For the name «Jacob» Jubilees follows the tradition of MT Sam Syriac; 
LXX OL EthGenesis have «Israel». 

terror: Ethiopic uses a different word here than at the beginning of the verse, but Latin 
repeats timor. 

30:24 They led their sister Dinah from Shechem's house and cap
tured everything that was in Shechem — their sheep, cattle, and 
donkeys; all their property and all their flocks — and brought every
thing to their father Jacob. 30:25 He spoke with them about the fact 
that they had killed (the people oO a city because he was afraid of the 
people who were living in the land — of the Canaanites and the 
Perizzites. 30:26 A fear of the Lord was in all the cities which were 
around Shechem. They did not set out to pursue Jacob's sons because 
terror had fallen on them. 
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31:1 On the first of the month Jacob told all the people of his 
household: 'Purify yourselves and change your clothes; we are to set 
out and go up to Bethel where I made a vow, on the day that I ran 
away from my brother Esau, to the one who has been with me and 

5 brought me back safely to this land. Remove the foreign gods which are 
among you'. 31:2 They handed over the foreign gods, their earrings and 
necklaces, and the idols that Rachel had stolen from her father Laban. 
She gave everything to Jacob, and he burned them, broke them into 
pieces, ruined them, and hid them beneath the oak which is in the land 

10 of Shechem. 31:3 On the first of the seventh month he went up to 

3 1 : 1 people: In Gen 3 5 : 2 most versions have only «his household*, but EthGenesis 
Tojn and Jubilees preface «men of» to it. Cf. Syriac ,i=. 

who has: Most of the translators (Dillmann, Charles, Goldmann, Hartom) have 
rendered with «because he has». The text, however, reads a relative pronoun with LXX 
EthGen 3 5 : 3 . The other versions use a conjunction. Littmann and Berger have translated 
correctly. 

among you: Jubilees lacks the plus which LXX (HEG' OLGen 3 5 : 2 locate before 
this prepositional phrase. 

3 1 : 2 handed over: Most Ethiopic mss. read tmtym-yao- which means «they melted 
them» (mss. 1 2 3 5 read an imperative; c f Berger, who renders rather freely with 
«demolierten»); but 3 8 has aafiffav- (they tore them away; so Goldmann: w n p n ) . 
Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 1 5 , n. 9 ; 1 9 0 2 , p. 1 8 5 , n.) emended to aomat-yao- («they gave up»), 
citing W 1 in Gen 3 5 : 4 as a basis for the change. Littmann ( 9 2 , n. b) seems to have agreed 
with Charles, though he claimed that he was following C D ( = 5 1 3 8 ) in rendering with 
«sie nahmen ... weg . . .» Hartom ( 9 6 , 9 7 , n. to v 3), too, sides with Charles. His alteration 
is reasonable and may be correct, but it is also worth asking whether the problem had 
surfaced already in Hebrew when forms of ] ru and "[ru ( = to melt [in the hiphil]) were 
interchanged. The latter may have seemed to a copyist or translator the likelier verb in the 
context. 

their earrings and necklaces: Literally: what was in their ears and what was on their 
necks. Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 1 5 , n. 1 0 ; 1 9 0 2 , p. 1 8 5 , n.) thought that «their necks» was 
corrupt for «their hands» (ms. 6 3 reads hf-W^ but in place of hUXif"^) and that 
«which were in their hands» was to be moved after «strange gods» (cf ms. 4 7 ) . This 
would bring the text into harmony with Gen 3 5 : 4 , but it is certainly not what the Ethiopic 
says. 

her father: Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 1 5 , n. 1 1 ) emended hO-V to h-^V ( = her brother), but he 
must have forgotten that Laban was Rachel's father. He repeated the error in 1 9 0 2 
(p. 1 8 5 , n.). All of this must have confused Hartom who reports ( 9 7 , n. to v 3 ) that the 
erroneous reading «her brother* was found in the Ethiopic ms. tradition. Charles did 
rectify the matter in his 1 9 1 3 translation, though his note there (p. 5 9 ) suggests that he still 
thought X'Vy was present in some ms. Josephus (Ant. 1 . 3 4 2 ) mentions this episode at the 
same point in his narrative. 

ruined them: Clearly Jacob did not «destroy* (so Charles, 1 9 0 2 ) them because he still 
had something left to hide after this. For the verb hltxT, compare the LXX plus at the 
end of Gen 3 5 : 4 : K O I &nmXeusv aiim eax; Tfji; ofinepov fijiepa; (though EthGenesis reads 
-TfT^APOD- [causative forms appear in several mss.] for the verb). 

in: So LXX OLGen 3 5 : 4 ; MT has D? ( = Sam Syriac). EthGenesis reads H ( = of). 
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31:3 and had set up a pillar: Some of the translators (Charles, Littmann, Berger) have 
understood this to mean that on this occasion Jacob erected another pillar. But it seems 
more likely that Dillmann is correct in viewing these words as parallel with the preceding 
clause, i.e., they refer to the earlier time when he had set up a pillar (Jub 27:26-27). 

his sacrifice: The word ""/""Pft^i could be rendered «his altar» (so Littmann); 
«sacrifice» is preferable, though, because f/^VO was used for the altar earlier in the 
verse. 

31:4 Let ... come so that 1 can see: Literally: let come ... and let me see. 
31:6 tower gates: Charles, too, read A'J+X ' "Vl iA ' in 1895, but he translated as «the 

front of it» in 1902. Dillmann (1851) used «vor demselben», and Hartom rendered with 
Wtn. These are poor attempts that do not reflect the text. 

she had revived: Literally: her spirit lived. 
31:7 Are these: By omitting the interrogative particle ->• mss. 9 17 38 turn the question 

into a declaration (see Berger, 476, n. a to v 7). 
31:9 look like: Latin similis should be similes ( R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 58; 

Charles, 1895, p. 115, n. 6 to Latin). 
31:10 He told him: Latin adds dicens, which serves to introduce direct speech already 

at this point. Ethiopic postpones the quotation one additional clause. 
his sons: Latin: my sons (part of the direct speech). The difference could have resulted 

from the similarity between Hebrew r i 3 ( = Ethiopic) and ( = Latin). Note that the 
next letter would have been 1, and this fact may have caused a scribe to affix another 1 to 

that they were indeed: Where Ethiopic has h " " ' Otxll Latin offers quoniam pater. 

Bethel. He built an altar at the place where he had slept and had set up 
a pillar. He sent word to his father Isaac and to his mother Rebecca as 
well to come to him to his sacrifice. 31:4 Isaac said: 'Let my son Jacob 
come so that I can see him before I die'. 31:5 Jacob went to his father 

5 Isaac and his mother Rebecca in the house of his father Abraham. He 
took two of his sons with him — Levi and Judah. He came to his father 
Isaac and his mother Rebecca. 31:6 Rebecca went out of the tower into 
the tower gates to kiss Jacob and hug him because she had revived at 
the time she heard (the report): 'Your son Jacob has now arrived'. She 

10 kissed him. 31:7 When she saw his two sons, she recognized them. She 
said to him: 'Are these your sons, my son'? She hugged them, kissed 
them, and blessed them as follows: 'Through you Abraham's descen
dants will become famous. You will become a blessing on the earth'. 

31:8 Jacob went in to his father Isaac, to his bedroom where he was 
15 lying down. His two children were with him. He took his father's hand, 

bent down, and kissed him. Isaac hung on his son Jacob's neck and 
cried on his neck. 31:9 Then the shadow passed from Isaac's eyes and 
he saw Jacob's two sons — Levi and Judah — and said: 'Are these 
your sons, my son, because they look hke you'? 31:10 He told him that 

20 they were indeed his sons: 'You have noticed correctly that they are 
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indeed my sons'. 31:11 When they came up to him, he turned and 
kissed them and hugged both of them together. 31:12 A spirit of 
prophecy descended into his mouth. He took Levi by his right hand 
and Judah by his left hand. 

31:13 He turned to Levi first and began to bless him first. He said to 
him: 'May the Lord of everything — he is the Lord of all ages — bless 
you and your sons throughout all ages. 

31:14 May the Lord give you and your descendants extremely great 
honor; 

Charles (1895, p. 115, n. 27; 1902, p. 186, n.) wondered whether X T } (he adopted the 
reading of ms. 12 which lacks the preposition before this word) was a mistake for M 
{ = pater). Cf Littmann, 93, n. a; Hartom, 97, n. to vV It is likely that the Ethiopic is 
incorrect here. Perhaps M was changed into nX^V) (the first two letters of the phrase are 
those of Xfl reversed) under influence of the earlier parts of the verse where X T > is used 
two times. 

31:11 both of them: Latin: utrosque. Dillmann (in R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 59, 
n. 2) commented that a slight change in the Ethiopic word would yield the equivalent of 
utrosque. Charles (1895, p. 115, n. 29; c f 1902: «both of them») emended »f-A-o»- to 
hAX.lf<"»-; and Littmann (93, n .b) and Hartom have preferred the Latin reading 
(cf Goldmann, p. 3D"i, n. to vN'; Berger, 476, n. b to v 11). This is almost certainly 
correct. The two Ethiopic words closely resemble one another, and «all» is inappropriate 
when only two people are involved. This emendation is now attested in ms. 63. Ms. 38 
reads only the last two syllables of Xt-tfo^, while ms. 17 omits the full word. 

31:12 descended: Latin: aduenit. 
his mouth: Latin: os isac. Ms. 21 agrees with Latin but adds X(hw-. 
left hand: Latin, with ms. 12, lacks «hand». 
31:13 first^: et (primis) should be in ( R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 58; Charles, 

1895, p. 117, n. I to Latin). 
He said to him: Latin: benedixit leuui dicens. The Latin wording has the disadvantage 

of yielding three instances of benedic- and two of leuui in the verse. 
he is: Latin reads a conjunction before ipse (cf ms. 58). Hartom inserts a phrase here 

(naKn -nVsll]) which is not attested in the mss. 
all: Latin omits, though it does supply omnia with saecula at the end of the verse. 
you: Latin does not repeat the pronoun as Ethiopic does. Both R O N S C H {Das Buch der 

Jubilaen, 58) and Charles (1895, p. 117) supply te in brackets. 
31:14 extremely great honor: Literally: greatness for honor/ fame. Latin phrases with 

magno intellegere gloriam eius. Charles emended both texts. Latin became magnam 
intelligentiam gloriae eius, and Ethiopic was adjusted to agree with it: OOf = AI 'B ' 
Ah-n<- (1895, p. 116, n. 7; p. 117, nn. 3-4 to Latin). In 1902 he followed ms. 38 and 
translated (between daggers): «greatness and great glory»; but in a note (p. 186) he wrote 
that a slight change in the reading of i ( = 25) would produce agreement with Latin (see 
above for the change). «Hence we should probably render: 'to thy great seed to 
understand His glory', or else by another change 'to thy seed to have great understanding 
of His glory'». Ethiopic is clearly defective, and Latin gives a better text. Yet it is doubtful 
whether Charles' emendation of the Ethiopic is correct. Both versions have a word for 
«great», though it modifies semini in Latin; next comes the contested word; and then 
both have a term for «honor/ glory» (the absence of a suffix in Ethiopic may be due 
ultimately to haplography of the sequence 1 TTias). «Greatness» is a virtue that is 
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may he make you and your descendants (alone) out of all humanity 
approach him 

to serve in his temple like the angels of the presence and like the holy 
ones. 

The descendants of your sons will be like them in honor, greatness, 5 

and holiness. 
May he make them great throughout all ages. 
31:15 They will be princes, judges, and leaders of all the descendants 

of Jacob's sons. 
They will declare the word of the Lord justly 10 
and will justly judge all his verdicts. 
They will tell my ways to Jacob 
and my paths to Israel. 
The blessing of the Lord will be placed in their mouths, 

mentioned with h-flC later in the verse; the noun form is probably correct. Ethiopic uses a 
cognate adjective with itttV and it is suspect. It may be that, under the influence of the 
word «greatness» (neyaOoi;?), a scribe or translator misread naGsiv as [leyav and thus 
gave rise to the Ethiopic adjective, 

you^: Latin omits. 
may he make ... approach: Here too Latin uses a future indicative where Ethiopic 

reads a subjunctive. 
humanity: Literally: flesh. Goldmann's translation has a misprint ("VSOTl for linTl). 
to serve: Literally: so that he ( = HCJih?) may serve. Latin reads a second-person plural 

verb (ms. 21 uses a second-person singular form) and adds illi ( = ms. 47). 
temple: Here Latin offers a plural noun (sanctificationibus) for «sanctuary». 
The descendants ... like them: Latin places a conjunction before secundum ipsos, 

where it marks the beginning of a new clause, and another before semen filiorum, where it 
seems to indicate «also/ too». Ethiopic mirrors neither of these. 

make ... great: Latin sanctificauit ( = -bit [ R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 58; Charles, 
1895, p. 117, n. 6 to Latin; this is another case of a future form paired with an Ethiopic 
subjunctive]) may be rejected as a mistake caused by the preceding sanctificationem. 

throughout: Hartom adds a gratuitous "12 before this preposition; the word is found in 
no ms. of Jubilees. 

31:15 princes, judges: Both words could be translated as either «prince» or «judge», 
but as Latin reads principes et iudices they are rendered as above. 

and leaders: Latin omits. ""'iMi-t' can mean «princeps, praepositus, dux», etc. 
( D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 48), and this seems the most likely rendering here. Mai 2:7 does, 
however, call the priest (or Levi) m » 3 2 S nin- "[xVa. 

sons: Latin and ms. 17 omit. 
judge: ^Ij-^y- means «they will judge/ condemn/ punish/ have power» ( L A M B D I N , 

Introduction to Classical Ethiopic, 409). Latin examinabunt, though, suggests the notions 
of weighing, pondering, examining, trying, testing. The underlying Greek verb was 
probably a form of K P I V S I V , which means «to decide/ judge» but also «to question/ 
examine)). See Berger, 478, n. d to v 15. 

to Jacob ... to Israel: As R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 145) observed, the 
demonstratives (huic in both instances) before these names render Greek definite articles. 

in their mouths: Latin: semini eius. Charles (1895, p. 117, n. 7 to Latin) simply read os 
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so that they may bless all the descendants of the beloved. 
31:16 Your mother named you Levi, 
and she has given you the right name. 
You will become one who is joined to the Lord 

5 and a companion of all Jacob's sons. 
His table is to belong to you; 
you and your sons are to eat (from) it. 
May your table be filled throughout all history; 
may your food not be lacking throughout all ages. 

10 31:17 May all who hate you fall before you, 
and all your enemies be uprooted and perish. 
May the one who blesses you be blessed, 
and any nation that curses you be cursed'. 
31:18 Then he said to Judah: 

15 May the Lord give you the power and strength to trample on all who 
hate you. 

eorum ( = Ethiopic). In favor of the Ethiopic wording one may cite Mai 2:6 (in'sa) and 
2:7 (iri'Da), where Levi or a priest is under consideration. The reason for the Latin 
reading is not apparent. 

of the beloved: The Latin adjective dilectum should modify semen with which it agrees 
in case, number, and gender. It could be brought into harmony with the Ethiopic by 
emending to dilecti as Charles (1895, p. 117, n. 8 to Latin) did. Berger (478, n. g to v 15) 
compares Isa 41:8 (-anx amaK snt). 

31:16 Your: Ethiopic preposes the object pronoun h„ph and resumes it later; Latin 
does not place a pronoun first. 

right name: Literally: the name in truth. 
one who is joined to: With Gen 29:34, Jubilees interprets the name Levi as a derivative 

of mV. Latin reads ad decorem, which Charles (1902, p. 188, n.) said « . . . seems to refer to 
Levi as derived from rrnV, 'a crown' or 'garland'». C f Berger, 478, n. b to v 16 (he refers 
to 30:14a). R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 145-46) had earlier made the same proposal. 

His (table): Latin: Your. R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 58) and Charles (1895, 
p. 117, n. 10 to Latin) emended tua to sua ( = Ethiopic). 

eat (from) it: For parallels to the expression, see R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 146. 
Latin uses a future tense verb; Ethiopic has an imperative. 

history: Literally: generations. Latin employs saecula here and at the end of the verse. 
31:17 enemies: inimi should be corrected to inimici ( R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 

60; Charles, 1895, p. 117, n. 11 to Latin). 
uprooted: Latin exterminabuntur (future tense where Ethiopic has a subjunctive) is 

close to but not quite the same in meaning with the Ethiopic. The same two verbs are also 
paired at 15:28; 16:9; 30:10; 49:9. 

May the one who ... and any: Latin gives quia ut i//e ... et si at this point. R O N S C H 

(Das Buch der Jubilaen, 60) inserted [qui] after ille, but Charles (1895, p. 117, n. 12 to 
Latin) altered quia ut ille to et qui ( = mss. 25 35 39 42 44 47 48 58). But the Latin 
construction is different; for as the one [who] blesses ... also if ... 

31:18 Be: Latin; eris. 
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Be a prince — you and one of your sons — for Jacob's sons. 
May your name and the name of your sons be one 
that goes and travels around in the entire earth and the regions. 
Then the nations will be frightened before you; 
all the nations will be disturbed; 5 
all peoples will be disturbed. 
31:19 May Jacob's help be in you; 
May Israel's safety be found in you. 
31:20 At the time when you sit on the honorable throne that is 

rightly yours, 10 
there will be great peace for all the descendants of the beloved's sons. 
The one who blesses you will be blessed, 
and all who hate and trouble you, 
and those, too, who curse you 
will be uprooted and destroyed from the earth 15 
and are to be cursed. 

31:21 He turned, kissed him again, and hugged him. He was very 
happy that he had seen the sons of his true son Jacob. 31:22 He moved 
out from between his feet, fell down, and bowed to him. He then 
blessed them. He rested there near his father Isaac that night. They ate 20 
and drank happily. 31:23 He made Jacob's two sons sleep, one on his 
right, one on his left; and it was credited to him as something righteous. 

31:24 That night Jacob told his father everything — how the Lord 
had shown him great kindness, that he had directed all his ways 
favorably and had protected him from every evil one. 31:25 Isaac 25 
blessed the God of his father Abraham who had not put an end to his 

for Jacob's sons. May ... your sons: Latin omits these words by parablepsis (filiorum 
tuorum to filiorum tuorum). See R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 60, 146; Charles, 1895, 
p. 117. 

travels around: Latin: optinens. R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 146) asked: «Ist 
vielleicht auf Jtepiezonevov und Ttepiepxonevov zuruckzufiihren?» C f Charles, 1895, 
p. 117, n. 23. 

31:20 that is rightly yours: Literally: of your righteousness. 
beloved's sons: Hartom has created another reading (ainxn ' p ) , unless the first word is 

a misprint for ' p . 
destroyed: Or: perish. 
31:21 his true son Jacob: Literally: Jacob his son who is in righteousness. Littmann 

was certainly wrong in attaching the phrase H(\KX:¥ to Jacob's sons («die echte Sohne 
seines Sohnes Jakob»). 

31:24 evil one: The masculine singular form hU-f- can be so rendered or it could mean 
«evil», 

31:25 faithfulness: Literally; righteousness. 
son: Charles (1902) incorrectly translated «sons» — a reading that is now attested in 

mss. 21 44 but which was present in no copy available to him. 
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31:27 put up with the trip: Literally: to persevere/ endure on the way. Note Dill
mann's (1851) translation: «die reise ... ertragen». 

today: The punctuation actually indicates that should be read with the following 
clause, but it makes less sense there. 

31:29 you will be held accountable regarding the vow: The form ^^:iw/" is more 
strongly supported than but the two may be alternate spellings (with the 
gutteral consonant attracting the long a in the former). One could translate with Littmann 
«sondern suche das Geliibde [auszufiihren]»; it is preferable, though, to side with Charles, 
Hartom, and Berger in construing the phrase as «for thou wilt be called to account as 
touching the vow» (Charles, 1902). For with the accusative, see D I L L M A N N , 

Lexicon, 585. 
made the vow: Latin orasti orationem is an erroneous rendering caused by the 

ambiguity of Greek Tiii^a ei>xi\v (either «pray a prayer» or «vow a vow»). See R O N S C H 

(Das Buch der Jubilaen, 146) who listed other instances of the same error and added that 
the mistake could not have occurred if the translator had had the Hebrew expression i m i 
m : before him (cf also Charles, 1895, pp. 118-19, n. 14; Berger [480, n. b to v 29] gives an 
intorrect translation of Latin as «das Geliibde gelobt hast»). The reference here is to 
Jub 27:27 where Jacob made a vow at Bethel. Hence i(A)?'h ' X A ° + . which could also 
mean «you prayed a prayer» ( D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 1263; see Jub 31:31), must be 
translated as above. 

31:30 Jacob: Latin omits. 
her son Jacob: Ethiopic places the name before «her son», but Latin reverses the two 

units. 
Deborah: Latin adds nutrix sua, which could be a simple explanatory plus. It is also 

possible, however, that the Ethiopic tradition has lost the corresponding word through 
homoioteleuton ( A I J B A R I P R A ) . 

mercy and faithfulness for the son of his servant Isaac. 31:26 In the 
morning Jacob told his father Isaac the vow that he had made to the 
Lord, the vision that he had seen, that he had built an altar and 
everything was ready for offering the sacrifice before the Lord as he had 

5 vowed, and that he had come to put him on a donkey. 31:27 But Isaac 
said to his son Jacob: T am unable to come with you because I am old 
and unable to put up with the trip. Go safely, my son, because I am 165 
years of age today. I am no longer able to travel. Put your mother on 
an animal and let her go with you. 31:28 I know, my son, that it was 

10 on my account that you came. Blessed be this day on which you have 
seen me alive and I, too, have seen you, my son. 31:29 Be successful 
and carry out the vow that you made. D o not delay (in carrying out) 
your vow because you will be held accountable regarding the vow. Now 
hurry to perform it. May the one who has made everything, to whom 

15 you made the vow, be pleased (with it)'. 31:30 He said to Rebecca: 'Go 
with your son Jacob'. 

So Rebecca went with her son Jacob and Deborah with her. They 
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arrived at Bethel. 31:31 When Jacob recalled the prayer with which his 
father had blessed him and his two sons — Levi and Judah — he was 
very happy and blessed the God of his fathers Abraham and Isaac. 
31:32 He said:'Now I know that I and my sons, too, have an eternal 
hope before the God of all'. This is the way it is ordained regarding the 5 
two of them, and it is entered for them as an eternal testimony on the 
heavenly tablets just as Isaac blessed them. 

32:1 That night he stayed at Bethel. Levi dreamed that he — he and 
his sons — had been appointed and made into the priesthood of the 
most high God forever. When he awakened, he blessed the Lord. 10 

31:31 Jacob: Latin omits. 
prayer: Latin: blessing. Cf. Jub 31:13-20; 26:22-24; 27:9. One would expect m.ti-t-

here, as Charles (1895, p. 119, n. 17) indicated; but the Ethiopic is the more difficult 
reading. The Latin seems preferable, although it could have been influenced by the verb 
benedixit; yet the Ethiopic reading could have been affected by the several uses of 
and of the cognate verb in v 29. It seems unlikely that a scribe or translator would have 
confused nana and nVsn or EuXoyia and EUXT|. 

31:32 He said: Latin omits. It may be that the expression was lost to this tradition 
already in Hebrew when the last words of v 31 (pnsn) caused the loss by homoioarchton 
with nasn . 

God of all: Latin: dei omnipotentis. Charles (1895, p. 119, n. 21) thought omnipoten-
tis, if translated into Ethiopic, would equal flVA. = H-A- or Mg. (the noun X?"Ah would 
then be spelled X?°Ah). The phrase «God of all» occurred in 31:13 (deus cunctorum) and 
is frequent in Jubilees (e.g., 22:10, 27; 30:19): moreover, the Latin text does reflect «all», 
though it is part of the larger, familiar word omnipotentis. 

ordained: Latin: deputatum, which is very close in meaning to the Ethiopic word but is 
not synonymous with it (note decretum in 30:9). 

it is entered for them: Latin: portio ipsorum. The latter word corresponds with A"*"*" 
(literally: to/ for them), but portio is peculiar. In similar contexts, Latin uses refertur 
(30:19), ascendit (30:23), etc. It may be that a form of the verb porto (or reporto) once 
stood here; or possibly nEpi<;/ nspoi; and a form of cpepco were confused in the course of 
copying. 

32:1 he stayed: Latin: they slept. In addition to the difference in number, it may be 
that diff'erent verbs appeared in the Hebrew texts which lay behind the two versions. Both 
Goldmann and Hartom have rendered with forms of p, but possibly the variants reflect 

( = Ethiopic) and p" ( = Latin). The context would have inclined a scribe to read the 
latter. 

that (he): Latin: quasi ( = as, as it were, as iO- The Latin seems to express the notion 
that the appointment did not actually occur but took place in a dream. The appointment 
itself transpires in v 3. 

he and his sons: Latin omits. Compare T. Levi 8:3: ai) Koi TO anEp\ia aou 'k(oq ai&voc, 
(see Charles, 1902, p. 191, n.). 

had been appointed: Latin properly uses a passive (ordinatus sit) formation, where an 
impersonal plural active is used in Ethiopic (literally: they had appointed him). 

and made: Latin omits, probably by haplography (note ordinatus sit and constitu/Mj sit 
[see Dillmann in R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 61]). 

priesthood: Latin: priest ( = ms. 12). There would be little difference in a Latin ms. 
between sacerdotem and sacerdotium ( = Ethiopic). T. Levi 8:3, though, reads yivou ei? 
lepea Kupiou (Charles, 1902, p. 191, n.). 

awakened: Literally: awoke from his sleep. 
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32:2 Jacob got up early in the morning on the fourteenth day of this 
month and gave a tithe of everything which had come with him — from 
people to animals, from money to all utensils and clothing. He gave a 
tithe of everything. 32:3 At that time that Rachel became pregnant 
with her son Benjamin. Jacob counted his sons from him. He went up 
(the hst), and it came down on Levi in the Lord's share. His father put 
priestly clothes on him and ordained him. 32:4 On the fifteenth of this 
month he brought to the altar 14 young bulls from the cattle, 28 rams, 
49 sheep, 7 kids, and 21 goats — as a burnt offering on the altar and as 

32:2 animals: Latin reads omnem animam et. The words omnem and et ( = ms. 58) 
are common sorts of additions, but animam appears to be an error for animal (if the latter 
were read, omnem would have to be changed to omne). 

to all: Latin places a conjunction before usque ad ( = ms. 21). 
He gave: Latin omits a conjunction before the verb. 
32:3 sons: Latin is correct in reading plural filios. The Ethiopic singular noun could 

have entered text when a>i\rt>. was miscopied as atg^/i. (note the preceding toM); or the 
similarity of na and 133 could have caused the problem. 

came down on Levi in the Lord's share: Latin: cecidit leuui in sortem dei. The verb 
cado is used for the falling of lots on someone or something, and at^X. can have the same 
sense ( D I L L M A N N [Lexicon, 901] cites Jon 1:7; c f Est 3:7). As the name leuui is not 
inflected in Latin, one is unable to determine its case, but Charles (1895, p. 119, n. 28; 
1902, p. 191, n.) thought the text lacked an equivalent of AdA-w- (A). Hence leuui would be 
the subject of cecidit: «Levi fell to the portion of the Lord» (1902; so also Goldmann and 
Hartom). This seems unlikely, and it is possible that the Latin be rendered: it fell to Levi 
in the share of God. That is, Latin may offer virtually verbatim what the Ethiopic text 
reads. «It» could also be the appropriate subject of OCl /ascendit (see R O N S C H , Das Buch 
der Jubilaen, 146). There are no satisfactory grounds for altering the text, since the two 
versions agree so closely. For parallels to Jacob's reverse count, see Charles, 1902, 
pp. 191-92, n.; Berger, 481, n. a to v 3. 

ordained him: Literally: filled his hands — a Hebrew idiom for ordaining priests 
( R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 147; Charles, 1902, p. 192, n. [he compares Exod 28:41; 
29:9]). 

32:4 On ... he brought: Ethiopic separates the clause from the preceding by a 
conjunction which Latin lacks (with ms. 20). The Latin does, however, add et before 
obtulit. This entails that the date be read with the reference to «filling the hands» at the 
end of V 3. Once this change in location of the conjunction had occurred, it was found 
appropriate to supply in ipso after obtulit to specify that the offering, too, took place on 
the fifteenth. This explanation of in ipso is preferable, despite the gender conflict (die is 
feminine), to rendering «through him» — i.e., through Levi — as R O N S C H (Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 147) did. Charles (1895, p. 119, n. 9 to Latin) compared 5i 4(ioi5 in T. Levi 9:4, 
but the presentation in that work is rather different. 

young bulls: A C , can have this connotation ( D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 384); it is the 
standard meaning of uitulus. 

7 kids: This is the reading of Latin, but Ethiopic has «60kids» . R O N S C H ' S (Das Buch 
der Jubilaen, 147) solution to the numerical problem — that the translator of Ethiopic 
Jubilees read Z,' (= 60) instead of ^' ( = 7) — has been accepted by Charles (1895, p. 119, 
n. 36; 1902, p. 192, n.) and Littmann (94, n. d). Goldmann (p. I B I , n. to v 1) is aware of 
the problem but thinks that 60 is a variant to the number 49. Hartom inexplicably 
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a pleasing offering for a pleasant aroma before God. 32:5 This was his 
gift because of the vow which he had made that he would give a tithe 
along with their sacrifices and their libations. 32:6 When the fire had 
consumed it, he would burn incense on the fire above it; and as a peace 
offering two young bulls, four rams, four sheep, four he-goats, two 
year-old sheep, and two goats. This is what he would do daily for the 
seven days. 32:7 He was eating happily there — he, all his sons, and his 
men — for the seven days. He was blessing and praising the Lord who 
had freed him from all his difficulties and who had granted him his 

transposes the kids and goats, while Berger, who mentions Ronsch's solution (481-82, n. a 
to V 4), still places the Ethiopic number in his text. 

21 goats: Ethiopic reads 29. Again R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 147) has correctly 
explained the variant by positing that bivia ( = nine) and eva ( = one) were confused. The 
Latin has properly maintained the heptadic system. See Charles, 1895, p. 119, n. 38; 1902, 
p. 192, n.; Littmann, 94, n. c; and Berger, 481-82, n. a to v 4 . Goldmann (p. I D l , n. to 
v n ) merely mentions the variant; Hartom strangely follows the Ethiopic, though he 
usually prefers the Latin text. 

as a (burnt offering): Latin: haec. 
and as a (pleasing): Latin has no conjunction (with ms. 12); hence it refers to the altar 

of offerings — a reading preferred by Charles (1895. p. 120, n. 1). The Latin term 
fructuum reflects a form of KdpTtcona which is a regular equivalent in LXX for n»N and, at 
times, for n'js. 

32:5 gift: For oo^h in this sense, see D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 527. 
their (sacrifices): Latin omits. 
32:6 it, he would burn: Latin omits these words which the context virtually requires. 

Charles (1895, p. 121) inserted ea incendebat (cf Dillmann in R O N S C H , Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 63: ea, sufliebat). 

above it: Latin omits the pronoun. 
four sheep, four he-goats: Latin omits by parablepsis (quattuor — quattuor). See 

Charles, 1895, p. 121. 
This is what: Latin reads et semel haec. Ethiopic has the demonstrative but offers h«»" 

where the conjunction and semel ( = once) figure in Latin. Charles (1895, p. 121, n. 1 to 
Latin) emended to [et] secundum. Perhaps, though, it would be preferable to read secus 
(note that Ceriani found space for three uncertain letters) which can mean «according to, 
in proportion to». 

for: Latin uses in. 
32:7 He was ... seven days: Latin omits these words by parablepsis with the last words 

of V 6 (septem dies ... septem dies). See R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 147. 
praising: The unusual Latin phrase hymnum dicebat must have approximately the 

same meaning as the Ethiopic verb. 
who had granted him his vow: This interpretation was first offered by Dillmann 

(1851); and Charles (1902), Goldmann, and Hartom have sided with him. Littmann (94, 
n. g), too, followed his approach, although he noted that the text could be translated: to 
whom he had given the vow. Berger has now adopted this latter rendering, but he is also 
aware of the approach taken here (482, n. c to v 7). The translation given above is better 
because the last clause is parallel with A H I A A . Latin also confirms it, despite the facts 
that it introduces the clause with quoniam, which is possibly a corruption of qui 
( + etiam?), and omits an indirect object. 
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VOW. 32:8 He tithed all the clean animals and made an offering of 
them. He gave his son Levi the unclean animals and gave him all the 
persons of the men. 32:9 Levi rather than his ten brothers served as 
priest in Bethel before his father Jacob. There he was a priest, and 

5 Jacob gave what he had vowed. In this way he again gave a tithe to the 
Lord. He sanctified it, and it became holy. 

32:10 For this reason it is ordained as a law on the heavenly tablets 
to tithe a second time, to eat it before the Lord — year by year — in 
the place which has been chosen (as the site) where his name will reside. 

10 This law has no temporal limits forever. 32:11 That statute has been 
written down so that it should be carried out year by year — to eat the 
tithe a second time before the Lord in the place that has been chosen. 
One is not to leave any of it over from this year to the next year. 
32:12 For the seed is to be eaten in its year until the time for harvesting 

15 the seed of the year; the wine (will be drunk) until the time for wine; 

32:8 He gave: Charles (1895, p. 120; 1902, p. 193, n.) inserted K ( = not) before the 
verb, explaining: «In Test. Levi 9 Levi says that Jacob d;te5eKdTcoa£ Tiavxa 5i t^lov TW 

Kupicp. Our text would limit this to the clean animals». (1902) Littmann (95, n. a) opposed 
Charles and maintained that the text is to be understood in the sense that «Jakob dem 
Levi Macht iiber das unreine Vieh gab (wie auch iiber die Menschenseelen), event, zu 
vernichten». Berger (482, n. c to v 8), too, notes that Levi is here given authority over two 
categories — unclean animals and people — which are not tithed and that this is perhaps 
the power to bind mentioned in 5Q13, col. 2.6-7: ]you made known to Jacob in 
Bethel[ ]you have[ JLcvi and given him to bind[. For the text, see D J D 3.182. 

32:9 rather than: Literally: from. Dillmann (1851) and Littmann translated with «im 
Vorzug vor» (the latter bracketed the first two words). Charles (1902) rendered with «in 
preference to». 

gave: A number of mss. (21 35 38 44 47 58 63) attach a pronoun to the verb ( = he 
gave to him). 

again gave a tithe: Or: gave a second tithe. 
sanctified it: The pronoun, which is lacking in several excellent mss. (9 12 20 25 35 63), 

could refer to Levi, but the context favors understanding «it» as referring to «tithe», the 
Ethiopic word for which can be considered masculine ( D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 960; if fi'^tm 
is an adjective here, then the word is masculine in this verse). See v 10. 

32:10 tithe a second time: Or: give a second tithe, if one were to accept the accusative 
form "J/^/^-f in mss. 9 12 17 38 as the proper reading. 

32:12 harvesting: The mss. show some variation; A<{<P in 20 25 35 44; -^AA in 9 17 38 
63; +^"1, in 21 39' 42 47 48 ( = Dillmann, 1851); and the others omit a word at this point. 
Neither of the latter two options has sufficient support, but the former two do. Charles 
(1895, 1902) and Littmann preferred A<5<P, while Dillmann (1859), Goldmann, Hartom, 
and Berger (483, n. a to v 12) have selected "^AA ( = to pass). Since the gutterals Wi and 
are easily interchanged, it would not have been difiicult for a scribe to confuse the two 
verbs; but harvest times are under consideration here (see below) and this means that 
( I M J * should be read. Charles (1895, p. 121, n. 28) emended the infinitive diiV to ,h6A., 
but this is unnecessary as the infinitive can take an accusative object ( D I L L M A N N , Ethiopic 
Grammar, sec. 187.1 [p. 472]). 
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and the olive (will be used) until the proper time of its season. 
32:13 Any of it that is left over and grows old is to be (considered) 
contaminated; it is to be burned up because it has become impure, 
32:14 In this way they are to eat it at the same time in the sanctuary; 
they are not to let it grow old. 32:15 The entire tithe of cattle and sheep 5 
is holy to the Lord, and is to belong to his priests who will eat (it) 
before him year by year, because this is the way it is ordained and 
inscribed on the heavenly tablets regarding the tithe. 

32:16 During the next night, on the twenty-second day of this 
month, Jacob decided to build up that place and to surround the lO 
courtyard with a wall, to sanctify it, and make it eternally holy for 
himself and for his children after him forever. 32:17 The Lord ap
peared to him during the night. He blessed him and said to him: 'You 
are not to be called Jacob only but you will (also) be named Israel'. 

the ohve: Literally: as for the olive. 
proper time of its season: Literally: the day/ time of the season of its day/ time. Several 

mss. (9 12 21 38) omit »»<PdA.W-. 
Y A D I N (The Temple Scroll, 1.93) has argued that U Q T 43:4-10 and Jub 32:10-12 are 

«almost identical)). Especially in 32:12 he found the closest parallels to the Temple 
Scroll's system of first-fruit festivals and its law that the festival of the next year marks the 
end of the period during which the particular crop may be eaten: «until the time for 
harvesting the seed of the year» refers to the time which the scroll designates as in D I ' TS 
D'nia'an (i.e., first-fruits D'onn pn"?); «until the time for wine» corresponds with nr IS 
UhTrin 7»ia; and «the ohve until the proper time of its season)) and the scroll's phrase 
Vtn \ov 3ni?n D V nsna"? intend the same point. For a similar notion of a yearly second 
tithe Yadin also compares Josephus, Ant. IV.240-42 (see pp. 93-94; 2.128-29). C f also 
J. Baumgarten, «4Q Halakah' 5, the Law of Hadash, and the Pentecontad Calendar)), 
JJSn (1976) 36-46 ( = Studies in Qumran Law [SJLA24; Leiden: Brill, 1977] 131-42). 
The frequent uses of Xrth = IS here shows that Littmann (95, n. f) was incorrect in 
translating it with «wahrend». 

32:13 impure: Or: unclean. 
32:14 at the same time: "^tt-i means «together» either in time or place ( D I L L M A N N , 

Lexicon, 598). The translators have rendered it with «together)) here, but as the entire 
context deals with the proper times for eating the different kinds of second tithes 
«together in time/ at the same time» seems the better English equivalent. 

32:15 who will eat (it): Or: which they will eat. 
32:16 forever: Mss. 9 12 17 21 38 63 omit, as did Dillmann (1859) and Charles (1895). 
32:17 only: The reading H A - t - f ( -* in 38; the form is actually l A - t - t * . with 

the extra syllable appearing at the point where the scribe switched columns) has 
overwhelming support. Ms. 12 offers l A - f , which is probably a mistake for the word 
l A - t - f , since the missing syllable was omitted when the scribe ended one column and 
began another. Dillmann (1851: «nur))), Goldmann ( n a V , though he also inserts ns), 
and Berger («nur)>) have translated correctly; but Charles, who emended to H A * 
( = «but)> [1902; see 1895, p. 121, n. 37]), Littmann («sondern» — he also inserts 
«mehr»), and Hartom ( 1 1 » ) have followed Gen 35:10 (TO), not the preferred reading 
among the mss. of Jubilees. 
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32:18 He said to him a second time: 'I am the Lord who created 
heaven and earth. I will increase your numbers and multiply you very 
much. Kings will come from you, and they will rule wherever mankind 
has set foot. 32:19 I will give your descendants all of the land that is 

5 beneath the sky. They will rule over all the nations just as they wish. 
Afterwards, they will gain the entire earth, and they will possess it 
forever'. 32:20 When he had finished speaking with him, he went up 
from him, and Jacob kept watching until he had gone up into heaven. 
32:21 In a night vision he saw an angel coming down from heaven with 

10 seven tablets in his hands. He gave (them) to Jacob, and he read them. 
He read everything that was written in them — what would happen to 

32:18 mankind has set foot: Literally: the footsteps of mankind have trod. Latin, 
which resumes with the word ubicumque, presents a rather different text: fecerint 
uestigium pedum suorum aduersus filios hominum. The words uestigium pedum suorum 
are nearly equivalent to Md., and filios hominum agrees with fl>-A-A = rt-flX. So, the two 
problems are the verb fecerint and the preposition aduersus. Dillmann (in RONSCH, Das 
Buch der Jubilaen, 63) rendered the Ethiopic as calcaverit vestigium filiorum hominis. 
Charles (1895, p. 121, n. 44; c f n. 2 to Latin) suspected that the Latin was corrupt. It may 
be that fecerint resulted from a Greek confusion of forms of nazeco ( = to tread) and 
TtoiEco ( = to make), but aduersus remains puzzling. 

32:19 land: Latin: blessings. In Gen 35:12 the versions read «earth». Charles (1895, 
p. 121, n. 45; 1902, p. 194, n.) thought that Latin might be correct, but it is diflScuk to 
understand why, as the context speaks of territory. The source of the variant may lie in 
parallel passages such as Gen 28:4; 48:3. 

rule: Latin adds et potestatem exercent. RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 147) called 
exercent a «metaplastisches Futurum». If he is correct, Charles' (1895, p. 121, n. 4 to 
Latin) change to exercebunt would be unnecessary. 

just as they wish: The Ethiopic mss. with the exception of 12 read a verb (i+^S-), but 
Latin resorts to a nominal construction. Lengthening the vowel of + to would produce 
the same nominal phrase in Ethiopic. 

32:20 gone up; Latin adds a second instance of ab eo. 
32:21 angel; Latin adds: of God. 
tablets: Latin: tabulae buxeae. For the latter term, see RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 

147) who referred to 4Esdr 14:24 and LXXExod24:12 where one finds za itu^ia [the 
Greek cognate of buxeus/ buxum] i d XiOava. 

hands; Latin uses a singular form. The difference between the singular and plural in the 
Hebrew would be very slight ( I T and TT). 

gave (them); Ethiopic lacks a pronominal object, but Latin sur plies iHas. 
read them: Here Latin lacks a pronominal object and Ethiopic provides one. 
He read: Latin; cognouit. Charles saw a need to emend this p.issage. In 1895 (p. 122, 

n. 1; c f Littmann, 95, n. h) he changed Mtttt to XX»n<C; in 1902 he added that even his 
revised text should be improved: «But probably for 'read and knew' we should read 
'read' , . . .» (p. 194, n.) He regarded the two Ethiopic verbs in this and the preceding clause 
as a dittiography and the two in Latin as alternate renderings of dvsyvo),the first of which 
— «read» — was correct (see 1902, pp. xli-xlii). The Ethiopic httttt is probably an error, 
but it should be explained as the result of confusing the similar Greek verbs dveyvoo and 
Syvto. 
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everything: Latin omits. 
what would: Latin places a conjunction before this subordinate clause, but Ethiopic 

does not. 
32:22 tablets: Latin uses an expression that resembles the one in v 21 — tabuhs buxeis 

(the scribe wrote the final two syllables of tabulis twice). 
build up: Latin again uses a future tense where Ethiopic reads a subjunctive form. 
here: Latin, for the second time in the verse, reads hunc locum; Ethiopic has "Hf. 
this is not the place: Latin: sic erit locus iste. RoNSCH {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 62) read: 

hie [non] erit locus iste, while Charles (1895, p. 123, n. 3 to Latin) suggested (non) erit 
locus iste (he claimed that the ms. added hie; this should be sic). Ronsch's proposal would 
bring the two versions into near harmony, though iste has no parallel in the Ethiopic text. 

Go: Latin places sed before the verb. Hartom has either omitted this verb from his 
translation or the gratuitous ^b which he inserts should have been pointed as "f?. 

house: Latin: locum barin. RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 147-48) argued that, unless 
bareos were to be read, barin should be explained in one of two ways: either a translator 
understood it as the name of Abraham's residence, or barin is in apposition to locum. One 
wonders, though, whether locum barin resulted when domum and locum were confused. 
A scribe may then have thought it helpful to add barin in order to define what that place 
was. 

32:23 in the grave of your fathers: Latin puts a conjunction before these words and 
adds a verb (poneris) after them, thus forming a new clause. 

32:24 Now you ... read: Latin: quae scripta sunt omnia. Charles (1895, p. 122, n. 13) 
declared the Latin « . . . corrupt, as Jacob's question [see v25 ] shows». He is probably 
correct, but the Latin does reflect the words «write» and «all» which are in Ethiopic. 
Rather than a command «write» Latin again (see v 21) uses a relative clause and simply 
omits the last words (from Hh*"* to the end) which may have appeared redundant. 

32:25 just as: The best reading is H h " " , with only ms. 12 using H (Charles' note [1895, 
p. 122, n. 14] is inaccurate). Latin, however, supports the relative pronoun with quae. 

32:26 wrote down: Latin: «hid». RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 148) correctly 
explained the variant as the result of interchanging sypavj/s and eKput | /e. He added: 
«Ferner schon hegt die Identificirung von celavit mit caelavit = insculpsit, inscripsit 
(tabulae), gy^uyEw. The former suggestion is preferable, and it has been accepted by 

him and his sons throughout all ages. 32:22 After he had shown him 
everything that was written on the tablets, he said to him: 'Do not 
build up this place, and do not make it an eternal temple. D o not hve 
here because this is not the place. Go to the house of your father 
Abraham and live where your father Isaac is until the day of your 5 
father's death. 32:23 For you will die peacefully in Egypt and be buried 
honorably in this land in the grave of your fathers — with Abraham 
and Isaac. 32:24 D o not be afraid because everything will happen just 
as you have seen and read. Now you write down everything just as you 
have seen and read'. 32:25 Then Jacob said: 'Lord, how shall I lO 
remember everything just as I have read and seen'? He said to him: 'I 
will remind you of everything'. 32:26 When he had gone from him, he 
awakened and remembered everything that he had read and seen. He 
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wrote down all the things that he had read and seen. 32:27 He 
celebrated one more day there. On it he sacrificed exactly as he had 
been sacrificing on the previous days. He named it Addition because 
that day was added. He named the previous ones the Festival. 
32:28 This is the way it was revealed that it should be, and it is written 
on the heavenly tablets. For this reason it was revealed to him that he 
should celebrate it and add it to the seven days of the festival. 32:29 It 

Charles (1895, p. 122, n. 16), Goldmann (p. n o i , n. to v13), and perhaps by Berger (485, 
n. a to V 26). Hartom, who follows the Latin ("inoi), comments that though Jacob was 
ordered to write everything, he was not told to publish what he wrote (p. 101, n. to v 13). 
Berger (ibid.) further notes that hiding what has been revealed corresponds to a general 
tradition (e.g., Mark 16:8). Although this is true, it is more likely that the Ethiopic text is 
correct here in stating that Jacob did as he was told. 

32:27 more: Latin lacks a similar word, but the context virtually requires it (only 
mss. 38 44 omit "J.^), since it is describing a day which is added to the prescribed seven of 
the festival of tabernacles. 

exactly as: Latin: quanta. The two are not identical but are similar in meaning. Behind 
the two readings one could posit itfN "733 (see Goldmann) and nir»3 (see Hartom). 

Addition ... added: Latin: retentatio ... retentus est. The two versions represent 
differing interpretations of the original text. The Hebrew would have been, according to 
Hartom, -is»3 ... m s s (cf Lev 23:36; Num 29:35; Neh 8:18; 2 Chr 7:9). "ISS? means «to 
restrain, retain», while BDB (783) define the noun as «assembly (? as confined, held m)». 
Latin has, it appears, preserved the etymological sense of the term, though retentatio is 
not attested elsewhere (RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 148). There is a noun retentio 
( = a keeping back, retaining), and the verb retineo means «to restrain, keep back». With 
the word understood in this sense, Latin explains the name as arising from the fact that 
Jacob was detained at Bethel (note ibi which is not paralleled in the Ethiopic) an extra 
day. The Ethiopic tradition understands the word m s s in the sense of «addition». 
Ronsch (ibid.) referred to a Greek rendering of this word at Num 29:35 as Tikdmcic, 
inxaxta&mc, (the latter term means «a checking, stopping))) and noted that the Greek 
equivalent for «addition» ini^&cxc, differed very httle from iidcsxtaxc,. Ronsch did not say 
which he considered original, but Charles (1895, p. 122, nn. 21-22) believed that the Latin 
was corrupt. By 1902, however, he had reversed himself; he considered the Latin possible 
and thought the Ethiopic had resulted from confusion of Jjtiaxsai^ and ^TtiOeaK; (p. 195, 
n.). He also observed that if one accepts this explanation, one must also assume that 
confusion of the nouns led to corruption of the following verb (^TteaxsOri became 
JiteTeOri). The Latin does seem the better text because it has at least an etymological 
justification; the Ethiopic could be defended only as a free interpretation which is related 
to the explanation in vv 28-29. The variant «that day» (Ethiopic)/ «one day)) (Latin) is 
also connected with the different ways in which the versions explain the name of the 
eighth day. 

previous ones: Latin specifies «days)> as it did in the earlier instance of this phrase in 
the verse. 

32:28 it should be: Latin uses a plural verb (fierent) which both RONSCH (Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 64) and Charles (1895, p. 123, n. 9 to Latin) emended to fieret ( = Ethiopic). 

this (reason): Though H rather than U is poorly attested in the ms. tradition (only 12 
38), Latin propter quod supports it. Charles (1895, p. 122, n. 24) emended the Ethiopic to 
n?i'>+H (1902: «wherefore»). 

(celebrate) it: Latin: that day. 
(add) it: Latin omits the pronominal object. 
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was called Addition because of the fact that it is entered in the 
testimony of the festal days in accord with the number of days in the 
year. 

32:30 That night, on the twenty-third of this month, Deborah, 
Rebecca's nurse, died. They buried her below the city, beneath the oak 
(near) the stream. He named that place the Stream of Deborah and the 
oak the Oak of Mourning for Deborah. 

32:29 Addition: As in v 27 Latin has retentatio, thought the explanation of the name is 
addita est. See below. 

because of the fact that: Ethiopic and Latin have the same expression (because 
+ pronoun). Though he admitted this, Charles (1902, p. 196, n.) thought that it did not 
give the correct sense, i.e., the following does not explain the reason for the name of the 
extra day. «Hence I suggest that propter quod = S i o n = which the Greek translator 
should have rendered in this context by OT8». That is, it was given this name when it was 
recorded on the celestial tablets. Nevertheless, one ought to reject his explanation, since it 
involves a misunderstanding of what is said in the latter part of the verse. 

it is entered: The standard verb for placing information on the heavenly tablets 
appears here in Ethiopic (literally: they will bring [it] up). The word JlX-t (feminine 
singular, nominative case) is unexpected. Charles (1895, p. 122, n. 26) changed the verb to 
V0C1 and retained the pronoun: «it was recorded» (1902); but the grammatical problem 
remains in his «corrected» text (contrary to ibid., p. 196, n.). The scribes of several mss. 
sensed the difficulty and omitted W - t (20 21 39 42 47 48 58). The simplest change would 
be to make the pronoun accusative ( W + ) . Latin ironically uses addita est — a phrase 
which reflects the Ethiopic name «Addition», not the Latin. Because Ethiopic employs the 
expected verb with the heavenly tablets, the Latin is suspect. 

testimony: Latin: dies. Charles (1895, p. 122, n. 26) emended to ndA-f* to make 
Ethiopic agree with Latin (see also 1902, p. 196, n.). Littmann (96, n. b) left a blank here, 
although he did mention Charles' suggestion. The Latin may, however, have been 
influenced by the following dierum. «Testimony» is more likely in the context of the 
heavenly tablets. 

in accord with: Charles (1902, p. 196, n.) also altered the text at this point. He 
proposed that an original a was read as a and that the text should read «in» ( = ms. 38, 
though Charles did not mention this). His reconstuction of the entire verse is: «And its 
name was called 'a keeping back' {i.e. m s » ) , when it was recorded amongst the days of 
the feast-days in the number of the days of the year». With Berger (485, n. c to v 29) one 
should reject this as unsatisfactory. Regarding this act of recording a calendaric regulation 
in the heavenly tablets he writes: «Zeugnis ist hier fast mit Gebot identisch. Erwahnung 
der Tage des Jahres, well das Einzelfest unverriickbar seinen Ort darin hat». See also 
Hartom (101, n. to v o a ) who suggests that the reference is to adding this day to the 
number of festival days in the year (reading a with Charles, not a). 

32:30 twenty-third: Latin has the same text as Ethiopic but in a confused order so that 
nonsense results. With RONSCH {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 64) and Charles (1895, p. 123) one 
should insert tertio after uigensimo. Curiously, Charles has also left tertia where it now 
stands. 

beneath the oak: As RONSCH {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 149) observed, the Latin 
translator must have had a form of pd^avo^ before him, since this word can mean either 
«acorn» or «oak tree». glans does mean «acorn» which is obviously inappropriate here. 

(near): Litterally: of (Latin: in). 
He named: Latin: they named. 
and the oak ... Deborah: Latin omits by parablepsis from debborae to debborae. 
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32:31 Rebecca: Latin: Jacob. The sequel shows that Jacob is not with his father. The 
Latin reading may have been occasioned by the phrase «to his father Isaac». RONSCH 
(Das Buch der Jubilaen, 64) and Charles (1895, p. 123, n. 12 to Latin) emended Latin to 
make it agree with Ethiopic. 

home: Literally: to the house. Latin: to the tower. The same variants occur at 32:22. 
Through her: Literally: in her hands (Latin: hand). 
he-goats, and sheep: Latin and ms. 38 reverse the terms. 
to make: Literally (Ethiopic): so that she would make. 
as he would wish: Ethiopic has a verb, while Latin expresses the thought with a noun 

(literally: according to his wish). Mss. 20 25 35 44 have «as he would love» (fi.^C). 
32:32 country of Kabratan: Latin: in dabrata (this term should be corrected to 

cabrata [RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 64; Charles, 1895, p. 125, n. 1. to Latin]). The 
name derives from Gen 35:16 where MT's fnNn m a D (RSV: «some distance))) was 
understood as the name of a place by LXX (xappdOa sic, yf\v) and O L ° (chabratha in 
terra). For Jerome's discussion of the phrase, see Ronsch, ibid., 149; c f also Dillmann, 
1851, p. 72, n. 53; Charles, 1895, p. 124, n. 2 (he thought that 9°X:C should follow the 
word as in LXX); 1902, p. 196, n.; Littmann, 96, n. d; Goldmann, p. IBl, n. to v a V ; 
Hartom, 101-2, n. to v a b ; and Berger, 486, n. b to v 32. 

remained: •^X.d, means «lived» but can be rendered «stayed» (DILLMANN, Lexicon, 613: 
manere), as remansit in Latin suggests it should here. Presumably as^ stood in the 
original. 

32:33 the night: Latin: nocte ilia. The latter word may reflect a Greek definite article. 
She named him ... named him: Latin, through parablepsis (uocauit nomen eius — 

uocauit nomen eius), omits the name which Rachel gave her son and the fact that it was 
Jacob who called him Benjamin. C f Gen 35:16, 18; RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 149; 
Charles, 1895, p. 124, n. 5; p. 125. 

on the eleventh ... this jubilee: Latin reads «tenth» for «eleventh)) with mss. 42 47 48 
58 63 (39 has «twentieth))) but otherwise offers the same date, although it places the 
elements of it in different order (the jubilee reference comes first, not last, and is preceded 
by «and)), not «when»). Latin in decimo could be a mistake for in undecimo or 
undecimo; yet Latin supplies die, while the Ethiopic has >t"H<- — a word that means 
«day)> but in this context with Oi»^<- = to furnishes the digit to compose the number 
«eleven». Thus, in this place the two versions have the same word though apparently with 
different meanings. 

32:34 Rachel: Ethiopic, with all versions of Gen 35:19, begins the sentence with a 
conjunction. Latin uniquely uses tunc. Cf: Charles, 1895, p. 124, n. 11. 

country: Though this word is supported by Ethiopic and Latin, Gen 35:19 reads 
«way». See Charles, 1895, p. 124, n. 12; 1902, p. 196, n. 

32:31 Then Rebecca set out and returned home to his father Isaac. 
Through her Jacob sent rams, he-goats, and sheep to make his father a 
meal as he would wish. 32:32 He followed his mother until he reached 
the country of Kabratan, and he remained there. 32:33 During the 
night Rachel gave birth to a son. She named him Son of my Pain 
because she had difficulty when she was giving birth to him. But his 
father named him Benjamin on the eleventh of the eighth month, 
during the first year of the sixth week of this jubilee [2143]. 
32:34 Rachel died there and was buried in the country of Ephrathah, 
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that is, Bethlehem. Jacob built a pillar at Rachel's grave — on the road 
above her grave. 

33:1 Jacob went and lived to the south of the Tower of Eder 
Ephrathah. He went to his father Isaac — he and his wife Leah — on 
the first of the tenth month. 33:2 When Reuben saw Bilhah, Rachel's 
maid — his father's concubine — bathing in water in a private place, he 
loved her. 33:3 At night he hid. He entered Bilhah's house at night and 
found her lying alone in her bed and sleeping in her tent. 33:4 After he 

a pillar ... grave: Where Ethiopic has a>-fl+, Latin reads super. A more noteworthy 
difference arises at the end of the verse where eius sepulcri eius looks suspect. RONSCH 
(Das Buch der Jubilaen, 64, 149) proposed reading secus [viam] sepulcri eius. He noted 
also that in the Vulgate and among ecclesiastical authors titulus meant axr\Xr\ ( = monu
ment, gravestone). Charles (1895, p. 125, n. 4 to Latin) adopted the same emendation. The 
genitive form of sepulcri does indicate that something has disappeared from the text. 

33:1 hved: Latin: requieuit. Gen 35:21 ( = LXX 35:16) has Jacob pitching his tent. 
The verb requieuit could be translated «he stopped». 

Tower of Eder Ephrathah: There is significant variation in spelling among the mss., 
but behind the Ethiopic forms of the name there is at least blia (Gen 35:21) and 
possibly n m S K -ns btin (cf Latin magdale efratam). See Dillmann, 1851, p. 72, n. 54; 
Charles, 1895, p. 124, n. 14; 1902, p. 197, n. (in both publications he cites T. Reub. 3:13: 
&v TaSep 7t>.Tiaiov 'EcppaOd); Littmann, 96, n. f; Goldmann, p. n. to v K; Hartom, 
102, n. to v N ; and Berger, 487, nn. a-b to v 1. 

his wife Leah: Latin has the order uxor sua lia; Ethiopic places the name first. 
33:2 When; Syriac, after the initial conjunction, adds (hterally): in one of the days. 
Rachel's maid: Syriac omits. 
he (loved): Both Latin and Syriac place a conjunction before the verb as do mss. 21 35 

38 39' 58 63. It is unlikely, however, that textual significance attaches to Ethiopic's 
omission of to here because the first verb, rather than being indicative perfect ( = Latin 
and Syriac), is a gerund (a «perfective active participle» in Lambdin's terms [Introduction 
to Classical Ethiopic, sec. 31.1 (pp. 140-41)]). 

33:3 At night he hid. He entered Bilhah's house at night: Latin and Syriac express the 
notion of hiddenness or secrecy through a noun (Latin) or adverb (Syriac), but Ethiopic 
has made it into an independent clause and has attached to it. Neither of the other 
versions refers to the night at this point. Charles (1895, p. 124, n. 21) emended Ethiopic to 
m-f-^tt.h •• (IthiL^ •• Ph ' (l-t- •• W (he bracketed the next word [cf also 1902, 
p. 197, n.]). This would yield a text quite close to that of Latin and Syriac, though it 
would not reproduce the word-order on which they agree. There are several elements in 
the Ethiopic text which may have facilitated scribal blunders: -t^-nh and flh share two 
consecutive consonants (this would also be the case in Hebrew: «3n and »3); and nA.A.1-
and n.+ : IVi ' A.A.+, with their several instances of fl and A, could have added to the 
difficulty of copying accurately. If the locations of a>+-^-flX and atflh were switched, the 
Latin and Syriac order would be obtained (changing m+'V-flX to +'^n.X with Charles). 
The second reference to night may have been added after the text was disrupted. Latin, 
unlike Ethiopic and Syriac, lacks a reference to Bilhah's house. 

lying ... sleeping: Though nearly all of the Ethiopic mss. read l-rth-n ( = she was 
lying), Charles (1895, p. 124, n. 23) read ^"KD-r (so mss. 21 [it uses the word ^iiilH later] 
38) because of Latin dormientem. The choice of the correct reading here is, however, part 
of a larger problem, as Ethiopic employs two verbs (l-Ah-fl and l-Vm-ji"; Charles [ibid.. 
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had lain with her, she awakened and saw that Reuben was lying with 
her in the bed. She uncovered the edge of her (clothing), took hold of 
him, shouted out, and realized that it was Reuben. 33:5 She was 
ashamed because of him. Once she had released her grip on him, he ran 
away. 33:6 She grieved terribly about this matter and told no one at 
all. 33:7 When Jacob came and looked for her, she said to him: T am 

n. 24] omitted the latter with its conjunction) where Latin gives just one. Syriac omits the 
remainder of the verse after the name «Bilhah» and, for that reason, offers no assistance 
on this point. Ethiopic does seem somewhat verbose, but a Latin participle (Dillmann [in 
RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 65] suggested that cubantem would correspond with •^rt 
h-fl) could have been omitted by homoioteleuton (solam et cubentew). 

in her tent: Latin: in tabernaculo suo. VnN may have appeared in the original and have 
been differently translated in the Greek texts that underlie the present versions. It is more 
likely, though, that the general word (1.+ has here the more specific sense «a tent» 
(DILLMANN, Lexicon, 535). 

33:4 lain: Latin and Syriac: slept. One could render rthd as «slept» (DILLMANN, 
Lexicon, 380). 

with her ... with her: Syriac's shorter text could be due to intentional abbreviating by 
the chronicler or to haplography (with her ... with her). Latin omits mcXfih perhaps also 
by haplography (el uidit et ecce) and reads erat where Ethiopic has a second instance of a 
form of rthn. Here Latin can be explained as the product of homoioarchton (Cubans 
cum). 

She uncovered ... (clothing): Syriac omits this clause which Latin supplies, though 
there is no possessive word with sagum. Sagum means «covering, garment», while the 
term h ^ * refers to a wing or to the edge of a garment and reflects ']a. 

33:5 She was ashamed because of him: Latin reverses the genders of the subject and of 
the object of the preposition, but Syriac clearly supports Ethiopic (note i \ i \ a i = i ) . Charles 
(1895, p. 125, n. 8 to Latin) made the two simple changes in Latin which produce the text 
of the other versions: confusus/ confusa and ea/eo. Note that with dimisit the Latin must 
add ilia to clarify the change subject. 

her grip: Literally (in the three versions): her hands (singular in Syriac). 
he ran away: Mss. 25 39 42' (?) 44 48 read a feminine subject; Latin fugit is ambiguous 

although the context implies that it is feminine; and Syriac omits the clause. In 
T. Reub. 3:14 Reuben, who is speaking, says that he left her. There has been disagree
ment among the translators, with Dillmann (1851; in 1859 he read the masculine form) 
and Hartom opting for the feminine, and Charles (1895, 1902), Littmann, Goldmann, and 
Berger preferring the masculine. The latter must be the superior reading. > f 1 - was 
probably a «correction» made to produce harmony between the verb and its context. 

33:6 terribly: Literally: very much/ greatly. 
matter: Latin lacks a noun, though hoc alone comes very close to expressing the same 

idea. Syriac re'vii- agrees with l-flC in ms. 17. 
told no one at all: Both Latin and Syriac «and to a man/ anyone» first in the clause, 

but Ethiopic locates the verb in this position. Latin omni more nearly mirrors Ethiopic 
fl>J\,A<"'V-H than Syriac which uses only the preposition A . Ethiopic and Syriac negate the 
verb; Latin, however, omits non with the result that it has Bilhah telling everyone about 
the event. RONSCH, (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 66) and Charles (1895, p. 125) added non to 
the text. Latin uniquely ends the verse with quemadmodum ueniret. It is unlikely to be 
original and may be a doublet of the verb uenit at the beginning of v 7. 

33:7 and looked for her: So Ethiopic and Syriac; Latin has indicauit illi. This verb was 
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not pure for you because I am too contaminated for you, since Reuben 
defiled me and lay with me at night. I was sleeping and did not realize 
(it) until he uncovered the edge of my (garment) and lay with me'. 
33:8 Jacob was very angry at Reuben because he had lain with Bilhah, 
since he had uncovered the covering of his father. 33:9 Jacob did not 
approach her again because Reuben had defiled her. 

used at the end of v 6 as well. Possibly inquisiuit stood in the text, but a scribe, who had 
just written indicauit, may have written it again. 

she said to him: Ethiopic and Syriac agree precisely, but Latin introduces a conjunc
tion before dixit and uses «Jacob» instead of a pronoun. 

pure for you: Ethiopic and Syriac place the prepositional phrase after the adjective, 
while Latin reverses the two elements. 

because I am too contaminated for you: Syriac omits the clause, either through 
abbreviation or parablepsis (^ ... ^ ). Latin abs te agrees literally with 
Ethiopic h9°i,\\ — a phrase which has been variously translated: «for you» (Dillmann, 
1851; Littmann, though he added [96, n. g] that the separative p indicated: «so dass du 
mich nicht anriihren darfst»; Goldmann; and Hartom); «as regards thee» (Charles, 
1902); and «weg von dir» (Berger). The translation given here interprets «from» as 
expressing a comparison. 

Reuben: Syriac alone adds «your son». 
lay: Latin and Syriac use «slept». See the note to 33:4 above. 
at night: Or: in/during the night, Syriac omits. 
1 was: Ethiopic and Latin introduce this clause with a conjunction, while Syriac joins it 

to the preceding with .vi . 
uncovered ... (garment): Ethiopic and Syriac use the same idiom, but Latin offers 

decooperuit (on which see RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 150) coopertorium ( = a 
cover). 

and lay with me: For «lay» Latin has dormiuit again. Syriac omits the clause. 
33:8 very angry at Reuben: Syriac and Latin locate the adverb «very» after «at 

Reuben» but Ethiopic reverses the order, 
lain: Latin and Syriac: slept. 
since ... father: Latin omits this clause which is the second one introduced by a causal 

word. Syriac includes it, though it introduces it with a conjunction. For the Syriac 
addition at the end of the verse (written in the margin), see Tisserant, «Fragments 
syriaques», 216, n. 1; CHABOT, Chronicon, 56, n. 1. 

33:9 approach: Latin cognouit and Syriac o i ^ . v combine to oppose + c n . Charles 
(1895, p. 125, n. 33) adduced T. Reub. 3:15 (nii5e &\]ia\xsvoq ai)xf\q) in support of the 
suflfixal form of the verb and against + c n in mss. 12 25 44 48 63. He regarded (non) 
cognouit as a «free rendering*. Syriac, too, reads a suffix, but the variation in meaning 
remains. It is possible that the Greek verbs Myvco ( = he knew) and iiyyiCTe ( = he 
approached) became confused and thus the present disagreement was created. 

because ... Lord: Syriac reproduces no more of the text as it is found in Ethiopic. 
Instead, the chronicler adds a statement about Reuben's penitential fast that finds a 
parallel in T. Reub. 1:10 (cf Tisserant, «Fragments syriaques», 217-18): « . . . I did not 
drink wine or liquor; meat did not enter my mouth, and I did not eat any pleasurable 
food». (translation of H.C. Kee, in J.H. Charlesworth, ed.. The Old Testament Pseudepig
rapha [2 vols.; Garden City, N Y : Doubleday, 1983, 1985] 1.782). Berger (488, n. a to v 9) 
doubts that the chronicler refers here to a Syriac version of the Testaments of the Twelve 
Patriarchs: «Viel wahrscheinlicher ist, dass hier alter Jub-Text vorliegt oder dass — wie in 
XI 21 — eine Tradition mit dem Text des Jub kompihert wurde, die selbst alter ist als 
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Jub». Only the second option seems likely, though why this tradition should be older than 
Jubilees is not clear. 

As for any man ... — his act is indeed .. . indeed: The text is difficult in that the 
relation of fl>H-A- ' rt-f1X to the following words is not clear. Charles (1895, p. 124; c f 
p. 125, n. 35) emended by omitting t\{\o" before Mh^: «And as for any man who 
uncovers his father's skirt his deed . . .» (1902; cf. Littmann who placed «denn» in 
parentheses; Goldmann; and Hartom). Berger (488, n. b to v 9 ) follows the readings of 
mss. 9 17 which replace fl> before tf-A- with A and have the word X A « " rather than H: « . . . 
well (sie) verunreinigt hatte fiir jeden Menschen, denn er hatte aufgedeckt die Decke seines 
Vaters, well . . .» This is quite well possible and enjoys early ms. support. Its weakness is 
that it is unlikely that the writer would claim Reuben's act had disqualified Bilhah for 
sexual relations with any man. The sequel suggests nothing of this sort. The Ethiopic 
sentence is taxing to the translator primarily because of the X f t * " before Xh-^ , as Charles 
noticed. Rather than omitting this unanimously attested word, however, one can retain it 
and explain it as a reflex of Hebrew "0 which can mean «indeed, surely, certainly» (BDB, 
472, under d. and e.). The second ? i A « " » should be construed in the same way. If hdo" 
were also to be read for H(hi»'+), then it could be taken as conditional (see h'"' in ms. 21, 
and GKC, sec. 159 1 and aa [pp. 494-97]). For VIC as deed/ action, see DILLMANN, 
Lexicon, 691; and idem, 1851: «seine that». 

33:10 The Syriac chronicler abbreviates this verse drastically and replaces the 
characteristic phrase «heavenly tablets» with r t o o a u . 

33:11 nothing impure: The most strongly attested form — Clfrt — is in the accusative 
case, though with one would expect Cttd as in mss. 9 35 44 or Ch - A as in 42 47. Cf 
Charles, 1895, p. 126, n. 4. 

possession; The mss. off'er a range of possible spellings for the word. Dillmann (1859) 
and Charles (1895) opted for the reading of ms. 51 (A9°Ml'!) which is now supported by 
eight other mss. They are, nevertheless, the latest of the collated mss. The earlier and best 
copies favor the forms <»"Ah7 or ?°Ah'>. Dillmann listed neither of these spellings (see 
Lexicon, 150-53), but several early scribes knew them. They are clearly derived from <"»Ah 
which means «possidere, dominio tenerew (ibid., 150). 

33:12 the Lord's holy ones: In Deut 27:20, which is here cited, all the people say 
«amen». Cf. Dillmann, 1851, p. 72, n. 57; Berger, 489, n. c to v 12. 

As for any man who uncovers the covering of his father — his act is 
indeed very bad and it is indeed despicable before the Lord. 33:10 For 
this reason it is written and ordained on the heavenly tablets that a man 
is not to lie with his father's wife and that he is not to uncover the 

5 covering of his father because it is impure. They are certainly to die 
together — the man who lies with his father's wife and the woman, 
too — because they have done something impure on the earth. 
33:11 There is to be nothing impure before our God within the nation 
that he has chosen as his own possession. 33:12 Again it is written a 

10 second time: 'Let the one who lies with his father's wife be cursed 
because he has uncovered his father's shame'. All of the Lord's holy 
ones said: 'So be it, so be it'. 
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33:13 Now you, Moses, order the Israehtes to observe this command 
because it is a capital offence and it is an impure thing. To eternity 
there is no expiation to atone for the man who has done this; but he is 
to be put to death, to be killed, and to be stoned and uprooted from 
among the people of our God. 33:14 For any man who commits it in 5 
Israel will not be allowed to live a single day on the earth because he is 
despicable and impure. 33:15 They are not to say: 'Reuben was al
lowed to hve and (have) forgiveness after he had lain with the concu
bine-wife of his father while she had a husband and her husband — his 
father Jacob — was ahve'. 33:16 For the statute, the punishment, and 10 
the law had not been completely revealed to all but (only) in your time 
as a law of its particular time and as an eternal law for the history of 
eternity. 33:17 There is no time when this law will be at an end, nor is 
there any forgiveness for it; rather both of them are to be uprooted 
among the people. On the day on which they have done this they are to 15 
kill them. 

33:18 Now you, Moses, write for Israel so that they keep it and do 
not act hke this and do not stray into a capital offence; because the 

33:13 capital offence: Literally: a judgment of death. But W-ii can mean «crime, 
fault» — that is, the act which calls for punishment (see DILLMANN, Lexicon, 856: 
«crimen, culpa» [where he hsted this passage]). The Hebrew would have been nia BD»a 
(so Goldmann and Hartom; Charles, 1902, p. 198, n.). 

33:14 he is: Or: it is. 
33:15 while she had: Charles (1902) translated «and to her also . . .» — i.e., Bilhah, 

too, continued to live and enjoyed pardon. Yet the text clearly does not say lo her but 
and/now she. 

33:16 For ... revealed: Syriac offers the substance of this line (with a reference to 
Reuben and pardon drawn from v 15), but it lists the three legal terms in a different order 
(cf Tisserant, «Fragments syriaques», 218). With this statement, the chronicler's citation 
ends. 

as a law of its particular time: Literally: as a law of the time in its day. Charles (1895, 
p. 127, n. 25), by emending n('n"Pdft-) to a> and using the non-suffixal form '""PdA of 
ms. 12 (it is also in 17 38 44 63), produced a text which he rendered as: «as a law of 
seasons and of days». (1902) He has been followed by Littmann (97, n. a) and Goldmann 
(without note; Hartom has omitted all of the words from Art-A- through n<""PdA- ' (O). 
There is, though, no need for the emendation, since the text says forthrightly that the law 
belonged to a particular time in history. Once it was revealed in Moses' time, however, it 
became valid forever. 

33:17 among: Though there are no variants to (l^VXhA, it seems strange; one would 
have expected X " 7 X h A . In fact, Dillmann (1851), Goldmann, and Hartom have translated 
as though «from» were in the text. 

33:18 do not act like this: Literally: do not do according to this word/ thing. Although 
Dillmann (1859) and Charles (1895) read neither reproduced the negative word 
in his translation. Littmann and Hartom have done likewise. Goldmann uses the negative 
but has committed a strange error: he does not translate mW+'fl'P but comments in a 
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note (p. tS"l) that some mss. add «and for Jacob» after «for Israel». He has failed to 
notice that the word is a verb, from which the name «Jacob» is derived. Berger correctly 
includes the negative (see 488, n. a to v 18). 

partiality and accepts no bribes: Latin begins in this vicinity with a word fragment 
which RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 66) and Charles (1895, p. 127) completed as 
perso]nam ( = I X ) . If this is correct, the end of the verse was worded somewhat differently 
in Latin; perhaps it did not repeat the verb accipere with munera. 

33:19 these words of the testament: Latin attaches the demonstrative adjective to 
testamenti, not to sermones. 

guard themselves: Latin omits, probably by haplography due to the repeated conjunc
tions with this series of verbs. 

and not: Latin has ut non, where ut may be a mistake for et. 
uprooted: Note the future indicative eradicabuntur in place of the subjunctive. 
(commit) it: Latin has a plural pronoun (ea). Given the fluidity of number in the 

language, it would be possible to translate the Ethiopic in the same way. 
impure: Latin reads a noun, and the Ethiopic word could be construed as an alternate 

spelling of the noun Ctf-fl (as in mss. 21 39 44 48 58). 
a blemish: Latin: odium ( = hatred) can also refer to the object of hatred — e.g., 

something that is offensive, annoying, disgusting. Goldmann and Hartom use Van to 
translate the word thtl.'l', and bar is rendered as n u a a p o ? {^ivc!ep6(;) in Lev 18:23. This 
suggests the possibility that in Greek a word such as iiuCTEpog and a derivative of n iasco 
were confused. As Dillmann (1859, p. 121, n. 17; he changed the word to 1 - ) and 
Charles (1895, p. 127, n. 35) observed, the standard spelling of the term is with not h 
(cf ms. 42'). 

33:20 N o : Ethiopic uses X A P , but Latin lacks a negative. Charles (1895, p. 127) 
inserted it into his Latin text, while Ronsch left it as it was. Both texts make sense. 

than the ... they commit: Latin omits these words. A Greek text which read dito xfiq 
TiopvEiac; ... kni ifji; yfji; could have produced conditions for parablepsis. 

the nation which he possesses: Literally: a/the nation of inheritance/ possession. Latin 
has plebs sortis: a/ the people of lot/ share. The noun Ch-h can mean <.<.portio hereditate 
vel sorte» (DILLMANN, Lexicon, 897) and can represent KXfjpo; (e.g., Isa 57:6 where MT 
uses a form of bnu). It is likely, then, that the two versions reflect the same Greek base, as 
KXf\poq can mean «lot» or «inheritance», and the Ethiopic term carries the same two 
possibilities. 

it is a priestly kingdom; it is what he owns: The Latin version has et regalis et 
sanctificationis. Charles (1895, p. 127, n. 45) apparently regarded mvi^ and et sanctifica-
tionis as occupying the same position in the text. For him the Latin, in which sanctus had 
already appeared, was a corruption « . . . due to confusion of oCaiai; and 6aio<;; cf xvi.18, 
xix.18 . . .» (For these passages he offered the same explanation; see also 1902, p. 199, n.). 
It may be, though, that et sanctificationis stands where \tt)i^^ appears in Ethiopic and 
that a word from the iepo- group figured in the Greek model (so Berger, 490, n. d to v 20). 
Several Ethiopic mss. also put a conjunction before hO>'f- (21 38 42 47). This would imply 

Lord our God, who shows no partiahty and accepts no bribes, is the 
judge. 33:19 Tell them these words of the testament so that they may 
listen, guard themselves, be careful about them, and not be destroyed 
or uprooted from the earth. For all who commit it on the earth before 
the Lord are impure, something detestable, a blemish, and something 
contaminated. 33:20 N o sin is greater than the sexual impurity which 
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they commit on the earth because Israel is a holy people for the Lord 
its God. It is the nation which he possesses; it is a priestly nation; it is a 
priestly kingdom; it is what he owns. N o such impurity will be seen 
among the holy people. 

33:21 During the third year of the sixth week [2145] Jacob and all his 5 
sons went and took up residence at the house of Abraham near his 
father Isaac and his mother Rebecca. 33:22 These are the names of 
Jacob's sons: Reuben, his first-born, Simeon, Levi, Judah, Issachar, 
Zebulun were Leah's sons. Rachel's sons were Joseph and Benjamin. 
Bilhah's sons were Dan and Naphtali. And Zilpah's sons were Gad and lo 
Asher. Leah's daughter Dinah was Jacob's only daughter. 33:23 After 
they had come, they bowed to Isaac and Rebecca. When they saw 
them, they blessed Jacob and all his children. Isaac was extremely 
happy that he had seen the children of his younger son Jacob, and he 
blessed them. 15 

34:1 During the sixth year of this week of this forty-fourth jubilee 

that Latin lacks an equivalent for mT6^ •• fO-M — an omission which could easily be 
explained in this series of units introduced by et and concluded by est (ms. 12 shows the 
same omission). Berger (ibid.) has argued at some length that the texts of Latin and 
ms. 17 preserve the original: both have the word «people» followed by three items: 
priestly/ priests; royal/ kingdom; and a word from the tepo- group/ priesthood respec
tively. «Von M [ = ms. 17] her wird nun auch Lat verstandlich: Es handelt sich nicht um 
drei gleichgeordnete Bestimmungen zu populus, sondern der populus sacerdotalis ist 
zugleich koniglich und geheiligt». It is, however, doubtful that these two texts point to the 
original because 17 agrees with Latin no more closely than do the other mss. It omits 
fO-h-P •• at, which are represented in Latin (est et), uses no conjunction between 
«kingdom» and «priesthood» though Latin does; has to-X-fc after hOi -h where Latin lacks 
est; and employs nouns where Latin gives two (and perhaps three originally) adjectives. It 
seems more plausible to say that the text presented here has been slightly corrupted in 
Latin where regalis was made into an adjective through the influence of sacerdotalis and 
that this change also led to insertion of et before sanctificationis. 

such ... will be seen: Latin offers no equivalent for IIf{\-t-CK. • Hh*""!). 
33:21 the sixth: Latin huius finds support in several later Ethiopic mss. (39 42 47 48 

58); their word U was read by both Dillmann (1859) and Charles (1895). Yet it is a 
common sort of addition. If it were original, one would have expected to find it in at least 
some of the older copies. 

Jacob: Though there is strong warrant for omitting the name, inclusion of it in Latin 
supports mss. 20 25 35. etc. in reading it. 

house: Here as elsewhere (e.g., 29:19; 34:3) Latin supplies barin where Ethiopic has 
the more general n.+. 

his mother Rebecca: Only ms. 12 transposes the two nouns as Latin does. 
33:22 These: Latin autem indicates a break with the preceding material, just as the 

words (Dtn-b do in Ethiopic. 
his first-born: Latin does not express the possessive. 
33:23 children ... children: Or: sons . . . sons. 
34:1 this forty-fourth jubilee; Latin omits the demonstrative, though it reads «this 
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week» with the Ethiopic. It also transposes the jubilee number to the beginning of the 
date formula, as it does elsewhere. 

their sheep: A strongly supported variant is X m i o - ( = his sheep; so mss. 9 17 38 39 
42 47 48 58 63), but the singular suffix may have been affixed to make the word agree with 
hl-ttC-Uo-. Latin suas could be rendered either as «his» or «their». Littmann (97, n. b), 
Goldmann, and Berger (491, n. a to v 1) have preferred the singular suffix. 

his servants: Though Latin is ambiguous, the singular suffix is far more strongly 
supported in Ethiopic than the plural. Hartom uses the plural suffix, as had Charles (1895, 
p. 128, n. 5); but later Charles (1902, p. 200, n.) opted for the singular. 

34:2 against: The verb conuenerunt agrees in meaning with -t-p-tth; but there should 
be a preposition between it and eos, as Charles (1895, p. 129, n. 2 to Latin) proposed. 

to kill them from their hiding place beneath the trees: Literally: in order that they, 
having hidden beneath the trees, might kill them. Latin places the purpose clause after 
sederunt in lucum. The words X«»° and lucum are synonymous, but the verbal forms 
•t-'^n.h'^ and sederunt (here rendered «they waited» — a possible meaning for sedeo 
[ = remain]) clearly are not. Nor are ^ih-t- and in. Charles (1902, p. 200, n.; c f 1895, 
p. 128, n. 7) found the Latin preferable «for there is no hint of their hiding in any of the 
other versions of this legend». He wondered whether the verb ('h'lin.X""-) was a 
corruption of V(l,C<»»- ( = they, having sat). If the latter were the original Ethiopic 
reading, the two versions once agreed. His case is certainly plausible, but the mistake in 
Ethiopic would have to be very early because the suggested form appears in none of the 
mss. 

their animals: Several mss. add (oMlX-bfO''^ ( = and their wives; Dillmann read this 
word with v 3 in 1851 and with v 2 in 1859); mss. 9 38 use it instead of the term 
htliWa^. Latin has a short gap here. Ceriani marked it with just four dots so that there 
is probably not enough space for et mulieres which RONSCH {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 68) 
reconstructed. 

34:3 Jacob: Latin uses autem again to mark a break; Ethiopic accomplishes the same 
purpose with a conjunction and the name. 

at home: Literally: in the house. Latin, as elsewhere, reads a form of barin where 
Ethiopic has « house ». 

he was distressed: Literally: his spirit was sad (for him). Latin pusillianimis seems 
wrong. The same word is used in 19:3 (see the note). The Hebrew behind the Latin might 
have been i n n n s p and behind the Ethiopic i n n ( n )3S». Charles (1895, p. 128, n. 10) first 
thought that f<h['^]UT could be a mistake for fOJ-flll; he did not mention this possibility 
in 1902. 

and (for): Latin omits. 
with him: «With his father» has slight backing among the Ethiopic mss., but it is the 

Latin reading. Dillmann (1859) and Charles (1895) read "tn = hOru-. 

[2148], Jacob sent his sons to tend their sheep — his servants were also 
with them — to the field of Shechem. 34:2 Seven Amorite kings 
assembled against them to kill them from their hiding place beneath the 
trees and to take their animals as booty. 34:3 But Jacob, Levi, Judah, 
and Joseph remained at home with their father Isaac because he was 
distressed and they were unable to leave him. Benjamin was the 
youngest, and for this reason he stayed with him. 34:4 Then came the 
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kings of Tafu, tlie king of Ares, the king of Seragan, the king of Selo, 
the king of Gaaz, the king of Betoron, the king of Maanisakir, and all 
who were living on this mountain, who were living in the forest of the 
land of Canaan. 34:5 It was reported to Jacob: 'The Amorite kings 
have just surrounded your sons and have carried off their flocks by 
force'. 34:6 He set out from his house — he, his three sons, all his 
father's servants, and his servants — and went against them with 6000 

34:4 kings ... king ... king ... king: 34:2 mentions that seven kings assembled against 
the brothers, and in this verse a word for king appears seven times. In the first instance, 
Ethiopic and Latin read plural forms — possibly because the word was meant to cover the 
seven names that follow. But for the second, third, and fourth uses, Ethiopic has the 
plural inifi- where Latin offers the more acceptable singular rex. Mss. 9 38 continue to 
read plurals in the remaining three cases as well. The plurals in instances two-four may 
have originated under the influence of the initial plural, and the mistake may have been 
aided by the similarity between ^aaiXextq and ^aaiXeXq. 

Tafu: Latin saffo, which is clearly corrupt, as the Ethiopic spellings and those in other 
versions of this story show (for them, see Charles, 1902, p. 202, n.; VANDERKAM, Textual 
and Historical Studies, 220-27). The city is almost certainly biblical Tappuah (Josh 16:8), 
as recognized by Littmann (97, n. c); Charles (ibid.); Goldmann; Hartom (104, n. to v 1); 
Berger (492, n. a to v 4 ) ; and VanderKam (ibid, 220). 

Ares: Latin arco. Littmann (97, n. d) was uncertain about its identification; and 
Charles (1902, p. 202, n.) considered it corrupt for Aser or Asor, i.e. Hazor (cf Hartom, 
104, n. to V 1 ) . J. Goldstein («The Date of the Book of Jubilees», PAAJR 50 [1983] 84-85) 
has recently defended the same identification. VANDERKAM (Textual and Historical 
Studies, 220-21) argues for Adasa ( = Twm). 

Seragan: Latin; saragan. Charles made no firm identification, while Hartom (104, n. to 
V 1) mentions the possibility that it is the mentioned in m. Ros Has. 2.4. 
VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 221-22) proposes Pirathon, but Goldstein 
(«The Date», 84) thinks Zarethan more likely. 

Selo: Latin: silo. All recognize Shiloh in this name. 
Gaaz: Latin: gaas. This appears to be biblical Gaash (Josh 24:30). 
Betoron; Latin: boton. Clearly Beth-horon is intended. 
Maanisakir: Littmann (98, n. a) thought the first element of the name was «Ammon»; 

Charles (1902, p. 202 and p. 203, n.) switched the two elements to produce Shakirmaani. 
VANDERKAM (Textual and Historical Studies, 223-27) considers this the name Mahaneh 
Soker (cf John 4:5) — an identification that is accepted by Berger (492, n. h to v 4 ) . 
Goldstein («The Date», 85) maintains that the first part of the word reflects mahanayim 
«. . . and Mahanayim in Josh 13:26 in the Hebrew and in the Greek is associated with 
Debir. Perhaps the Hebrew original of Jub 34:4 and [sic] wmlk mhnym wdbyr (['] and the 
king of Mahanayim-and-Debir') or wmlk mhnym wmlk dbyr ('and the king of Mahanayim 
and the king of Debir')». The latter alternative is thoroughly implausible, since it would 
yield eight kings, not seven as 34:2 requires. «Debir» is also not a very likely suggestion 
for the second element of the word. 

this: Latin omits. 
mountain, who: Latin inserts a conjunction between these words, as do mss. 21 35 58. 
forest of: Latin locis is, as Ethiopic ho" indicates and as RONSCH (Das Buch der 

Jubilaen, 68) and Charles (1895, p. 129, n. 7 to Latin) noticed, a mistake for lucis (cf v 2). 
Latin also reads in before terra; only ms. 35 agrees in the Ethiopic tradition. 

34:5 Jacob; Latin omits an equivalent of X"*!) = f^-tttv. 
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men who carried swords. 34:7 He icilled them in the field of Shechem, 
and they pursued the ones who ran away. He killed them with the blade 
of the sword. He killed Ares, Tafu, Saregan, Silo, Amanisakir, and 
Gagaas 34:8 and collected his flocks. He got control of them and 

5 imposed tribute on them so that they should give him as tribute five 
of their land's products. He built Robel and Tamnatares 34:9 and 
returned safely. He made peace with them, and they became his 
servants until the day that he and his sons went down to Egypt. 

34:10 During the seventh year of this week [2149] he sent Joseph 
10 from his house to the land of Shechem to find out about his brothers' 

welfare. He found them in the land of Dothan. 34:11 They acted in a 
treacherous way and made a plan against him to kill him; but, after 
changing their minds, they sold him to a traveling band of Tshmaehtes. 

34:7 He killed ... they pursued: Several mss. read a plural form of the first verb (9 38 
39 42 47 48 58) to bring it into harmony with A.'JJ-. Mss. 25 35 44, however, read ft.iV, 
thus producing numerical agreement with 

blade: Literally: mouth. 
34:8 and collected his flocks: Charles included these words with v 8 in 1895, as had 

Dillmann in 1859. But in 1902, the former tacked them to the end of v 7. 
He got control of them: Literally: he became great over them. With A A A the verb 

means «praevalere» (DILLMANN, Lexicon, 985). 
five of their land's products: Littmann translated as «ein Fiinftel der Frucht ihres 

Landes», and Goldmann and Hartom render with QSIX nDa Itfnnn. Their rendition of the 
text offers excellent sense, but Berger (493, n. b to v 8) has questioned whether the extant 
text has such a meaning («sprachlich leider nicht zu verifizieren»). Charles (1902) and he 
have understood it to mean five products. The spelling :>9°(\+ can be construed as a 
variant (long a with the gutteral consonant) of '1i?"A+ ( = five) which is found in mss. 12 
44. In fact, the numeral for «five» appears in mss. 20 38 39 42 47 48 (in 39 48 it has the 
ending --^ attached). Since the word ^i. is usually treated as masculine (DILLMANN, 
Lexicon, 1355), •\9°(\+ would be the expected form of the adjective. Nevertheless, :>9°(\+ 
is also the correct spelling of «fifth», and it could be used as a substantive here — a fifth 
part of — though one would have anticipated the masculine form. Because of this last 
problem, it is advisable to follow Charles and Berger, while admitting that the suggestion 
of Littmann, Goldmann, and Hartom produces a smoother text. 

Robel: The spelling of this name is the same as that of Jacob's eldest son Reuben (see 
Littmann, Berger: Ruben; cf also Goldmann, p. non, n. to v n), but a city name is 
intended. It should be identified as Arbela ( I Mace 9:2) with Charles (1902, pp. 203-04, 
n.; so Goldmann; c f Hartom, 105, n. to vH; Berger, 493, n. c to v 8 ; VANDERKAM, 
Textual and Historical Studies, 227; and Goldstein, «The Date», 85-86). 

Tamnatares: The city is Timnath-heres (Judg 2:9; so Littmann, 98, n. c; Charles, 1902, 
p. 204, n.; Goldmann; cf Hartom, 105, n. to v n; Berger, 493, n. c to v 8; VANDERKAM, 
Textual and Historical Studies, 227; and Goldstein, «The Date», 83). 

34:10 land of Dothan: The word 9°Xrd: has no basis in Gen 37:17. i^;t'K9° reflects the 
spelling Aw6di)i of LXX (cf I 'm in Sam) more nearly than it does the ] m of MT 
( = Syriac). 

34:11 changing their minds: Literally: they, having turned. 

http://ft.iV
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brought him down: Only LXXGen 37:28 uses a synonymous verb (Ka-ciiyayov); MT 
Sam Syriac OL have or echo wa'l. 

(sold) him: The suffix agrees with MT SyriacGen 37:36; Sam LXX OL EthGenesis 
read «Joseph». Here Jubilees makes the Ishmaelites the subject, whereas in Genesis the 
Midianites are. 

chief cook: The Ethiopic follows the interpretation of D-naon nfe (Gen 37:36; 39:1) as 
dpzindyeipo? ( = LXX OL EthGenesis). Josephus (Am. 11.39) evidences the same view. 
Charles (1895, p. 129, n. 3; cf. 1902, p. 204, n.) emended the term '^'ttMl to Oi"(l^ 
( = guards) which would agree with MT ( = Sam Syriac) Gen 37:36; 39:1. See also 
Dillmann, 1851, p. 72, n. 61; Littmann, 98, n. f; and Berger, 494, n. c to v 11. 

priest of the city Elew: Dillmann (1851) translated «den opferer von Heliopolis»; c f 
also Littmann, 98, n. g; Charles, 1902, p. 204, n.; Goldmann, p. nDI, n. to vN- (Ktuw-
= px); Hartom, 106, n. to v K- (= ps); Berger, 494, n. d to v 11. The name appears in 
Gen 41:45, 50; 46:20, where is translated 'H^iou noXsmq. Jubilees translates nbljs.ioq 
(= ind) but transcribes 'HXiou ( = h.i\.af). 

34:12 clothing: Ethiopic uses the general term A-flrt, though the biblical story 
(Gen 37:31) refers to Joseph's coat (ranan). Jubilees omits the account of Jacob's giving a 
special coat to Joseph. 

its (blood): The suffix agrees with SyriacGen 37:31 (and Tn?); mss. 9 12 17 21 38 63 
side with the other versions in omitting it. 

34:13 night because ... in the evening: There is very strong backing for «day» — i.e., 
for d A + rather than A.A.+ (the two words resemble one another closely in Ethiopic 
script). Also, a number of these mss. (though not 9 12 17) read ^rth ( = until) for hdo" 
(Charles [1895, p. 129, n. 10] erroneously claimed that B [ = 25] had the former; it reads 
htX""). Since hh'"' has the greater support, it is likely that A.A.+ is also original and dA'f' 
a later change that was introduced to make sense of J>Ah. Berger, however, prefers AA+ 
but retains hh^. If these were the correct readings, the day in Jubilees would begin in the 
evening. Cf the following two instances of «that day» which may also have influenced 
«day» at the beginning of the verse. The superior text pictures Jacob as mourning all 
night and the members of his household joining him the next day. 

said that: One could also interpret the words that follow as a direct quotation, in which 
case «that» would be replaced by quotation marks. 

34:14 daughter: Jubilees corrects the plural ITiaa of Gen 37:35, since Jacob had only 
one daughter (cf Hartom, 106, n. n. to v T ) . Tj handled the same problem by reading 
«wives of his sons». 

set about: Literally: arose. This agrees with M T S a m SyriacGen 37:35, not with 

They brought him down to Egypt and sold him to Potiphar, the 
pharaoh's eunuch, the chief cook, and the priest of the city Elew. 
34:12 Jacob's sons slaughtered a he-goat, stained Joseph's clothing by 
dipping it in its blood, and sent (it) to their father Jacob on the tenth of 
the seventh month. 34:13 He mourned all that night because they had 5 
brought it to him in the evening. He became feverish through mourning 
his death and said that a wild animal had eaten Joseph. That day all the 
people of his household mourned with him. They continued to be 
distressed and to mourn with him all that day. 34:14 His sons and 
daughter set about consoling him, but he was inconsolable for his son. lO 
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34:15 That day Bilhah heard that Joseph had perished. While she was 
mourning for him, she died. She had been hving in Qafratefa. His 
daughter Dinah, too, died after Joseph had perished. These three 
(reasons for) mourning came to Israel in one month. 34:16 They buried 

5 Bilhah opposite Rachel's grave, and they buried his daughter Dinah 
there as well. 34:17 He continued mourning Joseph for one year and 
was not comforted but said: 'May I go down to the grave mourning for 
my son'. 34:18 For this reason, it has been ordained regarding the 
Israelites that they should be distressed on the tenth of the seventh 

10 month — on the day when (the news) which made (him) lament Joseph 
reached his father Jacob — in order to make atonement for themselves 
on it with a kid — on the tenth of the seventh month, once a year — 
for their sins. For they had saddened their father's (feelings of) affection 
for his son Joseph. 34:19 This day has been ordained so that they may 

15 be saddened on it for their sins, all their transgressions, and all their 
errors; so that they may purify themselves on this day once a year. 

34:20 After Joseph had perished, Jacob's sons took wives for them
selves. The name of Reuben's wife was Oda; the name of Simeon's wife 

auvfix6T|cav in the LXX tradition — a tradition which also adds (against MT Sam Syriac 
and Jubilees) K a i ^XQov after «daughters». 

was inconsolable: Literally: was not comforted. Charles (1902) rendered with «refused 
to be comforted» which translates MTGen 37:35 (nrann'? ]V.ni) rather than the single 
verb in Jubilees. 

34:15 Qafratefa: Littmann (98, n. i) thought that perhaps behind this city name there 
lay the Hebrew words D'NIBK riTBS ( = Goldmann, p. HBI, n. to vIB) and that this was 
probably the m ' B S of Josh9:17; 18:26 (see Hartom, 106, n. to v i e ) . Charles (1902, 
p. 205, n.), however, preferred either «Eder of Ephrath» (see 33:1) or, more likely, the city 
Kabratan mentioned in 32:32 (see also Berger, 494, n. a to v 15). Two factors militate 
against Charles' view: deriving the first element from DTBS fits the Ethiopic spellings 
more nearly, and it provides a reason for mentioning the name here: this passage ( w 18-
19) deals with the day of atonement and HTBS is a word-play on this fact. 

34:17 was not comforted: "ili. means «shake off, dispel, put aside»; here it is his 
mourning which Jacob does not put aside. Mss. 35 58 have added the word «mourning» 
to clarify this point. Note Berger's literal rendering: «er legte (die Trauer) nicht ab». 
DILLMANN (Lexicon, 695) referred to this passage as a case in which the verb indicated 
«deponere luctum, se consolari» etc., but with omission of AA. 

mourning for my son: Jubilees may reflect the reading -33 *?» in Gen 37:35 ( = Sam 
Syriac Tn) rather than -a ( = MT LXX OL). 

34:18 should be distressed: As Charles (1902, p. 205, n.) observed, VBi na? lies behind 
the verb (both Goldmann and Hartom translated with aval masb). In Lev 16:31 
these Hebrew words are rendered as (0>\ih9°9°'f •• A>*Ah<»»- in the Ethiopic Bible. 

34:20 For the names of the wives of Jacob's sons in the Syriac list, see the chart. The 
list includes most of the ethnic details given in the Ethiopic for several of the names. There 
are, of course, many spellings in the Ethiopic mss., for which see the apparatus to the 
critical text. In addition, some of the mss. number the twelve members in the group; these 
numbers are in Dillmann's Ethiopic text (1859). 
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was Adebaa, the Canaanitess; the name of Levi's wife was Melcha, one 
of the daughters of Aram — one of the descendants of Terah's sons; 
the name of Judah's wife was Betasuel, the Canaanitess; the name of 
Issachar's wife was Hezaqa; the name of Zebulun's wife was [Neeman]; 
the name of Dan's wife was Egla; the name of Naphtali's wife was 
Rasu'u of Mesopotamia; the name of Gad's wife was Maka; the name 
of Asher's wife was lyona; the name of Joseph's wife was Asenath, the 
Egyptian, and the name of Benjamin's wife was lyaska. 34:21 Simeon, 
after changing his mind, married another woman from Mesopotamia 
like his brothers. 

35:1 During the first year of the first week in the forty-fifth jubilee 
[2157], Rebecca summoned her son Jacob and ordered him regarding 
his father and brother that he was to honor them throughout Jacob's 

Adebaa, the Canaanitess: For Simeon's Canaanite wife, see Gen 46:10; Exod 6:15. 
The Syriac name is spelled r s l s ^ r i . If .i were added after re", or if r c i were reversed and 
, were regarded as a mistake for ^, the Syriac form would be virtually the same as the 
Ethiopic. 

Betasuel, the Canaanitess: Gen 38:2 calls her STV na. The Syriac translates na into the 
construct form ivUi but otherwise has the better spelling of the second part of the name, 
unless the is an error for A (this mistake is found in Charles, 1895, p. 130, n. 13), in 
which case the Syriac and Ethiopic would agree. 

[Neeman]: All of the older Ethiopic mss. lack a name (9 12 17 20 25 = 38 44 63). Of 
the seven mss. which do offer a name, 42 47 48 have virtually the same spelling, and those 
of 39 58 are only slightly different. Charles (1895, p. 131, n. 17) considered the name 
corrupt (he read i.K'^V and thought that one should read hSri which agrees with Syriac 
^ i ^ r ^ (cf 1902, p. 206, n.). Though the name is attested in several mss., it is bracketed in 
the text and translation to indicate the uncertainty which attaches to it. 

34:21 after changing his mind: Literally: he, having turned (cf 34:11). The expression 
could be translated as «repented» (so Charles, 1902). 

The Wives of Jacob's Sons 

Jacob's Sons Ethiopic Syriac List Other 

Reuben M{M) r<r':ir«' 
Simeon 
Levi He^Xa (T. Levi 11:1) 
Judah n.+rt->bA .i..cvjt. Sitfna (Gen 38:2) 

PTICTCTOUE ( T . Judah 8 
Issachar A H . * 
Zebulun 
Dan Kliy 
Naphtali 
Gad •7h 
Asher KX-'i 
Joseph hM.^ naox (Gen 41:45) 
Benjamin 

10 

35:1 Jacob's: Though A /**"fl is awkward, it clarifies whose lifetime Rebecca means. 
The point could be unclear, since Isaac and Esau have just been mentioned. Charles 
(1902, p. 207, n.), however, rejected it as a gloss. 
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entire lifetime. 35:2 Jacob said: T will do everything just as you 
ordered me because this matter will be something honorable and great 
for me; it will be a righteous act for me before the Lord that 1 should 
honor them. 35:3 You, mother, know everything I have done and all 

5 my thoughts from the day I was born until today — that at all times I 
think of what is good for all. 35:4 How shall I not do what you have 
ordered me — that I should honor my father and brother? 35:5 Tell 
me, mother, what impropriety you have noticed in me and I will 
certainly turn away from it and will experience mercy'. 35:6 She said 

10 to him: 'My son, throughout my entire lifetime I have noticed no 
improper act in you but only proper one(s). However, I will tell you the 

35:3 everything ... today: Literally: from the day I was born until this day all my 
deeds and all that is in my heart. Latin places a conjunction after diem hunc. 

1 think of what is good: Latin: ego ... bona facere ... The presence of facere 
presupposes that another verb belongs in the line. RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 68) 
restored cogito, that is, the equivalent of K'tft,, in the lacuna after ego and the word in 
after facere. Charles (1895, p. 131, n. I to Latin) left the gap after ego and altered facere 
to facio ( = I do). In so doing he ignored the space after the verlj (in ibid., n. 33, he 
mistakenly claimed that the ms. reads faciam; it does in the next verse, not here). He 
commented: «Hence ^/h.A. which is weak, seems an addition; we should perhaps read 
Xi"ti = Lat». He was partially correct. Probably the original read as RONSCH recon
structs: I think to do good. In Ethiopic one would then have found K'l.A, hifif-; the 
latter word was then mistakenly copied as the more familiar w"??. 

35:4 what: Latin has both the relative pronoun quae, which Charles (1895, p. 131, n. 2 
to Latin) changed to quem, and the preceding demonstrative hunc ( = ms. 38). Possibly 
H 7 + has disappeared from most of the mss. because of its visual resemblance to H (cf 
Charles [ibid., n. 34] who accepted the reading of Latin and C [ = 51] D [ = 38]). 

I should honor: Latin reads faciam. Charles (1895, p. 131, n. 36) wondered whether the 
verb hh-flC was a corruption of Klf lC ( = Latin). But the problematic reading is the 
Latin. The word honorem may have been omitted by homoioteleuton with faciam. 

brother: Latin oddly enough reads a plural noun — a reading which has no parallel in 
the Ethiopic tradition (contrary to Berger [496, n. a to v 4] who mistranslates the Latin 
here). 

35:5 Tell: Latin reads sed rogo before indica. 
noticed in me; Literally (Ethiopic); seen on me. 
and I will certainly turn away from it and will experience mercy: Latin uses ut followed 

by two subjunctives; Ethiopic has «and» followed by a reflex of the Hebrew infinitive 
absolute with a finite verb {S!A\(0-'i). It may be that the difference originated when et was 
miscopied as ut; subsequently, the mood of the verbs would have been changed to 
accommodate ut. The expression that is translated «[I] will experience mercy», if rendered 
literally would be: mercy will be on me. At the end of the verse Latin adds «of the Lord». 

35:6 She; Latin specifies Rebecca as the subject. 
lifetime: Literally: days. Latin lacks diebus, which the context requires, through 

homoioteleuton with omnibus. Both RONSCH {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 68) and Charles 
(1895, p. 131) added it to the text. 

the truth: Latin adds omnem, which finds no support in the Ethiopic tradition. 
I will die: Latin morior is a present tense form, while hooat-^ is in the imperfect. 

RONSCH {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 68) and Charles (1895, p. 131, n. 5 to Latin) emended to 
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truth, my son: I will die during this year and will not make it alive 
through this year because I have seen the day of my death in a dream 
— that I will not live more than 155 years. Now I have completed my 
entire hfetime that I am to live'. 35:7 Jacob laughed at what his mother 
was saying because his mother said to him that she would die, but she 
was sitting in front of him in possession of her strength. She had lost 
none of her strength because she could come and go; she could see and 
her teeth were strong. N o sickness had touched her throughout her 

the future moriar. One wonders, though, whether the two texts actuahy differ in sense as 
they now stand. «I am dying this year» (the Ethiopic verb could be so translated) and «I 
will die this year» express largely the same notion. 

make it alive through this year: cross over this year in life. Latin uses the same 
expression, though it adds ( = ms. 12) mea after uita (it is not realized in the translation) 
and reads adhuc ( = even). On the future form transeam, see RONSCH, Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 151. 

because ... dream: Latin lacks this clause with the exception of an altered form of «day 
of my death» (ego moriar). Charles (1895, p. 131, n. 6 to Latin) changed ego moriar to 
mortis meae and reconstructed the words before this phrase. The reason for the shorter 
and somewhat different Latin text is not apparent. 

that (I will not): Latin has et. 
than 155 years: Latin shows a gap after amplius. It is probable that something 

resembling Charles' (1895, p. 131) reconstructed text should be read: (quam centum et). 
Space considerations make it unlikely that Latin also read et quinque. Hence, it appears 
that mss. 39 42' 47 48 agree with Latin in listing Rebecca's final age as 150 years. 
Ronsch's (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 68) suggestion to restore [nam ecce dies centum et] 
neither fits the space nor reproduces the Ethiopic. Berger (497, n. e to v 6) writes that 
Latin gives 145 years, but it obviously does not. 

N o w ... live: Latin reflects only a few words of the longer statement in Ethiopic: sum 
complens closely resembles M ' ^K9°Yh, and in uita mea partially mirrors thf-Bt-t-V. The 
last clause was dropped through the similarity between «my life» and «I am to live»; in 
Hebrew the two expressions would have been '"n and (n)''nK. 

35:7 because ... die: The remnants of words in Latin coincide with the words which 
Ethiopic indicates would have to be reconstructed: qu[ia] ... [mo]ri[tu]ram (so both 
RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 68, and Charles, 1895, p. 131). But it seems doubtful that 
enough space remains between these letters for the equivalent of the full Ethiopic text. 

in front of him: Literally (Ethiopic): opposite him. But the phrase can mean in 
conspectu eius ( = Latin; so DILLMANN, Lexicon, 703). 

in possession of her strength: Literally (Ethiopic): her strength was on her. Latin 
expresses the same idea through a verb and an adjective. 

She ... her strength: Literally (Ethiopic): she was not weak from her strength. Latin 
agrees nearly verbatim (it does not echo ^?°). The word infirmis must be regarded as 
nominative (RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 151). 

come and go: Latin reverses the verbs. 
she could see: Latin omits, probably by homoioteleuton (intrans — uidens). 
touched: Latin: contristauh. Charles (1895, p. 131, n. 8; c f n. 56) emended to contrec-

tavit ( = Ethiopic). The two Latin verbs could have been confused easily, since they 
closely resemble one another and both make good sense in the context. 

lifetime: Literally (Ethiopic): days of her life. Latin lacks an equivalent for «life». 
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entire lifetime. 35:8 Jacob said to her: 'Mother, I would be fortunate if 
my lifetime approached your lifetime and (if) my strength would remain 
with me in the way your strength has. You are not going to die but 
rather have jokingly spoken idle nonsense with me about your death'. 

35:9 She went in to Isaac and said to him: 'I am making one request 
of you: make Esau swear that he will not harm Jacob and not pursue 
him in hatred. For you know the way Esau thinks — that he has been 

3 5 : 8 Mother: Latin omits but incorrectly, it appears. The Hebrew behind the Ethiopic 
words hV •• h"" would have been DK ('aN or) DN — a situation highly conducive to 
omitting one of the terms. 

my lifetime: Literally: my days. 
and (if) ... nonsense: The Latin text is again broken here. The letters in me stand where 

Ethiopic has A d r t . ? , and simil is probably the beginning of similiter (RONSCH [Das Buch 
der Jubilaen, 7 0 ] and Charles [ 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 3 3 ] agreed about these readings). Neither editor, 
however, reproduces est (if it is properly read) in his reconstruction (Ronsch read frustra, 
Charles nugas). 

about your death: 1 Q 1 8 . 1 confirms the text of Ethiopic and Latin. 
3 5 : 9 She: A gap in the Latin suggests that a word belonged here, but the Ethiopic 

offers no clue about what it might have been. (RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 7 0 ) 
restored [Rebecca]; Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 3 3 ) failed to note that there was a blank space. 

make: Latin resorts to a purpose clause (ut with a subjunctive). The word »3irn in 
I Q I 8 . 2 , however, confirms the Ethiopic formulation. 

Jacob: Latin adds «his brother». Though Milik (DJD 1 . 8 3 ) reconstructed rnN. addi
tion of the word makes the line somewhat long. See VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical 
Studies, 8 4 . 

in hatred: Latin builds a clause, parallel to the preceding one, around the word 
inimicitias instead of using it as the object of a preposition, as Ethiopic does. 1 Q I 8 . 3 reads 
n r « 3 with Ethiopic. 

you know: Though it is a minor point and was perhaps not caused by a different 
Vorlage, Latin and most of the Ethiopic mss. read a pronoun first and then a verb, while 
1 Q 1 8 . 3 places the participle »[ni ] ' first and the pronoun nriK second. Mss. 9 1 2 1 7 3 9 4 8 
5 8 preserve the Hebrew sequence. 

the way Esau thinks: Literally: the inchnation of Esau ( 1 Q 1 8 . 3 : TO ^S•'). 
he is devoid ... death: Ethiopic and Latin evidence virtually the same proposition here, 

but 1 Q 1 8 . 3 - 4 lacks it. Though it seems implausible, there is reason for thinking that Latin 
and Ethiopic have preserved the superior text and that the shorter Hebrew reading 
resulted from parablepsis (nnsi [v 1 0 ] ... pxi; see VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical 
Studies, 8 5 - 8 7 ; this view is also accepted by Berger, 4 9 8 , n. c to v 9 , while Milik [DJD 1 . 8 4 ] 
considered it a variant, not a scribal error). The words translated «he is devoid of virtueo, 
if rendered literally, would be «there is no virtue/ goodness on him» ( = Ethiopic) and 
«there is not with him anything right» ( = Latin). The word nequa RONSCH (Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 1 5 1 - 5 2 ) explained as a first declension form alongside the indeclinable nequam. 
The latter means «worthless, good for nothing» — a meaning that is not paralleled in the 
Ethiopic texts. Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 3 3 , n. 1 to Latin) emended nequa et to namque ille 
( = Ethiopic), and his suggestion underlies the translation given here. The remaining 
traces of words in the Latin ms. also offer some disagreements with the Ethiopic: m meo 
are probably from mortejm me[am (so RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 7 0 ; Charles [ibid., 
n. 2 to Latin] altered the text to agree with Ethiopic: mortejm tua[m). Finally, where 
Ethiopic attaches a suffix ( = him) to the verb, Latin specifies fratrem suum. 
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malicious since his youth and that he is devoid of virtue because he 
wishes to kill him after your death. 35:10 You know everything that he 
has done from the day his brother Jacob went to Haran until today — 
that he has wholeheartedly abandoned us. He has treated us badly; he 
has gathered your flocks and has taken all your possessions away from 5 
you by force. 35:11 When we would ask him in a pleading way for 
what belonged to us, he would act hke someone who was being 
charitable to us. 35:12 He is behaving bitterly toward you due to the 
fact that you blessed your perfect and true son Jacob since he has virtue 
only, no evil. From the time he came from Haran until today he has 10 
not deprived us of anything but he always brings us everything in its 
season. He is wholeheartedly happy when we accept (anything) from 
him, and he blesses us. He has not separated from us from the day he 
came from Haran until today. He has continually been living with us at 

35:10 everything that he has done: All Ethiopic rass. except 12 read if-lf ( I f - A - in 
ms. 21) after but Latin and ms. 12 place it before quaecumque/ ""(n't. IQ18.4 
probably supports the location of Latin and ms. 12 because the first legible letter is n (part 
of niro), not b from bis . 

his brother Jacob: If IQ18.4 read r n s , it placed the word before apS", not after it as in 
Ethiopic (cf l lQJub 1.4). 

until today — that: The letter u in the Latin ms. is probably the first letter of usque, 
and quo should be completed as quoniam (so RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 70; 
Charles, 1895, p. 133). 

taken ... from you by force: The verb bears a suffix (second person masculine singular) 
in most of the mss. It was read by Dillmann (1859), while Charles (1895) preferred the 
suffix-less form now attested in mss. 20 21 25 44. The translation given above presupposes 
that the expression hV'^fr"" IKU (literally: from before your face) explicates this suffix. 

35:11 When we would ask him in a pleading way: Latin is illegible at the beginning of 
the verse and offers only petentes eramus. The two verbs in Ethiopic are separated by a 
conjunction in mss. 21 35 42 47 48 58; but the ^7H construction suggests that a Greek 
participle with finite verb is being translated and that no conjunction should intervene 
between the two. 

what belonged to us: Latin eo de nostris agrees literally with Hh9°H.M, though Charles 
(1895, p. 133) thought that quod should be inserted after eo. RONSCH (Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 70) mistakenly bracketed de nostris as though it were not in the text. 

act like someone who: The Latin equivalent of m-h-P •• ̂ <irt. is lost in the gap before 
quasi, but quasi ( = as if) itself differs from h<n» ' H • f l ^ r t . = H. 

35:12 behaving bitterly: For amaricabatur as a deponent verb, see RONSCH, Das Buch 
der Jubilaen, 152. 

toward you: Literally (Ethiopic): against you. Latin tibi confirms the second-person 
suffix, not the form of mss. 9 12 17 21 38 48 63. 

true: For ^'l-d in the sense verax, verus, see DILLMANN, Lexicon, 291. 
but: Here probably represents 'D which, after a negative, has the force of «but» 

(BDB, 474, sec. 3.e.). 
from him: Literally: from his hand. 
living: Or: staying. 
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home (all the while) honoring us'. 35:13 Isaac said to her. T, too, know 
and see the actions of Jacob who is with us — that he wholeheartedly 
honors us. At first I did love Esau more than Jacob, after he was born; 
but now I love Jacob more than Esau because he has done so many bad 

5 things and lacks (the ability to do) what is right. For the entire way he 
acts is (characterized by) injustice and violence and there is no justice 
about him. 35:14 Now my mind is disturbed about his actions. Neither 
he nor his descendants are to be saved because they will be destroyed 
from the earth and be uprooted from beneath the sky. For he has 

10 abandoned the God of Abraham and has gone after his wives, after 
impurity, and after their errors — he and his sons. 35:15 You are 
saying to me that I should make him swear not to kill his brother 
Jacob. Even if he does swear, it will not happen. He will not do what is 
virtuous but rather what is evil. 35:16 If he wishes to kill his brother 

15 Jacob, he will be handed over to Jacob and will not escape from his 
control but will fall into his control. 35:17 Now you are not to be 

35:13 the actions of Jacob who is with us: Beginning with Dillmann (1851), several 
translators have understood H9"ftA.V as referring to Jacob's actions, not to Jacob himself 
(«das thun des Jakob an uns» [Dillmann, ibid.; similarly Littmann and Berger; the 
Hebrew renderings of Goldmann and Hartom follow the Ethiopic literally]). Since, 
however, the relative pronoun appears directly after f{t4-n, it is preferable though not 
necessary to side with Charles: «the deeds of Jacob who is with us». (1902). 

after he was born: The word +•?.<">- follows AlAfl ' ' and thus refers to Isaac's former 
preference for Esau. Ms. 51 (see Dillmann, 1859, p. 127, n. 9) adds a second instance of 
+.i5.«n»- after ^S'"H'^fl>Aft; therefore, Dillmann rendered it as «weil er zuerst geboren 
wurde» (1851 = Littmann, Hartom). Charles (1895, p. 132, n. 26) also read the second 
+ 4 . " ^ but had doubts about it (« . . . I have followed C [ = 51], probably wrongly»). 
Nevertheless, in 1902 he rendered with: «because he was the first-born; . . .» The second 
t ^ ' w is too weakly attested to be accepted into the text. As a result, it is more likely that 
Isaac is speaking of the time after the twins were born. 

lacks (the ability to do) what is right: Literally: he has no righteousness. 
the entire way he acts: Literally: all his way. 
there is no justice about him: Charles (1902, p. 209, n.) regarded these words as a 

dittography. }r£-+ is indeed repeated, but OOhl^ makes the clause different than the earlier 
statement about Esau's lack of justice/ righteousness. 

35:14 they will be destroyed ... be uprooted: Literally: they are those who will be 
destroyed ... they are those who will be uprooted. 

35:15 it will not happen: Though only ms. 38 adds n«»"«hAW", both editors have placed 
it in their texts, and the translators have rendered it (Charles, 1902: «he will not abide by 
his oath»; Berger places it in parentheses). The phrase is, however, textually dubious at 
best. 

35:16 control ... control: Literally: hands ... hands. Charles (1902, p. 209, n.) 
bracketed the last clause as a gloss and declared X-atCX: a mistake for the verb X-IDX:^ (he 
will fall). His first proposal is supported by no evidence, and the second is not needed as 
in this context lo/if. is virtually a synonym of his suggested tDSt-t" (note Dillmann [1851]: 
«fallen» [ = Littmann, Berger]). 
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afraid for Jacob because Jacob's guardian is greater and more power
ful, glorious, and praiseworthy than Esau's guardian'. 

35:18 Then Rebecca sent and summoned Esau. When he had come 
to her, she said to him: T have a request that I will make of you, my 
son; say that you will do it, my son'. 35:19 He said: T will do anything 5 
you tell me; I will not refuse your request'. 35:20 She said to him: T 
ask of you that on the day I die you bring me and bury me near your 
father's mother Sarah; and that you and Jacob love one another, and 
that the one not aim at what is bad for his brother but only at loving 
one another. Then you will be prosperous, my sons, and be honored on lo 
the earth. Your enemy will not be happy over you. You will become a 
blessing and an object of kindness in the view of all who love you'. 
35:21 He said: T will do everything that you say to me. I will bury you 
on the day of your death near my father's mother Sarah as you have 
desired that her bones may be near your bones. 35:22 My brother 15 
Jacob I will love more than all mankind. I have no brother on the 
entire earth but him alone. This is no great thing for me if I love him 
because he is my brother. We were conceived together in your belly and 
we emerged together from your womb. If I do not love my brother, 
whom shall I love? 35:23 I myself ask of you that you instruct Jacob 20 
about me and my sons because I know that he will indeed rule over me 
and my sons. For on the day when my father blessed him he made 

35:20 on (the earth): The text reads «in the middle of». Cf. 0^(1 in ms. 21. 
35:21 day of your death: Or: the day (on which) you die. 
35:22 your womb: The earliest, most strongly attested Ethiopic reading is 9°ih^^h. 

which means «your mercy». Littmann (100, n. a) noted that this reading had resulted 
from an incorrect translation of D m : the noun D m means «womb» while the plural 
D ' a m means «compassion ». See also the comment of DILLMANN (Lexicon, 158): «At K u f 
p. 128 lin. 15 [i.e., this passage] interpres xd cnXayxvo. viscera male voce ? ° A < C + interpre-
tatus esse videtur». Cf Charles, 1902. p. 210, n.; and Berger, 500, n. a to v 2 2 . Several of 
the other mss. correct the text: T 1 9 7 h . in 21: "VUlC-^h, ( = «umbilicus, inguina» 
[DILLMANN, Lexicon, 108]) in 38 (read by Dillmann, 1859, and Charles, 1895); hC / ^ h . in 
39 48; and -^f^di^U. (= habitatio [DILLMANN, Lexicon, 614]) in 63. 

35:23 myself: The form i}"" (rather than h"") is probably the superior reading in that 
it is a fairly uncommon word and is supported by mss. 9 17 20 35 42, Dillmann emended 
his two mss. from h " " to h " " in 1859 (p. 128, n. 9); Charles (1895, p. 134, n. 12) agreed 
with him. Their conjecture now has strong backing among the mss. Berger (500, n. b to 
v 23) argues for h*"" : «Das entspricht griech. Formulierungen mit &c, 'wie' oder KaOditep 
'gleichwie', wo mit 'als' im 'pradikativen' Sinn zu Ubersetzen ist . . .» He compares 1 
Cor 7:25; 2 Cor 3:18; 5:20. He does not mention, however, that h"" is now found in 
some of the best and oldest witnesses, including ms. 17 which he normally follows. For 
h<»" as «ipse», see DILLMANN, Lexicon, 830. 

instruct: Or: exhort. 
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him the superior and me the inferior one. 35:24 I swear to you 
that I will love him and that throughout my entire lifetime I will not 
aim at what is bad for him but only at what is good'. He swore to her 
about this entire matter. 

5 35:25 She summoned Jacob in front of Esau and gave him orders in 
hne with what she had discussed with Esau. 35:26 He said: T will do 
what pleases you. Trust me that nothing bad against Esau will come 
from me or my sons. I will not be first except in love only'. 35:27 She 
and her sons ate and drank that night. She died that night at the age of 

10 three jubilees, one week, and one year [= 155 years]. Her two sons 
Esau and Jacob buried her in the twofold cave near their father's 
mother Sarah. 

36:1 During the sixth year of this week [2162] Isaac summoned his 
two sons Esau and Jacob. When they had come to him, he said to 

15 them: 'My children, I am going on the way of my fathers, to the eternal 
home where my fathers are. 36:2 Bury me near my father Abraham in 
the double cave in the field of Ephron the Hittite which Abraham 
acquired to (have) a burial place there. There, in the grave that I dug 
for myself, bury me. 36:3 This is what I am ordering you, my sons: 

20 that you do what is right and just on the earth so that the Lord may 
bring on you everything which the Lord said that he would do for 
Abraham and his descendants. 36:4 Practice brotherly love among 
yourselves, my sons, like a man who loves himself, with each one 

35:25 in front of: Literally: before the eyes o f 
in line with what she had discussed: Literally: according to the word which she had 

spoken. 
35:27 the twofold cave: I.e., Machpelah. 
36:2 burial place: The word «">.*'(1C alone means «grave», while V^C has the sense of 

«monumentum sepulchrale, sepulchrum». Greek equivalents are nvrineiov or rcKpog 
(DILLMANN, Lexicon, 1052-53). The German translators have used «Grabdenkenmal» to 
render both words, while Charles (1902) gave «sepulchre». As Goldmann and Hartom 
have noticed, Hebrew "laj? nmN lies behind the phrase (it is used in Gen 23:4, 9, 20 — the 
chapter in which Abraham purchases this area), and it means «property for burying» 
(cf Gen 23:4: «property ... for a burying place» [RSV]). It seems unlikely that Abraham 
was concerned about a burial monument. 

36:3 said that ... for Abraham: The suffix on "ilC could be rendered as («he told) 
him». But, as Ah-ncV9° follows, it should be taken as anticipatory, though Hh-nc/f is 
located in an unusual place (which is probably the reason why mss. 12 21 38 move the 
prepositional phrase before f-lttC). 

36:4 Practice brotherly love among yourselves: The clause reads literally: be, my sons, 
among yourselves loving your brothers. The plural fi-^Vili^ is unexpected; Charles (1902, 
p. 211, n.) termed it a gloss. A singular would be more likely. The Hebrew forms for 
«your brother» ("priX) and «your brothers)) (TTIN) are identical in a consonantal text, and 
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a translator may have been misled by the plural verbs to analyse "[TIN as plural and to 
change the suffix to a plural form. Brotherly love is transparently the concern here, with 
nn^9-th»»- expressing the notion that it is to be mutual. 

36:5 be an enemy of: Or: hate. 
36:6 (afterwards . . . ) : Charles (1895, p. 135, n. 9) proposed that a)^Jr»^t be emended to 

a)\\ao = et quomodo (1902: «how» [p. 211, n.]). Littmann (101, n .b) , Goldmann, and 
Hartom have adopted his suggestion. Dillmann (1851) had translated with «u. wie auch 
ich nach ihm» — that is, he supplied «wie». Berger renders with «indem auch ich ihn 
verehrt habe», indicating in a note (502, n. b to v 6) that «wenn denn» would be possible 
instead of «indem». He seems to have misread the text as though h9°H were there («emza 
ist so bei Dillmann, Lexicon, nicht belegt»). It reads >\9°ti which means «afterwards» and 
which here introduces a parenthetical remark. Charles' emendation is unnecessary. 

sincerely: Though Dillmann (1859) and Charles (1895) read n « / " J i , fl*-A (misspelled 
as A4>A in Charles, ibid., p. 135, n. 10) should now be regarded as the superior reading of 
which <P/"'*i is a corruption. 

36:9 control: Literally: hands. With this passage, c f Syncellus, Chronographia 203.4-6: 
Kui JtapaivECTa? aOtoi; npoeiTtev OTI iav ^navaoTf i xm 'loKcbp 6 'HcaO, E I ; / E i p a i ; auroO 
JtECTEiTai (see also DENIS, Fragmenta, 97). 

descendants: In Littmann's translation. Name is an error for Same (cf Berger, 502, n. c 
to v 9). 

aiming at doing what is good for his brother and at doing things 
together on the earth. May they love one another as themselves. 
36:5 Regarding the matter of idols, I am instructing you to reject them, 
to be an enemy of them, and not to love them because they are full of 
errors for those who worship them and who bow to them. 36:6 My 5 
sons, remember the Lord, the God of your father Abraham (afterwards 
I, too, worshiped and served him properly and sincerely) so that he may 
make you numerous and increase your descendants in number like the 
stars of the sky and plant you in the earth as a righteous plant which 
will not be uprooted throughout all the history of eternity. 36:7 Now I 10 
will make you swear with the great oath — because there is no oath 
which is greater than it, by the praiseworthy, illustrious, and great, 
splendid, marvelous, powerful, and great name which made the heavens 
and the earth and everything together — that you will continue to fear 
and worship him, 36:8 as each loves his brother kindly and properly. 15 
One is not to desire what is bad for his brother now and forever, 
throughout your entire hfetime, so that you may be prosperous in 
everything that you do and not be destroyed. 36:9 If one of you aims at 
what is bad for his brother, be aware that from now on anyone who 
aims at what is bad for his brother will fall into his control and will be 20 
uprooted from the land of the living, while his descendants will be 
destroyed from beneath the sky. 36:10 On the day of turmoil and curse. 
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of anger and wrath — with a blazing fire that devours — he will burn 
his land, his city, and everything that belongs to him just as he burned 
Sodom. He will be erased from the disciphnary book of mankind. He 
will not be entered in the book of hfe but in the one that will 

5 be destroyed. He will pass over to an eternal curse so that their 
punishment may always be renewed with denunciation and curse, with 
anger, pain, and wrath, and with blows and eternal sickness. 36:11 I 
am reporting and testifying to you, my sons, in accord with the 
punishment which will come on the man who wishes to do what is 

10 harmful to his brother'. 
36:12 That day he divided all the property that he owned between 

the two of them. He gave the larger part to the man who was the first 
to be born along with the tower, everything around it, and everything 
that Abraham had acquired at the well of the oath. 36:13 He said: T 

36:10 in the one that will be destroyed: One would expect: in the one of those who will 
be destroyed. Mss. 42 47 58 63 have coped with the difficulty by changing fl»-fH- to (D-M, 
i.e., he is one who (will be destroyed). Charles (1902) translated: «in that which is 
appointed to destruction)) (so, too, Littmann). 

36:11 in accord with: This appears to be the meaning of flh*"" here, though, apart 
from Charles (1902: «according to))), the translators have rendered it in various other 
ways: Dillmann (1851): «(das gericht), wie (es kommen wird)»; Littmann: «wie (das 
kiinftige Gericht ... [stattfinden wird]))); Goldmann: BSiraa; Hartom: BDiran n« (most 
improbable); and Berger: «wie (das Gericht ist)». 

36:12 he divided: Milik (DJD 1.84) suggested that 1Q18 frg. 3 may contain parts of 
Jub 36:12 (on p. 83 he notes that it is uncertain whether frg. 3 belongs to 1Q18). Only five 
letters can be read: ] j"?D np[. He has clearly based his proposal on the presence of the 
verb hAA here, and Berger (p. 503, n. a to v 12) apparently accepts his identification 
because he places «teilte)> in italics — his way of indicating that he is translating a 
Hebrew word. There is, however, nothing in the Ethiopic tradition corresponding with 
np[ (see VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 99). A more likely location might be 
Jub 10:18, where Peleg takes a wife, but this, too, is improbable, since the second letter on 
the fragment is probably n, not n. 

36:13 this portion: It is difficult to see what else = ... dttV could mean, and all of 
the translators have agreed. In 1859 Dillmann read ITU- • bWl with ms. 51 (he failed to 
mention that 38 had l-fc); Charles did the same in 1895, though he followed the order of 
those mss. which locate the verb between the demonstrative and the noun. The mss. 
disagree about the form of the demonstrative: 1 + = 17 44 (35 reads it after the verb); H-t 
(nominative) = 9 12 20 38 (25 places it after bWi), H7-^ = 21 39 42 47 48 58; and H = 63. 
So, the oldest mss. favor either H-^ or 1-t, both of which are feminine and the latter is 
nominative. bWl appears to be masculine (DILLMANN {Lexicon, 986-87] did not specify a 
gender for it) and is accusative. The nominative form of the demonstrative can hardly be 
correct, since the subject of ^on. is the first-person singular pronoun. Consequently, H+ 
should be retained and H l - t considered a later correction. As for the gender problem, 
there is some fluidity on this score in Ethiopic (see v 14, for example, where fl^^-t^y and 
WAfflih presuppose a feminine noun though none is present). Note Berger's translation 
which avoids connecting the demonstrative directly with the noun dflf: «Dieses will ich 
sehr gross machen ...)>. 

making ... larger: Charles (1895, p. 135, n. 29) emended AiOfL to ^l^•fl, adding: « . . . 
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am making this portion larger for the man who was the first to be 
born'. 36:14 But Esau said: T sold (it) to Jacob; I gave my birthright to 
Jacob. It is to be given to him. I will say absolutely nothing about it 
because it belongs to him'. 36:15 Isaac then said: 'May a blessing rest 
on you, my sons, and on your descendants today because you have 5 
given me rest. My mind is not saddened regarding the birthright — lest 
you do something perverse about it. 36:16 May the most high Lord 
bless the man who does what is right — him and his descendants 
forever'. 36:17 When he had finished giving them orders and blessing 
them, they ate and drank together in front of him. He was happy 10 
because there was agreement between them. They left him, rested that 
day, and fell asleep. 36:18 That day Isaac was happy as he fell asleep 
on his bed. He fell asleep forever and died at the age of 180 years. He 
had completed 25 weeks and five years. His two sons Esau and Jacob 
buried him. 15 

36:19 Esau went to the land of Edom — to Mt. Seir — and lived 
there, 36:20 while Jacob lived on the mountain of Hebron, in the tower 
(which was located in) the land where his father Abraham had resided 
as a foreigner. He worshiped the Lord wholeheartedly and in line with 
the visible commands according to the division of the times of his 20 

but I am doubtful». He made the same change in his translation (1902, p. 212, n.). There 
seems to be no reason, however, for the alteration. 

36:14 will say absolutely nothing: Literally: I have no word at all that I will say. 
36:16 his descendants: HC/f should be in the accusative case. Dillmann (1859) and 

Charles (1895) read HĈ  — the correct form — but with virtually no ms. support (only 
ms. 51). The form HCJt- may have been encouraged by its distance from the verb and by 
the ending -O- on h . ^ « - . 

36:18 He fell asleep forever: For the expression, see Jub 23:1 where Abraham, too, is 
said to have (literally) «slept the sleep which is forever». 

180 years: See Gen 35:28 for the number. 
His two ... him: C f Gen 35:29 where only a few LXX witnesses (413 799 527 31) add 

«two» as Jubilees does. 
36:20 mountain: There is also significant backing for ( = 9 17 20 21 38 39 48 58 

63). 
wholeheartedly: Literally: with his entire heart. Latin adds the predictable et in tota 

anima sua, which could have disappeared from the Ethiopic tradition by parablepsis 
(from aiJToO to auroC), or, more likely, it should be dismissed as the addition of a familiar 
phrase. 

visible commands: While Latin praecepta uisibilia is unambiguous, the Ethiopic 
expression could be rendered as it is here or, with Goldmann and Berger, as «commands 
which were revealed» (the verb X(\+CK. is singular though a plural would be expected). It 
would also be possible to translate it as «commands which were appropriate)) (see 
Littmann, 102, n. a; Hartom, 111, n. to v 3 [he omits the word from his translation]). It 
seems wiser to opt for the interpretation of the Latin because, as RONSCH (Das Buch der 
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generation. 36:21 His wife Leah died during the fourth year of the 
second week of the forty-fifth jubilee [2167]. He buried her in the 
twofold cave near his mother Rebecca, on the left of his grandmother 
Sarah's grave. 36:22 All her sons and his sons came to mourn with him 
for his wife Leah and to comfort him regarding her because he was 
lamenting her. 36:23 For he loved her very much from the time when 
her sister Rachel died because she was perfect and right in all her 
behavior and honored Jacob. In all the time that she lived with him he 

Jubilaen, 1 5 2 ) saw, the reference is to Jub 3 2 : 2 1 - 2 6 where an angel shows Jacob seven 
tablets from which he read all that «would happen to him and his sons throughout all 
ages» (v 2 1 ) . The following words also indicate that this incident is in the author's mind 
(cf Charles, 1 9 0 2 , p. 2 1 3 , n.). 

the division of the times of his generation: This is the meaning of the Latin text, and the 
Ethiopic deviates from it only with respect to diuisionem where it uses a verbal form 
(i.tim). The emendation which is presupposed for the translation here involves reading 
¥ A f l i + instead of the verb (see Charles [ 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 3 7 , n. 1 9 ] who also considers h-4-A. 
which is less likely). With RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 1 5 2 ) and Charles ( 1 9 0 2 , p. 2 1 3 , 
n.) one should understand this as another reference to the tablets of 3 2 : 2 1 - 2 6 . The term 
Aft I- can mean «generatio» (DILLMANN, Lexicon, 8 8 7 - 8 8 ) . Note that Latin reads a plural 
and Ethiopic a singular noun. Berger's «Genealogie» ( = yeveaii;) is similar in meaning 
( 5 0 4 , n. f to V 2 0 ) . 

3 6 : 2 1 His wife: Latin: Jacob's wife. 
during ... jubilee: Latin gives the same date, but, as elsewhere, it moves the jubilee 

section of the date formula to first position rather than last as in Ethiopic. The entire date 
is placed at the beginning of the sentence in Latin. 

He buried: Latin reads a plural verb ( = they buried). 
on the left ... grave: These words have fallen from the Latin text, possibly by 

parablepsis (matrem eius ... patris eius). The words translated as «grandmother» are 
hterally «mother of his father». 

3 6 : 2 2 her sons and his sons: Though Ethiopic uses the same word (tB-tr/i j at-tefi.) in 
both cases, Latin reads filii eius in the first and pueri eius in the second. The latter may 
refer to servants. 

with him for his wife Leah: Ethiopic reads ?"hA.«- after «his wife Leah», but Latin 
puts cum eo before the reference to her. The presence of the marker of the accusative on 

rather than a prefixed A (see mss. 1 2 2 1 3 5 3 8 3 9 4 8 ) after the anticipatory suffix 
(̂ •nhJ&«P) is strange. 

3 6 : 2 3 the time when: Where Ethiopic employs ho", Latin has the more specific word 
die. 

behavior: Literally: ways. 
Jacob. In: Ethiopic separates the statement about honoring Jacob from «In all the 

time» by a conjunction, but Latin, with mss. 9 2 1 3 8 4 4 , lacks a conjunction and thus 
relates this temporal expression to Leah's honoring Jacob. Note that Latin reads et before 
non audiuit where Ethiopic has no conjunction. 

she lived with him: Latin: he lived with her. Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 3 7 , n. 4 to Latin) 
emended ea et to eo. 

a harsh word from her mouth: Latin places ex ore eius after omnem sermonem 
nequam, but Ethiopic exhibits the reverse order. Latin also has omnem which Ethiopic 
lacks. The words nequam and ft-^-h do not appear to be synonymous. 
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possessed ... honor: Latin is partially lost, but the form pacifica indicates that at least for 
this word Latin continues with an adjective. Ethiopic, however, offers a series of nouns. 
Ms. 35 actually agrees perfectly with Latin pacifica erat by reading rtATE-h = X'h't; but 
for the last two items in the series it, too, has nouns (it is not possible to discern what 
Latin read at these points). Possibly the original text was that of Latin and ms. 35, but the 
adjective was levelled with the following two nouns; or perhaps Greek 8ipT|VTi and 
sipriviKTi were confused. 

36:24 he greatly lamented her because: Latin omits from (lugebat) to diligebat because 
of the similarity in appearance of the two verbs (RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 152; 
c f Charles, 1895, p. 137). The word ideo remains difficult but may have been added after 
omission of the lugebat clause. Ethiopic reads a similar term (^fl<n') though without a 
conjunction. 

all his person: Or: all his soul. Latin lacks «all». 
37:1 birthright: AO.*V is related to the root A 0 + = to grow old; it refers to that part 

of the inheritance reserved for the first-born (DILLMANN, Lexicon, 28). Latin is only 
partially legible here, but maiorem and portionem are reasonable though not exact 
equivalents. There must have been more in the text as the dots in the edition and the word 
fragment honorif show. RONSCH {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 72) reconstructed as follows: 
maiorem [et] honorif[icentiorem] portionem. Cf maiorem portionem in v 2. 

37:2 their father: Latin: esau; Syriac: . ^ o m c v n r ^ (though it uses o m i - . just before 
this). 
when you are the older and: Though Syriac has virtually the same expression, Latin 
departs significantly by making Jacob the subject of praepositus est and adding tibi. 
The Latin may have originated from a problem with translating 1 3 3 : the noun "1133 
means «first-born» ( = Ethiopic perhaps) and "133 is «to recognize as first-born» (so 
M. JASTROW, a Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi, and the 
Midrashic Literature (reprinted: New York: Jastrow Publishers, 1967). The latter (per
haps a pual form) may lie behind praepositus est. Hartom translates with "133, though he 
does not give a very literal rendering of the verse and seems to include the idea of AW.*V 
in the verb which he uses. A problem with this view is that one would perhaps expect ]pT, 
not 1133 here. For the Latin, see 26:24, 31, 34 (and 24:7). 

Jacob: Since Latin used the name in the preceding clause, it employs only «he» in this 
place. 

your: Latin places a conjunction before dedit; it is lacking in Syriac and Ethiopic. 
birthright: So Syriac (which adds r^ixcvn-io), but Latin has «the greater part». 
neglected you: Latin: made you the inferior one. 

did not iiear a harsli word from tier mouth because she was gentle and 
possessed (the virtues of) peace, truthfulness, and honor. 36:24 As he 
recalled all the things that she had done in her lifetime, he greatly 
lamented her because he loved her with all his heart and with all his 
person. 5 

37:1 On the day that Isaac, the father of Jacob and Esau, died Esau's 
sons heard that Isaac had given the birthright to his younger son Jacob. 
They became very angry. 37:2 They quarreled with their father: 'Why 
is it that when you are the older and Jacob the younger your father 
gave Jacob the birthright and neglected you'? 37:3 He said to them: 10 
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'Because I sold my right of the first-born to Jacob in exchange for a 
little lentil broth. The day my father sent me to hunt and trap and to 
bring (something) to him so that he could eat (it) and bless me, he came 
in a crafty way and brought in food and drink to my father. My father 
blessed him and put me under his control. 37:4 Now our father has 
made us — me and him — swear that we will not aim at what is bad, 
the one against his brother, and that we will continue in (a state of) 
mutual love and peace, each with his brother, so that we should not 
corrupt our behavior'. 37:5 They said to him: 'We will not listen to you 

37:3 He: Latin: esau; Syriac also uses the name. It is possible that the Ethiopic 
tradition lost the name through homoioarchton with (some mss. [42 47 48 58] spell 
Esau Mat- in 37:1). 

I sold: Latin and Syriac have «I gave». In 24:3-6 the verb «give» is used in the 
Ethiopic text for the incident which Esau describes. Latin and Syriac may preserve the 
original reading, while Ethiopic «sold» may derive from a misreading or miscopying of a 
form of 5i5(oni as (i7to5i5(0|ii ( = to sell [in the middle voice]). It is not unreasonable to 
suppose, however, that Ethiopic is the earlier reading, since ot i dTteSoiiTi ( = Ethiopic) 
could have been mistaken for ot i ^Scotia ( = Latin and Syriac). See Gen 25:33 where one 
reads in LXX: diteSoTO ( = MT laai) 58 'Hctou t o TtpcoxoTOKia tm TaKwp. Another 
possibility is that the verb behind Latin (and Syriac) was an active form of di:o5i5coni 
( = to give up). 

my ... to Jacob: Latin places iacob before primitiua; Ethiopic and Syriac locate the 
name after the equivalent terms. Syriac also adds ,L.i rCur^. The first-person singular 
suffix on Aft'^f is reflected in neither Latin nor Syriac. 

to hunt and trap and to bring (something) to him: Latin and Syriac phrase with a verb 
for hunting and a cognate object; nothing in either of them corresponds with «and trap 
and to bring (something) to him». The three Ethiopic verbs are found in 26:2, 4, 5, but all 
are used together in 26:28 (see the textual notes to these passages). The agreement 
between Latin and Syriac here suggests that their shorter text is more original (cf Tisse
rant, "Fragments syriaques», 224) and that the longer Ethiopic reading has been 
influenced by chap. 26. 

food and drink: Syriac: ri\x.a=>. 
My father^: Syriac omits. 
37:4 our: Syriac: my ( = mss. 12 21 38 44). 
us — me and him: Syriac (hterally): me [ = mss. 12 44] — me and him. 
we will not ... brother: Latin agrees literally, but Syriac is freer and in fact more nearly 

resembles the last clause in Latin. 
mutual love: Syriac rC^ir, is rather different in meaning. 
each ... behavior: Syriac omits. Latin and Ethiopic agree until the last clause where 

they diverge widely. The word ut appears where Ethiopic has a conjunction ( = et); ut and 
et may have been confused. How the remaining differences arose is not clear. Tisserant 
(«Fragments syriaques», 224) thought that the two texts looked « . . . comme s'il s'etait 
trouve en face d'un passage tronque, qu'Eth. et Lai. auraient complete chacun a leur 
facon . . .» Berger (506, n. d to v 4) is inclined to attribute the difference to variation in the 
Greek mss. which underlie the two « . . . in deren altester das Stiick fehlte». Charles (1895, 
p. 139, n. 2 to Latin) found the Ethiopic superior here. 

37:5 They: So Latin and Ethiopic; Syriac: his sons. 
listen: Syriac: agree. 
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stronger: This is the reading of Ethiopic and Syriac; Latin has uiri fortes. 
and destroy his sons: Mss. 12 21 38 add a suffix ( = destroy him), and Latin supplies 

the corresponding pronoun. The latter then has et filios (here the text ends). Charles 
(1895, p. 138, n. 12; 1902, p. 215, n.) emended the Ethiopic to muhH-ft. on the basis of the 
Latin; Littmann (102, n. d), Hartom, and Berger (506, n. c to v 5) have agreed. Syriac may 
seem to support this reading, as Berger (ibid.) claims, but it has amalgamated two clauses 
(this and the preceding one) to arrive at its shorter reading. For that reason its testimony 
is not decisive. 

37:6 Now: With mss. 42 47, Syriac omits an initial conjunction. 
let us ... against him: Syriac omits this section. Tisserant («Fragments syriaques», 224) 

supposed it was bypassed because the chronicler was not interested in Israel's neighbors. 
Cf also Berger, 507, n. d to v 6. 

fight: Syriac: make war. 
uproot: Syriac: destroy. 
37:7 father: Syriac adds «Esau». 
before him: Syriac (literally): into his hands. It then adds: . ^ c v : i . \ = c u o . Berger (507, 

n. a to V 7) wonders whether this extre statement is original, but it is not likely to be the 
pristine reading as it has left no trace among the Ethiopic mss. 

37:8 They: Syriac specifies «his sons». 
Is this not: Syriac presents these words as a declaration, not a question. Mss. 20 21 35 

38, although they do not agree among themselves, also lack an interrogative particle. 
the very way: Syriac and most of the Ethiopic mss. show that l - f l C h (noun with 

suffix = your action) is a better reading than the verbal form inch. Syriac lacks an 
equivalent for h*"". 

until: Syriac places a conjunction before resa.'u.. 
You: Syriac does not prefix a conjunction to the pronoun but Ethiopic does, 
putting: Literally: bringing. Syriac uses the verb «bowing» which is common when 

speaking of the neck. 
what you are saying: Literally: the word. Syriac reads only = (literally) from 

you. This preposition is used to indicate the person heard. 
37:9 they: Syriac: «Esau's sons». Between the material from vv 8 and 9 the chronicler 

inserted a notice about Leah's death and Jacob's mourning for her. Jubilees had described 
these events in 36:21-24. 

to Aram ... them: Syriac omits. 

by making peace with him because our strength is greater than his 
strength, and we are stronger than he is. We will go against him, kill 
him, and destroy his sons. If you do not go with us, we will harm you, 
too. 37:6 Now hsten to us; let us send to Aram, Phihstia, Moab, and 
Ammon; and let us choose for ourselves select men who are brave in 5 
battle. Then let us go against him, fight with him, and uproot him from 
the earth before he gains strength'. 37:7 Their father said to them: 'Do 
not go and do not make war with him so that you may not fall before 
him'. 37:8 They said to him: 'Is this not the very way you have acted 
from your youth until today. You are putting your neck beneath his 10 
yoke. We will not listen to what you are saying'. 

37:9 So they sent to Aram and to their father's friend Aduram. 
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Together with them they hired for themselves 1000 fighting men, select 
warriors. 37:10 There came to them from Moab and from the 
Ammonites 1000 select men who were hired; from the Phihstines 1000 
select warriors; from Edom and the Horites 1000 select fighters, and 

5 from the Kittim strong warriors. 37:11 They said to their father: 'Go 
out; lead them. Otherwise, we will kill you'. 37:12 He was filled with 
anger and wrath when he saw that his sons were forcing him to go in 
front in order to lead them to his brother Jacob. 37:13 But afterwards 
he remembered all the bad things that were hidden in his mind against 

10 his brother Jacob, and he did not remember the oath that he had sworn 
to his father and mother not to aim at anything bad against his brother 
Jacob throughout his entire lifetime. 

37:14 During all of this, Jacob was unaware that they were coming 
to him for battle. He, for his part, was mourning for his wife Leah until 

1000 fighting men, select warriors: Syriac combines information from vv 9 (Aram) and 
10 (Edom) and arrives at the number 4000 by adding the sums given in these two verses. 
For rcl iXLi . , see v 10 (Jf>-'»7). 

37:10 There came: Cf SYNCELLUS, Chronographia 203.7-8: KOI dOpoiCTag gOvr) fi>.es 
Kttxd xoO ' l oKcop Ktti Tfflv ulrov aiJToC tic, JIOXEHOV (see DENIS, Fragmenta, 97). 

Kittim: Dillmann (1851), Littmann, Goldmann, and Hartom read "dm-fi as «Hit-
tites», but Charles (1902, p. 216, n.) rendered as «Kittim» (he compared 24:28 where the 
spelling is h.T>i.9°). Either interpretation would be possible here. 

37:11 Go out: Syriac places ^cvo before this verb. 
lead them: Syriac, instead of a verb meaning «lead», combines j3c\»i with «at our 

head» (not «Seite» as in Berger, 507, n. b to v 11) to express the notion of leading. 
37:12 He: Syriac: Esau, 
in front in order to lead them: Syriac omits, 
his brother Jacob: Syriac: his brother. 
37:13 afterwards: Syriac omits, 
all: Syriac omits. 
that were hidden in his mind: The word-order in the two versions differs, but the words 

used are nearly the same. The major distinction is that Ethiopic reads 'V-fl>v'h (or 'V-(1J\+) 
last while Syriac gives the equivalent of it ( r c i j ^ ) first. 

his brother Jacob: Syriac: his brother. The chronicler adds: at an earlier time. 
oath: Syriac: oaths. The plural is used, it appears, because both his father and his 

mother are mentioned. 
aim at anything bad: Syriac reads only the verb «harm». 
Jacob... lifetime: Syriac omits. 
37:14 that they ... battle: Syriac omits. 
He, for his part; This is an attempt to express the force of foat-'h-Uh; cf. P ^ K ' in the 

Syriac. 
him near; Syriac omits. In the Ethiopic text, (not T+) is employed, and it means 

«proxime, secus, juxta» (DILLMANN, Lexicon, 1224). Consequently, the translation «very 
near» in Charles, 1902 is incorrect, although Littmann, Goldmann, Hartom, and Berger 
provide the same rendering. Dillmann (1851) used only «nahe an». See v 16 for the same 
word. 
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they approached him near the tower with 4000 warriors, select fighting 
men. 37:15 The people of Hebron sent word to him: 'Your brother has 
just now come against you to fight you with 4000 men who have swords 
buckled on and are carrying shields and weapons'. They told him 
because they loved Jacob more than Esau, since Jacob was a more 5 
generous and kind man than Esau. 37:16 But Jacob did not believe (it) 
until they came near the tower. 37:17 Then he closed the gates of the 
tower, stood on the top, and spoke with his brother Esau. He said: Tt 
is a fine consolation that you have come to give me for my wife who 
has died. Is this the oath that you swore to your father and your 10 

tower: Syriac resorts to the more general cnL.i r<'i\-i.T. 
warriors, select fighting men: Syriac abbreviates with ^ ' v i i ^ . 
37:15 The people of Hebron sent word to him: Literally: the people of Hebron sent to 

him saying. Syriac rearranges somewhat by omitting «to him» and changing «saying» to 
an independent clause with an indirect object: and they said to Jacob. 

just now: This is a rendering of Tw- (traditionally = behold). Syriac lacks the word. 
Note the frequent use of the suffixed particle -h to mark direct speech. 

has ... come: The Syriac form r^>s\r^ is marked as a participle; Ethiopic uses a perfect 
tense verb. 

to fight you: Syriac: for war (cf v 14: A + 1 - A ) . 
with 4000 ... weapons: Syriac omits. 
They told him: Syriac, with mss. 25 44, omits. 
more generous and kind: Syriac uses nouns rather than adjectives and the nouns 

appear to reverse the order of the Ethiopic adjectives (see Tisserant, «Fragments 
syriaques», 220: «plus compatissant et plus genereux»). 

37:16 they: Syriac agrees with the plural and thus adds to the evidence that the 
singular form of mss. 9 17 38 63 (cf 42 47) is not to be read, although Berger opts for the 
singular. 

near the tower: See v 14, Syriac again uses <ni\i.T where Ethiopic reads its standard 
term "VIAft-. The Yalqut Shim'oni (see Charles, 1902, p. 217, n.), which describes this 
incident, also gives «tower». 

37:17 Then ... tower: Syriac opens more graphically: at once he hastily. Compare 
SYNCELLUS, Chronographia 203.8-10 with this entire verse: TaKtbp 5e AKOKkeioaq xac, 
KvXac; TTj; pdpscoi; TtapsKoXei TOV 'HaaO |ivT|a0fiCTai TOJV yoviKcov ivTo^oov (see DENIS, 
Fragmenta, 98). The beginning of Syncellus' citation more nearly resembles the Ethiopic 
text: it lacks «at once hastily» and uses «tower». 

stood: Syriac reads jAooo before this verb. 
his brother Esau: Ethiopic places the name after «his brother», but Syriac reverses the 

order. 
said: Syriac: said to him ( = mss. 35 44 63). 
It is a fine: Syriac: how fine is ( - u ^ pcia). 
you have come to give me: Literally (Ethiopic and Syriac): you have come in order 

that you might comfort me. 
Is this the oath: Syriac: are these the oaths (see v 13). 
two times: hdll means «again, a second time» (LAMBDIN, Introduction to Classical 

Ethiopic, 408). Syriac, in line with its references in this context to more than one oath, 
reads ^ i ^ S ^ = two times. This suggests that one should render Ethiopic as 
«twice» at this point (see DILLMANN, Lexicon, 867 [ = bis]). In 1851 Dillmann translated: 
«2 mal», and Littmann, Hartom, and Berger have done likewise. 
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he died: There is some support for reading a plural verb (mss. 9 20 39' 42 44 47 48; cf. 
39'), and the suffix of Syriac . ^ o a 3 i \ Q 3 i agrees with these mss. The singular is, 
nevertheless, more likely to be original, since the plural seems to be a scribal adjustment 
to the fact that both parents have just been mentioned. 

You have violated the oath: Literally: you have sinned against the oath (Syriac: your 
oaths). The suffix in Syriac agrees with mss. 12 21' (?). 

and were condemned ... father: Syriac omits. Tisserant («Fragments syriaques», 224) 
thought that the chronicler suppressed the line « . . . dont le sens n'est pas clair, il est 
possible qu'il y ait la une corruption du texte remontant a I'original hebreu». It is difficult 
to find any basis for his view; the line could hardly be clearer. 

37:18 Then Esau said in reply to him: Literally: at that time Esau answered and said 
to him. The Syriac phrases slightly differently (literally): Esau answered Jacob and said. It 
omits an equivalent for fli-K+ = XH. 

true oath: Syriac: oaths. The word «true» represents the noun Jfft-^" in Ethiopic 
(literally: an oath of righteousness) and the adjective r ^ ^ - u i i . in Syriac. 

once they have sworn; Syriac lacks a word that corresponds with 9°ih,tVo^. 
have sworn^: Syriac uses a verb in the imperfect tense. 
and at each ... opponent: Syriac omits. 
37:19 You will hate me and my sons: Syriac paraphrases and balances this statement 

by noting two parties on both sides, while Ethiopic has only «you» on Jacob's side, 
no: Syriac adds A ( = for me). 
observing of brotherly ties: Literally: making brotherhood. For see DILLMANN, 

Lexicon, 755: «consanguinilas vel necessitudo fratrum». Syriac reads r^aAx. ( = peace), 
though it also supplies a verb meaning «making». 

you: At the end of the verse Syriac adds several lines which are not present in the 
Ethiopic tradition (see the translation of the Syriac). Tisserant («Fragments syriaques», 
224) thought (predictably) that the plus may be original and that it disappeared from the 
tradition represented by Ethiopic through homoioteleuton (from «with you» to «upon 
you»). But this would fit neither version, since a word (preserved in both) follows «with 
you». If homoioteleuton had operated, it would have been omitted. Berger, too, has 
argued for the originality of Syriac by showing that the terms and ideas of the passage 
(evil, anger, a reference to the judgment as the motivation in parenesis, combination of 
evil and heart) are consonant with what one finds elsewhere in Jubilees (509, n. a to v 19). 
Such general considerations do not constitute strong evidence that the extra words belong 
to the text of Jubilees, and no mechanical means for omission is apparent. It is more hkely 
to be an addition from another of the chronicler's sources. 

37:20 Listen: Since Syriac read an additional statement by Jacob just before this, it 
must introduce Esau as speaker again. Hence it prefaces «then Esau . . .» to the words of 
v 2 0 . 

mother two times before he died? You have violated the oath and were 
condemned in the hour when you swore (it) to your father'. 

37:18 Then Esau said in reply to him: 'Neither mankind nor animals 
have a true oath which they, once they have sworn, have sworn (it as 
valid) forever. Everyday they aim at what is bad for one another and at 
each one killing his enemy and opponent. 37:19 You will hate me and 
my sons forever. There is no observing of brotherly ties with you. 
37:20 Listen to what I have to say to you. If a pig changes its hide and 
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makes its bristles as limp as wool; and if horns like deer's and sheep's 
horns emerge from its head, then I will observe brotherly ties with you. 
The breasts have been separated from their mother, for you have not 
been a brother to me. 37:21 If wolves make peace with lambs so that 
they do not eat them or injure them; and if they have resolved to treat 
them well, then there will be peace in my mind for you. 37:22 If the 
lion becomes the friend of a bull, and if it is harnessed together with it 
in a yoke and plows with it and makes peace with it, then I will make 

what I have to say to you: The two versions have the same meaning, though Syriac 
lacks a word which would correspond with VlCf (literally: my word). 

and makes its bristles as limp as wool: Syriac abbreviates, but it does supply the word 
«wool», and -^-^--^-i represents something of the sense of AS-h*"" ( = to make weak). 

horns ... horns: The Chronicle again shortens the text. It uses «horns» just once and 
omits «and sheep» (Tisserant ["Fragments syriaques», 224] prefers this reading because 
only one animal is mentioned in the other comparisons). Where Ethiopic has «like», 
Syriac uses a construct relationship between nouns. 

The breasts ... me: Syriac lacks these words which have occasioned much discussion. 
Something of the difficulty which the line caused for scribes can be seen from the number 
of variant readings at its beginning. One problem is that it breaks the series of 
comparisons with the animal world — a series that resumes in vv 21-23. But the greatest 
problem is that its meaning is not readily apparent. Charles (1895, p. 140, nn. 4-5) 
suggested emending to mtiO^ho" • + i A r t i ' hh-Orb • = «since the twins 
[ = the boys] were separated from their mother» (1902, p. 218, n.; he thought the line 
belonged with v 19). C f ms. 44 ( = we have been separated). Goldmann and Hartom 
place a similar rendering in their texts (both make it the beginning of v 2 1 ) without 
confessing that it has no textual basis (for Goldmann, see p. I S I and the n. to v N3; for 
Hartom, see 114 and n. to v « 3 ) . Littmann (103, n. a) noted Charles' view without 
adopting it; and Berger (510, n. f to v 2 0 ) dismisses it as «ganz willkiirlich». Though 
Charles' hypothesis is attractive, it is possible to work with the extant text. Berger (ibid.) 
thinks that the Greek read niitpa; ( = womb) rather than ut i tpo; ( = mother): «Getrennt 
sind die Briiste von ihrem Mutterschoss». He explains that the image means that what 
belongs together is torn apart. But it is not clear that his emendation is needed in order to 
express this idea. The text, though it is not overly transparent, does make acceptable sense 
in the context (against Tisserant, "Fragments syriaques», 225). Note that the various 
words that precede + i A " I in the mss. are found only in later copies and are unlikely to 
be original. Reading them only makes the line more troublesome and perhaps misled 
Charles. 

37:21 so that they do not ... injure them: Syriac abbreviates by omitting the first verb 
(«eat»). It also words the remaining clause as an independent statement rather than a 
purpose or result clause as in Ethiopic. 

and if ... you: Syriac omits. The words rendered «they have resolved» mean literally; 
their hearts were upon them. 

37:22 and if it is harnessed together with it in a yoke: Syriac shortens: it does not 
repeat «if» and it summarizes by saying «draws the yoke with it». After abridging here, 
the chronicler omits the remainder of the verse. 

and makes peace with it: Two of the collated mss. (42 47 [51 also omits; hence this unit 
is not in Dillmann, 1851]) omit by parablepsis, and 38 lacks the next word as well. The 
other mss. attest the words, but Littmann (103, n. b) considered them an interpolation, 
and Charles (1902, pp. 218-19) transferred them so that they follow «bull». He appealed 
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peace with you. 37:23 If the raven turns white like the raza-bird, then 
know that I love you and will make peace with you. (As for) you — be 
uprooted and may your children be uprooted. There is to be no peace 
for you'. 

37:24 When Jacob saw that he was adversely inclined toward him 
from his mind and his entire self so that he could kill him and (that) he 
had come bounding along like a boar that comes upon the spear which 
pierces it and kills it but does not pull back from it, 37:25 then he told 
his own (people) and his servants to attack him and all his companions. 

to « . . . the guidance of the parallelism)) (ibid., n.) — a feature that is not immediately 
obvious. Both Goldmann (p. n s n , n. to v 3 3 [he appears to think that these words follow 
«bull)) in some of the mss.]) and Hartom omit, but Berger properly includes them where 
the mss. place them. 

37:23 raven turns white: Syriac reads a plural noun and verb. 
raza-bird: Syriac: pelicans (rCrin). In 1851 Dillmann translated as «reiss)) (see 

Lexicon, 312: oryza), but all subsequent translators have understood it as a word of the 
same spelling and designating a bird of some sort (cf Dillmann [ibid.] where he cited 
Isenberg's definition [in his Amharic Dictionary, 48]: «a large white bird, which eats 
grasshoppers))). See also GREBAUT {Supplement, 157) who gives «gallus)) ( = a cock) as its 
meaning. Littmann (103, n. c) also considered «stork)) as a possible translation. C f 
Charles, 1902, n.; and Tisserant («Fragments syriaques)), 225, n. 4) who gave several 
references and cited authorities in support of the view that the scientific name for this type 
of stork is ciconia ephippiorhynca (a saddle-billed stork, which is a white-bodied kind). 
Tisserant (ibid., 225) added that the Ethiopic translator may not have rendered precisely 
and may have substituted the name of a local bird noted for its white color. He argued 
that Syriac preserves a term that is more likely original to Jubilees, since the pelican 
( = H T o n ; see Goldmann, p. n s i , n. to vJ3; Hartom, 114, n. to vJ3) is the most 
completely white bird in Palestine. Berger also renders with «Pelikan)) (see 510, n. b to 
V 23). In view of the fact that there is some doubt the proper translation of the word, 
«raza-bird)) has been used in the translation. 

then ... with you: The Syriac shortens by omitting ^^?°C — fl). After the clause which 
mentions «making peace)), it reproduces nothing of the remainder of the verse. 

(As for) you — be uprooted: Dillmann (1859) and Charles (1895) placed the imperative 
form -t-w^at-, which must be the correct reading, in their editions. Yet most translators, 
including Charles, have rendered as if the form were an imperfect (Charles, 1902; «Thou 
shalt be uprooted)); Dillmann [1851] had translated similarly but he had access only to the 
reading of ms. 51 [•^rt.C]). Only Goldmann and Hartom have noted that the form is 
imperative (though they use nn^ri). 

37:24 he was ... kill him: Syriac rephrases so that Esau (it supphes the name) comes 
with his entire (not in Ethiopic) mind and intelligence (Ethiopic: self/ soul); but Ethiopic 
employs these prepositional phrases to indicate the thorough nature of his evil disposition. 
The verb translated «was adversely inclined)) means (hterally) «made evil». Dillmann, 
Goldmann, and Hartom translate as though ?i?°An- were the object of the verb, but they 
ignore the presence of the preposition. 

and (that) ... pull back from it: Syriac omits. 
37:25 he : Syriac: Jacob. 
his own (people): Syriac; his sons. 
and his servants: Syriac omits. 
to attack him: Syriac (literally): to go out against him. 
and all his companions: Syriac omits. 
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38:1 After this Judah spoke to his father Jacob and said to him: 
'Draw your bow, father; shoot your arrow; pierce the enemy; and kill 
the foe. May you have the strength because we will not kill your 
brother, since he is near to you and, in our estimation, he is equal to 
you in honor'. 38:2 Jacob then stretched his bow, shot an arrow, 

38:1 After this:Syriac omits, 
and said to him: Syriac omits. 
Draw ... foe: Syriac supplies virtually the same words (it lacks «shoot your arrow» 

and reads «your» with «enemy» [ = ms. 12] and «foe») but after material that in part 
appears toward the end of the Ethiopic verse. Tisserant ("Fragments syriaqueso, 225-26) 
found Syriac's order more logical. If this were the case, it should be noted, the Ethiopic 
would be a better candidate for the original text and the Syriac more likely a revision of it. 

May you have the strength because we will not kill your brother: Syriac preserves no 
trace of the first clause, whereas the subordinate clause in Ethiopic resembles the Syriac 
statement: we are not able to draw the sword before your brother. 

since he is near to you: Literally: and he is to you. Littmann (104, n. a) found the 
ending of the verse (from «since» to the end) corrupt and did not translate it in his text 
(nor did Dillmann in 1851). In a note he wondered whether -^(Ih meant «wie du» (so 
Berger). Goldmann used -)VSN and Hartom l i a s , while Charles (1902) rendered with 
«such as thou». Syriac lacks equivalents for these words. In the following line, which is 
parallel to the present one, <w?°flAh, occurs. The similarity of these two lines suggests 
that the meaning of -Vflh should be roughly synonymous with this noun. The translation 
«is near to» is an effort to express the meaning o f - i n in this context. DILLMANN (Lexicon, 
592) took "Iflh in a possessive sense ( = he belongs to you) which is certainly possible 
here. 

in our estimation: The prepositional phrase fl'^ILlr has proved difficuh. As indicated in 
the previous note, neither Dillmann nor Littmann translated it in their texts; the latter 
(104, n. a) did render it in a note as «bei uns». Goldmann again used bSN with the 
appropriate sufiix. Charles (1895, p. 141, n. 31; 1902, p. 219, n.) emended it to iUO (see 
the correction of his 1895 text in 1902, ibid.) on the basis of Latin demus illi. Hartom, too, 
preferred Latin, though he introduces a gratuitous verb along with demus (nnb llV rum). 
This seems, however, unlikely to be correct because Syriac ^•••^ - very nearly reflects 
what ll'^n.V means. Tisserant ("Fragments syriaquesx, 226) noticed that (I'̂ fl.U" rendered 
t \ TOig dcpOaXnoii; auioO (see DILLMANN, Lexicon, 593) in Sir 8:16. Now Berger (511. n. d 
to v 1) has followed Tisserant's suggestion about fl-^rt-V and rendered it as "Vor unseren 
Augen». One need not, it seems, think that &v 6(p9aX,noi(; f||icov stood in Greek Jubilees; if 
it had, the Ethiopic would probably have reproduced it more literally. But Syriac does 
point to the sense in which d 'YIti should be understood. If Ethiopic does preserve the 
superior text, it entails that Latin is corrupt and that Charles' emendation is mistaken. 
Yet it is not clear how the Latin reading originated. 

in honor: Latin has gloriam, while Syriac omits the word. The ending of the verse in 
Syriac is unique (from «because» to "questions))) and finds no reflex in either Ethiopic or 
Latin. 

38:2 Jacob then stretched: Though most of the Ethiopic mss. begin the verse with a 
conjunction, the absence of one in Syriac, Latin, and mss. 20 25 35 58 indicates that it is 
an addition. The two Semitic texts read the verb before the subject, but Latin reverses 
them. 

pierced: Syriac: hit (or: wounded). Syncellus (Chronographia 203.11-12) agrees with the 
Syriac (7t>.f|^ag). 
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pierced his brother Esau [on his right breast], and struck him down. 
38:3 He shot another arrow and hit Aduran the Aramean on his left 
breast; he drove him back and killed him. 38:4 After this Jacob's sons 
— they and their servants — went out, dividing themselves to the four 
sides of the tower. 38:5 Judah went out in front. Naphtali and Gad 

[on his right breast]: Both Latin and Syriac olTer this reading (Syriac reads «side» 
rather than «breast»), but Ethiopic lacks it. Syncellus {Chronographia 203.12) also 
includes it in his account (Kara TOC SE^IOO jtal^oO). The same statement is found in the 
Chronicles of Jerahmeel 37.5 and the Yalqut Shim'oni (see Charles, 1902, p. 220, n.; 
Berger, 512, n. d to v 2 ) . The combined testimony of these sources makes it overwhel
mingly likely that Ethiopic improperly omits it, and Charles (1895, p. 141, n. 33; 1902, 
ibid.) and all the other translators except Goldmann (who mentions this reading in a note 
[pp. 1-nsn, n. to v 3]) have agreed on this point. Cf also v 3 where the left breast of 
Aduran is mentioned. The phrase was probably omitted on the Greek level of Jubilees 
when the eye of a scribe or translator skipped from dSsXipov auxoO to naî oO auxoC. 

struck him down: This is an acceptable sense for the Latin and Ethiopic verbs, 
although both could be translated as «killed». Syriac has «made him fall» ( = to throw 
down). Cf also SYNCELLUS, Chronographia 203.12: KaxsPaXs. Perhaps b s ^ appeared in 
the original. 

38:3 He shot another arrow: Literally: he again shot an arrow, Latin and Syriac 
express the same notion but refer to a second arrow. 

hit: Syriac agrees. Latin reads percussit as in v 2, but here it may mean «hit», as the 
other two versions suggest. Note that the Latin scribe repeated et per. 

Aduran the Aramean: The Latin text has made one word of the name and accompa
nying gentilic (adoramarommenon). RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 72, 153) and Charles 
(1895, p. 141, n. 2 to Latin) corrected the combination to Adoram Arameum. The Syriac 
spelling rrtoir^ has resulted in part from metathesis of i and .i. If the original form of 
the name was B i n s (cf 2 Sam 20:24; 1 Kgs 12; 18; RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 153), 
Latin has preserved it more accurately than the Ethiopic or Syriac versions. See also 
h'i.i-T' in V 9. 

drove him back: Latin deiecit was used in v 2 in the sense «strike down»; there 
Ethiopic read 1f.tp. The same verb can mean «drive out, eject», so that here it is a near 
equivalent of rtft>^. Syriac omits. 

killed him: Syriac adds a sentence which is found in neither Ethiopic nor Latin and 
which is thus almost certainly not original. It is interesting, nevertheless, that at this 
juncture — i.e., after Esau's death — the Chronographia of SynceUus states (203.12-13); 
xoO SE 9av6vxo(; dvoi^avxeg xd? nifkac, oi utoi 'IUKWP dvei^ov xoug iCkEiaxovic, (see 
DENIS, Fragmenta, 98). 

38:4 After ... went out: Syriac reflects only this part of the verse and does so in an 
abbreviated form. It does, however, preserve the subject — they and their servants — as it 
is in the other versions. 

four sides: The Ethiopic text has the simple noun ""C-fldi", but Latin quattuor spiritus 
may more literally render the original mmn » 3 n s a ( = the translation of Hartom). C f 
RONSCH {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 153-54) where he adduced Ezek 37:9. 

38:5 in front: For *Jf«»" = «a fronte, parte antica, prae», see DILLMANN, Lexicon, 
1390. Latin reads primus which offers a similar connotation but is hardly a literal 
equivalent of the Ethiopic. Midrash Wayyisa'u (for the text, see Charles, 1895, p. 181) 
presents the same episode in the words yaivn rmrr MS' t», in which piSST agrees with 
Latin primus. This midrash offers a text that is very nearly what is found in Jubilees: 
on-aK aps" "lysn n n s s '"las 't>sm m ' a n arvh I D S TJI 'Vnen. 
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and 50 servants were with him on the south side of the tower: Midrash Wayyisa'u 
reverses the order of the units («on the south side of the tower» comes first; see the 
previous note) and expands the statement about the servants. Where Ethiopic reads the 
words ^ 7 • ^ ' IX ' ftfUl (rendered «der nordlichen seite» by Dillmann in 1851), Latin 
offers secundum meridianum (the latter term is used as a substantive; see RONSCH, Das 
Buch der Jubilaen, 154). meridianum indicates that ftfUl ought to be translated «south», 
as the other translators have seen. For the historical change in the meaning of the word, 
see DILLMANN, Lexicon, 1105-06. Cf also nm"? in Midrash Wayyisa'u. 

tower: Latin barin ( m n n in Midrash Wayyisa'u) should be in the genitive case — bari 
(see v 6 and RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 74 [but cf pp. 154-55]; Charles, 1895, p. 141, 
n. 3 to Latin). 

everyone: So also Syriac ( i ^ X ) . For Latin quodquod, note Ronsch's {Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 155) comment: «Ebenso geschrieben finden wir quotquot ( = oaoi) Mc. 3,10 und 
6,56 in dem Evangeliencod. Vindob». 

they found: Ethiopic and Latin agree, but Syriac reads a passive form. 
at all escaped: Syriac does not reproduce the emphatic «at all» which is found in 

Ethiopic and Latin, and it reads a plural verb as opposed to the singular of the other two 
versions. It does so because it links this statement with the later one (cf v 8) about the 
survival of Esau's four sons. The chronicler then omits vv 6-7, parts of which were 
abbreviated in v 4. 

38: 6 Levi ... them: Midrash Wayyisa'u: nnas m a » 'J1 m ' a n mta'? IKS' nwKI p i i b i . 
38:7 Reuben: Almost all Ethiopic mss. begin the sentence with a conjunction, but 

Latin (with ms. 38) omits it. Midrash Wayyisa'u also reads a conjunction (and uses the 
same names and verb). 

on the north side of the tower: Latin omits, but RONSCH {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 74; c f 
155) and Charles (1895, p. 141) have added: secundum septentrionem bari. Midrash 
Wayyisa'u: m ' a n pDSb. For «north» (rt"**-) Dillmann (1851) gave «der siidlichen seite», 
but the midrash indicates that « north » is correct. 

50 were with them: Latin (literally): 50 of theirs with them. C f the Latin in v 8 . 
Midrash Wayyisa'u: Qnas? D ' 7 3 » '31. 

They killed: Latin adds et ipsi to emphasize the subject. 
38:8 went out: Latin uses a singular verb as in v 5; in w 6-7 it read plurals in similar 

contexts as in Ethiopic. Midrash Wayyisa'u has a plural form. For the beginning of the 
verse it has: anas D ' i 3 » ' j i m ' a n 3-i»aV p i K i p -[um fa '33i psae* IKSI. 

50 were with them: As in v 7, Latin adds ipsorum after quinquaginta. Both Ethiopic 
and Midrash Wayyisa'u lack an equivalent. 

strong warriors: Latin omits «strong». Midrash Wayyisa'u: nanba O'ins n ' l iai. 

were with him, and 50 servants were with him on the south side of the 
tower. They icilled everyone whom they found in front of them. N o one 
at all escaped from them. 38:6 Levi, Dan, and Asher went out on the 
east side of the tower, and 50 were with them. They killed the Moabite 
and Ammonite warriors. 38:7 Reuben, Issachar, and Zebulun went out 
on the north side of the tower, and 50 were with them. They killed the 
Phihstine fighting men. 38:8 Simeon, Benjamin, and Enoch — Reu
ben's son — went out on the west side of the tower, and 50 were with 
them. Of (the people of) Edom and the Horites they killed 400 strong 
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warriors, and 600 ran away. Esau's four sons ran away with them. They 
left their slain father just as he had fallen on the hill that is in Aduram. 
38:9 Jacob's sons pursued them as far as Mt. Seir, while Jacob buried 
his brother on the hill that is in Aduram and then returned to his 
house. 38:10 Jacob's sons pressed hard on Esau's sons in Mt. Seir. They 
bowed their necks to become servants for Jacob's sons. 38:11 They sent 
to their father (to ask) whether they should make peace with them or 

600 ran away: Latin lacks the verb «ran way» and is left with the number 600 dangling 
at the end of the clause. Both RONSCH {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 74) and Charles (1895, 
p. 141) have added fugerunt to their texts. At this point Midrash Wayyisa'u has: tiv i m a i 
•n o m a j onrran n w a . 

Esau's four sons: Syriac also mentions them. In Midrash Wayyisa'u they are given 
names which are taken from Gen 36:4-5 (see RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 155). 

their slain father just as he had fallen on the hill that is in Aduram; Latin places corpus 
before patris sui, but neither Ethiopic, Syriac, nor Midrash Wayyisa'u sides with it. The 
midrash reads: p ' n n s a bum na TOS on'-an"? m'lm. Latin is shorter: it lacks «slain» 
against the other witnesses (note . \ i \ , n in Syriac), and for «just as he had fallen» it uses 
proiectum which resembles Syriac r^^x. {= cast, laid, lying) and bm in the midrash. At 
this point, though Ethiopic is close in meaning to the others, its active verb is 
different. If a)-.̂ + were read, Ethiopic would agree with the others. Still, the word llh"" is 
also unique, and this imphes that the Ethiopic text represents a slight reworking of the 
original. 

38:9 Jacob's ... Seir: Midrash Wayyisa'u; Tsn f ' l n s i s on-inK aps- - u iSTil. It 
abbreviates here by omitting the reference to Seir. Later, it relates that Jacob's sons buried 
Esau there. Syriac omits this part of the verse. 

his brother: Latin and Syriac add «Esau», with Latin placing the name before «his 
brother)) and Syriac putting the name after it. 

returned to his house; Latin also reads a singular verb, but Syriac has both Jacob and 
his sons returning. Where Ethiopic gives «to his house)) Latin supplies in barin. Syriac 
supports Latin in that its word r^'ini^ has regularly been used where «tower» appeared in 
the other versions. Neither of these versions reflects the suffix on ( l - t . 

38:10 pressed hard on; Latin cumsederunt should be corrected to circumsederunt 
(RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 74; on p. 155 he compared T. Judah 9:4 where it is said 
that they besieged; Charles, 1895, p. 141, n. 4 to Latin). If this correction is made, 
however, there is disagreement between Ethiopic and Latin. Charles originally (ibid., 
n. 58) emended haolf.-nfoo- to OO-J^JPOIH which in his estimation agreed with Latin (it 
actually means to surround in the sense of protecting) and reflected a m s n s i in Midrash 
Wayyisa'u (p. 182; c f his claim on p. 180). But Littmann (104, n. d) set the record straight 
by noting that n s i in the midrash better fit the Ethiopic than the Latin and that <n»in did 
not furnish the correct nuance in this passage. Charles accepted his criticisms in 1902 
(p. 221,n.) . Perhaps the readings in Ethiopic and Latin could be explained as the 
consequences of confusion between the two similar Hebrew words U S ( = besiege) and 
•ns ( = to cause distress). 

They bowed their necks; Latin uses the less colorful verb subiugauerunt. In so doing it 
expresses the same meaning but does not reflect the same word as in Ethiopic. 

38:11 their father; Latin adds the name iacob before «their father)). 
should make: Here, as it does frequently, Latin uses a future indicative (facient) where 

a subjunctive form would be anticipated. Charles (1895, p. 143, n. 1 to Latin) emended to 
faciant. For this episode, see T. Judah 9:7. 
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kill them. 38:12 Jacob sent word to his sons to make peace. So they 
made peace with them and placed the yoke of servitude on them so that 
they should pay tribute to Jacob and his sons for all time. 38:13 They 
continued paying tribute to Jacob until the day that Jacob went down 
to Egypt. 38:14 The Edomites have not extricated themselves from the 
yoke of servitude which Jacob's sons imposed on them until today. 

or kill them: Latin omits these words and the first part of v 12 by parablepsis. See the 
note to V 12. 

38:12 Jacob ... peace: Latin omits this sentence and the end of v 11 by parablepsis 
from pacem cum ipsis (v 11) to pacem cum ipsis (v 12). That is, if one assumes that the 
Latin tradition had a text that agreed with mss. 38 39 42 47 48 58, which transpose the 
words ?°flA.lf»»• and rtA"", the omission by Latin would follow the rules for this sort of 
textual error. The Ethiopic text as given here would not provide the necessary trigger. 
Both RONSCH {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 74) and Charles (1895, p. 143) have reconstructed 
the Latin gap according to the Ethiopic but with the last words properly transposed. 

servitude: Latin: timoris. RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 156) wrote: «Vielleicht hat 
der Uebersetzer ^uyov 8ouX8ia(; (vgl. Gal. 5, 1) mit ^uyov SsiXiai; verwechselt». Charles 
(1895, p. 142, n. 4) accepted his explanation as has Berger (514, n. a to v 12). See v 14 
where Latin has the same incorrect text. Midrash Wayyisa'u: nms OsV. 

pay tribute: Latin reads dent honorem. The noun reproduces, according to RONSCH 
(Das Buch der Jubilaen, 156), an ambiguous term such as Tinf| to which the translator 
assigned its primary meaning. He did not notice, though, that in this context it has the 
sense «Geldsumme, festgesetzte Steuer». He alluded to Ezek 22:25 (xindi; Xa\x^dvoyx&q). 
Littmann (104, n. e), without mentioning Ronsch, proposed that either the translator 
chose the wrong meaning for tinf) or read xinrma instead of it. Charles (1895, p. 142, n. 5) 
simply called Latin «wrong». See also p. 143, n. 3 to Latin, where he referred to 
T. Judah 9:7 which mentions tribute; and Berger, 514, n. b to v 12. Midrash Wayyisa'u: 
1315? oa"? Dlinn. It should be added that honor can mean «fee, recompense)). The same 
word recurs in v 13. 

38:13 tribute: For honorem, see the preceding note. 
Jacob^: Latin lacks the name (as does ms. 12, which also omits a>-M), or rather it 

represents it with eius. 
went down: Latin defensionis is a simple copyist's error for descensionis (see RONSCH, 

Das Buch der Jubilaen, 74; Charles, 1895, p. 143, n. 4 to Latin). 
38:14 extricated themselves: The verb V + l means "decrease, cease; give up, aban

don)). Latin cessauerunt also means «cease, stop)). Therefore, the text literally reads «the 
sons of Edom have not ceased from the yoke of servitude)). Charles (1902) rendered with 
«got quit)) ( = Rabin), and Wintermute with «have ceased)). «Extricated themselves)) is a 
slight circumlocution, the intent of which is to put this meaning into reasonable English. 

servitude: As in v 12, Latin reads timoris. 
Jacob's sons imposed on them: This is the Latin reading, and it is superior to the 

evidence of the Ethiopic mss. which offer a mixed group of readings. If one assumes an 
original Ethiopic text that agreed with Latin, it is easy to account for the various readings. 
The original would have been wCO- ' (n-A-ft •• yb^-O which is now found only in ms. 44. 
The verb wCO- ( = imposuerunt [though in v 12 hin'i- was used]) was misread or 
miscopied as OwC-P ( = 10), a number which, together with fflhA^.*, often precedes 
tB-A-ft ' ybti\. Once this mistake had been made, a scribe added w h A J b * to complete 
the familiar number. The result was the text of mss. 25 39 42 47 48. This hypothesis about 
the evolution of the inferior Ethiopic text is preferable to assuming that Ethiopic once 
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38:15 These are the kings who ruled in Edom — before a king ruled 
the Israelites — until today in the land of Edom. 38:16 Balak, son of 
Bo'er, became king in Edom. The name of his city was Danaba. 
38:17 After Balak died, Yobab son of Zara who was from Bosir 
became king in his place. 38:18 After Yobab died, Asam who was from 
Mt. Teman became king in his place. 38:19 After Asam died, Adat son 
of Bared who slaughtered Midian in the field of Moab became king in 
his place. The name of his city was Awutu. 38:20 After Adat died, 

read both wco- and OwC-P ' m h A A . * because Latin has no number and only mss. 35 58 
offer this combined reading. i*>CO- = h A A , * , which is found in many older mss. (9 12 17 
20 21, with 38 63), represents another stage in the process: it resulted when haplography 
of the similar words i*'CO- = O w e * occurred. The word AdA.lf «"*• presupposes that a verb 
such as «impose» once preceded it, though «of the twelve sons of Jacob upon them» 
could be acceptable. Latin places illis directly after the verb, but Ethiopic locates AdA-tfo^ 
after f6*-a. 

38:15 These: RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 74) emended hii to ii, but Charles (1895, 
p. 143, n. 5 to Latin) preferred hi. In either case, the meaning would be «these». 

in Edom: With LXX OL EthGen 36:31, Jubilees omits p s before n n s , while 
MT Sam Syriac supply it. Note that Jubilees (in both versions) includes «land of» before 
«Edom» at the end of the sentence. 

king: Latin: regnum. RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 74) and Charles (1895, p. 143, 
n. 6 to Latin) corrected to rex ( = Ethiopic and Gen 36:31). It is likely that the translator 
of Latin misread the last word in the phrase Ttpo xoC pacriA-ECaai ^aaiXsa as paciX.Eia(v). 

Israelites: Jubilees reads (in Ethiopic and Latin) «sons of» before «Israel» with 
MT Sam SyriacGen 36:31. The LXX tradition omits. 

until today: Charles (1902, p. 222) bracketed these words, but they are present in both 
versions. 

38:16 Balak: The spelling agrees with that of many Greek witnesses (pa^auK or 
Pa>.aK), OL EthGen 36:32 and LXX 1 Chr 1:43. The Latin form barad follows no 
ancient version. RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 74) and Charles (1895, p. 143, n. 8 to 
Latin) emended to Balac. MT Sam Syriac LXX have s V a or equivalents. 

became king in Edom: Latin omits, as do MT LXX 1 Chr 1:43 (Charles' note [1895, 
p. 143, n. 7 to Latin] should be corrected to read that the versions of Gen 36:32 [except 
the Vulgate] include these words). Retaining Ethiopic seems preferable here because the 
Latin version has lost the missing words by parablepsis from «Edom» at the end of v 15 
to «Edom» at the end of this expression. 

38:17 Balak; See the note to v 16. 
Zara; C f LXX Zdpa ( = OL [Zare] EthGen 36:33); MT Sam Syriac have m t . 
Bosir: There are several variants among the mss., but this spelling agrees more nearly 

with SyriacGen 36:33 (TJCV=>) than with MT m s 3 or LXX Poaoppai;. 
38:18 Mt.: Charles (1902) and Hartom (both without note) translate «land of» which 

is the reading of Gen 36:34 but not of Jubilees. 
38:19 Adat: None of the versions preserves this spelhng, but LXX witnesses dn read 

aSax. 
Bared: MT ( = 1 Chr 1:46) Sam SyriacGen 36:35 have ma; LXX, however, in both 

Gen 36:35 and in 1 Chr 1:46 reads PapdS. 
Awutu: MTGen 36:35 gives m s and LXX F e O e d i n , but in I Chr 1:46, where LXX 

resorts to the same form, MT (ketib) is n r s . 
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Saloman who was from Emaseqa became king in his place. 38:21 After 
Saloman died, Saul who was from the river Raabot became king in his 
place. 38:22 After Saul died, Beelunan son of Akbur became king in his 
place. 38:23 After Baelunan son of Akbur died, Adat became king in 
his place. His wife's name was Maytabit, daughter of Matrit, daughter 5 
of Metabedezaab. 38:24 These are the kings who ruled in the land of 
Edom. 

39:1 Jacob hved in the land where his father had wandered as a 
foreigner — the land of Canaan. 39:2 This is the history of Jacob. 
When Joseph was 17 years of age, they brought him down to Egypt, lo 
The pharaoh's eunuch Potiphar, the chief cook, bought him. 39:3 He 
put Joseph in charge of his entire house. The Lord's blessing was 
(present) in the Egyptian's house because of Joseph. The Lord made 
everything that he did succeed for him. 39:4 The Egyptian left every
thing to Joseph because he noticed that the Lord was with him and that I5 
the Lord made everything that he did succeed for him. 

39:5 Now Joseph was well formed and very handsome. The wife of 
his master looked up, saw Joseph, loved him, and pleaded with him to 

38:20 Saloman: M T S a m SyriacGen36:36 spell the name nbnni ( = LXX). However, 
several LXX mss., including A, and OL reverse the second and third consonants as 
Jubilees does. 

38:23 son of Akbur: Mss. 20 38 58 omit as do Sam OLGen 36:39 and MT 1 Chr 1:50. 
Adat: This spelling probably presupposes an original m n (so Sam Syriac LXX 

TnGen 36:39, and 1 Chr 1:50 in MT and LXX), not m n as in MT Tfjo. 
daughter^: So MT SamGen: 36:39 and MT 1 Chr 1:50; Syriac LXX OL have «son». 
39:1 land ... foreigner: Literally: the land of his father's sojourning. 
39:2 This is the history: Literally: these are the generations. The word >iA appears to 

be the plural relative pronoun which would make no sense in the context. Both Dillmann 
and Charles read but only ms. 38 supports it. Charles (1895, p. 143, n. 40) thought 
that J i A stood for ^ A ( = feminine plural demonstrative which would agree with the 
gender of'h'H9°R.), and no other solution suggestions itself The versions of Gen 37:2 read 
demonstratives. 

chief cook: See the note to 34:11. Here, too, Charles (1895, p. 143, n. 44) emended the 
curious "w - f l A A ^ to O+'fll-. This is unnecessary, since it is clear that the same Hebrew 
Vorlage as the MT (O ' naDn -m) appeared in Hebrew Jubilees. The translator simply 
followed the precedent of LXX in interpreting the phrase to mean dpxinaysipo? ( = OL 
EthGen 39:1). See also Littmann, 105, n. 1. 

39:4 to Joseph: Literally: before Joseph. Charies (1895, p. 143, n. 46) altered *ft-"Stf-
to KKf^O- on the authority of Gen 39:6 and Jub 39:13 (only Latin; Ethiopic again reads 
4'£-"Xo-). Hartom reproduces Charles' emendation, but 4'ft'"lltf-. which disagrees with all 
versions of Gen 39:6, is more likely to be original because it varies from the bibhcal 
reading. 

noticed: Literally: saw. 
39:5 was well formed and very handsome: Literally: his appearance was good and his 

appearance was very beautiful. Charles (1895, p. 143, n. 51) wrote that he was emending 
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lie with her. 39:6 But he did not surrender himself. He remembered the 
Lord and what his father Jacob would read to him from the words of 
Abraham — that no one is to commit adultery with a woman who has 
a husband; that there is a death penalty which has been ordained for 

5 him in heaven before the most high Lord. The sin will be entered 
regarding him in the eternal books forever before the Lord. 
39:7 Joseph remembered what he had said and refused to lie with her. 
39:8 She pleaded with him for one year and a second, but he refused to 
listen to her. 39:9 She drew him close and held on to him in the house 

10 in order to compel him to he with her. She closed the door of the house 
and held on to him. He left his clothes in her hands, broke the door, 

i-M •• mhif. •• T+ •• 6-t\i- to Ml- •• (DMhf- •• ^hf- •• T+ with Gen 3 9 : 6 (cf. Littmann, 
1 0 5 , n. n). It is not evident why he arrived at this formulation, since the two instances of 
Ml- would be grammatically incorrect and the only other change is in the order of the 
last two words. In 1 9 0 2 he simply translated the text of the mss. and commented (p. 2 2 3 , 
n.) that «there seems to be a dittography». It is more reasonable to maintain that the text 
should stand as it is and that the word i-M- has a different sense in each of its uses: in the 
first case it means «form» (DILLMANN, Lexicon, 2 9 9 ; species, forma [elSog, itpotrtoitov — 
here he referred to Jubilees 3 9 ] ) , and in the second it means «appearance». MT Sam 
LXXGen 3 9 : 6 use two words with these values. Both Goldmann and Hartom, with 
Gen 3 9 : 6 , translate the first 6-t\V- with nsr. The word T+ echoes 0(p65pa of the LXX 
tradition. 

3 9 : 6 what: Literally: the words. 
will be entered: Literally: will ascend. 
eternal books forever before the Lord; Another translation, found in Dillmann ( 1 8 5 1 ) , 

Littmann, and Berger, is; books which are forever at all times before the Lord. 
3 9 : 8 and a second: This would be the meaning if hA>i is the proper spelling. Both 

editors and all of the translators, however, have read the verb \iM\ ( = he refused) which 
is attested in several good mss. ( 9 1 7 2 0 2 1 4 8 ; c f 4 7 5 8 6 3 ) . But 2 0 2 5 3 5 and several other 
copies evidence hA?i ( = second). The noun l a o l - is feminine (though it can be construed 
as masculine [DILLMANN, Lexicon, 9 5 5 ] ) ; hence one would expect Yet, 2 0 2 5 3 5 
also use the masculine hAxf. with 1 < » » ^ - (see ^K-o« in ms. 12 ) . Either reading can be 
defended, and both make suitable sense: Joseph did refuse her advances; yet, nothing in 
the chronology of Joseph's life contradicts allowing two years for the wife's attempts to 
seduce him (see 4 6 : 3 ) . 

3 9 : 9 She drew him close: Latin: adgressa est eum lacks the causative sense of the 
Ethiopic. Some support for Orti+f' can be found in JIPEXKOHEVTI in T. Jos. 8 : 3 where the 
same scene is depicted. The original may have read 3"3i?ri), which was read as a qal form in 
the Greek tradition behind the Latin but as a hiphil in the Greek underlying the Ethiopic. 

to lie: Ethiopic uses a subjunctive verb as does Latin, but the latter introduces it with 
et, which R S N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 7 4 ) and Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 4 5 , n. I to Latin) 
have changed to ut. If they are correct, the two versions would agree. Here, as it does 
regularly, Latin reads a form of dormio where Ethiopic has a form of rthfl. 

door: Latin: doors (ostia; note ostium below). 
He left; Latin specifies ioseph as the subject. 
in her hands: Latin omits, but all of the ancient versions support reading at'M- ' txKi 

(Gen 3 9 : 1 2 ; Syriac LXX OL Ethiopic Genesis use plural or dual forms). The omission 
may have been caused by the similar spellings of Greek possessive pronouns after 
«clothes» and «hands» (a^roO and amf\(; in LXX). 
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and ran away from her to the outside. 39:10 When that woman saw 
that he would not lie with her, she accused him falsely to his master: 
'Your Hebrew slave whom you love wanted to force me so that he 
could lie with me. When I shouted, he ran away, left his clothes in my 
hands when I grabbed him, and broke the door'. 39:11 When the 

broke the door: Latin: aperiens ostium. These words are added to Gen 3 9 : 1 2 . The 
reason for the difference between the two versions of Jubilees is not known. Jub 3 9 : 1 0 
also refers to his breaking the door, but the Latin for that passage is lost. Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , 
p. 1 4 5 , n. 3 to Latin) emended to frangens ostium ( = Ethiopic). 

3 9 : 1 0 that woman: As Latin reads only muher, it is likely that f-h-t renders a Greek 
definite article ( = f| yuvT)). 

he would not he with her: Latin: he had defied her (or: despised her). Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , 
p. 1 4 4 , n. 1 4 ) wondered whether Ethiopic should be emended to conform with Latin. It 
may be that the Ethiopic reading originated as an explanation of the less specific 
statement found in Latin. But it is also possible that Latin has resulted from miscopying 
quod non concumbet (so Dillmann [in RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 7 7 ] rendered the 
Ethiopic) as quoniam contempsit. 

she: Ethiopic (except ms. 9 which omits) prefixes a conjunction to the verb but Latin 
lacks one. RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 7 6 ) and Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 4 5 ) have added et to 
the text before mentita. 

to his master: Latin differs by adding uiro suo (after mentita est). The Latin is clearly 
inferior and may be a plus which explains that his master was also her husband. Charles 
( 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 4 5 , n. 4 to Latin) removed uiro suo from the text. 

Your Hebrew slave: Latin adds iste after hebreus; it probably translates a Greek 
definite article (LXXGen 3 9 : 1 7 : 6 nalc, 6 'EPpaiog). The pronoun «your» is found in 
both Ethiopic and Latin and in EthGenesis (with 5 9 ' Arab Co). The fact that both 
versions of Jubilees have it shows that the Ethiopic text does not owe the reading to the 
Ethiopic Bible. 

whom you love: Latin reads the same clause but rather improbably locates it five 
words after seruus tuus hebreus iste. These exact words are not present in the same place 
in Gen 3 9 : 1 7 (where the word-order agrees with the Ethiopic of Jubilees). Instead, the 
biblical phrase is: Mb n s a n imt. The reading in Jubilees involves a transposition of the 
consonants in nsan to nans . 

wanted: Ethiopic and Latin (actually molitus est means «tried») offer this reading, 
although Gen 3 9 : 1 7 has N3 at this point. It is very likely that Jubilees' reading is the result 
of a confusion between f\XQe ( = Genesis) and 7J9EX,E ( = Jubilees). 

force me: Note that Ethiopic preposes against all witnesses. The Ethiopic and 
Latin verbs rendered «force» express a rather different notion than the biblical pnsV 
(RSV Gen 3 9 : 1 7 : to insuh). 

so that he could lie with me: Though this clause is found in no ancient version of 
Genesis, it seems to presuppose a plus such as the one in LXXGen 3 9 : 1 7 : KOI efTtev jioi 
Koinr|9fiao(iai nerd CTOO (cf also OL EthGenesis and Gen 3 9 : 1 4 ) . 

When I shouted: Literally: and it was when I raised my voice. The verbs hV and 
factum est reflect Til in MT SamGen 3 9 : 1 8 , not iiKouasv OTI in LXX EthGenesis. 

ran away: Latin and the versions of Gen 3 9 : 1 8 read «outside»; only the LXX group b 
joins Ethiopic Jubilees in omitting it here. 

in my hands: So Syriac TnGen 3 9 : 1 8 ; the remaining versions have «with me». Cf 
Gen 3 9 : 1 2 (see also v 1 3 ) where one meets the phrase m ' a n j a a t s i . 

when I grabbed him, and broke the door: The Latin text is partially illegible at the end 
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Egyptian saw Joseph's clothes and the broken door, he believed what 
his wife said. He put Joseph in prison in the place where the prisoners 
whom the king imprisoned would stay. 

39:12 While he was there in the prison, the Lord gave Joseph a 
favorable reception before the chief of the prison guards and and a kind 
reception before him because he saw that the Lord was with him and 
that the Lord was making everything that he did succeed for him. 
39:13 He left everything to him. The chief of the prison guards knew 

of the verse. RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 76) and Charles (1895, p. 145) have 
reconstructed it as follows: qui(bus tenue)ram ex imo ei vestimenta sua (et fregit ostium). 
As Charles (ibid., p. 144, n. 19) observed, the Vulgate of Gen 39:18 reads reliquit pallium 
quod tenebam at this juncture (cf also v 15). The origin of ex imo ei is not clear, nor is it 
certain that there is enough space between uestimenta sua and the first words of v 11 to 
permit restoration of et fregit ostium. 

39:11 the prisoners ... would stay: The versions differ in two respects: where Ethiopic 
has «prisoners whom the king imprisoned)), Latin reads "prisoners of the king» (reges = 
regis [RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 76; Charles, 1895, p. 145, n. 6 to Latin); and where 
Ethiopic reads «would stay», Latin has «were held». On the first point, Ethiopic seems 
redundant: either «">"*Ji7 or ?iA = T^dx would express what is found in Latin and in 
Gen 39:20. The verb f.'i-n^ disagrees with both Latin and Gen 39:20 (MT: omON; LXX: 
KaTsxov-uai) but agrees with EthGenesis and is similar to the reading of Arab Bo. It is 
reasonable to suppose that the same Greek text lay before the translators of the Ethiopic 
and Latin, but the former erred in assigning to the verb KUTEXCO the meaning «dwell in)) 
which it can have though obviously does not in this context. Note that Latin, with the 
biblical texts, places the verb at the end of the verse, but Ethiopic locates it at an earlier 
point. 

39:12 prison: Latin uincula is the equivalent oiV^Sh; Berger's n. a (to v 12, p. 517) is 
misleading about this. 

Joseph: Latin ilh agrees with Syriac LXX OL EthGen 39:21. M T S a m , however, 
attach a third-person masculine singular suffix to the following noun (un). N o version 
sides with Ethiopic Jubilees in using the name Joseph here. 

favorable reception: Literally: favor/ grace. 
chief of the prison guards: Latin omits «guards)) as do most of the versions at 

Gen 39:21. LXX ( = Eth Genesis) is an exception in that it uses dpziSsojiocpuXaKog. 
everything: So Sam Syriac (cf LXX baa) EthGen 39:23. 
he did: Latin: Joseph did (or: was doing). Only OL^Gen 39:23 supports Latin in 

reading the name here. 
making ... succeed for him: Latin: dirigebat. For the Latin verb, see Vulgate 

Gen 39:23 (dirigebat). The suffix on the Ethiopic verb is paralleled only by EthGenesis 
which supplies the same verb. This raises the possibility that the suffix may be idiomatic. 
Jubilees lacks the addition «in his hands)) of the LXX tradition (and Tn) at the end of 
Gen 39:23. 

Lord^: Latin, against all versions of Gen 39:23 and Ethiopic Jubilees, reads deus. 
39:13 He: Latin adds ideo ( = for that reason). 
left ... to him: Literally: left before him. Latin dedit ... in manus eius agrees with the 

versions of Gen 39:22 (only EthGenesis differs by reading hmiS- for both the verb and 
the prepositional phrase). Charles (1895, p. 144, n. 28; 1902, p. 224. n.) emended 
to but retained the verb. He also noted that this confirmed his correction in v 4 
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nothing at all about his affairs because Joseph would do everything and 
the Lord would bring (it) to completion. He remained there for two 
years. 

39:14 At that time the pharaoh, the king of Egypt, became angry at 
two of his eunuchs — the chief butler and the chief baker. He put them 
in prison, in the house of the chief cook, in the prison where Joseph 
was held. 39:15 The chief of the prison guards appointed Joseph to 

(see the note to v 4 above). The Ethiopic has the advantage of being independent in its 
renderings, and the fact that it uses the same verb and prepositional phrase here as in v 4 
militates against seeing them as arbitrary scribal changes. Cf also the end of Eth
Gen 39:22: -Vftl • te-P •• XttV • Af-rt.*. 

guards: See the note to v 12. 
knew: Both versions reflect literally the verb yiyvaaKcov of the LXX tradition at 

Gen 39:23; M T S a m Syriac have «saw». Latin, perhaps idiomatically, places the two 
parts of the verb together, while Ethiopic, with Gen 39:23, separates XAP and the verb. 

about his affairs: Literally: with him. Latin omits. LXXGen 39:23 offers §i' auTov 
( = OL^) at this point, but the other versions omit. For the prepositional phrase, see 
Gen 39:8 (Charles, 1902, p. 224, n.). Charles (1895, p. 144, n. 29; p. 145, n. 7 to Latin) 
also treated Latin eorum quae fieban[t] in carcere in this context. He regarded it as an 
«intrusion» from Gen 39:22 and noted the strange fact that the same reading appeared in 
EthGenesis. It is probably an explanatory gloss. 

Joseph ... everything: Both versions include the name, but Ethiopic locates it before 
the word W-A" while Latin places it at the end of the clause. The demonstrative ea is 
unique to the Latin text. Literally it would read: all these things Joseph was doing. Since 
Ethiopic shows no trace of a demonstrative, one suspects that ea represents a Greek 
definite article. 

bring (it) to completion: Latin: dirigebat ea. Cf Gen 39:23 and Jub 39:12. Charles 
(1895, p. 144, n. 30) preferred to change Ethiopic to X-fkCi*' so that it would agree with 
Latin. In 1902, however, he retained the Ethiopic text which is unparalleled among the 
biblical versions. 

He remained there for two years: One cannot tell from Charles' version whether these 
words are part of v 13 or of v 14. Littmann regarded them as part of v 13, as does Berger; 
Charles (1902), Goldmann, and Hartom put them in v 14. For the two years, see 
Gen 41:1 (Hartom, 117, n. to v T ) . 

39:14 the chief butler: Latin places an editorial id est before these words. In the same 
version there is no equivalent for A.+, but RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 76) and 
Charles (1895, p. 145) have inserted principem ( = Ethiopic and all versions of Gen 40:2). 
They also changed uinifusores to uinifusorum. 

in (the house): LXXGen 40:3 reads Tcapd (OL^ has aput); MT Sam Syriac Genesis lack 
a preposition. 

chief cook: On the rendering of n-naon -m, see the note to 34:11. Charles (1895, 
pp. 144-45, n. 31) emended ""flAA") to 0+•fl•^ as he had done in the parallel passages. 

where: The expression '111 ... Of reflects Hebrew ... 15#S in Gen 40:3. Latin renders 
idiomatically, not literally. Where Ethiopic reads OA", Latin uses et ( = too). 

39:15 The chief of the prison guards: Latin has no word corresponding with 0+-fl+ 
( = guards of). MTGen 40:4 reads n-'n3t:n Iti ( = Sam Syriac), but LXX has 6 dp/ iSea-
HWTTii; (OL^: princeps vinculatorii). Only the latter makes explicit reference to «prison», 
though it says nothing about guards. Several LXX witnesses do, though, attest the 
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serve them. So he would serve in his presence. 39:16 Both of them 
— the chief butler and the chief baker — had a dream and told it to 
Joseph. 39:17 Things turned out for them just as he interpreted for 
them. The pharaoh restored the chief butler to his job, but he hanged 
the baker as Joseph had interpreted for him. 39:18 The chief butler 

compound dpzi5ecJH0(puXa^ which probably was the word in the Greek text underlying 
Ethiopic Jubilees. RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 76) and Charles (1895, p. 145, n. 10 to 
Latin) changed uinculorum to vinculatorum. 

Joseph: Ethiopic mentions Joseph immediately after the verb; Latin places the name 
after the subject. This is its position in Gen 40:4. 

in his presence: The preferred Ethiopic reading is ll+£'"*y-, though Latin and the 
versions of Gen 40:4 support the expected plural pronoun. Only mss. 12 20 39 58 offer the 
plural (38 attaches a plural suffix to the verb, yet still uses *£•"*»•). Mss. 25 42 44 47 48 
63 add mf.^Mx'h • n4'ft'"llf<n»'. It should, however, be construed as a plus which was 
tacked onto the verse because it ended with 0^9:"%O' (i.e., before the chief of the prison 
guards) and not with a plural suffix on the preposition. It is probable that Latin preserves 
the original reading and that the phrase n4'ft-"Su- is an early corruption in the Ethiopic 
tradition. 

39:16 Both of them: Latin: uiri. Charles (1895, p. 145, n. 36) suggested that uiri was 
«possibly due to a corruption of ducpoispoi into av0pcojtoi». It is also possible that an̂ JW 
( = Ethiopic) was misread as •i:^K(n) ( = Latin) in the tradition behind the Latin. The 
versions of Gen 40:5 support Ethiopic (note that in MT orfaw is followed by BTS). 

dream ... it: Latin reads plural forms in both instances. Only SyriacGen 40:5 supports 
the plural for «dream», though the verse says that each man dreamt. 

39:17 Things ... for them: Literally: and as he interpreted to them, so it was to them. 
Latin specifies Joseph as the subject whereas Ethiopic uses a pronoun. At the end of the 
sentence Latin is difficult to read but seems to have sic est eis et factum. The participle 
factum should be taken with est ( = factum est), and et is either transposed from its 
proper position after factum or, as the translation here assumes, means «also/ too» and 
reinforces sic ( = so also [it turned out for them]). The translation «just as» captures the 
sense of the words «as ... so [also]» sufficiently. 

The pharaoh restored: Ethiopic places the subject after and Latin puts it before the 
verb. 

job: Latin: locum. The Vulgate, too, reads locum (Gen 40:21). Neither version of 
Jubilees reflects ini7E>a of MT (LXX has dpxf|v aOioO). 

he hanged: There is strong ms. support for ++A° ( = he killed) which Dillmann (1859) 
and Charles (1895) read. All translators except Hartom, who follows the Latin here, have 
agreed with them. Nevertheless, Latin suspendit and nVn in Gen 40:22 indicate that 
is to be preferred. is merely a copyist's mistake for the correct form. 

the baker: With the versions of Gen 40:22, Latin reads principem pistorum. Ethiopic 
omits A.+, which it elsewhere uses for this official. Charles (1895, p. 146, n. 4) thought 
that •• JilTI'lh should be read. It is tempting, however, to regard the omission of A.+ 
as original and to see in Latin the influence of both Gen 40:22 and the repeated references 
to this man in the context as principem (pistorum). 

interpreted for him: Latin uses dixit interpraetatus est and places ei before it (the 
reverse of the Ethiopic order). Here Ethiopic mirrors Gen 40:22 (MT: inD). Only 
Josephus (Ant. 11.73) agrees with the reading of Latin (elitev). 

for him: Latin agrees that the pronoun is singular. Many Ethiopic mss. supply the 
plural tpao- with the versions of Gen 40:22 (but EthGenesis has A«-t). Charles (1895, 
p. 146, n. 5) read ft"""-; the agreement of the best family of Ethiopic mss. (20 25 35) and 
Latin, however, makes it improbable that he is correct. 
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39:18 forgot: Though neither of his mss. read this form, Dillmann (1859, p. 139, n. 8; 
and in 1851 without note) recognized that the context required it and so emended to the 
correct £.l\P. Note the negative formulation in Latin (literally: he did not remember — the 
same phrase appears later in the verse), which coincides with the wording of Gen 40 23. 

although: Charles (1895, p. 146, n. 6) changed ( = because) to ho" which must be 
a misprint for h<»" ( = Latin cum with subjunctive). It seems likely that '3 underlies both 
versions, since it can mean «when» in addition to «because», «Although» captures the 
sense of both expressions. 

to tell the pharaoh how Joseph had told him: Latin differs considerably. Where 
Ethiopic has h " " ' fX-f^O, it reads ut interueniret. Charles (1895, p. 147, n. 2) suggested 
that the verb be corrected to internuntiaret, but its meaning (to send messengers from two 
sides) is not synonymous with that of ff-Xrb. One would expect a form of indico — the 
verb which appears opposite hX-^P earlier in the verse. If rex is properly read before 
farao and it is not actually rcgi, then it must be the subject. Ethiopic does not have an 
equivalent for rex. The verb solueret, the reading of which is also difficult, and the 
preceding conjunction contrast with Ethiopic Hh'" ' •• ilC Here the Latin may be recalling 
Gen 40:14 where Joseph asks the chief butler «to make mention of me to Pharaoh, and so 
get me out of this house». (RSV) Charles (ibid.) read solvisset, which could be rendered 
«solved». This understanding would bring the text nearer to ilC (in the sense that Joseph 
had told him the meaning of his dream, while Latin would have him solving it). For the 
Ethiopic verb, see Jub 39:16. It must be confessed that a thoroughly satisfying explana
tion for how the differences between the two versions arose is not available. 

40:1 the subject of: Latin lacks an equivalent for V1<C. 
whole land: There is a gap in the Latin before terram; in it RONSCH {Das Buch der 

Jubilaen, 78) and Charles (1895, p. 147) have restored omnem. 
he awakened: Literally: he awakened from his sleep. Latin lacks a possessive after 

somno. 
Egypt: Latin: in regno suo. Charles (1895, p. 146, n. 11) considered the Latin corrupt 

for Aegypto and compared Gen 41:8. There MT reads a n s a 'aBin "?3 ns; the other 
versions, too, support the name «Egypt» here, with the exception of Syriac which 
transposes it after the second group of experts. 

his two dreams: Latin: his dreams. The number in Ethiopic is unique, as no version of 
Gen 41:8 uses it. But the plural (dreams) of Ethiopic and Latin follows the text of Sam 
Syriac Genesis. The other versions read a singular noun. 

to understand (them): Latin: to interpret his dreams for him. G e n 4 1 : 8 uses i m s 
which supports Latin. Moreover, the prepositional phrase nsio"? in the same verse lies 
behind Latin's illi, and somnia eius specifies what is meant by Dns. Either Ethiopic has 
lost some words, or Latin has been expanded with material from Gen 41:8. 

40:2 Then: Ethiopic begins the sentence with a conjunction which Latin lacks. 

forgot Joseph in prison although he had informed him (about) what 
would happen to him. He did not remember to tell the pharaoh how 
Joseph had told him because he forgot. 

40:1 At that time the pharaoh had two dreams in one night about 
the subject of the famine which would come on the whole land. When 
he awakened, he summoned all the dream interpreters who were in 
Egypt and the enchanters. He told them his two dreams, but they were 
unable to understand (them). 40:2 Then the chief butler remembered 
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Joseph. After he had told the king about him, he was brought from 
prison and he related his two dreams in his presence. 40:3 He said in 
the pharaoh's presence that his two dreams were one. He said to him: 
'Seven years are coming (in which there will be) abundance in the entire 
land of Egypt, but afterwards there will be a seven-year famine, the like 
of which famine has never been in the entire land. 40:4 Now let the 
pharaoh appoint overseers throughout the entire land of Egypt and let 

chief butler ... Joseph: Ethiopic reads the name directly after the verb and before the 
subject; Latin puts the subject before ioseph. 

the king: Latin adds faraoni. 
he was brought: Literally: they brought him. Latin employs a singular verb (eiecit) and 

a direct object (eum). This reading is found only in ms. 38 among the Ethiopic witnesses 
and in the editions of Dillmann and Charles. Goldmann (p. ns i , n. to v 3) claimed that a 
variant reading here is IDN'SIN, but no first-person form is attested in the Ethiopic mss. 
Berger (518, n. d to v 2) says that A B ( = 12 25) read «rufen»; he has apparently 
confused forms of %(o-0 and KOJ-dh. 

his two dreams: There is space in the lacuna at the end of the verse to restore sua (so 
RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 78; Charles, 1895, p. 147). 

40:3 He: There is probably enough space remaining to place et in the gap at the 
beginning of the verse (with RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 78; Charles, 1895, p. 147). 
The Ethiopic text begins with a conjunction. 

said: Latin: interpreted. Gen41:25 supports the Ethiopic verb ( laNI) . The Latin 
version makes the nature of Joseph's speaking more specific. 

in the pharaoh's presence that: Latin has another gap at this point. RONSCH (Das Buch 
der Jubilaen, 78) filled it with ea et dixit Faraoni, but this does not correspond with the 
Ethiopic. It seems rather an attempt to adapt the Ethiopic reading to the different 
beginning and sequel of Latin (it lacks «He said to him»). Charles (1895, p. 147) simply 
retroverted the Ethiopic: coram Faraone quod ( = Dillmann's translation in Ronsch, 
ibid., 79). 

his: Latin omits. Note Gen 41:25: n s i s m'?n. 
He said to him: Latin does not have these words but has autem. Charles (1895, p. 147) 

restored et dixit ei in parentheses. At this point Gen 41:29 reads mr\. 
are coming: Latin: continui erunt. Gen 41:29 (mK3 D']I>) clearly backs the Ethiopic. 

There is some uncertainty about the reading of the Latin here. 
abundance ... Egypt: Ethiopic follows the order of Gen 41:29, but Latin transposes 

ubertatis after aegypti. 
afterwards: Latin omits, while Gen 41:30 has nn'-ins ... laj?!. 
seven-year famine: The form l*""^ would be the preferred Ethiopic reading, but the 

combined weight of Latin septem anni famis ( = genitive singular) and Gen 41:30 ('W S?3B 
3B-I) indicates that (construct) should be adopted ( = mss. 12 17 39 42 44 47 48 58; 
cf 63). A literal rendering would be «seven years of famine». 

the hke of which famine: Latin: sic erit. Charles (1895, p. 147, n. 4 to Latin) revised 
this to qualis non fuit — which resembles but is not identical with Ethiopic which would 
require a second famis. It appears that Latin is haplographic (from famis to famis), but 
the words sic erit suggest that the text underlying Latin switched the order of the words 
corresponding to h"V^^ ' IIIC (the verb erit [future] may have been supplied by the 
translator, although ms. 35 does have f.tiat-'i). Mss. 17 20 are similarly haplographic. 

40:4 overseers: The term \\ff. (the variants are either related forms of this noun or of 
5'"h.P£") must signify something having to do with threshing or treading (DILLMANN 
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them store each city's food in the city during the period of the years of 
abundance. Then there will be food for the seven years of famine, and 
the land will not be destroyed because of the famine, since it will be 
very severe'. 40:5 The Lord gave Joseph a favorable and kind reception 
in the view of the pharaoh. The pharaoh said to his servants: 'We will 
not find a man as wise and knowledgeable as this man, for the spirit of 

[Lexicon, 872-73] did not list this form). 9°hff: he defined as vlocus pedibus calcatus, res 
conculcata» (873). The underlying biblical text (Gen 41 ;34) refers to officers (MT: 0-ips; 
LXX: TOTtdpxcii; [variant: jTticrKOTtoug]), and Latin speculatores ( = spies, searchers, 
examiners, investigators) shows that Jubilees also refers to officials of some sort. RONSCH 
(Das Buch der Jubilaen, 157-58) noted that speculatores corresponded with Q^lpB / 
TOitdpxui; and that the Ethiopic reading was perhaps the result of confusing a irdpxa; 
( = Proviantmeister) and aixapKiai; ( = Provianthauser [also spelled aixopxiai;]), or of 
mixing n n s i N and D ' n s s . Charles (1895, p. 146, n. 26; 1902, p. 225, n.) referred to 
Ronsch's proposal regarding a confusion of Greek words but suggested that D-npD and 
p i | 7 B ( = deposit, store; c f Gen41:36 [BDB, 824]) were interchanged. He emended the 
text to " " h - " * * rather than (cf Littmann, 106, n. c; Hartom, 118, n. to v I; Berger, 
518, n. a to V 4). Each of these explanations is plausible, and the Ethiopic is transparently 
wrong. Latin places speculatores before in omnem terram aegypti, while Ethiopic 
transposes these elements. 

let them store: Latin: who are to collect. Cf Gen 41:35 which reads a conjunction as in 
Ethiopic. The verbs in the two versions of Jubilees differ in meaning. Elsewhere, forms of 
congrego appear where Ethiopic has forms of M-i-pHh (42:2, 13). 

each city's food in the city: Literally: for a/ the city in a/ the city. Latin: per singulas 
ciuitates. iD-i\+ •• UlC is omitted by mss. 12 35 38, but the phrase is secure in the Ethiopic 
tradition. Gen 41:35 has only n - i » 3 Vax ( w f l + = ^0•^C in EthGenesis). The Ethiopic 
version of Jubilees may simply offer a paraphrase or sense translation. 

during the period of the years of abundance: Latin: et reponant eas annis septem 
ubertatis. The two versions agree only for the words «years» and «abundance». The 
number seven may have been omitted either in the Hebrew or Greek base of Ethiopic 
because it begins with the same letter in both languages as the word for year (Hebrew: 

» 3 » ; Greek tma tiibv). Or, conversely, the Latin tradition may have added it to a 
text which mentioned only the word «years». It is strange, however, that Latin reads et 
reponant eas where Ethiopic has fl"»'P*A. N o explanation for the variant suggests itself 

Then there will be food: Latin: as food which will be. C f Gen 41:36: V s s n n-m. 
Perhaps the difference in Latin is due to the presence of reponant eas (see the previous 
note) which are not found in Ethiopic. For quae futura est, see Gen 41:36 (referring to the 
seven years): p - n n ivhu. 

severe: Latin adds, without parallel in the versions of Gen 41:31: super omnem terram. 
For this phrase, c f verses such as Gen 40:3. 

40:5 Lord: Latin: deus. 
Joseph a favorable and kind reception: Literally: Joseph grace/ favor and mercy. Latin 

places gratiam before ioseph; Ethiopic (except ms. 44) transposes the two elements, 
in the view of: Literally: in the eyes o f Latin: in conspectu. 
We will not find: Latin: will we be able to find ...? Gen 41:38 reads a question here 

(MT: N S a i n ) . LXX phrases it as HT| supfiaonsv (as part of a question that expects a 
negative answer — i.e., we will not find, will we . . .?); this is probably what underlies the 
Ethiopic rendering. OL^Gen 41:38 also uses numquid, but poterimus is found in the 
Vulgate (num invenire poterimus). 

as wise and knowledgeable as this man: It is possible that Latin reverses the order of 
the adjectives. Ethiopic agrees in its order with Syriac LXX (?) OL^EthGen 41:39, while 
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the Lord is with him'. 40:6 He appointed him as the second (in 
command) in his entire icingdom, gave him authority over all Egypt, 
and allowed him to ride on his second chariot which was the pharaoh's. 
40:7 He dressed him with clothing made of hnen and hung a gold chain 
on his neck. He made a proclamation before him and said: 'II il and 
abirer'. He put a signet ring on his hand and made him ruler over his 
entire household. He made him great and said to him: 'I will not be 
greater than you except with regard to the throne only'. 

Latin, if it does reverse the two, sides with MT Sam. The construction in Ethiopic (with 
simple adjectives) follows that of MT Sam Syriac, but Latin's comparative forms mirror 
LXX OL. The Latin text omits «man» ( = ms. 12). The term B̂ K follows HID in Gen 41:38 
( = MT Sam Syriac EthGenesis), but the two words are not parts of the same construction 
there. 

Lord^: Latin: dei. 
with him: The variant AdA-W- in mss. 9 21 38 reproduces the reading in EthGen 41:38. 
40:6 second: Latin adds se ( = to himself). 
gave him authority: Latin phrases slightly differently: it uses potestatem habentera in 

order to mark this as a second position or office parallel with secundum. The Ethiopic 
uses a verb as does Gen 41:43 (MT: Vs WN pnn). 

Egypt: Latin reads terra aegypti with the versions of Gen41:43 . Several LXX 
witnesses show how the difference probably arose: yfji; was copied as tfjc; ( = Ethiopic). 

allowed him to ride: Or: caused him to ride. This agrees with MT Sam Syriac LXX 
EthGen 41:43, while Latin inposuit is also found in OL^. 

his (second): Latin lacks the possessive. Of the versions, only OL^Gen 41:43 (suum) 
agrees with Ethiopic Jubilees. 

40:7 clothing: Latin beste is a misspelling of ueste (RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 
78; Charles, 1895, p. 147, n. 6 to Latin). The singular nouns in the two versions reflect 
CTToXfiv (LXXGen 41:42); MT Sam read the plural m a . 

hung: The suffix on the verb must anticipate the suffix on hA-S-. It is found only in 
EthGen 41:42 and OL* where it seeems to serve a similar function. The Latin posuit more 
nearly renders the verb of Gen 41:42 (MT: Din). 

He made a proclamation: Charles (1895, p. 147, n. 43) emended the singular rtllh to rt 
nh- and cited Latin praeconauerunt and IKIpl in MTGen 41:43 as his authorities. 
Littmann (106, n. d) thought that Ethiopic, which presupposes 4Kf|pu^£v ( = LXX) rather 
than JKiipu^av, was not to be emended, though the Latin could be more original. In 1902 
(p. 226, n.) Charles withdrew his correction. He noted that Sam LXX Syriac Vulgate 
Aquila and Symmachus also read the singular form (he could have added that OL* 
EthGenesis do as well). The singular, then, is probably original, and Latin's plural came 
about through confusion on the Greek level (-^EV/ -^av). 

and said: Latin and all versions of Gen 41:43 omit this clause (see Charles, 1895, 
p. 147, n. 44). It should be noted that Tf does read p i a s here. 

II il and abirer: Latin elel et habirel. MTGen 41:43 reads "jias. Though Goldmann 
(p. n s i , n. to V t) considered the readings corruptions of the form in MT and Hartom 
(118, n. to v t ) thought they were attempts to transcribe it, it is more likely that the 
formulation in Jubilees represents an interpretation. RONSCH {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 158-
59) and Charles (1902, p. 226, n.) saw bv. T3N1 "?« bv. behind the text («God, God, the 
mighty one of God» [1902]) and noted the parallel in Joseph and Aseneth 3:4; 18:1-2; 
21:21, where Joseph is called 6 Suvaioi; tou GeoC (see also Berger, 519, n. b to v 7). 
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40:8 So Joseph became ruler over the entire land of Egypt. All of the 
pharaoh's princes, all of his servants, and all who were doing the king's 
work loved him because he conducted himself in a just way. He was not 
arrogant, proud, or partial, nor did he accept bribes because he was 
ruling all the people of the land in a just way. 40:9 The land of Egypt 5 

lived in harmony before the pharaoh because of Joseph for the Lord 
was with him. He gave him a favorable and kind reception for all his 
family before all who knew him and who heard reports about him. The 
pharaoh's rule was just, and there was no satan or any evil one. 
40:10 The king named Joseph Sefantifanes and gave Joseph as a wife lo 
the daughter of Potiphar, the daughter of the priest of Heliopolis — the 
chief cook. 40:11 On the day when Joseph took up his position with 
the pharaoh he was 30 years of age when he took up his position with 
the pharaoh. 40:12 (Isaac died that year). Things turned out just as 
Joseph had reported about the interpretation of his two dreams, just as 15 

he had reported to him. There were seven years of abundance in the 
whole land of Egypt. The land of Egypt was most productive: one 

said to him: Latin: dixit. 
the throne: Latin: throno meo. A few LXX witnesses add the possessive in Gen 41:40, 

but none of the versions reads it. C f Charles, 1895, p. 148, n. 3. 
40:8 became ruler: Latin: accepit potestatem. 
all of (his servants): Latin omits. 
work: Though Latin reads the plural opera, the same original probably underlies both 

versions. Both Goldmann and Hartom translate with nss'ja. 
just: Latin: ueritate — a term that is often used opposite Ethiopic Kf:^. 
He was not: Latin: non erat in ilium. 
arrogant, proud: The forms in Ethiopic are nouns (as in Latin), but they are rendered 

as adjectives for the sake of English. The restoration extol[lentia was suggested by 
RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 78, 159. 

was ruling: Or: was judging. 
40:9 favorable and kind reception: Literally: favor/ grace and mercy, 
about him: Literally: with him. 
40:10 Sefantifanes: The name rwSD niDS (Gen 41:45) is here given a slightly different 

form. The element -ti- reflects the Samaritan spelling TUBS. 
Hehopolis: This is the Greek name of the city (LXXGen 41:45: f |Hou noXeaiq). In 

MT Sam it is called (DIB in TjnO-
cook: Charles (1895, p. 149, n. 14) once more emended ""•flflA') to 0+-(H-, but in 1902 

he translated it as «cook». 
40:11 took up his position: In both cases of in v II, it seems to have this 

meaning. Literally, it means: he stood up. C f Gen 41:46 (nasa). 
when ... pharaoh: Charles (1902, p. 227, n.) bracketed these words as a dittography. 

Yet the words from «he was 30» through the end of the verse follow Gen 41:46. The extra 
words are the first ones in the sentence (from the beginning through the first instance of 
«pharaoh»). It is possible that the author intended the last clause of v 11 to introduce v 12 
— i.e., in the year Joseph assumed office Isaac died. 

40:12 Things turned out: Literally: and it came/ happened. 
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40:13 so ... that: Literally: until when. 
count or measure it: The suffix ( = it) is affixed to the first infinitive only (literally: 

count it and measure). 
41:1 whose name: Literally: and her name. 
41:4 his brother Onan: The reading Ji 'Vi/-, found in all of the oldest mss., is superior 

to miiJi. ( = his son [ = SyriacGen 38:8]) which appears to be a correction. The Syriac 
Chronicle also uses the word «brother», although it understands that Shelah (see 
Gen 38:5) was the next son of Judah (read «Judas» for «Jakobs» in Berger, 521, n. a to 
v 4 ; see also Tisserant, «Fragments syriaques», 229). The same text substitutes Shelah for 
Onan in v 5 as well. The Ethiopic A<B-97 is modeled on LXX's Auvdv rather than pw as 
in MTGen 38:8. 

wife: Syriac adds the name Tamar. 
perform ... her: Syriac omits. For the levirate law, see Deut 25:5. 
41:5 but: h*"* here has the sense of Syriac rt̂ Xr .̂ Many Ethiopic mss. show that the 

less familiar h*"* was miscopied as the more common h*"*. 
he entered ... wife: Syriac is very different here (cf T. Judah 10:4-5). Gen 38:9 

supports the Ethiopic text, though it does not mention her house. 
the semen: Syriac: his semen (literally: seed). Gen 38:9 lacks a corresponding word, 

though ms. C of EthGenesis reads HCti. 
ground: Syriac adds: so that he would not have sons. Gen 38:9 uses a somewhat 

different clause: rnsV S i t ini -nVn'?. 
In the Lord's estimation: Syriac reads simply «before God» (SyriacGen 38:10: before 

the Lord; LXX: ^vavxiov TOU OSOO), but Ethiopic has literally «before the eyes of the 
Lord» which more nearly resembles MT's mn' T S a . 

it was an evil act: The Ethiopic hM ' h> could, with Littmann, Charles, and Berger, 
be rendered: he was evil. Syriac j c p ^ r ^ (aphel), however, favors taking the adjective as a 
reference to an evil act ( r r t t m is not reflected in Ethiopic). Dillmann translated as «das 
war b6se» (1851). The ambiguity arose from the Hebrew original s n i (Gen 38:10) which 
could be translated either «he was evil» or «it was evil». 

measure (would produce) 1800 measures. 40:13 Joseph collected (each) 
city's food in the city until it was so full of wheat that it was impossible 
to count or measure it because of its quantity. 

41:1 In the forty-fifth jubilee, the second week during the second 
5 year [2165], Judah took as a wife for his first-born Er one of the 

Aramean women whose name was Tamar. 41:2 He hated (her) and did 
not he with her because his mother was a Canaanite woman and he 
wanted to marry someone from his mother's tribe. But his father Judah 
did not allow him. 41:3 That Er, Judah's first-born, was evil, and the 

10 Lord killed him. 41:4 Then Judah said to his brother Onan: 'Go in to 
your brother's wife, perform the levirate duty for her, and produce 
descendants for your brother'. 41:5 Onan knew that the descendants 
would not be his but his brother's, so he entered the house of his 
brother's wife and poured out the semen on the ground. In the Lord's 

15 estimation it was an evil act, and he killed him. 41:6 So Judah said to 
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his daughter-in-law Tamar: 'Remain in your father's house as a widow 
until my son Selom grows up. Then I will give you to him as a wife'. 
41:7 He grew up, but Judah's wife Bedsuel did not allow her son Selom 
to marry (her). Judah's wife Bedsuel died during the fifth year of this 
week [2168]. 

41:8 In its sixth year [2169] Judah went up to shear his sheep in 

41:6 his daughter-in-law: Syriac omits (Berger's note [521, n. a to v 6 ] should be 
placed after «Schwiegertochter», not after «Thamar»), but Latin nurrum suam supports 
Ethiopic. 

in: Ethiopic lacks a preposition here, as do MT Sam SyriacGen 38:11; both Latin (in) 
and Syriac (.= ) supply one with LXX OL EthGenesis. 

my son Selom: So Ethiopic and Latin. Syriac again has a different brother's name (my 
son Onan — the two words are in reversed order in comparison with Ethiopic and Latin). 
The spelling rt.A°?" is that of LXX (l.^]Xm^l) EthGen 38:11; OL* has Selon ( = Latin), but 
MT reads nbti ( = Sam Syriac [ r e d i ] ) . 

Then ... wife: Syriac phrases differently, but Ethiopic and Latin agree with one 
another. This sentence is not found in Gen 38:11. 

41:7 He: Syriac specifies Onan as the subject. 
Bedsuel: The Ethiopic spelling is not attested among the versions of Gen 38:12 (cf also 

Jub 34:20). Latin batsuae reproduces the sro na of Gen 38:12 (cf LXX: l a u a ) , while 
Syriac .^cvx. is half translation, half transcription of the same form (it is also found 
in SyriacGenesis). The form uxori should be uxor (RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 80; 
Charles, 1895, p. 149 [without note]). 

her son Selom: For the name, see the note to v 6. Here, too, Syriac names the son 
Onan; it also omits «her son». 

to marry (her): The Ethiopic mss. do not supply an object for /a^fl-fl, which is not the 
usual expression for marrying in Jubilees. The Latin text presupposes the more common 
nnxi?'? (literally: to take her). Syriac rciirj ... .nou may be based on a similar Vorlage, 
and it, too, specifies the object (with the name Tamar). 

died: Latin mortua es should be corrected to mortua est (RONSCH, Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 80; Charles, 1895, p. 149, n. 1 to Latin). 

during ... week: Though Ethiopic and Latin include the date, Syriac, in harmony with 
the chronicler's normal practice (see Tisserant, "Fragments syriaques», 229), omits it. 

41:8 In its sixth year: Syriac offers only a general statement of time, but Ethiopic and 
Latin specify the sixth year. The suffix on is represented by huius in Latin (literally: 
of this). 

to shear: Syriac adds a superfluous «to Timnah» before the infinitive. The subjunctive 
or infinitival construction in the three versions differs from Gen 38:12 in which Judah 
goes up to those who are shearing his sheep (IJNS 'tn "?»). Jubilees' construction may be 
patterned on 13«S Tj"? in Gen 38:13. 

Timnah: The Ethiopic spelling reflects MTGen 38:12 nnian ( = Sam); Syriac 
iu3s i \ reproduces the form in the Peshitta; but Latin tamnasar (Vulgate: Thamnas) is 
unique (OL^ has Thamna = LXX). RONSCH {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 80) and Charles 
(1895, p. 149, n. 3 to Latin) changed it to T(h)amnatam. Later in the verse (i.e., in 
Jub 41:8) Latin reads tamnata. Many mss. have suflered from parablepsis (from Timnah 
to Timnah) in this verse (see Charles, ibid., n. 45), but Latin, Syriac, the remaining 
Ethiopic mss., and Gen 38:13 supply the missing words. Dillmann (1851, 1859) necessa
rily omitted these words, since his two mss. lacked them; but Goldmann has unjustifiably 
followed him and regarded them as an explanatory plus (p. O S I , n. to v. n). 
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Timnah. Tamar was told: 'Your father-in-law is now going up to shear 
his sheep in Timnah'. 41:9 Then she put aside her widow's clothing, 
put on a veil, made herself up, and sat down at the gate near the road 
to Timnah. 41:10 As Judah was going along, he found her and 
supposed that she was a prostitute. He said to her: 'Let me come in to 
you'. She said to him: 'Come in'. So he came in. 41:11 She said to him: 

Tamar was told: The versions express the passive differently: Latin and Syriac employ 
singular verbs in the passive voice, while Ethiopic uses an indefinite plural active verb 
(literally: they told Tamar). 

Your: Ethiopic lacks a word with which to introduce the quotation, but Latin has quia 
( = Hebrew O) which is not realized in the translation. Syriac uses .•x. 

41:9 her: Syriac attaches no suffix to rCiicvlss-irC ( = ms. 12; LXX OL^Gen 38:14), 
but Ethiopic and Latin indicate possession ( = MT Sam Syriac OL^EthGenesis). 

clothing: Latin and Syriac support reading «from herself» directly after the verb; the 
versions of Gen 38:14 place the equivalents after «widowhood». Only EthGenesis (with 
several LXX witnesses) omits with Ethiopic Jubilees. Possibly the original Ethiopic 
reading in Jubilees was 1\9°i,V which may have been omitted later by homoioteleuton with 
9°6tl'tt';V. 

a veil: Ethiopic and Syriac support the reading. Tisserant («Fragments syriaques», 
227) translated rt'x..T\ as «vetements fins» and thought it agreed with Latin uestes 
optimas (229). Berger (522, n. b to v 9) accepts his view and observes that «Lat und Syr 
folgen hier moglicherweise einer anderen griech Version, fur deren Redaktor es nicht 
vorstellbar war, dass eine Dime sich verschleierte». Compare also the comment of 
Hartom, 119-20, n. to vB. The word rrt-.Ti, however, clearly means «veil» — a term 
which occurs in Gen 38:14, though there the preceding verb ( M T S a m Syriac) means 
«covered herself». The LXX tradition supports «put on» which appears here in Jubilees. 
The reason for the Latin reading uestes optimas is not clear; LXX has OepiCTTpcp ( = a 
summer garment [so also OL]). This Greek term normally translates "pss in Genesis 
(three times). 

made herself up: Literally: adorned herself ( = Syriac LXXGen 38:14 [MT: i V s n m = 
Sam]). Tisserant ("Fragments syriaquesw, 227) translated J^JnJip^K' as «se para» and 
Berger (522, n. c to v 9) as «machte sich fertig». Although this is one meaning of the verb, 
the versions support another of its senses, viz., to adorn, beautify, etc. C f T. Judah 12:2 
(KOCTHTiOeiaa). 

at the gate: Syriac omits. Gen 38:14 reads nnD3. 
near: For M-t- ' «»»7lA meaning «iuxta», see DILLMANN, Lexicon, 686. Syriac uses 

only the preposition .= at this point. 
41:10 was going along: htH ' f«ha)-C connotes that he was in the process of moving; 

Latin cum aduenissent (to be corrected to -set with RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 80; 
Charles, 1895, p. 149, n. 5 to Latin) and Syriac re'Jrre' have the nuance of completed 
action. The chronicler's addition of «to that place» is backed by neither Ethiopic nor 
Latin. 

he found her: So Ethiopic and Latin. Syriac mvu (he saw her) agrees with the versions 
of Gen 38:15 and is, therefore, unlikely to original in Jubilees. 

that she was: The word h*"" agrees with v>^r^ in SyriacGen 38:15 [MT:"?]). Latin 

lacks an equivalent word, although its text has the same meaning. 
said to her: The indirect object (in all three versions) follows the text represented in 

Syriac LXX OL EthGen 38:16; MT Sam use only l a x i . 
Let me come in: Note the future form in Latin (literally: I will enter) where Ethiopic 

reads a subjunctive. 
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'Give me my fee'. He said to iier: 'I have nothing with me except the 
ring on my finger, my neclc chain, and my staff which is in my hand'. 
41:12 She said to him: 'Give them to me until you send me my fee'. He 

She said to him: Syriac omits from these words to the end of the verse. As v 11 begins 
with the same clause, parablepsis may have occurred; but Gen 38:16 also lacks these 
words. Latin omits «to him» and also does not have a conjunction at the beginning of the 
clause. 

came in: Latin, with Gen 38:18, reads ad eam. (Hartom extends v 10 through the first 
two clauses of v 11.) 

41:11 to her: Latin omits; Ethiopic and Syriac support the reading. However, if ille 
were a mistake for illi, Latin would agree with the other two versions. 

I have nothing with me: Literally (Ethiopic and Latin): there is not in my hand. Syriac 
expresses the sense of these words with «there is not with me». 

the ring on my finger: Latin adds quem habeo in. Syriac abbreviates by simply 
mentioning the ring. Cf T. Judah 12:4: t o 5id8rina zf\q ^amXeiaq. 

my neck chain: Latin munile ( = monile [RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 159-60] = 
OL^Gen 38:18) lacks a possessive adjective ( = LXX OL); MT Sam Syriac read a second-
person suffix (there Tamar is speaking). Syriac reads «staff"» in the second position, but 
Ethiopic and Latin place it third. The third term in Syriac (rCsa-o^). which is not 
supported by the other two versions, is found in SyriacGen 38:18 (see also To: "[D'Bhlb). 
Cf Berger, 522, n. c to v 11. T. Judah 12:4: f| ĈOVTI ( = belt, garment). 

my staff" which is in my hand: Syriac (see the previous note) lists «staff» but in the 
second position. Latin again dispenses with a possessive adjective ( = Syriac LXX OL
Gen 38:18), but Ethiopic reads a suflix with M T S a m EthGenesis. T. Judah 12:4: f| 
^dp5o(;. In Syriac the relative clause is omitted (Gen 38:18 includes it). 

41:12 to him: Syriac: to Judah. 
He said to her: Latin supplies iudas as the subject but lacks «to her». Ethiopic and 

Syriac agree for a pronominal subject and «to her» ( = EthGen 38:17; the other versions 
fail to use the indirect object). 

I will send: Ethiopic reads an imperfect tense verb, while Latin has a present tense 
form and Syriac uses a participle ( = present tense). The imperfect in Ethiopic could be 
rendered as referring to the present, but the context indicates that a future action is 
intended. MTGen 38:17 gives nbtiv. and LXX a future verb. 

He gave them to her: Cf Gen 38:18. Syriac omits. 
[After he was with her]: Ethiopic omits this clause. Charles (1895, p. 150, n. 8) added 

fflOh •• "Ifiy (1902: «[and he went in unto her]») to the text and cited as evidence for the 
change Latin et coiit cum ea (he failed to mention in this note in 1895 that coiit was his 
emended form of Latin fuit; the relevant details are given on p. 151, n. 2 to Latin and in 
1902, p. 229, n.) and T. Judah 12:4 (auv£^9d)v aOifi). The only pertinent fact is, though, 
that no text of Jubilees — Ethiopic, Latin, or Syriac — supports the reading. Gen 38:18 
provides the words n-Vs 8 3 1 (Goldmann [p. DS1, n. to v 3 ' ] claims that this is the Latin 
reading, and Hartom, without note, «translates» with the clause nas sa th) , but both 
Latin and Syriac offer «and he was with her». Since two of the three versions back this 
reading, it has been supplied in the critical Ethiopic text. It may have been dropped by 
haplography: there are several clauses here which begin with a conjunction and a verb 
and end with a preposition and feminine object. In Greek the two objects of prepositions 
at the end of this clause and the previous one would be auxfj. Littmann (107, n. 1) thought 
that Latin was influenced by Gen 38:18 and that this clause was unnecessary because 
41:10 had already mentioned that Judah went in to her. Littmann did not, however, know 
of the Syriac which, as an independent witness, decides the case in favor of including the 
clause. 
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by him: Though the three versions have the same meaning, they express it differently, 
ft"* reflects lb in MT SamGen 38:18 ( = Toj); ex eo and crusa follow the idiom of Syriac 
LXX OL Tn. 

41:13 his sheep: So Ethiopic and Syriac; Latin reads only ones. 
but ... house: Latin and Syriac omit. Charles (1895, p. 150, n. 9) claimed that A B 

( = 12 25) also lacked the clause (Berger [523, n. b to v 13] repeats the claim), but both 
mss. clearly read the relevant words. Berger (ibid.) has correctly noted, nevertheless, that 
as the sentence has no basis in Gen 38:19 and is presupposed by Jub 41:17 (he writes 19 
but means 17), it was present already in one of the Greek mss. of the book. One could 
speculate that the sentence was dropped through haplography from «his (OIJTOO) sheep» 
to «her (ai)Tfi(;) father». Latin may further have lost the possessive suas because of its 
resemblance to ones. 

41:14 Judah: Latin and Syriac use the pronoun «he». The name «Judah» is found in 
Gen 38:20 as well. Where Latin lacks iudas, it reads illi. 

the kid: Latin and Syriac use the terms here which are found in v 12. There Ethiopic 
had '"•ihtlh •• rtiA. but here it reads only i^ihhh (some later mss. do add the expected mA. 
[38 39 42 47 48 58]). Gen 38:20, like Latin and Syriac, repeats its earlier expression 
(38:17). Dillmann does, however, list the meaning «hoedus» for the word oa!ht\d (his 
spelling of it [Lexicon, 95]); consequently, there is no need to assume a diflerent Vorlage 
for the Ethiopic. 

his Adullamite shepherd: As Charles (1895, p. 150, n. 10) observed, the readings of 
Ethiopic and Latin presuppose ins i in Gen 38:20 ( = LXX OL EthGenesis), not inST as 
in MT (Sam?) Syriac. The Chronicle, however, follows the lead of MT Syriac. Cf 
Goldmann, p. OSI, n. to v T; Hartom, 120, n. to v T. The form hM'^V is a gentilic, as 
is the parallel Syriac term, although in it -i and .i have been interchanged. Latin adollam 
should perhaps be taken as the name of this man ( = his shepherd Adollam). Vulgate 
Gen 38:20 spells it as Odollamitem. 

failed to find (her): Both Latin and Syriac agree with the versions of Gen 38:20 in 
reading a negative, a verb, and a pronominal object. Ethiopic "iTh expresses a negative 
notion without resort to the negative particle, but the mss. that were collated for this 
edition lack an object suffix. Dillmann read "^Th in 1859 and noted no variant; Charles 
read the same in 1895, though his claim (p. 150, n. 11) that ms. D ( = 38) supports it is 
incorrect. He apparently based it on Dillmann's silence about the reading of this ms. 

the area: So Ethiopic and Syriac. In reading this noun alone, these versions side with 
Sam Syriac LXX OLGen 38:21 ( = m p a n ) . The Latin of Jubilees adds illius which agrees 
with EthGenesis and the Vulgate (loci illius). Note that in Gen 38:21 MT places a suffix 
(naipa) on the noun ( = of her place; this is a possible translation of Latin here). The 
Ethiopic and Latin versions provide introductory words of saying for the direct quota
tion, while Syriac uses ^. 

was (here): Latin and Syriac express the verb, but it is understood in Ethiopic. 
There is no ... with us: The reply involves two clauses in Ethiopic and just one in Latin 

and Syriac. The three versions agree for the words «there is no prostitute here», but for 

said to her: T will send you a kid'. He gave them to her. [After he was 
with her], she became pregnant by him. 

41:13 Then Judah went to his sheep, but she went to her father's 
house. 41:14 Judah sent the kid through his Adullamite shepherd, but 
he failed to find (her). He asked the men of the area: 'Where is the 
prostitute who was here'? They said to him: 'There is no prostitute 
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here, nor do we have any prostitute with us'. 41:15 When he returned 
and told him that he had failed to find (her), he said to him: T asked 
the men of the area and they said to me: «There is no prostitute here»'. 
He said: 'Let her keep (them) so that we may not become the object of 
mockery'. 

Ethiopic's «nor do we have any prostitute with us» Latin reads nobiscum and Syriac has 
nothing. It is possible, of course, that the Ethiopic text has been expanded — possibly to 
provide a smoother text with «here» and «with us» (Charles [1895, p. 150, n. 16] omitted 
H " 7 ' C ^ : ( D h A - f l V though this does not produce the Latin word-order). Gen 38:21, too, 
has a one-clause reading (ruTip nta nn-n — i.e., it lacks an equivalent for nobiscum). It 
is also possible, nevertheless, that the shorter answer of Latin and Syriac was influenced 
by the one-clause response in v 15 or that the biblical versions have conditioned them. 

41:15 returned: Syriac adds: to Judah ( = Gen 38:22). 
told him ... him: Latin indicauit supports the verb of Ethiopic; Syriac xnr^ agrees 

with Gen 38:22. Latin then differs by specifying iudae rather than using a pronoun as 
Ethiopic and Syriac (and Gen 38:22) do. Ethiopic presents the shepherd's speech as 
indirect discourse introduced by h * * " ; Latin and Syriac, with Gen 38:22, use a direct 
quotation which Latin introduces with dicens. The Ethiopic seems, therefore, to be 
defective at this po int Charles (1895, pp. 151-52, n. 17; 1902, pp. 229-30, n.) emended it 
toward Latin: for h " " ' "^vh } a > ^ n . A » he proposed to read m j i n . •• ' ^ ' • l ^ h ' P («and he 
said: I have not found her» [1902, p. 230, n.; in the text he translated the actual Ethiopic 
reading]). Cf Littmann (108, n. a) who thought that the original may have read 
something resembling Charles' altered text. Charles may have been correct about this 
matter, but a fuller account which is consistent with his reconstruction can be given. In 
Greek «I did not find» would be oux eCpov ( = LXX), an expression which could have 
been miscopied or misread as o6x supEv ( = Ethiopic Jubilees). Once the copyist or 
translator reached the next clause, which is unmistakably a direct quotation, he would 
have introduced (or transferred) another verb of speaking before it ( = a>f,0.tf). As in 
V 14, the verb "TiT^ is used where Latin and Syriac have a negative, a verb, and a 
pronominal object. Only mss. 20 63 have the object in Ethiopic. In LXXGen 38:22 the 
verb also lacks an object. 

I asked: Latin reads two conjunctions (sed et) and Syriac one before the verb; Ethiopic 
omits. Charles (1895, p. 151, n. 18) added <o to his Ethiopic text. 

the area: The same plus — illius — appears here as in v 14. See the note above. 
they said to me: Latin lacks «to me». Syriac uses c\ii°i, while Ethiopic and Latin 

employ simple verbs of speaking. 
There ... here: In Ethiopic and Syriac, which read «here», the reply is to be construed 

as direct discourse ( = Gen 38:22). Latin words it as indirect discourse, as the phrase in 
illo loco indicates. 

He said: Latin, Syriac, and Gen 38:22 name «Judah» as the subject. Ethiopic may 
have lost the word by homoioarchton ( ^ ( l . = fiih^). 

Let her keep (them); -t-l/^h ( = arise) can hardly be correct, though some of the later 
copies (42 47; 44; 39 48 58) show attempts to make it fit the context. While Goldmann 
still follows the given text, Charles (1895, p. 151, n. 22; 1902, p. 230, n.) had already 
solved the problem when he recognized that -i-t/^h was an error for the very similar form 
^t-lh ( = Latin habeat; c f Gen 38:23: n"? npn). Littmann (108, n. b) and Berger (523, 
n. c to V 15) have also accepted his proposal. Ethiopic still lacks an object for the verb 
even with the correction. Syriac omits the command. 

so that ... mockery: Ethiopic and Latin agree in making this a negative purpose clause 
(note that MTGen 38:23 reads ]B). Syriac, which omits the previous words, uses 
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41:16 When she reached three months, she was visibly pregnant. 
Judah was told: 'Your daughter-in-law Tamar has now become preg
nant through prostitution'. 41:17 Judah went to her father's house and 
said to her father and brothers: 'Bring her out and let her be burned 
because she has done something impure in Israel'. 41:18 When she was 
brought out to be burned, she sent the ring, the neck chain, and the 

r^sA.T ( = why) to introduce the clause. Ethiopic, Syriac, and M T S a m LXXGen 38:23 
employ a first-person plural verb, but Latin reads a third-person singular form (deridat 
should be derideat [RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 80; Charles, 1895, p. 151, n. 5 to 
Latin]). It apparently understands Tamar, the supposed prostitute, to be the subject (cf 
EthGen 38:23: they mock us). 

41:16 When she reached three months: Each of the versions indicates the passage of 
three months but does so in a diff'erent way. K A h A - J - has the sense of pervenisse ad with 
time expressions (DILLMANN, Lexicon, 782 [for the G-stem which he read in this verse, i.e., 
h h A l - as in 9 17 38]), and it is third-person feminine singular. Latin makes menses tres the 
subject of the passive verb facti fuissent and includes illi which refers to Tamar. Syriac has 
«after three months» which closely resembles Gen 38:24. It differs from Syriac Genesis 
only in lacking ^ before i . 

she was visibly pregnant: Literally (Ethiopic): she was recognized/ made known that 
she was pregnant ( = Syriac); Latin she was seen (or: it was apparent) that she was 
pregnant. The sense is unmistakable in each case, but it is unlikely that «it was apparent» 
should be selected as the meaning for Latin ( = mss. 20 25 35 44) because the correspond
ing verb in both Syriac and Ethiopic is feminine. One should at least reject Charles' 
claim (1895, p. 151, n. 24) that the Latin text supports ms. 25 because the Latin verb is 
ambiguous. Dillmann (1851) translated with a feminine subject for the first verb, but the 
other translators have regarded it as impersonal ( = it was recognized, etc.). 

Judah was told: Literally (Ethiopic and Latin): they told Judah. Syriac uses a singular, 
passive form, which agrees with in Gen 38:24, and adds «to Judah» ( = Gen 38:24). 
Ethiopic and Latin introduce the quotation with words of saying, as in Gen 38:24, but 
Syriac does not. 

through prostitution: Or: through adultery. Gen 38:24 supports the inclusion of this 
phrase, but Latin omits it. 

41:17 went: Latin and Syriac use verbs which mean «came». 
her father's house ... brothers: Ethiopic and Latin agree with one another, but Syriac 

replaces the reference to her father's house with «to her father and brothers». It then uses 
. ^ a o A after i s i r ^ because the father and brothers have just been mentioned. 

let her be burned: Literally (Ethiopic): let them burn her. Latin and Syriac have «let 
her be burned» but add» but add «with/ in fire» (this nearly redundant phrase is not 
realized in the translations). Only mss. 35 44 add these words in the Ethiopic tradition, 
and one ms. ( R ) of EthGen 38:24 also supplies them. 

41:18 When: Literally (Ethiopic and Latin): and it was when. Syriac has only «and 
when». 

she was brought out: Literally (Ethiopic and Syriac): they brought (were bringing 
[Syriac]) her out (cf EthGen 38:25). Latin resorts to a passive construction: she was 
brought out ( = MT Sara LXX). 

to be burned: Ethiopic again has an active, third-person plural verb: that they should/ 
might burn her. Latin opts for a third-person feminine singular form as does Syriac. 

the neck chain, and the staff: So Ethiopic, Latin, and Gen 38:25, except Syriac Genesis 
which reads r£.&x.ax. for the second item. This is the term that is again found in the third 
position in the Syriac Chronicle (as in v 11), which puts the staff in second position. Note 
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that MT reads a plural (••''jTiDn) for the second item, but Sam and the other versions 
have a singular form with Jubilees. 

because ... him: Ethiopic and Syriac support «because», but Latin lacks it with 
Gen 38:25. As in 41:12, the various prepositions that are here translated «by (him)» agree 
with different versions of the Genesis passage: IV-U = MT Sam; de eo and mjoi mirror 
Syriac Tofjn. 

41:19 (them): Syriac supplies the object, while Ethiopic and Gen 38:26 do not. 
Tamar: Ethiopic and Syriac agree with LXX OL' EthGen 38:26 in reading the name; 

MT Sam Syriac omit it. 
therefore: Syriac omits. 
41:20 For ... Selom: Syriac omits. Gen 38:26 supports the Ethiopic text, though in 

Genesis Judah is speaking and is the subject of the verb «gave». The change to a passive 
verb alters the meaning of the biblical text. 

approach: Syriac: know ( = Gen 38:26). OL' reads contingere eam and EthGenesis 
uses the same form as Jubilees. Charles (1902, p. 230, n.) indicated that T. Judah 12:8 also 
evidences this verb: ou5e fiyyiaa auTfj. 

41:21 Afterwards she was pregnant: Neither Dillmann (1859; c f p. 143, n. 7) nor 
Charles (1895; c f p. 151, n. 29) read eifx^ •• a>, and among the translators only Berger 
includes these words. They are, nevertheless, overwhelmingly attested by the mss. (only 21 
35 42 47 omit). Syriac lacks this entire clause. 

gave birth: Syriac adds «for him». 
two boys: Syriac also supplies the word «twins» with «two boys». 
during ... week: As it does elsewhere, Syriac omits the chronological note. 
41:22 Syriac omits this seemingly misplaced statement about the end of the years of 

abundance ( = Gen 41:53). Berger (520, n. at the beginning of chap. 41) sees its inclusion 
here as an indication that this was a punishment which led Judah to recognize the evil of 
his way and to regret it. 

41:23 because: Syriac introduces what follows with ^. 
lain: Syriac: slept. 
In ... for; Syriac omits. It places a conjunction before \j not a causal word as in 

Ethiopic. 
He began to lament and plead before: Syriac lacks an equivalent for and uses a 

verb meaning «to long» where Ethiopic has «to lament». 

Staff to her father-in-law and said: 'Recognize whose these are because I 
am pregnant by him'. 41:19 Judah recognized (them) and said: 'Tamar 
has been more just than I; therefore, do not burn her'. 41:20 For this 
reason she was not given to Selom, and he did not approach her again. 
41:21 Afterwards she was pregnant and gave birth to two boys 5 
— Perez and Zerah — during the seventh year of this second week 
[2170]. 41:22 Following this the seven years of copious harvest (about) 
which Joseph had told the pharaoh were completed. 

41:23 Judah knew that what he had done was evil because he had 
lain with his daughter-in-law. In his own view he considered it evil, and 10 
he knew that he had done wrong and erred, for he had uncovered his 
son's covering. He began to lament and plead before the Lord because 
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41:24 We told him: The wording in Jubilees is consistent with the fact that an angel is 
narrating the story to Moses. The Chronicle, which lacks this framework, simply uses a 
third-person singular passive form of the verb. 

dream: Syriac: vision. 
that ... lamented: Syriac words this as a direct quotation and uses different verbs in the 

explanatory section. Ethiopic repeats the verbs of v. 23, but Syriac reproduces only 
.aiii\r«'. There is no word for «very much» in the Syriac text. 

and did not do (it) again: Syriac is almost completely different. It does use «lamented» 
in a second explanatory statement but says nothing about Judah's not repeating his sinful 
act. 

41:25 his mother-in-law: Littmann (108, n. 0 and Goldmann ( p . » , n. to v 1 3 [a 
mistake for ns]) , who sensed that «mother-in-law » was inappropriate in this context, have 
placed «daughter-in-law» in their translations ( = mss. 20 21 35 58). But the change which 
they advocated is unneeded in light of v 26 which mentions both mother-in-law and 
daughter-in-law. Berger, who incorrectly charges Charles with making this change (524, 
n. e to V 25), also calls attention to v 26 and, in v 25, has adopted the reading onf-ft-
(mss. 21 42 47 48 58) which, in his opinion, makes the text refer to two kinds of sins: 
acting as Judah did (i.e., sleeping with his daughter-in-law [cf Lev 20:12]) and sleeping 
with one's mother-in-law (see Lev 20:14). But one could interpret the verse in this fashion 
even without the conjunction. 

burned in fire ... in it: Elsewhere in this translation «in/ with fire» with a verb of 
burning is not rendered because it sounds redundant in English (see the end of v 25 for an 
example). In the sequel, however, the word P-t refers to fire, and this fact requires that 
«in fire» be expressed in the translation. 

They are to be burned: Literally: they are to burn them in fire. C f Lev 20:14. 
41:26 that there is to be: Literally: and there is there is to be. 
anger and punishment: Many good mss., including 20 25, place these nouns in the 

nominative case so that they become the subjects of M f t " ? = anger and punishment will 
leave. 

41:27 that: Dillmann (1851) put «weil» ( = n^7-f-^^) after «dass» in his translation 
though it is clearly not located there in the text. Littmann did the same but bracketed 

of his sin. 41:24 We told him in a dream that it would be forgiven for 
him because he had pleaded very much and because he had lamented 
and did not do (it) again. 41:25 He had forgiveness because he turned 
from his sin and from his ignorance, for the sin was a great one before 

5 our God. Anyone who acts in this way — anyone who lies with his 
mother-in-law — is to be burned in fire so that he burns in it because 
impurity and contamination have come on them. They are to be 
burned. 

41:26 Now you order the Israelites that there is to be no impurity 
10 among them, for anyone who lies with his daughter-in-law or his 

mother-in-law has done something that is impure. They are to burn the 
man who lay with her and the woman. Then he will make anger and 
punishment desist from Israel. 41:27 We told Judah that his two sons 
had not lain with her. For this reason his descendants were established 
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for another generation and would not be uprooted. 41:28 For in his 
integrity he had gone and demanded punishment because Judah had 
wanted to burn her on the basis of the law which Abraham had 
commanded his children. 

42:1 During the first year of the third week of the forty-fifth jubilee 5 
[2171], the famine began to come to the land. The rain refused to be 
given to the earth because there was nothing which was coming down. 
42:2 The earth became unproductive, but in the land of Egypt there 
was food because Joseph had gathered the seed in the land during the 
seven years of copious harvest and kept it. 42:3 When the Egyptians 10 
came to Joseph so that he would give them food, he opened the 
storehouses where the grain of the first year was and sold (it) to the 

«weil». Berger has followed their lead but without explanation or brackets. He apparently 
thinks that h*"* represents 'a which was meant in a causative sense. But the text makes 
perfectly acceptable sense as translated above. 

41:28 his integrity: Literally: in the innocence of his eyes. 
42:1 land: Or: earth; but the reference is probably to the land of Canaan (Hartom, 

121, n. to vX). 
42:2 gathered: At this point mss. 25 42 47 48' 58 add: to give them food, and [because 

(ms. 58)] Joseph gathered. One could include these words in the text and justify this by 
arguing that they were omitted from the other mss. through parablepsis (f-li,V to f-rt.*). 
Yet, neither Latin nor most of the Ethiopic mss. support them with the result that they 
are unlikely to be original. The extra words may have originated when htli-p-nh ' f-rt.* 
was accidentally repeated by a scribe; the dittographic text was then made meaningful by 
addition of h<n> •• VUPao. , rt.rt.-f from42:3 . 

the seed: Latin: the grain. 
in the land: Latin joins the preceding frumentum with terrae in a genitival construction 

( = ras. 38). 
42:3 the storehouses ... was: Latin agrees nearly verbatim (except that "Yd /in quibus 

are not literally the same) until one reaches «of the first year». Latin does have «in the 
first year», but places it later in the verse after a different clause which is not attested in 
Ethiopic («and gave [it] to them to eat»). The additional words in Latin are supported by 
no version of Gen 41:56 nor by any Ethiopic ms. Charles (1895, p. 153, n. 1 to Latin) 
rejected them as corrupt. A reference to the first year, however, is attested in the Ethiopic 
and Latin texts of Jubilees. Possibly the Latin words were supphed to make Joseph's 
action fit the reason why the people came to him (v 3a). The new Latin clause may also 
have led to a change of an original primi anni (so Charles [ibid., n. 2 to Latin] emends to 
make the text agree with Ethiopic) to in anno primo (cf mss. 38 58). The phrase 
"Storehouses where/ in which the grain ... was» is based on a non-MT text form of 
Gen41:56: MT reads ona "?a nx, but «storehouses» is found in Syriac L X X O L 
EthGen 41:56; and «grain» figures in Sam LXX (cf ? i h A in EthGenesis) Toj (MT Syriac 
OL omit). See also Charles, ibid., p. 152, n. 11. 

and sold (it): Latin reads quia where Ethiopic, with the versions of Gen 41:56, has a 
conjunction. The verb «sold» reflects Syriac L X X O L EthGen 41:56; MT incorrectly 
reads the qal form iaE?l ( = he bought) as does Sam, though some mss. of the latter have 
•i-asM. 

to the people of the land: Latin: illis. The versions of Gen 41:56 have «to the 

http://rt.rt.-f
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people of the land in exchange for money. 42:4 Jacob heard that there 
was food in Egypt, so he sent his ten sons to get food for him in Egypt. 
But he did not send Benjamin. They arrived with those who were going 
(there). 42:5 Joseph recognized them, but they did not recognize him. 
He spoke with them, asked them questions, and said to them: 'Are you 

Egyptians/ Egypt»; no one of them supports the pronoun of Latin. Charles (1895, p. 153, 
n. 3 to Latin) wrote that the Ethiopic reading here "suspiciously resembles Eth. Vers, of 
Gen xii.56 Atf-A- = rt-Tlh : His suspicion was badly misplaced, however, because it 
shares only the preposition A with this version. 

in exchange for money: Latin omits, and Gen 41:56 also lacks these words. 
42:4 Jacob: Latin prefixes a sentence («But the famine was very severe in the land of 

Canaan») which partially reflects Gen 41:57b (cf 42:5). Charles (1895, p. 152, n. 18; 
1902, p. 232, n.) considered it original and inserted the Ethiopic equivalent into his text. 
Hartom and Berger (in parentheses) also include it in their translations. As Berger writes 
(526, n. a to v 4 ) : « D a in Gen 41, 56c nur ein schwacher Anhaltspunkt in der Vorlage 
besteht, wahrscheinlich alter Text». A scribe's eye may have jumped from the conjunction 
at the beginning of this clause to the beginning of the verse in Ethiopic. 

heard: Though EthGen 42:1 is the only version to back this reading (the others have 
«saw»), Latin audiuit shows that it must have been part of the Greek text of Jubilees and 
thus not a product of the influence of EthGenesis on Ethiopic Jubilees. 

food: Latin: frumentum. The original may have read "law (so Goldmann, Hartom) as 
in MTGen 42:1 ( = Sam Syriac). If this were the case, Latin would be preferable here. 
With rt.A.+ compare ?ihA ( = food) in EthGen 42:1. 

food^: Here Latin escam agrees with Ethiopic, as does PsPho 8.10 (escas). Compare 
EthGen 42:3 ( N h A ) . MT Sam ( = Syriac LXX) have 1 3 . 

in Egypt^: Latin omits. G e n 4 2 : 3 reads «from Egypt» in several versions ( M T S a m 
Syriac LXX), but PsPho 8.10 gives in Egipto and some rass. of EthGenesis off'er n-flrh.<l = 
I'ttK. OL' places in Aegyptam before the infinitive. 

send ... (there): After «send» Latin, against Ethiopic and Gen 42:4, adds «with them». 
But note that at a later point Latin lacks «with those who were going (there)» (the mss. 
actually read singular forms), while Ethiopic fails to reflect Latin's "Jacob's ten sons» and 
«in Egypt» at this point. See Gen 42:5: D-san -[ira VxiiT' "a wai. Syriac uses 712̂  
and LXX netd in place of "jwa, and EthGenesis differs by omitting from naB?"? to the end 
of the verse (much as in Latin Jubilees). Both Ethiopic and Latin Jubilees read a verb for 
" arriving», but Latin includes the reference to the sons and adds their number. Ethiopic 
does not specify the subject and reproduces the last words of Gen 42:5 in the singular (see 
the plural in 42:20). Latin's in aegypto is supported by a number of LXX witnesses. One 
wonders whether the original of Jubilees might not have been very brief here («and they 
arrived))) and whether it was expanded in diff'erent ways in the two traditions on the basis 
of the scriptural verse. Charles (1895, p. 152, n. 23) and Littmann (109, n. b) preferred the 
Latin form of the text, although they retained 9°l\t\ •• Hf Afl)-C. 

42:5 spoke with them, asked them questions: Latin uniquely names Joseph as the 
subject, uses appelauit eos where Ethiopic follows Gen 42:7 (nnx l a T I ) , and gives dure 
where Ethiopic has •^A^A•<»^ ( = Gen 42:7). The only support for this latter Ethiopic 
verb among the ancient versions is interrogans eos in the Vulgate. The reading dure would 
appear to be preferable (so Charles, 1895, p. 153, n. 26; he substituted O X - d X . n for 
ffl+AJiA""*-; c f Berger, 526, n. a to v 5). Littmann (109, n. c), however, thought that dure 
may have originated under the influence of v 9; and in 1902 Charles translated the actual 
Ethiopic text (cf p. 232, n.). The Ethiopic deviation, if it is one, could be explained by 
explained by positing that on the Hebrew level »pa was read instead of nitrp. 

Are you not spies: Latin omits, but all versions of Gen 42:9 contain the line though 
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not spies? You have come to investigate the paths of the land'. He then 
imprisoned them. 42:6 Afterwards he released them. He detained only 
Simeon and sent his nine brothers away. 42:7 He filled their sacks with 
grain and put their money in their sacks. But they did not know (this). 
42:8 He ordered them to bring their youngest brother because they had 
told him that their father was alive and their youngest brother (also). 

they do not supply an equivalent of M>y-. Latin may have lost the question through 
haplography from eis to et (explorare). 

You have come to investigate: Latin, with Gen 42:9, places the main verb (uenistis) 
last. Ethiopic puts <"'3̂ ĥ<"»• first, as does EthGen 42:9. 

the paths: Latin omits, but in Gen 42:9 all of the versions read a word at this point. 
The term Mi agrees with I'xvTi in LXX and vestigia in OL'. See Dillmann, 1851, p. 72, 
n. 71; and Charles (1895, p. 153. n. 27) who refers to the reading of Jubilees and LXX as 
«a loose rendering of " S n m i s [ = MT], or it supposes " s n nnpv ...» C f also 
Goldmann, p. Kti. n. to v n. If the Greek base of Jubilees was i'xvr| x<^P<'^Q- a scribe could 
have been misled by the two chrs to skip from the first word to the second ( = Latin). 

42:6 Afterwards he released them: Latin: et mittens arcessiuit illos. Neither version 
follows the biblical text very closely. Gen 42:18 dates their release to the third day of their 
imprisonment (cf v 19). Charles (1895, p. 153, n. 28) suggested that h d O (read after 
iD'h9°'H in several mss.) could be corrupt for A ^ , h ( = Latin mittens). In this regard, the 
reading of ms. 21 is interesting: a)h9°TI •• h A d = A V m = an.^,hao-, Charles (ibid.) 
preferred arcessiuit to the Ethiopic verb, though he did not explain why. It is certainly 
possible that originally A i f f l preceded i^i-tkao' and that, by homoioarchton, the first verb 
was omitted. As for the verbs «released» and «summoned», a suggestion can be offered. 
The Ethiopic «released» may reflect tifikvtst, while «summoned» of Latin could render 
^KOtXeae. These two Greek verbs are sufficiently alike in appearance to have caused 
problems for a copyist. Consequently, it seems that «sent» belonged in the original, and 
that if it did, the Latin is also correct in reading «summoned». The Ethiopic would then 
be the product of two errors: confusion of the two Greek verbs, and, on the Ethiopic 
level, loss of A V © by homoioarchton with iJi-^i^. 

He detained only Simeon: Latin differs drastically in reading: when he had taken 
Simeon from them, he bound him. Cf Gen 42:24: i n s "IDN-I p»aB? n s a n s a np'r Latin's 
resemblance to the biblical verse makes one suspect that it has been influenced by it. 
Charles (1895, p. 153, n. 29), nevertheless, commented: «What the true text is, I cannot 
decide ». 

sent ... away: Latin demisit should be spelled dimisit ( R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 
82; Charles, 1895, p. 153, n. 7 to Latin). 

42:7 their sacks with grain: Latin omits «with grain» against the versions of 
Gen 42:25. The word AAflA.lP'"" ( = their sacks) is unusual. Latin uasa agrees with 
Gen 42:25 (nn'Vs in MT). 

put: Ethiopic m f t f finds its nearest parallel in EthGen 42:25 where f-f.<l- is used 
(Joseph is giving orders in Genesis). Latin reddidit resembles Tmb in the same verse, and 
this word or an equivalent appears in the other versions. The Ethiopic verb may be the 
result of confusion between a'TPn and am ( = in meaning). 

in their sacks. But ... (this): Latin omits. The versions of Gen 42:25 mention the return 
of money to each man's sack. The last sentence is not found at this point in Genesis, but a 
similar statement figures in Gen 43:22, where the brothers come to Joseph a second time 
and report about this earlier episode. 

42:8 because ... (also): Latin omits by parablepsis from «younger brother» to 
wyounger brother». That is, the omission can be explained in this way if one assumes the 
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Ethiopic word-order, which does seem superior to Latin's awkward arrangement of the 
sentence. 

42:9 They: Latin: filu iacob. Gen42:29 sides with Ethiopic. Josephus (AnlAlAM), 
like Latin, mentions Jacob's sons as the subjects in this context. 

Canaan: On the Latin spelling (the name ends with -m), see R O N S C H (Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 160) who attributed it to a «Provincialismus». 

the ruler of the area had spoken harshly with them: Latin places dure first, but the 
Ethiopic equivalent appears at the end of the clause. The Ethiopic word -flWi-C and Latin 
terrae are located where Gen 42:30 reads f lKn . The two versions may presuppose the 
same Vorlage, as -flWi-C can mean «country», though one might have expected if 
that meaning were desired here. EthGen 42:30 also reads 'flJi.C. 

was holding: Latin detenuit should be detinuit (Charles, 1895, p. 153, n. 8 to Latin). 
they should bring: Latin words this as direct discourse (note exhibearaus and also 

nostrum) and adds illi fratrem nostrum. The text may be influenced by Gen 42:30 which 
gives this part of the brothers' report as a quotation (note IWiK). Otherwise, the pluses in 
Latin appear to be explanatory supplements. C f also Gen 42:33-34. 

42:10 Joseph: Latin, with Gen 42:36, lacks a conjunction before the name, but 
Ethiopic (other than mss. 12 58) includes one. 

and you are going to take Benjamin: Latin: beniamin si acceperitis. The two versions 
agree except for the word si in Latin. At this point Gen 42:36 reads the marker of a 
definite direct object (ns). That is, it makes «Benjamin» the object of the verb. It is 
possible that in the Latin textual tradition, an original n s was misread as DS, although it 
would be understandable if a scribe, without ms. support, added a conditional word here. 
Cf V 11 below for a similar phenomenon. 

Your wickedness has come upon me: Latin: in me et impletis malitiam uestram. The 
words in me are also found in Vulgate Gen 42:36, while, as Charles (1895, p. 155, n. 1 to 
Latin) noticed, Syriac Gen 42:36 parallels Latin's verb impletis (he gives .sol i . , but it 
actually reads the third-person singular yAx.) though the person and number are 
different. Charles (ibid., p. 154, n. 4) added that Jubilees (and the Vulgate) presupposed 
that S I appeared in the text of Gen 42:36, despite the fact that it is found in none of the 
other versions (cf Berger, 526, n. b to v 10 [where VgGen 42:46 should be 42:36]). The 
word et is rendered as «also» in the translation. 

42:11 Perhaps: Latin: ne quando (quando = when). R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 
160) explained the reading thus: «Das in den Zusammenhang nicht passende ne quando 
deutet unverkennbar auf ein griech. Original hin, in welchem der Lateiner nfiTtoxe 
vorfand. Anstatt ne forte iibersetzte er ne quando». Literally the Latin would be: lest ever. 

become ill: For infirmari in this sense, see R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 160. Latin 
adds in uia — a phrase which figures later in the verse in both versions (and at that point 
in Gen 42:38). It appears, then, to be an expansion here in Latin. 

42:9 They went up from the land of Egypt and came to the land of 
Canaan. They told their father everything that had happened to them 
and how the ruler of the area had spoken harshly with them and was 
holding Simeon until they should bring Benjamin. 42:10 Jacob said: 
'Me you have deprived of children. Joseph does not exist nor does 
Simeon exist, and you are going to take Benjamin. Your wickedness 
has come upon me'. 42:11 He said: 'My son will not go with you. 
Perhaps he would become ill. For their mother gave birth to two; one 
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two: Latin: these two — possibly to render a Greek definite article. The Ethiopic could 
be translated as «the two». 

one: Latin does not have a conjunction before the number but Ethiopic does. 
this one, too, you will take from me: Latin: et hunc si acceperitis. As in v 10. Latin uses 

si which is not supported by Ethiopic. Latin also lacks an equivalent for «too» and «from 
me». 

Perhaps he would catch a fever: Ethiopic does not conjoin this clause with the previous 
one by a»; Latin, however, uses et and another subjunctive verb to show that the 
condition begun in the former clause continues here. C f insipl in MTGen 42:38. The 
verb <tB> is not synonymous with fuerit illi infirmitas aliqua (literally: there should be any 
illness to him). The term infirmitas appears in OL*Gen 42:38 ( = LXX) and EthGenesis 
uses ftfflf. MT Sam have pOK ( = harm = Syriac). Ethiopic Jubilees is more specific about 
the kind of illness than are Latin (note also aliqua) and the LXX tradition. 

Then you would: Here Ethiopic and Gen 42:38 employ a conjunction before the verb. 
Latin, which used et before fuerit, omits it here. 

in (sorrow): Latin: with. Gen 42:38 has «in». 
death: Latin: infernum, which represents nVlwy of Gen42:38 (LXX: ^6ou; OL*: 

infernos). EthGenesis reads '^^HC ( = grave), which, like in Ethiopic Jubilees, 
appears to be an interpretation. 

42:12 he saw: Latin: they said to him. These sharply divergent readings could have 
arisen in Greek where e l S e v ( = Ethiopic) and slicov ( = Latin) were interchanged. The 
word ei (to him) could then be explained as a subsequent expansion of the corrupt Latin 
text. 

their money: Latin reads et ( = also) before pecunia. Ethiopic offers no equivalent. 
each one in his purse: M-tf (not paralleled in Latin) is difficult here. Charles (1895, 

p. 154, n. 11) emended it to Att-A- ( = to each one [1902: «to every man»]) and asked 
whether one should read A^A• with Latin illis (but illis = A"*"*). Littmann (109, n. g) 
agreed that Alf-A- should be read ( = «einem jeden»). But the text as it stands can be 
retained and understood in two ways: 1) one could view If-A- as modifying mc^ao- ( = all 
their money [so Goldmann, Berger; see also Dillmann (in RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 
83): aurum eorum omne]). A difficulty with this approach is that tf-A- should precede the 
noun it modifies (but compare 43:1 with 42:25). 2) W-A- is to be construed with the 
following d'fe<5W- (note the singular suflix) in the sense «each one» ( = Dillmann, 1851: «je 
in ihren bundeln»). This latter option is free of objections and is the one chosen here. The 
word for «purses» is different than Latin's uasis, as is the preposition before each word 
(«in» in Ethiopic, «with» in Latin). Charles (1895, p. 154, n. 12) referred to the plural 
suffix on the word in C D ( = 51 38), but neither one does contain this reading. Dillmann 
(1859, p. 145, n. 10) emended the two mss. in order to obtain the plural suffix, but the mss. 
themselves have either a singular suflix ( = 51) or an incorrectly spelled form ( = 38). Only 
Latin supports «their» rather than «his» at this point. 

and he was afraid ... reason: Latin places the verb timuit after the initial conjunction; 
Ethiopic locates flU here and then the verb i.CU. It may be that cum eis and (IH are 
differing interpretations of the same original prepositional phrase. The Hebrew behind the 
Ethiopic reading would have been rma, a phrase that in 1 Chr 27; 24 is translated ^v 

has died and this one, too, you will take from me. Perhaps he would 
catch a fever on the way. Then you would bring down my old age in 
sorrow to death'. 42:12 For he saw that their money was returned — 
each one in his purse, and he was afraid to send him for this reason. 
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42:13 Now the famine grew increasingly severe in the land of Canaan 
and in every land except the land of Egypt because many Egyptians had 
stored their seed for food after they saw Joseph collecting seed, placing 
(it) in storehouses, and keeping (it) for the years of the famine. 
42:14 The Egyptians fed themselves with it during the first year of the 
famine. 

42:15 When Israel saw that the famine was very severe in the land 
and (that) there was no relief, he said to his sons: 'Go, return, and get 

TOOTOK; in LXX. Rendering the same Hebrew phrase as auv TOOTOII; would also be 
plausible and would produce Latin's cum eis. Note that Latin specifies «Jacob» as the 
subject of timuit. 

42:13 grew increasingly severe: Ethiopic (literally): became great and strong; Latin 
(literally): went and became strong. Both express the same idea (cf Gen 41:57 [ptn] and 
41:31; 43:1 [133)). The biblical base here is Gen 43:1 where, for MT's 133, LXX reads 
^viozuasv. The Ethiopic wording may reflect ptm (so Goldmann), while Latin renders 
i?tm nVin (cf Hartom: 1331 -[Vin). 

Canaan ... Egypt: Latin omits. The omission could be explained by parablepsis from 
«land» to «land», but that process would have left «Egypt» in the text. If so, a scribe 
may have dropped the place name when he noticed that reading «land of Egypt» here 
would contradict the following clause. 

many Egyptians: Literally (Ethiopic): many of the sons of Egypt (Latin: of the 
Egyptians). 

had stored: Latin custodierunt ( = kept/preserved) does not offer quite the same sense 
as the Ethiopic verb. It is followed by in custodia, and custodirentur is used later in the 
verse where Ethiopic has its equivalent (VO^-n though it is singular). It is likely, thus, that 
custodierunt is secondary and that a scribe's or translator's choice of it was influenced by 
the context. 

for food: Latin: in custodia (literally: in a place for keeping; see the previous note). 
The original Hebrew may have occasioned the variant: Ethiopic reflects latf"?; Latin 
renders lair*'?. 

after: Latin: ex quo tamen. According to R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 160), these 
words reproduce o6 H£v, seitdem sie namlich». Dillmann (in Ronsch, ibid., 83) 
rendered the Ethiopic as ex quo. Ethiopic does not express what tamen represents, but ex 
quo supports i\9°ll and opposes ^•>H of mss. 9 17 38 63. 

seed^: Latin: frumenta. See 42:2 for the same variant. 
and keeping (it): Latin: ut custodirentur. The plural is used because frumenta is plural, 

or the passage could be rendered: so that they (i.e., the Egyptians) would be kept/ 
preserved. The verbal form in Ethiopic is active and singular. 

42:14 The Egyptians ... it: Latin's manducauerunt does suggest a slightly different 
nuance than i-d.df.f. Ethiopic may reflect I V S V B I and Latin l'?3S1. The Latin text does 
not offer an equivalent for rt-flh; ms. 17, too, omits this word. 

the famine: There is also strong ms. support for OIC^ ( = their famine), which was 
read by Dillmann (1859) and Charles (1895; he did not indicate that ms. 25 lacked the 
suffix). 

42:15 Go, return: Most of the translators (Dillmann, 1851; Charles, 1902; Littmann; 
and Berger) have rendered the second imperative as though it were an instance of the 
iterative use of «return» (Gen 43:2:113B? I3ir). But if that were the case, one would have 
expected "I-AJt- to precede not follow it as it does here. 

so that we may not die: The Arabic version of Gen 43:2 and two Bohairic mss. add the 
same words after «food». 
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US (some) food so that we may not die'. 42:16 But they said: 'We will 
not go. If our youngest brother does not come with us, we will not go'. 
42:17 Israel saw that if he did not send him with them they would all 
die because of the famine. 42:18 Then Reuben said: 'Put him under my 
control. If I do not bring him back to you, kill my two sons for his life'. 5 
But he said to him: 'He will not go with you'. 42:19 Then Judah 
approached and said: 'Send him with us. If I do not bring him back to 
you, then let me be guilty before you throughout my entire lifetime'. 
42:20 So he sent him with them during the second year of this week 
[2172], on the first of the month. They arrived in the territory of Egypt 10 
with all who were going (there) and (had) their gifts in their hands: 
stacte, almonds, terebinth nuts, and pure honey. 

42:21 They arrived and stood in front of Joseph. When he saw his 
brother Benjamin, he recognized him and said to them: 'Is this your 
youngest brother'? They said to him: 'He is'. He said: 'May the Lord 15 
be gracious to you, my son'. 42:22 He sent him into his house and 
brought Simeon out to them. He prepared a dinner for them. They 
presented him with his gifts which they had brought in their hands. 

42:18 Put him under my control: Literally: give him to me into my hands. The 
seemingly unnecessary «to me» (a suffix on the verb) is found in OL* EthGen42:37 
(Jubilees moves Reuben's speech so that it appears with the material at the beginning of 
Genesis 43). 

kill: The imperative agrees with Gen 42:37 in LXX OL EthGenesis. The other versions 
have or reproduce the jussive form of MT ( n - a n ) . 

with you: The singular suffix (referring to Reuben) is unique. Ms. 12, with its second-
person plural suffix, agrees with all versions of Gen 42:38. See also Charles, 1895, p. 154, 
n. 22 and Jub 42:11. 

42:19 with us: There is support for 9°l\i\,f, although, apart from 9 21, later copies 
provide the backing. The singular suffix of this variant agrees with MT Sam LXX OL 
EthGen 43:8. But Syriac Genesis, one ms. of EthGenesis, and several septuagintal 
witnesses use the plural pronoun. 

42:20 stacte: The same phrase ("Vf = A-n"}) occurs in 3:27; 16:24. 
pure honey: The word '""iC corresponds with V21 in Gen 43:11, but ^^(D-o finds no 

parallel there. Charles (1895, p. 154, n. 28) suggested that this entry may be a corrupt 
rendering of n s in Gen 43:11 (BDB: «a kind of balsam»). fx^a>-o does have the nuance 
of something that is pure, flowing (note ^r\xivK\q of LXX). It may indeed be the case that 
Jubilees has here combined two terms from Gen 43: II (the Bible lists six presents. 
Jubilees only four). 

42:21 to them: Only Syriac EthGen 43:29 and LXX witnesses A 761 add this element 
after the verb of speaking. 

They said to him: 'He is': The versions of Gen 43:29 allow the brothers no response, 
but EthGenesis reads: flJ^aA?' = Xfl» (for the latter word, see mss. 17' 21 38 58). Josephus 
(Ant. 11.122) expands in a similar fashion. 

42:22 hands: For the plural form, see Syriac LXX OL and one ms. of EthGen 43:26. 
MT Sam read D T I . 
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42:23 They ate in front of him. He gave portions to all of them, but 
Benjamin's share was seven times larger than the share of any of them. 
42:24 They ate and drank. Then they got up and stayed with their 
donkeys. 42:25 Joseph conceived of a plan by which he would know 

5 their thoughts — whether there were peaceful thoughts between them. 
He said to the man who was in charge of his house: 'Fill all their sacks 
with food for them and return their money to them in their containers; 
put the cup with which I drink in the sack of the youngest — the silver 
cup — and send them away'. 

1 0 43:1 He did as Joseph told him. He filled all their sacks with food for 
them and placed their money in their sacks. He put the cup in 
Benjamin's sack. 43:2 Early in the morning they went (off). But when 
they had left that place, Joseph said to the man of his house: 'Pursue 
them. Run and reprimand them as follows: «You have repaid me with 

1 5 evil instead of good. You have stolen from me the silver cup with which 

42:23 seven times: As Charles (1895, p. 155, n. 1), Hartom (123, n. to v ID), and Berger 
(528, n. b to v 23) have observed. Gen 43:34 says «five times». The reading «seven times» 
is attested by one LXX ms. (16: tnxanXaciaic,). Josephus [Ant. 1L123) gives SiTtXaaioai 
(twice as much). 

42:24 They ate: Gen 43:34 lacks these words, but mss. Y C G of EthGenesis include 
them. 

42:25 FiU ... return ... put: With M T S a m Syriac EthGen44:1-2, Jubilees logically 
uses singular forms; LXX OL* have plurals in each instance. 

food: Charles (1895, p. 155, n. 6; c f n. 11 where he mistakenly understood words from 
ms. 25 as if they were from 43:1) stated that B ( = ms. 25) omits the remainder of the 
verse. This excellent ms. is decidedly defective here, but it does include: a>h<{-f : •• 
ID'(\+ •• «hflA •• •fl'}.??". It lacks ^ h A — «n"P.S.-f'n»-, probably by haplography occasioned 
by the similar suffixes on this last word and on KAftA,lfo>^. Ms. 25 then omits all of 43:1 
(actually, •dlff' should perhaps be construed as the last word of 43:1). The repetition of 
AAA triggered the omission. 

cup: Mss. 20 25 42 47 58 read h<{-f, a form which agrees with the one in Gen 44:2. 
Dillmann (1859) and Charles (1895) read the suffixal form, and it does enjoy noteworthy 
support; but the suffix-less noun is more hkely to be original. 

with which I drink: C f Josephus, Am. 11.124: & Jtivwv exaips. There is no parallel to 
this clause in Gen 44:2. 

43:1 all their sacks: Though tf-A" follows hJiAA.lT""-, Charles (1902), Goldmann, 
Hartom, and Berger have translated it as modifying hihtMy^f"^, not A.A.-f. Dillmann 
(1851) and Littmann, however, rendered it as «ganz». 

43:2 reprimand: Charles (1895, p. 155, n. 12) wished to emend -t-pMa^ to a form 
which resembles it — +rh. ' l l">^. ( = «seize them» [1902; he did not explain that this was 
an emendation]) — with nrairm in Gen 44:4. But this Hebrew verb means (literally) 
«(and) you will overtake them». He must have had in mind the reading of LXX 
(KatoXfinvTi a£)rou<;) which is supported by OL EthGen 44:4 (Ji-lf><n»-). Littmann (110, 
n. a) considered Charles' position possible but did not adopt it since it lacked ms. support. 
In whatever way the present reading entered the text, it makes good sense in the context. 

You have stolen from me the silver cup: These words, not found in MT Sam Syriac (it 
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does mention the cup) Gen 44:5, resemble the plus of LXX ( = OL EthGenesis): iva xi 
4K>.ei)/aT8 (lou to KOVSU TO dpyupoOv. 

43:3 in line with this message: Literally; according to this word/speech. (Ih*"" agrees 
with Syriac LXX OLGen 44:6 against MT (riN) Sam. 

43:4 such a thing; Literally; this thing/ word. 
in (our sacks): So LXX OL EthGen 44:8 and Josephus, Am. II.130; M T S a m Syriac 

add «the mouth of». 
the first time: Compare initio in OL*Gen 44:8 and N n ' m p a in Tn. 
43:5 anyone of us in whose sack you find the cup: Literally: where(ever) you find the 

cup in the sack of one man from us. For a translation similar to the one given above, see 
Dillmann, 1851; «in dessen sack du den becher findest». 

is to be killed: For the passive form, c f Sam Ton G e n 4 4 : 9 ; MT ( = Syriac EthGene
sis) reads n m . 

and our donkeys: Gen 44:9 lacks these words (see Charles, 1895, p. 156, n. 7). The 
same addition is made in Jub 43:9. 

your master; Of the versions of Gen 44:9, only EthGenesis reads the second-person 
singular suflSx; the others have «our master» ( = Syriac L X X O L ) or «my master» 
( = MTSam) . 

43:6 to them: Only Syriac EthGen 44:10 add «to them» here. 
I will ... find it: Literally: by/ with which man I find it — him alone will I take. 
your home; Gen 44:17 reads «your father». Littmann placed «eurem» in parentheses, 

but the suffix is present in all of the mss. 
43:7 with the oldest: Literally: from the oldest. The preposition reflects the 

reading of Syriac LXX OL EthGen 44:12; MT Sam give V n i a . 
was found; The passive formulation agrees with MT (Sam?) Syriac Gen 44:12; LXX 

OL EthGenesis have active verbs ( = mss. 9 20 38). 
43:8 loaded: The plural form agrees with Sam Syriac LXX OL EthGen 44; 13; MT 

has omn. 
they arrived at Joseph's house: Only ms. C of EthGen 44:14 uses a plural verb; the 

remaining versions specify «Judah and his brothers» as subject and employ a singular 

my master drinks». Bring tiieir youngest brotiier back to me and bring 
him quickly, before I go out to the place where I rule'. 43:3 He ran 
after them and spoke to them in line with this message. 43:4 They said 
to him: 'Heaven forbid that your servants should do such a thing and 
should steal any container from the house of your master. Your 5 
servants have brought back from the land of Canaan the money that 
we found in our sacks the first time. 43:5 How, then, should we steal 
any container? Here we and our sacks are. Make a search, and anyone 
of us in whose sack you find the cup is to be killed, while we and our 
donkeys are to serve your master'. 43:6 He said to them: '(That) is not 10 
the way it will be. I will take only the man with whom I find it as a 
servant, and you may go safely to your home'. 43:7 As he was 
searching among their containers, he began with the oldest and ended 
with the youngest. It was found in Benjamin's sack. 43:8 They tore 
their clothing, loaded their donkeys, and returned to the city. When 15 
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they arrived at Joseph's house, all of them bowed to him with their 
faces to the ground. 43:9 Joseph said to them: 'You have done an evil 
thing'. They said: 'What are we to say and what shall we say in 
our defense. Our master has discovered the crime of his servants. 

5 We ourselves and our donkeys, too, are our master's servants'. 
43:10 Joseph said to them: 'As for me, I fear the Lord. As for you, go 
to your houses, but your brother is to be enslaved because you have 
done something evil. D o you not know that a man takes pleasure in his 
cup as I do in this cup? And you stole it from me'. 43:11 Then Judah 

10 said: 'Please, master, allow me, your servant, to say something in my 
master's hearing. His mother gave birth to two brothers for your 

verb in agreement with «Judah», the first element of the compound subject. The «house» 
is mentioned in MT Sam and ms. C of EthGenesis, but Syriac LXX OL offer «to Joseph». 

with their faces: The phrase (lljio"- is found only in EthGen 44:14; the other versions 
lack it. See Charles, 1895, p. 156, n. 12. 

43:9 Joseph: Mss. 9 12 17 21 38 63 lack the name; Gen 44:15 supphes it. C f Charles, 
1895, p. 156, n. 13. 

They said: In Gen44:16 Judah alone is the speaker. The form ^.n.A° in mss. 12 63 
agrees with EthGenesis. 

are we to say: Many mss. use the imperfect (^-flA), not the jussive (^HA). The two 
forms are virtually identical in appearance. 

Our master: In Gen 44:16 the reference is to God, though it seems clear enough that 
Jubilees is referring to Joseph (against Hartom, 124, n. to vB). MT gives DTlVsn 
(cf L X X O L ) , but Sam prefaces a conjunction and Syriac places p.vi ^ ( = the 
targums) before the divine name. The word H which many Ethiopic mss. prefix to ^^H.̂ V 
echoes EthGen 44:16. 

his servants: Gen 44:16 reads «your servants)) ( = mss. 9 21 38 39 42 44 47 48 58). 
and our donkeys: Gen 44:16 lacks these words. See Jub 43:5. 
our master's: The first-person plural suflSx is also found in L X X O L EthGen44:16; 

MT Sam Syriac have «my master's)). Cf Jub 43:5. 
43:10 takes pleasure in: Charles (1895, p. 156, n. 23) emended / f l + h ^ ? " to g(\-i-^tl9° 

( = divines))) and cited Gen 44:5, 15 as support (v 15 is the base text here). Littmann (110, 
n. b), however, found it more likely that)) ... der Verf der Jubilaen bereits den fiir ihn 
sicher anstossigen Ausdruck durch einen harmloseren ersetzto). He referred to R O N S C H 

(Das Buch der Jubilaen, 501-02) who had included this reading in his category «ersichtli-
chen Correcturen und Omissionen» (500). In 1902, Charles returned to the given text; he 
mentioned (p. 236, n.) his earlier alteration but conceded that « . . . the change may be 
deliberate)). C f also Hartom, 124, n. to v ' and his prior comment (123, n. to v MB of 
chap. 3a). There is, consequently, no warrant for changing the text. 

43:11 Please: As Charles (1895, p. 156, n. 27; 1902, p. 236, n.; c f Littmann, 110, n. c) 
saw, Ad/bf is a mistranslation o f ' '3 in Gen 44:18: « . . . hence for AdA>f which is here 
meaningless, read -n^Oi = 6eonai». He is surely correct: the word appears in the very 
location it has in Gen 44:18 and takes almost the same form (the literal meaning of the 
prepositions is different). Goldmann and Hartom (both without notes) translate with '3. 
while, curiously, Littmann («Auf mir») and Berger («Auf mich))) render literally. 

allow me: A first-person form is found also in EthGen 44:18 but not in the other 
versions. 

hearing: Literally: ear. This agrees with MT SamGen 44:18; Syriac LXX EthGenesis 
have «before you». 
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servant our father. One has gone away and been lost; no one has found 
him. He alone is left of his mother('s children). And your servant our 
father loves him and his life is tied together with the life of this one. 
43:12 If we go to your servant our father and if the young man is not 
with us, then he would die and we would bring our father down in 5 
sorrow to death. 43:13 Rather, I your servant will remain in place of 
the child as a servant of my master. Let the young man go with his 
brothers because I took responsibility for him from your servant our 
father. If I do not bring him back, your servant will be guilty to our 
father forever. 43:14 When Joseph saw that the minds of all of them lO 
were in harmony one with the other for good (ends), he was unable to 
control himself, and he told them that he was Joseph. 43:15 He spoke 
with them in the Hebrew language. He wrapped his arms around their 
necks and cried. But they did not recognize him and began to cry. 
43:16 Then he said to them: 'Do not cry about me. Quickly bring my 15 

tied together: Jubilees sides with MT SamGen44:30 (mi^p) ; L X X O L EthGenesis 
give «depends on»; Syriac has «loves». 

of this one: So LXX OLGen 44:30; MTSam have 1^333 (Syriac reads v y r f instead of 
.= ); and EthGenesis offers «regarding this child». 

43:12 If ... if: For ^ ? " h o ° , see D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 829-30. Here the first instance of 
«if» reflects iav of LXXGen 44:30 ( = OL EthGenesis); c f MT Sam 'SiaD. For the second 
«if» EthGen 44:31 uses X ? " h « » ° ; the other versions phrase differently. 

our father: The plural suflix can also be found in Syriac LXX OL EthGen 44:30; 
MT Sam read '3N (Judah is speaking). See Charles, 1895, p. 156, n. 36. 

with us: The prepositional phrase figures in Sam Syriac L X X O L EthGen44:31; MT 
omits. 

we would bring ... down: EthGen 44:31, too, uses a first-person plural verb, though it 
is not the same one as here in Jubilees. The remaining versions have «your servants» as 
subject and thus require a third-person plural verb. 

43:13 Rather: This is the proper meaning of l A - t , not «only/ alone» as in Goldmann, 
Hartom, and Berger. 

I your servant will remain: The formulation, with a first-person verb, resembles that of 
L X X O L EthGen44:33 ( = I will remain as your servant). M T S a m Syriac word the 
clause as «let your servant remains. Charles' note (1895, p. 156, n. 40) should be 
corrected to indicate that only MTSam Syriac Genesis favor the jussive. 

my (master): So M T S a m SyriacGen44:33; the others lack the suffix or possessive 
form. 

I took responsibihty ... our father: Charles (1895, p. 156, n. 42) wanted to emend this 
section with Gen 44:32 to read: -t-uat- ' 7-nch = h9°hf,U- ' A W h V ; but he did not follow 
his proposal in 1902 when he translated the received text. There is no cause to alter to a 
third-person verb and to move l-flCh so that it becomes the subject as it is in Genesis. 
Other texts which use the first person in Gen 44:32 are 72' Arab Aeth''; the mss. in dread 
4K TOO TtaiSog aou rather than itapd TOU Tiaxpbc,. The words rendered «from ... our 
father» mean literally: from the hand of ... our father. For «our fathers here, see 
SyriacGen 44:32. 

43:16 to me: Only Vulgate Gen 45:13 (ad me) agrees; the other versions mirror the 
n^n of MT. 
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let me see him ... looks on: These clauses are problematic in several respects. Dillmann 
(1851) translated with «dass ich meinen vater sehe, ehe ich sterbe» but declined to render 
the last clause (p. 60). Charles (1895, p. 157, n. 9) emended drastically: after ->af, he read 
(o^&M •• H^V-n-n ' }x4-V •• (DMf.'i-tO-X •• rt^'Vf = •a'if9° •• X-t^hy («and ye see that it 
is my mouth that speaketh, and the eyes of my brother Benjamin see» [1902]). Littmann left 
blank everything after «to me» (111, n. a, where he translated the words that he had left 
out of the text and expressed some sympathy for Charles' view). There is no significant 
difference between the last clause of Charles' reconstruction and Gen 45:12 (only fv7H is 
omitted) on which it is based (Berger's n. b to v 15 should apply to v 16 [530]). The other 
parts of his new text Charles also derived from the Genesis passage which says: «And 
now your eyes see, and the eyes of my brother Benjamin see, that it is my mouth that 
speaks to you». (RSV) The text of Jubilees is suspect because it was Jacob's, not Joseph's, 
age that was the problem (see 43:24 where the same words mhChf- •• HTi'XlA = h"^^ 
appear on Jacob's Hps [ = Gen 45:28]). Part of the difficulty has been caused by the 
author's rearrangement of the biblical material: in Jubilees Benjamin's eyes are to see the 
meeting between Joseph and Jacob; but in Genesis they are to see that it is Joseph who is 
speaking. A simpler solution than the large-scale rewording proposed by Charles is to say 
that the first-person singular suffix on "IdV led a scribe to place the following two words 
in the wrong person. He would have been encouraged in his error by the familiar words of 
Gen 45:28 ( = Jub 43:24). The original may have read «let him see me before he dies, 
while my brother Benjamin also looks on» (literally: the eyes of Benjamin see). This is the 
solution favored by Goldmann. Note that ms. 25 reads «we die» rather than «I die». 

43:17 now: The word T o - (traditionally = behold) reflects the reading of Syriac 
EthGen 45:6; the remaining versions read «this» which is also found in this verse of 
Jubilees. 

are: Compare LXX (Xoiird) OL (reliqui ... erunt) EthGen (OA-) 45:6. MT Sam Syriac 
lack a verb. 

43:18 so that: Most mss. actually read a conjunction (only 12 has h<™). A literal 
rendering would be: and you are not to/ will not die. 

so that many people may remain alive: This clause is drawn from Joseph's speech in 
Genesis 50 (v 20), while the remainder of v 18 is based on Gen 45:5, 7, 20. Among the 
LXX witnesses, only Theodoret adduces these words from Gen 50:20 at this point. 

43:19 like; The words h*"" ' M-t resemble the readings of LXX (aq) OL (sicut) 
Gen 45:8. MT Sam use b, and Syriac EthGenesis omit. 

father to me and let me see him before I die, while my brother 
Benjamin also looks on. 4 3 : 1 7 For this is now the second year of the 
famine and there are still five more years without harvest, without fruit 
(growing on) trees, and without plowing. 4 3 : 1 8 You and your house-

5 holds come down quickly so that you may not die in the famine. Do 
not worry about your property because the Lord sent me first before 
you to arrange matters so that many people may remain alive. 
4 3 : 1 9 Tell my father that I am still alive. You now see that the Lord 
has made me like a father to the pharaoh and to rule in his household 

10 and over the entire land of Egypt. 4 3 : 2 0 Tell my father about all my 
splendor and all the wealth and splendor which the Lord has given me'. 
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43:21 By personal command of the pharaoh he gave them wagons 
and provisions for the trip, and he gave all of them colored clothing 
and silver. 43:22 To their father he sent clothing, silver, and ten 
donkeys which were carrying grain. Then he sent them away. 
43:23 They went up and told their father that Joseph was alive and that 5 
he was having grain distributed to all the peoples of the earth and 
ruling over the entire land of Egypt. 43:24 Their father did not believe 
(it) because he was disturbed in his thoughts. But after he saw the 
wagons which Joseph had sent, his spirit revived and he said: Tt is 
enough for me that Joseph is ahve. Let me go down and see him before lo 
I die'. 

44:1 Israel set out from Hebron, from his house, on the first of the 
third month. He went by way of the well of the oath and offered a 
sacrifice to the God of his father Isaac on the seventh of this month. 

43:21 By personal command of the pharaoh: Literally: by the word of the mouth of 
the pharaoh. The same wording appears in SyriacGen 45:21, where the other versions 
have either «word» ( L X X O L EthGenesis [they actually use verbs: what was said]) or 
«mouth» (MT Sam). 

silver: In Gen 45:22 only Benjamin receives money. 
43:22 grain: The word is found in M T S a m SyriacGen 45:25 but not in L X X O L 

EthGenesis. 
them: So SyriacGen 45:24; in the other ancient versions one finds «his brothersw. 
43:23 Joseph was alive: Jubilees has a short form of the text of Gen 45:26 in that, with 

LXX OL EthGenesis, it lacks a word representing TiS, and, with MT Sam Syriac, it does 
not add 6 uio^ aou. 

43:24 disturbed in his thoughts: Jubilees more nearly resembles the 4^ECTTT| of 
LXXGen45:26 (EthGenesis has CTl/-) than the 1D1 of M T S a m . Only Syriac Genesis 
places a preposition (.= ) before «his thoughts/ mind»; the remaining versions (LXX also 
adds «of Jacobs) make «thoughts/ mind» the subject of the verb. See Charles, 1895, 
p. 157, n. 27. 

his spirit revived: Literally: his spirit was renewed and he lived. Note the renderings of 
Dillmann, 1851 («lebte sein geist wieder neu auf») and Littmann («sein Geist gewann 
neues Leben»). C f Gen 45:27 ('nm). 

It is enough for me: Syriac LXX OL EthGen 45:28 read «for me», but MT Sam lack 
'V. The word 0(1^ (literally: great) renders 3 1 = \ie.ya of the versions. See Charles, 1895, 
p. 157, n. 31; 1902, p. 238, n. 

that: It is here assumed that ^ A " » (the variant <̂™ [ = if] read by Charles, 1895, is 
supported by ms. 12 alone) reflects Hebrew ' 3 and that the Ethiopic term does not have its 
normal meaning «because» here. Dillmann (1851) rendered with «dass». Both Goldmann 
and Hartom have translated with ' 3 . 

44:1 Hebron: Beginning with Dillmann (1851, p. 72, n. 74; c f 1859, p. 149, n. 14), all 
of the translators have noted that the name ^i-t in the mss. must be a mistake for 
«Hebron» ( = h.-flO). As support Charles (1902, p. 238, n.) cited Jub 44:6 and 
Gen 37:14; see also Jub45:15. The error could have occurred in Hebrew (plan became 
pn), Greek (XsPptbv / Xappdv), or Ethiopic. 

sacrifice: Jubilees uses a singular noun with Syriac LXX EthGen 46; 1 while the other 
versions have plural forms. 
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44:4 the firstfruits of grain; Charles (1895, p. 158, n. 4) emended which he found 
in his mss. to + • ^ " 1 . The change is now confirmed by mss. 9 17 20 35 42 47 48 and 
perhaps 63. 

in the land; Charles (1902, p. 238, n.) bracketed these seemingly redundant words as a 
dittography. 

affected: Literally: was to. 
44:5 Yes: The expression iV ' M (Charles, 1902: «Here I am») agrees with MT (-rn) 

Sam SyriacGen 46:2, not with LXX (ti Ja tw) OL EthGenesis. 
to him^: Only Syriac EthGen 46:3 add this element after «he said». 
the God; With LXX OL EthGen 46:3 Jubilees omits Vsn which MT ( = Sam Syriac) 

places before TIVN. 

fathers: LXX OL EthGen 46:3 also read a plural form, but M T S a m Syriac have a 
singular noun. 

make you into: Or; establish / constitute you as. Charles (1895, p. 158, n. II) 
maintained that Gen 46:3 supported the reading 'ki.M\\ ( = EthGenesis) which he placed 
in his text. This was the only reading available to Dillmann in 1851, and in 1859 he 
retained it in his edition (cf p. 150, n. 6). But if hwCO^X differs in meaning from ISlMt, 
the distinction is very fine indeed. 

44:6 I will lead you (back): The verb a>rt* means «to lead». In Gen 46:4 MT uses 
nV» n i "["yBt* and the versions also reflect the idea of «bring up» (that is, returning Jacob 
from Egypt to Canaan). OL is an exception; it has perducam which agrees with Ethiopic 
Jubilees ( D I L L M A N N [Lexicon, 90] lists perducere as a meaning for w([f.). Charles (1902, 
p. 239, n.) argued that the verb here means dvapipd^eiv ( = LXX) or dvdysiv. 

44:7 set about loading: Literally: arose and loaded. 
property; So LXX OL EthGen 46:5; MT Sam have DBB and Syriac offers 

^ o(7}i\'Ui.. ( = children, baggage, belongings). 

44:2 When Jacob remembered the dream that he had seen in Bethel, he 
was afraid to go down to Egypt. 44:3 But as he was thinking about 
sending word to Joseph that he should come to him and that he would 
not go down, he remained there for seven days on the chance that he 

5 would see a vision (about) whether he should remain or go down. 
44:4 He celebrated the harvest festival — the firstfruits of grain — with 
old grain because in all the land of Canaan there was not even a 
handful of seed in the land since the famine affected all the animals, the 
cattle, the birds, and mankind as well. 

10 44:5 On the sixteenth the Lord appeared to him and said to him: 
'Jacob, Jacob'. He said: 'Yes'? He said to him: 'I am the God of your 
fathers — the God of Abraham and Isaac. D o not be afraid to go down 
to Egypt because I will make you into a great nation there. 44:6 I will 
go down with you and I will lead you (back). You will be buried in this 

15 land, and Joseph will place his hands on your eyes. Do not be afraid; 
go down to Egypt'. 

44:7 His sons and grandsons set about loading their father and their 
property on the wagons. 44:8 Israel set out from the well of the oath 
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44:8 went: The singular form agrees with LXX OL EthGen 46:6; MT Sam Syriac use 
plural verbs. 

territory: EthGen 46:6 also reads i\ih.i. in this place; the other versions refer only to 
« Egypt». 

44:9 his son Judah: The accusative fl'A/'- in 9 12 (cf. 17 where the noun is plural) 21 
38 39 42 48 58 63 indicates that the word is to be understood with «Judah» which is also 
in the accusative case. The form (non-accusative) in 20 25 35 44 shows that it is to 
be read with «Joseph» (so Charles, 1895, 1902; Littmann; Hartom; Berger). Gen 46:28 
does not add «his son» to either name. 

to check: Charles (1895, p. 158, n. 15; cf. 1902, p. 239, n.) suggested that Jubilees' 
rendering presupposed nis-i"? in Gen 46:28 where MT uniquely offers m i n V . Sam reads 
niNin'? ( = Syriac; c f 8"i:n in 46:29) which may be the form which underlies LXX's 
auvavifjaai a£)T^ ( = OL EthGenesis). His hypothesis may be correct, but h " " = 
fhi-ihf'K does seem to have a stronger, more specific meaning than m x i ' ? . 

land of Goshen: L X X O L EthGen46:28 also supply «land of» while the other 
versions lack it. Jubilees does not, however, refer to a city named 'Hprnrnv there as 
LXX OL (cf EthGenesis) do. In this respect it follows the shorter text of MT Sam Syriac. 
The word «Goshen» ( a " l 9 " ) also shows Jubilees' independence from the LXX tradition 
which reads 'Pa|iECT(Tf| at this point. MT Sam Syriac, like Jubilees, use «Goshen». It 
should be added, though, that the spelling l,"t9° reflects that of the word elsewhere in 
LXX (Ffeen). 

his neighbors: This is a literal rendering of the phrase which uses the adjectival form 
^•^•nv. Many mss. substitute 4'<-n (near) for the adjective, and Dillmann (1859) and 
Charles (1895) read it in their editions. 

44:10 for each one ... cattle: The last words of the verse present problems. Dillmann 
(1851) did not translate this segment of the text, while Littmann rearranged the verse to 
read: «Dies aber war [ein] gut[es Land] im Land Agypten 'fiir alle und auch fiir das Vieh' 
und nahe bei ihm». He explained that the words which he set in single quotation marks fit 
here only, « . . . fafls sie einen Sinn haben sollen». (112, n. a) Hartom follows Littmann's 
rearrangement (see 126, n. to v I t is very difficult to determine what the best Ethiopic 
reading is. The solution offered here can only be tentative, since the text may well be 
corrupt. But it is possible that A ^ A reproduces aijTCOV in the phrase xoic, aurcbv KXTiveoiv. 
The meaning then would be: their cattle. This, however, is not entirely satisfactory, as the 
reading A ? i A is found in no more ancient ms. than 39 (though cf. 20). The two earliest 
readings for the phrase in question are (OM. ' Mdd (9; c f 38) and iDtyM. • X7AA. One 
could regard either W A U or aiixM. as a corruption of c H - A - H ( = and all [the cattle]). The 
later reading a>M\M. would then have to be explained as an attempt to parallel A t f - A -
which immediately precedes it. 

cattle: At the end of the verse, ms. 17 alone adds: and Jacob and all his cattle entered 
Egypt — and all his children. 

on the sixteenth day of this third month and went to the territory of 
Egypt. 44:9 Israel sent his son Judah in front of him to Joseph to check 
the land of Goshen because Joseph had told his brothers to come there 
in order to live there so that they would be his neighbors. 44:10 It was 
the best (place) in the land of Egypt and (it was) near him for each one 
and also all the cattle. 

44:11 These are the names of Jacob's children who went to Egypt 
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44:11 with their father Jacob: In G e n 4 6 : 8 M T S a m Syriac lack these words, but 
many Greek mss., OL'^ and PsPho 8:11 add them. For a similar phrase see Exod 1:1. 

In the translation of the list of names, the spellings of the RSV have been used. The 
differences in the Ethiopic forms are treated in the notes. 

44:12 Reuben: For the spelling with final -/, see Syriac EthGen 46:8, 9; Josephus (Ant. 
11.178) gives 'Poupf|Xou. 

Israel's first-born: «Israels is the name in hsts in Exod 6:14; Num 26:5; 1 Chr 5:3; but 
Gen 46:8 has «Jacob». 

Pallu: The final -s is found in many LXX mss., OL and Josephus, Ant.UAlS 

Hezron: In Ethiopic the name ends with -m as in many LXX witnesses (Gen 46:9). 
44:13 Ohad: The Ethiopic form is hP-t which is modeled, it appears, on a base 

similar to'AtoS in LXXGen 46:10 (cf acoO in 53'-56). 
Jachin: The Ethiopic spelling has a final -m which is paralleled in a number of LXX 

witnesses at Gen 46;10; c f also lachim in OL*. 
Zohar: f\hC resembles Sdap in LXXGen 46:10. MT reads "ins. 
Phoenician: This is the reading of the oldest mss., but 20 25 35 44 offer (iViV^ (cf 42 

47). Charles (1895, p. 158, n. 32) emended to hTT-E^ in line with Gen 46:10. In 1902 
(p. 240, n.), however, he followed Ronsch's (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 499) suggestion that 
«Sephensaerin» was derived from DBS (Judg 1:17) and that it was the preferred reading. 
Therefore he translated as «the Zephathite woman» and would have adopted ms. 25 for 
his text. It should be noted, though, that Ronsch knew of the readings of mss. 38 51 alone 
and thus could not have been aware that «Phoenicians predominated in the more ancient 
copies. Moreover, «Phoenicians is a modernizing touch for «Canaanites (see Mt 15:22; 
Mk 7:26), while readings such as those of 20 25 35 44 involve a simple transposition of.? 
and fn in the term. 

44:14 sons: There is no doubt that from a text-critical standpoint MVif" is superior to 
t n - A - * ; but there can also be little doubt that m-A-.^ is correct in this list. The reading 
«brotherss may owe its existence to the fact that «your/ his/ their brotherss was a fairly 
common way of referring to the Levites (see Num 16:10; 18:2, 6; Deut 18:7; 2 Chr 35:15; 
Ezra 3:8; 1 QM 13.1; 15.4). 

Gershon: The name is spelled with d instead of r (MTGen 46:11 has pizhl) — a 
confusion that probably occurred in Hebrew. The form ysSacov is found in a considerable 
number of LXX witnesses. 

Kohath: is a form attested in some LXX texts (KOOS); MTGen 46:11 reads mp 
and LXX KadO. 

44:15 Shelah: (ktfV reproduces l,r\X(s>\i, the form in LXXGen 46:12, not nbv of MT. 
Perez: 4-<iA agrees in form with OdpEi; of LXXGen 46:12; MT has p s . 
four: Like Josephus (Ant. 11.178) Jubilees lists Judah's surviving sons, while Gen 46:12 

mentions the two deceased brothers as well — Er and Onan. They are later noted in 
Jub 44:34. 

with their father Jacob. 44:12 Reuben, Israel's first-born, and these are 
the names of his sons: Enoch, Pallu, Hezron, and Carmi — five; 
44:13 Simeon and his sons, and these are the names of his sons: 
Jemuel, Jamin, Ohad, Jachin, Zohar, and Shaul, the son of the Phoeni
cian woman — seven; 44:14 Levi and his sons, and these are the names 
of his sons: Gershon, Kohath, and Merari — four; 44:15 Judah and 
his sons, and these are the names of his sons: Shelah, Perez, and Zerah 
— four; 44:16 Issachar and his sons, and these are the names of his 
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sons: Tola, Puvah, lob, and Shimron — five; 44:17 Zebulun and his 
sons, and these are the names of his sons: Sered, Elon, and Jahleel 
— four; 44:18 These are Jacob's sons and their sons to whom Leah 
gave birth for Jacob in Mesopotamia — six and their one sister Dinah. 
All of the persons of Leah's sons and their sons who went with their 5 
father Jacob to Egypt were 29. And, as their father Jacob was with 
them, they were 30. 

44:19 The sons of Zilpah, the maid of Jacob's wife Leah, to whom 
she gave birth for Jacob were Gad and Asher. 44:20 These are the 
names of their sons who went with him into Egypt. Gad's sons: 10 
Ziphion, Haggi, Shuni, Ezbon, [Eri], Areli, and Arodi — eight. 
44:21 The children of Asher: Imnah, Ishvah, [Ishvi], Beriah, and their 

44:16 Puvah: 4-h reproduces riKlD of SamGen 46:13 ( = Syriac LXX [Ooud]); 
1 Chr 7:1 offers the same spelling. MTGen 46:13 has m s . See Charles, 1895, p. 159, n. 3; 
1902, p. 240, n.; Littmann, 112, n. h. 

lob: Kfft-n agrees with the spelhng aiET in SamGen46:13 ( = LXX laaouP); 
Num 26:24; 1 Chr 7:1 (qere); MTGen 46:13 reads 3V. Cf Charles, 1895, p. 159, n . 4 ; 
1902, p. 240, n.; Littmann, 112, n. i; Hartom, 126, n. to vn: . 

Shimron: With f\9°e9° compare Josephus, ^nr. IL178 (Sanapwv) and LXX ms. 59 
(^a^£pan). MTGen 46:13 has pnaw and LXX ZauPpdn. 

44:17 Sered: The Ethiopic spelling is unique. MTGen 46:14 reads Tio ( = LXX). 
44:18 Mesopotamia: LXXGen 46:15 gives MearortOTanig rfj; 'Lvpiaq ( = OL 

EthGenesis). MT refers to the area as ]1S ( = Sam Syriac). 
their one sister: The versions of Gen 46:15 read «his daughters. 
29: As the text says, this number includes only Leah's sons and their sons; thus it 

excludes Dinah (who had died by this time). Also, the deceased sons of Judah are not 
counted. Gen 46:15 gives 33 as the number; it includes Judah's two sons who had died 
and the two sons of Perez (Gen 46:12). 

44:20 Ziphion: The spelling rt>*f-7 follows the pattern of the name in MTGen 46:16 
(p'BS = Syriac), not that of Sam ( p s s ) LXX OL ( = Num 26:15). 

Haggi: Jubilees offers the unique form hp-t, MTGen 46:16 has "in and LXX 'Ayyiq. 
[Eri]: The mss. lack this name, but the number «eights at the end of the verse 

presupposes that one name has fallen from the text. MTGen 46:16 reads 
( = Num 26:16), but Sam has -TS? ( = Syriac) and LXX gives 'AiiSii; ( = OL). The form in 
LXX OL is the basis for the name reconstructed here (14rt ) . All translators except 
Dillmann (though he noted the problem [1851, p. 72, n. 75] and left a blank at this point 
in 1859) and Berger (but see 533, n. d. to v 20) have restored a name here. Mss. 44 and 58 
add a name at the end of the list. 

Areli, and Arodi: Jubilees uniquely transposes these two names. The spelling of ^<-^ 
reflects the form in MT LXXGen 46:16 ( n n s [ = Sam] and 'AporiSig ( = OL), not i n x 
as in Num 26:17 ( = SyriacGen 46:16). 

44:21 Ishvah: X-d-h reproduces the form of the name in LXXGen 46:17 ('leooud = 
OL); MT Sam have mi:^ ( = Syriac). 

[Ishvi]: Another name must have been omitted here where MTGen 46:17 reads "TV" 
(note how similar it is to the preceding name). The number at the end of the verse 
presupposes one additional name, as does the total in v 22. The restored name has been 
patterned on LXX's 'IEOUX (Charles [1895, p. 159, n. 31] spelled it as ff-d-K; note that 
ms. 44 adds f-dtt-h). All of the translators except Dillmann (cf 1851, p. 72, n. 75) and 
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one sister Serah — six. 44:22 All the persons were 14, and all those of 
Leah were 44. 

44:23 The sons of Rachel who was Jacob's wife were Joseph and 
Benjamin. 44:24 Before his father came to Egypt children, to whom 

5 Asenath — the daughter of Potiphar, the priest of Heliopohs — gave 
birth for him, were born to Joseph in Egypt: Manasseh and Ephraim 
— three. 44:25 The sons of Benjamin were: Bela, Becher, Ashbel, Gera, 
Naaman, Ehi, Rosh, Muppim, Huppim, and Ard — eleven. 44:26 All 
the persons of Rachel were 14. 

10 44:27 The sons of Bilhah, the maid of Jacob's wife Rachel, to whom 

Berger have restored a name at this point. Goldmann and Hartom divide the verses 
differently in this context: both begin v 21 with «Gad's sons» and v 22 with «the children 
of Asher». They retain the same number of verses (34) in the chapter by combining vv 23 
and 24 as v 24. 

Serah: Ethiopic A<{- matches Sdpa of LXXGen 46:17 ( = OL); MT spells the name 
mir ( = Sam Syriac). 

six: Since one name was lost, the text reads five; but 44:22 requires that the number be 
corrected. The total includes Serah. 

44:24 Heliopolis: LXXGen46:20 gives 'HWou nbXexaq ( = OL) where M T S a m read 
p s ( = Syriac). 

were born: The plural form of the verb agrees with Syriac LXX OL.EthGen 46:20, 
though Jubilees does not offer an equivalent for «sons» in this verse as L X X O L 
EthGenesis do (MT Sam Syriac also omit). 

44:25 Becher: The spelling I h C does not agree precisely with the other witnesses, but 
its consonantal structure reflects MT SamGen 46:21 ( 1 3 3 ; c f Josephus, Ant. IL180: 
BdKxapii;), not the metathesized Xopcop of LXX ( = OL). 

Gera: T-hX: may have been formed by transposing consonants two and three of NIJ, 
the form in MT SamGen 46:21 ( = Syriac L X X O L ) and by reading r as d. The names 
hfllLA and in their various spellings, are written as a single word in mss. 21 39 42 47 
48. 

Ehi: As Charles (1902, p. 241, n.) wrote, this name, with numbers eight and ten in the 
list, is « . . . corrupted almost beyond the possibility of recognition». The spelling A-flf-^ 
has no near parallels in the ancient versions (MTGen 46:21 has -m and LXX'Ayxi?). 

Rosh: The form is i-h., and it too is unique. MT SamGen 46:21 read and LXX 
has 'P6(;(= OL). The Ethiopic spelling resembles that of M T S a m but without the final 
consonant and with different vowels. 

Muppim: Ethiopic MX9° also falls into Charles' category of «corrupted almost 
beyond the possibility of recognition». MT SamGen 46:21 give D ' o a ( = Syriac); LXX 
has Mancpiv (OL: Mamfin). 

Huppim: hi-f resembles 'Ocpift of LXXGen 46:21 but without the rough breathing 
mark. MT Sam have D'on ( = Syriac). 

Ard: pM° is the third of the names which Charles considered hopelessly corrupt. 
MT SamGen 46:21 spell it as T-l«, while LXX uses'Apa5 ( = OL) and EthGenesis, which 
omits almost all of the names in this list, gives h.*?-^-. Note that Jubilees does not offer the 
plus «Gera became the father of Arad» that appears in LXX OL EthGenesis (cf 
Num 26:40; 1 Chr 8:3). 

44:26 14: So MT Sam SyriacGen 46:22; LXX OL EthGenesis give 18 as the total. 
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she gave birth for Jacob were Dan and Naphtali. 44:28 These are the 
names of their sons who went with them to Egypt. The sons of Dan 
were: Hushim, Samon, Asudi, lyaka, and Salomon — six. 44:29 They 
died in Egypt during the year in which they came (there). Only Hushim 
was left to Dan. 44:30 These are the names of Naphtali's sons: Jahzeel, 5 
Guni, Jezer, Shillem, and Ev. 44:31 Ev, who was born after the years of 
the famine, died in Egypt. 44:32 All those of Rachel were 26. 

44:33 All the persons of Jacob who entered Egypt were 70 persons. 
So all of these sons and grandsons of his were 70, and five who died in 
Egypt before they married. They had no children. 44:34 Judah's two lO 
sons Er and Onan had died in the land of Canaan. They had no 

44:28 Hushim: MT SamGen 46:23 have Q-vn ( = Syriac; the form anVB in Num 26:42 
involves a transposition of the first two consonants and 1 is used rather than ' ) ; LXX 
spells it as 'Aaon ( = OL) and EthGenesis as M (in some mss.). 

Samon ... Salomon: The versions of Gen 46:23 (see also Num 26:42) lack these names 
and list Hushim alone, although all of them read «sons of Dan». See Charles, 1902, 
p. 241, n.; Hartom, 126, n. to vv B3-n3 for later references to this anomaly. Jub 44:29 
explains that these four died the very year they entered Egypt. Since these names do not 
figure in Genesis and therefore are not in the RSV, the forms in the translation are 
transcriptions of the Ethiopic spellings. 

44:30 Naphtah: For spelhng with final -m, see PsPho 8:12 (Neptalim) and EthGen 
46:24 (•̂ <R;̂ A.J»°)• 

Jahzeel: KfClkti is also the spelhng in LXXGen46:24 (TaoiiiX = OL); M T S a m 
have Vnsm ( = Syriac). See also Num 26:48; 1 Chr 7:13 (where the spelling "?«-sn' does 
not fully support Charles' contention [1902, p. 241, n.J that Jubilees agrees with it). 

Guni: The form pVi. is without parallel. MT SamGen 46:24 off'er (with Syriac and 
Num 26:48; 1 Chr 7:13). LXX reads Fcouvi (OL: Goyni). 

Jezer: The Ethiopic spelling hfihC more nearly reproduces "laaaap (OL: lessaar) of 
LXXGen 46:24 than IS- of MT Sam and of Num 26:49; 1 Chr 7:13. 

Shillem: {\lt-r reflects mV© of SamGen 46:24 ( = MT 1 Chr 7:13), not DVI? of MT 
( = Syriac and Num 26:49). The LXX spelling I,vXXr\n (OL: Symeon) differs from all of 
these. Cf Charles, 1895, p. 160, n. 14, though he misinterprets the Syriac. 

Ev: This name is not found in Gen 46:24; see Jub 44:31 for an explanation. Only mss. 
42 47 add the expected number «six» at the end of the verse. 

44:31 years: The word is singular, but l o n - f can be used for the plural as well. 
44:33 persons ... persons: '"''id.il means «spirit» and is not the term used elsewhere in 

the numerical summaries of this chapter (vv 18, 22, 26, 32 [Wti = literally: soul; but 
translated as «persons]). 

70: So MT Sam SyriacGen 46:27 and Josephus, Ant. 11.176, 183 (he does not include 
Jacob). LXX OL EthGenesis have «75» ( = Acts 7:14). Dillmann read «75» in 1859 (see 
p. 152, n. 9), and Goldmann has followed him. 

they married: Though Charles (1895, p. 160, n. 19; 1902, p. 241, n.) read f-rt.* ( = mss. 
25 39' 42 47 48), the name is probably a corruption of ^a>-fin-. 

44:34 Judah's ... had died: Charles (1895, p. 160, n. 20) emended V^?' to T"* (none 
of the more recently identified mss. that were collated for this edition evidences this word), 
but the suffixal form is appropriate with the phrase A^«-^ which functions as an indirect 
object (literally: they died to Judah). 

file://{/lt-r
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nations; Charles' «Gentile nations» (1902) is redundant. 
45; 1 went; The singular form of the verb agrees with Sam Syriac Vulgate Gen 46;28; 

MT, with the targums, resorts to a plural, while LXX OL EthGenesis omit the entire 
clause. 

45; 2 Jacob: The versions of Gen 46:29, except EthGenesis which also uses fdf'tt 
(with the septuagintal group «), read «Israel». 

Goshen; So MT Sam SyriacGen 46:29; LXX offers 'Hpwcov noXiv ( = OL; cf EthGen
esis). 

wrapped his arms around his father's neck: Jubilees uses <h+<{. which means «to 
embrace» (cf D I L L . M A N N , Lexicon, 99), but Gen 46:29 employs the expression •?» V s i = 
he fell on (EthGenesis has Wi+C). Why, therefore, Dillmann, Littmann, Charles, Gold
mann (though see his note, p. nttf, n. to v 3), and Hartom translate as «fell on» is puzzling. 
Berger correctly renders with «er umarmte den Hals seines Vaters». 

45:3 after: MT Sam SyriacGen 46:30 support h9°H; LXX OL EthGenesis have 
«since/ because» = as in mss. 39 42 47 48 58. 

45:4 It is enough; Literally; it is great. See the note to 43:24, and Charles, 1902, 
p. 242, n. 

while I am alive: Charles (1902, p. 242, n.) placed «I am» between daggers and referred 
to Gen 46:30 (-n I T S -3 = «that you are still alive» [RSV]) in support of his suspicion 
that « . . . our text is probably corrupt; for by changing ana into anta it is brought into line 
with Gen. xlvi.30». It is quite possible that such a mistake was made, but there is no 
longer any evidence that it did, apart from the biblical text. 

45:5 was extremely happy: Literally: rejoiced a very great rejoicing. 
45:6 gift: Gen 47;II reads ntnx = «a possession)) (RSV). 
Goshen and in Ramses: Gen 47:11 lacks the conjunction (as do mss. 17 63) so that 

«land of Ramses)) stands in apposition to «in the land of Egypt, in the best part of the 

children. The sons of Israel buried those who died, and they were 
placed among the 70 nations. 

45:1 Israel went into the territory of Egypt, into the land of Goshen, 
on the first of the fourth month during the second year of the third 

5 week of the forty-fifth jubilee [2172]. 45:2 When Joseph came to meet 
his father Jacob in the land of Goshen, he wrapped his arms around his 
father's neck and cried. 45:3 Israel said to Joseph: 'Now let me die 
after I have seen you. Now may the Lord, the God of Israel, the God 
of Abraham, and the God of Isaac — who has not withheld his 

10 kindness and his mercy from his servant Jacob — be blessed. 45:4 It is 
enough for me that I have seen your face while I am alive, because the 
vision that I saw in Bethel was certainly true. May the Lord my God be 
blessed forever and ever and may his name be blessed'. 45:5 Joseph and 
his brothers ate food and drank wine in front of their father. Jacob was 

15 extremely happy because in front of him he saw Joseph eating and 
drinking with his brothers. He blessed the creator of all who had 
preserved him and preserved his twelve sons for him. 45:6 As a gift 
Joseph gave his father and his brothers (the right) to live in the land of 
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Goshen and in Ramses; and (he gave) them all its districts which they 
would rule in the pharaoh's presence. Israel and his sons lived in the 
land of Goshen, the best part of the land of Egypt. Israel was 130 years 
of age when he came into Egypt. 45:7 Joseph provided as much food 
for his father, his brothers, and also for their livestock as would be 5 
sufficient for them for the seven years of famine. 

45:8 As the land of Egypt suifered from the famine, Joseph gained 
the whole land of Egypt for the pharaoh in exchange for food. He 
acquired the people, their cattle, and everything for the pharaoh. 
45:9 When the years of the famine were completed, Joseph gave seed 1 0 
and food to the people who were in the land so that they could sow 
seed in the eighth year because the river had overflowed the entire land 

land». In Jubilees Goshen and Ramses seem to be separate territories. Where Jubilees 
reads «Goshen», G e n 4 7 : 1 1 has «Egypt». For «Ramses» MT offers Doasi ( = Sam 
Syriac LXX EthGenesis), whereas OL provides Gesem (Josephus, Ant. 1 1 . 1 8 8 : 'HXiou 
TtoXsi). 

(he gave) them all its districts: ttte •• hf^f^V is in the accusative case and is therefore 
to be construed as another object of muo. 

4 5 : 7 their livestock: means «possessions», but here it clearly refers to their 
animals. For this meaning, see DILLMANN, Lexicon, 1 2 2 1 . It reproduces Hebrew n m p a 
(so Goldmann and Hartom). At this point. Gen 4 7 : 1 2 refers to «all his father's house-
hold» (RSV). 

would be sufficient: Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 6 1 , n . 8 ) wrote regarding flh"» •• fJihft"""- = «As 
Gen. xlvii. 1 2 has ion -D"? and LXX Kotd atona, the above seems a corruption of flh"" ' 
;̂ V)/voo- = Kara CTm^a amOim. EthGenesis reads nothing of the sort (AA = S ' Wti), and 
there is no compelling reason to accept his suggestion. In 1 9 0 2 he translated the text as it 
stands, though in a note (p. 2 4 3 ) he repeated his argument. 

4 5 : 8 suffered: M T SamGen 4 7 : 1 3 read a"?!?] which means «languish, faint» (the root 
is nn"? [BDB, 5 2 9 ] ) ; Syriac has i\=-U.; and LXX uses t^eXmev (= OL EthGenesis). The 
Ethiopic and Latin verbs in Jubilees offer the different nuance of «suffering». 

from: Literally: from before the face o f The idiom mirrors M T S a m ('3Da) Syriac
Gen 4 7 : 1 3 ; LXX OL have «from» (&n6/ a respectively); and EthGenesis uses fl. 

He ...for the pharaoh: The Ethiopic text reads (literally): and men and their cattle and 
everything the pharaoh acquired. But Latin, which introduces the sentence with- nam 
( = for) and lacks an equivalent for «their», understands Joseph to be the subject and 
places the royal title in the dative case (pharaoni). Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 6 1 , n. 1 6 ) emended 
the Ethiopic to /ii-CPt and by this simple change brought it into harmony with Latin (so 
also in 1 9 0 2 , p. 2 4 3 , n.; Littmann, 1 1 3 , n. b; Berger [without note]). Charles' solution has 
been adopted here because the Latin supports it and it fits the sense of the passage in 
which Joseph is the actor, not the monarch. It is likely that the erroneous Ethiopic text 
resulted from the confusing fact that in Greek both the nominative and dative forms of 
the Egyptian title are spelled <I>apa6 (LXX distinguishes the dative only by the form of 
the definite article [iro]). 

4 5 : 9 years: Latin: septem anni. The number is probably an addition (cf v 10 ) . 
the people who were in the land: Latin phrases somewhat differently with populo 

terrae. 
sow seed: Latin adds terram after the verb. Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 6 1 , n. 1 7 ; 1 9 0 2 , p. 2 4 3 , 
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of Egypt. 45:10 For during the seven years of the famine it had 
irrigated only a few places at the river bank, but now it overflowed. The 
Egyptians seeded the land, and it yielded good produce that year. 
45:11 That was the first year of the fourth week of the forty-fifth 

n.) inserted into his text on the basis of Latin and Gen 47:23. C f Jub 45:10 where 
neh- ... 9°X:i appears in the Ethiopic text. 

the river had overflowed: Unlike Ethiopic, Latin places the subject before the verb. 
Ethiopic means (literally); the river had filled; The Latin verb, however, signifies «had 
gone up». 

45:10 famine but now it overflowed: Latin adds non ascenderat et. Ms. 38 alone 
offers a similar text: Jifl"" = «»"A>i = •• m (mss. 9 12 17 39 42' 47 48 63 also read at 
before the following negated verb; contrary to Charles' assertion [1895, p. 161, n. 20], 25 
[ = B] does not). From Latin and ms. 38 Charles (ibid.; c f 1902, p. 243, n.) reconstructed 
Ethiopic as OIC ' a>t\.<^6x>\ • w ... Littmann (113, n. d), Hartom, and Berger (535, n. a 
[where he incorrectly adds the negative to the verb of ms. 38 [ = D]) have accepted 
Charles' revised text. The Ethiopic could have lost the clause through parablepsis {a>K. — 
a>K), but the situation is complicated by the fact that all Ethiopic mss. have a positive 
version of the missing clause at a later point in this verse (ai^AHrt ' ""Ah). Here Latin 
lacks it. The context in which the clause occurs determines whether it should be negative 
(at the beginning of the verse) or positive (later in the verse). The variant, then, concerns 
the location of the clause; it is doubtful that it occurred twice in one verse (only 38, of all 
the witnesses, evidences such repetition). Where the clause was located originally remains 
an open question. 

irrigated: The Ethiopic verb is transitive as is Latin adaquauerant, but the latter is 
plural — as though modica loca were the subject and the verb itself passive. One should 
probably read adaquauerat. Neither Ronsch nor Charles commented upon this problem. 

but now it overflowed: Latin, as indicated above, lacks this clause but reads a negative 
form of it earlier in the verse. 
, seeded: After the verb Latin adds in anno octauo. It may be that seminarent terram 
anno octauo in v 9 influenced a scribe or translator to make the addition here, 

the land: Latin adds suam. 
it yielded: Latin: collegerunt ( = [they] gathered). Charles (1895, p. 161, n. 26; c f 1902, 

p. 243, n.) emended i.Cf^ to t\i^ = collegerunt. The two Ethiopic verbs are not 
graphically similar so that confusion between them is unlikely to have occurred. The only 
other passage in the Latin fragments in which a form of colligo figures is 24:15 where 
collegit and Mdl correspond with one another. Perhaps it is preferable to account for the 
variant by positing that diff'erent forms of the verb KapTtoco were present in the Greek 
version of Jubilees: Ethiopic renders an active and Latin a middle form ( = to gather fruit, 
reap crops). 

good produce: As it stands, the Ethiopic text means «much good». Here Latin reads a 
more likely «good produce/ fruit». Mss. 9 20 35 38 39 42 47 48 58 (cf 12) offer fl[/")C9f 
rather than wTf, but Dillmann (1859) and Charles (1895) understandably adopted the 
former. Charles (ibid., p. 161, n. 27) suggested that one should perhaps read <P<t = w T f 
with Latin. Yet, •flH-'Y should ultimately render a form of 3"), a word whose consonants 
when reversed would be "13 = grain, corn. This, in turn, is a possible meaning for Kapreoi; 
which must underlie fructus. For this reason, the Ethiopic text has been emended. The 
variant fl[/*']CT<' may have arisen when a scribe, noting that no name for a crop appeared 
in his text (that is, it read •flH-'l = "^Tf), altered the second to /"CTf. Hence, the original 
Hebrew would have been 310 1 3 which was corrupted into 31t: 3 1 ( = Ethiopic). 

45:11 That: Latin: Hie. Latin does not place a conjunction before this term. 
fourth; Latin quinti, which is inconsistent with the date in 45:1 (where no Latin is 
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jubilee [2178]. 45:12 Joseph took the king's fifth of the food which had 
been sown, and he left four parts for them for food and seed. Joseph 
made it a law for the land of Egypt until today. 

preserved), is a mistalce for quartae (so RONSCH, Das Buch der Jubilaen, 84; Charles, 1895, 
p. 161, n. 2 to Latin). The following quinto probably misled a scribe into writing the 
wrong ordinal. 

45:12 the king's fifth of the food which had been sown: Latin differs in several ways. It 
transposes «fifth part» and the prepositional phrase «of . . .» Where the Ethiopic mss. 
read ^hA(A) ( = food) Latin has omnibus. This led Charles (1895, p. 162, n. 4) to emend 
the Ethiopic to tfA- (note the graphic similarity of the two words — a feature which is 
present also for the Hebrew equivalents V3K and Vs). He may indeed have been correct, 
although he seems to have withdrawn the change in 1902 (p. 243, n., where he mentioned 
it as a possibihty). The word «all» makes better sense with «which had been sown». This 
relative clause involves a different verb in the two versions: Ethiopic has (hterally) «they 
had sown» (the indefinite plural has the force of a passive), and Latin gives «had been 
produced». Littmann (113, n. f) asked whether natum were not a mistake for satum, 
which is a participle of sero = to sow. His proposal has a good chance of being correct 
and offers a better sense than Charles' suggestion (1895, p. 162, n. 5) that one read H iCf . 
In fact, in 1902 he rejected his emendation. He translated «(of the corn) of the harvest)) 
and explained: «Zar'u is not a verb here, but zar'e (which here = seges, yevvfinara) with 
the suffix, which goes back to medr = 'land' in verse 10, just as aCjTfjq after id yevvfinara 
in LXX of Gen. xlvii.24 goes back to yfjv in the preceding sentence)), (ibid.; in the next 
sentence he reiterated his suggestion of 1895) But this is most unlikely as the Latin reads a 
verb here and the masculine sufl̂ ix would not agree with the gender of 9°f:C (see Jub 45:9-
10). Berger (535, n. a to v 12) has advanced a new view: yswdca, which can refer to giving 
birth both to children and to «pflanzlicher Frucht)), appeared in the Greek text and, 
through its ambiguity, produced the present variants. One could compare td yEvvfujaxa 
in Gen 47:24. It is certainly possible that a form of this verb was found in Greek Jubilees 
at this point, but Littmann's view is at least as likely. Latin also adds an explanatory «in 
the land of Egypt)) which is not paralleled in Ethiopic. Finally, where Ethiopic reads «the 
king's)), Latin has portionem regalem. 

left ... for them: Or: allowed ... to them. Latin has «gave them». Possibly }Ta stood in 
the original, since it can mean both «to give» and «to permit)) (^BDB, 679 for the latter 
sense). The same options would apply for 5i6(oni as well. 

four parts: Ethiopic reads literally «a fourth part)), but Latin quattuor partes must be 
correct, since this statement summarizes how all of the produce was divided. The king 
received one-fifth; the remaining four parts were allotted to the people. The evidence of 
the Ethiopic mss. is more complex than the critical apparatus indicates. The ordinal 
<{--fld+ ( -*) is found in all collated mss. except 17 39 42 47 58 63 which supply the 
number four — presumably the correct reading. But it is not clear how one is to interpret 
these numbers because the same mss. (with 21 38) read the number five for the preceding 
'^9°M where the cardinal number is clearly incorrect. It is possible, then, that these 
numerals are used for ordinals in both instances in this verse. For this reason, they are not 
hsted as variants in the critical apparatus. It may be suggested that the ordinal <{-'fld+ 
entered the text under the influence of the preceding -Ir^'flf'. 

made it: The two verbs <Jrtf and praepono have the same meaning (see DILLMANN 
[Lexicon, 281] who listed praeponere as one of the senses of this verb [ = aim in 
Gen 47:26]). Latin reads hoc instead of the suffixal «it)> of Ethiopic, and it adds «for all 
the Egyptians)) — a phrase not found in Gen 47:26. 

land: Latin: entire land. Gen47:26 lacks an equivalent for tota (see Charles, 1895, 
p. 163, n. 3 to Latin). 
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45:13 17 years: With Gen 47:28 Ethiopic reads the word «years» after while Latin 
places it before the number. 

the time that he lived: Literally: the days that he lived. Latin reads «the years of his life 
that he lived». Gen 47:28 employs a double expression: «the days of Jacob, the years of 
his life» (RSV). Latin reflects the second (which makes «that he lived» redundant), while 
Ethiopic resembles the first. The preposition in which follows uixit seems strange; the 
phrasing of facti sunt ... in suggests Hebrew b ... ( = they became). 

three jubilees: Latin tertio iubeleo should be tres iubeleos ( R O N S C H , Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 84; Charles, 1895, p. 163, n. 4 to Latin). It now reads: in the third jubilee. 

147: Latin lacks conjunctions between 100/ 40 and between 40/ 7. Gen 47:28 furnishes 
the same number of years except in OL (146) and EthGenesis (148 in most mss.). 

He died: Latin prefaces deficiens to «he died». 
during ... jubilee: Latin gives the same number but typically places the jubilee category 

first while Ethiopic characteristically puts it last. As it also does elsewhere, Latin uses a 
conjunction before the number, thus suggesting that the date is to be taken with the 
following, not the preceding sentence. 

45:14 Israel: Since Latin placed et before the date at the end of v 13, it does not repeat 
it at the beginning of v 14 where Ethiopic has fl>. 

them: Latin omits. 
everything: Latin expresses a very similar notion through the word quaecumque 

( = whatever). Note the erroneously reduphcated form in the text and see R O N S C H , Das 
Buch der Jubilaen, 84; Charles, 1895, p. 163, n. 8 to Latin. 

and he informed ... to them: Latin omits. It reads no conjunction before in nouissimis 
diebus and then lacks anything that would correspond with Hh"" — hX-f:Pa^. The 
missing words, though they express a sentiment which is similar to that of the preceding 
clause, are needed because without them the sons of Jacob are located in Egypt during the 
last days. 

gave Joseph two shares: Latin places ioseph before the verb and reads benedixit where 
Ethiopic uses WUO ( = dedit). See Gen 48:22 in which Tiru appears but also Gen 48:15-20 
where Jacob blesses Joseph's two sons. Here Latin repeats the preceding verb. In addition, 
for Ethiopic's «two shares» Latin employs the adverb dupliciter. 

45:15 in the double cave in the land of Hebron: Latin: in chebron. Besides omitting 
terra before chebron, Latin disagrees with Ethiopic by omitting «in the double cave» — a 
clear case of parablepsis (from in to in). 

45:16 fathers: Latin: father. 

45:13 Israel lived for 17 years in the land of Egypt. All of the time 
that he lived was three jubilees — 147 years. He died during the fourth 
year of the fifth week of the forty-fifth jubilee [2188]. 45:14 Israel 
blessed his sons before he died. He told them everything that would 

5 happen to them in the land of Egypt; and he informed them (about) 
what would happen to them at the end of time. He blessed them and 
gave Joseph two shares in the land. 45:15 He slept with his fathers and 
was buried near his father Abraham in the double cave in the land of 
Canaan — in the grave which he had dug for himself in the double cave 

10 in the land of Hebron. 45:16 He gave all his books and the books of 
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renew: Here again Latin reads a future form where traditional grammar would require 
a subjunctive. R O N S C H {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 8 4 ) and Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 6 3 , n. 1 0 to 
Latin) emended to renovaret. Goldmann's translation omits the previous verb (inadver
tently, as the conjunction before ODinb shows). 

4 6 : 1 populous: Latin: magnam. The Ethiopic and Latin words may render different 
senses of m ( = much, many, great). 

all of them: Latin omits. Perhaps the text read uniuersi here, and its similarity with the 
following unianimes led to its omission. 

were of the same mind: Literally: were the same in their heart (Latin: with respect to 
their hearts). 

each one loved the other: Latin uses plural forms (each one loved his brothers) and has 
singuli where Ethiopic reads MfD-. 

each one helped the other: Latin employs an imperfect indicative verb whereas 
Ethiopic reads another subjunctive and repeats h<»" before it. The verbs mean «helped» 
and «joined» respectively. R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 1 6 1 ) spoke of «diese 
aufifallende Construction von se adiungere mit cumy> as modeled on a Greek verbal 
expression such as Jtapiatrini which, in the middle voice, can mean «beistehen» (see 
Ethiopic). However, though nopiaxrini can mean «to help», it does not signify «to join». 
Another possibility is that a Latin confusion between forms of adjuvo (to help) and 
adjungo (to join) has occurred. If there was a confusion of this sort in Latin, the Ethiopic 
indicates that the form of adjuvo would have been the original Latin reading. The 
versions also disagree in their ways of expressing «each one ... the other»: Ethiopic 
(literally) gives «a man with his brother» and Latin (literally) offers «a brother with his 
neighbor*. 

even: The Ethiopic mss. overwhelmingly support a conjunction here (only mss. 3 5 5 8 
omit), but the clause that results hardly fits the context (and ten weeks of years [were] all 
[in the wrong case] the days of the life of Joseph). Dillmann ( 1 8 5 1 ) did make a clause of 
these words, but the only ms. to which he then had access added at the end of the verse 

•• ihX-fD •• 'hT'X:''iC •• n̂"«̂  ( = «die er nach seinem vater lebte» [Goldmann places this 
clause in brackets]). As no other ms. collated for the present edition reads these words, 
they are unlikely to be original in the Ethiopic version. Moreover, the same words occur 
in V 2 . Charles ( 1 8 9 5 , p. 1 6 3 , n. 2 9 ) omitted the conjunction against all of his mss. (see his 
translation of 1 9 0 2 ) ; Littmann ( 1 1 4 , n. a) and Hartom (without note) have followed his 
lead, while Berger puts «und» in brackets. Rather than omitting a word that is so strongly 
supported, one should translate ffl as «even». It is regrettable that the first visible letters of 
2 Q 2 0 belong to the following word. 

weeks of years — for all: 2 Q 2 0 . 1 preserves most of the letters of these words (the final 
two consonants of «weeks of» and of «all» must be restored). For this line, see Baillet, 
DJD 3 . 7 9 ; V A N D E R K A M , Textual and Historical Studies, 8 8 - 8 9 . 

4 6 : 2 throughout all of Joseph's lifetime that: Literally (as in v 1): all the days of 

his fathers to his son Levi so that he could preserve them and renew 
them for his sons until today. 

46:1 After the death of Jacob, the children of Israel became numer
ous in the land of Egypt. They became a populous nation, and all of 
them were of the same mind so that each one loved the other and each 
one helped the other. They became numerous and increased very much 
— even for ten weeks of years [ = 70 years] — for all of Joseph's 
lifetime. 46:2 There was no satan or any evil one throughout all of 
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Joseph's life. 2Q20.2 preserves parts of an identical text. See Baillet, DJD 3.79; VANDER
KAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 89. 

were honoring: Ethiopic uses an imperfect tense verb, while 2Q20.3 expresses the same 
sense of continuous action through the compound O'lnil r n . Note that the Hebrew does 
not use m i D a but the verb « to give» and the noun «honor». Baillet (DJD 3.79) 
reconstructed m i ] 3 3 , but the suffix on ^h-flCJ"""" is anticipatory before AW'li-f. and 
would not be expressed in Hebrew (cf VANDERKAM, Textual and Historical Studies, 90). 

46:3 110: As 2Q20.4 shows, the Ethiopic phrase «son of -I- number of years» exactly 
reproduces the Hebrew idiom. Gen 50:26 uses the same expression (in MT Sam Syriac). 

17 ... ten ... three ... 80: With these numbers, compare Cod. Athos Koutloumous 178, 
l l v , 11. 5-7: icoCTTiq) i^' fe-uwv &npaQr\ KOI rpiot ETTI &itoiT|(TEV SoOXoi; KOI y' Exri tv xfj 
(puXoKfi Ktti K' TtdcTii; yf\(; tymxox) apxcov (DENIS, Fragmenta, 99). The numbers, which 
amount to 103, agree with Jub 46:3 in each case except for the three years when he was a 
slave. 

46:6 Ermon: Dillmann (1851, p. 72, n. 78) identified the city as probably being 
'Hpwcov noXv; (cf Lexicon, 1417: «oppidum Aeg.»); so also Charles, 1902, p. 246, n. 

46:7 ruled Egypt: Literally: was king for Egypt (mss. 20 25 35 44: in Egypt). 
so ... closed: Berger's translation omits these words without explanation. 
with no one leaving or entering: Literally: and there was no one who was leaving and 

there was no one who was entering. 
46:8 He was buried: Literally: they buried him. 

Joseph's hfetime that he lived after his father Jacob because all the 
Egyptians were honoring the children of Israel for all of Joseph's 
hfetime. 46:3 Joseph died when he was 110 years of age. He had lived 
for 17 years in the land of Canaan; for ten years he remained enslaved; 

5 he was in prison for three years; and for 80 years he was ruhng the 
entire land of Egypt under the pharaoh. 46:4 He died and all his 
brothers and all of that generation. 46:5 Before he died he ordered the 
Israelites to take his bones along at the time when they would leave the 
land of Egypt. 46:6 He made them swear about his bones because he 

10 knew that the Egyptians would not again bring him out and bury him 
on the day in the land of Canaan, since Makamaron, the king of 
Canaan, — while he was living in the land of Asur — fought in the 
valley with the king of Egypt and killed him there. He pursued the 
Egyptians as far as the gates of Ermon. 46:7 He was unable to enter 

15 because another new king ruled Egypt. He was stronger than he, so he 
returned to the land of Canaan and the gates of Egypt were closed with 
no one leaving or entering Egypt. 

46:8 Joseph died in the forty-sixth jubilee, in the sixth week, during 
its second year [2242]. He was buried in the land of Egypt, and all his 

20 brothers died after him. 46:9 Then the king of Egypt went out to fight 
with the king of Canaan in the forty-seventh jubilee, in the second 
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46:10 Amram: The mss. preserve several variant spellings. The name D i a s r (Exod 
6:18, 20) appears as AjiPpajr in LXX and as Wtt^f / Mac9°' in EthExodus. These 
Ethiopic spellings strongly resemble those o f mss. 21; 35 38. Some of the Ethiopic mss. of 
Jubilees exhibit a confusion with «Abram» here. Charles (1902, p. 247, n.) observed that 
the spelling Abram is found also in Philo (De Cong. Erud. Gratia 24) and in an LXX ms. 
at Num 26:59. 

46:11 conquered the king: In the older and superior mss. (9 17 25 [also in 63]) the verb 
lacks a suffix and the object is introduced by the preposition A ( A ' } T - / " ) . For this usage, 
see DILLMANN, Ethiopic Grammar, sec. 164.2 (p. 391). Most of the Ethiopic mss. offer Th 
(so Dillmann, 1859 and Charles, 1895) which is the expected and less difficult reading. 

46:12 He: Latin: rex chanaam, which can hardly be correct, though Berger accepts it 
(cf 539, n. a to V 12). The monarch of Egypt is speaking in v 13 («their mind[s] ... toward 
the land of Canaan»). The Latin reading may have been placed in the text when a scribe 
or translator assumed that the subject of the preceding verse remained the subject here. 
See Charles, 1895, p. 164, n. 14; Goldmann, p. ttf, n. to v 3 ' ; and the note (below) on «He 
said to the Egyptians». 

against the Israelites: Latin omits, but the context requires the phrase. 
He said to the Egyptians: Latin reads an otherwise unattested «and at that time» (i.e., 

it is in neither the Ethiopic mss. nor in Exod 1:9); and it has the Egyptians doing the 
speaking, not the king (contrary to Ethiopic and Exod 1:9). The Greek text behind the 
Latin probably contained tlmv ( = Exod 1:9) which could easily have been misread as 
elitov (see ms. 38) while a t y u j t t o K ; with little difficulty could have been transformed into 
aiyuTCTOi. Another factor which may have encouraged these changes is the subject rex 
chanaam at the beginning of the verse: once it had entered the text, these words had to be 
altered to make the Egyptians do the speaking. Otherwise, the sequel would have been 
most confusing. Cf Charles, 1895, p. 165, n. 2 to Latin. 

46:13 has ... increased: Latin adds ualde. 
numerous: LXX EthExod 1:9 read two items (great/ numerous) where MT Sam Syriac 

have just one (either «great» or «many»). Jubilees reflects this double reading and lacks 
the second adjective of MT (DISS) Sam Syriac which is presented as the third element in 
LXX EthExodus. 

Come on: Latin adds ergo ( = LXXExod 1:10). Note that Jubilees uses a plural form 
with Syriac LXX EthExod 1:10 (and the targums); MT Sam have n a n . 

let us outwit them: The Ethiopic verb agrees with the versions of Exod 1:10 (MT: 
n a s n w ) , but Latin offers adfligamus (the same verb was used in 46:12). Charles (1895, 
p. 164, n. 17; p. 165, n. 3 to Latin) thought the Latin reading was influenced by Vulgate 

week, during its second year [2263]. The Israelites brought out all the 
bones of Jacob's sons except Joseph's bones. They buried them in the 
field, in the double cave in the mountain. 46:10 Many returned to 
Egypt but a few of them remained on the mountain of Hebron. Your 
father Amram remained with them. 5 

46:11 The king of Canaan conquered the king of Egypt and closed 
the gates of Egypt. 46:12 He conceived an evil plan against the 
Israelites in order to make them suffer. He said to the Egyptians: 
46:13 'The nation of the Israelites has now increased and become more 
numerous than we are. Come on, let us outwit them before they lo 
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multiply. Let us make them suffer in slavery before war comes our way 
and they, too, fight against us. Otherwise they will unite with the enemy 
and leave our land because their mind(s) and face(s look) toward the 
land of Canaan'. 46:14 He appointed taskmasters over them to make 

Exod 1:10 (sapienter oppriraamus). Nevertheless, it, too, expresses the notion of wise 
(smart/ clever) action through sapienter. All versions of Exod 1:11 have the equivalent of 
Latin's verb just a few words later, just as Ethiopic Jubilees does. But there Latin supplies 
a different verb (see below). For the plural object, see Syriac LXX EthExod 1:10; MT 
Sam have 

before: MT SamExod 1:10 have p ( = lest = LXX); but Syriac Exodus re^.-u- and 
«•? I S mp in Tjn agree with Jubilees. See Charles, 1895, p. 164, n. 18. 

they multiply: The plural form of the verb agrees with Syriac (many LXX witnesses) 
EthExod 1:10 (and the targums) against the singular of MT Sam LXX. 

make them suffer: A plural object is found in Sam Syriac LXX EthExod 1:11; MT has 
a singular suffix on the verb. Latin reads a unique humiliemus. Vulgate Exod 1:11 gives 
the expected affligerent. Charles (1895, p. 164, n. 19) wrote: «Lat. humiliemus not so good, 
though we find the same twofold rendering of this word n^S in Exod (LXX) i. 11 KUKOCV 
and in i . l2 (Ta7C8ivoCv)». It does appear to be the latter verb that Latin translates. 

in slavery: Latin: in operibus ipsorum. Exod 1:11 is the base text, and in it MT reads 
nnVao ( = Sam Syriac) but LXX offers xoiq gpyot? (EthExodus: m-dC) . The Latin 
operibus obviously reflects the LXX's reading. The word ipsorum agrees with the suflSx in 
MT Sam Syriac ( = OL) but LXX EthExodus lack an equivalent. Charles (1895, p. 164, 
n. 20) preferred the Latin here, but, given the differences among the versions, it is difficult 
to decide which reading is superior. 

before^: Latin is different: ne forte (see the note on «before» earlier in this verse). 
war comes our way: Literally: war comes to us. The words «to us» reproduce the suffix 

of i:N-ipn in Sam ( = Syriac LXX EthExod 1:10); MT reads nJKipn. 
they, too, fight: Latin reads tunc before a future tense verb. Ethiopic lacks an 

equivalent, though it repeats HA^dA here, and uses a subjunctive verb. 
Otherwise ... the enemy: (ohao •• M>A means literafly: and if not ( = otherwise). Latin 

omits all of this sentence, but it does read super inimicos nostros which must represent a 
remnant of the line. The preposition super does not agree exactly with Ethiopic ?°AA. It 
is, however, conditioned by Exod 1:10 where M T S a m give irKJiff Vs (Vulgate uses 
inimicis nostris). This preposition may suggest that Latin read a verb meaning «be 
added» here as the versions of Exodus do (Vulgate: addatur). The possessive nostros 
reflects the wording of the biblical versions except LXX which, with Ethiopic Jubilees, 
omits it (though it does have the definite article). Charles (1895, p. 164, n. 23) emended ec 
to flC> with Latin and Exod 1:10; his corrected form is now found in mss. 21 39 58. But 
LXX shows that a suffix-less form is quite plausible. Since the Latin phrase is part of what 
was very hkely once a complete sentence, it is preferable not to try translating it in its new 
context as Berger did («mehr als unsere Feinde» [539, n. d to v 13]). 

and leave our land: Latin lacks the initial conjunction, using a participial construction 
instead. The meaning of the verb is in harmony with LXX (S^sXeuaovTai) OL 
EthExod 1:10, not with MT Sam (n'js) Syriac. The possessive «our» is attested by many 
mss. of LXX and by most of the copies of EthExodus. 

land (of Canaan): Note the misspelling tera. 
46:14 He: Latin: rex, which is unique. L X X O L EthExod 1:11 read a singular verb, 

but MT Sam Syriac resort to a plural form. The LXX tradition could be based on a 
confusion of ^TtecTTtiaev and iKeaxr]nav. See Charles, 1895, p. 164, n. 24. 

taskmasters: Ethiopic reads (literally) «chiefs of workers» and Latin «those who carry 
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them suffer in slavery. They built fortified cities for the pharaoh 
— Pithom and Ramses. They built every wall and all the fortifications 
which had fallen down in the cities of Egypt. 46:15 They were enslaving 
them by force, but however much they would make them suffer the 

out actions/ worlcs». Both attempt to render the title in Exod 1:11 (MT: Q'Oa -lir; LXX: 
imaxaxac, xm KpYcov). Charles (1895, p. 164, n. 25) emended the readings of mss. 12 25 38 
51 to "l-nc to reflect operum of Latin and the reading of Exod 1:11. Mss. 48 58 now off'er 
his emended word. Berger (539, n. b to v 14) suggests that the difi"erences may have 
resulted from the two similar words Epycov and ^pydrcov. It is also noteworthy that 
EthExod 1:11 reads TIC at this point. Though there is a slight diff"erence between the 
Ethiopic and Latin versions of Jubilees, they may be translated with the same term. 

them (suffer): The plural suflix is also supported by Sam Syriac L X X O L 
EthExod 1:11; MT alone opts for a singular form. 

in slavery: Latin, as in v 13, has in operibus ipsorum. See the note to v 13. The same 
versions of Exod 1:11 support the variants here. 

They built: The plural is found in Sam Syriac LXX OL EthExod 1:11; MT again uses 
a singular form. 

fortified cities: Ethiopic and Latin agree with the interpretation put forth in LXX 
(dxupdi;) OL EthExodus, not with mnOD of M T S a m ( = Syriac). See Charles, 1895, 
pp. 164-65, n. 26; 1902, p. 247, n. 

Pithom: The most strongly attested Ethiopic spelling mirrors nsiOw of LXX; phytoni 
of Latin resembles SamExod 1:11 (pn'D), though R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 86) and 
Charles (1895, p. 165, n. 7 to Latin) altered it to Phytom. 

Ramses: Latin adds et oon, a plus which reflects the reading of the LXX tradition at 
Exod 1:11: KOI "tiv ij eaxiv 'HXiou KoXiq (= OL EthExodus). Ronsch, who devoted a 
long note to this reading (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 162-63), saw in the addition, strangely 
enough, « . . . ein Zeugniss fiir den nichtpalastinensischen Ursprung des Jubilaenbuches» 
(162). The fact that it is not found in Ethiopic makes it more likely that the reading is not 
original in the book. Ronsch described the double o of oon as «ein archaistisches und 
rustikes Bezeichnungsmittel der Vocallange». (163) 

all the fortifications: Latin omits. As Jubilees is amplifying Exodus in this entire last 
sentence, once cannot compare the two texts with the biblical versions. 

which had fallen down: Latin, which refers only to «every wall», reads qui erat dirutus. 
The two versions are rather close (dirutus can mean «overthrown»; the noun ^ + ^ - , 
derived from «D£'+, means «fall, ruin, collapse» [ L A M B D I N , Introduction to Classical 
Ethiopic, 441]). In fact, Dillmann (in R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 87) rendered the 
Ethiopic as qui erat dirutus. 

46:15 were enslaving: Latin uses a compound expression: redigerunt (on the form, see 
R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 163-64) ... in seruitutem. The past tense of Latin agrees 
with the biblical versions (Exod 1:13), although EthExodus, which uses a diff'erent verb, 
also attests the imperfect. 

by force: 1 # - 0 is in form an adjective which is used adverbially here. A few late mss. 
read the noun 1^6 and all of them prefix 11 to it (mss. 35 38 58; ms. 12 also has fl). Latin 
gives cum ui. 

make them suffer: The Ethiopic text reproduces TO' of MTExpd 1:12 ( = Sam Syriac 
EthExodus), but Latin humiliabant agrees with LXX kxaneXvovv. See Charles, 1895, 
p. 165, n. 32; n. 9 to Latin. 

and the more they would increase: These words, found in Exod 1:12, are omitted by 
Latin, possibly by parablepsis (and — and). The plural verb here and at ^(lU'V reflect 
Syriac LXX OL EthExod 1:12; MT Sam have singular forms. 
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more they would multiply and the more they would increase. 46:16 The 
Egyptians considered the Israelites detestable. 

47:1 During the seventh week, in the seventh year, in the forty-
seventh jubilee [2303], your father came from the land of Canaan. You 

5 were born during the fourth week, in its sixth year, in the forty-eighth 
jubilee [2330], which was the time of distress for the Israehtes. 47:2 The 
pharaoh, the king of Egypt, had given orders regarding them that they 
were to throw their sons — every male who was born — into the river. 
47:3 They continued throwing (them in) for seven months until the 

10 time when you were born. Your mother hid you for three months. Then 
they told about her. 47:4 She made a box for you, covered it with pitch 
and asphalt, and put it in the grass at the riverbank. She put you in it 

46:16 The Egyptians: So LXX OL EthExod 1:12; the other versions omit. 
47:1 During ... jubilee: Latin again puts the jubilee number first; otherwise its date 

fijrmula differs only in having eius where Ethiopic uses "i"""!; not I*""-!:. 
your father ... You were born: The Latin scribe temporarily (see v 3) forgot that an 

angel of the presence was speaking directly to Moses and phrased this section in the third 
person. R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 86) and Charles (1895, p. 165, nn. 11-12) read 
tuus for suus and genitus es for genuit. 

which was: Latin: hoc est. Mss. 21 35 38 also read a demonstrative pronoun instead of 
H. 

47:2 The pharaoh, the king of Egypt: Latin, with ms. 17, reverses the titles. Exod 1:22 
uses only «pharaoh». 

every male: Latin reads plural words against the evidence of Exod 1:22. The term 
«male» agrees with LXX (fipasv) OL EthExodus; MT Sam Syriac have «son». 

born: Latin adds ilhs which recalls the words «to the Hebrews» in Sam LXX OL 
EthExod 1:22. Ethiopic follows the shorter text form of MT Syriac. See Charles, 1895, 
p. 165, n. 14 to Latin. 

river: MT SamExod 1:22 have mvr, but Syriac LXX EthExodus read «river». 
47:3 throwing: Latin prospicientes is an error for proicientes ( R O N S C H , Das Buch der 

Jubilaen, 86; Charles, 1895, p. 165, n. 15 to Latin). 
seven months: C E D R E N U S , Historiarum Compendium 85.19-22 ( D E N I S , Fragmenta, 99) 

claims that Jubilees extended the period for drowning the Hebrew males over ten months, 
i.e., the seven that are mentioned here and the first three months of Moses' life, during 
which time his mother hid him. For Cedrenus, these ten months provided the reason why 
there were ten plagues. See also R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 164; Charles, 1902, 
p. 248, n. 

the time: Literally: the day; but c f Latin tempus. 
47:4 She: Latin adds timens which is not found in Exod 2:3. 
box for you: Latin tibin transcribes LXX's 9i|3iv (Exod 2:3; see R O N S C H , Das Buch der 

Jubilaen, 164). Latin lacks «for you»; the similarity between tibi and tibin probably 
triggered the omission (cf «for him» in Exod 2:3). 

covered: Charles (1895, p. 166, n. 2) emended the Ethiopic of his four mss. to Allm;*-
which is now attested in mss. 9 39 42 44 48 58 and is the preferred form. D I L L M A N N 

(Lexicon, 41), though he listed a verb Aflfl, indicated that it was not used (forms of it are 
read by 12 17' 21 25 35 47 63). l A O d (see 17' 20 38) means «to cover» (ibid., 1139). 

pitch and asphalt: Latin reverses the two terms with Exod 2:3. Note that uitumine 
should be bitumine ( R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 86; Charles, 1895, p. 167, n. 2 to 
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for seven days. Your mother would come at night and nurse you, and 
during the day your sister Miriam would protect you from the birds. 
47:5 At that time Tarmuth, the pharaoh's daughter, went out to bathe 
in the river and heard you crying. She told her slaves to bring you, so 
they brought you to her. 47:6 She took you out of the box and pitied 
you. 47:7 Then your sister said to her: 'Should I go and summon for 

Latin). Berger, who considers it meaningless to regard these as two different substances, 
follows mss. 17 21 38 39 48 in omitting the conjunction between them («Pech von 
Asphalt»; see 540, n. c to v 4; he is incorrect in attributing this reading to F [ = 9] because 
its text ended in chap. 46). 

put it: Syriac LXX EthExod 2:3 supply the pronoun; MT Sam OL do not. 
in the grass: Latin omits, but see Exod 2:3 (MT: 1103). 
riverbank: Only LXXExod 2:3 omits a reference to the bank or shore. 
and (during): Latin omits the conjunction. 
your sister ... you: Latin's order differs: it transposes «your sisterx before «Miriam» 

and places the entire subject before the verb. 
47:5 Tarmuth: Latin: termot. The Syriac text which gives the names of the patriarchal 

wives according to Jubilees spells her name .^cvsi-iin. It appears in several other texts, for 
which see R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 164, 265; Charles, 1902, p. 248, n.; Hartom, 
131, n. to v v v n (who refers to a rabbinic view that her name was rrria [b Meg 13.1; Lev 
Rab 1.3; c f 1 Chr 4:18]); and Berger, 540, n. a to v 5. 

heard you: Literally: heard your voice. 
slaves: Most of the Ethiopic mss. read « Hebrew women », while Latin has «slave». The 

biblical passage that is the source here is Exod 2:5 which agrees with Latin (MT: n n n K — 
only Syriac Exodus reads a plural form). Dillmann (1851, p. 72, n. 80) already saw that 
the Ethiopic error arose from a misunderstanding of Greek appai (LXXExod 2:5 reads 
Tf|v appav) as the term for «Hebrew women» ( = Eppatai). His view has been endorsed 
by Littmann (115, n. c — he referred to fippai? — the proper dative plural form); Charles 
(1895, p. 166, n. 16; 1902, p. 248, n.); Goldmann (p. mi, n. to v n); and Berger (541, n. c 
to V 5). The fact that the Hebrews were enslaved may have added to the confusion which 
the similar words would have caused (see v 7 below). 

to bring you, so they brought you to her: The Ethiopic mss. present forms which 
appear to be third-person masculine singular with second-person masculine singular 
suffixes. Since female slaves should be the subjects, the forms are unexpected. The only 
difference between these forms and the feminine plural is the length of the a-vowel before 
the suffixes. Hence, one would have expected frKM > mhrKtM. Dillmann (1859) read 
these verbs with the long a-vowel, as did Charles (1895, though see p. 166, nn. 17-18); but 
in the mss. collated for the present edition (this includes ms. 38, one of Dillmann's texts) 
the vowels are short (ms. 21 has a masculine plural form for the first verb). There is little 
doubt, though, that these forms should be understood as feminine plural. Latin continues 
to use the singular for the first verb but switches to the plural for the second. It also places 
«to her» after the first verb (Ethiopic reads it after the second) and adds infantem (after 
adferret sibi) instead of a second-person pronoun as in Ethiopic. Exod 2:5 provides no 
support for infantem. 

47:7 Should ... summon for you: Ethiopic phrases Miriam's speech as a question and 
uses subjunctive forms; Latin lacks an overt indication that this is a question and employs 
future indicative verbs (the verb uocauo should be uocabo [ R O N S C H , Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 88; Charles, 1895, p. 167, n. 3 to Latin]). Exod 2:7 reads as a question in 
MT Sam (^ '7«^) but the interrogative is indicated in LXX only by punctuation (;). This 
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you one of the Hebrew women who will care for and nurse this infant 
for you'? [She said to her: 'Go'.] 47:8 She went and summoned your 
mother Jochebed. She gave her wages and she took care of you. 

47:9 Afterwards, when you had grown up, you were brought to the 
pharaoh's daughter and became her child. Your father Amram taught 

may explain the formulation of Latin Jubilees. The words si uis that Latin adds agree with 
esXei i ; which LXXExod 2:7 ( = OL EthExodus) gives in place of l ^ s n . See Charles, 1895, 
p. 166, n. 20; p. 167, n. 4 to Latin. 

one of the Hebrew women: The wording of Ethiopic agrees with Exod 2:7 where MT 
reads n v " l 3 » n p ... TWV.)\ Latin expresses the same notion with mulierem hebream. 

care for and nurse this infant: Latin reads just one verb (nutriat). In Exod 2:7 two 
forms of p r appear: the first is a participle which modifies TSVR, while the second is an 
indicative form (prm). Ethiopic Jubilees seems to echo this repetition. Charles (1895, 
p. 166, n. 21) thought the Latin had been influenced by Vulgate's omission here. Also, 
Ethiopic follows Exod 2:7 in reading «infant» (Syriac EthExodus add the demonstrative, 
as do some Greek witnesses) where Latin uses ilium. 

[She said to her: 'Go'.]: These words from Exod 2:8 have fallen from the Ethiopic mss. 
with the exception of 38 (which lacks «to her»). Latin supplies them, and it is likely that 
they are original here. Charles (1895, p. 166, n. 23; c f 1902, p. 248, n.) read with ms. 38 
(though he changed the verb to -MtA with Latin), as have Littmann (115, n. d), 
Goldmann, Hartom (who makes these words the beginning of v 8), and Berger. It should 
be added, nevertheless, that the Ethiopic mss. preserve the verb but place it in the past 
tense and locate it at the beginning of v 8 where Latin lacks it. Exod 2:8 reads both the 
imperative and the indicative forms; this may suggest that originally Jubilees, too, 
contained both and that each version is haplographic: Ethiopic omitted the first instance 
and Latin the second (in v 8). 

47:8 She went: Latin omits (see the previous note). 
your mother Jochebed: Latin inserts suam et which is not present in Exod 2:8. For the 

name of Moses' mother, see Exod 6:20; Num 26:59. 
gave her: Latin: dedit ilh mulieri. 
wages: See Exod 2:9 (T)3iff; note the suflix on the noun in many Ethiopic mss.). At this 

point the Latin becomes illegible. RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 88, 165) restored the 
text as mer[cedem eius, educ]ar[e te. He maintained that educare in «Vulgarlatein» had 
the sense «saugen». Charles (1895, p. 167) offered only (educ)ar(e te, which more nearly 
fits the space. A difficulty for both of these suggestions is that Ceriani read / after 
mercedem. 

took care of: Or: nursed. 
47:9 you were brought: Literally: they brought you (indefinite plural). Exod 2:10 has 

«she brought him». 
daughter: The Ethiopic mss. read (1+ ( = house); the Latin text is illegible. Charles 

(1895, p. 166, n. 27; cf p. 167, n. 6 to Latin [there is no Latin here so that he has not, as 
he asserted, «emended from domum»]) argued that «the Greek translator read Tfdh 
instead of na"? , which the context requires». As he noted, Exod 2:10 supports the change. 
Since the sequel speaks of Moses' becoming her son, the emendation is highly likely. See 
also Littmann, 115, n. f; Charles, 1902, p. 249, n.; Goldmann, p. ntr*, n. to v B ; and 
Hartom, who translates as na"? without explaining the problem. 

her child: Cf Exod 2:10: p " ? n"? ' a i . The Ethiopic mss. offer several variants here, and 
there is no Latin. The form <D-A-.S, which appears to be a noun with suflSx meaning «her 
sons/ children», is actually the passive participial form (DILLMANN, Lexicon, 886) which 
means «natus, filius». Mss. 12 17 evidence this form, while iB-l\rf. in 25 39 is probably a 
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misspelling of it (cf.m-ti-}^ in 21 48). The forms a>M, mfif., wA.?., and fl>A^ are, it 
seems clear, later scribal corrections of the relatively rare passive participle. 

Amram: The spelling biU-'i is curious. The forms in mss. 21 and 38' are more normal 
representations of the name in Ethiopic (cf Exod 6; 18, 20). 

After: Latin: quando. Both may be interpretations of the meaning of a Greek 
participle. Dillmann (1859, p. 157, n. 13) emended the readings of his two mss. to txT'n 
which now appears in the earliest mss. and is the preferred form. 

he brought: The Latin ms., though its text is broken here, preserves -erunt which 
indicates that its verb was plural. Among the Ethiopic mss., only 12 offers a plural form. 

47:10 You remained: Latin: eraj ex. RONSCH (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 88) restored 
ex[inde illic tempore]; but these words have no basis in the Ethiopic and would occupy 
more space than the gap allows. Perhaps ex[sistens in ajtrium should be read. 

your companion who was one of the Israelites: Latin: your brother. That is, it omits 
the relative clause which is also supported by Syriac LXX OL EthExod 2:11. The words 
fratrem tuum and hAAh are two attempts at rendering what MTExod 2:11 expresses as 
vrtKa n a s I Z ^ N ( T T I N was translated as a singular noun in some Greek witnesses). 

killed: + + A h agrees hterally with Syriac EthExod 2:12 ( = Tfn); Latin percussisti 
renders -pi of MT Sam ( = LXX Toj) exactly, although nan can mean «kill» (BDB, 646). 

hid him: Latin cooperuisti means «cover, bury», while "i'flh means «hide». Exod 2:12 
uses inmoi which is closer to the Ethiopic nuance (LXX: SKpuyEv dutov). The Latin text 
places et fodisti in terram before this verb; it has no parallel in Exod 2:12 or in the 
Ethiopic mss. 

47:11 you found: Among the versions of Exod 2:13. only the Ethiopic attests this 
verbal notion (/Ch-flh), although Syriac LXX OL have verbs of seeing. Latin Jubilees also 
has «found», and this entails that the corresponding verb appeared in Greek Jubilees. 

acting unjustly: Exod 2:13 supports Ethiopic (MT: Bth), but Latin reuses the verb of 
the preceding verse (percutiebat; it also figures in Moses' question) and it adds proximum 
suum which is absent from Exod 2:13, though LXX reads nXr\<5\o\ at the end of the verse 
where MT has "Isn (compare Acts 7:27 where TOV TtXriaiov appears in a similar context). 

47:12 angry and indignant: Latin phrases slightly diff'erently: iratus est in indigna-
tione. 

ruler: o^tMn may be so translated (DILLMANN, Lexicon, 48). Where MTExod 2:14 
uses "is, EthExodus has ""A^h. The reading «K6nig» in Berger can hardly be correct, as 
only ms. 17 supports it and it is obviously an error for ""AAh. 

and (judge): Latin reads aut ( = or). 
over us: Most Ethiopic mss. use the prepositional phrase \bM after the verb and 

before the two titles; mss; rass. 12 17 42 47 place it between the titles; and 20 44; 38 put it 
after them, as do Latin and Exod 2:14. 

you (the art of) writing. After you had completed three weeks [ = 
21 years], he brought you into the royal court. 47:10 You remained in 
the court for three weeks of years [ = 2 1 years] until the time when you 
went from the royal court and saw the Egyptian beating your compan
ion who was one of the Israelites. You killed him and hid him in the 
sand. 47:11 On the next day you found two of the Israelites fighting. 
You said to the one who was acting unjustly: 'Why are you beating 
your brother'? 47:12 He became angry and indignant and said: 'Who 
appointed you as ruler and judge over us? D o you want to kill me as 
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you killed the Egyptian'? Then you were afraid and ran away because 
of this matter. 

48:1 During the sixth year of the third week of the forty-ninth jubilee 
[2372], you went and lived there for five weeks and one year [ = 
36 years]. Then you returned to Egypt in the second week, during the 
second year in the fiftieth jubilee [2410]. 48:2 You know who spoke to 
you at Mt. Sinai and what the prince of Mastema wanted to do to you 
while you were returning to Egypt — on the way at the shady fir tree. 

want: MTExod 2:14 reads IBK (participle = Sam Syriac) but LXX OL EthExodus 
and Acts 7:28 read «want». BDB (p. 56) suggest «thinkest thou» for "lax in this verse. 

killed: Latin adds hesterna ( = yesterday) as do mss. 12 38. They follow the tradition of 
Syriac LXX OL EthExod 2:14 ( = Acts 7:28), while most of the Ethiopic mss. of Jubilees 
agree with the shorter text of MT Sam which omit the word. 

matter: Or: word/ saying. C f Charles, 1902: «these words». The few legible letters of 
Latin nearly agree with the Ethiopic which, if rendered into Latin, would read: et timuisti 
et fugisti propter sermonem hunc (Charles, 1895, p. 167; c f Ronsch, Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 88). See also Acts 7:29. 

48:1 During ... jubilee: Latin gives the same date, but here too it moves the jubilee 
statement to first position. 

there: Latin: in terram mad ... Exod 2:15 reads «land of Midian» here, and this fact, 
coupled with the Latin reading, led Charles (1895, p. 167, n. 48; 1902, p. 249, n.) to emend 
to ffl-fH- •• •• Vf^ff. Littmann (115, n. h) thought that Charles was probably 
correct; and Hartom has simply reproduced the Latin without comment. Berger (542, n. a 
to V 1), however, seems to oppose Charles' view (he translates with «dort»). He writes: 
«Lat. liebt solche Verdeutlichungen». It could indeed be argued that Ethiopic, with its 
bland «there» is more likely to be original in this context in which the writer is quickly 
summarizing a fairly large amount of biblical material. The Latin, then, would be an 
explanatory replacement which was inserted into the text under the influence of 
Exod 2:15. 

Then ... jubilee: Latin again gives virtually the same text, but it reverses the positions 
of «you returned to Egypt» (both versions omit «land of» with Syriac LXX 
OLExod4:20) and «in the fiftieth jubilee». Ethiopic reads (literally) «in that fiftieth 
jubilee», but it is here assumed that ffl-A* represents a Greek definite article. Latin adds 
ipsius after secundo, but Ethiopic lacks an equivalent. 

48:2 You: Latin adds ipse. 
who: R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 88) and Charles (1895, p. 169, n. 2 to Latin) 

emended qui to quid. But «who» rather than «what» is an acceptable reading in the 
context, though all of the translators have opposed Latin and preferred «what». 

at: Latin reads sub, which can mean «at» in addition to its more common meaning 
«under». Ethiopic has fl. The Latin could be translated literally to indicate that the 
burning bush was located at the foot of, not on, Mt. Sinai. 

at the shady fir tree: The Ethiopic text has posed a problem that has proved insoluble 
for editors and translators until recently. The incident under discussion is the encounter 
(Exod 4:24-26) between Moses and a supernatural being (Yahweh in MT Sam Syriac 
Exod 4:24; angel of the Lord in the LXX tradition; the prince of Mastema in Jubilees). 
The Latin text of Jubilees is clear: in qua praeteristi eum in refectione. In it the «inn» of 
Exod 4:24 is mentioned (for refectione, see R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 165 = 
KaTdXujia, the term in LXX for MT's pVa). The strange Ethiopic readings have inspired 
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48:3 Did he not wish with all his strength to kill you and to save the 
Egyptians from your power because he saw that you were sent to carry 
out punishment and revenge on the Egyptians? 48.:4 I rescued you from 
his power. You performed the signs and miracles which you were sent 
to perform in Egypt against the pharaoh, all his house, his servants, 

various proposals. Dillmann (1851) had access only to the reading of ms. 51 ( f l l A = 
y ' J P A A ) and translated «an dem hiittenfest» (nothing in the text corresponds with «an»). 
In 1859 he read the same words, though he could consult ms. 38 by that time (see p. 158, 
n. 5). Charles (1895, p. 168, n. 8) emended «provisionally from the hopelessly corrupt 
text» to • i H " t n A " ' n ? ° X ' A A = «when thou didst meet him at the lodging place» (1902; 
see p. 250, n.). The obvious objections to his proposals, besides the fact that they are 
emendations, are that there is no textual basis for «when» and that J""}?AA does not mean 
«lodging place» but «locus umbrosus; umbraculum, tabernaculum» ( D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 
1257). Littmann left the passage blank in his translation (cf p. 115, n. i); Goldmann 
rendered with «when you were in the tent ( n 3 0 [ 3 " i n v n a ; see p.uv), n. to v 3 ) ; and 
Hartom, without reporting that he was translating neither Latin nor Ethiopic, used " j x i a a 
p ' j a V . Berger, however, has now solved the problem of what ttM-b might be by 
explaining it as the Greek loan word iXaxi] = Tanne (542, n. c to v 2). He adds that 
KaxdXuna of Exod 4:24 was interpreted as «Baumschattens». He translates as «bei der 
Tanne am schattigen Ort». Both Rabin and Wintermute have followed Latin here, but the 
former observes (p. 132, n. 2) that the Ethiopic could mean «on the way, at Elath, in the 
lodging place». However, as noted above, there is no word for lodging place in the text; 
moreover, the Ethiopic spellings resemble «Elath» only remotely. The translation given 
here follows Berger's suggestion, but to it one might add that if tXaxx] lies behind M-b, it 
may be that the original Hebrew of Jubilees read, not p V a a , but p"7Na. See Ezek 27:5 (6) 
where kXaxivoq renders p V K . The Latin version would then have to be regarded as a 
revision of the original toward the biblical text. 

48:3 and to save: Latin: ut eruerent. The combination te ut could have occasioned loss 
of et between these words, or ut could be an error for et. Both R O N S C H (Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 88) and Charles (1895, p. 169, n. 3 to Latin) have altered the plural eruerent to 
erueret ( = Ethiopic). 

power: Literally: hand. 
because: Though A " " ( = when) has very strong ms. support and Dillmann (1859 — it 

is in both of his mss.) and Charles (1895) read it, Latin quia shows that mss. 20 25 35 have 
the preferred reading. 

revenge: Latin expresses this idea with a verb and cognate accusative. 
48:4 power: Literally: hand. 
which: The Ethiopic mss. read either f l H (in which) or A H (to which/ for which), but 

neither phrase fits very smoothly in the context. Latin uses quaecumque (which[ever]). 
Dillmann and Charles accepted A H and translated with «die» (Dillmann, 1851) and 
«which» (Charles, 1902). These renderings, which are supported by Littmann, Goldmann, 
and Hartom, fail, however, to express the force of the preposition. Berger gives «wegen 
derer». One possibility is that dlt is a mistake for P H which has the force of an indefinite 
pronoun ( D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 481). It could be doing double duty here as an indefinite 
relative pronoun. 

in Egypt: Latin adds et, which indicates either that Moses performed the miracles 
against Egypt (thus making them the first in a list of four audiences against which the 
plagues were sent), or it has an explicative meaning ( = even against) so that it clarifies 
what is intended by «in Egypt». C f Exodus 8:21 (v 17 in Hebrew) where a precedes the 
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and his nation. 48:5 The Lord effected a great revenge against them on 
account of Israel. He struck them and killed them with blood, frogs, 
gnats, dog flies, bad sores which break out in blisters; (and he struck) 
their cattle with death; and with hailstones — with these he annihilated 
everything that was growing for them; with locusts which ate whatever 
names for the groups that were struck by a plague. Ethiopic, which lacks this conjunction, 
uses n before «Egypt» but AdA before the following groups. 

his servants: Latin omits. As Charles (1895, p. 168, n. 14) indicated, Exod 8:11 
(Hebrew v 7), 21 (Hebrew v 17) include servants in the list. If a word such as domesticos 
had been used in Latin, it would explain what caused the omission: a scribe overlooked 
the phrase because of its similarity with what precedes (et in omnem domum et in [omnes? 
see ms. 21] domesticos). 

his nation: Latin, with ms. 21, places «all» before «nation». 
48:5 The Lord: Latin: deus. 
revenge: For defensio in this sense, see R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 144. 
against them: Latin reads in pa ... which R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 90) 

completed as in pa[lam] = t \ im (pavepo). But this would not agree with the Ethiopic. 
Charles (1895, p. 169, n. 4 to Latin) suggested in eos which reproduces the Ethiopic but 
does not fit the traces of letters in the Latin ms. Latin may have differed with Ethiopic 
here. 

He struck: Latin percus should be completed as percussit ( R O N S C H , Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 90; Charles, 1895, p. 169). 

and killed them: Latin omits. Charles (1895, p. 168, n. 15) dropped these words from 
his Ethiopic text because he considered them a gloss (he did not translate them in 1902); 
most translators have agreed with him (Littmann [115, n. k]; Goldmann who rendered 
with DS1 and charged that the translator chose the wrong sense of this Hebrew verb 
which means «to strike» and «to kill» [p. VV, n. to v n ] ; and Hartom). Berger, however, 
retains the text and argues that it is no gloss since people were not only struck but also 
killed by the plagues (he compares Revelation 6-9, especially 9:18 [543, n . b to v5]) . 
Though not all of the plagues led to death, some did. Moreover, there is insufficient 
textual warrant for dismissing this clause which Latin may have lost through parablepsis 
(eos — eos). 

gnats: The word scynifis ( = cinifis) refers to some sort of stinging insect (Greek 
CKvineq). See R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 168. 

which break out in blisters: The Latin text is broken, but it gives a singular pronoun 
(quod) followed by the plural verb erant. R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 90) restored the 
text as quod erant [accipientes a facie] venti (an emendation of uento). He explained (167) 
that wind here refers to the fact that Moses, for this plague, took ashes and threw them 
heavenward. The wind then presumably spread the fine dust over all of Egypt, and the 
dust produced the sores that broke out in boils or blisters (Exod 9:8-12; c f also Berger, 
543, n. d to V 5). If that is the case, the two versions differ sharply at this point. Charles 
(1895, p. 169, n. 7 to Latin) restored (vesicae efflorescentes) which renders the Ethiopic 
but does not match the legible letters, whereas Ronsch's proposals fit neither the traces of 
letters nor their locations. It may be that uento is the end of a word rather than an entire 
word. 

their cattle with death: Latin reverses the order by reading in morte first, 
with these: Latin omits these seemingly superfluous words. 
that was growing for them: Latin nascentia eorum. It is likely that the same Greek text 

lay behind these readings. Berger (543, n. h to v 5) suggests that the ambiguity of yEvvdo) 
produced the renderings «growing» of Ethiopic and (literally) «things born» of Latin. 
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was left for them from the hail; with darkness; (and with the death of) 
their first-born of men and cattle. The Lord took revenge on all their 
gods and burned them up. 48:6 Everything was sent through you, 
before it was done, so that you should do (it). You were speaking with 
the king of Egypt and in front of all his servants and his people. 5 

48:7 Everything happened by your word. Ten great and severe 
punishments came to the land of Egypt so that you could take revenge 
on it for Israel. 48:8 The Lord did everything for the sake of Israel and 
in accord with his covenant which he made with Abraham to take 
revenge on them just as they were enslaving them with force. 48:9 The 10 

prince of Mastema would stand up against you and wish to make you 
fall into the pharaoh's power. He would help the Egyptian magicians 
and they would oppose (you) and perform in front of you. 48:10 We 

with locusts which ate: Latin: lucusta ( = locusta — a feminine singular noun) 
comedit. That is, it uses neither a preposition before lucusta nor a relative pronoun after 
it. 

whatever was left for them: Literally: the remainder which was left for them. Latin 
phrases more succinctly (quae derelicta sunt — a plural expression) and lacks an 
equivalent for «for them». 

(and with the death oO their first-bom: R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 90) inserted (et 
in morte) into the text because the genifive form of primitiuorum presupposes a preceding 
noun. Charles (1895, p. 168, n. 27; p. 169, n. 8 to Latin; 1902, p. 150, n.) did the same (as 
has Hartom) and thought that a lacuna was found here in the Greek version. Littmann 
(115. n. 1) preferred another of Charles' suggestions, viz., reading (1 before nif-C""- (so 
Goldmann). Berger (543, n . j to v 5 ) , though, thinks that an addition such as «with the 
death of» was presupposed by the author who is merely summarizing a list that he 
assumes his readers know. This may be the case, but the Latin genitive does hint that 
something is missing. 

all their gods: Latin: all the gods of the Egyptians. 
48:6 through you: Literally: in/ by your hand. 
before it was done, so that you should do (it): The text is not especially clear. Charles 

(1902, p. 251, n.) emended (you should do) to ^IIC ( = you should say/ tell) and 
pointed to 49:22 where, in the Ethiopic mss., one finds either •^'JIC""" or l - l f l C It must 
be granted that these verbs could be confused and that reading ^l°iC here would yield a 
smooth statement: so that you should tell (it) before it was done. That is, Moses would 
announce the plagues before they occurred (cf also Hartom, 133, n. to v l ) . Littmann 
(116, n. a) left the words «before it was done» out of his translation, but Berger renders 
with «bevor es getan wurde, damit du es tatest». He explains (544, n. a to v 6) that the 
before-clause may have been worded npo TOU noiriOfjvai and that it was to be related, not 
to the purpose clause, but to the first part of the sentence («sent through you»). This 
option has been followed here, and it requires no emendation. 

48:9 power: Literally: hand. 
oppose (you) and perform in front of you: The verb ^^(oa^ means «to rise against» 

with the opponent often introduced by ^Xr"" (see ^^- tawwh: [variant f'^^(DoB\i] 
^•^•'Tlh at the beginning of the verse). Possibly tt^Xr'^h at the end of the verse has the 
same function, but, since the words ffl^l-fH- intervene, the verb has been translated 
«oppose (you)». On the verb, see D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 453-54. 
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permitted them to do evil things, but we would not allow healings to be 
performed by them. 48:11 When the Lord struck them with bad sores, 
they were unable to oppose (you) because we deprived therii of (their 
ability) to perform a single sign. 48:12 Despite all the signs and 

5 miracles, the prince of Mastema was not put to shame until he gained 
strength and cried out to the Egyptians to pursue you with all the 
Egyptian army — with their chariots, their horses — and with all the 
throng of the Egyptian people. 

48:13 I stood between you, the Egyptians, and the Israelites. We 
10 rescued the Israelites from his power and from the power of the people. 

The Lord brought them out through the middle of the sea as if on dry 
ground. 48:14 AU of the people whom he brought out to pursue the 
Israelites the Lord our God threw into the sea — to the depths of the 
abyss — in place of the Israelites, just as the Egyptians had thrown 

48:10 evil things ... heahngs: The particles -h. and -rt function like Greek JIEV ... 8e. 
See D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 811. 

allow ... by them: Literally: allow them that heahngs should be done by their hands. 
48:11 we deprived them of (their ability) to perform: Literally: we destroyed them 

from doing. D I L L M A N N (Lexicon, 19) lists «defraudare, evertere, circumvertere» as 
possible meanings for the causative hiht'h. Note Berger's rendering: «wir machten sie 
machtlos» (cf 544, n. b to v 11). 

48:12 not (put to shame): In 1895 (p. 169, n. 11) Charles omitted the negative which 
appears in all the mss. «as it conflicts with the sense». Littmann (116, n. b) and Berger 
(544, n. a to V 12) have rightly rejected his omission, and Charles himself (1902, p. 251, n.) 
included «not» in his later translation. Nevertheless, Goldmann, without note, fails to 
represent the negative in his Hebrew rendering. 

until he gained strength: Or: until he took courage. Charles (1902, p. 251, n.), once he 
had recognized that the negative belonged in this sentence (see the previous note), decided 
that the problem lay with «until» ( = IITK ITS) which should have been «because» (Vs 
IIPK). But he misunderstood the meaning of the line which is saying that the prince of 
Mastema was finally shamed when the disastrous pursuit by the Egyptians took place — 
the pursuit which is described in the following verses. 

the Egyptian army: Though the two oldest of the preserved mss. for this passage (12 
17) read AI-AJf, only 38 44 support them, while the others omit A. If l-flJf alone were the 
correct reading, however, it would have to be the subject oi f'M't which would be rather 
repetitive after the previous Al-flJf (to the Egyptians that the Egyptians pursue) and l-fliP 
would be in a strange location. 

48:13 between you, the Egyptians, and the Israelites: Charies (1895, p. 169, n. 16; 
1902, pp. 251-52, n.) omitted "VAhA.h, although all of his mss. supported it (either after 
the verb [12 25] or with a> after AI-AJf). Littmann also (116, n. c) found too many 
«between» phrases and regarded either «between you» or «between Israel» as a gloss — 
probably the latter. Hartom omits "7AhA.h without reporting its presence in the mss., but 
Berger retains it: «Vielmehr wird so die umfassende Wirksamkeit des Engels fiir die 
Vermittlung jeglichen Geschehens zum Ausdruck gebracht». (545, n. a to v 13) 

48:14 in place of: This is the translation of Dillmann (1851), Littmann, and Berger. 
Charles (1902) rendered with «beneath» — a possible translation of ^A*(U'<^) but not 
a very hkely one in this context where a connection is made between the numbers of 
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their sons into the river. He toolc revenge on 1,000,000 of them. 1000 
men (who were) strong and also very brave perished for one infant of 
your people whom they had thrown into the river. 

48:15 On the fourteenth day, the fifteenth, the sixteenth, the seven
teenth, and the eighteenth the prince of Mastema was bound and 5 
locked up behind the Israelites so that he could not accuse them. 
48:16 On the nineteenth day we released them so that they could help 
the Egyptians and pursue the Israelites. 48:17 He stiffened their resolve 
and made them stubborn. They were made stubborn by the Lord our 
God so that he could strike the Egyptians and throw them into the sea. 10 
48:18 On the fourteenth day we bound him so that he could not accuse 
the Israelites on the day when they were requesting utensils and 

Hebrew boys drowned in the river and Egyptian soldiers who drowned in the sea. The 
same association is preserved in C E D R E N U S , Historiarum Compendium (note: 6v xponov; 
D E N I S , Fragmenta, 101). 

1000 men (who were) strong and also very brave: If seems likely that only one unit of 
1000 men is here intended, though a conjunction intervenes between -^fiJ and hM. (only 
ms. 12 omits ID). In Cedrenus one finds xiXitov dvSpwv dTconviyEvtojv texupcov AiyuTi-
Tiojv, that is, only the equivalent of •^f>\'i figures in his version. Dillmann (1851) left a 
blank where othM. stands, while Littmann, Charles, and Goldmann translated as though 
the iDhAt clause was the equivalent of another adjective that modifies dX-Oh (cf Hartom: 
D'S 'SKI O'liaj). Berger translates hterally. The Littmann-Charles-Goldmann approach 
seems the best, and it offers excellent sense (something that a literal translation fails to 
do). The word w(^{\+ (12 21 38 omit) should be understood with Berger (545, n. c to v 14) 
as a «Fehlubersetzung von TpiCT-» (a prefix which intensifies the adjective that follows). It 
is here rendered very. His other suggestion that wMi-t- represents Y[E] is less likely. 

48:16 we released them: Dillmann (1859) and Charles (1895) read a plural suffix, but 
Littmann translated with a singular pronoun («ihn» [ = Dillmann, 1851]). Goldmann 
(p. -ti, n. to V to) declared the Ethiopic plural an error; and Hartom, without note, used a 
singular pronoun. Both scholars employed the form W i m n B . But Berger properly notes 
that the demons are meant by the plural (545, n. a to v 16). The singular pronominal suflix 
is very poorly attested (42' 58) for this verb, and the plural form of the next verb 
(f>CX:'i\9''^) is also overwhelmingly supported. 

48:17 He stiffened their resolve: Traditionally: he hardened their hearts. 
They were made stubborn: For this translation, see D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 608: «obfir-

mari» (where he cited this passage). There are several variants among the mss. They were 
occasioned in part by the similarlity between I f A and -IM, but forms of the latter are 
found only in 12; 20 25 (Charles, 1902: «the device was devised»). The remainder have 
forms of A, with 17 21 35 58 reading the plural which is here adopted as the preferred 
reading (see Berger, 545, n. b to v 17). 

48:18 fourteenth: «Seventeenth» (so Littmann) also has strong backing among the 
mss., but it is a corruption of «fourteenth» (ftn-d for <!n-(>). Two mss. give «flfteenth» — 
a reading accepted by Dillmann (1851) and Goldmann. For a discussion of the date, see 
Charles, 1902, p. 252, n.; Hartom, 134, n. to vH'; and Berger, 545-46, n. a to v 18. 
«Seventeenth» cannot be correct because the plundering of the Egyptians transpired 
before the exodus itself which apparently took place on the fifteenth. 

they were made to work when: Dillmann (1859) and Charles (1895) read -f+^f" — an 
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clothing from the Egyptians — utensils of silver, utensils of gold, and 
utensils of bronze; and so that they could plunder the Egyptians in 
return for the fact that they were made to work when they enslaved 
them by force. 48:19 We did not bring the Israelites out of Egypt 

5 empty-handed. 
49:1 Remember the commandments which the Lord gave you 

regarding the passover so that you may celebrate it at its time on the 
fourteenth of the first month, that you may sacrifice it before evening, 
and so that they may eat it at night on the evening of the fifteenth from 

10 the time of sunset. 49:2 For on this night — it was the beginning of the 
festival and the beginning of joy — you were eating the passover in 
Egypt when all the forces of Mastema were sent to kill every first-born 
in the land of Egypt — from the pharaoh's first-born to the first-born 
of the captive slave-girl at the millstone and to the cattle as well. 

15 49:3 This is that which the Lord gave them: into each house on whose 
door they saw the blood of a year-old lamb, they were not to enter that 
house to kill but were to pass over (it) in order to save all who were in 

infinitive (Charles, 1902: «the bondageo); but this form is attested only in later mss., 
while all of the earlier ones (except 17 which omits) have ( = they were made to 
work). This is the reading of ms. 25 which Charles represented incorrectly as in 
1895, p. 170, n. 31. If this finite form is read, it leaves Mi- without a noun to modify. In 
the translation given here Dillmann's (1851) «dieweil» is followed. 

48:19 We did not bring: The earliest and best mss. (except 21 35) omit the negative 
and read t\(D-n'!V>"^. The first consonant, which is normal in the non-negated perfect, 
may be corrupt for the negative K. 

49:2 you were eating: Literally: you were remaining/ sitting eating. 
when all: Literally: and all. 
kill: MTExod 12:29 uses nan (the Lord is the subject) and Sam LXX agree. But Syriac 

EthExodus and the targums have «kill». 
at the millstone: Literally: of the millstone. Exod 11:5 reads n ' m a i n « IVK rmsv>n 

(«The maid-servant who is behind the mill» [RSV]). 
to the cattle as well: Literally: against the cattle, too. Charles (1895, p. 171, n. 4) 

thought that one should emend with Exod 11:5 to oiW-A- •• ttti-i. •• MMt; but there is no 
trace of such a variant in the mss. 

49:3 This is that which the Lord gave them: There is rather strong warrant for reading 
1-A9°C+ i-V) either before the relative clause (mss. 35 39 42 48 58; c f 47) or in place of it 
(20 25 44). But 12 17 21 38 63 lack «sign». Dillmann (1859, p. 161, n. 3) and Charles 
(1895, p. 171, n. 6) included ^hrc^ •• nmutt in their editions. This is, however, a 
decidedly late and perhaps conflate reading. It is safer to follow the older copies and to 
regard ^hVC-t" (-¥) as an explanatory addition, taken from the end of the verse (cf 
Exod 12:13), to the vague opening line. It may be that f ' t presupposes a word such as 
^Mtl (see v 4 ) , since a command follows. It should be admitted, though, that the 
combinafion m x a nst in a Hebrew ms. could have caused a scribe to omit the second 
word. 

that house: The suffix of a + must represent something like «that» because «his» 
would make little sense. 
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the house because the sign of the blood was on its door. 49:4 The 
Lord's forces did everything that the Lord ordered them. They passed 
over all the Israelites. The plague did not come on them to destroy any 
of them — from cattle to mankind to dogs. 49:5 The plague on Egypt 
was very great. There was no house in Egypt in which there was no 5 
corpse, crying, and mourning. 49:6 All Israel was eating the paschal 
meat, drinking the wine, and glorifying, blessing, and praising the Lord 
God of their fathers. They were ready to leave the Egyptian yoke and 
evil slavery. 

49:7 Now you remember this day throughout all your hfetime. 10 
Celebrate it from year to year throughout all your lifetime, once a year 
on its day in accord with all of its law. Then you will not change a day 

49:6 was eating: Literally: was remaining/ sitting eating. The form ^MIC supplies the 
nuance of continuous action for all of the verbs through fhtt^. 

49:7 your lifetime: Literally: the days of your life. 
Celebrate it: Latin reads a purpose clause in contrast to a conjunction with imperative 

(and pronominal object) in Ethiopic. 
from year to year: Latin per singulos annos expresses largely the same idea in slightly 

different words. Latin does support 'i9° ... "if of the text against the variant 1A?° ... 
'idr' of many Ethiopic mss. 

throughout all your lifetime^: Literally: all the days of your life. Latin omits this 
second instance of the phrase. 

day: Latin employs a plural noun which is curious, since passover is a one-day festival. 
Perhaps the scribe or translator who was responsible for the plural form was thinking of 
its particular day, year after year, or he may have been including the days of unleavened 
bread. 

all of its law: Latin lacks an equivalent for «all». 
Then you will not change a day from the day: The Ethiopic verb probably belongs to 

conjugation IV, 3 ( = «permutare» [ D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 581; here he referred to this 
passage]). It is possible, however, that the long vowel which follows the initial gutteral is a 
secondary development conditioned by the gutteral consonant. Two early mss. (21 25) do 
read the IV, 1 form (see Dillmann, ibid.: «praetermittere [cf praeteribit of the Latin text], 
retardare»). The verb is probably, like the others in the verse, second-person masculine 
singular, not third feminine singular. It could be analyzed as either indicative or 
subjunctive. Consequently, one could translate as either «do not change» or (if it is IV, 1) 
«do not allow to pass by/ do not omit». The Latin ms. reads et non praeteribit Et erit 
illud a diebus suis.The plural diebus again appears opposite a singular noun in Ethiopic 
(see above). It is likely that the Latin is corrupt in this context (cf Charles, 1902, p. 254, 
n.). R O N S C H {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 90) changed it to et non praeteribis et transtuleris 
illud a diebus suis — an emendation that differs significantly from the Ethiopic at et 
transtuleris. Charles (1895, p. 171, n. 1 to Latin) read: et non erit ut praetereat illud a 
diebus suis. This, too, does not mirror the Ethiopic. The verb praeteribit is close in 
meaning to the variant ;ffH">A'P, but it is a third-person form. A change to second 
person (praeteribis) would be very simple. The major discrepancy involves et erit illud 
where Ethiopic has dA+. It is quite possible that et erit is a dittography of the latter parts 
of praeteribit. If so, only illud would have stood opposite AA+. Perhaps the Latin once 
read prsteribis ilium diem (you will not pass over/ omit that day). One could maintain 
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from the day or from month to month. 49:8 For it is an eternal statute 
and it is engraved on the heavenly tablets regarding the Israelites that 
they are to celebrate it each and every year on its day, once a year, 
throughout their entire history. There is no temporal limit because it is 
ordained forever. 49:9 The man who is pure but does not come to 
celebrate it on its prescribed day — to bring a sacrifice that is pleasing 
before the Lord and to eat and drink before the Lord on the day of his 
festival — that man who is pure and nearby is to be uprooted because 
he did not bring the Lord's sacrifice at its time. That man will bear 

that diem was omitted by homoioteleuton with ilium and that ilium represents a Greek 
definite article. If all of these suppositions should be correct, the Ethiopic and reconstruc
ted Latin texts would be nearly identical. 

49:8 it is engraved: Latin: it is written. 
regarding the Israelites: Latin: super omnes filios istrahel. The only difference between 

the versions is that Latin has «all» but Ethiopic does not. Charles (1895, p. 171, n. 28) 
emended Ethiopic to Atf-A- with Latin super omnes (cf Littmann, 117, n. a) — a curious 
change since AAA, not A, = super. It is more likely that AAA ' H-A- or "?» would, by 
homoioteleuton, become AAA / than that Charles' change would take place. 

(celebrate) it: The Ethiopic pronoun is masculine singular in form, but ea is neuter 
plural. In the remainder of the verse, Latin uses singular pronouns to refer to the festival. 

each and every year: Literally: in every year and year. Latin reads a shorter expression: 
per singulos annos (cf v 7 where the same words are used in another passage in which 
Ethiopic repeats «year»). 

their entire history: Literally: all their generations. Latin lacks «entire». 
There is: Latin adds illi ( = to/ for it) which echoes the Hebrew expression for 

possession (there is [not] to x). The term AAO could also be understood in this sense. 
49:9 does not come: Latin: non sciet. Charles (1895, p. 173, n. 1 to Latin) emended 

with Ethiopic to ierit, but Berger (548, n. a to v 9) is more persuasive in suggesting that 
i l 5 e i and T\KEI have been confused. He favors IISEI as a better candidate for the original 
reading. See v 10, however, where a form of » " } f h is also used. Num 9:13 enunciates a 
similar rule. 

its prescribed day: Ethiopic (literally): the time of its day; Latin (literally): the day of 
its time. Both seem to express the same sense, 

pleasing: Latin: acceptabilem. 
and (to eat): Latin lacks the conjunction, as do mss. 20 44. 
of his festival: Or: of its festival. Latin festo is an adjective which agrees in form with 

its antecedent. It can be used as a substantive, but if the text were to agree literally with 
the Ethiopic, it would have to be changed to festi. 

that man ... is to be uprooted: Latin does not have a conjunction before the verb 
( = mss. 42 47 58) and spells the future tense form with -uitur instead of -bitur. The 
Ethiopic and Latin verbs resemble one another closely in meaning. The word et before 
homo is curious unless it is an explicative use of the conjunction (as it is here translated 
[namely]). R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 90) and Charles (1895, p. 173, n. 2 to Latin) 
changed it to ille ( = Ethiopic). Ethiopic reads a relative pronoun only before l^ih, while 
Latin employs one only before proximus. The word inmundus is an error for mundus; 
possibly ille mundus was corrupted into inmundus (see homo ille at the end of the verse). 

the Lord's sacrifice: Latin uses the dative domino ( = to the Lord) which Charles 
(1895, p. 173, n . 4 to Latin) attributed to the influence of Vulgate Num 9:13. Ethiopic 
conjoins 4"CnV = MH.h'ttih.C in a construct relationship. 
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responsibility for his own sin. 49:10 The Israehtes are to come and 
celebrate the passover on its specific day — on the fourteenth of the 
first month — between the evenings, from the third part of the day 
until the third part of the night. For two parts of the day have been 
given for light and its third part for the evening. 49:11 This is what the 
Lord commanded you — to celebrate it between the evenings. 49:12 It 
is not to be sacrificed at any hour of the daylight but in the hour of the 
boundary of the evening. They will eat it during the evening hour(s) 

his own sin: Ethiopic expresses «his own» with A C A r t - , but Latin opts for a less literal 
suum with the noun. Charles (1895, p. 173, n. 4 to Latin) thought that suum, too, was due 
to the wording of Vulgate Num 9:13. 

49:10 are to come: Ethiopic employs a subjunctive (^h-V-) , but Latin, as it does 
frequently in these situations, resorts to a future indicative form. 

on its specific day: Literally: on the day of its time. Latin does not off'er an equivalent 
for «day». 

between the evenings: The biblical base is Exod 12:6 where MT reads D-ansn pa (cf 
Lev 23:5) but LXX uses 7cp6; ^CTTtepav which clearly underlies Latin's ad uesperam. Cf 
Charles, 1895, p. 172, n. 8. He emended Latin to ad uesperas (ibid., p. 173, n. 5 to Latin), 
but there is no advantage in so doing. See also 1 IQT 17:6. 

third part of the day: Latin: third part of it. The word autem, if it is properly read, 
may be used here in its function of indicating a continuation of what was said in the 
previous clause rather than in its more common meaning of «but» or «however». It is 
understood in the former sense here, though either of the latter translations would be 
possible renderings in the context. 

two parts of the day have been given for: Latin does not represent the verb. R A N S C H 
(Das Buch der Jubilaen, 90) and Charles (1895, p. 173) restored it, though Ronsch 
suggested dedit and Charles datae sunt. "Where Ethiopic has A Latin uses in. Charles 
(ibid., n. 6 to Latin) has also corrected duas to duae. 

its third part for: Latin lacks a possessive, and only a fragment (tiam) of tertiam 
remains (see R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 90; Charles, 1895, p. 173, n. 7 to Latin). 
Here, as above, Ethiopic has A where Latin supplies in. 

49:11 between the evenings: Latin: in uespertino. Compare 1 IQT 17:8b, where Yadin 
read n'?''"?a ini'?DX1 im« (see The Temple Scroll, 2.55, where he noted the 
difficulty of deciphering n'J'Va). Berger (548, n. a to v II) prefers the Latin formulation, 
but the more specific statement of Ethiopic appears to be more original and in uespertino 
an interpretation of it. 

49:12 It is not to be sacrificed: Literally: its sacrificing will not be done. Latin uses a 
more personal expression, with ut quis sacrificet standing where Ethiopic mn.«fc-t 
appears. Possibly both are ultimately interpretations of a Hebrew infinitive construct with 
suffix (Goldmann: inat). 

hour of the daylight: Or: time of the light. can mean «hora» ( D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 
1196-97) which is the word used here by Latin. 

in the hour of the boundary: Or: in the time of the boundary. Latin omits the phrase, 
Charles (1902, p. 255, n.) compared Deut 16:16 («in the evening at the going down of the 
sun» [RSV]) which may clarify what the «boundary of the evening)) is. 

They will eat: Latin uses a subjunctive verb (with mss. 12 38 44 58), but most of the 
Ethiopic mss. read an indicative form. With R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 92) and 
Charles (1895, p. 173, n. 8 to Latin), one should change manducet to manducent. 
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until: Latin does not use a preposition before tertia noctis, but one would be expected 
in this section which is defining a fixed point in the night, 

its meat: Latin lacks the possessive. 
and beyond: Latin reads only hoc here. The biblical phrase to which the verse alludes 

is 1p3 IS in Exod 12:10. D I L L M A N N (Lexicon, 823) listed as a Hebrew counterpart to hWi 
nxVn which may have been misconstrued, if it stood in Hebrew Jubilees, as ntVn ( = this 
[masculine]) or as n'fD ( = that one). 

is to be burned: Literally: they are to burn it. Latin appropriately renders with a 
passive verb (it is in the future tense). 

49:13 They are not to boil it: Latin coquitur should, with R O N S C H (Das Buch der 
Jubilaen, 92) and Charles (1895, p. 173, n. 9 to Latin), be changed to coquetur, i.e., a 
future form where Ethiopic reads a subjunctive. As elsewhere, Latin expresses with a 
passive verb what Ethiopic articulates through an indefinite third-person plural active 
form. 

nor eat it: Again Ethiopic uses a third-person plural subjunctive verb that is active, but 
Latin has a passive third-person singular future form (-uitur = -bitur). 

roasted on a fire, cooked with care on a fire: Ethiopic reads «roasted» before «on a 
fire» but Latin reverses the units. The words aM-t-ih9°1" and diligenter appear in the 
same place and are attempts at rendering ptsna in Exod 12:9 (LXX: nerd ajtot)5fi<;). 
Dillmann (in R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 93) translated the Ethiopic phrase with 
«diligenter». but Ronsch himself (ibid., 167-68) adduced evidence that diligenter should 
be translated «hastily» — a possible rendering of nexd CT7tou8fii;. As the Ethiopic 
infinitive, however, expresses the sense of «taking pains», it is preferable to translate both 
versions with «carefully/ with care» (see D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 73). A noteworthy difference 
between the versions appears where Ethiopic reads -nft-A ' IXM't' and Latin gives 
comedetis illud (ttM^ is omitted by mss. 20 25). Charles (1895, p. 172, n. 24) emended 
•flrt-A (he called it «the unmeaning besula» [1902, p. 255, n.]) to X'-aMf, though the 
Latin form is second person, not third. Littmann (117, n. c) accepted his proposal (note 
that Exod 12:11 does read ^m nn ' ?381 in this setting). But Goldmann and Berger have 
retained the Ethiopic text, with the former (p. m), n. to v r ) claiming that •flrt-A = ttM^ is 
an interpretation o f - " j s (represented by Tfl-rt; see Exod 12:9). It is possible, then, that the 
Latin text has been influenced here by the biblical wording. 

the head: There would be good reason for reading C?>A rather than CXA, since many 
Ethiopic mss. and Latin (caput eius) support the suffixal form. Here mss. 17 20 25 47; 63 
follow the textual tradition of LXX OLExod 12:9; the mss. with suffixal forms agree with 
MT Sam Syriac EthExodus. 

its internal parts: Latin does not indicate possession; the Ethiopic suffix agrees with 
MT Sam Syriac Exod 12:9. 

its feet: LXX OL EthExod 12:9 offer the same reading, while M T S a m (VSID = 
Syriac) have a word which means «legs». See Charles, 1895, p. 172, n. 27. 

They are to roast it: Latin continues with a second-person future tense verb where 
Ethiopic retains a third-person plural subjunctive form. The verb assauitis ( = assabitis) is 
not accompanied by a pronominal object and is thus to be read with the preceding words, 
unlike Ethiopic. 

until the third part of the night. Any of its meat that is left over from 
the third part of the night and beyond is to be burned. 49:13 They are 
not to boil it in water nor eat it raw but roasted on a fire, cooked with 
care on a fire — the head with its internal parts and its feet. They are to 
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roast it on a fire. There will be no breaking of any bone in it because no 
bone of the Israelites will be broken. 

49:14 Therefore the Lord ordered the Israehtes to celebrate the 
passover on its specific day. N o bone of it is to be broken because it is a 
festal day and a day which has been commanded. From it there is to be 
no passing over a day from the day or a month from the month 
because it is to be celebrated on its festal day. 

There will be no breaking of any bone in it: Latin begins much as Ethiopic does with et 
non erit quod frangatur, but where Ethiopic uses ?i?°fl>"ft-fe+ i Latin has ex 
omnibus ossibus eius. Exod 12:46 is behind the phrase, and there MT words it as D S » 1 
1 3 n3B?n. The compound A?"fl>-fl-t-t seems to represent 1 3 (EthExodus has A?°<»'A-t s 
\/"p] at this point). Latin may simply be explicating the meaning of the phrase that is 
now found in Ethiopic Jubilees. 

because no bone of the Israelites will be broken: Latin is quite different: et non erit 
tribulatio in filiis istrahel in die hac. Charles (1895, p. 172, n. 31) claimed that the Ethiopic 
should be translated like the Latin and that the Greek Vorlage of the two versions was 
probably oi> yap 'saxai auvtpipT|. Later (1902, pp. 255-56, n.), however, he offered a more 
detailed defence of the Latin: «If we might suppose two distinct Greek versions of the 
Hebrew and that the original of 'in die hac' was ntn am n s » 3 , we could explain the Eth. 
by supposing the loss of ntn Dl-n and the change of DSS3 into D S » [see 1895, pp. 172-73, 
n. 33]. But the corruption seems native to the Ethiopic. If the text referred here to the 
'breaking' of a bone, it would most probably have used sabara as in the clause before and 
in the verse after, where the Latin uses frangere and confringere respectively. In this 
clause, therefore, 'ijetqataqat ( = 'will not be crushed') is to be taken metaphorically = 
the Latin 'non erit tribulatio'». His thesis regarding ntn o r n D S B is more helpful than the 
metaphorical rendering that he favored for the Ethiopic — a version that is, incidentally, 
very literal, not «metaphorical». Forms of tribulatio occur here and in 23:9 ( = A"??"), 
23:13 ( = 9°l>ia. = m s ) , and 32:7 ( = 9"i>i(\,U-). In LXX the various forms of I I S , 
which is the root of m s , are translated by forms of GXipeiv (e.g., Ps 119 [120]: 1) and of 
eXiv|/i; (Gen 35:3; 42:21, etc.). This fact suggests that Latin's tribulatio may have 
resulted from a confusion of cruvOXipeiv or CTUVOHV/K; with the verb auvTpiv|/STe 
( = LXX Exod 12:46 [see D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 469]). This raises the question whether the 
mistake that Charles posited — nm o r n • S S 3 , which occurs in Exod 12:51, to D S S — 

took place in the opposite direction. At any rate, if . t ' ^ + m + T is original, a reference to 
bones would be natural. Berger (549, n. g to v 13) also accepts the Ethiopic text. 

49:14 N o bone of it is to be breoken: Latin agrees exactly as far as the infinitive 
confringere, but then it reads: in ea omne os illius. R O N S C H {Das Buch der Jubilaen, 92) 
and Charles (1895, p. 173, n. 13 to Latin) emended ea to eo (it refers to the paschal 
sacrificial animal; it is considered neuter in vv 12, 13). But illius seems to be the equivalent 
of }\9°ilh, so that ea is to be regarded as unique to Latin and as referring to dies which, 
though it is usually treated as masculine, can be feminine (especially in the singular; note 
in die hac in v 13). One may, therefore, retain in ea and translate it as «on it». Where 
Latin reads omne, Ethiopic has ?°7'Mi. Though almost all mss. read the accusative 9°'i+, 
one would have expected 9°J^, since 0K9° is not accusative. For this reason Charles 
(ibid., n. 35) changed the form to 9°'i^t. 

a day from the day or a month from the month: Presumably the two versions intend to 
say that the festival is not to be moved either from its specific day or from the first month 
to another, but the prepositions seem to have suffered in the transmission of the texts. The 
prepositional phrase }\9°W'lft-t: is not reflected in Latin and is difficult in its context. If it 
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referred to d/\^, h9°<D-{\-b;t' would be the expected form. Perhaps IIIA is the antecedent. 
Ethiopic reads dA+ (accusative case) first, whereas Latin has in diem second. In its 
present position should be construed as the object of the infinitive (as should (DCII). 
Latin lacks a conjunction between days/ months and, strangely, reads et mense instead of 
in mensem ( = Ethiopic). 

because ... day: Latin: sed in tempore suo. The word J i A < " » probably represents o in 
its meaning of «but» ( = Latin sed; see Dillmann [in R O N S C H , Das Buch der Jubilaen, 93]). 
Otherwise, Latin lacks most of the Ethiopic clause. It is difficult to believe that the bland 
phrase in Latin is more original than the precise one in Ethiopic. 

49:15 during their times: Latin: in generationibus suis (literally: in their generations). 
C f Exod 12:14: DDTm"? (LXX: ei^ rcdCTOi; xdg yevsd? Cn&v). However, in this verse 
EthExodus reads n < » " ' P A A .ho"- . D I L L M A N N (Lexicon, 925-26) does not give generatio as a 
possible meaning for " " T A A . 

Then a pleasing memorial will come before the Lord: Latin: et erit in testimonium in 
conspectu dei acceptabile. Exod 12:14 begins somewhat as Latin (-"? oaV ntn m-n fTTll) 
but then uses p i 3 t (LXX: nvrinoauvov) as in Ethiopic. Charles (1895, p. 173, n. 46) 
supported the accusative ending of ms. 38 ( = 58), but he would have to have supplied a 
preposition with it to produce his rendering «for a memorial» (1902). The preposition 
translated «before» is A?"4'Jt<»" (literally: from before) in Ethiopic but in conspectu in 
Latin. Finally, Latin acceptabile appears opposite ttf-u>9°C; for similar parallel uses of 
these and related words, see 32:4; 49:9. 

upon them: Latin: ab illo. Exod 12:13 (DD3) reinforces the plural of Ethiopic. 
to kill and to strike (them): Latin: ut perdat et ut exterminet eos. The two versions are 

related to the phrase Tisna ri-Tnkh in Exod 12:13: exterminet more closely resembles the 
first unit, and "71i9^' literally translates the meaning of the second. The pronominal object 
eos is not supported by the versions of Exod 12:13 other than by a few later LXX 
witnesses. 

have celebrated: The Ethiopic reads a perfect tense form (except mss. 21 35; c f 38), but 
Latin has a future indicative. 

in every respect as it was commanded: Latin: secundum uniuersa praecepta eius. 
Charles (1895, p. 174, n. 5; c f 1902, p. 256, n.) preferred Latin and thought one should 
read flh"" = tf-A- = secundum uniuersa. The Ethiopic text could be the product of 
confusion between the similar words ( I H - A - and flh"", although it makes sense as it stands. 
As for the variant -thm /praecepta eius, mss. 12 38 show that the verb and related noun 
(•1-KtH = Latin) can easily be interchanged. Compare Exod 12:50 which uses a verb of 
command (EthExodus: nh"" ' XHH""-). 

49:16 It is no longer to be eaten: Ethiopic begins the sentence, as in vv 12, 13, and 14, 
with a>i\.fMa>-'i and a verbal form (here an infinitive) which specifies what is not to be 
done. Latin simply uses a future tense verb (manducauitur = -bitur) which corresponds in 
meaning with the Ethiopic infinitive. Most of the Ethiopic mss. also add \ 7 h which could 
mean either «therefore» (which seems inappropriate here) or «longer» (which may be 
understood as distinguishing the first passover from subsequent celebrations). 

49:15 Now you order the Israelites to celebrate the passover each 
year during their times, once a year on its specific day. Then a pleasing 
memorial will come before the Lord and no plague will come upon 
them to kill and to strike (them) during that year when they have 
celebrated the passover at its time in every respect as it was command
ed. 49:16 It is no longer to be eaten outside of the Lord's sanctuary but 
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before the Lord's sanctuary. All the people of the Israelite congregation 
are to celebrate it at its time. 49:17 Every man who has come on its 
day, who is 20 years of age and above, is to eat it in the sanctuary of 
your God before the Lord, because this is the way it has been written 
and ordained — that they are to eat it in the Lord's sanctuary. 

49:18 When the Israelites enter the land which they will possess — 

before the Lord's sanctuary: Latin: secus tabernaculum domini. Using tabernaculum 
may be an attempt to vary the wording rather than repeating sanctificatio-. It would also 
be especially appropriate for the sanctuary of Moses' time. The tabernacle is mentioned in 
both versions in v 18. 

people of the Israelite congregation: Latin: multitudo filiorum istrahel. The Ethiopic 
probably reflects bifUr Vnj? as, while Latin reproduces bKlvr -a. That is, filiorum is 
suspect. It is possible that multitudo represents hrip D». 

are to celebrate: Latin again uses a future indicative form where most of the Ethiopic 
mss. have a subjunctive. Mss. 20 25 47 63 agree with Latin. 

49:17 Every: Latin and mss. 25 35 58 introduce the verse with a conjunction. 
has come on its day, who is 20years of age and above: Latin: praetermiserit in 

uisitatione. Charles (1895, p. 174, n. 16; p. 175, n . 4 to Latin) dismissed the Latin as 
corrupt. Earlier, R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 168) had supplied erit after uisitatione 
and had noted that the noun corresponded with m p D . The reference to those aged 20 and 
above is, as Ronsch (ibid.) and others have observed, derived from passages such as 
Exod 30:14; Lev 27:3; Num 1:32; it does not follow later rabbinic law (see Charles, 1902, 
pp. 256-57, n.; Hartom, 136, n. to v r) . The Temple Scroll prescribes the same age limit: 
n"?»ai mttf [nl-l irs pa (17:8; see Y A D I N , The Temple Scroll, 2.55; Berger, 550, n. d to 
v 17). All of this may explain the origins of at least some parts of the curious Latin text. 
One passage where «20 and above» occurs is Exod 30:14 which deals with the census: 
a"?»ai niti a-ntis pa m p s n Vs l a s n V 3 ( c f Num 1:32). The verb praetermiserit could be 
regarded as an inexact reflection of "lasn, and uisitatione (or -onem; see Ronsch, ibid., 92, 
n. 7) is a well attested meaning of m p D . In other words, the Latin translation says that 
everyone who enters the census is to eat the passover (cf Hartom, ibid.). The reference to 
the age limit seems to have led someone to insert the word for census where Ethiopic 
reads (lAA-J:. The verb praetermiserit, which surfaces only here in the extant Latin 
fragments, remains something of a problem. It means «to let pass by/ neglect; pass over, 
by». One might have expected a form of praetereo or praetermeo if the explanation given 
here is correct. 

is to eat: The form f.-Oeif must be the main verb in the verse, though it could be 
rendered as part of a purpose clause as in Latin. But the Latin infinitive leaves no main 
verb, so that one should supply erit (or sit) with it, or it should be changed to manducaret. 

your God: Latin: dei nostri, in which nostri is an error for uestri. 
written and ordained: Latin, with the order praeceptum/ scribtum, seems to transpose 

the verbs, as do mss. 20 48. 
they are to eat it: Latin, possibly because the translator interpreted the plural active 

form as the equivalent of a passive, reads manducetur. 
Lord's: Latin: eius. 
49:18 When: For hrW^, see D I L L M A N N , Lexicon, 829-30 (= &q in Gen 12:12). 

Latin gives quemadmodum ( = in what manner/ how). R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 
168) probably uncovered the source of the disagreement when he noted that either 
Hebrew 3 or Greek &>q. which can mean «as» or «when», was improperly translated into 
Latin; that is, the wrong option was selected by the translator. Charles (1895, p. 175, n. 5 
to Latin) emended to quando. 
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the land of Canaan — and set up the Lord's tabernacle in the middle of 
the land in one of their tribal groups (until the time when the Lord's 
temple will be built in the land), they are to come and celebrate the 
passover in the Lord's tabernacle and sacrifice it before the Lord from 
year to year. 49:19 At the time when the house is built in the Lord's 
name in the land which they will possess, they are to go there and 
sacrifice the passover in the evening when the sun sets, in the third part 
of the day. 49:20 They will offer its blood on the base of the altar. They 
are to place the fat on the fire which is above the altar and are to eat its 

which they will possess: Latin expresses the same sense but uses a noun in the genitive 
case (with ipsorum) instead of a relative clause (literally: of their possession). 

and set up: Latin inhabitabunt is implausible. Charles (1895, p. 174, n. 22) suggested 
that it had resulted when CTTT|a(oai and oiKfiacoai were confused; but the Ethiopic verb 
means literally «to plant». 

their tribal groups: w^V-i-'^ should mean (their armies/ companies/ bands» (see 
DILLMANN, Lexicon, 345-46). Cf Num 10:28 where it refers to the hosts of each tribe 
( = aTpaxiai). The efforts of some translators reveal their awareness of the word's 
meaning but also their conviction that «tribes» ( = Latin; the form is singular: one tribe 
of theirs) must be intended here. Dillmann (1851) used «heerschaafen (stamme)»; 
Littmann gave «Scharen» (118, n. a: «d.h. wohl 'Stamraen'»); and Berger opts for 
«Heerhaufen». See also Goldmann, p. N 'w, n. to v W. 

the time when: Latin reads diem which is lacking in Ethiopic. 
they are to come: Latin again uses a future form while ^h->- is subjunctive (cf 

mss. 17;21). 
in the Lord's tabernacle: Latin: in conspectu tabemaculi dei. Note that fl̂ "̂ "" = 

hllth'dih.C follows shortly in Ethiopic; it is omitted from Latin. 
and sacrifice it before the Lord; Latin omits, perhaps by parablepsis from dei to 

domini or dei. Ethiopic reads the same divine name in both places. 
from year to year; Latin expresses the idea more simply with per singulos annos. 
49:19 is built; The verb in Ethiopic is in the perfect tense, but Latin renders with a 

future indicative form. 
they are to go there and sacrifice; Ethiopic subjunctive verbs appear where Latin has a 

participle (offerentes) and a future indicative (mactabunt). Charles (1895, p. 175, n. 9 to 
Latin) asked: «Is offerent [his and Ronsch's (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 94) emendation of 
offerentes] due to confusion of dviaai and dvoiaouCTi?» One should answer negatively 
because these seem unlikely antecedents for the two verbs in question. A more likely 
suggestion is that qal ( = Ethiopic) and hiphil ( = Latin) forms of nVs were read by Greek 
translators; the two would be indistinguishable in Hebrew if imperfect or jussive forms 
were used. 

in the evening: Latin: ad uespera. See 49:12. A confusion between ex; ( = Ethiopic) 
and sac; (= Latin) could account for the difference. 

when the sun sets: Latin: circa occansum solis. It is likely that VOVT] lies behind 
both versions. 

49:20 They are to place: Latin: offerent, that is, a future indicative opposite an 
Ethiopic subjunctive form. The same verbs correspond with one another at 21:8 (offeres 
and ^•I'ttC). 

which is above the altar: Latin: of the altar. 
are to eat its meat; Latin uses a future tense verb and lacks a possessive with carnes. 

Charles (1895) switched the order of/";>U- = ^-flAO-. 
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meat roasted on a fire in the courtyard of the sanctuary in the name of 
the Lord. 49:21 They will not be able to celebrate the passover in their 
cities or in any places except before the Lord's tabernacle or otherwise 
before the house in which his name has resided. Then they will not go 
astray from the Lord. 5 

49:22 Now you, Moses, order the Israelites to keep the statute of the 
passover as it was commanded to you so that you may tell them its year 
each year, the time of the days, and the festival of unleavened bread so 
that they may eat unleavened bread for seven days to celebrate its 
festival, to bring its sacrifice before the Lord on the altar of your God lo 

courtyard of the sanctuary: C f IIQT 17:8-9: vrr\p [ ] n n s n a rii-b2 iniVsKI. Latin 
(santificatae) and IIQT support the reading a + ' ""^Rh ( = Dillmann, 1859), not n.'̂  ! 
H++«rt ( = 12 17 63) which Charles adopted. 

49:21 will not be able: As Charles (1902, p. 257, n.) noticed, Deut 16:5 lies behind this 
phrase. There, MT's Vain «•? is rendered as oi 5vvr\c!r\ in LXX and as non poteris in the 
Vulgate. He considered the latter two faulty renderings, since the Hebrew text «denotes 
moral inability». 

or: Literally: and. Latin omits. Charles (1902, p. 157, n.) claimed that he had omitted 
the word from his translation, but he obviously did not, as he used the word «nor». 

places: Latin employs the singular loco, 
or otherwise: Latin: et. 
has resided: Ethiopic uses a perfect tense form, and Latin habitauit supports it. The 

latter should not, therefore, be read as habitabit as R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 94) 
and Charles (1895, p. 175, n. 11 to Latin) did. 

from the Lord: Literally: after the Lord ( = Ethiopic); from after the Lord ( = Latin). 
For the expression, see R O N S C H (Das Buch der Jubilaen, 168) who compared Zeph 1:6 
(mn' 'nn«n D'JIOJn nsi) . One would have expected h9°X:-^d. here, not just S^iC 

49:22 to keep: The better Ethiopic mss., in proper Semitic style, place a conjunction 
before ^A+fF, while Latin translates correctly without one. 

as it was commanded to you so that you may tell: Latin disagrees with Ethiopic only 
by placing et before quemadmodum (thus beginning a new independent clause here) and 
by using an imperative instead of a result clause. The word indica shows that the preferred 
reading is ^IIC"^, not H-lttC (see Charles, 1895, p. 175, n. 41). 

its year each year: Latin: per singulos enim annos, where enim seems to mean «indeed/ 
truly/ in fact». The translation «throughout each and every year» is an attempt to 
incorporate this nuance into the phrase. Charles (1895, p. 175, n. 42) gave an incorrect 
reading for ms. D ( = 38; for the correct see Dillmann, 1859, p. 164, n. 1) and 
indicated in 1902 (p. 257, n.) that he preferred a combination of C ( = 51; it reads «)<»•+) 
and D (Al"";*-!") which agrees with Latin. But this is hardly the case. must be the 
object of ^lICi"^. Latin seems to have omitted an equivalent for 1 " " + , or the Ethiopic 
tradition has added the word. 

the time of the days: AA+ is also the object of 't't'lC^, but Latin tempore (unlike 
AA-f, it is preceded by a preposition) suggests that the word should be taken in its less 
specific sense of «time». Latin uses suorum after dierum, but Ethiopic does not indicate 
possession. 

the festival: Latin places per before diem festum, and in this way it coordinates it with 
per singulos ... In Ethiopic fl'JA" is an object of ^ttea^. 
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each day during those seven joyful days. 49:23 For you celebrated this 
festival hastily when you were leaving Egypt until the time you crossed 
the sea into the wilderness of Sur, because you completed it on the 
seashore. 

5 50:1 After this law I informed you about the sabbath days in the 
wilderness of Sin which is between Elim and Sinai. 50:2 On Mt. Sinai I 
told you about the sabbaths of the land and the years of jubilees in the 
sabbaths of the years, but its year we have not told you until the time 
when you enter the land which you will possess. 50:3 The land will 

10 observe its sabbaths when they live on it, and they are to know the year 
of the jubilee. 50:4 For this reason I have arranged for you the weeks 
of years and the jubilees — 49 jubilees from the time of Adam until 
today, and one week and two years. It is still 40 years off (for learning 
the Lord's commandments) until the time when he leads (them) across 

15 to the land of Canaan, after they have crossed the Jordan to the west of 
it. 50:5 The jubilees will pass by until Israel is pure of every sexual evil, 
impurity, contamination, sin, and error. Then they will live confidently 
in the entire land. They will no longer have any satan or any evil 
person. The land will be pure from that time until eternity. 

20 50:6 I have now written for you the sabbath commandments and all 
the statutes of its laws. 50:7 You will work for six days, but on the 

to celebrate: Latin adds et before ut faciant. 
to bring; Latin places et before ut offerant ( = mss. 12 44 58; c f 35). 
each day: Literally (Ethiopic): day from day. Latin uses per singulos annos. 
those; Latin lacks the demonstrative. Charles (1902, p. 257, n.) explained that M «... 

probably represents the Greek article». 
49:23 you crossed: Charles (1895, p. 174) read ^ttm-h. (1902: «entered») — a verb 

that is attested in no ms. However, he did not explain this in n. 48 (p. 175), where it is 
implied that B ( = 25) reads this verb. Ms. 25 clearly gives -t-Of-m.. 

50:1 Sin: The mss. read rt.T = Sinai, a name that figures later in the verse. Exod 16:1, 
however, demonstrates that rt.7 is to be read (see Charles, 1902, p. 258, n.; Hartom, 137, 
n. to V N; and Berger, 552, n. a to v 1). 

50:3 they are to know; The subjunctive form, which differs by one vowel from the 
indicative which Dillmann (1859) and Charles (1895) read, is much more strongly 
supported. 

50:4 arranged: Or: ordained. 
he leads (them): The causative singular form is supported by mss. 12 20 25, while 35 38 

39 44 48 58 63 also back the singular (non-causative). If the causative singular is the best 
reading, then the Lord is the understood subject and Israel the assumed object. If the 
plural, non-causative form is preferred, then Israel would be the understood subject 
( = Dillmann, 1859; Charles, 1895). All translators have chosen the latter alternative. 

50:5 until eternity: Literally: until all days/ time. 
50:7 on the seventh day: LXX OL EthExod 20:10 read in a similar fashion (xfj 

flUEpQi), but MT Sam Syriac place no preposition or temporal word before «the seventh 
day». 
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seventh day is the sabbath of the Lord your God. D o not do any worlc 
on it — you, your children, your male and female servants, all your 
cattle, or the foreigner who is with you. 50:8 The man who does any 
work on it is to die. Any man who desecrates this day; who lies with a 
woman; who says anything about work on it — that he is to set out on 5 
a trip on it, or about any selling or buying; who on it draws water 
which he had not prepared for himself on the sixth day; or who lifts 
any load to bring (it) outside his tent or his house is to die. 50:9 On the 
sabbath day do not do any work which you have not prepared for 
yourself on the sixth day so that you may eat, drink, rest, keep sabbath lO 
on this day from all work, and bless the Lord your God who has given 
you a festal day and a holy day. This day among their days is to be the 
day of the holy kingdom for all Israel throughout all time. 50:10 For 
great is the honor which the Lord has given Israel to eat, drink, and be 
filled on this festal day; and to rest on it from any work that belongs to 15 
the work of mankind except to burn incense and to bring before the 
Lord offerings and sacrifices for the days and the sabbaths. 50:11 Only 
this (kind of) work is to be done on the sabbath days in the sanctuary 
of the Lord your God in order that they may atone continuously for 
Israel with offerings from day to day as a memorial that is acceptable 20 
before the Lord; and in order that he may receive them forever, day by 
day, as you were ordered. 

50:12 Any man who does work; who goes on a trip; who works 
farmland whether at his home or in any (other) place; who hghts a fire; 
who rides any animal; who travels the sea by ship; any man who beats 25 
or kills anything; who shts the throat of an animal or bird; who catches 

your God. D o not do: The plural suffix on A?°Ahh<»-, the plural verb •^IfK-, and the 
other second-person plural pronouns to the end of the verse agree only with TjnExod 
20:10. 

on it: Some Syriac mss., L X X O L EthExod 20:10 add this prepositional phrase, and 
SamDeut 5:14 does so as well. MT Sam Syriac lack it in Exod 20:10. 

all (your cattle): So LXX OL EthExod 20:10 ( = Deut 5:14). 
foreigner: The lack of a suffix on the noun agrees with LXX OL EthExod 20:10. 
50:8 says anything about work: Literally: who speaks a word of work. 9°1'\C has the 

support of mss. 20 25 35 44 58; the others read the subjunctive verb f.1(\C ( = Dillmann, 
1859; Charles, 1895). The latter with its context Charles (1902) rendered as «says he will 
do something)*. 

selling or buying: Charles (1902, p. 259, n.) thought that these words should be 
transposed. Dillmann (1851) had reversed them, as has Berger; but Littmann gave the 
correct order. 

load: Literally: that which he carries. 
50:9 day of the holy kingdom: Or: holy day of the kingdom. 
50:12 shts the throat of: Or: slaughters. 
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50:13 each specific time: Literally: time and time. 
Here ... completed: Several mss. read additional material after the brief postscript. 

Mss. 17 35 38 offer a statement of praise to God; 42 contains a comment about the 
writing of the book; 39 47 48 contain a prayer; and 47 58 also supply several pages of 
interpretations (+C=l"S) of Jubilees. Since none of these is part of the text of the book, 
they have not been included here. 

either a wild animal, a bird, or a fish; who fasts and makes war on the 
sabbath day — 50:13 a man who does any of these things on the 
sabbath day is to die, so that the Israelites may continue observing the 
sabbath in accord with the commandments for the sabbaths of the land 
as it was written in the tablets which he placed in my hands so that I 
could write for you the laws of each specific time in every division of its 
times ». 

Here the words regarding the divisions of the times are completed. 
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Syriac Chronicle (27.14-28.22) 

2:2 In the beginning, on the first day 
which is the first of the week, God 
created the heavens, the earth, the 
waters, the diffused light, and all the 
classes of the angels who serve before 
God: all the angels of the presence; the 
angels of holiness; and the ones who 
make the winds blow; the depths, 
darkness; and the angels of the winds 
that blow. 

2:3 He made seven great works on the 
first day. 

2:4 On the second day he created 
the lower heaven and named it the 
firmament. The upper heaven was that 
of light; it is, according to the doctrine 
of the church, the spiritual paradise — 
that is to say, the heavenly Jerusalem. 
On that day the waters were divided: 
half of them went up above and half of 
them were on the surface of the whole 
earth. This was the only thing God 
made on the second day. 

2:5 On the third day he told the 
waters to pass from the surface of 
the earth to one place within this fir
mament; 2:6 and dry land appeared. 
2:7 On that day he created all the seas, 
the places where they collected [liter
ally: their reservoirs], the rivers, and 
the springs of water in the mountains 
and in the valleys. Beneath the earth 

Epiphanius, De mensuris et ponderibus 
22 

2:2 For on the first day he made the 
heavens that are above, the earth, the 
waters from which come snow, ice, 
hail, frosts, and dew; the spirits who 
serve before him, which are as follows: 
angels before the presence; angels of 
the glory; and angels of blowing 
winds; angels of clouds and darkness, 
snow, hail, and ice; angels of sounds, 
thunders, lightnings, of cold, heat, of 
winter, autumn, spring, and summer, 
and of all the spirits of his creatures 
which are in heaven and on the earth; 
the depths, which are beneath the 
earth, and the chasm; darkness, eve
ning, and night, the light of day, and 
of dawn. 
2:3 God made these seven great 
works on the first day. 

2:4 On the second [he created] the 
firmament in the middle of the waters, 
and the division of the waters which 
are above the firmament and those 
below the firmament on the surface of 
the whole earth. This was the only 
work God made on the second day. 

2:5 On the third day 

2:7 the seas, the rivers, the springs, 
and the lakes; the seed that is sown; 
the plants, the fruit trees and the ones 
without fruit, the forests, and all the 
plants by kind. 
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God made the passages, the hollows, 
and the watercourses for the passage 
of water and the wind, through which 
the heat and the cold rise for the 
service of those who live on the earth. 
The earth is like a sponge. God 
commanded the earth, and it con
ceived and produced the grass, trees, 
seeds, and the plants. He made four 
great works on the third day. 

2:8 On the fourth day God made 
the sun, the moon, and the stars, [cf 
2:10 and 2:12] The heat of the sun was 
spread out over the surface of the 
waters for healing and for the growth 
of everything ... and grows on the 
earth, [cf 2:8-10] He appointed the 
sun to divide between light and dark
ness. 2:10 He made three works on the 
fourth day. 

2:11 On the fifth day God 
commanded the waters, and they gave 
birth to different kinds: the sea mon
sters, leviathan, and frightful behe
moth — that is, the locusts, the birds, 
and the fish. 
2:12 The sun shone over them for 
growth. Three works he made on the 
fifth day. 

2:13 On the sixth day he made all 
the land animals, the cattle, and every
thing that creeps on the earth. 2:14 
After everything he created mankind 
— male and female he made them. He 
made them rule everything on the 
earth and in the seas, the birds, the 
cattle, and everything that creeps on 
the earth. 

These four great works God made on 
the third day. 

2:8 On the fourth the sun, the 
moon, the stars. 

2:10 These three great works God 
made on the fourth day. 

2:11 On the fifth 
the great sea monsters, the fish, and 
the other reptiles that are in the 
waters; the feathered birds. 

2:12 These three great works God 
made on the fifth day. 

2:13 On the sixth day the animals, 
the cattle, the things that move about 
on the earth; 2:14 mankind. These 
four great works God made on the 
sixth day. 

Syriac Chronicle (29.29-30.1) 

2:15 The total was 22 works. 

2:16 God finished all his works in 
heaven, on the earth, in the seas, in the 
depths, in the light, in the darkness, 
and in every place. 

2:15 All the things which were 
made by God during the six days were 
22 works. 2:16 God finished all (of 
them) on the sixth day: whatever was 
in heaven, on the earth, in the seas, in 
the depths, in the light, in the dark-
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ness, and in every place, [cf. 2:17] God 
rested from all his works on the 
seventh day. 

[cf 2:19] He blessed it and sanctified 
it; he showed to Moses through an 
angel that [cf 2:23] there also were 22 
leaders from Adam to Jacob, [cf 2:20] 
«I will choose for myself from his 
descendants a special people out of all 
the nations». 

Syriac Chronicle (30.3-7) 

[cf 2:24] For this reason he blessed the sabbath day, and on the seventh day 
everything which had been created in six days was blessed. 2:25 For this reason 
he gave orders to the Hebrews regarding it that anyone who would do work on it 
was to die; and anyone who would violate it was to die. 

Syncellus, Chronographia (7.20-9.14) 

[cf 3:1] On the first day of the week, which was the third day after Adam was 
formed, the eighth of the first month Nisan, the first of the month April, and the 
sixth of (what is) Pharmuth among the Egyptians, Adam named the wild animals 
by a certain divine grace. On the second day of the second week he named the 
cattle; on the third day of the second week he named the birds; on the fourth day 
of the second week he named the reptiles; on the fifth day of the second week he 
named the swimming creatures, [cf 3:5] On the sixth day of the second week, 
which was the sixth of April according to the Romans, but the eleventh of 
Pharmuth according to the Egyptians, after God had taken a certain part of 
Adam's rib, he formed the woman. 

3:9 On the forty-sixth day of the creation of the world, on the fourth day of 
the seventh week, on the fourteenth of Pachon, on the ninth of May, when the 
sun was in Taurus and the moon diametrically in Scorpio, at the rising of the 
Pleiades, God brought Adam in the Garden of Eden during the fortieth day after 
he was formed. [Omit, 8.16-21] On the ninety-third day of the creation, on the 
second day of the fourteenth week, during the summer solstice, when the sun and 
moon were in Cancer, on the twenty-fifth of the month June, on the first of 
Epiphi, Adam's helper Eve was brought in the Garden of Eden by God, on the 
eightieth day after she was formed [cf 3:33] — she whom Adam took and named 
Eve which means life. 3:10 For this reason God commanded through Moses in 
Leviticus [= Leviticus 12], surely because of the days of their separation from the 
Garden of Eden after the creation: for giving birth to males that she be impure 
for 40 days; 3:11 and for giving birth to females for 80 days. Since Adam was 
brought in the Garden of Eden on the fortieth day after he was formed, for this 
reason those boys who have been born are brought to the temple on the fortieth 
day according to the law. But for a female she is to be impure for 80 days because 
of her entering the Garden of Eden on the eightieth day and because of the 
impurity of the female in comparison with the male. 
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Michael Glycas, Annales I 

3:16 Adam used to scare away the birds and the reptiles, gather the fruit in the 
Garden of Eden, and eat it with his wife. 

Syriac Chronicle (31.9-11) 

3:28 On that day the mouth(s) of the animals and of everything that moves 
about on the earth were silenced so that the animals could not speak. 

Syncellus, Chronographia (13.16-14.3) 

3:32 [cf 3:17] In the seventh year he transgressed, and in the eighth they were 
expelled from the Garden of Eden, as it says, after 45 days of the transgression, at 
the rising of the Pleiades. Adam spent seven (units) of 365 days in the Garden of 
Eden. He was driven out with his wife Eve on the tenth of the month May 
because of the transgression. 

Syncellus, Chronographia (14.15-15.10; cf also 16.18 and 17.13-15) 

[cf 3:34] In the eighth year, it says, Adam knew his wife Eve. 
4:1 In the seventieth year (their) first son Cain was born to them. In the 

seventy-seventh year, they say, the righteous Abel was born. In the eighty-fifth 
year a daughter was born to them, and they named her Asouam. In the ninety-
seventh year Cain brought an offering; in the ninety-ninth year Abel offered up a 
sacrifice to God. [Omit 14.24-15.2] 4:2 During the same ninety-ninth year Cain 
killed Abel. 

[cf 4:7] The first-formed people mourned for four weeks, that is, 28 years. In 
the 127th year Adam and Eve put aside their mourning. 4:9 In the 135th year 
Cain married his own sister Asaunan when she was 50 years of age and he 65 
years of age. 

l lQJub 1 Epiphanius, Panarion 39,6.4-5 

4:7 ] in the fourth (year) [of] the 
([ ]and she gave 
birth to a son for him. He named [ 

another [offspring on the] 
earth in place of Abel (for [Cain] had 
killed him). 4:8 ] his daughter 
[Azu]ra. 4:9 Cain married [his] sister 4:9 Cain [joined with] his older sister 
] the fourth [jubi]lee[ Saue (so named), 
fifjth [jubilee] houses were built on the 4:11 while Seth, the third son born 
ear[th. after Abel, [with] his sister named 
his [son] Enoch. 4:10 Ad[am Azura. 4:10 Other sons, too, were 

born to Adam, as the Little Genesis 
has it — nine (of them) after these 
three, so that he had two daughters 
and 12 sons (one having died while 11 
continued to live). 
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4:11 flifthwee]k 

llQJub M2 

4:13 s]on [for him] in the [third] 
y[ear] 4:14 At the end of the [eighth] 
ju[bilee ] married [ 

thi]rd 
[year] of [ 

llQJub M3 Cedrenus, Historiarum Compendium 
(17.13-15) 

4:16 fi]fth[week 
4:17 He was the fir[st 4:17 He was the first to learn and 

teach letters and to be considered 
worthy of a revelation of divine 
secrets. 

Syriac Chronicle (39.1-8) 

4:17 This Enoch was the first to learn (the art oO writing, instruction, and 
wisdom. And he wrote down in a book the signs of the sky to inform mankind 
about the changes of the times and of the years according to their fixed patterns 
and according to their months. 4:18 He made known the days of the year; the 
number of the months he arranged. 
4:19 He saw in his dream vision everything that has happened and is (occurring) 
— also everything that will happen to mankind during their history until the day 
of judgment. 

4:21 He was with God's angels ... 

Syriac Chronicle (38.26-39.1) 

4:25 He first offered the sacrifice of incense in the evening as a pleasing fragrance 
before the Lord on the mountain of the south. 4:26 For there are four places that 
belong to the Lord: the mountain of the Garden of Eden, the mountain of the 
south, Mt. Sinai, and Mt. Zion. 

1 IQJub 2 Syriac Chronicle (32.24-26; Chronicle on Creation 
33.12-16) 

4:29 4:29 In the nineteenth [cf 4:29] When Adam was 
jubilee, during the seventh 230 years of age, he became 

burjied in the [ week when Adam had lived the father of Seth. After 
970 years [J^ ( = 70) and A living for 700 years in addi-
( = 30) have been confused] tion to these, 4:30 he died 
— at the time of his end — during the very day of the 
the patriarchs who had been transgression. For as 1000 
born during Adam's life years is the interval for 

4:30 were gathered to him. 4:30 God's day, he died after he 
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He lacked 70 years from had lived just 930 years, 
] 1000 years [ 1000 years because 1000 4:29 This one is said to be 

years are one day in the the first to be buried in the 
testimony of heaven. For it ground from which he was 
was written regarding the taken 

trjee of knowledge: 'On tree of knowledge: 'On the 
the [ day that you eat from it you 

will indeed die'. Therefore 
he did not complete the 

the years of [this] day [ years of this day but he died 
during it. 

Syncellus, Chronographia (19.3-5) 

4:31 In the same 930th year Cain also died when his house fell on him. For 
with stones he had also killed Abel. When, therefore, a year was completed after 
the death of Adam, he died. 

11 QJub 3 Syriac Chronicle (36.29-37.1) 

5:1 5:1 They took as wives for themselves 
whomever they chose. By them they 

the ne]ph[il]im. 5:2 [Wickedness] gave birth to children, the giants (who 
increased were) like towers. 

] cattle, an[imals 
] corrupted their way and 

[their] pr[escribed course] 
o]n the earth. 

Syriac Chronicle (40.19-24) 

[cf. 5:1] At that time when mankind multiplied, 5:2 and all animate beings 
corrupted their way, 5:9 God permitted them to attack one another in battle 
until they had killed one another with the sword — thousands and ten thousands 
of people — until the land on which they had made war was rotted by their 
blood. 

Syriac Chronicle (42.22-31) 

6:1 On the first of the third month they left the ark, and Noah built an altar 
for the Lord on the mountain of Kardu. 6:2 He took a kid, 6:3 a calf, a ram, a 
lamb, salt, turtledoves, and doves and offered (them as) a sacrifice on the altar. 
He placed on them an offering mixed with oil, sprinkled wine, and put 
frankincense on everything. He sent up a pleasant fragrance that was pleasing 
before the Lord. 

[cf 6:10] Noah and his sons swore an oath not to eat 6:7 any animate being 
with its blood and with its spirit, as the Lord commanded them because the vital 
force of all animate beings is in the blood. 
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Syncellus, Chronographia (147.1-2) 

[cf. 7:1] In this 2251st year, as they say, Noah planted a vineyard on Mt. Lubar 
of Armenia. 

Syriac Chronicle (46.5-12) Cedrenus, Historiarum Compendium 
(27.11-14) 

8:2 When Kainan grew up, his father 8:2 In the 2585th year, as Kainan was 
taught him (the art of) writing. He travelling through the open country, 
went to build a place and a city of his 8:3 he found the writing of the giants, 
own. 8:3 He found an inscription 8:4 and hid (it) from him. He sinned 
which the ancients had written on a in these matters and educated the 
rock. He read it, copied it, and sinned others in the same unnatural thing(s). 
through it, since in it was written the 
ancients' teaching for observing the 
omens of the sun, the moon, and the 
stars, and all the heavenly signs. 8:4 
He told no one about it because he was 
afraid that Noah would become angry 
at him. 

Syriac Chronicle (43.17-44.15) 

8:11 Noah divided the earth for his three sons, for Shem, Ham, and Japheth. 
8:12 There emerged as Shem's lot all of the center of the earth which is in the 
center of the inhabited territory, [cf 8:21] from the boundary of Egypt and the 
Erythrean Sea as far as this sea of Phoenicia and Syria. These well known places 
belonged to Shem and his children: Palestine, all of Arabia, Phoenicia, Syria, all 
of Mesopotamia, Hyrcania, Asshur, and the country of Sanir and Babylon, all of 
the land of Persia and all the regions around it, with northern India and the rest 
of the eastern countries. 

8:22 For Ham, Noah's second son, there emerged a second share from the 
south of the Gihon, from the right side of the Garden of Eden. It goes toward the 
south and crosses all the fiery mountains. It goes westward toward the Atel Sea 
until it reaches the Mahuq Sea, everything that descends into which is destroyed. 
8:23 It comes to the north to the summit of Gadir and comes to the shore of the 
Great Sea as far as the Gihon River. The Gihon goes until it reaches the right side 
of the Garden of Eden. 

8:24 This is the land which emerged as a share for Ham and his children 
throughout their generations. 

8:25 For Japheth, Noah's third son, there emerged a third share from the 
other side of the Tina River, from the north of the source of its waters and all the 
boundaries of Gog. 8:26 It crosses to the north of the mountain of Qed and to 
the Mahuq Sea. It comes from the east of the north [grby' read instead of gdr = 
Gadir]. 8:27 It goes until it reaches the west of Afgara. 

8:29 This is the land that emerged as the hereditary share of Japheth and his 
children — five large islands and the large land of the north — throughout their 
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generations forever. 8:30 Shem's land is neither hot nor cold but is a mixture of 
heat and cold. The land of Ham is hot; the land of Japheth is very cold. 

Syncellus, Chronographia (49.6-15) 

10:1 After the flood, in the 2582nd year of the world, (the Watchers), 
motivated by jealousy after death, misled Noah's children, [cf 10:3] When Noah 
prayed that they would withdraw from them, 10:7 the Lord ordered the 
archangel Michael to throw them [cf 10:9] into the depth(s) undl the day of 
judgment. 

10:8 But the devil asked to take part of them for (the purpose oO tempting 
people. 10:9 A tenth of them were given to him, in accord with the divine 
command, in order to tempt people as a test of each one's preference for God; 
the nine remaining parts were thrown into the depth(s). 

Cedrenus, Historiarum Compendium 

10:15 ... and was buried on Mt. Lubar ... 

Catena of Nicephorus (I, col. 175) 

10:21 ... they spent 43 years building(it). Its height was 5433 cubits and two 
palms. Its width was about 203 bricks. The height of the brick was a third of one 
brick. The extent of one wall was 13 stades and of the other 30. 

Syriac Chronicle (47.28-48.1) Theodosius of Miletus 

10:29 Canaan's sons saw that the land 10:29 But when Ham's son Canaan 
of Palestine as far as the border of saw that the land toward Lebanon was 
Egypt was very good and beautiful, good and productive and differed very 
The land of Palestine belonged to the much from his own, he settled there, 
sons of Joktan, the grandsons of Ham 10:30-31 though he cut off the share of 
[error for Shem]. As it pleased them, Shem's descendants and their father 
they settled in it and did not want to and brothers hindered (him) and 
go to their hereditary land. reminded (him) of those things which 

their father Noah had imposed as the 
penalty for those who transgressed it. 
10:34 From that time all that land has 
been named Canaan. 

Cedrenus, Historiarum Compendium (47.8-11, 15-19) 

11:8 When Nahor had grown up, his father taught (him the) explanation of all 
(kinds of) omens, interpretations of the heavenly signs and of all the things on the 
earth, and all of Chaldean divination. 11:10 When Nabor was 79 years of age, he 
became the father of Terah. 11:15 While Ninus, the first king of the Assyrians, 
was in the forty-third year of his reign, Abraham was born ... Terah, when he 
was 70 years of age, became — through his wife Edna, the daughter of his 
father's brother Abraham — the father of Abraham whom his mother named 
after her father. For it was said that he had died before this one's birth. 
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Syriac Chronicle (51.14-52.30) 

11:16 Abraham, when he was 12 years of age, began to realize the error of the 
earth — for everyone was caught in the error of the statues and molten images. 
11:18 At the time for planting seeds, all the people went out — each to guard his 
seed from the ravens. Abraham also went out with them. 11:19 He would shout 
at the ravens: «Return, return to the place from which you came». And they 
would return. 11:20 That day he made the ravens go back 70 times. He called on 
the God of heaven and he answered him. He freed (them) from the ravens. From 
that time Abraham knew God and promised to serve him. [cf 11:16] He 
separated from his father. 11:21 Abraham's reputation was growing large 
throughout the entire land of the Chaldeans. 11:23 He taught the workmen to 
make a share-beam above the ends of the plows so that one could place seed on 
them. The seed would drop down and be hidden in the ground; and they were no 
longer afraid of the ravens. 

12:1 One day Abraham said to his father Terah: 12:2 «What advantage or 
help is there in these idols which you worship? 12:3 They are only dumb and an 
error of the mind. 12:5 They are made by hands and are carried on your 
shoulders. 12:3 There is no spirit in them. 12:4 Worship the God of heaven who 
makes the rain and dew fall and does everything that he wishes in heaven and on 
the earth». 12:6 Then he said to him: «I, too, know (this), my son. But what shall 
I do with all the people who have appointed me to serve in their presence? 12:7 If 
1 tell them the truth, they will kill me because they themselves are attached to the 
fear of the idols. But be quiet, my son, so that they do not kill you». 

Syncellus, Chronographia 
l lQJub 4 (185.9-13) 

12:12 When Abraham was 12:12 In the 3373rd year of 
56 years of age, he burned the world, when Abraham 
the temple of Kainan. 12:14 was 61, Abraham burned 
Abraham's brother Haran the idols of his father. 12:14 
went in to save the temple. Haran was burned with 
He was burned in the fire them when he wished to 
and died. 12:15 When extinguish the fire during 

12:15 he was 60 years of age, the night. 12:15 Then Terah 
]and[ Abraham, his father Terah, left with Abraham to go to 

his brother Nahor, and Lot, the land of Canaan, and, 
]with[ Haran's son, left Ur of the changing his mind, he set-

Chaldeans and went (and) tied in Haran, worshiping 
lived in Haran for 14 years, idols until his death. 

12:16 12:16 During the fifth year, on the 
]during [its] fiflth] first of the seventh month — when 

Abraham was in Haran — he sat at 
]the star[s night to observe the stars from evening 

to dawn in order to see what would be 
the character [literally works] of the 
year with respect to the rain. As he was 
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]he[ 12:17 observing, 12:17 a word came to his 
mouth and he said: «A11 the signs of 

]the star[s the stars, of the moon, and of the sun 
are under God's control. Why am I 
examining (them)? 12:18 For if he 

wishes, the Lord makes either the early or the latter rain fall; and if he does not 
wish, the rain does not fall». 

12:19 That night Abraham prayed and said: 
God, my God, 
You alone are God most High. 
12:20 Save me from the error of this people. 
12:21 Make straight before me the path which is pleasing to you. 

12:22 When he was finished praying, the word came to him: «Come from 
your land, your family, and your father's house to the land which I will show 
you. I will make you into a large people. 12:23 All the nations of the earth will be 
blessed in you». 

llQJub 5,8 

12:28 In the seven[th 12:28 After two years, Abraham 
asked (permission) from his father to 

]he was leaving[ go to the land of Canaan. 12:29 He 
12:29 his] fiather] Terah [said] to him[ said to him: «Go in peace. 

wi]th you and pro[tect May the eternal God arrange your 
to] harm you.[ way. May no person have power over 

you to harm you». 

Latin 

13:10 ... he stayed there for two years. Then he went to the southern territory as 
far as Bahalot. There was a famine in the land. 13:11 So Abram went to Egypt in 
the third year of the week. He lived in the land of Egypt for five years before his 
wife was taken from him by force. 13:12 Tanais, the Egyptian city, was built at 
that time — seven years after Hebron. 13:13 When the pharaoh took Abram's 
wife Sarah by force, the Lord punished the pharaoh and his household very 
severely because of Abram's wife Sarah. 13:14 At that time he made Abram 
extremely wealthy with all (kinds oO sheep, cattle, donkeys, camels, horses, male 
and female servants, silver and very (much) gold. Lot — his brother's son — was 
also wealthy. 13:15 The pharaoh returned Abram's wife Sarah to her husband 
and expelled him from the land of Egypt. He went to the place where he had first 
pitched his tent — at the location of the altar, with Ai on the east side and Bethel 
on the west. He blessed the Lord his God who had brought him back safely. 

13:16 During the forty-first jubilee, in the third year of the first week, he 
returned to this place. He oifered sacrifices and called on the Lord's name: 'You, 
most high God, are my God forever and ever'. 
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Syriac Chronicle (53.4-15) 

13:17 But Lot, the son of his 13:17 In the fourth year of this 
brother, went (and) settled in Sodom, week Lot separated from him. He set-
Now the people of Sodom were very tied in Sodom. Now the Sodomite 
sinful. people were very sinful. 13:18 They 

were evil in their hearts that Lot, his 
brother's son, had separated from him 
for he had no children. 13:19 Lot was 
taken capdve from him. But in the 
fourth year of this week — of the.same 
jubilee — God said to Abram: 'Look 
up from where you are staying toward 
the west, the south, the east, and the 
north; 13:20 because all the land 
which you see I will give to you and 
your descendants forever. I will make 
your descendants like the sands of the 
sea, for your descendants will not be 
counted. 13:21 Now you — get up and 
walk its width. Look at everything 
because I will give it to your descen
dants'. Then Abram went to Hebron 
and lived ... 

13:22 The king of Elam, the king of 
Shinar, and the remaining kings of the 
areas around them came. 13:23 They took captive Sodom and Lot, the son of 
Abraham's brother, and all their possessions, [cf 13:24] When Abraham heard, 
13:25 he armed his household servants and pursued the kings. He brought back 
everything that they had captured from Sodom. 

13:28 When the king of Sodom came, he knelt before Abraham and said: 
'Give me those people whom you rescued, but the goods and everything (else) is 
to be yours'. 13:29 Abraham said: 'The Lord forbid that I should take (anything) 
from you — not a thread or sandal thong(s), so that you may not say: «I have 
made Abraham rich»'. 

13:21 But Abraham was living in 
Hebron. 

Latin 

15:20 '... him, make him numerous, and increase him very much. For he will 
father 12 princes, and I will make him into a larger nation. 15:21 But my 
covenant I will establish with Isaac whom Sarah will bear for you at this time 
next year'. 15:22 When he had finished speaking with him, God ascended from 
Abraham. 

15:23 Abraham did as God told him. He took his son Ishmael, all the men of 
his household, and those who had been purchased — every male, therefore, in his 
house; he circumcised the flesh of their foreskins at that fime. 15:24 On that day 
Abraham circumcised himself, the men of his household, his domestic servants, 
and also those who had been purchased from foreigners — he circumcised all. 
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15:25 This law is (valid) for all the history of eternity. There is no omitting 
any day of the days for which an eternal ordinance has been commanded and 
written on the heavenly tablets. 15:26 Anyone who is born, the flesh of whose 
private parts has not been circumcised by the eighth day, does not belong to the 
pact which God made for Abraham but to the people (meant for) destruction. 
Moreover, there is no sign on him that he belongs to God, but (he is meant) for 
destruction and for being destroyed from the earth, because he has violated the 
covenant of the Lord our God. 15:27 For all the angels of the presence and all 
the archangels of blessing were from the days of their creation. In front of the 
angels of the presence and the angels of sanctification he sanctified Israel to be 
together with him and the angels of his holy places. 

15:28 Now you command the Israelites to keep the covenant of this sign 
throughout their history as an eternal covenant; then they will not be uprooted 
from the earth 15:29 because he has determined in the ordinance of the covenant 
that it is to be kept forever on all the Israelites. 15:30 For God did not draw near 
to himself either Ishmael, his sons, his brothers, or Esau. He did not choose any 
of them (simply) because they, too, were among Abraham's children, since he 
knew them. But he chose Israel to be his people. 15:31 He sanctified them and ... 

Latin 

16:5 ... all their actions — that they were hostile and very sinful, (that those) 
impure people would commit filthy acts in their flesh, and do abominable things 
on the earth. 16:6 For God will execute judgment in the same way in the places 
where people have acted in the abominable ways of Sodom — in the same 
manner he will judge them. 16:7 But we rescued Lot afterwards because God 
remembered Abraham so that he might deliver [read deliberaret; Ronsch, 102] 
him from the overthrow (of Sodom). 16:8 Now he and his daughters [text reads 
sons] committed a sin on the earth the like of which was not committed on the 
entire earth from the time of Abraham [error for Adam] until him in that the man 
lay with his daughters. 16:9 For it has now been commanded and written on the 
heavenly tablets with regard to all (his) descendants that such (people) will be 
removed and uprooted and that their judgment will be like the judgment of 
Sodom so that there may not be left among them any human descendants on the 
earth on the day of judgment. 

Cedrenus, Historiarum Compendium 

16:10 Afterwards, Abraham, 16:10 During this month Abraham 
having migrated from the oak at departed from Hebron. He went and 
Mamre, settled between Kadesh and Sur in the 
16:11 settled at the well of the oath. boundaries of Gerar. 16:11 In the 

middle of the fifth month he removed 
himself from there and settled at the 
well of the oath. 16:12 In the middle of 
the sixth month God visited Sarah and 
did for her as he had said. 16:13 She 
became pregnant and gave birth to a 
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son in the seventh month; in the 
middle of the month, at the time that 
God had told Abraham — on the 
festival of the firstfruits — Isaac was 
born. 16:14 Abraham circumcised his 
son on the eighth day. He was the first 
to be circumcised according to the 
covenant which was ordained forever. 

16:15 In the sixth year of the fourth 
week we came to Abraham at the well 
of the oath. We appeared to him just 
as we had said to Sarah that we would 
return to her and she would have 
become pregnant with her son. 16:16 
We returned during the seventh 
month, and in front of us we found 
Sarah pregnant. We blessed him and 
and told him what had been decreed 
for him and in what way he would die, 
that he would become the father of six 
more sons, and that he would see them 
all before he died; but (that) through 
Isaac he would become numerous and 
have a reputation. 16:17 All the des
cendants of his sons would become 
nations and be numbered with the 
nations. But one of Isaac's sons would 
become a holy progeny which would 
not be numbered with the nations; 
16:18 for he would become the share 
of the Most High, since all his descen
dants had fallen into that which God 
posseses; that they would become 
God's people sanctified out of all his 
nations; and that they would become a 
priestly kingdom and a holy people. 
16:19 Then we went on our way and 
told Sarah what we had reported to 
him. The two of them were extremely 
happy. 

16:20 There he built an altar for the 
Lord who had rescued him, and of his 
grace [corrupt, see Ronsch, 103] (was) 
in the country where he resided as an 
alien. He celebrated a joyful festival in 
this month — for seven days — near 
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16:21 After he had pitched tents for the altar. 16:21 He constructed tents 
himself and for his servants by family, for himself and his servants during this 
Abraham for the first time celebrated festival. He was the first to celebrate 
the festival of tabernacles for seven the festival of tabernacles on the earth, 
days. 16:22 During the days he was making 

— throughout each of the days — an 
offering [cf Ronsch, 103-104] to the Lord on the altar: two bull calves, two rams, 
seven sheep, one goat for sins in order to have atonement made through it for 
himself and his descendants. 16:23 And as a peace offering: seven rams, seven 
kids, seven sheep, seven he-goats as well as their (cereal)-offerings and their 
libations; and he would burn all their fat on the altar ... offering for a pleasing 
fragrance. 16:24 In the morning and evening he would burn as a composite 
incense-offering [cf Ronsch, 104]: frankincense, galbanum, stacte, nard, myrrh, 
aromatic spices, and costum. These seven clean kinds he would burn beaten and 
equally mixed. 16:25 He celebrated this festival for seven days, being happy [cf 
Ronsch, 105] with his whole heart and all his being — he and all those who 
belonged to his household. There was no foreigner with them; everyone was 
circumcised. 16:26 He blessed his creator who had created him for he knew and 
ascertained that from him there would come a true plant for the history of 
eternity and (that) from him there would be holy descendants so that they should 
be like the one who had created everything. 16:27 He gave a blessing and was 
very happy. He named this festival the festival of the days — a joy acceptable to 
the most high God. 16:28 We blessed him eternally and all his descendants with 
him throughout all the history of the entire earth because he had celebrated this 
festival at its time in accord with the testimony of the heavenly tablets. 16:29 
For this reason it has been ordained on the heavenly tablets regarding Israel that 
the festival of tabernacles should be (celebrated) completely (?) with joy for seven 
days in the seventh month, acceptable in the Lord's presence — a law which is 
eternal throughout their history in every year. 16:30 There will be no temporal 
limit because it is ordained forever that Israel should celebrate it, live in tents, 
and to place wreaths on their heads, to take thick branches and willow branch(es) 
from the stream. 

Syncellus, Chronographia (184.1-2) 

16:31 Abraham was the first to go 16:31 So Abraham took some palm 
around the altar with branches of branches [cf Charles, 1895, reading de 
palms and olive trees. corde for de decore] and the fruit of 

good trees, and during all the days he 
would go around my altar with bran
ches seven times. In the morning he 
would give praise and and joyfully 
laud [cf Ronsch, 106] his God for all 
things. 

17:1 In the first year of the fifth week, in this jubilee, Isaac was weaned. 
Abraham gave a large banquet, and in the third month, on the day when his son 
Isaac was weaned. 17:2 Now Ishmael, the son of Hagar the Egyptian servant girl. 
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was in the place in front of his father Abraham. Abraham was very happy and 
blessed God because he saw his own sons and had not died childless. 17:3 He 
remembered the message which he had told him on the day when Lot had 
separated from him. He was very happy because God had given him descendants 
on the earth to possess it. With his full voice he blessed (the one) who created 
everything. 

17:4 When Sarah saw Ishmael playing with Isaac and Abraham being 
extremely happy, she became jealous of Ishmael. She said to Abraham: 'Banish 
this servant girl and her son because the son of this servant girl will not be an heir 
with my son Isaac'. 17:5 In Abraham's opinion the command regarding his 
servant girl and his son — that he should banish them from himself — seemed 
bad, 17:6 but God said to Abraham ... 

Latin 

18:10 He was startled and said: 'Yes'? 18:11 I said to him: 'Do not lay your 
hand on the child and do not do anything to him because now I have shown that 
you fear your God. You have not refused me your first-born son'. 18:12 Prince 
Mastema was put to shame [cf Ronsch, 107]. Then Abraham looked up and saw 
a ram caught by its horns. Abraham went and took the ram. He offered it instead 
of his son Isaac. 18:13 Abraham named that place 'The Lord Saw' so that it is 
said: 'In the mountain the Lord appeared'. This is Mt. Zion. 18:14 He again 
called to Abraham by his name from heaven, since we were to speak to him in the 
Lord's name. 18:15 He said: 'I have sworn by myself says the Lord: because you 
have performed this command and have not refused on account of me your only 
son whom you love, I will indeed bless you and will indeed multiply your 
descendants (like) the stars in the sky and like the sand which is at [cf Ronsch, 
110] the seashore. Your descendants will possess [read hereditabit for hereditavit] 
the cities of their enemies. 18:16 All the nations of the earth will be blessed 
through your descendants because of the fact that you have obeyed my 
command. 1 have made known to all that you are faithful to me in all that I have 
told you. Go in peace'. 

18:17 Then Abraham went to his servants. They set out and went into 
Beersheba. Abraham lived at the well of the oath. 18:18 He used to celebrate the 
festival often — every year. For he used to celebrate joyfully those seven days 
also. He named it the festival of the Lord in accord with the seven days during 
which he went and returned. 18:19 It was ordained and written on the heavenly 
tablets regarding Israel and his descendants that they should celebrate the festival 
for seven days with great happiness. 

19:1 During the year of the first week in the forty-second jubilee, Abraham 
returned and lived opposite Hebron, that is, Kiriath Arba, for two weeks of 
years. 19:2 In the year of this third week of this jubilee, the days of Sarah's life 
were completed and she died in Hebron. 19:3 When Abraham went to mourn for 
her, we tested whether he himself was patient and not faint-hearted in the words 
that he spoke. But in this respect he was found most patient and not disturbed, 
19:4 because he spoke with the Hittites in a patient spirit so that they would give 
him a place in which to bury his dead. 19:5 God gave him a favorable reception 
before all who would see him. He mildly pleaded with the Hittites, and they gave 
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him the double land of the cave which is opposite Mamre — that is, Hebron — 
for 400 silver pieces. 19:6 They requested this from him: 'Allow us to give (it) to 
you for nothing'! Yet he did not take (it) from them for nothing but he gave as 
the price of the place the full amount of money. He bowed twice to them and 
afterwards buried his dead in the double cave. 19:7 All the time of Sarah's life 
was 127 years — that is, two jubilees, four weeks less one year. This was the time 
of Sarah's life. 

19:8 This was the tenth test in which he was found, and in it Abraham was 
faithful and patient in spirit. 19:9 He said the word about the promise of the 
land, to the effect that God said [omit illi dare, cf Ronsch, 112] to him that he 
would give it to him and his descendants after him. He pleaded with them for a 
place to bury his dead because he was found to be faithful and was recorded on 
the heavenly tablets as the friend of God. 

19:10 In its fourth year Abraham took a wife for his son Isaac. Her name was 
Rebecca, the daughter of Bethuel (the son of Abraham's brother Nahor), the 
sister of Laban, the daughter of Bethuel. Bethuel was the son of Milcah, the wife 
of Abraham's brother Nahor. 19:11 Abraham married a third wife whose name 
was Keturah — one of the daughters of his household servants — because Hagar 
died prior to Sarah. 19:12 She gave birth to six sons for him — Zimran [cf 
Ronsch, 112-13], Jokshan, Medai, Midian, Ishbak, and Oe — during two weeks 
of years. 

19:13 In the sixth week, during its second year, Rebecca gave birth to two 
sons for Isaac: Esau and Jacob. Jacob was gentle and upright, while Esau was 
harsh and a rustic, hairy man. Jacob used to live in tents. 19:14 When they both 
grew up and became young men, Jacob learned (the art oO writing, but Esau did 
not learn (it) because he was a rustic man and a hunter. But he learned (the art of) 
warfare, and all the things that he did were harsh. 19:15 Abraham loved Jacob 
but Isaac loved Esau. 

19:16 As Abraham observed Esau's behavior, he realized that through Jacob 
he would have posterity and a reputation. He summoned Rebecca and gave her 
orders about Jacob, since she loved Jacob more than Esau. 19:17 He said to her: 
'Daughter, take care of the reputation of my son Jacob because he will be for me 
... on the earth and (will prove) a blessing for mankind and the glory of all my 
descendants. 19:18 For I know that God has chosen him as his own holy people 
from all the peoples who are on the surface of the entire earth. 19:19 Isaac now 
loves Esau more than Jacob, but 1 see that you rightly love Jacob. 19:20 Increase 
your favor to him still more; may your eyes look at him lovingly because he will 
prove to be a blessing for us on the earth from now and throughout all the 
history of the earth. 19:21 May your hands therefore grow strong and your mind 
be happy with your son Jacob because 1 love him more than all my sons; for he 
will be blessed forever and his descendants will also fill the entire earth. 19:22 If 
therefore, a man is able to count the sand on the earth, then his descendants, too, 
will be counted. 19:23 All the blessings with which God blessed me and my 
descendants will belong to Jacob and his descendants for all time. 19:24 Through 
his descendants my name and the name of my ancestors Shem, Noah, Enoch, 
Malalael, Enos, and Adam will be blessed. 19:25 They will serve (the purpose of) 
laying heaven's foundations and making the earth firm so that all the luminaries 
of the firmament may be perceived'. 
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19:26 Then Abraham summoned ... 

Latin 

20:5 'how they were condemned because of 
their wickedness; because they commingled with prostitutes, engaged in unclean 
acts, did every (kind oQ abominable act, and disregarded the commandments. 
20:6 For that reason (be careful) that you, too, do not perhaps make your name 
into a curse, all your lives into a (reason for) hissing, and all your sons into 
something that is also destroyed by the sword. Then you will be accursed like 
Sodom, and all who remain of you like the people of Gomorrah. 20:7 For this 
reason I testify to you, sons: love the God of heaven and hold fast to all his 
commandments. Do not follow all their abominations and all their uncleanness. 
20:8 You will not make for yourselves gods that are molten images or statues 
because they are something empty and will have no spirit in them. For they are 
made by hands, and all who trust in them trust in nothing. Therefore do not serve 
them or worship it. 20:9 Rather, serve the most high God and worship him — 
worshiping and looking expectantly for his presence continually, and do what is 
true and just before him so that he may direct you, give you favor, make the rains 
fall for you morning and evening; bless all things that you have done on the 
earth; bless your food and water; and he will bless the products of your loins, the 
products of your land, the herds of your cattle, and the flocks of your sheep. 
20:10 You will become a blessing on the earth, and all the nations of the earth 
will be delighted with you. They will bless your sons in my name so that they may 
become a blessing as I, too, am'. 

20:11 When he had given gifts to Ishmael, his sons, and Keturah's sons and 
sent them away from his son Isaac ... 20:12 ... his sons, Keturah's sons, and their 
sons ... and settled from Paran as far as the entrance of Babylon — in all the land 
toward the east opposite the desert. 20:13 They mixed with one another, and 
their name has attached itself to the Arabs and to the Ishmaelites until the 
present. 

21:1 In the sixth year of the seventh week of this jubilee Abraham summoned 
his son Isaac and gave him orders as follows: 'I have grown old but do not know 
when I will die. I have reached the full number of my days. 21:2 Now I am 175 
years of age. Throughout my entire lifetime I have continually remembered our 
God and have searched for him with all my strength in order to do his entire will 
and to set a straight course in all his ways. 21:3 Therefore I have personally hated 
idols and have despised those who serve them. I have devoted my heart and spirit 
to keep and do the will of the one who created me. 21:4 For he is the living God. 
He is holy, faithful and just, and with him there is no favoritism for anyone so 
that he should accept bribes because he is a just God and (there is) judgment 
against all who transgress his commands and despise his testimony. 21:5 Now 
you, son, keep his commands, ordinances, and verdicts. Do not pursue abomi
nable things and molten images. 21:6 Do not eat any blood of any flesh, either of 
those which are on the earth or of those which fly in the air. 21:7 If you kill a 
victim for a peace ofTering, kill it but pour out its blood onto the altar. All the 
blood of the sacrifice on the altar with the finest flour and prepared in oil with its 
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libation — you will offer all these on the altar as a sacrifice. It is an aroma that is 
pleasing before God. 21:8 You will off'er the fat of the peace offering on the fire 
(which is) on the altar, and remove the fat which is on the stomach and all the fat 
which is on the internal organs and the two kidneys and all the fat which is on 
them and which is on the upper thigh and the liver that is on the lungs with the 
kidneys. 21:9 In this way offer everything as a pleasant fragrance (which is) 
acceptable before the Lord, with their sacrifice and its libation as a pleasant 
fragrance — the food of the offering to the Lord. 

21:10 You will eat the meat during that day and on the next day; but the sun 
will not set ... 

4Q221 (Jubf 1) 

21:22 their [paths] and commit [ 
hid]e his [fac]e from you and will hand you over [ 
and your descendants [from benea]th heaven. 
Your name [and] memory will be destroyed from the endre earth [ 

21:23 their [imp]urity. Keep the obligatio[ns of the] most high [God and 
from all their impurity. K[eep Then you will] be successful in 
every regard. 21:24 He will bless you in al[l ear]th 
throughout all the histor[y of the ear]th. Then [my name and your name will] no[t 

Latin 

22:2 ... Isaac's possessions in Beersheba were numerous. Isaac used to go and 
inspect what he still possessed and then return to his father. 22:3 At this time 
Ishmael came to see his father, and both of them came together. Isaac 
slaughtered a sacrifice for the offering; he offered (it) on his father's altar which 
he had made in Hebron. 22:4 He sacrificed a peace offering and prepared a joyful 
feast in front of his brother Ishmael. Rebecca made fresh bread out of new wheat. 
She gave it to her son Jacob to bring to his father Abraham some of the firstfruits 
of the land so that he would eat (it) and bless the Creator of everything before he 
died. 22:5 Isaac, too, sent through Jacob the best of his peace offerings and wine 
to his father Abraham for him to eat and drink, 22:6 Abraham ate and drank. 
Then he blessed the most high Lord who created the heavens and the earth, who 
made all the fat things of the earth, and gave them to mankind to eat, drink, and 
bless their Creator. 

22:7 'Now I acknowledge (you), my God, because you have shown me this 
day. I am now 175 years of age, old and with (my) time completed. All my days 
have proved to be peace for me. 22:8 The enemy's sword has not subdued me 
during all the days which you have given me and these my sons during all my 
lifetime until today. 22:9 ... now your kindness and peace [rest] on this young 
man, Lord, and on his descendants so that they, of all the sons of the earth, may 
become your acceptable people and heritage from now until all the time of the 
earth's history throughout all ages'. 

22:10 Abraham summoned his son, that is, Jacob, and said: '(My) son Jacob, 
may the God of all bless and strengthen you to do before him what is true and 
what he wants; and choose you and your descendants to be his people and in his 
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will throughout all time. Now you, (my) son Jacob, come close to me and kiss 
me'. 22:11 So Jacob came close and kissed him. Then he said: 'May my son 
Jacob and all his sons be blessed to the most high God in all things. May God 
give you true descendants, and you will sanctify some of your sons within the 
entire earth. The nations will serve you, and all peoples will bow before your 
name. 22:12 Be strong before people and exercise power among all of Seth's 
descendants. Then your ways and the ways of your sons will be justified so that 
they may become a holy people. 22:13 May the most high God give you all the 
blessings with which he blessed me and blessed Noah and Adam. May they come 
to rest on the sacred head of your descendants throughout each and every 
generation forever. 22:14 He will purify you from all filth and injustice so that he 
may forgive all your unjust acts and your sins of negligence. He will strengthen 
and bless you; you will possess the endre earth. 22:15 You will renew his 
covenant with him so that you may be for him the people of heritage throughout 
all ages. He will truly and righfiy be God for you and your descendants 
throughout all the dme of the earth. 

22:16 Now you, (my) son Jacob, remember what I say and keep the 
commandments of your father Abraham. 

Separate from the nations, 
and do not eat with them, 
nor should you act as they do. 
You are not to become their companion, 
for their actions are something that is impure, 
and their entire way is something impure, abominable, and filthy. 
22:17 For they sacrifice to the dead, 
and they worship demons. 
They eat on tombs, 
and everything they do is empty and worthless. 
22:18 They have no mind to think, 
and their eyes do not see what they do 
and how they err in saying to (a piece of) wood: 
«You are my god»; 
or to a stone: 
«You are my Lord; 
you are (my) deliverer». 
They have no mind. 
22:19 As for you, (my) son Jacob, the most high God will help you, and the 

God of Adae will strengthen you. He will remove you from all their abominable 
acts and from al[l ... 

3Q5 frg. 3 

23:6 [After the report] was heard in [ 
] came to [his father] A[braham 
] A[braham's houjsehold [ 

23:7 ] in the cave of Mach[pelah 

2Q19 
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23:7 Ma]chpelah ne[ar his wife Sarah. All the peop[ie 
] for forty days.[ Abra]hani 

23:8 He had Hved for three jubilees and fo[ur 

Latin 

23:8 ... 175 years. He completed his 
He had grown old and (his) time was lifetime. He had grown old and (his) 
filled up. time was filled up. 23:9 For the times 
of the ancients were as many as nineteen jubilees for (their) lives. After the flood 
the times of these jubilees began to decrease, to grow old more quickly, and the 
times of their lives to decrease because of the numerous difficulties and being 
wicked in their ways — with the excepdon of Abram. 23:10 For Abraham was 
perfect with God in everything he did — being truly pleasing throughout all his 
lifedme. And yet (even) he had not completed four jubilees during his lifetime 
when he became old — because of the evil ones — and reached the end of his 
time. 23:11 The generations that are to come into being from now until the day 
of the great judgment <but> will grow old quickly — before they complete two 
jubilees. The spirits of their knowledge will leave them. 23:12 At that time, if a 
man lives a jubilee and one-half of years, 

3Q5 frg. 1 

23:12 it [will be said] about him: 'He it will be said about him: 'He has lived 
has lived for a long time'. [ for a long dme'. But the greater part of 

disjtress his dme ... and distress without peace, 
without peace, 23:13 because (there 23:13 because (there will be) blow 
will be) blow upon blow, trou[ble upon blow, trouble upon trouble, dis-

distrejss upon distress, bad tress upon distress, bad news upon bad 
news upon [bad] news news, disease upon disease, and every 
(kind oO bad punishment (like) this, together with epilepsy (?) and calamity; 
snow, frost, and ice; fever, cold, and choking; famine, death, sword, capdvity, 
and every (sort oO blow (and) beating. 23:14 All of these will happen to the 
generation which is evil, which commits sin on the earth along with impurity, 
sexual wrongs, contamination, their detestable actions. 

23:15 Then it will be said: 'The days of the ancient one were numerous — as 
many as 1000 years — and the days were good. But now the days of our lives, if a 
man has lived for a long dme, are 70 years, and, if he is strong, 80'. They are evil 
and there is no peace during the days of that evil generation. 23:16 During that 
generation the children will find fault with their fathers and elders because of sin 
and injustice and because of what they say and the great evils that they commit, 
because they abandon the covenant which God made between himself and them 
to observe and perform all his commandments, ordinances, and all his laws. 
There is no one who passes to the right or left. 23:17 For all are evil; every mouth 
speaks what is evil. Everything that they do is impure and something hateful; all 
their ways are (characterized by) contamination ... abomination, and destruc
tion. 23:18 The earth will indeed be destroyed because of all that they do. There is 
no produce, wine, or oil because what they do is completely [evil ?] ... beasts. 
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animals, birds, and all fish of the sea because of the evil of mankind. 23:19 One 
group will struggle with another — that is, the young with the old, the old with 
the young; the poor with the rich, the lowly with the great; and the needy with 
the ruler — in the law regarding the covenant. For they have forgotten 
commandment, covenant, festival, month, sabbath, jubilee, and all verdicts. 
23:20 They will stand up with bow, swords, and warfare in order to bring them 
back to the way; but they will not be brought back undl much blood is shed on 
the earth by each group. 

23:21 Those who escape will not depart into the true way; they will not 
turn from their wickedness because all 
will elevate themselves for (the pur
pose oO cheating and for wealth so 
that each one takes all things that r , r , -i/^ 
, , . - r i . n 4Q176 frgs. 19-20 belong to another. They will mention ^ " 
the great name neither truly nor 23:21 tru]ly nor rightly, 
rightly. They will defile the sanctuary defil]e [ ] with the 
with abominations of the truth and i[mpure] 
impurities. 23:22 There will be great 23:22 There will be great anger 
anger from the Lord for the actions of [ ] for the actions of [ ] 
that generation. He will deliver to generation. [ the]m 
them the sword, judgment in captivity, to the sword, judgment, [ ] 
plundering, and devouring. 23:23 He plundering, and devouring. 23:23 He 
will arouse against them the sinful will arouse against them [ 
nations who [will have] no kind-

]ness for them and show [partiality] to 
n[o] one, whether 

24:12 ... of years. 24:13 Abimelech gave orders as follows regarding him: 'Any 
man who troubles him or anything that belongs to him is to die'. 24:14 Isaac 
prospered in the land of the Philistines and possessed much property, cattle, 
sheep, camels, donkeys, and many servants. 24:15 He planted seeds in the land of 
the Philistines, and he harvested a hundred-fold. When Isaac had become very 
great, the Philistines grew jealous of him. 24:16 (As for) all the wells that 
Abraham's servants had dug during Abraham's lifetime — the Philistines 
covered them up after Abraham's death and filled them with dirt. 24:17 Then 
Abimelech said to Isaac: 'Leave us because you have become much too great for 
us'. So Isaac left that place with his (people) during the first year of the seventh 
week. 

24:18 Afterwards they again dug the water wells which the servants of his 
father Abraham had dug and the Philistines had filled up after his father 
Abraham's death. He called them by the names that his father had given them. 
24:19 Isaac's servants dug wells in the wadi and found there (?) flowing water. 
Then the shepherds of Gerar quarreled with Isaac's shepherds and said: 'The 
water is ours'. So Isaac named the well Difficulty 'because they were difficult for 
us'. 24:20 They dug a second well, and they quarreled about it too. He named it 
Hostility. They dug a third well but did not quarrel about it. He named it 
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Capacity. Isaac said: 'Now the Lord has enlarged us and multiplied us on the 
land'. 

24:21 ... during the first year of the first week. 24:22 The Lord appeared to 
him that night — on the first day of the first month — and said to him: 'I am the 
God of your father Abraham. Do not be afraid because I am with you and will 
bless you. I will make your descendants as numerous as the sand of the earth for 
the sake of my servant Abraham'. 24:23 He buih ... which his father had built. 
He called on the Lord's name and offered a sacrifice to the God of his father 
Abraham. 

24:24 They dug a well and found flowing water. 24:25 But when Isaac's 
servants once more dug another well, they did not find water. They came and 
told Isaac that they had not found water. Isaac said: 'Because I have sworn an 
oath to the Philisdnes on this very day this has happened to us'. 24:26 He named 
that place the well of the oath because there Abimelech, his companion 
Ahuzzath, and the leader of his army Phicol had sworn an oath. 24:27 On that 
day Isaac realized that ... he had sworn an oath to make peace with him. 24:28 
On that day Isaac cursed the Philistines and said: 'May the Phihstines be cursed 
from among all peoples at the day of anger and indignation. May God make 
them a disgrace, a curse, and (an object of) great indignation in the hands of the 
sinful nadon(s) and in the hands of the Kittim. 24:29 The just nadon in judgment 
will eradicate them from beneath the sky, for they are enemies and opponents to 
my sons during their history on the earth. 24:30 They will have no one left or 
anyone who escapes safe(ly) on the day of judgmental anger; but all the 
descendants of the Philisdnes (are meant) for ruin and destrucdon so that they 
may be removed from the surface of the earth. They will have no name left upon 
the earth. 

24:31 If he should go up to the sky. 
from there he would be brought down; 
where(ver) he would flee, 
from there he would be removed. 
If he should hide himself among the nadons, 
from there he will be uprooted. 
If he should go down to Sheol, 
there his punishment will increase. 
There he will have no peace. 
24:32 If he should go away into capdvity, 
his life will be in the power of all those who seek him; 
he will die in Sheol. 
He will have neither descendants nor name on the entire earth, 
because he is going to an eternal curse'. 
24:33 For this is the way it has been written and recorded against him on the 

heavenly tablets — that it may happen to him on the day of judgment so that he 
may be eradicated from the surface of the earth. 

25:1 In the second year of this week, in the jubilee, Rebecca summoned her 
son Jacob and spoke to him: 'Son, do not marry ...'. 
26:8 '... his advice, and he would get angry (and he would get angry) at me. 
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Then I would bring a curse on myself, not a blessing'. 26:9 But his mother 
Rebecca said to him: 'Let your curse be on me, son; just obey me'. 

26:10 So Jacob obeyed his mother Rebecca. He went and took two tender, 
excellent kids and brought them to his mother. His mother prepared them as 
food as he liked (them). 26:11 Rebecca then took her older son Esau's favorite 
clothes that were present with her in the house. She dressed her younger son 
Jacob in them and put the goatskins around his forearms and shoulders and on 
the exposed parts of his neck. 26:12 She then put the food which she had 
prepared and the bread into her son Jacob's hands. 26:13 Jacob went in to his 
father and said: 'I am your son. I have done as you told me. Get up, have a seat, 
and eat some of what I have caught, father, so that you may bless me'. 26:14 
Isaac said to his son: 'How have you managed to find (it) so quickly, son'? 26:15 
Jacob said: 'The Lord your God guided (it) in front of me'. 26:16 Then Isaac said 
to him: 'Come close to me and let me touch you, son, (so that I can tell) whether 
you are my son Esau'. 26:17 Jacob came close to his father Isaac. When he 
touched him he said: 26:18 'The voice is Jacob's voice, but the hands are Esati's 
hands'. He did not recognize him because there was a turn of affairs from heaven 
to distract his mind. He did not recognize (him) because his hands were hairy like 
Esau's hands. So he blessed him. 26:19 He said: 'Are you my son Esau'? Jacob 
said: '1 am your son'. Then Isaac said: 'Bring (it) to me and I will eat some of 
what you have caught, son, so that I may bless you'. 26:20 He then brought him 
(food) and he ate; he brought him wine and he drank. 

26:21 His father Isaac said to him: 'Come close to me and kiss me, son'. He 
came close and kissed him. 26:22 When he smelled the aroma of his clothes, he 
blessed him and said: 'Indeed the aroma of my son is like the aroma of a full field 
which God has blessed. 

26:23 May [God] grant to you ...' 

Syncellus, Chronographia (202.15-17) 

26:34 In his blessings Isaac said to Esau: «When you take down and loosen his 
yoke from your neck, you will commit an offence worthy of death». 

Ladn 

27:11 '... and to your descendants after you so that you may possess by 
inheritance the land where you wander as a foreigner and all the land which God 
gave to Abraham. Have a safe trip, son'. 

27:12 So Isaac sent Jacob away. He went to Mesopotamia, to Laban, the son 
of Bethuel the Aramean — the brother of Rebecca, Jacob's mother. 27:13 When 
he was going to Mesopotamia, Rebecca grieved for her son Jacob and she cried. 
27:14 Isaac said to Rebecca: 'Sister, do not cry for my son Jacob because he will 
go safely and return safely. 27:15 The most high God will guard him from every 
evil and will be with him. He will not abandon him for all dme. 27:16 For 1 know 
that all his ways will be directed wherever he goes until he returns safely to us and 
we see that he is safe. 27:17 Therefore do not be afraid for him, my sister, because 
he is on the right way. He will be perfect — a true man. He will not be 
abandoned. Do not cry'. 27:18 So Isaac was consoling Rebecca regarding her 
son Jacob, and he blessed him. 
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1Q17 

27:19 t o g ] o 27:19 In the forty-fourth jubilee, in 
to Haran during the first [ the year of the second week, Jacob left 

the well of the oath to go to Haran. 
whjich is on the He arrived at Luz which is on the 

mountain — that is. Bethel [ mountain — that is. Bethel — on the 
first day of the first month of this 

at the pljace [in the week. He arrived at the place in the 
evenijng, turned off the road to the evening, and turned off the road to the 
we[st west of the highway. During this night 

he slept there because the sun had set. 
27:20 too]k one of the stones of 27:20 He took one of the stones of 
t[hat] place [and se]t i[t that place and set (it) at (the place 

where) his head (would be) beneath 
H]e was traveling] the tree. He was traveling and sleeping 

alone [ alone. 
27:21 That night he dreamed that a ladder was set up on the earth and its top was 
reaching heaven; that angels of God were going up and down on it; and that the 
Lord was rechning on it. 27:22 He spoke with Jacob and said: 'I am the Lord 
God of Abraham your father and the God of Isaac. The land on which you are 
sleeping I will give to you and your descendants after you. 27:23 Your 
descendants will be like the sand of the earth. They will become numerous 
toward the west, the east, the north, and the south. All the families of the earth 
will be blessed through you and your descendants. 27:24 As for 

28:16 of your womb? Or have I abandoned you'? 28:17 Since Rachel saw 
that Leah had given birth to four sons for Jacob — Reuben, Simeon, Levi, and 
Judah — Rachel said to Jacob: 'Go in to my servant girl Bilhah. Then she will 
become pregnant and give birth to a son for me'. 28:18 She gave her servant girl 
Bilhah as a wife. She became pregnant and gave birth to a son. He named him 
Dan in the ninth month of this sixth year of the week. 28:19 Jacob once again 
went in to Bilhah. She became pregnant and gave birth to a second son for Jacob. 
Rachel named him Naphtali on the fifth of the seventh month during the second 
year of the fourth week. 28:20 When Leah saw that she was held back and was 
not bearing children, she gave her maid Zilpah to Jacob as a wife. She became 
pregnant and gave birth to a son. Leah named him Gad. And on the twelfth of 
the eighth month of the third year of the fifth week 28:21 he went in to her, and 
she gave birth to a son for him. She named him Asher. On the second of the tenth 
month during the fifth year of the fourth week, 28:22 he went in to her. She 
became pregnant and gave birth to a son. He named him Issachar. On the fourth 
of the fifth month of the [fourth] year of the fourth week, she gave him to a nurse. 
28:23 Again Jacob went in to Leah. She became pregnant and gave birth to 
twins: a male and a female. She named the male Zebulun and the female Dinah. 
On the seventh of the seventh month of the sixth year of the fourth week, 28:24 
God was kind to Rachel. He opened her womb, and she became pregnant and 
gave birth to a son. She named him Joseph. On the first day of the fourth month, 
during the sixth (year) of the fourth week, 28:25 at the dme when Joseph was 
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born, Jacob said to Laban: 'Give me my wives and my sons. I will go to my 
father Isaac and make a house for myself, because I have completed the years 
during which I served you in exchange for your two daughters. Then I will go to 
my father's house'. 28:26 Laban said to Jacob: 'Wait for me in exchange for 
wages. Tend my sheep again, and I will give you (your) wages'. 28:27 They 
agreed about the wages that he would give him .... 
29:8 ... (for) this (reason) that place is named the mound of testimony after that 
hill. 29:9 For at first the land of Gilead was named the land of Rafaim because it 
is the land of the Refaim. There the Refaim — that is, the giants — were born 
whose heights were ten cubits, nine, eight cubits, and also seven cubits. 29:10 The 
place where they lived (extended) from the land of the Ammonites as far as 
Mt. Hermon. Their royal centers were Karnaim, Mastarot, Edrei, ... Misur (?), 
... and Seo. 29:11 The Lord destroyed them because of the evil things they did, 
for they were very wicked. He made the Amorites live in their place — so evil and 
sinful that there is today no nation that has matched all their sins. They no longer 
have length of life on the earth. 

29:12 Jacob sent Laban away, and he went to Mesopotamia, to the eastern 
country. But Jacob returned to the land of Gilead. 29:13 In the ninth month, 
Jacob, his eleven sons, crossed, and on the (same) day his brother Esau came to 
him. He was reconciled. Then he went from him to the land of Seir, while Jacob 
lived in tents. 29:14 In the first year of the fifth week of this jubilee he crossed the 
Jordan. He settled on the other side of the Jordan and tended his sheep from the 
Salt Sea as far as the aggrum of Akrabbim. 29:15 He deliverd to his father Isaac 
some of all his possessions: clothing, food, meat, things to drink, milk, butter, 
cheese, and dates from the valley. 29:16 To his mother Rebecca (he sent goods) 
four times per year — between the seasons of the months, between plowing as far 
as the autumnal harvest, between the autumnal rains and the vernal rains — to 
Abraham's tower. 29:17 For Isaac had returned from the well of the oath, had 
gone up to the tower of his father Abraham, and had settled there in his land and 
(that oO his son, 29:18 because, at the time when Jacob went to Mesopotamia, 
Esau had married Mahalath, Ishmael's daughter. (He had gathered) his wife 
(and) all his father's flocks and had gone up and lived in Mt. Seir. He had left his 
father Isaac at the well of the oath. 29:19 So Isaac had gone up from the well of 
the oath to the tower of his father Abraham in the mountain of Hebron. 29:20 
There Jacob would send whatever things were for his father or mother from time 
to dme — all the things they needed in their every want. Then they would bless 
Jacob with all their mind and with all their being. 

30:1 During the first year of the sixth week he went up safely to Salem, to the 
east side of Shechem, in the fourth month. 30:2 There Jacob's daughter Dinah 
was taken by force to the house of Shechem, the son of Hamor the Hivite, the 
ruler of the land. He defiled her since he slept with her. Now she was a small giri, 
twelve years of age. 30:3 Afterwards he begged her father and all her brothers for 
her as a wife. Jacob and his sons were angry with the Shechemites because they 
had defiled their sister Dinah. They spoke deceptively with them. Simeon and 
Levi mocked them in a crafty way, and Simeon and Levi resolved to destroy 
them. 30:4 They effected a punishment on the men of Shechem whom they found 
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in it. They left absolutely no one in it, for they killed all in judgment because 
they had defiled their sister. 

30:5 ... will not be any more — that Israelite women should be defiled. For 
there is to be a punishment against them in heaven that they were to fight against 
Shechem ... with the sword, since they had done something shameful in Israel. 
30:6 The Lord handed them over to Jacob's sons for them to uproot them with 
the sword and for there to be punishment against them and so that there should 
not again be ... Israel — that an Israelite virgin should be defiled. 30:7 Any man 
who is of the Israelites and to whom it is pleasing to give his daughter or his sister 
to any foreigner is to die. He is to be stoned because he has done something 
shameful in Israel. The woman is to be burned because she has defiled her 
father's house; she is to be uprooted from Israel. 30:8 No fornicator or 
detestable thing is to be within Israel throughout all the time of the earth's 
history, for Israel is holy to the Lord. Any man who defiles it is to die by stones. 
30:9 For this is the way it has been written and ordained on the heavenly tablets 
regarding any descendant of Israel, since the one who defiles is to die and be 
stoned. 30:10 This law will have no temporal limit. There will be no remission for 
it or any forgiveness; but rather the man who defiles his daughter within all of 
Israel is to be eradicated because he has given one of all his descendants to a 
foreigner and they have acted impiously by contaminating them. 

30:11 Now you, Moses, order the Israelites and testify to them that they are 
not to give any of their daughters to foreigners and that they are not to take any 
of their daughters for their sons because it is a despicable thing before the Lord. 
30:12 For this reason I have written for you in the words of the law the full 
account of what the Shechemites did to Dinah and how Jacob's sons said: 'We 
will not give our daughter to a man who has a foreskin because for us that would 
be a disgraceful thing. 30:13 It is a disgraceful thing for the Israelites who give or 
take (in marriage) one of the foreign women because it is a despicable thing and 
an impure thing in all Israel. 30:14 Israel will not become clean from that 
despicable thing if it has one of the foreign women, and we will not become clean 
(?) one of our daughters to all foreigners'. 30:15 For it is blow upon blow and 
curse upon curse. All the punishments of blows and the curse of curses will come 
upon him (if) he does this; and if the one who does the despicable thing 
disregards (it) and looks away and defiles God's sanctuary and those who defile 
his holy name, then the entire nation will be condemned together because of all 
the despicable (acts) of this one. 30:16 He will show no favoritism nor will he 
accept a sacrifice or burnt offering; nor will he smell a pleasing fragrance so that 
he should accept it. (So) is any man or woman in Israel to be who defiles the holy 
things. 30:17 For this reason I have ordered you: 'Proclaim this testimony in 
Israel: «See what happened to the Shechemites and their children — how they 
were handed over to the men of Jacob's sons. They killed them in judgment. It 
was counted for them as a truthful act and was recorded as a just act for them». 
30:18 Levi's descendants were appointed as the priesthood and as levites to serve 
before the Lord as we too (do) for all time. Levi and his sons are blessed forever 
because he was eager for the truth so that he could carry out justice and 
revenge on all who were placed against Israel. 30:19 So blessing and justice 
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before the God of all are entered for him as a testimony on the heavenly 
tablets. 30:20 The jusdce which the man would perform during his lifedme will 
be remembered at all times of the year. As far as 1000 years it will be offered. It 
will come to him and his descendants after him. He has been recorded on the 
heavenly tablets as a just friend'. 

30:21 I have written this endre message for you and have ordered you to tell 
the Israelites not to sin or transgress the statutes. Then they will not violate the 
covenant (which) was established for them so that they should perform them and 
be recorded as friends of God. 30:22 But if they transgress the covenant and do 
what is despicable in any of the ways which have been recorded on the heavenly 
tablets, they will be the enemies of God. They will be erased from the book of life 
and will be recorded in the book of destrucdons, among those who are uprooted 
from the earth. 30:23 On the day that Jacob's sons killed (the people oO 
Shechem, a written notice was entered in heaven for them (to the effect that) they 
had carried out what was true, justice, and revenge on them. They were recorded 
as a blessing. 

30:24 They led their sister Dinah from Shechem's house and captured all 
things that were in Shechem — their sheep and cattle; the donkeys; all their 
property and all their land — and brought everything to their father Jacob. 30:25 
He spoke to them (about) why they had destroyed (the people oO a city because 
he was afraid of the people who were living in the land — of the Canaanites and 
the Perizzites. 30:26 A fear of the Lord was over all the cities which were around 
Shechem. They did not pursue Jacob in order to harm him because fear had 
fallen on them. 

31:1 On the first day of the month ... 

31:9 son, because they look Hke you'? 31:10 He told him: 'They are indeed 
my sons. You have nodced correctly, father, that they are my sons'. 31:11 When 
they came up to him, he turned and kissed them and hugged both of them 
together. 31:12 A spirit of prophecy came into Isaac's mouth. He took Levi by 
his right hand and Judah by his left. 

31:13 He turned to Levi first and began to bless him first. He blessed Levi as 
follows: 'May the God of everything — and he is the Lord of the ages — bless 
you and your sons throughout all ages. 

31:14 May the Lord give you and your great descendants (the ability) to 
understand his glory. 

He will make your descendants (alone) out of all humanity approach him 
so that you may serve him in his sanctuary like the angels of the presence and 

like the holy ones. 
The descendants of your sons, too, will be like them in honor, greatness, and 

holiness. 
He will sanctify them throughout all ages. 
31:15 They will become princes and judges of all the descendants of Jacob. 
They will declare the word of God truly 
and will justly test all his verdicts. 
They will tell my ways to Jacob 
and my paths to Israel [Ronsch, 145]. 
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The blessing of God will be given to his descendants, 
so that they may bless all the beloved descendants. 
31:16 Your mother named you Levi, 
and she has given you the right name. 
You will be for the adornment of God 
and a companion of all Jacob's sons. 
Your table will belong to you; 
you and your sons will eat (from) it. 
Your table will be filled throughout all ages; 
your food will not be lacking throughout all ages. 
31:17 All those who hate you will fall before you, 
and all your enemies will be destroyed and perish. 
For as the one (who) blesses you will be blessed, 
also if any nation curses you, it will be cursed'. 
31:18 Then he said to Judah: 
God will give you the power and strength to trample on all who hate you. 
You will be a prince — you and one of your sons. 
It will go and possess the entire earth and the regions. 
Then the peoples will be frightened before you; 
all the nations will be disturbed; 
all ...' 

31:29 '...the one who has made everything, to whom you made the prayer 
31:30 He said to Rebecca: 'Go with your son'. 

So Rebecca went with her son Jacob and her nurse Deborah with her. They 
arrived at Bethel. 31:31 When he recalled the blessing with which his father had 
blessed him and his two sons — Levi and Judah — he was very happy and 
blessed the God of his fathers Abraham and Isaac. 31:32 'Now I know that I and 
my sons have an eternal hope before the almighty God'. This is the way it was 
destined regarding the two and (this is) their share in the eternal testimonies on 
the heavenly tablets just as Isaac blessed them. 

32:1 That night they slept in Bethel. Levi dreamed as though he were 
appointed as priest of the most high God forever. When he awakened, he blessed 
God. 32:2 When Jacob got up early in the morning on the fourteenth day of this 
month, he gave a tithe of everything which had come with him — from people to 
every living thing, and from money to all utensils and clothing. He gave a dthe of 
everything. 32:3 At that time, when Rachel became pregnant with her son 
Benjamin, Jacob counted his sons from him. He went up (the list), and it came 
down on Levi in the Lord's share. His father put priestly clothes on him and 
ordained him 32:4 on the fifteenth day of this month. On it he brought to the 
altar 14 young bulls from the cattle, 28 rams, 49 sheep, 7 kids, and 21 goats. 
These were burnt-offerings on the altar of offerings for a pleasant aroma before 
God. 32:5 This was his gift because of the vow which he had made to give a dthe 
along with the sacrifices and with their wine. 32:6 When the fire had consumed [it 
he would bum] incense on the fire above; and as a peace offering two young bulls, 
four rams, two year-old lambs, two goats. This is what he would do once daily 
during the seven days. 32:7 He was blessing and uttering a song of praise to the 
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God who had freed him from all his difficulties and because he had granted his 
vow. 32:8 He tithed all .... 

32:18 wherever they make their footprint against mankind. 32:19 I will give 
your descendants all of the blessings that are beneath the sky. They will rule and 
exercise power over all the nadons just as they wish. Afterwards, they will gain 
the entire earth, and they will possess it forever'. 32:20 When he had finished 
speaking with him, he went up from him, and Jacob kept watching until he had 
gone up from him into heaven. 32:21 In a night vision he saw an angel of God 
coming down from heaven with seven boxwood tablets in his hand. He gave 
them to Jacob, and he read (them). He learned what things were written on them 
and what things would happen to him and his sons throughout all ages. 32:22 
After he had shown him what things were written on the boxwood tablets, he 
said to him: 'You will not build this place, and do not make it into an eternal 
temple. Do not live in this place because this will [not] be that place. But go to the 
place of your father Abraham — the tower — and live with your father Isaac 
undl the day of your father's death. 32:23 For you will die peacefully in Egypt 
and be buried honorably in this land; you will be put in the grave of your fathers 
with Abraham and Isaac. 32:24 Do not be afraid because just as you have seen 
and read so will all the things which have all been written happen'. 32:25 Then 
Jacob said: 'Lord, how shall I remember all the things that I have read and seen'? 
He said to him: 'I will remind you of all things'. 32:26 When he had gone up 
from him, he awakened and remembered all the things that he had read and seen. 
He hid all the things that he read and seen. 32:27 He celebrated one day there. 
On it he sacrificed as much as he had been sacrificing on the previous days. He 
named it Detaining because he was detained there one day. He named the 
previous days the Festival. 32:28 This is the way it was revealed that they should 
be, and it was written on the heavenly tablets, for which reason it was revealed to 
him that he should celebrate that day and add (it) to the seven festal days. 32:29 
It was called Detaining because of the fact that it was added to the days of the 
festival in accord with the number of days in the year. 

32:30 On the twendeth day of this month, in the third night, Deborah, 
Rebecca's nurse, died. They buried her below the city, beneath the oak at the 
stream. They named that place the Stream of Deborah. 

32:31 Jacob went and returned to the tower of his father Isaac. Through her 
Jacob sent rams, sheep, and he-goats to make his father a meal as he would wish. 
32:32 He followed his mother until he reached Dabrata, and he remained there. 
32:33 During that night Rachel gave birth to a son. She named him Benjamin, 
i.e. (?) in this jubilee, on the tenth day of the eighth month, during the first year of 
the sixth week. 32:34 Then Rachel died there and was buried in the country of 
Ephrathah, that is Bethlehem. Jacob built a pillar above Rachel's grave, on the 
road of her grave. 

33:1 Jacob went and rested to the south of the Tower of Ephrathah. He went 
to his father Isaac — he and his wife Leah — on the first day of the tenth month. 

Syriac Chronicle (55.24-56.10) 

33:2 One day Reuben saw Bilhah, his 33:2 When Reuben saw Bilhah, 
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father's concubine, bathing in water in 
a private place, and he loved her. 

33:3 He secretly entered the place 
where Bilhah lived at night. 

33:4 After he had 
slept with her in the bed, she took hold 
of him and shouted out. When she 
realized that it was Reuben, 

33:5 she 
was ashamed because of him. She re
leased her grip on him. 

33:6 She grieved terribly about 
this deed and told no one. 
33:7 When Jacob came and looked 
for her, she said to him: «I am not 
pure for you because your son Reuben 
defiled me and slept with me while I 
was sleeping. I did not realize (it) undl 
he uncovered the edge of my (gar
ment)». 
33:8 Jacob was very angry at Reuben 
because he had slept with Bilhah and 
had uncovered the covering of his 
father. He cursed him and said: «Like 
water you have gone astray [cf Gen. 
49:4]; you will not desist ...» 33:9 
Jacob did not know Bilhah again. 

Rachel's maid — his father's con
cubine — bathing in water in a private 
place, he loved her. 
33:3 At night he entered secretly to 
Bilhah and found her sleeping alone in 
her bed in her tent. 33:4 After he had 
slept with her, she awakened and there 
was Reuben with her on the bed. 
When she removed the covering, she 
took hold of him, shouted out, and 
realized that it was Reuben. 33:5 He 
was confused by her. Once she had 
released her grip from him he ran 
away. 33:6 She grieved terribly about 
this and told no one how he came. 
33:7 When Jacob came, she told him 
and said to Jacob:'! am not pure for 
you because I am too contaminated 
for you, since Reuben defiled me and 
slept with me at night. I was sleeping 
and did not realize (it) until he uncov
ered my covering and slept with me'. 
33:8 Jacob was very angry at Reuben 
because he had slept with Bilhah. 

33:9 
Jacob did not know 

Reuben proclaimed a fast for himself that he would not eat meat or drink wine 
because of his offence. 33:10 For this reason it is written in the law that anyone 
who sleeps with his father's wife is to die. 33:16 Reuben had pardon because the 
laws, the commandments, and the punishments had not yet been revealed. 

Ladn 

33:18 ... shows [no] pardahty and [accepts no] gifts. 33:19 Tell them the 
words of this testament so that they may listen and be careful about them in 
order that they may not be destroyed or uprooted from the earth. For all who 
commit them on the earth before our God are something impure, something 
detestable, an offence, and something contaminated. 33:20 It is a great sin on the 
earth because Israel is a holy people for the Lord its God. It is the people of (his) 
share; it is a priestly nadon and a royal and holy one (?). No impurity is among 
the holy people. 

33:21 During the third year of this sixth week Jacob and all his sons went and 
took up residence at the tower of Abraham near his father Isaac and his mother 
Rebecca. 33:22 These are the names of Jacob's sons: Reuben, the first-born, 
Simeon, Levi, Judah, Issachar, Zebulun were Leah's sons. Rachel's sons were 
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Joseph and Benjamin. Bilhah's sons were Dan and Naphtali. And Zilpah's sons 
were Gad and Asher. Leah's daughter Dinah was Jacob's only daughter. 33:23 
After they had come, they bowed to Isaac and Rebecca. When they saw them, 
they blessed Jacob and all his children. Isaac was extremely happy that he had 
seen the children of his younger son Jacob, and he blessed them. 

34:1 During the forty-fourth jubilee, in the sixth year of this week, Jacob sent 
his sons to tend their sheep — his servants were with them — to the field of 
Shechem. 34:2 Seven Amorite kings assembled [against] them. They waited in the 
woods in order to kill them and take their sheep as booty ... 34:3 But Jacob, 
Levi, Judah, and Joseph remained at the tower with their father Isaac because he 
was faint-spirited and they were unable to leave him. Benjamin was the youngest; 
for this reason he stayed with his father. 34:4 Then came the kings of Saffo, the 
king of Arco, the king of Saragan, the king of Silo, the king of Gaas, the king of 
Boton, the king of Manesacer, and all who were living on the mountain and who 
were living in the forest in the land of Canaan. 34:5 It was reported to Jacob: 
'The Amorite kings have just ...'. 
35:3 '... everything I have done and all my thoughts [from the day I was born] 
undl today — that at all dmes I . . . to do what is good ... for all. 35:4 How shall I 
not do this matter about which you have ordered me — that I should do (it) for 
my father and brothers? 35:5 But I ask: «Tell me, mother, what impropriety you 
have noticed in me so that I may turn away from it and experience the mercy of 
the Lord». 35:6 Rebecca said to him: 'Son, throughout my endre [lifedme] I have 
nodced no improper act in you but only proper one(s). However, I will tell you 
the whole truth, son: I am dying during this year and will not even make it alive 
through this year. I will die and will not live more than ... 50 years. I am 
compledng my lifetime'. 35:7 Jacob laughed at what his mother was saying 
be[cause] , but she was sitdng in front of him and she was strong. She had 
lost none of her strength because she could go and come; and her teeth were 
strong. No sickness had harmed her throughout all her days. 35:8 Jacob said to 
her: 'I would be fortunate if my lifetime approached your 
1Q18 

35:8 hfetime in me in 
'wi]th me the way you have spoken with me 

about your death'. [ about your death'. 
35:9 35:9 She went in ... to Isaac and 

] 'I am ma[ki]ng [one requejst said to him: 'I am making one request 
of you: make Esau swear that [he will] of you: that you make Esau swear that 
n[ot] he will not harm his brother Jacob, not 

with hostility. For you pursue him, and not act in hatred 
k[no]w the way Esau thinks — thath[e against him. For you know the way 

Esau thinks — that he has been mali
cious since his youth and that he is 
devoid of virtue because he my 

35:10 his brother. 35:10 all the 
don]e from the day [his things that he has done the day 

brother Jajcob w[ent] to Haran [ u[ntil] today — 
th[at] 
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... has taken by force 35:11 (When) we would ask him in a pleading way for 
what belonged to us,... as if he were being charitable to us. 35:12 He is behaving 
bitterly toward you due to the fact that you blessed your perfect and true son 
Jacob since he has no evil 

36:20 ... He served God wholeheartedly and with his endre self and in line with 
the visible commands according to the division of the times of his generations. 
36:21 In the forty-fifth jubilee, during the fourth year of the second week Jacob's 
wife Leah died. They buried her in the twofold cave near his mother Rebecca. 
36:22 All her sons and his children came to mourn with him for his wife Leah and 
to comfort him regarding her because he was lamenting her. 36:23 For he loved 
her very much from the time when her sister Rachel died because she was perfect 
and right in all her behavior and honored Jacob in all the time that he lived with 
her. He did not hear any bad word from her mounth because she was gentle and 
peaceful and hono[r] 36:24 He recalled all the things that she had 
done in her lifetime, and for this reason he loved her very much with all his heart 
and his person. 

Syriac Chronicle (56.11-58.25) 

37:1 After Isaac's death. 

37:2 Esau's sons quarreled with their 
father and said to him: «Why is it that 
when you are older than your brother 
Jacob your father gave him the birth
right and the greatness, although he is 
younger than you»? 37:3 Esau said to 
his sons: «Because I gave the birth
right and the greatness to my brother 
Jacob in exchange for a little lentil 
broth. Also, the day my father sent me 
to hunt game so that he could eat (it) 
and bless me, he came in a crafty way 
and brought in cooked food to my 
father. He blessed him and put me 
under his control. 37:4 Now my 

father has made me and him 
swear that neither of us will harm his 
brother, and that we will continue in (a 
state of) tranquillity and peace». 

37:5 His sons 
said to him: «We do not agree with 
you to make peace with him because 

37:1 On the day that Isaac, the 
father of Jacob and Esau, died Esau's 
sons heard that Isaac had given the 
older ... honor ... part to his younger 
son Jacob. They became very angry. 
37:2 They quarreled with Esau: 'Why 
has Jacob been placed before you 
when he is the younger, and (why) has 
your father given him the greater part 
and made you the inferior one'? 37:3 
Esau said to them: 'Because I gave the 
right of the first-born to Jacob in 
exchange for a little lentil broth. The 
day my father sent me to hunt game 
for him so that he could eat (it) and 
bless me, he came in a crafty way and 
brought in food and drink to my 
father. My father blessed him and put 
me under his control. 37:4 Now our 
father has made us — me and him — 
swear that we will not aim at what is 
bad, the one against his brother, and 
that we will continue in (a state of) 
love and peace, each with his brother, 
so that we should not practice what is 
wrong toward one another'. 37:5 They 
said to him: 'We will not listen to 
you in order to make peace with him 
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our Strength is greater than his because our strength is greater than his 
strength, and we are stronger than he strength, and we are stronger men 
is. We will go against him and kill him than he is. We will go against him, 
and his sons. If you do not go with us, kill him, and destroy him and [his] 
we will harm you too. 37:6 Now Hsten sons 
to us. Let us make war with him and 
destroy him from the earth before he 
gains strength». 37:7 Their father Esau said to them: «Do not go and do not 
make war with him so that you may not fall under his control and he destroy 
you». 37:8 His sons said to him: «This is the way you have acted from your 
youth and until today. You are bowing your neck beneath his yoke. We will not 
Hsten to you». 

At that dme Jacob's wife Leah died, and he was sitting in mourning regarding 
the death of his wife. 37:9 Esau's s o n s sent and hired for themselves 4000 strong 
men from Aram and Edom. 37:11 They said to their father: «Get up, lead us. 
Otherwise, we will kill you». 37:12 Esau was filled with anger and wrath when he 
saw that his sons were forcing him to go against his brother. 37:13 But he 
remembered the bad things that were hidden in his mind against his brother at an 
earlier time, and he did not remember the oaths that he had s w o r n to his father 
and mother not to harm hi^ brother. 

37:14 During all of this, Jacob was unaware; rather, he was mourning for his 
wife Leah until they approached his enclosure with 4000 men. 37:15 The people 
of Hebron sent and said to Jacob: «Your brother is coming against you for war». 
For they loved Jacob more than Esau, since Jacob was a more kind and generous 
man than Esau. 3716 But Jacob did not believe (it) undl they came near his 
enclosure. 37:17 At once he hasdly closed the gates of the enclosure, went up, 
stood on the top, and spoke with his brother Esau. He said to him: «How fine is 
the consolation that you have come to give me for my wife who has died. Are 
these the oaths that you swore to your father and your mother two times before 
their death? You have violated your oaths». 

37:18 Esau said in reply to Jacob: «Neither mankind nor animals have true 
oaths which they swear (as valid) forever. But every day they aim at what is bad 
for one another. 37:19 You and your sons will be enemies for me and my sons 
forever. There is for me no making of peace with you». Jacob said: «Do not do 
(this), my brother. As for me, there is no evil in my mind against you; do not plan 
evil against me. Be aware that there is a God, and he sees secrets and repays each 
one in accord with what he does. Calm your great anger and do nothing hasdly. 
Then evil would come upon you». 37:20 Then Esau replied and said harshly: 
«Listen to what I have to say to you. If a pig changes its hide to soft wool; and if 
the horns of a deer emerge on its head, then I will observe brotherly ties with you. 
37:21 If wolves make peace with lambs and do not harm them; 37:22 if the lion 
becomes the friend of a bull and draws the yoke with it; 37:23 and if the ravens 
turn white like pelicans, then I will make peace with you». 

37:24 When Jacob saw that Esau had come against him with all his mind and 
all his intelligence so that he could kill him, 37:25 then Jacob told his sons to 
attack him. 
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38:1 Judah said to his father Jacob: 
«We are not able to draw the sword 
before your brother, since in our esd-
madon he is equal to you. Draw your 
bow; slay your enemy; and kill your 
foe, because he is your brother. Leave 
the rest of the warriors to us. Do not 
ask any more quesdons». 38:2 Jacob 
then drew his bow, shot an arrow, hit 
his brother Esau on his right side, and 
struck him down. 38:3 He shot a 
second arrow and hit Aroda the Ara
mean on his left side. He killed him. 
When Jacob's sons saw that Esau was 
dead, they opened the gates of the 
enclosure. 
38:4 They and their servants went out 

38:5 

and massacred all who 
were found in front of them. No one 
escaped from them 

38:1 

38:8 

except Esau's four sons. They left their 
father when he was killed and thrown. 

38:9 Then Jacob 
went out (and) buried his brother 
Esau. He and his sons returned to the 
enclosure. 

in order that we may give him the 
honor'. 38:2 Jacob then stretched his 
bow, shot an arrow, pierced his 
brother Esau on his right breast, and 
struck him down. 38:3 He shot a 
second arrow and hit Adoram the 
Aramean on his left breast; he drove 
him back and killed him. 

38:4 After this Jacob's sons — they 
and their servants — went out, divided 
to the four sides of the tower. 38:5 
Judah went out first. Naphtali and 
Gad were with him, and 50 servants 
were with him on the south side of 
the tower. They killed whomever they 
found 
in front of them. No one at all escaped 
from them. 38:6 Levi, Dan, and Asher 
went out on the east side of the tower, 
and 50 were with them. They killed the 
Moabite and Ammonite warriors. 
38:7 Reuben, Issachar, and Zebulun 
went out and their 50 with them. They 
also killed the Philistine warriors. 
38:8 Simeon, Benjamin, and Enoch — 
Reuben's son — went out on the west 
side of the tower, and their 50 were 
with them. Of (the people oQ Edom 
and the Horites they killed 400 war
riors and 600 and the four sons of 
Esau ran away with them. They left 
the body of their father thrown on the 
hill that is in Adurin. 38:9 Jacob's 
sons pursued them as far as Mt. Seir, 
while Jacob buried his brother Esau on 
the hill that is in Adurin and then 
returned to the tower. 38:10 Jacob's 

sons besieged Esau's sons in Mt. Seir. They subjugated them to become servants 
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for Jacob's sons. 38:11 They sent to their father Jacob (to ask) whether they 
should make peace with them. 38:12 They placed the yoke of fear on them so 
that they should give honor to Jacob and his sons for all time. 38:13 They 
condnued giving honor to Jacob undl the day of his descent to Egypt. 38:14 The 
Edomites have not extricated themselves from the yoke of fear which Jacob's 
sons imposed on them until today. 

38:15 These are the kings who ruled in Edom — before a kingship ruled the 
Israehtes — undl today in the land of Edom. 38:16 Barad, son of Beor, and the 
name of his city ... 

39:9 She approached him and held on to him in the house in order to compel 
him and so that he would sleep with her. She closed the doors of the house and 
held on to him. Joseph left his clothes and, having opened the door, ran away 
from her to the outside. 39:10 When the woman saw that he had defied her, she 
accused him falsely to her husband in front of his master: 'That Hebrew slave of 
yours whom you love tried to force me so that he could sleep with me. When I 
shouted, he ran outside, left his clothes in my hands with whic[h I grab]bed his 
clothes from below ...' 39:11 When the Egyptian saw Joseph's clothes and the 
broken door, he believed what his wife said. He put Joseph in prison in the place 
where the prisoners of the king were held. 

39:12 While he vyas there in the prison, the Lord gave him a favorable 
recepdon before the chief of the prison and a kind reception before him because 
he saw that the Lord was with him and that the Lord was directing all the things 
that Joseph did. 39:13 For that reason he handed everything over to him. The 
chief of the prison knew nothing of what was done in the prison because Joseph 
would do all these things and the Lord would direct them. He remained there for 
two years. 

39:14 At that dme the pharaoh, the king of Egypt, became angry at two of his 
eunuchs, i.e. the buders and the chief baker. He put them in prison, in the house 
of the chief cook, in the prison where Joseph, too, was held. 39:15 The chief of 
the prison appointed Joseph to serve them. So he would serve in their presence. 
39:16 The men — the chief butler and the chief baker — had dreams and told 
them to Joseph. 39:17 Things turned out for them just as Joseph interpreted for 
them. The pharaoh restored the chief butler to his posidon, but he hanged the 
chief baker as Joseph had told him. 39:18 The chief butler forgot Joseph in 
prison although he had informed him (about) what would happen to him. He did 
not remember so that king pharaoh could intervene and release Joseph because 
he forgot. 

40:1 At that time the pharaoh had two dreams in one night about the famine 
which would come on the ... land. When he awakened, he summoned all the 
dream interpreters who were in his kingdom and the enchanters. He told them his 
dreams, but they were unable to interpret his dreams for him. 40:2 Then the chief 
butler remembered Joseph. After he had told king pharaoh about him, he 
brought him from prison and he related [his] two dreams in his presence ... 40:3 
He interpreted '... two dreams are one. But there will be seven successive 
years of abundance in the entire land of Egypt; and in the same way a seven-year 
famine will be in the endre land. 40:4 Now let the pharaoh appoint throughout 
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the entire land of Egypt overseers who are to collect the individual cides' food 
and store it during the seven years of abundance as food which will be for the 
seven years of famine. Then the land will not be destroyed because of the famine, 
since it will be very severe over the endre land'. 40:5 God gave Joseph a favorable 
and kind recepdon before the pharaoh. The pharaoh said to his servants: 'Will 
we be able to find a man more wise and knowledgeable than this one is, for the 
spirit of God is with him'? 40:6 He appointed him as the second to himself in his 
endre kingdom and as one who had authority over all the land of Egypt; and he 
put him on the second chariot which was the pharaoh's. 40:7 He dressed him 
with clothing made of linen and put a gold chain on his neck. They made a 
proclamation before him: 'Elel and habirel'. He put a signet ring on his hand and 
made him ruler over his entire household. He made him great and said: 'I will not 
be greater than you except with regard to my throne only'. 

40:8 So Joseph took control over the endre land of Egypt. All of the 
pharaoh's princes, his servants, and all who were doing the king's work loved 
him because he conducted himself in a truthful way. In him there was no 
arrogance, pri[de ... 

Syriac Chronicle (59.2-60.11) 

41:4 Then Judah said to Er's brother Shelah: «Go in to your brother's wife 
Tamar and produce descendants for your brother». 41:5 Shelah knew that the 
descendants would not be his but his brother's; so, when he was joined with her, 
he poured out his semen on the ground so that he would not have sons. In this he 
did something evil before God, and he killed him. 
41:6 So Judah said to Tamar: 41:6 ... his daughter-in-law [Ta]mar: 
«Remain in your father's house as a 'Remain in your father's house as a 
widow until my son Onan grows up. widow until my son Selon grows up. 
Then he will become your husband». Then I will give you to him as a wife'. 
41:7 Onan grew up, but Bedsuel did 41:7 He grew up, but Judah's wife 
not allow Onan to 
marry Tamar. Judah's wife Bedsuel Batsua did not allow her son Selon to 
died. marry her. Judah's wife Bethsua died 

during the fifth year of this week. 
41:8 After some time Judah went 41:8 In its sixth year Judah went up 

up to Timnah to shear his sheep to shear his sheep in Timnah. Tamar 
in Timnah. Tamar was told: «Your was told: 'Your father-in-law is now 
father-in-law is now going up to shear going up to shear his sheep in Tim-
his sheep in Timnah». 41:9 Then she nah'. 41:9 Then she put aside her 
removed the widow's clothing from widow's clothing from herself put on 
herself, put on a veil, made herself up, the best clothes, made herself up, and 
and sat down on the road to Timnah. sat down at the gate near the road to 
41:10 When Judah came to that place, Timnah. 41:10 When Judah arrived, 
he saw her. He supposed that she was he found her and supposed that she 
a prostitute and said to her: «Let me was a prostitute. He said to her: 'Let 
come in to you». me come in to you'. She said: 'Come 
41:11 She said to him: «Give me my in'. So he came in to her. 41:11 She 
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fee». He said to her: «I have nothing 
with me except a ring, a staff, and a 
robe». 

41:12 She said to Judah: «Give them 
to me undl you send me my fee». He 
said to her: «I am sending you a kid». 
After he was with her, she became 
pregnant by him. 

41:13 Then Judah went to his sheep. 
41:14 He sent the kid through his 
Arullamite friend, but he did not find 
her. He asked the men of the area: 
«Where is the prostitute who was 
here?» They said to him: «There is no 
prosdtute here». 41:15 When he 
returned to Judah, he said to him: «I 
did not find the prostitute. I asked the 
men of the area and they answered me: 
'There is no prostitute her&'». Judah 
said: «Why should we become an 
object of mockery?» 

41:16 After three months she was 
visibly pregnant. It was told to Judah: 
«Your daughter-in-law Tamar has 
now become pregnant through pros-
titudon» 41:17 Judah came to her 
father and brothers and said to them: 
«Bring her out and let her be 
burned because she has done some
thing impure in Israel». 41:18 When 
she was brought out to be burned, she 
sent the ring, the staff, and the robe to 
her father-in-law and said: «Recog
nize whose these are because I am 
pregnant by him». 41:19 Judah 
recognized them and said: «Tamar has 
been more just than I; do not burn 
her». 41:20 He did not know her again. 41:21 She gave birth to two boys for him 
— twins: Perez and Zerah. 

41:23 Judah knew that what he had done was evil — that he had slept with his 
daughter-in-law and had uncovered his son's covering. He was longing and 
pleading to God because of this sin. 41:24 He was told in a vision: «It has been 
forgiven for you because you have prayed and pleaded». He received pardon 
because he had lamented very much about the matter. 

said to him: 'Give me my fee'. He said: 
'I have nothing with me except the ring 
which I have on my finger, a neck 
chain, and the staff which is in my 
hand'. 41:12 She said to him: 'Give 
them to me until you send my fee'. 
Judah said: 'I am sending you a kid'. 
He gave them to her. After he was with 
her, she became pregnant by him. 

41:13 Then Judah went to the 
sheep. 41:14 He sent the kid to her 
through his shepherd Adollam (?), hut 
he did not find her. He asked the men 
of that area: 'Where is the prosdtute 
who was here?' They said to him: 
'There is no prosdtute here with us'. 
41:15 When he returned, he told 
Judah: 'I did not find her. But 1 also 
asked the men of that area and they 
said that there was no prostitute in 
that area'. Judah said: 'Let her have 
them so that she does not mock us'. 

41:16 When three months were 
completed for her, she was visibly 
pregnant. Judah was told: 'Your 
daughter-in-law Tamar is now preg
nant'. 41:17 Judah came to her 
father's house and said to her father 
and brothers: 'Bring her out and let 
her be burned because she has done 
something impure in Israel'. 41:18 
When she was brought out to be 
burned, she sent the ring, the neck 
chain, and the staff to her father-in-
law and said: 'Recognize whose these 
are; I am pregnant by him'. 41:19 ... 
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Latin 

42:2 ... but in the land of Egypt there was food because Joseph had gathered the 
grain of the land during the seven years of abundance and was keeping it. 42:3 
When the Egyptians came to Joseph so that he would give them food, he opened 
the storehouses in which the grain was and gave (it) to them to eat during the first 
year because he was selling (it) to them. 42:4 But the famine was very severe in 
the land of Canaan. Jacob heard that there was grain in Egypt, so he sent his ten 
sons to get food for him. But he did not send Benjamin with them. Jacob's ten 
sons arrived in Egypt. 42:5 Joseph recognized them, but they did not recognize 
him. Joseph addressed them harshly and said to them: 'You have come to 
investigate the land'. He then imprisoned them. 42:6 He sent and summoned 
them; when he had taken Simeon from them, he bound him and sent his nine 
brothers away. 42:7 He filled their containers and returned their money to them. 
42:8 He ordered them regarding their youngest brother that they were to bring 
him. 42:9 Jacob's sons went up from the land of Egypt and came to the land of 
Canaan. They told their father what had happened to them and how the ruler of 
the land had spoken harshly with them and was holding Simeon 'undl we should 
present our brother Benjamin to him'. 42:10 Jacob said: 'Me you have deprived 
of children. Joseph does not exist nor does Simeon exist; if you take Benjamin, 
you are also making your evil full on me'. 42:11 He said: 'My son will not go 
with you lest he should ever become ill on the way. For their mother gave birth to 
these two boys; one has died, and if you take this one and he would catch some 
sickness on the way, you would bring down my old age with sorrow to the 
depths'. 42:12 For they said to him that their money was also returned to them 
with their containers, and Jacob was afraid to send him with them. 

42:13 Now the famine grew increasingly severe in the land because many 
Egyptians had kept their seed in storage place(s), that is, after they saw Joseph 
collecting grain and placing (it) in storehouses so that it would be kept for the 
years of the famine. 42:14 The Egyp[tians] ate it ... 

45:8 ... the land of Egypt [suffer] ed from the famine, Joseph gained the whole 
land of Egypt for the pharaoh in exchange for food. For he acquired the people, 
the cattle, and everything for the pharaoh. 45:9 When the seven years of the 
famine were completed, Joseph gave seed and food to the people of the land so 
that they could seed the land in the eighth year because the river had overflowed 
the entire land of Egypt. 45:10 For during the seven years of the famine it had 
not overflowed and had irrigated only a few places at the river bank. The 
Egyptians seeded their land during the eighth year and gathered good produce 
that year. 45:11 That was the first year of the fifth week in the forty-fifth jubilee. 
45:12 Joseph took a fifth of everything that had been produced in the land of 
Egypt as the royal share, and he gave them four parts for food and seed. Joseph 
made this a law for all the Egyptians in the entire land of Egypt until today. 

45:13 Israel lived for 17 years in the land of Egypt. All of the years of his life 
that he lived were three jubilees — 147 years. Then he departed and died. During 
the forty-fifth jubilee, in the fourth year of the fifth week, 45:14 Israel blessed his 
sons before he died. He told what would happen to them in the land of Egypt in 
the last days. He blessed them and blessed Joseph doubly in the land. 45:15 He 
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47:9 ... taught When [you had] comple[ted] weeks ... they 
[brou]ght you into the royal court. 47:10 You remained for three weeks of 

slept with his fathers and was buried near his father Abraham in the double cave 
in the land of Canaan — in the grave which he had dug for himself in Hebron. 
45:16 He gave all his books and the books of his father to his son Levi so that he 
could preserve them and renew them for his sons until today. 

46:1 After the death of Jacob, the children of Israel became numerous in the 
land of Egypt. They became a great nadon; and they were of the same mind so 
that each one loved the others. Each one joined his neighbor. 

2Q20 

46:1 ] wee[ks of] years — for a[ll 
46:2 ] throughout all of Joseph's li[f|edme t[hat 

] were honor[ing 
46:3 ] when he [was] 1[10 years of age 

Ladn 

46:12 The king of Canaan conceived an evil plan in order to make them suffer. 
At that dme the Egyptians said: 46:13 'The nadon of the Israelites has now 
greatly increased and they have become more numerous than we are. Come on, 
therefore, let us make them suffer before they multiply and let us humble them 
through their works so that war may not come our way, and then they, too, will 
fight against us to (?) our enemies as they leave our land because their mind(s) 
and faces (look) toward the land of Canaan'. 46:14 The king appointed 
taskmasters over them to make them suffer through their works. They built 
fortified cities for the pharaoh — Pithom, Ramses, and Oon. They built every 
wall which had been destroyed in the cities of Egypt. 46:15 They reduced them to 
slavery by force, but however much they would humble them the more they 
would multiply. 46:16 The Egyptians considered the Israehtes detestable. 

47:1 During the forty-seventh jubilee, in the seventh year of its seventh week, 
his father came from the land of Canaan. He was born during the fourth week, in 
its sixth year, in the forty-eighth jubilee. This was the time of distress for the 
Israelites. 47:2 The pharaoh, the king of Egypt, had given orders regarding them 
that they were to throw their sons — all the males who were born to them — into 
the river. 47:3 They continued throwing (them in) for seven months until the time 
when you were born. Your mother hid you for three months. Then they told 
about her. 47:4 As she was afraid, she made a box, covered it with asphalt and 
pitch, and put it at the river bank. She put you in it for seven days. Your mother 
would come at night and nurse you; during the day your sister Miriam would 
protect you from the birds. 47:5 At that time Termot, the pharaoh's daughter, 
went out to bathe in the river and heard you crying. She told her slave to bring 
the baby to her, so they brought you. 47:6 She took you out of the box and pitied 
you. 47:7 Then your sister said to her: 'I will go and summon for you, if you 
wish, a Hebrew woman who will nurse him for you'. She said to her: 'Go'. 47:8 
She summoned her and your mother Jochebet. She gave that woman wages 
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years until the time when you went from the royal court and saw the Egyptian 
beating your brother. You struck him, dug into the ground, and buried him in 
the sand. 47:11 On the next day you found two of the Israelites fighting. You said 
to the one who was beating his fellow: 'Why are you beating your brother?' 
47:12 He became angry with indignation ... said: 'Who appointed you as ruler or 
judge over us? Do you want to kill me as you killed the Egyptian yesterday?' ... 
because of this ... 

48:1 During the forty-ninth jubilee, in the sixth year of the third week, you 
went and lived in the land of Midpan] ... for five weeks and one year. In the 
fiftieth jubilee, in the second week, during its second year, you returned to Egypt. 
48:2 You yourself know the one who spoke with you at Mt. Sinai and what the 
prince of Mastema wanted to do to you while you were returning to Egypt — on 
the way on which you passed him, at the lodging place. 48:3 Did he not wish with 
all his strength to kill you so that they could save the Egyptians from your power 
because he saw that you were sent to carry out punishment and to take revenge 
on the Egyptians? 48:4 I rescued you from his power. You performed the signs 
and miracles which you were sent to perform in Egypt and against the pharaoh, 
all his house, and all his nation. 48:5 God effected a great revenge on 
account of Israel. He struck them with blood, frogs, gnats (?), dog flies, bad 
sore(s) which their cattle with death; and with hailstones he 
annihilated all their plants; locusts ate the things that were left from the hail; 
with darkness; (and with the death) of their first-born of men and cattle. The 
Lord took revenge on all the gods of the Egyptians ... 

Cedrenus, Historiarum Compendium (85.21-86.1) 

48:14 For this reason ten plagues were given to the Egyptians in ten months, and 
finally they were subdued in the sea in the manner in which the babies of the 
Hebrews were drowned in the river. 1000 strong men of the Egyptians were 
drowned in place of one Israelite baby. 

Latin 

49:7 ... throughout [all] your lifetime so that you may celebrate (it) each year, 
once a year, on its days, in accord with its law. It will not pass by nor will it be 
(away) from its days and from month to month. 49:8 For it is an eternal statute 
and it is written on the heavenly tablets regarding all the Israelites that they are to 
celebrate them each year on its day, once a year, throughout their history. It has 
no temporal limit because it is ordained forever. 49:9 The man who is pure but 
does not know how to celebrate it on its prescribed day — to bring a sacrifice that 
is acceptable before the Lord, to eat and drink before the Lord on his festal day 
— will be destroyed, namely, the man who is impure and who is nearby, because 
he did not bring a sacrifice to the Lord at its time. That man will bear 
responsibility for his own sin. 49:10 The Israelites will come and celebrate the 
passover at its time — on the fourteenth day of the first month — until the 
evening, from the third part of it until the third part of the night. For two parts of 
the day are in the light and a third part in the evening. 49:11 This is what the 
Lord commanded you — to celebrate it in the evening. 49:12 One is not to 
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sacrifice at any hour of the daylight but in the evening and one is to eat it during 
the evening hours in the third part of the night. Any of the meat that is left over 
from the third part of the night — this is to be burned. 49:13 It is not boiled in 
water nor will it be eaten raw; but you will eat it carefully roasted on a fire — its 
head with the internal parts and its feet you will roast on a fire. None of its bones 
is to be broken. There is to be no distress among the Israelites on this day. 

49:14 Therefore the Lord ordered the Israelites to celebrate the passover on 
its specific day. No bone of it is to be broken on it because it is a festal day and a 
day which has been commanded. There is to be no passing over from day to day, 
from month and month but (it is to be celebrated) at its time. 

49:15 Now you order the Israelites to celebrate the passover each year during 
their history, once a year on its specific day. Then it will be an acceptable 
testimony before God and no plague will come from him to destroy and to 
extirpate them during that year in which they will celebrate the passover at its 
time in accord with all its commands. 49:16 It will not be eaten outside of the 
Lord's sanctuary but at the Lord's tabernacle. All the Israelite throng will 
celebrate it at its time. 49:17 Every man who passes (?) in the census — from 20 
years of age and above — is to eat it in the sanctuary of our God before the Lord, 
because this is the way it has been commanded and written — that it is to be 
eaten in his sanctuary. 

49:18 When the Israelites enter the land which they will possess — the land of 
Canaan — and live in God's tabernacle in the middle of the land in one of their 
tribes (until the day when God's temple will be built in the land), they will come 
and celebrate the passover before God's tabernacle each year. 49:19 At the time 
when the house will be built in the Lord's name in the land which they will 
possess, there they will offer and sacrifice the passover until evening — about 
sunset — in the third part of the day. 49:20 They will offer its blood on the base 
of the altar. They will offer the fat on the fire of the altar and will eat the meat 
roasted on a fire in the courtyard of the sanctuary in the name of the Lord. 49:21 
They will not be able to celebrate the passover in their cities, in any place, except 
before the Lord's tabernacle or before the house in which his name has resided. 
Then they will not go astray from the Lord. 

49:22 Now you, Moses, order the Israelites to keep the statute of the 
passover, and as it was commanded to you tell them throughout each and every 
year, at the time of its days and throughout the festival of unleavened bread so 
that they may eat unleavened bread for seven days, celebrate its festival, and 
bring a sacrifice befo[re the Lord] each day during the seven joyful days ... 
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